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During the last twenty years there has been a proliferation 

of local studies of Poor Law administration, many of them concerned fi 
RA 

with the period of transition from the Old to the New Poor Laws. 

This thesis complements other local studies; it offers a detailed 

examination of Poor Law administration in and around the rapidly 1 

expanding industrial town of Bradford. At the same time, the thesis 

seeks to broaden the scope of such local studies by placing the Poor 

Law more firmly within its local social, economic and political 

context. Bradford's experiences are compared with those of other, 

particularly northern, urban Unions, and for the period after 1848, 

detailed comparison is made between Poor Law administration in the 

neighbouring Bradford and North Bierlay Unions. 

Chapter 1 highlights those elements of Bradford's econosic and 

social structure likely to exert the greatest influence on Poor Law 

} 

administration. Chapter 2 examines administrative structures and 

relief practices under the Old Poor Law, with particular reference to 

the area's claim to-administrative efficiency. Chapter 3 examines 

local reactions to the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act and traces the 

history of Bradford's popular anti-Poor Law movement. Chapter 4 

investigates the new administrative structure. Chapter 4(1) evidences 

the occupational and political distinctions between the Borough and'-,, ' 

non-Borough Guardians, highlighting the political dimension of Poor' 

Law administration. Chapter 4(u) analyses the mechanics of relief 

distribution and Chapter 4(111) examines the New Poor Law's'sham. 

financial base. Chapter 3(i) looks at the fate of the principles of 

1834 with regard to able-bodied paupers and at the debate surrounding 

the introduction of the Outdoor Labour TesteOrder. Chapter 3(11) deals 

largely with the provision of outdoor medical relief. Chapter 5(üi) 

examines the Workhouse regime and the treatment of particular groups 
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of inmates, such as the mentally ill and vagrants. '_The. educatioa 

provided for Workhouse children is compared with that available to 

the independent poor. The Chapter concludes with a detailed 

examination of the Workhouse debate of 1846-8. Chapter 5(w) investigates 

non-statutory relief provision in Bradford and attempts to assess its 

qualitative and quantitative importance. Chapter 6 examines the 

operation of the Law of Settlement, the workings of the non-resident 

relief system and the in+mediate impact of the legislation of 1846-7. 

Chapter 7 outlines the Poor Law authorities' involvement in bastardy 

affiliation actions. Chapter 8 assesses the impact of the Nev Poor Law 

and considers some of the major determinants of relief policy, including 

a survey of local attitudes to poverty. Part One concludes with the 

Union's division in 1848. 

Part Two considers the more settled administration of the 1850x' 

and 1860s, building on the framework used in Part One. Chapter 9 looks 

at the occupations, politics and conduct of business of the Bradford 

and North Marley Boards of Guardians. Chapter 10 traces changes in 

the system of distributing relief and in the Poor Law's financial base, 

with particular reference to the financial reforms culminating in the 

Union Cbargaability Act of 1865. Chapter II pursues the able-bodied 

debate, continues the earlier survey of outdoor medical relief and 

examines the novel provision of education for the children of outdoor- 

paupers. Chapter 12 catalogues the erection of new Union Workhouses 

in Bradford and North Marley and traces their evolving role as general 

pauper hospitals. Chapter 13 examines the enlarged contribution of 

charities in Bradford while Chapter 14 surveys the continuing but: reduced 

impact of the Law of Settlement. Chapter 15 co ants on the changes seen 

in the later period. 
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PART 0T1ß. THE NEW POOR LAW. 1834 TO 1848. 



1. 

CHAPTER 1. THE LOCAL BACKGROUND 

'Hail: Bradford, - In thy dark and smoky glory. 

What though the aid-day sun in vain may shine, - 

Let smoke be still the index of thy story, 

And soot, in place of sunbeams, still be thine'. 

Bradford and Huddersfield Courier, 30 Nov. 1826 

'The rapid progress of Bradford is indeed one of 

the most striking phenomena in the history of 

the British Empire'. 

E. Parsons, The ... History of Leeds, Halifax, 

Iiuddersfield, Bradford ... and the Manufacturing 

District of Yorkshire. Vol. 1 (Leeds, 1834) p. 228 

When Jacob Behrens moved from Leeds to Bradford, in 1838, he found 

that, 'all aas different, all was on the make'. 
' Bradford in the first 

half of the nineteenth century was, pre-eminently, a town 'on the make'; 

a place of rapid change and intense activity. 

The pace of Bradford's growth is evident from the population 

statistics, which show that between 1801 and 1851 the township's 

population increased eightfold, making Bradford the fastest growing 

industrial town in England. 

Table 1. The Population of Bradford. 1801 - 1871.2 

1801 1811 1821 1831 1841 1831 1861 1871 

Bradford Township 6,393 7,767 13,064 23,223 34,560 52,493 48,646 64,440 

Bradford Borough 13,264 16,012 26,309 43,527 66,715 103,778 106,215 145,830 

Behind these figures lay Bradford's emergence as the centre of the 

West Riding worsted industry. 3 In 1810, the future Borough of Bradford 

contained just 5 worsted mills; by 1830 the number had risen to 31, and by 

1841 to 67. In the loosely defined 'district' of Bradford the number of 
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worsted factories rose from 82 in 1835 to 254 in 1854. By the middle 

of the nineteenth century Bradford had become 'the great voolmarket 

of England', - the soerchanting as well as the manufacturing centre 

of the worsted industry; and the number of worsted stuff merchants 

rose accordingly, from 5 in 1822 to 157 in 1861. it was a measure of 

Bradford's supremacy that, by 1850, two out of every five worsted 

power loons in England and Wales were to be found within the Borough, 

and Bradford could proudly claim to be, 'beyond all challenge - the 

Capital of the Worsted Trade'. 
4 

This industrial fairy story continued through the 1860s, for 

while Lancashire reeled under the impact of the Cotton Famine, Bradford's 

worsted trade flourished. The Franco-Prussian Var removed the emerging 

threat of French competition, and 1871 was declared a year of 

'unexampled prosperity'. 
S 

Contemporary historians tended to dwell on the statistics of 

progress and on shining examples of individual achievement. The bleaker 

side of the story was viewed as water under the bridge. Yet Bradford's 

domination of the worsted industry was achieved at the price of dependence 

upon it. In 1841 the Borough's worsted mills provided employment for 

over 10,000 people; 15.61 of the population. There may have been as 

many as 10,000 hand workers resident in the Borough, so that between a 

quarter and a third of the entire population was directly employed in 

worsted manufacture. Thirty years later almost 28,000 people, 19.1% of 

the population* worked in the Borough's worsted factories, and a further 

7.659 worked in other textile and finishing works. 
6 Bradford depended 

for its livelihood on the worsted industry, and any recession in this 

staple trade had immediate and serious consequences. 

During the late 1830s and 1840s the industry's fortunes fluctuated 

violently, and for every entrepreneurial success there were a host of 

failures. Of 318 textile firms carrying on business in the Bradford 

and Leeds area in 1836, only 127 were still in business ten years later. 
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Trading conditions were more stable during the 1850. and 1860s, 

but the recessions of 1854-3 and 1857-8 produced a further crop 

of failures, including the spectacular downfall of the respected 

firm of William Cheesebrough and Son, with liabilities of £350,000. 

Chessebrough had once been an Alderman, as well as a Poor Law Guardian, 

and his ruin was a reminder that those who administered poor relief 

might someday stand in need of it. 7 

This was a risk their employees were more familiar with. A 

recession meant widespread short-time working and unemployment. At 

the height of the depression of 1847-8 over 16,000 individuals were 

in receipt of outdoor relief from the Bradford Poor Law Union, a 

figure representing roughly 10% of the population. In Bradford 

township one in eight of the inhabitants were reduced to pauperism. 

Underemployment was more widespread than even these figures indicate, 

for many suffered severe hardship rather than apply to the Board of 

Guardians for relief. During the depression of 1854-5, the Factory 

Inspector was impressed by the fact, 'that the number of applications 

for relief bears but a very small proportion to the number of hands 

whose earnings have been materially lessened or have altogether 

ceased'; yet, within a few months, over 71 of the Borough's population 

were receiving poor relief. The high incidence of pauperism during 

trade depressions was evidence of even higher rates of unemployment 

and underemployment. 
8 

Trade depressions periodically forced factory workers into the 

ranks of the unemployed, but it was the hand workers who were the chief 

victims of Bradford's industrial progress. They faced structural as 

well as cyclical unemployment, and formed the hard core of the under- 

employed. 
9 

By 1820 the hand spinning of worsted yarn was virtually extinct. 

In 1826 this first power loom was introduced into Bradford but during 

the early 1830s most worsted weaving was still done by hand. In 1833, 
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12 of 17 Bradford worsted mills to send returns to the Factory 

Commissioners were engaged solely in spinning, 4 combined spinning 

with weaving, while only one was concerned purely with weaving. It 

was after this date that the rapid introduction of the power loon 

began to undermine the viability of worsted handloom weaving. 

Improvements in the quality of factory spun yarn and the introduction 

of the Jacquard loom meant that the more elaborately designed fabrics 

could also be produced by machine. 
10 

Table 2. The Number of Power Looms employed in the Worsted Industry. 

1836 to 1850.11 

Year Total 

1836 2,768 

1841 111,458 

1843 16,870 

1845 19,121 

1850 29,539 

England and Walas Yorkshire Bradford Parish Bradford Borough 

1850 32,617 30,856 17,642 12,896 

The earnings of worsted handloosi wearers had been declining since 

the and of the Napoleonic Wars. but the introduction of the power 1ooe, 

combined with the trade depressions of the late 1830s, produced crushing 

vage reductions. 

Contemporaries found it difficult to agree on the typical earnings 

of worsted handloom weavers, for there was considerable variation from 

individual to individual, allowance had to be made for appeases incurred 

in such processes as sizing and winding, and when the family was the 

unit of production it was difficult to apportion total earnings. 

In 1839 local Chartists informed the Chartist Convention that 

average weekly wags had fallen to as little as 5/- or 6/-. and three 

years later they were said to average 6/6d a vssk. This was unexceptional. 



Table 3. Earnings of Worsted 8andloom Weavers, 1800 to 1839.12 

i. 'Statement of a week's gross earnings of a skilful and diligent 

worsted weaver'. 1800 - 1838. 

Year Week's Earnings (L. s. d. ) 

1800 0- 10- 0 
1804 0-17-0 

1814 1- 14 -6 
1815 1- 11 -6 
1820 1-1-0 
1822 1-4-0 
1824 1- 1-0 
1829 1-0-0 
1831 0-18-0 
1833 0- 17 -0 
1834 0-16-0 
1835 0- 15 -6 
1836 0-15-6 
1837 0- 14 -0 
1838 0- 12 -6 

ii. 'The Rata Wages paid by a respectable manufacturer for Aandloou 

Weaverd. 1831-1839. 

5. 

Wa ge Rates (s. d. ) Average Price of Flour Real Wages Index 
Year s i2-0 

49 b 46 ) --- 150 
48 

c) 280 
50 d) 300 0 per 14 lbs (s. d. ) (1831 Prices) 

1831 10/- 12/6 16/6 18/- 2/101 100 
1832 11/- 12/6 16/6 18/- 2/51 120 
1833 11/- 13/- 16/6 18/- 2/01 146 
1834 11/6 14/- 16/6 19/- 1/81 182 
1835 10/- 12/- 14/- 16/- 1/8 159 
1836 11/- 13/- 14/6 16/- 2/1; 132 

1837 9/- 10/- 11/6 14/- 2/3 101 
1838 8/- 9/- 11/- 13/- 2/91 75 
1839 7/- 8/- 10/- 12/6 2/101 66 
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After hearing a considerable amount of detailed evidence, the Assistant 

Uandloom Weavers' Commissioner, H. S. Chapman, concluded thats 

'anything above 10s. per week can only be 

earned by the most skilful and steady hands; 

that ordinary weavers seldom exceed 6s. or 7a., 

and that any decay of power reduces the earnings 

of the worsted weaver below 6s. To earn over 

14s., a worsted weaver must be a man of very 

superior power, and must labour to an extent to 

endanger health and shorten life; and whenever 

the apparent earnings of a worsted weaver exceed 

14s.. we may conclude with absolute certainty, 

that the sum named is the result of the labour 
13 of more than one person'. 

Only the most expert and diligent weaver could match the earnings of 

adult factory workers, who, in 1836, were generally paid between 12/- 

and 18/- a week. Indeed, handloon weavers increasingly came to rely 

on the incoste of their factory employed children, who could earn between 

9/- and 12/- a week on the povorloom. 
14 

These statistics understate the poverty of the worsted handloom 

wavers, for Wage statements assumed full employment, and during the 

1830s and 1840. the wavers were chronically underemployed. Manufacturers 

who employed both power and hand loom wavers reacted to a fall in demand 

by laying off their handloom weavers while working their fixed capital 

for as long as possible. 
13 

Balling wages, underemployment, and a hopeless future decimated 

the handloon waving community. In 1838 there were approximately 14,000 

hand looms in the Bradford worsted weaving district. By 1851 the total 

had slumped to an estimated 1,117, and in 1857 it was reported that very 

few pieces were being woven by hand. In the space of less than twenty 

years, the district's most distinctive occupational group had disappeared. 16 
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The weavers' eclipse had an important influence on local 

attitudes to poor relief, for the weavers' situation was not 

consistent with the analysis of destitution advanced in the 1834 

Poor Law Report. The Report blamed able-bodied pauperism on the 

irregular administration of relief and on individual indolence and 

improvidence. Yet, locally, the handloom weavers were regarded as 

the aristocracy of labour, reduced to poverty through no fault of 

their own. 

The Reverend George Stringer Bull believed that the handloom 

weavers were, 'by far the most moral and respectable portion of our 

community'; George Oxley, a worsted manufacturer, agreed that they 

were, 'by far the most respectable of the working classes in this 

neighbourhood'; and the Assistant Bandloom Weavers' Commissioner, 

U. S. Chapman, admitted that: 

'although I was for months amongst them, - 

although I have seen them under all possible 

circumstances, and have lost no opportunity 

of conversing with them, ... it remains to 

this moment a wonder to me how the weaver 

manages to keep his family in the creditable 

state he does on the small means at his 

disposal. Let anyone endeavour to plan out 

the expenditure of 15s. or 20s., or even of 

25s. per week on the support of from five 

to seven persons, and he will soon become 

convinced that there must be great and 

continually exerted frugality to avoid 

falling into the extreme of wretchedness in 
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slack times. Idle, dissolute, and thoroughly 

worthless men there are among all classes; 

but I believe them to be extremely rare 

among the weavers of the West Riding of 

Yorkshire'. 

According to Chapman, 'all the evidence on the subject goes to prove 

that the self-reliance of the worsted weaver is conspicuous - is most 

exemplary'. 
17 

- If the worsted 'weavers' plight could not be blamed on improvidence, 

neither could it be ascribed to indolence. The 1834 Poor Law Report 

assumed that all but a small minority of able-bodied men could find 

employment in a free labour market. The handloom weavers exposed the 

fallacy of this claim, for they could not find alternative employment, 

willing though they undoubtedly were. It was true that the worsted 

factories provided new employment opportunities, but not for the hand- 

weavers. During the 1830s and 1840. a relatively small number of 

adult man were employed in the worsted sills. Most of the newly 

recruited factory workers were young and female, so that the handloom 

weaver's wife and children were more likely to obtain factory employment 

than the weaver himself. 

Table 4. Tactory Employment in the Worsted Industry. 1835 to 1871.18 

i. Bradford Borough 

Year Total Of which At 2 Males aged As T 
ZZ yed male oir total over 07 total 

1835 5,771 2,012 34.9 330 (aged 21 and over) 6.1 
1841 10,410 1,895 18.2 462 4.4 
1871 27,855 11,841 42.5 8,033 28.8 

ii. Yorkshire 
1847 47.299 13,709 29.0 6,362 13.5 
1830 70,905 23,738 33.5 12,815 18.1 
1856 78,994 26,750 33.9 15,699 19.9 
1861 76,483 28,083 36.7 16,079 21.0 
1867 121,117 41,533 34.3 21,537 17.8 
1871 92,398 35,800 38.7 19,550 21.2 
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Some of the younger weavers obtained work in the local 

quarries, but others turned from one doomed trade to another; to 

hand wooloombing. 
19 

As early as 1790, Edward Cartwright had invented a combing 

machine, nicknamed 'Big Ben', but it was not until 1845 that an 

efficient machine was produced. 
20 During the middle and later 1840" 

there were between 10,000 and 15,000 hand voolcombers in the Bradford 

district, but from the late 18403 hand woolcombing went into a rapid 

decline. By 1851 the number of combers had dropped to about 7,800, 

and in 1857 James reported that, 'the occupation [had] almost gone'. 

It was the years between 1848 and 1858 that saw the effective 

elimination of hand woolcombing, just as the previous ton year period 

had witnessed the demise of worsted handloom weaving. 
21 

Although the large scale displacement of hand voolcombers appears 

to have been delayed until the late 1840s and early 1850., the combats' 

extreme poverty was well known in Bradford long before that time. 

Woolcombing was an easily acquired skill, and during the 1840s many 

Irish ium igrants entered what was already an overstocked trade. According 

to James, many combers were able to find work in local factories and 

warehouses, and Table 4 indicates a steady increase in the proportion 

of mill workers who were adult man. There was, however, no easy 

solution to the problem of displaced combers. Luring the 1850s they 

became, in the Chartist George White's words, 'the veritable pariahs 

of Bradford, for even when fully employed they are not able to procure 

common necessaries'. Their plight was as serious as that of the 

handloom weavers, yet they appear to have attracted less sympathy. 
22 

This was partly because the woolcombers were a less well respected 

group. Thomas Baines, writing in the 1870s, recalled that, 'the combers 

bore a bad reputation for their dissolute habits'. Opinion was coloured 

by the fact that so many Irish entered the trade. In 1851 there were 

almost 1,300 Irish hand voolcombera in the Borough. and a strong 
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prejudice existed against them, not least because they were regarded 

as a burden on the ratepayers. George Mossman, the Clerk to the 

Justices, found the Irish, 'squalid in their persons, and dirty and 

uncomfortable in their dwellings. 5o', he added, 'are all improvident 

poor'. 
23 

The moral distinction drawn between the hand weavers and combers 

may have had some influence on local relief policies. During the 

1850s, as attention shifted from the hardships of the weavers to the 

less highly regarded combers, some members of the Bradford Board of 

Guardians displayed a greater readiness to apply the workhouse test. 
24 

The geographical distribution of the two groups of handworkers 

was also significant. Very few hand looms were situated in Bradford 

itself; Chapman recorded only 20 in 1838.25 The real centres of 

worsted handloom weaving lay in the neighbouring villages of iiorton, 

Clayton, Thornton, Allerton, Wilsden and Bierley. The woolcombers, 

on the other hand, were concentrated in the central areas of Bradford 

Borough. This tended to exacerbate tensions within the Bradford Poor 

Law Union, for the out-townships were reluctant to contribute to the 

relief of Bradford's woolcombers. 

The Bradford Poor Law Union was not, in fact, an economically 

homogeneous unit. Geographical convenience rather than shared economic 

interests dictated its boundaries. In terms of size and location, 

Bradford dominated the 20 township Union, and because the population 

of the four Borough townships increased more rapidly than that of the 

16 outlying townships, this statistical domination became more marked 

as the period progressed. 

Bradford formed a natural centre for the satellite worsted villages 

of Allarton, Clayton, Thornton and Niladen, but the Poor Law Union was 

not coterminous with the Bradford worsted district. Several worsted 

weaving villages, such as Bingley, Baildon and Haworth, were excluded 
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from the Union, while other townships with strong attachments outside 

the Union were included. 

Table S. The Population of the Bradford and North Bierley Poor Law 

Unions. 
26 

i. The Population of the Bradford Union. (1837 to 1848) 

Year Bradford Union Bradford Township As % of Union Bradford Borough As X of Union 

1831 94,621 23.223 24.5 43,527 46.0 

1841 129,153 34,560 26.8 66,715 51.7 

1851 178,264 52.493 29.4 103,778 58.2 

ii. The Population of the Bradford and North Bierley Unions (from 1848) 

Year Bradford Union North Bierley Union 

1851 103,778 74,486 

1861 106,218 8S . 775 

1871 145,830 111,883 (including Ecclashill, 

pop. 5,622) 

This was conspicuously true of the woollen townships of Pudsay, 

Calverley 'With Parsley, Cleckheaton and Idle, which looked to Leeds and 

not to Bradford as their market centre. This was of more than academic 

interest, for contemporaries regarded the woollen and worsted trades 

as, 'wholly distinct; different kinds of wool being employed, different 

machines applied, different factory arrangements made, and different 

market-halls established'. 
27 

One marked difference between the two branches of the wool industry 

was in the timing of mechanisation. The factory system came later to 

the woollen than to the worsted industry, and there was practically no 

power weaving before 1840. In 1836 there were less than 200 power looms 

in the woollen industry, and less than 4,000 in 1850, figures that can 

be compared with those for the worsted trade in Table 2. In 1850 the 

hand weaving of woollens was still an important feature of the industry, 

and the powerloom was not used universally until 1880.28 
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When Chapman investigated the condition of the handloom weavers, 

in 1838, he found that the woollen cloth weavers had not suffered the 

sane vage reductions as the worsted weavers. Most woollen weavers, 

if in full eziployment, received net earnings of from 12/- to 20/- a 

week. The typical woollen cloth weaver might earn 15/- a week, while 

his counterpart in the worsted trade received only 9/-. There was 

considerable variation within the woollen district, depending on the 

state of demand for the particular speciality of each village. At the 

tiara of Chapman's 
-investigation, 

Calverley was a high wage area while 

weavers in Pudsey earned below average wages. In Shipley, which lay 

on the edge of the Leeds and Bradford districts, there was little 

difference between the wages of cloth and worsted stuff weavers, both 

of whom were to be found in the township. 
29 

The eclipse of the woollen handloom wsaveta was probably less 

traumatic than that of the worsted weavers, for it was both less 

sudden and less complete. Factories tended to be smaller in the 

'woollen industry and many moollen mills were joint-stock concerns, 

operated by small clothiers, who used them to carry out the scribbling, 

carding, slubbing and fulling processes while continuing to spin and 

weave at home. The persistence of this type of mill was evidence of 

the survival of the domestic clothier, and in the mid-1880s there 

were still many small clothiers in the Pudsey area. 
3° 

Pussey was. 'peculiarly a village of clothiers', and alternative 

employment opportunities were therefore limited, but not all townships 

in the Union were dependent upon the textile industry. Parts of the 

Bradford Union were distinctly rural in character, with a substantial 

section of the comainity engaged in agriculture. In 1831, less than 

32 of the families living in the future Borough townships were 'chiefly' 

employed in agriculture, but in Beaton the figure was 13.2%, in Hunsworth 

20.2% and in Tong 20.8%. Significantly, these townships were all 

associated with a large estate; Hunsworth belonged to the Savile family, 
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Tong was the domain of the Tempests, while most of Seaton was owned 

by Lady Rosse. These large estates remained intact throughout the 

nineteenth century, ensuring the survival of rural enclaves and 

preventing large scale development. 31 

These thrae townships were not exclusively agricultural, but only 

in Heaton, where worsted weaving was carried on, did the textile trade 

provide a major source of employment. In 1871 it was recorded that 

worsted and carding mills had been erected in Tong and that new 

collieries had been opened. The worsted sills were probably a novelty, 

but mining had long been an important local industry. The key firms 

were the Bowling and Low Moor Iron Companies, both of which had 

extensive underground mining rights in Tong and Hunswworth. 32 

Founded in the 1780s and centred in the neighbouring townships 

of Bowling and North Bierley, the Bowling and Low Moor Iron Companies 

were major industrial concerns. During the aid-nineteenth century 

they were the largest iron producers in Yorkshire. In 1855 the Low 

Moor Ironworks produced 21,840 tons, while between 1855 and 1857 the 

forge section of the Bowling Ironworks made average annual profits 

of over £54,000. Demand remained good throughout the 1850a and 1860s, 

and the Low Moor Company's workforce grew from 3,000 in 1851 to 3,600 

in 1863. Over half of these were miners, and through their mining 

operations the two companies made an important impact on the economies 

of neighbouring townships. In 1850 Low Moor had 38 pits in the 

surrounding districts and by 1860 the number had risen to 51. 

Iron, coal, and stone mining and quarrying were significant 

industries, not only in North Biarley and Bowling but also in Tong, 

Hunswworth, Wyke, Drighlington, Cleckheaton, Allerton and Thornton; 

and few, if any, townships in the Bradford Union had no mining interests. 

In 1868 the Low Moor Company alone raised over 596,000 tons of ironstone, 

and during the 1860. coal production in the Bradford district averaged 

over 1.4 million tons a year. 
33 
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This gave greater diversity to the economies of the Union's 

out-townships, which consequently suffered less violent economic 

fluctuations than Bradford itself. When thousands in Bradford were 

thrown out of work by a slump in the worsted trade, employment in 

the out-townships might remain relatively stable. Again, this raised 

the problem of sharing the financial burden of Bradford's unemployed. 

A further potential irritant was provided by the concentration 

of migrants, and particularly of the Irish, within the central areas 

of the Union. 

In 1841 the proportion of residents who bad been born outside 

Yorkshire was twice as high in Bradford township as in the Union as 

a whole; eight titer as high as in the out-townships. Over half 

of the Union's non Yorkshire born residents lived in Bradford, and 

88X lived within the Borough. In the case of the Irish, this 

concentration was even more marked. In 1851 the Bradford Registration 

District contained 9,581 Irish born inhabitants, a figure representing 

over a quarter of the total Irish born population of the West Riding. 

No less than 8,687 Irish lived in Bradford Borough, and 6,830 were 

to be found in eight well defined quarters of the town; quarters 

distinguished by a high population density, high death rate and 

deficient sanitary arrangements. Their ghetto existence made the 

Irish particularly conspicuous, and their poverty only encouraged 

prejudice. Almost without exception, the Irish were employed in the 

lowest paid occupations, and in 1851 more than one in seven of the 

Borough's Irish born residents were hand woolcombers. 
35 

Clearly, the Irish were going to figure prominently on Bradford's 

relief lists, creating another potential source of contention between 

the Union's central and out-townships. During the mid-1ß40s, changes 

in the Law of Settlement ensured that this potential would become a 

reality. 
36 

The Irish inevitably lived in the least healthy areas of Bradford, 
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in districts such as yapping and White Abbey, where life expectancy 

was estimated to be 14 and 17 years respectively. The squalor of 

the Irish quarters may have been exceptional, but no one familiar 

with Bradford could fail to be aware of the town's appalling sanitary 

condition. After investigating the state of Bradford, York, Hull, 

Huddersfield, Leeds and Sheffield, James Smith had no hesitation in 

declaring that Bradford was 'the most filthy town I visited'. 

Successful businessmen could move out of Bradford into the surrounding 

countryside, but this was not an option open to the working classes. 

They bore the brunt of bad housing, defective sanitation and air 

pollution. 
37 

The typical working class dwelling was the one up, one down, back 

to back house; 33.000 of which were still standing in Bradford in 

1920. It was, 'not at all uncm noa for seven or eight persons to 

inhabit' such a house, and one of the two rooms was often 'used as 

a workshop, especially by the voolcombers'. They pursued an unhealthy 

occupation in unhealthy surroundings, for as James Smith reported, 

woolcombing wars 

'admitted to be a very unhealthy ewaployment. 

The voolcombers assort the wool chiefly in 

an apartment of their own dwelling. The 

work is done over a fire of charcoal, which 

sands forth volumes of carbonic acid gas, 

and the work--people are obliged to keep their 

windows open in all weathers to prevent, or to 

mitigate, the evil effects of the gas. They 

are roasted to perspiration on one side, and 

have often a current of cold air rushing upon 

them from the window. They look pale and 

cadaverous and, are short lived, few reaching 

50 years of age'. 
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In the sarte year, a Woolcotbers' Committee reported that: 

'most of the cottages occupied by the combers 

are overcrowded; that the same room is often 

used as dwelling room, workshop, and bedroom; 

that four, five and sometimes six persons 

sleep in one bed; that sales and females 

occupy the sane sleeping room; that that room 

is often a damp cellar; and that the cottages 

are generally ill-constructed, ill-ventilated, 

3$ 
and miserably drained'. 

She occupation of cellars was widespread. John James, writing in 1841, 

bemoaned the fact that, 'no speculator in buildings now erects houses 

without cellars, intended for the abode of the poor classes'. These 

cellar dwellings consisted of, 'one room with a fireplace and sometimes 

a cupboard'. They epitomised the low standard of working class housing 

in Fradford during the 1840s; housing rendered even less tolerable 

by deficient auxiliary services. 
39 

Few of the streets in working class areas were paved, none of them 

properly. The water supply was hopelessly inadequate, with the poor 

usually having to buy their water from Water-carriers. 
40 Sewerage, 

'if sewerage it can be called', flowed, tardily, in open channels, 

leaving the soil saturated with savage. To rake matters worse, the 

steepness of many of Bradford's streets resulted in 'the noisture from 

the dungsteads of the upper houses' draining 'into the cellars of the 

houses beneath'. Cellar dwellers faced a further hazard from Bradford 

Bock, which periodically flooded the lower part of the town, 'causing 

much havoc in the cellars and lower floors of shops and dwellings'. 41 

The offensive state of Bradford Beck and of Bradford Canal was the 

subject of frequent complaint, and in 1843 a petition signed by 24 

medical practitioners condesed the state of the canal as a hazard 
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to public health. Thu only word of praise James Smith could find 

for Bradford was in recognition of the efforts made to counter the 

smoke nuisance. Unfortunately. Smith found that most of the smoke 

abatement equipment was out of order, 'and volumes of dense smoke 

were seen pouring out all over the town'. The Bradford Observer 

offered a more graphic description of: 

'the large volumes of black smoke, which are 

continually pouring forth from the mill 

chimeys. .... obliterating every feature of 

beauty, destroying every vestige of comfort, 

contaminating the air, and disfiguring the 

countenances and the dresses of the citizens'. 
42 

This dismal environment was unlikely to improve without a radical 

reform of Bradford's cysten of local government, which proved incapable 

of meeting the new demands made upon it. In 1803 a Board of Lighting 

and Watching Co issionere had been appointed under a Local Act for, 

'paving. lighting, watching, and improving the tows: of Bradford and 

part of the hamlet of Little Horton, and for removing and preventing 

all nuisances therein', but it was an inactive body, with inadequate 

powers, and with authority over only a part of the expanding town. 

In 1840 Joseph Ellison told the Select Committee on the Haalth of Towns 

that: 

'There were a number of Commissioners appointed 

under a Local Act, ... but the powers they possess 

are so limited that they are not equal to the 

powers of a surveyor under the IIighway Act# and 

they consider their powers obsolete. There are 

70 Commissioners; if a meeting is called there 

may be half a dozen got together, but the door 

must be locked to keep tboa in the room; they do 

not possess the power to take down a single building, 
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or widen a street, or put down a 

drain'. 

Your years later the Clerk to the Board of highway Surveyors stated 

that it was, 'universally allowed that the powers conferred by' the 

1803 Act ware 'totally inadequate to the requirer: ents of the town'. 
43 

In 1829 an attempt had been made to replace the Act of 1803, but 

, tdthout success, and in the 1840s, when there was a growing awareness 

of the need for vigorous action in the field of public health, progress 

was hampered by a prolonged political struggle for the Borough's 

Incorporation. The Bradford Observer had been an advocate of 

Incorporation since 1836, but it was only in 1843 that it became a 

live issue. In that year the pro-Corporation group successfully 

resisted a move by the Commissioners to obtain a Police and Improvement 

Act; one advocate of Incorporation insisting that: 

'a Town Council ... Would be an infinitely preferable 

body to judge of the necessity for further and 

increased pourers, than a set of idle and self- 

elected Cored ssioners, who scarcely know how to 

deal with the limited ones they have'. 

In 1845 a petition in favour of Incorporation was nullified when its 

opponents secured a larger number of signatures on their counter 

petition. It was 1847 before Bradford Borough was finally Incorporated$ 

and 1850 before an Inprovenent Act significantly enlarged the powers 

of the local authority. 
44 

Incorporation did lead to*greater activity in the field of public 

health, and when John James continued his History of Bradford, in 1866, 

he was able to point to improvements in the water supplys in refuse 

and sewage disposal. and in housing conditions and building regulations. 

Tet James could not ignore the evidence of continued deficiencies. The 

mortality rate was high, sewerage was imperfect, the canal was, 'like 

a filthy open sewer, ... breathing pestilence and death'; there were 
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still overcrowded dwellings, and the 'choking thick atoke of the 

factories' still polluted the air. 

Other observers reinforced Janas' assesstnant. Dr. henry IIuntar 

reported that cellar dwellings were still to be 'found in all 

directions', to be numbered in hundreds, if not in thousands; and 

Dr. John Bell stated that many of the dwellings he visited in his 

capacity as Union Hedical Officer for Bradford West warst 

'dark, dare, dirty, stinking holes, utterly 

unfit for human habitations; they are the 

centres from which disease and death are 

distributed atsongst those in better 

circa stancos who have allowed then thus 

to fester in our nidat'. 

Incorporation had not destroyed the power of self-interest, for Bell 

complained that: 

'the worst nuisances and sanitary defects I 

have met with are those in which nembars and 

servants of the Corporation are most 

distinctly, interested-in their continuance'. 
45 

Early and raid-Victorian Bradford presented an environment that 

was uncomfortable, unhealthy and, for important sections of the 

working classes, econonically unrewarding. Superficially, this posed 

a challenge to the principle of 'less eligibility', but, on balance, 

the affect of deprivation in working class areas was to reinforce the 

impact of less eligibility. 

When living conditions were atrocious and poverty chronic, it 

would be difficult for a local relief authority to maintain paupers on 

a lower standard than that of the lowest paid independent labourers. 

While this consideration iaay, have strengthened resistance to the New 

Poor Law, it did not invalidate the principle of leas eligibility 

propounded in the 1834 Poor Law Report. The Cos issioners did not 
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anticipate a purely economic differentiation between the pauper 

and the independent labourer, but acknowledged that in some respects 

it would be proper for paupers to remain physically better placed 

than the independent poor. It was through the discipline of a well 

regulated workhouse that the principle of less eligibility was to be 

enforced. 
46 

The influence of low standards of living on relief policy was 

rather different. A crude variant of the principle of less 

eligibility attracted support among members of the local Boards of 

Guardians, for the standards of care provided for paupers were 

consciously related to the standards experienced by the independent 

poor. Poverty outside the Poor Law tended to dictate treatment under 

the Law, even when the Board of Guardians was a critic of the 

principles of 1834. Thus, the medical and educational facilities 

afforded paupers were to an important extent a function of the 

standards of medical care and education available to the independent 

poor. This was not a rigid relationship, but it was an important, 

if obvious fact that the treatment of paupers changed in response 

to changes in the situation of the wider working class community. 

Above all, working class living conditions., presented the local Poor 

Leta authorities with a constant reminder of the constraints of less 

eligibilty and acted as a powerful disincentive to provide anything 

beyond a bare minimum. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE OLD POOR LAW. 

'The new Poor Law system had not been 

better, .... for he would give a 110 note 

that day, if they could return to the old 

system'. 

Jonas Bradley, Guardian for Shipley. 

Bradford Observer, 21 May 1846. 

Compulsory, rata financed poor relief was first established 

under the Acts of 1597 (39 Eliz. I c. 3) and 1601 (43 Ilis. I c. 21). 

Although the parish became the unit for Poor Law administration 

the Act of Settlement of 1662 (13 + 14 Charles 11 c. 12) made provision 

for the subdivision of large parishes into townships. The twenty 

townships later to make up the Bradford Poor Law Union all lay within 

the three parishes of Bradford, Calverley and Birstall, but each 

township was responsible for its own poor. Each was obliged to appoint 

an Overseer to levy, collect and spend the poor rate on the relief 

of the old and infirm, the apprenticing of children and the setting 

to work of the able-bodied poor. 

Relief was administered under the supervision of the County 

Magistrates, but in practice most decision making was left to the 

township authorities. In Bradford, as in most other places, 
1 it 

was the ratepayers meeting in the Vestry who selected the Overseers 

for the coming year, while the West Riding Magistrates invariably gave 

the nominees their formal approval. The Magistrates were empowered 

to audit the township accounts, but they appear to have done so only 

fitfully. In 1834 one of the County Magistrates admitted that it was 

three years since Bradford's books had last been balanced and sworn 

to, and the Vestry made its own arrangements for auditing the accounts. 

In the township of Wyka, between 1816 and 1831 the Magistrates verified 

the accounts at least once a year, but there was then a four year 
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interval before they were next sworn to. As in Bradford, public 

meetings were hold to pass the accounts. Similarly, in Shipley 

and Thornton, the Magistrates' verification of the accounts appears 

to have been a formality. The townships developed their own 

auditing procedures. 
2 It was only at the Petty and Quarter Sessions, 

where they dealt with a large number of settlement and bastardy 

affiliation cases, that the Magistrates were consistently involved 

in Poor Law affairs. For the most part, Poor Law administration 

remained the preserve of the township authorities, and the Old Poor 

Law was therefore a highly decentralised system, with each village 

cosaIDunity exercising considerable discretionary authority. 

When the Nov Poor Law threatened, townships in the Bradford area 

expressed complete satisfaction with the existing system. The rate- 

payers of Bowling were quick to inform the newly appointed Poor Law 

Commissioners that they were: 

'fully satisfied with the mods of management 

and conduct of their officers, that they have 

no evils of which to complain, and are not 

aware of any improvement that can be made 

in the administration of the Laws in the 

affairs of their township'. 

The Bradford Observer was equally confident that no material improvement 

could be made in the management of Bradford township's parochial 

business. 3 

This self-satisfaction steassed largely from a relatively low level 

of relief expenditure. Relief costs in the North of England were 

considerably lower than in the agricultural South, and the townships 

in the area of the future Bradford Union compared favourably with the 

rest of the West Riding. In 1831 poor relief in the area of the future 

Bradford Union cost 2/1ljd per head of the population, compared with 

5/71d in the West Riding, 4/4! d in Lancashire, 16/6d in Wiltshire and 
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18/31d in Suffolk. During the paid-1830s, as Graph 1 indicates, relief 

expenditure steadily declined. By the year ended Lady-Day 1836 relief 

''`' expenditure in the area of the Bradford Union was 27.4% lower than it 

had been five years earlier. 
4 Unhappily for the Poor Law Comadissioners, 

the forcible reorganisation of Bradford's relief administration followed 

a period eben falling relief costs appearedto vindicate the existing 

system. 

It could be argued that by relief expenditure was the result of 

administrative efficiency, and Alfred Power, the Assistant Poor Lav 

Commissioner, conceded that in Lancashire and the West Riding there 

was, 'a close spirit of economy in relieving the poor on the part 

of the Assistant Overseers and Vestries', and that, especially in 

Lancashire, 'the proportion of well governed townships [was] probably 

far greater than would be found in other parts of England'. 5 

'!, -ý" There was, hovever, no necessary correlation between relief 

expenditure and administrative efficiency. In the area of the Bradford 

Union low per capita relief costs concealed narked variations between 

the various townships. During the year ended Lady Day 1831 poor 

relief cost the township of Wyke only 1/51d per head of the population, 

but in Bradford the cost was 3/0ld and in Idle it was 6/101d. 6 It 

is tempting to infer that the Poor Law was administered very differently 

in Idle than in Wyke, but this is not a conclusion that can safely be 

drawn from these statistics. Administrative organisation and relief 

policy were not the only, or the most important factors affecting relief 

expenditure. Relief costs were always more likely to be a reflection 

of the state of the local labour market than of the efficiency of the 

administrative system. 

This was acknowledged at the time. In 1836 the Bradford Observer 

cosplii*nted the township's officials on the falling cost of relief , 
but it attributed the saving chiefly to 'the almost unexampled activity 

which has prevailed in the trade of the town for now nearly two years', 
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as a result of which, 'the able-bodied poor have not wanted 

employment, and consequently the applications for parish relief have 

been greatly diminished'.? The administration of the Old Poor Law 

cannot. therefore, be judged on its financial results, but must be 

evaluated according to our knowledge of the way in which the system 

functioned. 

Between 1815 and 1834 Lancashire and the West Riding of Yorkshire 

stood out as the areas most active in introducing administrative 

reforms. Reform was encouraged by the rising cost of relief after 

the Napoleonic Wars and facilitated by Sturges Bourne's Act of 1819 

(59 Geo. III c. 12), which gave parishes the statutory authority to 

hire paid Assistant Overseers and established a formal procedure for 

the election of Select Vestries, to replace the cumbersome Open 

Vestries which were accessible to all ratepayers. By 1830 about a 

quarter of all West Riding townships had appointed Select Vestries 

and the same proportiong though not necessarily the same townships, 

had appointed Assistant Overseers. 8 

Information on administrative structures in the Bradford area is 

scant, but three townships are known to have appointed Select 

Vestries or similar bodies; Pudsey in 1819. Tong in 1820 and Thornton 

in 1826.9 In 1811, Bradford's ratepayers appointed a co littea, 

'to assist the Overseers in the general discharge of the duties of 

their office', but shortly afterwards it aas decided to adopt the 

provisions of Gilbert's Act of 1782 (22 Ceo. III c. 83). In 1811 and 

1812 a Visitor and twelve Guardians were appointed, with the approval 

of the West Riding Magistrates, under this Act, and in 1813 an 

Assistant Guardian was appointed at a salary of LSO and the number of 

unpaid Guardians reduced to six. The following year, however, this 

system was discontinued, an Assistant Overseer was appointed, and 

control of Poor Imw affairs passed into the hands of the Open Vestry, 

where it remained until 1837.10 
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In Tong, the ratepayers seem to have taken the view that the 

existence of a Select Vestry made an Assistant Overseer unnecessary, 
ll 

but this reluctance to appoint a paid Overseer was unusual. As early 

as 1809, idle employed a standing Overseer at a salary of L70, and 

by 1811 Pudsey also employed a paid Overseer. By 1837 at least thirteen 

and possibly as many as eighteen of the future Union's twenty townships 

employed a paid Assistant Overseer. Eight townships, including all 

those not employing an Assistant Overseer, employed a paid Vestry 

Clark. 12 

Ivory tovaship had a paid officer of some description but, vhila 

this must have represented as improvement on earlier practices, it vas 

not convincing evidence of administrative efficiency. A township 

which appointed an Assistant Overseer one year. did not always do so 

the next. In 1832 Tong finally appears to have appointed an Assistant 

Overseer, but two years later no longer employed one. In 1837 

Manningham was said to have done away with the office of Assistant 

Overseer, and to have chosen 'a sort of Select Vestry ... to watch 

over the distribution of the poor's money'. 
13 Even in Bradford 

there may have been periods during the early 1820s when no paid 

Overseer was appointed. 
14 

In 1834 Bradford township employed an Assistant Overseer, a Workhouse 

Master and Natron, a Vagrant Master and a surgeon, as well as four 

unpaid Annual Overseers. In comparison with other admittedly much 

larger northern towns, such as Leeds, Liverpool and Manchester, this 

aas a small staff. Leeds employed twenty officers, including three 

Assistant Overseers. Liverpool's Select Vestry employed eight Assistant 

Overseers, and Manchester's staff included ten standing Overseers, 61 

district Overseers and seven rate collectors. 
15 However, in comparison 

with other townships in the area of the Bradford Onion, Bradford's 

payroll was impressive. Most other townships, except those with a 
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poorhouse, employed only an Assistant Overseer or a Vestry Clerk, 

and salaries in the smaller townships were low. Alfred Power 

calculated that the sixteen Assistant Overseers in the area of the 

Bradford Union were paid a total of £880, excluding expenses. E300 

of this rent to Bradford's Assistant Overseer. The second largest 

out-township of North Bierley paid its Assistant Overseer 180, but 

in the small township of Bolton the salary gras only £10. Vestry 

Clerks earned even less. One Clerk was paid a more 11-6-0, and John 

Wood, who acted as Manningham's Vestry Clerk or possibly as its 

Assistant overseer. received £8 a year, later increased to 12 guineas. 
16 

There was a world of difference between Bradford's Assistant 

Overseer, earning £300 a year and employing his own clerks and 

assistants, and the paid overseers of small townships like Bolton. 

When salaries were low, the posts were inevitably part time ones, 

and Joseph Dennison's experience in acting as Tong's Highways 

surveyor as well as its Assistant overseer was probably common-17 

Low salaries also cast doubts on the officers' qualifications, 

which must often have been suspect. When Wyke's Assistant Overseer, 

John Birkby, applied for a similar post under the New Poor Law it 

ras reported that he was unable to keep his own books and that his 

application had been written for biss by the township's Guardian. is 

The situation appeared to be very different in Bradford, vhere 

the Assistant Overseer, James Elgey, was the subject of 'the most 

flattering eulogiums', as a result of 'the ability, industry and 

assiduity uniformly displayed by him in the discharge of his duties'. 

Evan Alfred Power admitted that, in Bradford township, there was 'a 

very effective administration of relief'. Power's verdict was based 

on the township's per capita expenditure and on his opinion of the 

officers concerned. If Power bad visited Bradford a few years earlier, 
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it is doubtful if hin report would have been as favourable. Economic 

prosperity, Elgey's assiduity, and the threat of interference from 

London encouraged expressions of satisfaction with the existing system, 

but this was a new phenomenon. In the past the township's relief 

administration had been the object of regular complaints. 
19 

Elgey was held in high regard, but most of his predecessors had 

been found wanting. Bradford's first Assistant Overseer, Henry 

Toungson, narrowly escaped dismissal in 1816, only to be sacked two 

years later. In 1829 an audit of the Overseers' accounts revealed 

laxity and irregularities in the bookkeeping and rate collecting. 

Edward Peaks, the standing Overseer, was found 'guilty of gross 

neglect', declared 'quite unfit for his office', and dismissed. The 

Clark to the Overseers, William Marshall, shared the blame but survived 

for another year before suffering the same fate. In 1834 there was 

a further crisis when it was discovered that the sum of t72-14-8 had 

been received by the Overseers, but had not been recorded in their 

books. The current Assistant Overseer and his predecessor John 

Greenwood were accused, not only of having embezzled the money, but 

also of neglecting to collect sums outstanding in the non-settled and 

bastardy accounts. The Assistant Overseer resigned, taking the books 

with him, and Elgey was appointed to sort out the mass. 
20 

Bookkeeping was not one of the system's strong points. Sir Frederic 

Eden had been unable to discover much about Bradford's parochial affairs, 

'as the accounts of the township [vere] very confused and indistinct', 

and there was no consistent improvement. Peter 8ussey vas exaggerating 

when be claimed that'the books had not been balanced for the last 

fifteen years', but when James Elgey presented the Overseers' accounts 

in 1836, the Bradford observer expressed the belief that it was the first 

time in living uemory that they bad been ready and passed at the proper 

tim. 
21 
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These shortcomings were partly the result of operating an open 

Vestry, which was quite unable to exercise effective control over 

the paid officials. When important, but routine business was due 

for discussion few ratepayers would attend the meetings. In July 

1834 a Vestry meeting to audit and pass the Overseers' accounts for 

the previous two years was attended by only fifteen people, including 

the current Overseers. The following year a similar meeting attracted 

only ten people. When the Assistant +vOverseer's salary (or the Church 

rate), was under discussion, however, literally hundreds would attend 

the Vestry, including non-ratepayers. On these occasions the meetings 

were liable to be chaotic. 
22 

The Annual Overseers might have been expected to keep a check on 

their Assistant's activities, but they were not always able or willing 

to do so. In 1834 one of Bradford's Annual Overseers refused to 
r 

00 accept any responsibility for the unsatisfactory state of the accounts. 

'No Overseers' he insisted, 'had worked harder than they had', but 

'if they went to the office to ask if anything was done, everything 

was almost as it was - they could gat nothing done'. The system 

depended heavily on the capacity of the paid Assistant Overseer, and 

at least one Annual Overseer believed that this 'office had never been 

filled efficiently'. Elgey was the exception and not the rule, and he 

had the advantage of trade prosperity and of a salary substantially 

higher than his predecessors. 
23 

Paid Overseers were an advance on the use of reluctant24 unpaid 

ones, but their appointment did not produce a strikingly efficient 

administration. Bradford's experience suggests a need for caution 

before arguing too close a correlation between the number of Assistant 

Overseers and administrative efficiency. In the Bradford area, 

administrative reform had a stuttering quality, epitomised by the 

impermanence, in some townships, of the office of Assistant Overseer. 
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There aas little sense of accumulative reform, but only of a 

readiness to adopt new systems to meet short term needs. This 

''"` administrative flexibility was also indicated by the fact that the 

number of Select Vestries in the 'West Riding fell from 161 in 1830 

to 121 in 1834.25 Under the Old Poor Law individual townships could 

readily adjust, not only their relief policies but also their 

administrative structures. Under the New Poor Law this would no longer 

be possible. 

In some northern townships, administrative reform was accompanied 

by stricter relief policies. 
26 Bradford's Open Vestry was too 

unwieldy to initiate or supervise detailed changes in relief practices, 

but Thornton's and Tong's Select Vestries sought to exercise stricter 

control of relief by a closer supervision of the townships' officers. 

In 1830, Thornton adopted a set of rules and regulations which provided 

1 for the detailed supervision of the Assistant Overseer and laid down 

penalties for neglect of duty. Three ratepayers were paid to attend 

on pay days to assist the Assistant Overseer and to keep an account 

of disbursements. In Tong, the committee's founding rules and 

regulations stated that it Wass 

'the object of this committee to enquire after 

the accounts of those who within a certain 

period have served parish offices and have not 

yet delivered a statement of their accounts. 

To sea that the strictest frugality be observed 

in dispensing the public money,; that all bills 

be regularly discharged; that the accounts be 

kept and audited in a regular manner. To 

judge of applications for parish relief. To 

discourage the clamorous and to sea that justice 

be done to the poor. To sea that parish 
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apprentices be put out to proper persons and 

that every assessment be duly collected. and 

generally to give their best advice on any 

subject relating to the affairs of the 

township'. 

Members of the committee were obliged to 'attend the Overseers at the 

tjme fixed for paying the poor, to Siva their advice and assistance's 

and the comittee sometimes intervened to reduce the relief allowed 

to specific paupers. 
27 

Between 1820 and 1824 relief expenditure in Tong fell steadily, 

but the same was true of the whole area of the future Bradford Union. 

'When relief expenditure in this larger area started to rise in the 

mid-1820s, so too did Tong's relief expenditure. The Select Vestry 

may have tightened up administrative procedures, but it did not 

launch the township on a relief policy remotely resembling the model 

advocated in the 1834 Poor Law Report. There was no Workhouse in 

Tong, and some of the township's relief practices coincided with those 

criticised by Alfred Power in his reports on Lancashire and the West 

Riding. 

Power acknowledged several redeeming features in the Worth's 

administration of the Poor Law, but he also founds 

'abuses in the administration of relief, parallel 

to those which, under more disadvantageous 

circumstances, had produced so much evil in the 

Southern counties of England. The practices of 

paying rents, of making up earnings, of allowance 

to families according to a regular scale per 

head, of engaging to find outdoor employment 

I for able-bodied wen, and of sending the infirm 

and belpless only to the Workhouses', 

Power found to have bean: 
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'as fully recognised in this part of the 

country as elsewhere, and to have boon less 

mischievously developed only from the more 

fortunate circumstances of the district, and 

the overabundant state of employment furnished 

to the labouring population'. 
28 

The able-bodied were having their rents paid for them, nen with large 

families of young children were receiving outdoor allowances, and 

paupers wore being received into ill-regulated, unclassified Workhouses. 

This latter criticism was applied to the townships in the area of the 

Bradford Union, where none of the Workhouses were 'properly regulated'. 
29 

The numbers received into these Workhouses, however, were small. 

During the three years ended 25th March 1815 an annual average of 

90.21 of all permanent paupers, excluding children, received outdoor 

relief. only 157 out of an annual average of 1,605 permanent paupers 

were admitted to a Workhouse. Twenty years later the proportion of 

indoor paupers was even smaller. During the year preceding the 

formation of the Bradford Union, 121 out of a total of 1,928 paupers 

(6.3%) were relieved indoors and Alfred Power believed that this return 

understated the number of outdoor paupers. 
30 

The Workhouse played a secondary role, so much so that one cannot 

be certain exactly how many Workhouses were in use at any particular time. 
31 

In 1776 there were eleven Workhouses in the area of the future Bradford 

Union, capable of accommodating 464 inmates. North Bisrley and fling 

shared a Workhouse, and the township of Bolton had access to Idle's 

Workhouse at Thackley. ;, given townships were without a Workhouse. The 

returns for the years 1803 and 1813-15 suggeat that five of these seven 

townships, Cleckheaton, Drighlington, Eunsworth, Tong and Wyk*, continued 

to relieve all their paupers out of doors. Shipley reported one indoor 

pauper in 1814 but otherwise fitted into the same category. Niladen. 
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without a Workhouse in 1776, subsequently relieved a significant 

proportion of its paupers indoors and must have either opened its 

own Poorhouse or made arrangements to use another township's. In 

1790 North fierley and Dowling ceased to share a Workhouse and later 

operated separate establishments. The general trend, howwever, was 

in the reverse direction. In 1772 Heaton and Manningham had shared 

a Workhouse; in 1776 they were both said to have had their own 

Workhouses, but subsequent returns show that both tovaships relieved 

all their paupers out of doors. By 1837 the Workhouses at Horton, 

Thornton and Allerton also appear to have closed, and the Bradford 

Board of Guardians inherited seven Workhouses, at Bradford, Idle, 

Calverley, Pudsey, North Bierley, Clayton and Bowling, with a total 

capacity of 400.32 

The result of these changes was that Workhouse accommodation had 

fallen substantially. from perhaps 15 places per thousand inhabitants 

in 1776 to approximately 3.5 places per thousand sixty years later. 

When the Bradford Board of Guardians closed another three Workhouses 

it was therefore continuing a well established trend. 

The townships within the area of the future Bradford Union actually 

bad less Workhouse accommodation available to them than these statistics 

indicate, for the Workhouses at Idle and Calverley very shared with other 

townships situated outside the UNion. Vntil at least 1818, Armley, 

Dramley and Horsforth shared the use of Calverley's Workhouse, voile 

Idle shared its Workhouse with over thirty other townships. a practice 

which persisted into the 1834s 33 

Idle's Workhouse could accommodate only about sixty inmates. In 1831 

the township bad a population approaching 5,500 and, exceptionally, there 

were as many as 700 paupers on its relief lists. Since the township 

authorities were prepared to share their limited Workhouse facilities 

with so many other townships, it is unlikely that the Workhouse was 
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regarded as the cornerstone of relief policy. Pooxtouses like 

Idle's should not be confused with the inposin; mid-Victorian 

structures which replaced them. Bradford's Workhouse had been 

purpose built#34 but many Poorhouses were =rely converted faro 

houses or cottages,, later restored to their original use. As 

Pudsey's experience shwss, Poorhouses were dispensable. A Workhouse 

existed hare both in 1776 and in 1837, but in 1802 the Tovn's 

Coiunittae had resolved to 'discontinue the Poorhouse, the occupants 

to be disposad of as soon as possible'. 'hen Pudsey reopened the 

Workhouse, little use see= to have been made of it. During the 

three years ended Lady Day 1815 as annual average of only 5.1! of 

Pudssy's permanent adult paupers were relieved indoors. Only in 

six totfnships did the comparable figure exceed 1OZ, with Niladen 

relieving 20.7% of its paupers indoors$ Bradford 19.620 Clayton 

18.2% and Horton 17.3x. 35 

It is im ossibla to be certain of the composition of the indoor 

pauper boat but past evidence, evidence from the 'West Biding as a 

Whole. 
36 

and what is known of later attitudes and practices makes it 

unlikoly that male able-bodied applicants, other than those suspected 

of idleness, were sent to the Workhouse. Bdan found that vost of the 

74 inmates of Bradford Workhouse ware 'woien$ old ien, and children; 

including 6 bastards, and as isny lunatics'. In 1805 only 3 of the 

Bradford Workhouse's 35 inmates were =alas aged between 16 and 60, 

and this pattern was confirmed by the Vestry's 1811 decision, 'that 

our Workbousa shall be immediately fitted up and sccoaaevdated for the 

purposes mentioned in' Cilbert's Let of 1782, for the Act specified 

that only 'such as are becosre indigent by old age, sickness or 

infirmities' and certain children, were to be adnitted. 
37 

As always, t5a greater cost of sAiotaining paupers indoors acted 

as a povarful inceativc to *Wt only those who were unable to cope at 
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home. In 1829 Bradford's Workhouse Master was alloyed 3/6d per 

bead per week for the maintenance of indoor paupers, together 

with a salary of £20. Outdoor paupers would not have received 

such large per capita payments, and it is unlikely that the township 

would have remunerated the Workhouse Master in this way had the 

ratepayers anticipated a large Workhouse population. 
38 

It is equally unlikely that the Workhouse inaates considered 

themselves to be living in one of the havens of rest depicted by 

nostalgic opponents of the New Poor Law. In 1829 ten Workhouse 

Visitors were appointed to see that the inmates were properly attended 

to and the stipulated diet provided, but when the Bradford Board of 

Guardians assumed responsibility for the Workhouse it found that 

'the rooms were dirty, and the paupers not at all comfortable. Some 

were residing in a low damp room, which they did not think fit for 

habitation'. The Poorhouses at Idle and Calverley were said to be 

in good order, and the inmates comfortable and clean, but at Pudsey, 

'both the inmates and the House were in a very dirty state', which 

the Guardians 'partly attributed to the Workhouse Master carrying on 

the business of cloth making in the souse', 39 

Indoor employment of this kind was probably fairly typical. 

During the 1770s spinning had been carried out at the Calverley 

Workhouse, and during the year ended Easter 1803 four townships bought 

materials on which to employ indoor paupers, while eleven townships 

recorded sums earned by their indoor paupers towards the cost of their 

maintenance. During the mid-1820s Bradford's inmates appear to have 

been employed in farm labour. In 1825, applicants for the posts of 

Governor and CovernPss were required to be competent to manage a 

small farm and dairy. The Overseers' accounts for the years 1826-8 

include payments for the rent of a farm and list among the Workhouse 

stock, two horses, two cows, five carts, two harrows, a plough and 

quantities of straw and hay. 40 
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Outdoor paupers may have been engaged in this farmvork, but 

in 1826, at a time of high unemployment, Bradford's ratepayers 

resolved, 'that work on the highways be provided for the poor 

belonging to this town who make application for relief and are 

willing, but unable, to obtain employment'. Ten years later, 

paupers were still being employed on the roads, for the Overseers' 

accounts for each of the two years ended March 1836 include modest 

payments by Bradford's Highway Surveyors for dross breaking. The 

township of Tong also set the able-bodied to work on the roads, and 

this form of task work was common throughout the West Riding. In 

Tong, however, only those suspected of being idle or of failing to 

exercise economy were set to work, and these were paid the normal 

wages for the job. In both these respects Tong's policy differed 

fundamentally from the schemes envisaged by the Poor Law Commissioners 

when they issued the Outdoor Labour Test Order in the early 1840s. 

Tong's Select Vestry exercised the sort of discretion in setting men 

to work which the Bradford Board of Guardians was later to covet. 
41 

Under the Old Poor Lave individual townships had sufficient 

discretionary power to be able to respond pragmatically to changing 

circumstances. Pragmatism was the keynote of the Old Poor Law, and 

the Bradford Board of Guardians sought to iuke it the basis of the 

Nev. Before 1837 most applicants, including the able-bodied poor, 

were relieved outdoors with small cash doles, because this was cheaper 

and mutually more convenient than indoor relief. As elsewhere in the 

West Riding, there seem to have been no fixed scales of relief, and 

Tong's practice of giving from 6d to 3/- a head according to age and 

necessity was probably typical. Bradford and Nanninghaa distributed 

a small amount of relief in kind, but this does not appear to have been 

paid systematically. Instead, it took the form of the occasional 
42 

provision of clothing, bedding and furniture. 
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Bradford, Shipley and Manrningham also paid some paupers' 

rents. During the 1820. and 1830" Bradford spent sums ranging 

from £118 to 1287 a year for this purpose, suns which in the aid- 

1830s represented between 3% and 6% of the township's relief 

expenditure. During the early 1830" Shipley spent about 2% of its 

relief budget an rents. In Hanninghaa, during the two years ended 

Lady Day 1837, an annual average of i19-2-9 was spent on paupers' 

rents, representing just over 8% of the township's relief 

expenditure. Three of the nine paupers affected were widow, but 

no other information is available. In Tong, however, the relief 

authorities paid the rents of a few able-bodied paupers with large 

families and with earnings of lass than 1/6d per head per week. 
43 

When, as in Tong, relief could be as little as 6d a week, it 

was almost certainly in aid of earned income. There is little 

contemporary evidence available, 
44 but it is likely that townships 

in the Bradford area responded in the same way as other urban contras, 

and contras of declining handicraft industries within the West Riding, 

and offered relief in aid of inadequate earnings to the able-bodied 

poor. In some parts of the West Riding, the chronic plight of the 

bandvorkars threatened to make allowances in aid of earnings a permanent 

feature of the relief system, but relief in aid was essentially a 

temporary form of relief designed to help applicants survive trade 

depressions at miniarm cost to the ratepayers. When trade was bad, 

relief in aid was the only financially viable method of relieving the 

underemployed. In May 1826 roughly one in seven of Idle's inhabitants 

appeared on the relief lists. Many of the 699 paupers must have been 

receiving relief in aid, for a survey revealed that, in addition to 

average weekly relief of just under 1/- a head, the paupers had average 

weekly earnings of 61d. Evan with per capita relief at this low level, 

the pressure on resources was so severs that it proved difficult to 
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collect the poor rate, and on several occasions relief payments 

had to be suspended. 
45 

Here vas the recurrent problem of demand for relief being at 

its zenith when the ability to provide it vas at its nadir. As 

Idle's experience indicates, limited financial resources wade low 

relief levels inevitable, and paupers were therefore expected to 

resort to other sources of income. As Michael Rose has pointed out, 

'practically all outdoor relief was relief in aid of sooething, 

whether it be earnings or grants fron private charities'e46 

The old and infirm usually received slightly larger cash doles, 

but specialised treatment was scanty and erratic. During the year 

ended Lady Day 1838 the townships comprising the Bradford Union spent 

only 9171-1.4 on medical relief, equivalent to just 1.6% of total 

relief expenditure. Five townships spent nothing at all, though the 

practice of giving additional cash relief rather than an order for 

medical attendance probably distorted the returns. 
67 

Alfred Paver reported that it was rare for townships in Lancashire 

and the West Riding to contract for medical attendance by salary, but 

several townships in the area of the Bradford Union appear to have 

done to. North Bierley vas said to have paid a doctor's salary under 

the Old Poor Law, and Horton probably did likewise. In 1796 the 

Overseers of Bradford engaged Thomas Outhwaite and Willis iSharp at a 

joint salary of forty guineas to attend all the township's medical 

cases, except midwifery cases. During the slid-1820s and early 1830. 

the town's surgeon was still paid a salary of forty guineas, but in 1835 

the Vestry decided to subscribe ten guineas to the Bradford Infirmary 

and Dispensary and to reduce the surgeon's salary to twenty guineas. 

Three years later the surgeon resigned, complaining that he was over- 

worked and underpaid, and advised the Overseers to triple the salary. 

Alfred Power seems to have been justified in asserting that when salaries 
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were paid, they were small. That economy was a primary consideration 

is suggested by Tong's decision, 'that medical assistance for the poor 

shall be let by the year to the person who will do it for the least 

money. Dr. Field to have the first chance'. Dr. Yield and his 

associates may have declined the invitation, for during the year 

1837-8 Tong appears to have spent nothing on medical relief. 
As 

The strongly supported friendly societies and the local medical 

charities offered an alternative source of assistance, 
49 

and in 1834 

one correspondent of the Bradford Observer alleged that'the greater 

number of paupers requiring medical aid are relieved at the 

Dispensary'. When the Bradford Board of Guardians later considered 

subscribing to the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary, it found that 

paupers were excluded from the institution's benefits, but in 1835 

and 1836 Bradford township apparently experienced no such difficulties. 

During these years the township also subscribed one guinea annually 

to the Ilkley Charity. These subscriptions superseded an earlier 

one of six guineas annually to the Leads Infirmary, to which Tong 

also subscribed. 
so 

Additional payments were made for the maintenance of pauper 

lunatics at the Nast Ridin, - County Asyluz at Wakefield. Between 1826 

and 1837 Bradford township spent sums ranging fron £76 to 1175 a year 

for the maintenance of asylum inmates. If the medical relief returns 

for 1837-8 are to be believed, far =core was spent on the treatment of 

the mentally ill than on ordinary medical cases. 
51 

Children also required special treatment, but educational provision 

appears to have been minimal. In 1837 Manningham paid school bills 

totalling £1-12-6. and during the two years ended March 1828 Bradford 

paid similar fees totalling t14-16-2. Later accounts, however. Meade no 

asntion of school feess and less interest was probably taken in education 

than in early apprenticeship. The Elizabethan Poor Law made apprenticeship 
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an integral part of the relief system, and a steady stream of 

children were bound out by the relief authorities. Between 1765 and 

1802 Pudsey apprenticed 212 children, and between 1793 and 1807 

Calverley bound 114 apprentices, 52 of them during the three years 

1799 to 1801. During the two years ended March 1828 Bradford spent 

only £9-14-6 on indentures and clothing for apprentices, but during 

the two years ended March 1837 indentures were drawn up for 57 

apprentices at a cost of £35-17-1. Those who declined to accept a 

parish apprentice were liable to be fined, and Bradford derived a 

substantial income from this source. During the two years ended 

March 1828 £215 was paid in lieu of parish apprentices and during 

the three years ended March 1837 the township received £765 on this 

account. The ratepayers of Calverley, Wyke and Shipley displayed a 

similar reluctance to accept parish apprentices, who. perhaps because 

of their low educational attainments, were in much less demand than 

they were later to be. 52 

One group which did attract special attention after the Napoleonic 

Wars were the vagrants. In 1818 Leeds decided to open a Vagrant Office, 

and within a few months Wakefield and Doncaster had followed Leeds' 

example. 
53 

In 1819 it was Bradford's turn to hold a town's meeting 

to consider the 'propriety of adopting resolutions to clear the town 

and vicinity of all vagrants, imposters and travelling beggars'. The 

meeting resolved, 'that vagrancy and mendicity have ever been considered 

fertile sources of moral evil and infectious disease'; that these evils 

had increased alarmingly, and that a Vagrant Office should be opened to 

which all strangers found begging or seeking relief were to be referred. 

Relief was to be given only to 'proper objects', while the rest were 

to be proceeded against under the Vagrancy Acts. The scheme was to be 

financed out of the poor rate, but nothing came of it, and it was 1827 
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before a Vagrant Office was established, 'for the purpose of 

examining and removing all vagrants and any other disorderly persons 

found within the township of Bradford'. This time the expenses were 

to be paid out of the Constable's Rate, though the Vagrant Master was 

placed under the authority of a Committee appointed by the Vestry. 
54 

This arrangement reflected the dichotomous position of vagrants, who 

were the concern both of the judicial and of the relief authorities. 

The Bradford Board of Guardiins was to inherit this pattern of divided 

authority, and it became the practice for one of the township's 

Constables to act as Vagrant Master. 
55 

There was no compunction about applying deterrent methods to 

vagrants, and the Webb* regarded the vagrancy Statutes as part of a 

'Framework of P. apression'. According to the 'ebbs, the Old Poor Law 

provided relief only within this stigmatising framework because it was 

concerned, not only with the maintenance of the destitute but also 

with the punishment of the idle and troublesome. Relief was not the 

personal right of the destitute applicant, but an obligation on the 

parish, whose officers combined 'the power to punish with the 

obligation to relieve'. 

The Wsbbs' depiction of a 'Framework of Repression' is not 

altogether convincing, but their characterisation of the Old Poor Law 

serves as a useful reminder that the stigma of pauperise was not 

invented in 1834. As the Wabbs point out, destitution tended to be 

regarded as a nuisance to be 'abated', and success was measured in 

money terms. In this connection, the views of Bradford's two leading 

Anti-Poor Law campaigners are revealing. It was the leader of the 

working-class Radicals, Peter Bussey, who was the most vigorous advocate 

of economy. In 1834 he opposed a proposed increase in the Assistant 

Overseer's salary, and the following year initiated a move to reduce 

the town surgeon's salary. It was Bussay who urged that the names of 
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paupers and the relief awarded to then be published half yearly. 

Similarly, the Reverend George Stringer Bull made it perfectly clear 

that he had 'no objection whatever to the test of work or employment 

for able-bodied men'. In 1837, as a member of the Public Relief 

Committee, Bull was personally involved in providing work 'as the 

test of destitution to able-bodied persons. A test', said Bull, 

'which I most heartily approve'. A preference for the old Poor Law 

very definitely did not imply an aversion to stringency. 
56 

It did, however, involve a comitment to the essential 

characteristics of the Old Poor Law, to the preservation of the 

discretion and flexibility which township autonomy provided. Economy 

rather than humanity dictated the pattern of relief, but townships 

valued and exercised their power to differentiate between the deserving 

and undeserving poor. Above all$ they cherished the power to rule 

themselves. 

The quality of township administration, as the upside down world 

of many township records indicates, left much to be desired. 

Administrative reforms, including the use of committees and paid 

officials, brought the system more nearly into line with that envisaged 

by the Poor Law Commissioners, but these reforms were no guarantee of 

administrative efficiency. A lot depended on the ability of the paid 

officials, particularly in townships such as Bradford, where the 

retention of an Open Vestry meant that there was no effective supervision 

of the township officers. Aare, relatively high salaries failed to 

produce a satisfactory system. 

Bradford was changing so rapidly that further reforms would have 

been inevitable even if there had been no Nev Poor Lave The establishment 

of a Vagrant Office was a response to one pressing problem. The decline 

of the handvoshers, the rapid increase in population, the Irish influx 
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and the severs economic depressions experienced during the late 1830s 

and 1840. would soon have demanded attention. For this reason it is 

unreal to compare the Old with the Nev. When Bradford's residents 

looked back on the Old Poor Law, they were remembering not just a 

different system of relief. but a different way of life. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE RECEPTION OF THE WI POOR LAW 

'Wr. 3ussay: I wish to ask iir. Pover one question. 

Was he sent for, or did he come of his ovn accord? 

Mr. rovers I cane of my own accord. 

Mr. lussey: Then you may go back again, - we 

don't want you'. 

Eradford Observer, 2 Nov. 1837 

The Poor Law Amendment 3111 received the ro7-a1 assent in 

August 1834, but it was January 1837 before the Bradford Poor Law 

Union was declared, and October 1837 before the Bradford Board of 

Guardians received the order to take over the adainistration of relief. 

Bradford's residents therefore had three years in which to assess the 

'principles of 1834'. The picture which emerged was a confused one. 

The 1834 Poor Law Report was responsible for such of this 

contusion, for the Comissionsrs' highly selective use of the evidence' 

encouraged a belief that the Report's recoeasndations were directed 

solely at the agricultural South. The Amendment Act did nothing to 

dispel this uncertainty, for major questions of policy were left 

to be decided by the newly created Poor Law Cowsission. 2 After 1834, 

the Poor Law Commissioners were preoccupied with the Unionisation 

of the Southern counties. and their plans for the North remained in 

doubt. It was therefore possible to sustain very different opinions 

as to what the transition to the new system would actually involve, and 

defenders and critics of the Now Poor Law differed as much in their 

estimates of the extent of the change as in their judgements on the 

justice of specific proposals. 

Early press reaction divided along political lines. According 

to the Liberal-Dissenting Bradford Observer, posterity would 'bless 

the administration which had the wisdom to plan and the boldness to 

execute so benevolent and searching a reform as the Poor Law Amendment 

Dill'. 3 The paper welcomed the Poor Law Cosaission'a early Annual 
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Reports and provided regular accounts of the beneficial operation of 

the New Poor Law. 

The Bradford Observer's uncritical attitude owed a lot to the 

satisfying assumption that the New Poor Law was intended exclusively 

for the benefit of the agricultural South. When the editor pointed 

to the way in which the now law could benefit the industrious labourer, 

he was thinking, not of Bradford but of 'those parts of the country 

where the curses attending the old system were falt - (happily in 

this part of the kingdom they are not felt)'. It was an excellent 

opportunity to contrast Northern virtue with Southern decadence, 

and the Bradford Observer's counterpart in Leads, the Leeds Mercury, 

drew a sharp distinction between the industrial North, where 'the Poor 

Laws have been on the whole well adminiatered', and the agricultural 

South, where the system was like 'a gangrene eating its way into the 

vitals of the commity'. 4 
Since the New Poor Law was designed 'to correct the vicious 

and dreadful system in the South', the two Liberal papers found it 

easy to accept the need for fundamental reforms, for this merely 

emphasised the appalling state of relief administration in distant 

Southern counties. The Leads Mercury believed that a powerful Central 

Authority was 'absolutely necessary' if 'a system so rife with abuse' 

was to be reformed, while the Bradford Observer took the view thatt 

'no evils which could by. possibility accrue 

fron the projected changest would be of a 

nature to occasion one fiftieth part of the 

ruin. *L"ryg demoralisation and crime. 

which are the inevitable results of the 

present ... codes of administering the laws 

relating to the poor'. 
5 

Neither paper had a clear idea of what the future bald in store for 
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the North. The Hev Poor Lau was divorced from local experience, and 

it ras assumed that Northern townships would soushov be exes+pt from 

the matures envisaged in the 1834 Report. 'It can scarcely be 

doubted', thought the Leeds Mercury, 'that the Comissioners will 

direct their interference principally to the parishes where great 

abuses exist, and not trouble with vexatious peddling the parishes 

where the affairs of the poor are well administered'. In April 1836 

the editor of the Bradford Observer still believ d that, while 'the 

goverment of the poor [was] as efficiently conducted is Bradford 

as at present, the Poor Law Comsiiseioners [would] not seek to 

supersede Lt'. 6 

Since the North was to be left to carry on euch as before, it 

was not considered necessary to enter into lendtby discussions on 

relief policy. The Bradford Observer described the abolition of 

oatdoor relief as 'one of the most valuable features in the Poor Law 

Bill', and while the separation of families was unacceptable, the 

editor believed that 'a co Portable Workhouse should be provided' 

and that, in most cases, 'this should be the only asylum furnished 

by the parish'. The Leads Mercury, on the other hand, took it for 

granted thata 

'outdoor relief cannot be refused in these 

districts. owing to the fluctuations in the 

amount of ooploy ent; and that the Poor Law 

Commissioners will so clearly pe=esive this, 

as never to attempt to aaforca such refulal'. 
7 

Thera was no question of the ner law resulting in hardship or suffering. 

On the contrary, the Bradford Observer insisted that the labouring man 

was 'mare likely to meat with kind treatment and sympathy from the 

Guardians ... than from an unfeeling overseer, ... against whose 

misconduct there aas no appeal'. The Leads Mercury was equally adamant 
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that 'the deaervinp poor will not be refused relief, nor be harshly 

treated' .a 

As popular opposition to the Nev Poor Law intensified, the Liberal 

press become more ardent in its defence. The Bradford Observer's 

opinion of local relief administration became less favourable, for it 

reminded the beleaguered board of Guardians of 'those healthy feelings 

of independence which were nearly extinguished by the maladministration 

of the old system'. Irprovenents were needed, even in the Worth, and 

the Leeds Mercury argued thatt 

'the relief of the poor will be under move 

responsible and better management than it 

has hitherto been; abuses will be prevented, 

and jobbing in several places put an and to; 

imposture will be detected, and worthless 

idleness discountenanced'. 9 

The Bradford Observer's prediction that the Poor Law Amendment 

Act would prove 'the greatest blessing ever conferred on the people by 

an English government!, was not calculated to endear the paper to the 

working classes. The Radical John Jackson warned the editor that, 'in 

speaking as you have upon the Poor Law Bill, you have not lessened, but 

rather increased that unpopularity which your paper has amongst the 

labouring classes of this tann and neighbourhood'. 
10 Those, looking 

for a dtffereat approach could turn to the Tory Loads Intelliaencaý 

to the Radical Leeds Time and, lroaa Nove*ber 1637, to O'Connor's 

Northern Star. 

The Leeds Intelligeaear's initial reaction to the Report's 

recommendations was cautious. It considered the gansrsl bearing of the 

Bill to be 'beneficial', but ras critical of the proposed Central 

Board and of the changes in the Lair of Bastardy. 'A total denial of 

out-of-door relief, too', the paper thought, 'will not cork vell'. 
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Caution quickly turned to boetility,, and a month later the Leeds 

Intelligencer condemaed the Bill as 'a monstrosity in legislation. 

calculated to disgust as well as astonish'. The Bill might pass. 

'but sure we are that it cannot be fully enforced'. 
"' 

The Leads Times was equally critical. In its opinion, the ßi11 

was 'bad in principle, ... cruel in spirit', and would be 'abortive in 

operation'. As with the Leeds Intelligencer, centralisation. the 

bastardy clauses and the threat to outdoor relief vere the major 

targets for attack. The powers of the Central Comnisioners were 

'excessive, arbitrary, and unconstitutional, and such as ought not to 

be endured in a country which is professedly free'. The new law, 

'with its accursed centralisation', struck a deadly blow at local 

self-govern entt 

'The persons of the poor and the purses of 

the ratepayers are taken fron under popular 

control and transferred to the tender mercies 

of unknown and irresponsible Commissioners ... 

From such a centralised despotic system as this', 

the Leeds Times claimed, 'cruelty must arise'. The helpless would be 

treated in the sane way as the guilty, and all placed under the threat 

of the Workhouse. 12 

Thinking, perhaps, of the position of local handaorkers, the 

Leeds Times refused to acknowledge that there was any merit in the 

principle of lose eligibilitys for 'the condition of the independent 

labourer [vas] 
..,, worse than that of the pauper ought to be'. In a 

typical ladical attack, the Nev Poor Law was condemned as beings 

'neither more nor less than a scheme of the 

Whig and Tory aristocracies for keeping the 

people under their own rule, and for squeezing 

yet another drop of sweat. and yet another 

morsel of bread out of those whom corn Laws 
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sad unjust taxes have already robbed and starved. 

The law's 

concluded the Leeds Timasn, 'is a bad and a vile Law'. 13 

The position of the Leeds Times and Leeds Intallilencer was 

forceful and uncompromising. In comparison, the Liberal press lacked 

consistency, because its defence of the new system was based largely 

on its applicability and operation in the South of England. When 

the Bradford Observer and Leeds Eorcury related the Nev Poor Law to 

their own localities, they became less certain of the implications 

of the new system and of their attitude to it. Critics of the Now 

Poor Lav faced no such uncertainties, and spokesmen for the Anti-Poor 

Law Movement ba=ered away at the same unchanging themes. 

The Anti-Poor Law campaign resolved itself into an attack. first 

on centralisation and second on the use of the Workhouse as the 

universal test of relief for the able-bodied poor. The two issues 

vere closely linked, for relief policy would depend on the balance of 

power between the central and local authorities. 

For a Tory patriot auch as the Reverend George Stringer Bull, 

the creation of the Poor Law Cossoission was a perilous and 

unconstitutional innovation. Legislative and executive functions were 

mistakenly combined, and by avoiding the use of General Orders, the 

Poor Law Commissioners could avoid Parliamentary scrutiny. Their 

unchecked power was 'derogatory to the just authority of our King', 

whose assent to the Conmissionera' Ordetsvas not required. Peter 

Hussey was registering a similar protest when be rsssinded one of 

Bradford's M. P's that be had been sent to Parliament, 'to make laws 

and not to make legislators'. " 

Mara often, centralisation was attacked as an unwarranted 

interference with the exercise of local discretionary powers. opposition 

to centralisation was the great common denominator among opponents of the 
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New Poor Law, for many of those who sympathised with the 'principles 

of 1834' jibbed at the prospect of being ruled by 'three Big Wigs in 

London'. " Thomas Bill, one of Norton's first Guardians, felt that 

'if individual townships hold that discretionary power which the 

Commissioners enjoy solely, great advantages would be derived from 

the present law', and the West Riding Magistrate Matthew Thompson, 

who later withdrew his opposition to the Amendment Act, told a 

public meeting that be objected to the giving of power 'to certain 

individuals in London, who can know nothing about your circumstances, 

to regulate the distribution of your funds, and the supply of your 

necessities'. Interference in township affairs was always unwelcoss, 

and the Reverend G. S. Bull was probably justified in assorting that 

eighty or ninety per cent of Bradford's ratepayers considered: 

'that taking their own affairs out of their 

own hands, vLthout any proof of imbecility 

or malappropriation on their part, [was] 

in fact an act of injustice towards then, 

and a deprivation of those rights which 

they have enjoyed of dispensing the fund 
16 

raised from their own resources'. 

While the Bradford Observer and Leeds Mercury argued that few changes 

would be necessary under the new system, the Anti-Poor Law campaigners 

were convinced that there would be extensive interference. The Guardians 

would afford no defence against this,, because they would be ruled by 

the Commissioners and not by the ratepayers. Bull alleged that the 

Commissioners' power was: 

'so absolute, and enters so into every, the most 

minute arrangements, that the Guardians under this 

Acte dare not give one spoonful of porridge sore 

to the inmates of a Workhouse, than their three 

great masters choose to order'. 
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It followed that the office of Guardian was 'invested with no power 

whatever to 'guard' the poor ... and that the very nass, as well as 

the office, [was] a pure delusion'. 'Whatever the Guardians did', 

said Peter Bussey, 'the three bashavs at Somerset House could undo'. 
17 

Armed with the powers of a dictator,, the Commissioners vera free 

to introduce the same system as that being imposed on the South. A 

system which denied the poor their right to relief and treated poverty 

as a crime. There was apprehension about the fate of all classes, but 

particular concern was felt for the industrious able-bodied poor. When 

pauperism was clearly the result of structural and cyclical unemployment, 

there seemed no sense in the Commissioners' contention that most able- 

bodied paupers were paupers by choice, or that the poor could themselves 

take effective steps to avoid destitution. As Joseph Brooke pointed 

out, 'they could scarcely obtain necessaries, and how they were to 

lay by for a rainy day whilst they were introducing their infeTal 

machinery, he could not tell'. Most workers were thought to be honest, 

industrious men, not the idle profligates portrayed in the 1834 Report, 

and they deserved to be treated with respect. As Bull said, 'a man 

who could work and would work, but could not get no work, had still 

a stomach', 
is 

Yet the Nov Poor Law made no provision for discriminating between 

the idle and the industrious. Peter Bussey askedt 

'did the now law draw a line of demarcation 

between the good and the evil? No; in the 

bastille they found the most virtuous people 

crowded with the most vicious people on earth, 

and the treatment of one the same as the 

treatment of the other. and both worse than 

the common felon'. 

All able-bodied applicants, good and bad alike, would be 'dragged from 

their little homes and ft fired within the walls of a Workhouse'. Their 
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'scanty goods' would be sold and their wives and children left to 

the tender sarcies of debauchees, or forced into the Workhouse along 

with the head of the family. 19 

The Workhouses theatelves were regarded, and often referred to 

as prisons. In Peter Bussoys opinion, 'the New Bastilles were not 

intended as places of rest to the wearied and vorn out operative, but 

... were erected as places of punishment'. Inmates would have to 

wear 'prison' uniforms, have their hair cropped, be set to work 

grinding corn on hand mills, and be liable to punishment at the 

whim of the Workhouse Master. Exiles from the South addressed 

meetings on the horrors of Workhouse life, and Bull tried to 

conjure up the grid reality by producing a sample of the daily 

rations prescribed for the inmates of the Gloucester Workhouse* 
20 

Nothing aroused greater bitterness than the proposed system of 

Workhouse classification. The Anti-Poor Law Movement had a strong 

religious flavour, and classification was seen as a threat to the 

sacred institution of marriage. At the Anti-Poor Law demonstration 

at Peep Green in May i337, banners were paraded bearing the slogan, 

'Whom Cod hath joined together, let no Coiuissioner put asunder'. 

'Cod forbid', said Matthew Thompo 

system of 

of the sacred Word of Cod'. The forcible separation of families was 

soon as clear proof that the offer of the Workhouse was intended, 

as Bull put it, 'not to relieve, but to drive away from relief', and 

that the nev law we both inhuman and unCbristian. IT an quite sure', 

said Bull, 'that this system and the Bible cannot stand together. one 

must tall, and with all my heart I say, perish the Poor Law Act, and 

let Christianity live and prevail$. 
Z1 

Neither Bull nor Bussei were advocates of a lax system of relief, 

and Bull had no objection to the able-bodied being subjected to a task 

of work, provided it was useful and renumrative. 
22 His objection to 
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the Workhouse test was that it replaced the test of industry, 

prescribed by the Elizabethan Poor Law, with a test of 'confinement 

and iwprisonrnt and degradation', involving the breaking up of the 

poor man's home and family. 23 

The universal application of the Workhouse test would inevitably 

result in wage reductions, for as the Reverend George Stringer Bull 

explained: 

'the fear of the Workhouse system [would] 

induce many an honest and able-bodied 

labourer ... to go and beg for work at a 

reduced rate of wages, and to undersell his 

brother labourer in the market of labour. 

... I would take half a loaf, or a quarter 

of a loaf, or almost nothing', said bull, 

'rather than I would be incarcerated in the 

most beautiful Union Workhouse that ever 

was built'. 

Sore believed that it was the Act's deliberate intention to reduce 

wages. One visiting Radical speaker claimed that, 'the Whigs who 

introduced [the 
"'oor Law Amendment Bill] would like the landholder to 

have the poor, who now earn 12/- and 14/- a week, for 3d a day ... The 

truth of the matter is, they want to bring down your wages to those of 

the Irish'. 
24 

This allegation seemed to be confirmed by the Poor Law Commission's 

i11-timed migration scheos (1835 to 1837), under which surplus 

agricultural labourers were transferred from the South at the request of 

Northern manufacturers. When economic depression hit the industrial 

North, in 1837, critics of the scheme argued that it was designed to flood 

the labour market and to provide strike breakers= if necessary by 

threatening the Southern farm workers with the workhouse. 
23 
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If some paupers were forced to move North, others would be 

forced to leave the country altogether. Anti-Poor Law spokesman 

sometimes implied that the Amendment Act specifically required 

paupers to emigrate. In November 1834, Bull asked one of the Borough 

election candidates whether he would 'vote for the repeal of the 

clause which compelled paupers to emigrate', and John Fielden, 

addressing a Ten flours meeting in Bradford, spoke of the 'sending 

away 1,000 a month from the land that gave them birth, under the 

transportation law of the New Poor Law Act'. 26 The Amendment Act did 

make provision for the payment of emigration expenses out of the poor 

rate, 
27 but Bull's charge that the Act was one of 'compulsory emigration' 

was based on the broader premise that 'hunger is compulsion'. The 

able-bodied poor had a choice, 'either to submit to imprisonment in a 

Workhouse, or also to go to the 'fine countries'". Faced with such a 

choice, Bull would have emigrated. 
28 

Compulsory emigration, wage reductions and the break up of the 

family home were all the result of applying a deterrent Workhouse test 

when it was not appropriate. That such a test would be applied was 

guaranteed by the dictatorial powers of the Poor Law Commissioners. 

It was these two issues; the power of the Central Authority and the 

application of the Workhouse test which dominated the Anti-Poor Law 

campaign. 

Anti-Poor Law meetings were held in Bradford late in 1834, but 

early activity was largely confined to the production of pamphlets and 

to questioning candidates during the 1834-5 Borough and County election 

campaigns. Little was beard of the New Poor Law during most of 1835 

and 1836, and it was only at the beginning of 1837, when the Union's 

formation was iz4nent, that Bradford's Anti-Poor Law campaign began 

in earnest. 

On the 11th January 1837 Alfred Power, the Assistant Poor Law 
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Commissioner, visited Bradford to discuss the formation of a Union. 

Power's previous acquaintance with Bradford, as one of the officials 

assigned to Yorkshire by the 1833 Factory Commission, had not been 

a happy one, 
29 but on this occasion things moved quickly and smoothly. 

Power reported that his visit had gone well and on 21st January 1837 

the Bradford Union was declared. Three weeks later the twenty 

constituent townships elected their first Guardians, and on 17th 

February the Bradford Board of Guardians held its first meeting, 

undisturbed, in a room at the Court House. John laid Wagstaff was 

elected as Clerk to the Board, the boundaries of the Registration 

Districts were determined and by the end of March, Registrars for the 

thirteen Districts had been appointed. At the and of the same month 

the second Board of Guardians' election passed off virtually without 

comment. 
30 

This progress was achieved despite considerable Anti-Poor Law 

activity. On 18th January a meeting was held in the Short-lima 

Coeittee Room to plan resistance to the establishment of the Onion. 

A committee was appointed, which recommended that every township hold 

a protest meeting and petition for the Act's' amendment; that a meeting 

be held on Bradford Moor to voice popular indignation at the Act, and 

that a meeting also be held at Christ Church School Room on 31st January, 

'to consider the propriety of taking measures to obtain a suspension 

of the Order for establishing the Bradford Poor Law Union, and of 

petitioning Parliament for the aaandment of the Poor Law Act'. 31 

Between the and of January and the beginning of March, protest 

meetings were reported at Bradford, Bowling, Horton, North Burley and 

Drighlington. 32 These were followed by another meeting in the Short-Time 

Committee Room on 8th March, when delegates from the West Riding met to 

appoint a West Riding Anti-Poor Law Committee, with Samuel Bower, a 

member of Bradford's earlier committee. as its Secretary. The formation 

of the West Riding Committee has been seen as marking the effective 
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launching of the Anti-Poor Law l4ovea snt in Torkshira, and it was 

this delegate comittae which was, responsible for organising the gars 

tasting on 8artsbaad Moor in May 1837.33 

In Bradford, however, these protest and committee meetings had no 

immediate effect on the new Union. Several factors accounted for the 

relative ease with which the new administrative machinery was established. 

First was the speed of the operation, which seems to have taken opponents 

of the New Poor Law by surprise. Alfred Power wasted little time 

discussing the shape of the Union, and it was only ten days after his 

first visit to Bradford that the Union was declared. More important, the 

administrative framework of the Now Poor Law was let in through the back 

door of the 1836 Registration Act (6 +7 We. IV. c. 86). The Bradford 

Union was initially created, and the Board of Guardians elected, solely 

to carry out the provisions of this Act. This was the normal method of 

proceeding in Power's district, and in Bradford, though not in neighbouring 

Huddersfield, 34 it paid dividends. 

A Board of Guardians uninvolved in relief administration represented 

a less intrusive and a less urgent target than one possessed of its full 

powers. Above all, the use of Poor Law machinery for registration 

purposes ensured that Bradford's powerful Dissenting interest would be 

anxious to assume control of the new machinery. The Board of Guardians 

was responsible for the election of the Union Clerk, and the Clerk was 

entitled to act as Superintendent-Registrar. The first Board of 

Guardians' election, in February 1837, was dominated by the Dissenters' 

efforts to return Guardians who would appoint a suitable Clerk. When 

the election was over, and the Liberal Dissenters had virtually swept 

the Board, the Bradford Observer insisted that the election had 'had 

nothing Whatever to do with the working of the Poor Law Bill', but 'was 

simply a struggle who should be Superintendent-Registrar of Births, 

Deaths and Marriagent. -15 
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This first election might have taken a different course, had 

the leaders of the Anti-Poor Law campaign not decided to boycott it. 

On 23rd January Bradford's Anti-Poor Law Committee issued a pamphlet 

expressing the hope that, 'there are none to be found amongst us, who 

will degrade themselves by agreeing to become Guardians ... to be more 

tools of the great Three in London'. Support for the committee's 

appeal for a boycott of the election was reflected in the large number 

of abstentions. The Leeds Mercury reported that 'the number of papers 

returned was very scanty to the quantity issued, a great number of the 

lower class of voters having taken the Radical advice of not filling 

them up'. In Bradford township, 7,000 voting papers were said to have 

been issued to as many voters, but only 1,800 votes were cast, including 

500 from property owners, many of whom were entitled to more than one 

vote. In one district, barely 101 of the voting papers had been 

returned. 
36 

The decision to boycott the election followed logically troll the 

belief that the Guardians would be the puppets of the Poor Law 

Commissioners, but it was a tactical mistake. A few Unions, notably 

Oldham, staged successful boycotts, 37 but the position of the Dissenters 

in Bradford made success here impossible. The effect of the boycott 

was to weaken the Tory vote, let in the Liberal Dissenters, and exclude 

from the Board of Guardians the most vigorous critics of the Now Poor 

Law. 

Alfred Power seemed to have good reason to be satisfied, and the 

Assistant Poor Law Commissioner vas full of confidence that the introduction 

of the New Poor Law would present no major problems. As late as October 

1837. Poser reaffirmed his belief thats 

'the principles of the Poor Lav Asisndment Act 

Mill in due course be carried into full practical 

operation, and that ... the application of a well 

regulated Workhouse system, both as a test of 
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imposture and a discouragement to improvidence, 

will be without hesitation adopted' . 
38 

Power underestimated the strength of the opposition and overlooked 

the fact that his early success in Bradford had been achieved only by 

reassuring the Guardians that they would be allowed extensive 

discretionary powers. At the time of his first visit in January Power 

had stated that the Guardians would have the power to grant outdoor 

relief in proper cases and had denied that married Workhouse inmates 

were separated, except when there was good cause. In 2iarch, on the 

occasion of his first appearance at a Board meeting, the Assistant 

Comaissioner went much further. Having initially stated that he 'had 

no reason to believe that the regulations here would be very dissimilar 

to those which had been put into force in the South', Power was finally 

obliged to emphasise that: 

'the Board of Guardians bad the control of their 

own funds, and were invested with full power to 

afford either indoor or outdoor relief to any 

extent, entirely according to their own 

discretion, and in no instance were they 

dictated to by the Commissioners'. 39 

These were more than gestures, for the cooperation of influential 

figures such as Matthew Thompson, Henry Leah and B. C. Lister depended 

on reassurances of this kind. The Board of Guardians was prepared to 

carry out its duties under the Registration Act, but it was clearly not 

prepared to give carte blanche to the Poor Law Commissioners when it 

came to relief administration. 

Power might have seen further cause for concern in the deteriorating 

economic situation. Towards the and of April, it was reported that most 

of Bradford's worsted spinners were working short-time and that large 

numbers of hands were unemployed. In May, the distress among the working 
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classes ? As-ý 'alarming' and at the end of the month a public relief 

subscription was opened. 
40 

This recession was bound to exacerbate 

working-class antipathy to the New Poor Law, for it brought the threat 

of the Bastille closer. It also threatened to complicate the transition 

to the new system, by placing it under immediate pressure. Finally, 

coming after a period of relative prosperity and declining relief 

expenditure, the depression augured badly for a comparison between 

the old and new regimes. 

When Power moved to place the administration of relief in the hands 

of the Board of Guardians he was again obliged to reassure the Board, 

'that the Guardians will have full power to administer relief at their 

discretion as Vestries at present have'. His reassurances were 

reinforced by the Poor Law Commission's Circular Letter which accompanied 

the Orders and Regulations issued to the Bradford Board on 14th October. 

The letter stated that, with the exception of certain limited powers to 

be vested in the hands of the overseers and J. P. s: 

'the Board of Guardians will have the entire 

and absolute authority of deciding whether any 

person should receive outdoor relief or should 

be relieved by admission to any of the Poorhouses 

or Workhouses of the union'. 41 

This placed the seal on the early theme of reassurance and concession, 

and the Central Authority would find that it was not easy to win back the 

ground that had already been compromised. If there were any doubts on 

the need for concessions, the popular Anti-Poor Law movement was about to 

dispel them. 

On the 28th October, two days before the Board of Guardians was due 

to hold its first meeting under the Amendment Act, Bradford's bellman was 

instructed by Peter Busseyt 

'to give notice to the working class of this 

town that the Assistant Poor Law Conmaissioner 
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will be at the Court House ... on Monday next, 

at 10 o'clock in the morning, when the people 

of Bradford are invited to attend, at half- 

past 9 o'clock, at the Court House'. 

Bussey's invitation was accepted, 'and before the Cuardians were 

sufficiently asseDbled to coizmence business, the avenues to the Board 

Room were filled with persons attempting to gain admission'. After 

half an hour Power and the Guardians adjourned to the Assistant 

Cowmissioner's room at the Sun Hotel. There. the ex-officio Cuardian 

Matthew Thompson announced that his opinion of the New Poor Law had 

changed, that he was now prepared to support its introduction and to 

make a public declaration to that effect. Despite Power's misgivings, 

Thompson persuaded the other Guardians to return to the Court Eousa 

and open their meeting to the public. At two o'clock, proceedings 

were recounenced, and Thompson duly explained to the crowd why his 

views had altered. 
42 

Thompson's 'conversion', however, merely confirmed that flexibility 

was already regarded as an integral feature of the new system. When 

Thompson announced his acceptance of the New Poor Law, he was not 

talking of the 'principles of 1834' but of the flexible, locally 

controlled system implicit in Power's past statements and confirmed by 

the Poor Law Commission's Circular Letter. Thompson told the crowd 

that their fears of hardship under the new system were imaginary. The 

Commissioners' instructions would take account of local circuaatancess 

'They bad heard of some of these instructions, 

and they had thought them harsh and severe; 

but, it was not the design of`the Commissioners 

to issue any such regulations to this Böard. 

The circumstances and feelings of the operatives 

in this locality were wholly different, and they 

would of course require different regulations'. 
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Here: 

'the Poor Law bad been comparatively well 

administered, and the alterations required 

would be comparatively few and unimportant, 

... the way of receiving relief and the 

amount of relief afforded, would be very 

nearly the same as before'. 

Thompson did not anticipate any ambitious Workhouse schemes. The Board 

of Guardians had examined the Workhouses, and believed that the 

'accommodation was far more than the claimants for relief would over 

want'. 

Thompson was supported by the Board's Chairman, Henry Leah, who 

promised to resign if any harsh regulations were introduced. Lash had 

no intention of being dictated to by the Commissioners. 'Mr. Pover'a . 

opinions', be said, 'are only those of an individual, - they cannot, 

nor shall they, rule our conduct'. 
43 

In his report on this meeting, Power described the Guardians as 

being 'extremely wall disposed towards the law', but this was an 

excessively optimistic assessment. The law the Guardians were prepared 

to support was not the law as it was interpreted by the Poor Law 

Commission; still less was it the law envisaged in the 1834 Report. 

Thompson may have retreated, but Power had to confirm that there was 

not 'one rule which restricts the Guardians either as to the amount of 

relief or the manner of giving it'. 64 
Support was conditional on the 

reaffirmation of this discretionary paver. 

These reassurances did not satisfy the corking-class audience, 

which 'testified its disapprobation in loud and reiterated exclamations'. 

Bussey tried to have the meeting adjourned for a year and others called 

on the Guardians to resign. tu Power's words, 'nothing could ... exceed 

the confusion which prevailed during the meeting, and the greatest 

possible exasperation was evinced against the law and the agents employed 
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in carrying it into effect'. Powei's ordeal did not and with the 

meeting, for on leaving the Court House, he was attacked by the 

crowds 

'The first blow I received', Power wrote, ' was 

upon my head from a tin can, which was given 

with great violence, but being without weight, 

made only a slight contusion. Umbrellas, 

stones and mud were applied very freely, and 

after receiving many blows I extricated myself 

with great difficulty from the crowd, and 

reached the Inn by dint of great exertion, 

being pursued almost to the door'. 
45 

The Board of Guardians had agreed to hold its next meeting in a 

fortnight's time, on 13th November. On 3rd November, Power was due to 

accompany the Workhouse Committee on an inspection of the Workhouse 

accommodation. Not unnaturally, Power had little faith in the services 

of Bradford's Constables, who had 'purposely avoided rendering any 

service' on 30th October. He therefore recommended that six plain 

clothesMetropolitan Police be sent to Bradford for 3rd November, and 

that reinforcements, including the military, might be needed on 13th 

November. The police failed to arrive in time for Power's tour of the 

Workhouses, and the Assistant Commissioner therefore confined his 

inspection to the Bradford Workhouse and than returned to the Sun Inn 

before leaving for Blackburn. 
46 

During the next few days, Power had second thoughts about the 

wisdom of employing the Metropolitan Police. Matthew Thompson and 

E. C. Lister warned his that the presence of the police 'would tend to 

irritate rather than remove the present excitement', and at least one 

Guardian, John Hill, had threatened to resign if the London police were 

called in. On balance, Power believed that there was 'far more risk 

of a falling off in the Guardians on the employment of a police force 
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fron London, than from the dread of future disturbance'. By this 

time the police were already in Bradford, so it was decided to send 

them to Leeds until it was seen whether they would be needed. In the 

event, they were used only for intelligence purposes, but their very 

presence acted as an additional irritant. 47 

The Bradford Observer and Leeds Time had mistakenly reported 

that the Board of Guardians next meeting would be held, not on the 

13th but on the 10th November, and on that day 'a formidable force, 

.. o most of them ... strangers' and 'many of them apparently delvers 

and navigators from the neighbouring townships', met in anticipation 

of the meeting. John Wagstaff, the Union Clark, identified 'a 

growing determination amongst the lover classes to prevent the operation 

.. 0 of the Poor Law Amendment Act, by means lawful or unlawful', and 

he warned Power that it would not be safe for his to attend a noeting. 
48 

Instead of waiting for the meeting on 13th November, Power 

therefore arranged a preliminary meeting for the evening of Sunday, 

12th November, at the Sun Hotel. There, the Magistrates warned Power 

that only a military presence could guarantee the Guardians' safety, 

and they %are opposed to the sudden introduction of such a force. Early 

the following morning the Guardians therefore held another meeting at 

the Hotel and agreed to postpone the full Board meeting until the 20th 

November. This would allow time for troops to be stationed in the 

town in advance. On 16th November the police were ordered back to 

London and two days later a detachment of cavalry arrived in Bradford 

from Leeds. 

Power was in Bradford on 18th November, but decided not to attend 

the meeting on the 20th. On that day at 10 a. m. about thirteen 

Guardians not at the Court House. During the course of the meeting a 

crowd of five or six thousand gathered outside the building, attempting 

to gain entry and throwing stones at the windows, which by the end of 

the day were couprehansivsly demolished. At about mid-day one of the 
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But all their trying is in vain, 
Or tell you about Bradford fight,, , Though it may give them grief 

On th' twentieth of November, Disturbance does no good; 
Concerning of the dreadful deeds, The soldiers they did sadly wound, _- ' 

-When soldiers were fetched from Leeds, But still they kept upon the ground, 
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' To keep the peace constables set, Till some of them were made to bleed, _" " 

t , t, " The law for to fulfil, Cut by the soldiers sore; 
Poor Law Bill is made, you know, 

R' Y" " ". Some shots were fird, their swords did giwa, 
To it there will be friend and foe, - , ti And some were struck who will be lame, 

And some do blame it ill.. I'm told almost a score. 
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This vex'd them sore within their mind, I tell toyo n as I did hear, '- ''- 
Disturbance then began we find, " The public-houses were all clear; 

The building was beset. That night at half-past nine " 

Then stones like hail did fly about, -hut now, my friends, the riot's oer, 
Some windows they were knocked out, Such work I hope to see no more, -i 

And angry passions led; --As long as I do live; F-- 
Then soldiers were called out to guard, JAnd if you do consider right, 

_ 
Their patience long was tried hard, No more In it you'll take delight; 

" The riot act was read. '. You'll shun it, I believe. 

The stones continued flying still, So now, my friends, do one and all {. 
"` The people were against the bill, 

" 
fake my advice, both great and small, 

' they do cry! No Poor 1, aw, d bave, it understood, I 
Both men and women are enrag d, To back the poor it's my intent, 
Are not easy to be assuag'd, , 'On peace and quietness I'm bent. 

To stop It they do try. It will do the most good. 

; Hear Friends; I think It not a joke, . oseph Tillotson a fine young man r^. 
': ' '. And you may think the same, 

, , And William Wheater too, 
Five young men are committed to York, Have gone to York to take their trial, 

I'll tell you what's their blame. To their parents grief and woe. , 
For throwing stones as I am told, -,. Joseph Greensmith and Joseph Swaine, 

Breaking the windows too, 
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1j' And William Brooke likewise 
And more they yet have not got hold, , , Are going to York, there to remain 

+. 
To them will have to go. Until the next assize. -- 

For the satisfaction of my readers, I give theresidences of the misguided and unfortunate 
young men who have been committed to York, charged with being : ancerned in the Riot of - 

" Monday : Joseph Tillotson, Churchbank; William Wheater, Silsbridge Lane; Joseph Greensmitb, 
'-Undercliffe; William Brooke, George-Street ; Joseph Swaine, Cheapside. 
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Magistrates, John Gram Paley. want to the Talbot tan where the 

ailitary were assembled and called for their assistance. At 12.40 pole. 

the cavalry arrived at the Court House and at 12.50 p. *., amidst a 

asianda of stone throwing,, window smashing, charge and counter charge, 

Paley read the Riot Act. 

On leaving the Court Rouse, the Guardians and Magistrates were 

assailed with mud and stones, Palsy himself being saved from serious 

injury only by his hat, ('the hat, however, was spoiled'. ). The 

chief sufferer was the Union Clerk, who was beseiged in the Court 

House until about S o'clock, when he was rescued by the cavalry and 

escorted to the Talbot Inn. Alfred Power's servant described the 

scene in the vicinity of the Talbot Inn at about this time. The troops 

were 'being assailed with great violence by the sob', and 'were obliged 

to sally forth and use both their sabres and carbines in their 

endeavours to disperse the people who, on the soldiers retiring to the 

yard, rallied in the most determined manner and renewed the attack'. 

One shot entered a surgeon's house, narrowly missing the head of his 

patient but, though there were many injuries there were no deaths. 

During the course of the riot, the Magistrates sent to Leeds for 

another troop of the Hussars and swore in twenty special constables. 

At about 7 p. m., fifty six soldiers arrived from Leeds and these 

reinforcements, together with the rain, enabled the authorities to 

clear the streets by 10 o'clock. 
d9 

The 'Battle of äradford' gave the Poor Law Coamissioners good 

reason to fear that the Cusrdians' resolve might weaken. One Guardian's 

windows had been *stashed, another had received a threat to his life 

and the Union Clerk had also had 'threats of no very aild description ... 

written on the steps' of his house. Most osinous of all, Henry Leah, 

Chairman of the Board, told Wagstaff that he was convinced that the 

New Poor Law could not be enforced and that he would not be attending 

any more m ating$. 
50 
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The Board of Guardians seemed on the verge of disintegrating, 

- äý 

and the Poor Law Coiadssioners adopted their most conciliatory tone. 

On the 25th November they wrote to praise the Bradford Board for its 

conduct on the day of the riot. Shortly afterwards, Alfred Power 

tried to alleviate the Chairman's and Clerk's anxieties. Power 

suggested that Leah stay away from Board meetings for the time being, 

but asked him not to resign, intimating 'that every relaxation as 

regards time, which is practicable, will be afforded to the Guardians'. 

If the Clark was threatened with violence, it might be well for his 

assistant to take his place, and for as little business as possible 

to be transacted until a valuer atmosphere prevailed. When the Board 

of Guardians subsequently decided to change the day of its meetings, 

the Commissioners assured them thats 

'If at any future time the Guardians should wish 

to change the day of weekly meeting, the utmost 

facility will be given to their wishes by the 

Cocumissioners, who desire nothing to much as 

to give the Guardians every assistance and 

support which it may be in their power to 

supply`. 
51 

The Commissioners had made no substantial concession, but the 

constant theme of reassurance further obscured the gulf between the 

expectations of the Guardians and the long term intentions of the Central 

Authority. 

The Guardians had decided that their next meeting, on the 27th 

November, should be pro forma only, and the meeting, attended by just 

throe Guardians, passed off peacefully. A detachment of the 15th Hussars 

remained in Bradford, and on the 2nd December they were joined by two 

f 
companies of the 97th Regiment. If these proved insufficient to protect 

the Guardians at their meeting on the 4th December, further troops 

belonging to the 15th Bussars, the 97th Regiment and the 4th and 7th 

i 
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Dragoon Guards, were ready to move from Leeds, Rochdale and Burnley. 

To drive the point homy, the Magistrates swore in 148 special 

constables. 
32 

Under the circumstances it aas not surprising that, in Power's 

absence, the 4th December meeting passed off quietly. Peter Bussey 

delivered a letter 'requesting the Guardians to allow a deputation 

of two of the ratepayers to attend the meetings of the Guardians and 

take minutes', but this was ignored. However, the Guardians did 

decide to change their day of meeting from Monday to Friday. Monday 

was a slack day in Bradford, and therefore a convenient time for 

demonstrations, while the move to Friday had the additional advantage 

that the next meeting would not be until 15th December. When the 

day arrived, Power was able to report: 

'that the utmost tranquility prevailed in the 

town during the whole day. Even in the 

neighbourhood of the Court House, where the 

meeting-vas held; and which vie the scene 

of the former disturbances, there was no 

appearance whatever of persons collecting 

either fro* curiosity or from any other 

motive' 
53 

Violent popular resistance in Bradford was at an and, and its 

danise was so sudden that it was hard to believe that the 20th November 

, riot had actually taken place. Ivan Alfred Power was surprised that so 

little notice had been taken of the 'Battle of Bradford', and, far from 

stimulating popular resistance to the Now Poor Law, the riot stewed to 

have the reverse effect. A post-nortem ! sating was held on 13th December 

but, apart from 3ussay's advice 'to button up their pockets and not pay 

a farthing of poor rates', no plan for future action asisrged. 
54 

Anti-Poor Law westing* were hold at Clayton and Shipley early in 

1838, but it was April before the Anti-Poor Law campaign showed signs 
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of a serious revival. In that month, Peter Bussey renewed his appeal 

for the non-payment of rates. Bussey had resolved not to pay any more 

poor rates until the New Poor Law was repealed, and he suggested that 

sympathisers place stickers in their window to the same effect. Shortly 

aftervards, Bussey called on the ratepayers of each township in the 

Bradford Union to send a delegate to a meting to be held on 7th May, 

at which the propriety of calling a public meeting on the non-payment 

of rates would be considered. The delegates met at the Hope and Anchor 

Inn and agreed that a public meeting should be held on Whit-Tuesday, 

but several townships failed to send representatives, and Bussey was 

clearly disappointed at the responses 
53 

Several thousand turned up on Whit-Tuesday to bear Bussey repeat 

the call for the non-payment of rates, but the meeting was not a success. 

Alfred Power claimed that few more were attracted than would normally 

have come to Bradford on a Whit-Tuesday, and he felt sure that the 

Guardians would be unperturbed. The campaign against rate payments 

made little headway, though Bussay himself persisted in his refusal to 

pay the poor rate, and in November 1838 had a distress warrant issued 

against him and a sack of malt removed from bis house in discharge of 

rate arrears. 56 

Meanwhile, the new administrative structure was taking shape. The 

Relieving officers had been appointed on the 20th November 1837 and on 

the 22nd December they were ordered to make their acquaintance with 

the paupers. By mid-January 1838 Power felt secure enough to attend 

a Board meeting, and during the course of February the Relieving Officers 

assumed responsibility for the distribution of relief. The Clark was 

able to tell Power that they were 'getting on very well', and the 

following mouth the Assistant Overseers and the Union Auditor were 

appointed. Wagstaff wrote again to the Assistant Commissioner, to report 

that 'w are getting on very quickly, and with trifling exceptions, I 
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may say agreeably'. This was not lost on the Radical Leeds Times, 

which bamoaned the sue with which the Nov Poor Law was being 

introduced into Bradfords 

'The odious law is progressing have as 

satisfactorily as the grinders of the poor 

can possibly wish. The rivets which shall 

effectually uncle the poor are driven with 

so little noise that the sound of the bamimsr 

is hardly beard'. 57 

Bradford's Anti-Poor taw campaign had burnt brightly, but briefly, - 

One possible explanation for its brevity is that@ as in the North of 

England generally, the movaosent's initial success ensured that the new 

syste* would not be alarmingly different fron the old. The movement 

lost its edge because it had already achieved a substantial measure of 

sucaesa. 
58 

The Poor Law Commission had been forced to adopt a conciliatory 

tone, and had made significant concessions. Local powers of discretion 

seemed to be guaranteed, and it was the conviction that the now system 

would not be very different from the old that led to Matthew Thompson's 

conversion. The Bradford Observer was able to demonstrate that 

allegations of cruelty under the Nov Poor Law were unfounded or 

exaggerated. When the Bradford Board of Guardians started administering 

reliefg the paper made a special point of emphasising that, while outdoor 

relief was sometimes being increased, in not a single cue had it been 

reduced, nor had any orders been issued for the admission of paupers 

into the Workhouse or for their separation therein. When the editor 

analysed the poor response to the Anti-Poor Law meeting held on Whit- 

Tuesday 1838, be concluded that, 'the poor people [could] 
see very plainly 

for themselves that the administration of the law [was] not followed by 

those oppressive acts they were taught to believe would follow'. 59 
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This undoubtedly weakened the strength of feeling against the 

New Poor Law, but it can only be a partial explanation of the campaign's 

collapse. Matthew Thompson came to terms with the Now Poor Law, but 

neither his reassurances nor those of Alfred Power prevented the riot 

on the 20th November. If supporters of the Anti-Poor Law movement 

were not persuaded by the concessions which had already been gained, 

it is hard to see why they should have felt better disposed towards 

the new law three months later, when the popular campaign was clearly 

in decline. The Relieving Officers were then only just beginning to 

take over the distribution of relief, and the poor were therefore 

unlikely to feel confident that there was nothing to fear from the 

new system. The Bradford Observer highlighted the Board of Guardians' 

reassuring actions, but there were other less welcome decisions. Early 

in March 1838, the Board resolved, 'that the three Visiting Committees 

of the Workhouses be requested to consult together. and recommend a 

plan for the classification of the paupers'. Two months later the 

Reverend George Stringer Bull alleged that classification was to be 

'in four separate Workhouses, some miles distant from each other', and 

shortly afterwards the Northern Star reported that 'Jim was to go 

to Idle, Susay to Pudsey, the lads to Marley and the lasses to Calverley, 

and so on'. 
60 The Anti-Poor Law spokesmen's most frightful predictions 

had not been fulfilled, but there was still ample cause for concern. 

Bradford's Anti-Poor Law campaign vent into decline before popular fears 

could have been dispelled, and the movement's decline cannot therefore be 

wholly explained by its success. 

An explanation more appropriate to Bradford's experience is that, 

'the cry against the Now Poor Law gradually merged with the louder shout 

for the Charter 61 
and was soon submerged by it. The problem here is 

again one of timing. Rose and gdsall are agreed that it was not until 

wail into 1838 that political reform attracted more attention than the 
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Nev Poor Law. 62 In Bradford, hoveverj, the Anti-Poor Lav campaign 

vent into decline several months before the Charter was adopted and 

at a time when neighbouring RuddersfLaid and Dewsbury were still 

vigorously resisting the Law. 

The contrast between Bradford's experience and that of Ruddersfield 

and Dewsbury is instructive. In Huddersfield a Tory - Radical alliance 

made use of the electoral process to seise control of the Board of 

Guardians, the better to obstruct the introduction of the new system. 

In Huddersfield and Ieighley in 1837, and in Huddersfield and Dewsbury 

in 1838, Anti-Poor Law majorities were returned. The Central Authority 

eventually overcame their obstructive tactics, but the election of Anti- 

Poor Law Guardians prolonged resistance and provided a focal point for 

it. 63 This was lacking in Bradford, where the Anti-Poor Law movement 

totally rejected the new system and refused to participate in the 

elections. In 1838, as in 1837, opposition was expressed in a high 

abstention rate. The Bradford Observer estimated that less than one 

in five ratepayers voted. Hwy voting papers were spoiled, and 'not 

a few were filled with caricatures, ribaldry and foolish jesting. 

These latter ... doubtless the productions of Anti-Poor Law men'. 

The result was that the Union Clerk was able to tell Alfred Power 

that there was not likely to be 'a single Guardian returned who will 

come to the board with a determination to thwart the operation of the 

Law'. Gus Tory critic of the New Poor Law was,, in fact, elected, but 

Power found it to be 'a very good working bard'. Sven the er-officio 

Guardians were better disposed tovards'the new law than in Huddersfield. 64 

Zn 1838 Bradford's Anti-Poor Law moveatsnt therefore found itself 

in something of a Mildarness. With violent resistance at an end, and 

electoral Lnvolvs ent rejected, there was nowhere for the movement to 

go, except in the ineffective direction of $ussay's poor rate boycott. 

The board of Cuardiana was to take on the mantle of resistance, but the 
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decline of popular activity was not the result of a decision to 

leave things to the Board. In Bradford, the cause of the sudden 

eclipse of the popular Anti-Poor Law movement lies in the fabric of 

local politics. In particular, it aas the relationship between the 

Tories and Radicals which shaped the Anti-Poor Law campaign. 

Great stress has rightly been placed on the continuity between 

the factory reform and Anti-Poor Law movements, both in terser of 

personnel and in organisation. In its early stages, the Anti-Poor 

Law movement is often presented as a creation of the factory movement, 

which simply transferred its resources from one objective to another. 
65 

while the intimate link between the two movements is not in dispute, 

in Bradford's case the factory movement's influence has been exaggerated. 

It is true that many advocates of factory reform, such as Matthew 

Thompson, Joshua Pollard, the Reverend J. C. 3oddington and@ of course, 

the Reverend George Stringer null, were to be found on the platform 

at local Anti-Poor Law meetings, but the Tory - Anglican group which 

they represented did not dominate Bradford's Anti-Poor Law movement 

in the way that it dominated factory reform. 
66 Nor was the Reverend 

George Stringer Bull's position as leader of the local Anti-Poor Law 

campaign as well established as historians have tended to imply. 67 

This may have been true even in tim early stages of the campaign. 

The first steps towards organised resistance were taken at the vesting 

in the Short-Time Comittee Room on 18th January 1837, but the Anti- 

Poor Law Cosaittee. which *merged fron this meeting strenuously denied 

that Bull was one of its founder members, 
68 

At least one of those 

associated with this Coeaittee, John Pratt. was a Tory, but another, 

Samuel Dover, later the Secretary of the West Riding Anti-Poor Law 

Committee, was probably a Radical. It is significant that the Coamittes's 

advice not to participate in the Tsbruary 1837 election was regarded by 

the local press as Radical advice, and certainly many Tory critics of the Nov 

Poor Law, such as Joshua Pollard and James Wade, ignored the Anti-Poor Law 
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NO MONOPOLY! 
The Poor of England-the Unfortunate are now put up for 

Sale-the Yellows and the Blues are bidding anent each other 
for the truly honourable Post of TOOLS to those Three Ty-, 
rants in London, whose special Duty it is to grind the Poor 
to the Dust. Their'Tools are the "Guardians" (as they are 
falsely called) of the Poor Law Act. 

Ye foolishlRate Payers of Bradford, who choose to give 
up your Rights, and to afford your sanction to this hateful Law, 
be sure to give the Conservatives a Chance as well as the Re- 
formers. 

No Monopoly of Oppression ! The Conservatives have 
always abused the Act as "A Whig Measure, " and now, they 
are as eager to have the HONOR of enforcing it as the Whigs 
themselves,! 

NO MONOPOLY to 
" Vote} away, Lads, Vote away. " 

Vote for Blackburn, the Stapler, and lay by your care, 
Vote for Abraham Brumfit. that Draper so fair ; 
Vote for Buck, who will work you for twelve hours a day ; 
Vote for William Hard-castle, who your cause won't betray ; 
Vote for honest John Hustler, and DANIEL SALT !!! 
Vote for good Johnny Hill, who ne'er mixes his malt; 
Vote for John King, the Joiner, who works without rule, 
Vote for sleek Isaac Milnes, a most suitable tool; 
Vote for Doctor John Outhwaite, and swallow his Pills; 
Vote for Scotch Jemmy Lennie, with a pack full of ills; 
Vote for Wade and his porter, which paupers can't taste ; 
Vote for sly Kitty Waud, vote, vote, and make haste; 
Vote away all your Rights, and the Rights of the Poor, 
Till Tyranny triumphs, and settles your score. 

Working Men of Bradford, 
wise, and refuse to vote at all i 

... -., 

"-- -- - 

The Radicals' call for a boycott of the first Board of Guardians' 

election, February 1837. 

Source: B. C. L., Deed Box 27, Balme Collection, page 19. Also Deed Box 

17, Case 39. 
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Co ittee's advice and participated in the election. The Radicals had 

played second fiddle to Dull in the Ten Hours campaign, but they were 

to dictate local Anti-Poor Law tactics, and eventually to squeeze 

Bull out of the mainstream of the movement. 

The past relationship between Bradford's Tories and Radicals, and 

in particular between Bull and the Radical leader Peter Bussey, suggested 

that limited cooperation was more likely than a genuine alliance. 
69 

In 1832, Bussey's Bradford Political Union had been opposed by Bull on 

the issue of parliamentary reform, but during the following months 

Bussey actively supported the Ten flours campaign. When Ashley's Bill 

was rejected, the two men parted company again. Bussey transferred 

his attentions to Owenite Trade Unionism and in 1834 set up the Bradford 

branch of the Society for Promoting National Regeneration, from which 

Bull remained aloof. Both wen condemned the Tolpuddle Judgement and the 

Poor Law Amendment Act, but the weakness of the alliance was ominously 

apparent during the 1834-5 Borough election campaign. While Bull and 

Oastler were firmly opposed to the Liberal candidate Ceorge Hadfield, 

who was an advocate of disestablisbment, the wonting class Radicals were 

inclined to support him. 

In their shared opposition to the New Poor Law, Bull and Bussey 

adopted quite different emphases. Bull approached the measure from a 

conservative position. To hiss, the Amendment Act was not only 

unconstitutional, unjust and inhumane, it was also dangerous. 'The 

tie that bound the old English gentry to the poor [was] broken', and 

the responsibility which the rich had previously felt for the poor, 

removed. The Act bad destroyed the poor's right to the first mortgage 

on the land, and the rights of the second mortgagee, the landlord, were 

therefore jeopardised. In Oastler's words: 

'THE POOR LAW A NT BILL' RAS ABSOLMLY 

UNDERMINED THE FOUNDATIONS 09 WHICH THE 

PILLARS OF ENGLAND RESTED. No man can baue 
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s Title to any property whatever, if the Poor 

baue no TITLE to their *bar* of the rant of 

Bauland1ý70 

Like Oastlax's, Bull's was a paternalistic approach. Since paternalism 

and property rights were both endangered, the New Poor taw could be 

considered 'revolutionary' and 'subvarsiva'. It offered 'revolutionary 

speculators' the chance to wean the industrious classes away from the 

aristocracy and from constitutional eonarchy. 
71 The New Poor Law 

thrsatanad to put power into the hands of wen like Peter Bussee. 

Bussay Was first and foremost a Radical, for whom the New Poor 

Law vas one part of a larger systex of exploitation and oppression. 

Qaartiss's ampbasis on electoral refors as the prerequisite for social 

progress was nothing new to Bussey, whose shibboleth was universal 

suffrage. 

The Borough election of 1835 gave a clear indication of Eorsey'" 

sense of priorities. In his noaination speech, the Tory supported 

John Itardy reminded his audience that he was 'a strenuous supporter 

of [the] Ton Hours Bill 19 and had 'opposed every clause in the Poor Lav 

Bill'. His Liberal opponent, George Redfield, on the other band, 'was 

not prepared to do away with the new Act until it bad been tried', and 

although he 'would give relief to the sick and infirm ... he verb such 

doubted the propriety of relieving healthy and able-bodied persons'. 
72 

Tat 1lussey could not bring biaself to support a man whose views on the 

suffrage were as conservative as those of Hardy. and he and the 

Bradford Political Union save their support to Hadfield. 

The pattern of wants in 1837 confLr+rd this primary commitment 

to suffrage extension. If the working class Radicals, now organised 

in the Bradford Radical Association, felt any doubts about the primacy 

of this commitment, a ainority group within the Association, including 

John Jackson, Squire Farrar and Christopher Wilkinson, worked hard to 

dispel then. This group did not share the majority's revulsion at the 
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New Poor Law and urged the Association to concentrate on the question 

of the suffrage. John Jackson described himself as 'one of those who 

think the New Poor Lawsan improvement upon the old ones', and Squire 

Farrar admitted that 'he was an admirer of that ßi11, and yet he 

believed he was as good a Radical' as those who condemned it. 73 

In February 1837, Jackson appealed to the non-electors to keep 

the goal of the suffrage in mind during their Anti-Poor Law activities. 

'He who will extend the suffrage most', he wrote, 'is your best friend'. 

Three months later, in anticipation of the Hartshead Moor demonstration, 

Jackson again called on the Radicals not to confine their attention 

to the New Poor Law, Jackson wanted to see a resolution adopted 

embodying the principle that only control of the government could 

guarantee the amendment of the new Law. 'We never need expect the 

government to attend to the interests of the labouring classes, until 

the labouring classes have a choice in the composition of the government'. 
74 

Jackson's stand weakened the possibility of a Tory-Radical alliance, 

and during the July 1837 Borough election campaign, the Radicals firmly 

rejected an alliance with the Tories based on shared hostility to the 

New Poor Law. The Tory candidates had excellent credentials for such 

an alliance, for John Hardy was joined by William Busfeild junior, later 

William Busfeild Ferrand. Busfeild emphasised his support for factory 

reform and opposition to the New Poor Law, roles which were later to give 

him national prominence, but he cut little ice with Bradford's Radicals. 

Hardy and Busfeild junior opposed the New Poor Law, but they also opposed 

any extension of the suffrage, and Bradford's Radicals were more impressed 

by the latter than by the former. 

On the 10th July 1837, two weeks before polling day, Peter Bussey 

chaired a public meeting of the Borough's non-electors, at which Bussay- 

himself and Christopher Wilkinson argued powerfully for independent action. 

Characteristically, Bussey would make no concessions to the Tories: 
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'The Tories want to get thick with you', he said, 

'and they therefore deprecate the Poor Law Bill; 

tell them they helped to pass it, and moreover 

they have rendered soma Poor Law Bill necessary 

by seizing upon the Church property, out of which 

the poor were formerly supported; if they had not 

robbed you of this property. there would have 

been no need for any Poor Law at all'. 

Bussey was supported by Samuel Bower, who spoke of the advantages of 

being 'kept distinct from the two great Parties'. For Bower, the major 

cause of the meeting was 'the question of Universal Suffrage', and it 

was he and John Jackson who moved and seconded a resolution protesting 

at the denial of the vote to the working classes. 
75 After this meeting, 

there could be no Tory-Radical alliance. 

During the next few months, the Radicals reiterated their paramount 

commitment to electoral reform and their contempt for an alliance with 

the Tories. Towards the and of August 1837 the minority Radicals who 

sympathised with the New Poor Law persuaded the Bradford Radical 

Association not to join the Central National Association, an Anti-Poor 

Law body. On September 2nd, John Jackson chaired a meeting of the 

Radical Association at which John Cleave and Henry Vincent of the London 

Working Men's Association spoke on the suffrage question, and two weeks 

later O'Connor addressed another meeting on the same subject. On the 

27th November, exactly a week after the 'Battle of Bradford', the 

Radical Association adopted a petition calling for universal suffrage, 

the ballot, and annual Parliaments. 76 

During August and September 1837 Bussey was also engaged in a 

newspaper dispute with the Huddersfield Radicals over their decision 

to back Richard Oastler in the recent Parliamentary election. This 

was a policy which 3ussay roundly condemned. Bussey described Oastler's 

stand against the New Poor Law as 'the tempter's apple'; 77 Oastlor was a 
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Tory and an opponent of universal suffrage, and therefore a 

thoroughly unacceptable ally. Bussey tended to prefer the Whigs 

to the Tories, for they were at least prepared to consider some 

extension of the franchise, and when Oastler opened one meeting by 

attacking them, Bussey quickly interrupted hin for failing to stick 

to the question. In January 1838, in a letter to the Leeds Times, 

the leader of the Bradford Radical Association firmly repudiated the 

suggestion that there was a Tory-Radical alliance in Bradford. 'No 

such union ever existed in the town of Bradford', Bussey wrote 'the 

union of two political parties here has been that of the Whigs and 

Radicals', and this appeared to be dissolving. 78 

It was not until September 1838 that the Charter and National 

Petition were formally adopted in Bradford, and the Bradford branch 

of the Great Northern Union established, but the overriding attraction 

of electoral reform had long since undermined the popular Anti-Poor 

Law campaign. It prevented the Radicals from entering into an alliance 

with the Toriesq it diluted their commitment to the Anti-Poor Law 

movement, and it alienated the Tories. 

This was evident at the Anti-Poor Law demonstration on Rartshead 

Moor on Whit-Tuesday 1837, when banners were paraded bearing the slogans, 

'Universal Suffrage' and 'Vote by ballot'. At the and of the meeting, 

resolutions were presented along similar lines. This was not what the 

Reverend George Stringer Bull had come to see,, and though he attended 

the meeting, he took no part in it. Bull had no intention of associating 

with Radicals, opposed, as he saw it, to the country's Constitution. Six 

months before the climax of Bradford's Anti-Poor Law campaign, Bull 

already felt alienated from many of the campaign's supporters* 
79 

When the climax cazae, it laid bare the divisions within the movement. 

Bull abhorred violence, whether it was in the cause of factory reform 
so 

or of resistance to the Now Poor Law, and he therefore studiously avoided 
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the Board of Guardians first meeting under the Amendment Act, on 

30th October. When the 'Battle of Bradford' took place, on the 20th 

November, Bull was appalled. Be thought that 'every right minded man 

must regret the disturbances .... It was a cowardly action to throw 

stones at a soldier in the execution of his duty'. At the 'post-nortem' 

meeting on the 13th December several others voiced similar regrets, and 

even the Radical-Chartist Joseph Brooks played down the importance of 

the riot. Not so Peter Bussey or Peargus O'Connor, both of whoa refused 

to express contrition for the 'Battle of Bradford'. It was clear that 

there could be no further cooperation between Bull and Bussey; the 

latter a man who, less than a month later, was advising 'every Englishman 

to provide himself with a musket'. 
81 

As David Wright has said, 'the Aati-Poor Law campaign papered over 

the cracks of a fundamental disunity'* 82 but the paper was painfully 

thin. Without the Tory-Radical alliance which operated in Huddersfield, 

and with a Radical leadership which always gave priority to electoral 

reform, the Anti-Poor Law movement could not sustain an intensive campaign. 

Despite the apparent menace of the 20th November riots, the greatest 

threat to the new system after the 'Battle of Bradford' came, not from 

the streets, but from the township authorities. In January 1837 Overseers 

and other township officials had met in Bradford to discuss resistance to 

the establishment of the Union. There was no further mention of resistance 

by the township officers until October, when the Board of Guardians issued 

the first call on the townships for a contribution to the Union fund. This 

was the prelude to the assumption of relief administration by the Relieving 

Officers, and most townships were reluctant to comply with the order. Tons 

held a special meeting to consider the propriety of paying in the money, 

and 'unanimously agreed that the Overseers should continue paying the poor 

as usual until a further demand should be made from the Board of Guardians'. 

Clayton was even more determined. At the and of November a township 

meeting resolved tos 
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'keep the affairs of this township frort under 

the control of the Poor Law Co=aissioners, and 

that the present acting Overseers be fully 

empowered by this meeting to administer relief 

to the poor as they hitherto have done. And 

that if they should hereafter be anyway involved 

by disobeying the. orders of the Guardians or 

the said Commissioners, they shall be exonerated 

from all pecuniary responsibilities by this 

township'. 

Early in December, only four of the Union's twenty townships had 

paid their 'proportional. A month later, contributions were still 

awaited from eleven townships, and it was reported that soma Overseers 

were refusing to cooperate with the new Relieving officers. 
83 

The Board of Guardians responded by taking legal action. On the 

17th January 1838, eleven Overseers were brought before the Magistrates 

and ordered to pay their townships' proportions within fourteen days. 

Shipley and Heaton failed to comply with the order, and their Assistant 

Overseers were fined LS and costs. Several months later the Magistrates 

imposed a similar fine on the Churchwardens tr4 Vestry Clerk of Calverley 

for failing to deliver up their books to the Board of Guardians, whose 

jurisdiction the Vestry contested. 
84 

In some Northern Unions, notably Salford and Todmorden, the town ship 

overseers were very affective in obstructing the transition to the new 

system, 
as but in Bradford their obstructive action proved no more than 

a temporary irritant. It did, however, indicate the strength of localism. 

The demand for township autonomy was to prove both powerful and persistent, 

and it was to be expressed most frequently in the financial arena. 

As township attitudes revealed, opposition to centralisation meant 

different things to different people. To the Board of Guardians the 

object of attack was the Poor Law Commission in London, and the goal was 
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Union autonomy, but to individual townships the Union represented the 

centre and township autonomy was the goal. They bad no desire to see 

the Board of Guardians' powers augmented, and the Board could therefore 

not rely on the township authorities to support it in its wranglings 

with the Poor Law Commission* 86 

It was,, however, from the Board Room that the Anti-Poor Law campaign 

was now to be waged, for after the summer of 1838 Bradford's popular 

Anti-Poor Law campaign was effectively over. Chartism dominated the 

political scene during the next three years, but popular resentment against 

the New Poor Law was never far beneath the surface. In 1839 the Chairman 

of the Board of Guardians, Henry Leah, was badly shaken by an anonymous 

letter discoursing on the evils of separating families and hinting at 

Leah's untimely death. In the same year one of the Relieving Officers 

reported that there vat considerable difficulty in 'working the Poor 

Law measure in the township of Idle', and asked for copies of the Poor 

Law Commission's Annual Reports as an antidote. The following year 

the Union Clerk reported that: 

'in several parts of the Union a novel but 

systematic opposition to the working of the 

Poor Law has presented itself. Parties 

rated to the relief of the poor, on being 

swa®oned for the non-payment of their 

rates, dispossess thenselves of their goods, 

allow distress warrants, and returns of 

nulls bona to be made and commitments to the 

common $601 of the county to be taken out, 

the expense of conveying them to prison to 

be incurred, and than present to the keeper 

the amount of the poor rate for which they 

were originally su=ooned, upon which they 

are of course discharged, and frequently 
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arrive at home before the officer who 

conveyed then'. 
87 

By this time neither Peter Bussay nor the Reverend George Stringer 

Bull were engaged in Anti-Poor Law activities. Chartism led to Bull's 

withdrawal from active politics and in 1840 he left Bradford for 

Birmingham. Bussey's departure was more spectacular. U. fled the 

town on the eve of Bradford's tragi-comic Chartist uprising, in January 

1840. His flight to America destroyed Bussey's reputation and marked 

the and of an era in local radical politics. 
88 

In 1839 Bussey had again refused to vote in the Board of Guardians' 

election, on the ground that to do so would be to acknowledge the Nev 

Poor Law. His position still commanded considerable support, for over 

a third of the voting papers issued in Bradford township were returned 

blank or covered with Anti-Poor Law slogans. For the first time, the 

Bradford Operative Conservative Society intervened decisively in the 

election, and after Bussey's departure the Radicals' tactics changed, 

for in 1840 there was a substantial drop in the number of blank voting 

papers. 
89 

During the 1841 Parliamentary elections, moderates such as John 

Jackson and Christopher Wilkinson supported the Liberals, and in 

September 1841 joined with them to form the Bradford United Reform 

Society. The mainstream Chartists, however, supported the Tories, and 

in 1842 this alliance appears to have been carried over into Poor Law 

affairs. 
90 

In March 1842, when Joseph Rayner Stephens visited Bradford to 

speak on the Poor Law, the Chair was taken by John Arran, a leading 

Chartist. Arran was then associated with a Committee 'formed for the 

purpose of electing Guardians for the poor at the forthcoming election 

as will entirely oppose the New Poor Law'. This may have been the 

same Committee, as the one formed in January 1842 at a meeting held at 

the Nov Inn, wbose landlord, James Wade, was a leading figure in the 
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Bradford Operative Conservative Society. The January meeting 

resolved that: 

'the New Poor Law is one of the most unjust, 

atrocious and unconstitutional laws that 

ever disgraced the English statute book, and 

that an Anti-Poor Law Coosittee be now formed 

for the purpose of getting up petitions against 

that despicable law, so as to return as soon as 

possible to the old 43rd of Elizabeth, so that 

every town, village and hamlet in the kingdom 

will be enabled to manage their own affairs 

without the interference of the three despotic 

kings of Somerset House'. 

The previous year a petition against the Poor Law Continuance bill 

had attracted 3,276 signatures. The Anti-Poor Law Committee managed to 

obtain nearly 10,000 signatures on petitions calling for the repeal 

of the New Poor Law. The Conm*ittee's role during the Board of Guardians' 

election is uncertain, but it was still in existence in July, when a 

further meeting at the Now Inn resolved: 

'That this Committee disagrees with the present 

government on account of their persevering in 

thrusting down the throats of the people of 

this country, the accursed of both Cod and man, 

tba Nev Poor Law'. 

Both Tories and Chartists appear to have attended the July meeting, 

but the pattern of the 1842 Board of Guardians' election suggests that 

the alliance may have been a one-sided one, with the Committee working 

as an extension of the Operative Conservative Society. 91 

The following year James Wade Wrote to William Busfelld Ferrand on 

behalf of the Operative Conservative Society, praising the Knaresborough 
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-M. P. for his Anti-Poor Law c aign. 
92 Wads's ovu activities, 

however, seem to have been confintad once mors to the Board Room. 

The work of the 1842 Anti-Poor Laze Comiittso no doubt strengthened 

the Board of Guardians' deteraination to resist the Central Authority's 

attempts to interfere with its relief policy, but Anti-Poor Law activity 

outside the Board Room was likely to be directed against the Board of 

Guardians as well as against the Poor Law Cormiasion. James Wade 

probably felt less approving of Busfeild Ferrand when he directed his 

criticisms at the Board of which Wade himself was a member. 
" The 

Sara was true during the depression of 1846-8, when there was a fresh 

wave of resentment at the treatment of the poor. On the one hand, 

this provided ammunition for the Board of Guardians in its campaign 

for greater discretionary power, but on the other, the Cuardians 

themselves had to bear the brunt of popular criticism. When one of the 

Relieving Officers complained of 'the opposition throva in my way by 

the Chartists'. 94 he vas indicating a gulf between popular attitudes 

to the Poor Law and those of the Board Itself. The Board of Guardians 

shared the Anti-Poor Law movement's hostility to centralisation but it 

was less sympathetic to working class criticisms of the treatment of 

the poor. Their rights vera sometimes forgotten in the struggle to 

secure the rights of the Board of Guardians. Nevertheless, after 1838, 

in the absence of an organised Anti-Poor Law movement, it vas in the 

Board Room that the most effective opposition to the New Poor Law vi= 
forged. 

41 
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Bradford Poor Law Union. Time Chart. 1837. 

January 21. Union declared. 

February 10. First Board of Guardians election. 

17. First meeting of Board of Guardians. 

Union Clerk appointed. 

March 31. Second Board of Guardians election. 

October 14. Order for commencement of vorking of 

Poor Law Amendment Act. 

30. Pirat meeting of Board of Guardians 

under Poor Law Amendment Act. 

November 20. Second full meeting of Board of Guardians 

under Poor Law Amendment Act. 

'The Battle of Bradford'. 

Relieving Officers appointed. 
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Cam. THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

Local administration suggests the dry machinery of government; 

a mechanism for applying national policies at the local level. The 

machinery of local Poor Law administration was far more than this. 

It was linked vertically with the central Poor Law authority but it 

was also integrated horizontally into the fabric of local society. It 

therefore had ramifications beyond the compass of Poor Law administration, 

providing an arena for political and religious rivalries. 

Within the sphere of the Poor Law itself, the local administration 

is beat seen, not as an enforcing agency* but as part of a complex 

process of policy formation and application. Although the 1834 Report 

provided the basis for a uniform national relief policy, after 1834 the 

Poor Law Commission was unable to dictate to local relief authorities. 

The local Boards of Guardians played a major part in determining the 

provision that was made for the poor within the area of each Union. 

They decided what form and amount of relief should be given to individual 

applicants and supervised the management of the Workhouses. They selected 

the Union officers and fixed the level of their salaries and the size of 

their districts. They spent the poor rate levied and collected by the 

Overseers. 

The Boards of Guardians operated within a framework of duties and 

obligations laid down by Parliamsnt and by the Poor Law Commission. ? he 

exact extent of their powers depended, however, not so such on the small 

print in the Poor Law Covndssion'$ General Orders as on the Coesissioners' 

ability and willingness to intervene effectively and on the Guardians' 

capacity to resist and to pursue an independent course. Relief policy 

was strongly influenced by the balance of power between the Poor Law 

Commission and the Boards of Guardians, and emerged out of the friction 

between them. Since the local relief authority played a positive role 
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in the policy formation process, the local administrative and 

financial structure was of great importance. Had the structure 

been different, relief practices would also have been different. 

(i) THE BOARD OF GUARDIANS 

'This is about the most important Board in 

the kingdom, and our proceedings are closely 

watched by other Boards'. 

The Reverend Joshua Bawcett, Chairman of the 

Bradford Board of Guardians. 

Bradford Observer, 24 April 1845 

The Bradford Board of Guardians was made up of 32 annually elected 

members together with those County Magistrates who were ex-officio 

members of the Board by virtue of their residence within the Union. In 

1837 there were 5 ex-officio Guardians and ten years later there were 

eighit. Guardians were elected on a township basis, with Bradford 

returning six Guardians, Horton three, Bowling, Idle, North Bierley, 

Pudsep and Thornton two each, and the remaining thirteen townships one 

Guardian each. As in other similarly constructed Unions, l 
the central, 

urban townships were badly under-represented. 

Table 1. The Distribution of Elected Guardians. 

Number As x of elected 

Area of seats Guardians 

Bradford Township 6 18.75 

Bradford Borough 12 37,5 

Percentage of Union's Population 

1831 1841 1851 

24.5 26.8 29.4 

46.0 51.7 58.2 

Out-townships 20 62.5 54.0 48.3 41.8 

This imbalance became more pronounced as the period progressed, for the 

Borough's share of the Union's population increased while its representation 

on the Board remained unchanged. If thera vas a significant distinction 

between the Borough and out-township Guardians, or a serious conflict between 
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them, then the Boroughs under-representation would assume a real 

importance. In view of the distribution of elected Guardians it was 

not surprising, or coincidental, that the four elected Guardians who 

served as Chairmen of the Board during this period were all representatives 

of the out-towaships. 
2 

Candidates for the office of Guardian had to be rated to the poor 

rate somewhere in the Union in respect of hereditaments of the annual 

value or rental of not less than £20. All ratepayers who had been rated 

to the relief of the poor for one year prior to the Board of Guardians' 

election, and had paid all rates except those made or becoming due within 

the six months preceding the election, were entitled to vote. This meant 

a large electorate, but democracy was tempered by a system of plural 

voting which favoured large property owners. Until 1844 there were 

separate voting scales for ratepayers and owners. Ratepayers received 

from one to three votes, and owners from one to six, according to the 

rateable value of their property. Electors were entitled to vote in both 

capacities, so that a wealthy ratepaying proprietor might be entitled to 

nine votes, whereas a ratepayer occupying property assessed at under £200 

was entitled to only one vote. Under the 1844 Poor Law Amendment Act 

(7 +8 Vic. c. I0l x. 14) the two voting scales were amalgamated, and both 

ratepayers and owners were entitled to up to six votes in each capacity. 

Voting was by open ballot on voting papers distributed and collected by 

the Overseers, a system highly conducive to electoral disputes. 3 

In Bradford, the early elections produced Boards which met with 

the approval of the Assistant Poor Law Commissioner 4 
who reported that 

Boards in his district generally contained 'a considerable majority of 

respectable business-like and practical men'. This was not the experience 

of Alfred Power's successors, who reported that Bradford's Guardians were 

-undistinguished man, devoid of administrative ability. They were 'either 

small manufacturers, shopkeepers or small ratepayers', men of little 
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respectability and still lass wealth' who could not 'appreciate a good 

officer or a good arrangement of business'. and whose management of 

Union affairs was 'unsatisfactory in every respect's There is no 

doubt that the first Boards were the most impressive, but the Assistant 

Commissioners were unreliable judges of the Guardians' backgrounds and 

abilities. Their view of the Bradford Board was a jaundiced one, 

coloured by disapproval of the Guardians' policies. 

Graphs 1 to 3 provide an occupational breakdown of the thirteen 

Boards elected between 1837 and 1848. Graph I illustrates the considerable 

shift that took place in the relative strengths of groups two (manufacturers 

and merchants) and five (farmers and yeomen). In February 1837 seventeen 

manufacturers were elected compared with just six farmers. Yet by 1841 

the farmers formed the largest single occupational group and in 1844 they 

outnumbered the manufacturers thirteen to four. In this respect Bradford's 

experience mirrored that of other 'industrial' Onions, such as Halifax 

and Huddersfield, where farmers were also weil represented. It was only 

in compact onions such as Leeds and Sheffield that the boards of Guardians 

had a distinctively urban character. 
6 

Graphs 2 and 3 reveal that the decline in the number of manufacturing 

Guardians was common to both the Borough and out-townships. In Bradford, 

Bowling, Horton and Manninghauz their places on the Board were taken by an 

amalgam of tradesmen, shopkeepers and gentlemen, while in the out-townships 

they were replaced largely by farmers. The larger out-townships sometimes 

returned a manufacturer, but six of the seven smallest townships never 

did no, and all of Allerton and Shipley's Guardians and all but one of 

Hunsuorth'a were farmers. This confirmed the major occupational divide 

between the Borough and out-townships. Outside the Borough, the farmers 

were the dominant occupational group; inside it they were the least 

important. 

Few Borough Guardians were farmers because, as Graph 4 indicates, few 

candidates in-the Borough townships were farmers. The same graph reveals 
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a sharp decline in the proportion of Borough candidates who were 

manufacturers, and a marked increase in the proportion of candidates 

belonging to groups one (up to 1844) and three. Manufacturers generally 

performed wall in the elections, and the fall in the number of 

manufacturers on the Bradford Board was due, not to their rejection by 

the electorate, but to their withdrawal from the elections. In contrast, 

the substantial, if erratic, increase in the number of tradesmen and 

shopkeepers representing the Borough townships concealed a relatively 

poor electoral performance. They appear to have been elected for vent 

of alternatives. 

The basic occupational distinction between urban and rural Guardians 

was associated in the Assistant Poor Law Comissioners' minds with a 

concomitant difference in ability. Alfred Power believed that in his, 

manufacturing, district: 

'greater efficiency and aptitude for business [had] 

been shown on the first commencement of proceedings 

than one could expect to meet with in a Board of 

Guardians elected from a merely agricultural 

district'. 

Ten years later, Alfred Austin remarked that if the country Guardians in 

the Bradford Union were left to themselves they could never manage. For 

Austin it was simply a case of 'two classes of men of very different 

degrees of intelligence being brought together'.? Certainly, when town 

seit country it gras often a case of the active, well knova and even 

well-to-do meeting the obscure and parochial. 

Particularly in the early years, northern urban townships were often 

represented by leading political and business figures, 8 
and this was true 

of the Bradford Union. It applied most conspicuously to the Borough 

townships. and above all to Bradford itself. Between 1837 and 1848 forty 

two different Guardians vere elected for Bradford township. No less than 
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twenty five served on the Board of Lighting and Watching Commissioners. 

Eighteen were present or future Borough Councillors and a further nine 

served as Aldermen. Two of these, Henry Brown and Isaac Wright, 

subsequently became Mayors. Fifteen of Bradford's Guardians served as 

Annual Overseers during the 1830s and 1840s, eight acted as Highway 

Surveyors, six as Constables and four as Churchwardens. Although these 

were only township offices, they were often fiercely contested and had 

a status which they lacked in the more politically quiescent out- 

townships. Christopher Waud of Bradford and William Terry of Bowling 

were both prosperous businessmen who served, first as Annual Overseers 

under the Old Poor Law, then as Guardians and then served as Overseers 

again. Wand and Edward Ripley of Bowling were prepared to act as 

Overseers after having sat on the Aldermanic beach. To serve as Overseer 

for Bradford or Bowling was very different from filling the same office 

is a small rural township such as Hunsworth, which one of its Assistant 

Overseers and future Guardians describdd as 'a verey (sic) poor township 

and only 874 souls in all'. 
9 

Bradford's Guardians were also prominent in non-political fields. 

During the 1830s and 1840s nine served on the Board of Management of the 

Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary and six were associated with the 

Mechanics' Institute. Thomas Beaumont, Guardian in 1838, was one of the 

founders of the Mechanics' Institute, as well as being President of the 

Bradford Medical Association, President of the Bradford Temperance 

Society and Vice-President of the British Association for the Promotion 

of Temperance. James Green, Guardian seven times between 1842 and 1854, 

was President and one of the founders of the Bradford Benevolent and 

Strangers' Friend Society, and Michael Rogerson, Guardian in 1843, was 

one of the founders of the Pharmaceutical Society. Several Guardians 

were associated with the public relief committees set up during trade 

depressions and others were connected with local friendly societies. 
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Four belonged to the Bradford Philosophical Society, two worked for 

the Church Institution, another two were on the Committee of the 

Miners' Friend Society and another was on the Committee of the Bradford 

Long Pledged Teetotal Association. 

There vas affluence as well as activity. Michael Rose's conclusion 

that manufacturers representing urban townships in the West Riding were 

usually 'men in a small way of business' and that 'few of the elected 

Guardians were man of any considerable wealth', 
10 

needs to be qualified 

in respect of the Bradford Union, particularly with regard to the early 

Boards. Of the Bradford township Guardians, Christopher Waud, Guardian 

in 1837, built and ran one of the town's largest spinning mills. 

Swithin Anc? erton, Guardian in 1839, was a substantial shareholder in the 

Leeds-Liverpool Canal and the founder of an 'extensive' worsted business 

at Eastbrock Mills, later described as be&mg 'amongst the largest and 

finest in Yorkshire'. 11 Cowling Ackroyd, the 'Ring of Horton', was 

elected for Bradford and Horton on four occasions between 1842 and 1850. 

Ackroyd was a leading worsted manufacturer and 'a ratepayer and occupier 
12 

of considerable property'. IIenry Brown, Guardian for Bradford in 

1847 and for Iiorton on five subsequent occasions, was responsible for 

the development of the town's best known department store, Brown Muff's. 

On his death in 1878 Brown left £26,000 for charitable purposes. He 

was not the only benefactor on the Board. John Hill, Guardian eight 

times between 1838 and 1851. left £2,000 to the Infirmary. The same 

institution received £550 from Thomas Buck, £225 from Benjamin Popplevell 

and £100 each from James Rennie and Joshua Brigg. James Green gave 

£200 to"Bastbrook Chapal'. 13 

The representatives of the other three Borough townships displayed 

a similar range of activity and occasional affluence. Nine of the 

, thirty five, men elected as Guardians for Bowling, Horton and Msnningham 

were , future Borough Councillors and three others were to become Aldermen. 
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During the period up to 1848 ten served as Overseers, five as Constables 

and five as Highway Surveyors. Edward Ripley. Guardian for Bowling 

from 1837 to 1842, was the prosperous head of a large dyeworks and the 

father of Sir Henry Ripley, a future Bradford M. Y. Miles Illingwortb, 

Guardian for Bowling in 1839 and 1840, was the uncle of another Bradford 

M. P., Alfred Illingworth. During the 1830s Miles Illingworth's worsted 

spinning firm was making substantial profits and when be died, in 1869, 

his estate amounted to nearly £70,000. In 1841 Illingworth's place on 

the Board was taken by Joshua Pollard, a partner and acting manager of 

the Bowling Ironworks Company who was shortly to be appointed to the 

West Riding bench. Pollard was a leading Tory; chairman of the 

Bradford Conservative Society and of the factory movement's Yorkshire 

Committee. One of his fellow factory reform campaigners, William Walker 

of Bolling Hall, served as Guardian in 1848, and later followed Pollard 

onto the county bench. Norton and Manningham returned less impressive 

Guardians, but in the early years these included some of the townships' 

larger land and property owners. Men such as Robert Stables Ackroyd, 

Edward Noble and Richard Margerison. 

Outside the Borough, far fever influential figures were returned 

as Guardians. The most notable exceptions cane from North Bierley, the 

second largest out-township. North Bierley provided the Board's first 

Chairman, Henry Leah. Leah was the principal shareholder and manager of 

the Biarley ironworks Company, a half millionaire who gave his time and 

money to local causes on a scale later emulated by Henry Brown and Titus 

Salt. According to the Bradford Observer, there was 'hardly a public 

improvement or object of general utility to the town, which has not 

experienced the benefit of his counsel and the support of his purse'. 

It was said that if Leah had still been alive when the Borough was 

Incorporated, he would have been the first Mayor. 14 North Bierley 

returned two other well known ironmasters in Charles Hardy and Thomas 
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Greenwood Clayton, both of whom subsequently became County Magistrates. 

Hardy was the brother of John Hardy, M. P. for Bradford, and Clayton 

was himself suggested as a possible Liberal candidate in 1851. Another 

Worth Bierley Guardian, the Reverend Joshua Fawcett, was the son of 

Richard Fawcett, one of Bradford's leading industrial pioneers, and 

the brother-in-law of Henry Wickham, M. P. 

Only occasionally did other townships produce an eminent 

representative. John Farrer, Guardian for Pudsey in 1841 and 1842, and 

Leah's successor as Chairman, was a prominent Anglican and 'one of the 

largest owners of property in the township9.15 Simeon Townend, one of 

Thornton's first Guardians, introduced the first power looms into the 

township and played a leading part in organising early resistance to 

Castler's factory reform campaign. In 1848 another member of the 

Townend family. Edward Townend, was elected for Wilsden. Edward owned 

Rallas Hall near Cullingvorth, where the Townend Brothers 'large and 

respectable'16 worsted spinning business provided almost the only 

source of employment. Clayton's first Guardian was John Poster, at 

that time the largest employer of handloom weavers in the district, and 

the celebrated founder of a business centred on the Black Dyke Mills 

which by 1860 was recording annual profits of over £100,000. 

The better known out-township Guardians were almost invariably 

manufacturers froa the larger townships. Small semi-rural townships 

such as Drighlington, Heaton, Runsworth and Wyke consistently returned 

men who were prominent only in township affairs. They were the sort of 

men the Assistant Poor Law Commissioner Charles Mott probably had in mind 

when he referred to those who hadl 

'been returned as Guardians for the small 

townships, simply from having been old paid 

officers, and thereby being interested in 

opposing the introduction of the provisions 

of the Nov Poor Law'. 
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The out-township Guardians did not used to have been old paid officers 

to be critics of the Nov Poor Law, and while a large number had served 

as unpaid Annual Overseers, Highway Surveyors, Constables and Church- 

wardens, only a few appear to have acted as paid officers under the 

Old Poor Law. 17 The fact that many Guardians had filled township 

offices under the Old Poor Law is evidencc: of a continuity similar to 

that reported in many other northern Unions. la However. the election 

as Guardian of an ex-Overseer did not necessarily have anti-Poor Law 

connotations. In some townships it would have been difficult to avoid 

electing ex-Overseers. Nor did it necessarily mean that the New Poor 

Law would be little different from the Old. 

There were several reasons for thi relative anonymity of most 

out-township Guardians. The first was simply one of site. Strictly 

speaking, -'a ratepayer who was qualified to stand as Guardian in one 

township in the Union was entitled to stand in any of the other townships. 

In practice, aspiring Guardians were unlikely to stand for townships with 

which they were unconnected. The smaller townships had fewer inhabitants, 

fever sources of wealth and fewer potential Guardians. In 1838 the 

township of Tong, with a population of between 2,000 and 2,500, seems to 

have contained less than eighty ratepayers qualified to act as Guardians, 19 

and there were seven townships in the Union with smaller populations than 

Tong's. Tong's first Guardian, Nettleton Balms, was the only substantial 

property owner to represent the township, most of his successors being 

tenant farmers. 20 Candidates of any'kind were bard to coma by, and on 

four occasions no one was nominated. 

This reluctance to serve as Guardian was not hard to understand. 

The duties were heavy and unpaid, and out-township Guardians often faced 

a long journey to the weekly Board meetings. Nine of the Union's twenty 

townships, including Tong, were situated more than three miles from the 

Board Room. Cleckbeaton was nearer to Dewsbury than to Bradford and 
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WLlsden nearer to Seighley. In 1847 a memorial signed by the clergy, 

parish officers and principal inhabitants of Calverley complained that: 

'the duties of the office of Guardian has (sic) 

become so onerous and irksome in consequence 

of the distance he has to travel and the time 

occupied at every sitting of tha Board, that 

your memorialists have found it difficult to 

obtain gentlemen of business habits and 

otherwise wall qualified to serve that office'. 

A similar petition from the Churchwardens and Overseers of Pudsey, Tong0 

Drighlington, ßunsvorth, Clsckheaton and Wyke spoke of 'the difficulty 

in prevailing upon Guardians to serve the office without any remuneration, 

and to walk 6 or 8 miles to the Board Room'. The residents of Tong warned 

that unless the duties of the office were lightened, it would be 'impossible 

to obtain the unpaid services of a properly qualified Guardian'. The only 

material reward Guardians could hope to receive for attending meetings 

lasting six hours or more was a piece of silver presented, occasionally, 

by grateful ratepayers. Five Guardians are known to have received silver 

tankards or tea-pots, but the supply seems to have dried up after 1844, 

exhibiting an inverse relationship to relief expenditure. 
Z1 

Considerations of time and money, vere a particularly strong 

discouragement in the more remote out-townships. In the sixteen non- 

Borough townships only 11.5x of the annual elections vers contested, a 

total of 24 out of a possible 208 contests. Ratepayers in eight townships 

were never required to vote, and in Yong on four occasions and in Wilsden 

on three, no one was nominated. The paucity of contested elections in the 

more rural townships was typical of the West Riding, 
22 

and the ratepayers 

sometimes took deliberate steps to avoid the expense and inconvenience of 

an election. In 1838 Shipley's ratepayers held a meeting a few days before 

the election and chose Jonas Bradley as their next Guardian, a position he 
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was to hold for eleven years. In 1839 North Bierley's ratepayers 

got up a requisition inviting Henry Leah and Samuel Bateman to continue 

as the township's Guardians. In 1842 the Poor Law Amendment Act 

(5 f6 Vic. c. 57) laid down that when no Guardian was elected, the 

previous representative could, if be wished, continue to act until the 

next annual election. When townships failed to elect a Guardian it 

may have been because of a deliberate decision to invoke this clause. 

In 1842, before the Act came into operation, the Union Clerk told the 

Poor Law Commission that there had been no nomination in Vilsden because 

the inhabitants thought that the present Guardian would automatically 

continue in office. 
23 

On at least twelve occasions, contests were avoided because of 

nominees resigning before the poll, and this may also have reflected a 

desire to see Guardians returned unopposed. Very often, however, such 

resignations indicated that the nominee had been put forward without his 

consent and even without his knowledge. Until after the 1847 election 

Bradford's Union Clark only disclosed the us= & of nominees if personal 

enquiry was made. Some nominees were not aware of their nomination until 

the voting papers were issued,, by which time it was too late. Some of 

the names on the voting papers were therefore those of unwilling candidates 

who were. not prepared to serve if elected and were not genuine contenders 

for the office. 
24 

This was also a problem in the central, urban townships but, in 

25 
comeon with other northern Unions, it was in the urban townships that 

the elections were most frequently contested. In the four Borough townships, 

44.22 of all elections were contested, a total of 23 out of a possible 52 

contests. Eleven of Bradford's thirteen elections wont to the poll and at 

least six of florton's. These two townships produced more contestants as 

well as more contests. Discounting nominees who resigned before the poll, 

contested elections in Bradford attracted an average of over seventeen 
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candidates for the township's six seats. In Horton an average of 

over nine candidates contested the township's three seats. The 

proximity of the Board Room may have had something to do with the 

greater frequency of contested elections. Tar mole important, the 

office of Guardian enjoyed a political status in the Borough townships 

which was usually lacking elsewhere. 

Until the Borough's Incorporation in 1847 the office of Poor Law 

Guardian was the most important local elective post. The Board of 

Lighting and Watching Commissioners was a self-elected body which, in 

any event, gave every indication of being moribund. In a town where 

political activity was endemic, the Board of Guardians offered the 

emerging urban elite a chance to legitimise their role as the new 

leaders of local society. The Borough Guardians ware intensely political 

animals. They included sixteen Directors of the Liberal Bradford Reform 

Society, together with its first Treasurer, and seven Directors or members 

of the later Bradford United Reform Club. Joshua Pollard of Bowling was 

Chairman of the Bradford Conservative Society and James Wade, Guardian 

for Bradford and Horton for ten years, was one of the founders and for 

several years the President of the Bradford Operative Conservative Society. 

Cowling Ackroyd was associated with the Society's counterpart in Horton. 26 

Ackroyd seconded John Hardy's nomination in the 1841 Borough election, 

Hardy's Liberal opponent being nominated by Thomas Hill, another Horton 

Guardian. Three years earlier James Richardby, Guardian for Horton in 

1838 and 1839, was presented with a silver plate for his work in promoting 

the return of two Liberals in the 1837 Borough election. Three Radical 

members of the Board, Peter Driver, Isaac Rowatree and John Haumond were 

chosen as delegates to the Complete Suffrage movement's ill-fated 

Birmingham conference in 1842.27 

The list of unsuccessful candidates was equally revealing. In 1839, --'' 
the defeated nominees included Robert Miliiaan, Bradford's first Mayor 

and later M. P., Henry Forbes, also a mayor and nationally known leader of 
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the temperance movement, Charles Harris, George Oxley and Daniel Salt, 

all prominent members of Bradford's Liberal elite. William Rand, 

another future Mayor, failed in Horton in 1837 and Titus Salt, Bradford's 

favourite son, Mayor and M. P., could only come fourth in Horton in 1842. 

This was better than Daniel Illingworth, father of another Bradford M. P., 

who mustered only sixteen votes. Illingworth's poor performance almost 

certainly indicated that he was a reluctant candidate, but this did not 

apply to all the other unsuccessful political leaders. In the early 

years, at least, a seat on the Board of Guardians was worth fighting for. 

Success or failure depended less on social stalling than on political 

allegiance. 

This was conspicuously true of the first election, in February 1837. 

when the Radicals' decision to boycott the election left the field open 

for the Liberal Dissenters and Tory Anglicans to fight out the question 

of who was to be Union Clerk and hence Superintendent Registrar. The 

Dissenters' position aas put by a correspondent of the Bradford Observer, 

who explained that: 

'the Clerk to the Board of Guardians will be 

ex-officio the Superintendent Registrar under 

the Marriage and Registration Acts, and have 

the power of appointing Registrars-for the 

several districts within the Union, and that 

therefore. as these Acts have been made 

expressly for the relief of the Dissenters. 

it is of the greatest importance that such 

Guardians should be appointed as no well 

knows for their Liberal conduct and opinions, 

so that officers who are acceptable to the 

Dissenters may be elected, for it must be 

evident that if a majority of the Guardians 



At 4 l: eetinb of the Reformers of IIoxton ' 
held. at the House 4'Mr. Mimes, in'! ow- 
llug-lane, on Tonday, January 30,1837: 

It was 'unanimously resolvec_-That the follo%ying Gentle.. 
Fmen 

are fit and proper persons to hold the Office of Guar-' 

ydians of the Poor. under the Poor Law Amendment Act, 
. vi4,, 

Mr, THOMAS HILL, Malisteg, Bowling lane, Horton. , 
` ... ,, 

EDWARD NOBLE, Yeoinan,, Well Close House, 
"� ROERT STABLES ACKROYD, Worsted lllanifacIurerr 

Field Head. House. 

The Rate Payers in the Reform Interest are particularly 
requested to insert the Name4 of the above Gentlemen in. 
the printed'Form which the Overseers are about to ' deliver 
to each Rate Payer. 

JOHN DALE, PRINTER, IVEGA1'L, BRADFORD J 

Source: B. C. L., Deed Box 10, Case 4, Item 8. 
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are Tories. then will men who are avowedly 

opposed to Civil and Religious Liberty be 

appointed to such offices'. 

The Liberal Bradford Reform Society had already met to discuss 

the election, and resolved that the choice of a Superintendent Registrar 

was a matter of 'vital importance to the great majority of the public, 

but especially to Dissenters'. The Society pledged itself 'to give 

its undivided and most strenuous support to the six gentlemen', nominated 

by Charles Harris, 'believing that they will use their influence to elect 

a fit and proper person to the aforesaid office'. 
28 

Four of the six 

nominees were Directors of the Reform Society and a fifth, Thomas Buck, 

was its Treasurer. 

The Reform Society's efforts extended to the other Borough townships. 

for at the and of January the 'Reformers' of Horton, selected Thomas Hill, 

Edward Noble and Robert Stables Ackroyd as Liberal candidates. 
20, Hill 

and Ackroyd both belonged to the Bradford Reform Society, and James 

Richardby, who nominated them, was one of the Society's Directors. The 

Liberal candidates for Bowling and Hanningham were all Directors of the 

Reform Society. 

The Bradford Observer tried to prevent complacency by insisting that 

the Liberals' efforts paled beside those of the Tories, who were reported 

to have a committee in continuous session at the Talbot Inn, backed up 

by canvassers and supporters. In Bowling the Tory proprietors of the 

Bowling Iron Works were alleged to have instructed all the Company's 

dependants to support the Tory candidates. The Tories, however, may well 

have been split by the Anti-Poor Law Committee's advocacy of a boycott, 

and the Liberals virtually swept the Board. They captured all twelve 

Borough seats, and could claim the allegiance of 26 of the 30 elected 
30 Guardians. 

The election returns confirm that voting was on party lines, for 
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votes were grouped around the party lists. In Bradford township 

the six Liberal candidates each polled between 1,080 and 1,189 votes. 

There was a drop of 277 votes to the leading Tory, whose 803 votes 

were only 124 more than those obtained by the sixth ranking Tory. 

The same applied in Horton, where the three Liberals were covercd by 

80 votes, with a gap of 108 dotes down to the Tories, who were covered 

by 47 votes. In Bowling the Liberals were within four votes of each 

other, the Tories 54 votes apart, with 73 votes separating the lowest 

Liberal from the highest Tory. 31 

In all, Bradford's thirteen candidates received 11,275 votes, a 

total which was exceeded only once in the period up to 1848. In Horton, 

on the other hand, less votes were cast than in any subsequent contested 

election. Polling figures, however, provide an uncertain guide to the 

level of interest in the Board of Guardians' elections. The Radicals' 

initial policy of boycotting the elections neant that a lov poll might 

indicate as keen an interest in the working of the Poor Law as a high 

poll. 
32 The voting figures suggest that the Radicals' boycott was 

more successful in Horton, which was a bandloom weaving centre, than in 

Bradford. Even in Bradford. however, the poll was high only in relation 

to later elections. 7,000 voting papers were issued, but only 1,800 

returned. In 1838, the Bradford Observer estimated that less than 

1.000 out of about 5,000 electors actually voted. For subsequent years, 

it is impossible to be certain of the proportion of electors who voted. 

The plural voting system prevents accurate translation of the number 

of votes cast into the number of vote casters, and the size of the 

electorate is unknown. In 1837 the Bradford Observer variously estimated 

that there were 6,000 or 7,000 voters in the township, but the following 

year the number was down to 5,000 and in 1839 to 4,000. These estimates 

may all»have been correct, for the number of ratepayers qualified to vote 

could fluctuate considerably. In 1840 the Bradford Observer pointed out 

that-the operatives' distress would mean comparatively few voters, 
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because some erstwhile ratepayers were now paupers and others were 

in arrears with their rates and therefore liable to be disfranchised. 33 

It was the township Overseers who drew up the lists of voters, 

and the Overseers and later the Union Clerk who conducted the elections. 

Since these were sometimes political appointments, hotly contested 

elections were likely to lead to charges of corruption. The 'warm 

party spirit'34 which characterised the first election inevitably 

prompted a large number of post-election protests and counter protests. 

There were allegations of electoral malpractices in all four Borough 

townships and also in Idle, Pudsey and Hunsworth. In Wyke, the two 

Overseers delivered in separate returns, each claiming the unopposed 

election of different candidates. Specific charges set a pattern which 

was repeated in Bradford and elsewhere. 
35 Charges that the Overseers 

or their agents had acted in a partisan manner by failing to deliver or 

to collect voting papers, by filling in blank papers or altering those 

which had already been completed, by rejecting valid voting claims and 

allowing invalid ones, and by mishandling nominations and election 

notices. Five of the election protests appear to have emanated from 

Joshua Pollard, who was probably in charge of the Tories' election 
36 

campaign. Pollard, 'a violent church partisan', must have found the 

Liberals' success doubly galling, for it destroyed his brother's chance 

of, becoming Cleric, and assured John Reid Wagstaff of a comfortable 

-majority 
over the other nine candidates. 

The February 1837 election had the never failing ingredient of 

-religious animosity to reinforce party political interest. Once the 

question'of the Clerkship had been resolved, electoral interest vaned. 

The extensive press coverage given to the first election was never 

repeated, and subsequent elections usually merited only brief reports 

orsimply a list of the elected Cuardians, light townships staged 

contests in the first election, but in future there were never to be 

more than-five contested elections in any one year. Very often, only 
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the pattern of nominations in Bradford and Horton evidenced a residual 

party political involvement. 37 

The local press virtually ignored the March/April 1837 election, 

the Bradford Observer being absorbed in the church rats debate. On 

22nd March a sub-committee of the Bradford Reform Society resolved: 

'That Charles Harris Esquire be respectfully 

requested to nominate the Poor Law Guardians 

for the ensuing year and that Mr. ßrogden be 

respectfully requested to wait upon him for 

the purpose of nominating the Guardians 

already elected'. 

This arrangement misfired when three of the sitting Guardians refused 

to serve. Having elected a Clerk, they perhaps preferred to leave the 

unpopular task of implementing the New Poor Law to others. There were,, 

however, no other candidates forthcoming, and Bradford was left with 

only three Guardians. 

The 1838 elections were the first to be held after the Board of 

Guardians had taken over the administration of relief, but they produced 

'little or no excitement'. There was, however, some evidence of party 

-, political involvement, and one candidate wrote to the Bradford Observer 

to complain of the party political nature of the contest. In Bradford, 

the seventeen candidates were nominated by three individuals and their 

selection was clearly influenced by party allegiance. Five of the six 

elected Guardians came from a list of Liberals nominated by James Garnett, 

while the odd man out, John Crook, appeared on an exclusively Tory list. 38 

The Reform Society was losing its early vigour, while the Tories 

were experiencing something of a local, as well as a national revival. 
39 

In 1837, two years after the formation of the Reform Society, the Bradford 

Operative-Conservative Society was established. In 1839 the Operative 

Conservative Society's intervention in the Guardians' election resulted in 
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a decisive change in the balance of power on the Bradford Board. On 

16th March, at a meeting held in James Wade's New Inn: 

'The President, Treasurer and Secretary impressed 

upon the meeting the necessity of every member 

using his influence in the ensuing election of 

Poor Law Guardians to secure the return of fit 

and proper persons of Conservative principles 

to fill the situation'. 

Your days later, 'the lists of persons to be proposed as Guardians were 

agreed to'. 

The six Tory candidates, nominated by Joshua Mann, were opposed by 

twenty others, appearing on four separate lists. Three of the four lists 

consisted exclusively of Liberals, and members of the Reform Society 

appeared on each of them, suggesting a failure of organisation or effort 

on the Society's part. As a result, the Tories took all of Bradford's 

six seats, and in the process dealt out a humiliating defeat to Bradford's 

Liberal elite. The Bradford Observer remarked ruefully that while: 

'There is no question that all the six gentlemen 

elected are well qualified to sustain the office 

of Guardian, ... it is obvious that they have been 

selected less on account of their fitness than 

their politics' , 
40 

For local Liberal leaders such as Robert Milligan, Henry Forbes, 

Charles Harris, Ceorge Oxley, Daniel Salt and Richard ? largerison, defeat 

at the hands of the Operative Conservatives must have been a humiliating 

experience. So long as the Reform Society was moribund, they were not 

likely to place their injured pride on the block again. In 1840, therefore, 

the slate of six Tories was opposed by a lass distinguished list of six 

Liberals. Again the Tories von a comprehensive victory, with the Operative 

Conservative Society's loading figure, James Wade, heading the poll. As 
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in Bebruary 1837, votes vers grouped around the party lists. The 

Tories were covered by 175 votesp the Liberals by 218, with 414 votes 

separating the lowest Tory from the highest Liberal. 

For the first tins, the Tories were in a majority on the Bradford 

Board. In 1839 the Liberals had lost their near monopoly of Bradford 

township's seats, in 1840 they lost their monopoly in Horton, where 

all three Tory candidates were elected. The Bradford Observer alleged 

that 'a most villainous interference with the integrity of election 

was resorted to', the Conservative agent having printed 230 replica 

voting papers and filled them in in favour of the Tory candidates. 

The culprit was said to be Jonas Jennings, the son of one of the 

successful candidates. Jennings van soon to be appointed as a Relieving 

Officer. Six years later he was again accused of working to secure his 

father's election and of abusing his opponents. 
4' 

The Liberals bad lost their majority, and during the next four years 

made no serious attempt to regain it. In 1841 the pattern of the previous 

two years was repeated, with Joshua Mann's Tory nominees filling the top 

five places in the Bradford poll, six of the next seven being occupied 

by a slate of Liberals nominated by John Ramsden. In September 1841 the 

Liberals efforts to cement an alliance with moderate working class 

Radicals led to the amalgamation of the Reform and Radical Societies and 

the formation of the Bradford United Reform Club. The new Society was 

primarily concerned with establishing cooperation on the issues of free 

trade and suffrage extension, but the presence of John Jackson and 

Christopher Wilkinson among the Directors suggested that cooperation in 

the Board of Guardians' election might also be possible. On 11th 

February 1842 it was decided 'that a special meeting ... be called 

imnediately after the issue of public notice for the nomination of Poor 

Law, Guardians for the ensuing year'. At the end of the month, however, it 

was decided not to 'interfere in the nomination of Poor Law Guardians'. 
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A sub-coamittee was appointed to discuss the subject further, but 

the Society seems to have played no part in the Bradford election. 
42 

Jackson and Wilkinson had not shared the mainstream Radicals 

antipathy to the New Poor Law, and had later broken with Bussey, but 

they may still have been reluctant to abandon the original Radical 

policy of abstention in favour of active cooperation with the Liberals 

against the bulk of the Chartists. For, under John Arran, the Chartists 

had announced their intention of working for the election of Anti-Poor 

Law Guardians, probably in conjunction with the Tories. 43 If there 

was an active Tory-Radical alliance inIS42, it was distinctly one sided. 

None of the eighteen candidates in Bradford township appear to have been 

Chartists, and the seven who dominated the poll were all Tories. Three 

had served on the Board before, and at least two of the newcomers, 

Cowling Ackroyd and James Green, were not equipped to make Radical noises. 

Perhaps the Chartists were prepared to support James Wade and company 

because they opposed the Nev Poor Law, but it was incongruous to see the 

Chairman of the Bradford Operative Conservative Society helped to the 

top of the poll by a group which had once regarded the Society as an 

'association of dupes' and a 'body of noodles'. 
44 

The electoral pattern in Horton was more straightforward. Here, 

the fact that there were eighteen candidates concealed what in reality 

was a straight contest between three Tories and three Liberals (including 

a Vice-President of the United Reform Club), with the rest nowhere. 

Voting was along party lines, with the three successful Tories being 

covered by 250 votes, the Liberals by 142 votes, with 268 votes separating 

the lowest Tory from Titus Salt. the best placed Liberal. 45 The manner 

in which the IIorton election was dominated by opposing trios of Tor; ' 

and Liberal candidates strongly suggests the involvement of party 

organisations, though there is no firm evidence of this. 

In 1843 the Bradford United Reform Club again decided 'that at 
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present it would not be advisable to interfere in the election of Poor 

Law Guardians for the ensuing year'. 
46 The reason for this decision 

is not known, but the Liberals easy have felt unable to compete with 

members of a Tory Board engaged in a bitter struggle with the Poor 

Law Commission over the enforcement of the Outdoor Labour Test Order. 

It is equally possible, however, that the Club's decision reflected 

general apathy towards the Board of Guardians' elections, even though 

the Board was engaged in a vital confrontation. Only two of Bradford's 

six Guardians stood for reelection, and the township's new representatives, 

five Tories and the Radical Peter Driver, were returned unopposed. 

The following year the Bradford Observer called for the election of 

respected men without consideration of party,, an appeal which was 

probably influenced by the Liberals' apparent inability to defeat 

opponents bearing Tory labels. Evidence of a low party political content 

vas provided by the Leeds Times, which reported that 'politics does 

not .... interfere much in the election, fitness for the office being 

the recommendation in the eyes of all parties'. 
47 Interest in the 

elections may well have been at a low abbe but, while the picture is 

blurred by the complexity of political alignments in Bradford during the 

18409, it is clear that party still counted for something in the choice 

of Guardians. On this occasion a slate of five Tories and a Whig, 

nominated by William Clough, faced a list of Radicals and Chartists 

nominated by Robert Camble. The thirteenth candidate, Peter Driver, 

was the sole nominee of the Chartist John Smith. Votes were not grouped 

to the same extent as they had sosstimes been in the past, but the 

elected Guardians all came from Clough's list. 48 

The pattern of nominations reached a high point is complexity in 

1845, when the Bradford United Reform Club cam out in support of Isaac 

Wright, Henry Read, Peter Driver, E. H. Parratt, P. R. 8oulding and William 

Glover, an unlikely assortment of Liberals and Radicals who were 
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nevertheless representative of the Society's membership. Parrett 

was subsequently replaced by the Club's Secretary, William Germanf 

Parrott himself appearing on William Clough's list, which this time 

included both Tories and Liberals. More Tories appeared on a list 

put forward by Joshua Mann, who had nominated the successful Tory 

candidates in 1839 and 1841. To complicate matters further, there 

was a separate Radical list which included the Chartist bookseller 

James Ibbotson. Michael Dowling, who nominated the United Reform Club's 

candidates, had the previous year appeared on the same list as three of 

these Radicals. There was therefore political order of a chaotic kind. 

The successful contenders, three Liberals and three Tories, came from 

the lists nominated by tann and Dowling. The one reassuringly consistent 

feature was James Wade's performance in topping the poll for the fourth 

time. 
49 

Mann and Dowling were again responsible for nominating opposing 

Tory and Liberal lists in 1846, probably emanating from the Operative 

Conservative Society and United Reform Club respectively. One of Mann's 

nominees, Joshua Brigg, himself put forward a list of four Tories and 

two Liberals. Two Radical candidates, Peter Driver and Charles Rhodes, 

were nominated separately. Two Guardians were elected from each of 

Mann's, Dovling's and Brigg's lists. 

The pattern of nominations in the 1847 and 1848 elections is not 

known, and interest in the 1848 election was said to have been slight. 

According to the Leeds Times there had never been 'such an indifferent 

set of persons nominated to the office', all six sitting Guardians 

having refused tobe nominated. This say have been because they were now 

all members of the first Borough Council, but the Leeds Tieras ascribed 

it to dissatisfaction with their conduct, and particularly with the 

township's medical relief bill. 50 

These last confused elections saw a steady improvement in the 
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Liberals' position, but it was not the result of a concerted party 

effort. The Bradford United Reform Club had, in fact, closed in 1846, 

and there was no similar venture until the late 1850s. it was in the 

early years, and particularly in February 1837 and 1839 that party 

activity was most intense. The Tories and Radicals were the most 

vocal critics of the New Poor Law, but it is doubtful if party rivalry 

in the elections over reflected any deep seated policy differences. 

The pattern and intensity of electoral contests were not dictated by 

events in the Board Room, but by the political situation outside it. 

The most keenly contested election, the first, was fought over a 

religious issue unconnected with the New Poor Law, and the subsequent 

election of the Union Clark was the only major instance of the Board 

of Guardians dividing along political lines. Elections in the Borough 

townships were fought along political lines as a reflex response in a 

politicised community. On the Board, party alignments were of little 

significance. There was a broad consensus of opinion unfavourable to 

interference by the Central Authority and hostile to a Workhouse test. 

The emotive question of a new Union Workhouse was not seriously raised 

until 1847, by which time the terms of the debate had changed. The real 

divisions were not between parties, but between religious groups, 

between Bradford and the out-townships and between the Board and the 

Central Authority. 51 Questions of policy created far more friction 

between the Board and the Poor Law Commissioners than between the 

Guardians themselves. 

Since political divisions did not necessarily conform with divisions 

among the Guardians once they were on the Board. there was little feed- 

back from the Board Room to the public arena, which might have given a 

real edge to party political rivalries at election time. When there 

was little scope ßr contests based on fundamentally different attitudes 

to'the Nev Poor Law, elections tended to revolve around residual party 
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rivalries or around issues of local concern, notably the level of 

the rates. Anti-Poor Law slogans then became the necessary formal 

preface to the real issue. In 1843 there was a 'very strong animated 

contest'52 in Idle between two Liberal and two Tory candidates. The 

Tories emphasised their opposition to the Nov Poor Lavl, but the key 

issue was who was best equipped to secure a new valuation for the 

township? - The New Poor Law was a secondary issue because it had no 

public champions. 

The changing fortunes of the political parties are sumaarised 

in Graphs 5 to 8. The clear occupational distinction between the 

Borough and non-Borough Guardians aas not carried over into political 

alignments. In the out-townships Tories and Liberals were more evenly 

balanced than in the Borough, the Tory upsurge was delayed until 1842 

and the Liberal revival in the later 1840s was less marked, but the 

pattern of representation was otherwise very siailar. A comparison 

of Graphs 1 and 5 reveals that the early Liberal slump coincided with 

the fall in the proportion of manufacturers on the Board. Here, there 

was some correlation between occupation and politics, for 37 of the 61 

manufacturers and merchants elected between 1837 and 1848 were Liberals, 

as opposed to 21 Tories and 3 of unknown political persuasion. Thera 

Yam less of a bias among the farmers, 20 of whom ore Tories, 17 Liberals 

and 10 of unknown allegiance; perhaps an indication of political 

indifference. 

The lack of sharp political divisions on the board of Guardians did 

not prevent its weekly meetings lasting from 10 a. m. to as late as S, 6 

or 7 p. u. 
53 Alfred Austin put this down to inefficiency. While accepting 

that the business was 'without doubt very groat, exceeding that of many, 

if not most Unions in the country', he felt thats 

'if conducted upon a wall arranged plan, it could 

be perfectly weil performed by one Board. At 

present, however, the business is not wall conducted, 
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and I attribute the prolonged sittings of the 

Board, the tediousness of the duties of the 

Guardians which probably induces many persons 

from filling the office, and the many hours 

attendance frequently rendered necessary to 

the poor, to the want of an organised plan 

of proceedings on the part of the Board to 

economise time and labour'. gb 

Austin underestimated the impact of the 1847-8 depression on the 

Bradford Board, and to some extent the Board's lengthy sittings were 

necessary in spite of the Board's procedures rather than because of 

them. In 1843 the order of business had been rearranged in an attempt 

to dissuade the country Guardians from leaving early. From 1844 a 

standing Finance Comtittee was appointed annually as Workhouse Visiting 

Committees had been since 1838.55 Ad hoc committees were appointed to 

deal with specific issues as they arose. In October 1845 it was reported 

that the Board 'seldom' split into sections to hear relief applications# 

and that the Guardians disapproved of the practice. Pressure of business, 

however, forced a change of policy. By the and of 1846 division was 

the norm, and by 1848 applications were being beard by as many as five 

sections. 
56 

Nevertheless, the Guardians' inept handling of the Relieving Officers 

revealed a lack of administrative competence which was also evident from 

the indiscipline of Board meetings. The Board's unwritten standing orders 

relied for their interpretation on the consensus of opinion at any one 

meeting; so that Guardians clashed over their right to undo one week 

what had been done the week before, or to introduce motions without giving 

due notice to absent Cuardians. 57 

One of the Union Clerk's embittered ex-assistants expressed his: 

'deep regret that the press should so often 

furnish us with instances of personal matters 
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and frivolous complaints, occupying great 

portions of that valuable tute which you 

meet to devote to the important duties of 

your situation as Guardians'. 

One of the Bradford Observer's reports stated that: 

'the proceedings were of the usual stormy 

character, scenes of indescribable 

confusion frequently occurring and for 

the time entirely suspending the business 

in hand'. 

The Bradford Observer described its reports as 'chronicles of small 

talk', and was fond of relating that 'the Board's own rule, that no 

more than six speak at a time, was openly and flagrantly violated! '. 58 

The Bradford Observer welcomed the opportunity to mock the Tory 

controlled Board, but some of the Guardians were equally critical. 

Thomas Mackley excused his infrequent attendance on the ground that 

'he did not come to the Board to quibble and talk about nothing a whole 

day'. Another Guardian referred to his colleagues 'all gabbling like 

a lot of Wibsey geese', and Isaac Rowntree accused his colleagues of a 

lack of order and respect for the Chairman. 59 This charge would have 

been very fitting in 1843, when Samuel Cowling, in a scene of Board 

Room chaos, was replaced as acting Chairman and then voted out of his 

position as Vice-Chairman. 60 

The Guardians' undignified proceedings not only reduced the Board's 

efficiency, they may also have deterred prominent individuals from 

standing for election, and certainly deterred some Guardians from attending 

the meetings. Charles Mott contended that 'few Guardians of respectability 

would encoun; er the odium of attending the meetings'. Mott cited the 

example of Cowling Ackroyd, who: 

'finding after the first month or two that the 

majority, instead of endeavouring to administer 
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the Law properly, were continually chopping 

and changing and remodelling the Union, ... 

was not wishful to a part in such a course, 

and therefore keeps away'* 
61 

In that particular year Ackroyd attended only eight of the Board's 

fifty two meetings, which was eight more than the number attended by 

Benjamin Popplevell, E. J. Mitchell and Edward Townend during their 

years in office. Isaac Wright and William Walker were other prestigious 

figures who attended less than five meetings. Ackroyd and Popplewell 

may have found the Board meetings distasteful, but it did not prevent 

them from standing successfully for reelection. They may have been 

unwilling candidates, - Popplewell repaid his supporters by again 

failing to attend a single vesting, or perhaps they wanted the kudos 

of electoral success without the unpleasantness of serving the office. 

Attendance was very much a matter of the individual, and if some 

Guardians rarely put in an appearance, others were almost ever present. 

No one missed fewer meetings than the remarkable Samuel Cowling who, 

in his seventies, regularly walked the three or so miles from Idle to 

the Board Room. His presence helps to explain the unruly tendency of 

many Board meetings, for Cowling was a voluble and irascible man, a 

fervent Anglican and 'a Tory of the bluest water', 
62 

much given to 

personal disputes. It was characteristic of the man that, while serving 

as first Chairman of the North Bierley Board of Guardians, he walked out 

in a fit of pique and, true to his word, never returned. In some 

respects a comic figure, much derided by the Bradford Observer, the 

'Wild Man of Idle'63 was nevertheless a dominant figure on the Board. 

Guardian for Idle in 1839 and again from 1841 to 1848, Vice Chairman 

from 1842 to 1846, and Chairman in 1847 and 1848, Cowling set the tone 

of intransigent hostility in the Board's dealings with the Central 

Authority. 
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Cowling's attendance record was exceptional, but as Table 2 

indicates, the overall attendance record of the elected Guardians 

was perfectly respectable. On average, meetings were attended by 

rather less than half of the elected Guardians. 

Table 2. The Attendance Record of the Elected Guardians. 1837 to 1848.64 

Actual Number Average attendance As a percentage 
of Elected at each meatTnj selected 

Year Guard ans Guardians 

1837-8 28 9.6 34.3 

1838-9 32 14.3 44.7 

1839-40 30 12.9 43.0 

1840-1 32 14.5 45.3 

1841-2 32 14.1 44.1 

1842-3 31 16.4 52.9 

1843-4 31 14.9 48.1 

1844-5 30 12.25 40.8 

1845-6 27 11.9 44.1 

1846-7 32 12.5 39.1 

1847-8 31 19.9 64.2 

1848 to Sept. 
1848 31 18.4 59.4 

Mean average 14.3 Mean percentage 46.7 

This conforms exactly With the pattern found in the West Riding generally 

and in urban Unions in North-East Lancashire. Then was none of 'the 

incredible absenteeism' reported in parts of Lancashire and in Durham. 63 

Attendance was lowest in the first year, probably because there 

was little for the Guardians to do until the Order to take over relief 

administration was received. After October 1837, some Guardians were no 

doubt reluctant to risk life and li=b in order to attend the meetings. 

The rise in the level of attendance in 1842-3 coincided with & high point 

in the Board's running battle with the Poor Law Commission over the 

regulation of outdoor relief, while the relatively high attendances after 
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March 1847 reflected the discussion of important and controversial 

issues during the depression and the developing conflict between the 

central and out-to aships, culminating in the Union's division. 

The tendency of Lancashire's urban representatives to attend more 

frequently than their rural count erparts66 applied equal ly in the 

Bradford Union. 

Table 3. Comp arative Attendance Records of the Elected Guardians 

for each Union Township , 1837 to 1848. 

Percentage of Approximate distance Population 
aast ngs from Bradford in 1841 

Township attended m lese 

Idle 60 3 6,212 

Manninghsm 58 1 5,622 

Clayton 54 3 4,347 

Bradford 54 - 34,560 

Horton 53 11 17,615 

North Biarley 51 2 9,512 

Thornton 49 4 6,788 

Pudsey 47 31 10,002 

Allertoa 46 3 1,914 

Shipley 45 2j 2,413 

Hunsworth 44 4 978 

Bowling 40 1 8,918 

Bolton 38 11 683 

Cleckheaton 37 5 4,299 

Tong 37 31 2,515 

Calverley 36 31 4,142 

'Heaton 34 2 1,573 

Wyk* 30 4 2,330 

Drighlington 29 41 2,046 

Wtlsden 21 5 2,684 
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A township's record depended, above all, on the personal willingness 

or ability of its representative to attend the meetings. Different 

Guardians from the same tovaship often had very different attendance 

records. Nevertheless, the worst performers, Wilsden, Drighlington 

and Wyke, were also peripheral townships, and none of the nine smallest 

townships appeared among the top eight attenders. 

Even Wilsden's representatives, however, attended the Board more 

frequently than the ex-officio Guardians. In effect, one Magistrate 

was present at every fifth meting, and Joshua Pollard's appearance 

at sixteen of the Board's 52 meetings in the year 1842-3 was a record 

among the er-officios. in 1847, the Board of Guardians actually passed 

a vote of thanks when three Magistrates graced them with their presence. 

This was a rare honour indeed, and a sure sign that something important 

was on the agenda. 
67 

Table 4. The Attendance Record of the 8x-officio Guardians, 1837 to 1848 

Number of Average attendance As a ercentýa e of 
Year Ex-off cos at each meeting ex-officio Guardians 

1837-8 5 0.2 4.0 

1838-9 6 0.5 8.3 

1839-40 7 0.1 1.4 

1840-1 8 0.1 1.25 

1841-2 8 0.02 0.25 

1842-3 9 0.5 5.6 

1843-4 8 0.3 3.75 

1844-3 800 

1845-6 8 0.1 1.25 

1846-7 8 0.02 0.25 

1847-8 8 0.4 5.0 

1848 to Sept. 
1848 8 0.5 6.25 

Mean average 0.2 Mean percentage 3.1 
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As in the West Riding generally, the ax-officio Guardians took little 

active interest in the day to day adaiutstration of the Poor Law. 68 
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They may have found the company of the elected Guardians distasteful, 

or have been too busy to attend the meetings. When Joshua Pollard 

accepted the office of Chairman in 1843, he warned the Board that he 

would not always be able to attend, and did in fact attend only 14 

meetings. Exceptionally, the ex-officios acted as an alternative 

channel for relief applications. In May 1848 a meeting of unemployed 

voolcombers sent a deputation to the Magistrates to appeal for work or 

for increased poor relief. The Magistrates in turn urged the Board 

of Guardians to do all in their power to relieve the operatives' 

distress. While the Magistrates could generally expect a deferential 

hearing, there was no question of their dominating the elected Guardians. 

In Bradford, the Magistrates' role bore no comparison to that claimed 

for them by Anthony Brundage in rural areas, notably Northamptonshire. 

Under the Nov Poor Law, as under the Old, the Magistrates' influence 

was marginal. 
69 

The Board's policy was determined by the elected Guardians. The 

salient fact about the elected Board was not that its members lacked 

business experience or social standing, but that those, predominantly 

urban representatives who possessed these qualifications were out- 

numbered by the country Guardians who lacked them. The conflict of 

interests which developed between the central and out-townships 

eventually dominated the Board's proceedings and lad to the division of 

the Union. 
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CUAPTER 4(ii). THE RELIEVING OFFICERS 

'The Relieving Officers vere the eyes of the 

Board; consequently those cases Which did 

not come under their notice, did not come 

under the notice of the Board'. 

Samuel Cowling, Chairaan of the Bradford 

Board of Guardians. Bradford Observer, 

3 June 1847. 

The 1834 Poor Law Report blamed such of the maladministration of 

the Old Poor Law on the negligence and incompetence of the unpaid 

Annual Overseers. The Commissioners found that, where paid Assistant 

Overseers had been appointed, Poor Law affairs were better managed. 

They therefore recommended that the new Central Board be empowered to 

compel local authorities to appoint suitably qualified, permanent, 

paid officers. 
I 

The key appointment was to the new post of Relieving Officer. 
2 

In the past the functions of rate collection and relief distribution 

had both been vested in the hands of Annual or Assistant Overseers 

acting for individual townships and responsible to the township 

authorities. Under the Nov Poor Law the two functions were separated. 

Relief distribution became the responsibility of the Relieving Officers, 

who usually acted for several townships and were responsible to the 

Board of Guardians. In the Bradford Union, where there had previously 

been roughly sixteen Assistant Overseers at a combined salary of £880, 

there were now nine Assistant Overseers and three Relieving Officers at 

a combined salary of 91,060. 

The Relieving Officers' duties were laid down in the Orders and 

Regulations issued to the Bradford Board in October 1837, and restated 

without major alteration in a General Order of April 1842 and in the 

General Consolidated Order of July 1847.3 The officers were to receive 
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applications for relief, visit the applicants and enquire into their 

circumstances, report their findings to the Board of Guardians and 

distribute the relief ordered by the Board. in cases of sudden and 

urgent necessity temporary relief was to be given, either by an order 

for admission to the Workhouse or in the form of relief in kind. If 

medical aid was required the Relieving Officer vas to give an order 

for the attendance of a Medical Officer. 

In defining the Relieving Officers' duties, the Poor Law 

Cocamission was also prescribing a scheme for administering relief. 

The destitute would make their application to the Relieving Officer, 

who would investigate the case and report to the Board of Guardians. 

Using the information obtained by him, the Guardians would decide what 

relief should be given and instruct the officer accordingly. Emphasis 

was placed on the adequate investigation of each case, and it was 

obligatory for all applications to go through the Relieving Officer 

before being heard by the Board of Guardians. In practice, there was 

no thorough investigation of cases. 

The failure of the visiting system started to attract serious 

attention during the 1842-3 depression, when several Guardians complained 

that applicants were not being visited, with the result that: 

'the idle, the dissolute and the improvident 

persons who could exclaim most got relief. 

while those who were retiring, those who had 

been unfortunate and had seen better days, 

were the parties who were passed over'. 

One Guardian claimed, 'that in Allerton and Wilsden the Relieving Officer 

had not visited scarcdy a single pauper for near two twelve months'. 
4 

Charles Mott, the Assistant Poor Law Commissioner, readily agreed 

that paupers were being relieved 'without enquiry or inspection except 

in a few cases', and he persuaded the Bradford Board of Guardians to 
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appoint a Committee to investigate the Union's management and 

expenditure. The Committee recommended: 

'that the Board of Guardians should insist 

upon a careful investigation, by their 

officers, of the circumstances and position 

of all applicants for relief, and a faithful 

report thereof to the Board of Guardians'. 

This recommendation had little immediate effect, for in January 1843 

Mottle successor. Charles Clements, criticised the Bradford Board for 

awarding relief to applicants who had not been visited. The following 

month Clements again bemoaned the inadequacy of case studies, and the 

Board's Chairman, John Parrer, accused Pudsey's Believing Officer of 

failing to 'do his duty in visiting and inquiring into the circumstances 

of the poor'. One of the Board's Vice-Chairmen insisted that another 

Relieving Officer 'bad not gone once into his district in half a year% 
5 

Not only was visiting inadequate, but some cases were dealt with 

by the Relieving Officers without being brought before the Board. In 

1838 the Bradford Observer reported that, 'in nineteen cases out of 

twenty', the Relieving Officers were 'able to do justice to the case 

without personal application to the Board'. Five years later, Charles 

Clements was horrified to discover that the Relieving Officers gave 

'away sums of money to a most extraordinary amount on their own discretion 

without ever visiting the parties', a practice blatantly contravening 

the Poor Law Commission's Orders. The only relief officers were empowered 

to provide on their ova authority was temporary relief in cases of sudden 

and urgent necessity, and this aas to be in the form of relief in kind or 

in the Workhouse. The 1842 Committee emphasised that no relief in money 

should be given until the case had been reported and an order obtained 

from the Board, but at least one Relieving Officer bad previously been 

in the habit of giving temporary relief in cash. Your years later, in 
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18661, the Board of Guardians felt obliged to remind the Relieving 

Officers of their duty to bring cases before the Board for a 

deciaion. 6 

When cases were brought before the Board,, the Relieving Officers' 

neglect and the pressure of business meant that the Guardians were 

in no position to make sound judgements. In 1841, the Assistant Poor 

Law Commissioner, Edward Senior, claimed that the Bradford Guardians 

were 'completely ignorant of the hundreds of cases which [were] brought 

before them'. The Board's own Chairman admitted 'that the Board 

passed the relief given by the Relieving Officers without sufficient 

remark'. During trade depressions, the poor's chances of having their 

cases properly investigated were remote. In 1847.8 petitions from 

the Board of Guardians and from individual townships pointed out that 

the poor were obliged to travel up to eight miles to the Board Room 

and then wait for up to ten hours without any guarantee that their 

case would be properly investigated, if heard at all. There was simply 

not enough time to give proper consideration to cases which had not 

already been investigated by the Relieving Officers. 7 

The Bradford Board was conscious of the need for efficient 

establishing it. Hirsute investigative machinery, but was incapable of 

Book resolutions and administrative practices were often only distantly 

related. Thus, in June 1842 the Board of Guardians adopted Thomas 

Honckman's suggestion that the Relieving Officers supply each applicant 

with a card, on which the details of relief payments were to be entered. 

This was intended as a check on the officers as voll as a safeguard 

against imposition, but in August Monekman wrote to the Poor Law 

Coniniasion complaining that his brainchild had not been put into operation. 

In September it was announced that the scheme would be introduced at the 

beginning of the next quarter, but in April 1843 the Board of Guardians 

had to remind the Relieving Officers to make use of the cards, and further 
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reminders wore necessary in 1844 and 1845. Three years after the 

card system had been officially adopted, the Board of Guardians was 

still struggling to put it into effect. 
8 

The Board's failure to exert its authority was largely a failure 

of will. In the absence of effective control by the Board of Guardians, 

relief decisions devolved upon the townships, and many Guardians were 

happy for them to do so. They regarded themselves as township 

representatives rather than as representatives of the whole Union, 9 

and there were always voices on the Board advocating a return to the 

township control of poor relief which lay at the heart of the Old Poor 

Law. These Guardians were not easily reconciled to the existence of 

Relieving Officers, for those who preferred the Old Poor Law wanted to 

see a reamalgamation of the functions of rate collection and relief 

distribution in the hands of the township Overseers. They were more 

interested in resurrecting the old system than in perfecting the new. 

This movement reached its climax in 1841, when the Board of 

Guardians proposed replacing the Union's four Relieving Officers and 

nine Assistant Overseers with sixteen new officials. Only Bradford 

township mould retain both a Relieving Officer and an Assistant Overseer. 

All but the smallest townships would have their own official, who would 

both collect the rates and distribute relief. The scheme was approved 

by the townships but inevitably rejected by the Poor Law Comanissioners, ý 

who rightly regarded it as a thinly veiled attempt to restore the old 

system. 
l0 

The Union was stuck with its Relieving Officers, but if the Guardians 

and ratepayers could not replace them, they could make sure that township 

opinion influenced their operation. When a Relieving Officer failed to 

visit an applicant, others were prepared to do bis duty for him. In 1842 

Samuel Cowling told the Commissioners that: 
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'in many townships superintendence and 

inspection is neglected, in some cases the 

Relieving Officer does not come within some 

of his townships for a month, perhaps in 

some cases more, the duty is performed by 

the Assistant Overseer, frequently attended 

by the Guardian of such townships'. 

Thomas Leach, Guardian for Wilsden in 1841, was said to have accompanied 

the Relieving Officer on his rounds, and Leach's successor carried out 

his own visits and investigations. 11 

Clearly, some Guardians preferred to fight their battles in the 

township pay room rather than in the Board Room, despite Charles Mott's 

reminder that this 'was the only sphere for their labours'. In 1843 

Isaac Wood and Peter Driver accused two other Guardians, James Wade and 

James Bilton, of encouraging the Relieving Officers to pay relief to 

those whose applications the Board had rejected. Bilton admitted that 

the charge was true, but claimed that the case in question had been 

inadequately discussed, and asserted his right to attend the Relieving 

Officer in his capacity as a ratepayer. Shortly afterwards, Samuel 

Cowling, who had long been a regular attender at the pay station in 

Idle, was accused of having ordered the Relieving Officer to pay applicants 

who other Guardians felt were undeserving. Cowling's activities, however, 

were less controversial than those of Thomas Mackley, Guardian and 

periodically Medical Officer for Wilsden. According to a rival doctor, 

Mackley's: 

'word [was] the law with the rest of the officers 

in the relieving room in this village and he has 

the power to obtain them an allowance of money 

as relief and then they can pay him with it or 

out of it. ... Mr. Mackley being Guardian frightens 
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the poor into employing him or otherwise he will 

take care they have not any relief'. 

Both Mackley and the Relieving Officer denied the charges, but the 

Assistant Poor Law Commissioner believed them to be 'substantially 

correct I. 12 

Intervention by individual Guardians was probably spasmodic, but 

committees of ratepayers exercised a more systematic influence. In 

1843 Charles Clements reported that: 

'A sort of sub-Board has been established in 

almost every township attending the Relieving 

Officer at the pay station and increasing or 

diminishing at pleasure the amount of relief 

ordered by the Board of Guardians. The 

consequence of this is that the time of the 

Relieving Officers has been almost wholly 

taken up in attending at these renewed discussions 

to the manifest neglect of their most essential 

duty of visitation'. 

In 1842 the Board of Guardians was told that, in Allerton, the Relieving 

Officer was usually attended by a committee of ratepayers who constantly 

changed the amount of relief ordered by the Board. Similar committees 

existed at Wilsden and Idle but while the Relieving Officer blamed them 

for the high cost of relief, he also believed that his district would 

have been unmanageable without them. Another Relieving Officer, Jonas 

Jennings, was attended by several ratepayers at Clayton and Bowling, and 

a third officer acknowledged useful assistance fron committees in his 

district. Jennings maintained that the ratepayers were not allowed to 

dictate the level of relief, but he admitted that on the advice of the 

Overseers and Churchwardens of Clayton, relief there had been reduced by 

a third. 
13 

The intervention of township committees and officers, the predilection 
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of some Guardians for participation at the township level, and the 

Relieving Officers' ability to make decisions independently of the 

Board of Guardians were all evidence of the devolution of relief 

administration. Local relief committees, in particular, were a cormon 

feature of relief administration in northern Unions during the early 

years of the New Poor Law. 
14 

They reflected the strength of localism; 

the belief that the local community was entitled to play a leading 

part in relieving those whose circumstances it knew best. Just as it 

was presumptuous for a body in London to tell Bradford how to run 

its own affairs, so it was equally offensive for an authority in 

Bradford to tell the people of Allerton or Idle how to spend their own 

money on the relief of their own neighbours. In Bradford, however, the 

devolution of relief administration probably owed more to the abdication 

of authority by the Board of Guardians than to the residual power of 

the township authorities. Pressure from the Assistant Poor Law 

Commissioners, the appointment of the first District Auditor in 1845 

and a gradual change in the Board of Guardians' own attitude was sufficient 

to produce some tightening up of relief procedures, for after 1844 nothing 

more was heard of ratepayers' committees or of Guardians attending the 

Relieving Officers. 

The change was an undramatic one, for there could be no significant 

improvement in relief administration until the Relieving Officers' 

excessive work loads were reduced. The size of the officers' districts 

gives some idea of the unreasonable demands made upon them. (See Table 1). 

In November 1837 the Board of Guardians decided that three Relieving 

Officers would be sufficient to cover the Union's population of roughly 

115,000. Surprisingly, but in line with decisions elsewhere, the Assistant 

Poor Law Commissioner agreed that three officers were sufficient. 
15 

Until 

1840 Bradford Borough formed a single relief district, with a population 

rising to over 60,000. From 1838 to 1843 Joseph Boothroyd was in charge 

of a district comprising eight townships, eight miles in length and with 
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Table 1. Relief Districts in the Bradford Union. 1837 to 1848 

1.1837 - June 1840 Population 

1. Bradford, Bowling, Mio=ton, Manningha. 62,077 

2. Calverley, Cleckheaton, Drighlington, Hunsworth, North 
Bierley, Pudsey, Tong, Wyke. 34,101 

3. Allerton, Bolton, Clayton, Heaton, Idle, Shipley, Thornton, 
Wilsden. 26,069 

2. June 1840 - Dec. 1840 

1. Bradford, Manningham. 38,842 

2. Bowling, Horton. 25,554 

3. Calverley, Cleckheaton, Drighlington, Hunsworth, North 
Bierley, Pudsey, Tong, Wyke. 34,962 

4. Allerton, Bolton, Clayton, Heaton, Idle, Shipley, Thornton, 
Wilsden. 26,341 

3. Dec. 1840 - March 1841 
1. Bradford. 34,560 

2. Bowling, Horton, Mannin$han. 32,155 

3. Calverley, Cleckheaton, Drighlington, Hunsworth, North 
Bierley, Pudsey, Tong, Wyke. 35,824 

4. Allerton, Bolton, Clayton, Beaton, Idle, Shipley, Thornton, 
Wilsden. 26,614 

4. March 1841 - March 1843 

1. Bradford. 36,353 
2. Bowling, Horton, Clayton. 32,465 
3. Calverley, Cleckheaton, Drighlington, Hunsworth, North 

Bierley, Pudsey, Tong, Wyk. e. 36,540 
4. Allerton, Bolton, Heaton, Idle, Manninghan, Shipley, Thornton, 

Wileden. 28,705 

5. March 1843 - Dec. 1847 
1. Bradford. 41,733 
2. Bowling, Horton, Clayton. 37,221 
3. Cleckheaton, Drighlington, üunsworth, North Bierley, Tong, 

V'yke " 23,605 
4. Allerton, ileaton, Manninghazn, Shipley, Thornton, Wilsden. 23,820 
5. Bolton, Calverley, Idle, Pudsey. 22,418 

6. Dec. 1847-1848 
1. Bradford East 23,557 

2. Bradford West 23,557 

3. Bowling, Horton, Clayton. 41,977 

4. Cleckheaton, Drighlington, Hunsworth, North Bierley, Tong, Wyke. 25,048 

5. Allerton, Heaton, Manninghact, Shipley, Thornton, Wilsden. 25,939 

6. Bolton, Calverley, Idle, Pudsey. 23,453 

* Populations are estimates for the middle of the period during which each 
arrangement was in force. 
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a population in 1841 of over 35,000. At no time before the Union's 

division in 1848 was there a relief district containing less than 

20,000 inhabitants. 

Population and relief expenditure might rise substantially, while 

the boundaries of the relief districts remained unchanged. In 1841 

Jonas Jennings was appointed as Relieving Officer for Horton, Bowling 

and Clayton, Seven years later he was still in charge of the same 

townships, although their population had risen from roughly 31,000 to 

42,000 and their quarterly relief bills had trebled. 
16 

Between 1840 

and 1847 Bradford township's population grew from approximately 

34,000 to 45,000, yet the township remained as a single relief district. 

In 1848 there were six relief districts where ten years earlier there 

had only been three, but the rapid increase in population and in relief 

expenditure neutralised the benefits of additional Relieving officers 

and geographically smaller districts. The number of officers had 

doubled but the average population of each district fell by only 29%, 

from approximately 38,450 in 1837 to 27,255 in 1848. During the year 

ended 25th March 1848 relief expenditure was more than three times as 

great as during the year 1838-9. 

1847-8 was an exceptional year, but it demonstrated how massive 

temporary unemployment could render unmanageable districts which were 

already overlarge. Towards the end of 1847 Bradford's Relieving officer 

had more than 1,500 cases on his books, representing over 4,500 

individuals. On a single morning he received 178 new applications. 'The 

Clerk stated that the paupers assembled in the passage at two o'clock 

in the morning, fighting for their turns! ' The Relieving officer began 

paying them at 3 a. m. or 4 a. m. and was still being called on at midnight. 
17 

Even after Bradford township was divided, the officers were grossly over- 

worked. During the twelve weeks ended 16th June 1848 the Relieving Officer 

for Bradford West distributed relief to a weekly average of 2,154 , paupers. 
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His counterpart in Bradford East dealt with a weekly average of 2,939 

paupers, representing roughly 980 cases. 
lq 

The relieving Officers' primary duty of processing relief applications 

and distributing relief was burdensome enough, but the officers also found 

themselves engaged in various peripheral activities. At various times 

they were obliged to assist in the conduct of the 'Board of Guardians' 

elections, to superintend applications for bastardy and removal orders, 

to bring cases of neglect before the Magistrates and to conduct 

correspondence on relief matters. These additional duties sometimes took 

the officers out of their districts altogether, to conduct emigrating 

paupers to their port of departure, to track down deserting husbands, or 

to visit non-resident paupers in neighbouring Unions. 

This merely aggravated other weaknesses in the system, for while 

the Relieving Officers were required to reside in their districts, and to 

devote the whole of their time to Union duties, in practice neither 

obligation was consistently fulfilled. During the early 1840s the Bradford 

Board of Guardians encouraged the Relieving Officers to live in the centre 

of their districts, 19 
but with limited success. Charles Duckitt lived 

just outside his district and Joseph Boothroyd lived on the edge of his 

extensive relief district, about eight miles from Calverley and six from 

Pudsey, the largest township in the district. James Wade complained that 

it was 'impossible' for the Relieving Officers 'to perform their duties 

efficiently, living where they did', and one of Pudsey's Guardians alleged 

that Boothroyd's remoteness led to imposition, a charge later repeated 

by Drighlington's Overseers. 
20 

Charles Mott, the Assistant Poor Law Commissioner, blamed the system's 

inefficiency, not on the size of the relief districts or on the location 

of the officers, but on the Board of Guardians' failure to ensure that the 

officers devoted all their time to Union duties. Mott was attracted by 

the example of James Ellis: 

'who in addition to the duties required from a 
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Relieving Officer in a district comprising above 

29,000 inhabitants has been allowed also to follow 

the occupations of land agent, manufacturer, 

miller, collector of rents. It cannot be wondered 

at therefore that the poor have been left without 

inspection or visits'. 

Four years later Jonas Booth was said to be acting as Constable as well 

as Relieving Officer, and in 1847 Charles Duckitt was alleged to have 

accepted a post as Collector of assessed taxes* 
21 

Higher salaries might have dissuaded the officers from taking other 

employment, but the Board of Guardians was extremely reluctant to increase 

the salary bill. For the same reason, the Guardians tried to avoid 

appointing additional Relieving Officers. They preferred, instead, to 

reshuffle the relief districts. Between 1837 and 1848 the Bradford 

Board tried six different geographical permutations and discussed six 

other abortive schemes. Cowling Ackroyd was scarcely exaggerating 

when he complained that 'an officer at his election could not tell what 

would be either his district or his duties for three months together' . 
22 

These rearrangements alienated the Relieving Officers without solving 

the root problem of excessive work loads. 

Successive Relieving Officers warned the Guardians that their districts 

were unmanageable, but the Bradford Board believed that this was a 

temporary problem. If it appointed an additional permanent officer, 

returning economic prosperity would make him superfluous. In September 1839 

the Borough's Relieving Officer told the Board of Guardians that he could 

not cope, and asked that Horton be detached from his district. Rather 

than create a new post, the Guardians increased the officer's salary by 

£35, to enable him to keep a pony, and subsequently agreed to appoint an 

assistant. 
23 

On five other occasions, all between 1846 and 1848, temporary 

assistants were appointed, three of them for the Bradford district. They 

were employed for periods ranging from five weeks to seven months, sometimes 
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on a full time and sometimes on a part time basis. 

The use of temporary assistants was a reasonable response to 

sudden pressure on the relief system, but it was also a cheap alternative 

to a badly needed increase in the permanent staff. When new officers 

were appointed, it merely confirmed the primacy of financial considerations. 

In 1843 the Board resolved to create an additional, fifth, relief district. 

Half of the new officer's salary was to be paid for out of the salaries of 

two of the existing Relieving Officers. Both Joseph Boothroyd and James 

Sykes were to have their salaries reduced from £100 to I80. On these 

occasions, and not only in the Bradford Union, 24 
the Poor Law Commissioners 

acted as the officers' guardian angels. The Commissioners agreed to the 

new appointment, but not to the accompanying salary reductions, arguing that 

although the two officers affected would have smaller districts, they 

would still be fully occupied and still have to devote all their time to 

the job. The Commissioners' stance produced a typically aggrieved response 

from the Board Room. Samuel Cowling, erecting the Board's shabby treatment 

of its officers into a mutter of high principle, asked whether it vast 

'reasonable that they should assemble there 

week after week gratuitously, and their 

resolutions be held in total contempt by a 

set of men who knew nothing, comparatively, 

of the circumstances in which the Union was 

placed'. 

A motion to adjourn sine die if the Commissioners persisted in their refusal 

to accept the Board's proposals was lost by only one vote. Boothroyd's 

salary remained unchanged,, but the Board was able to engineer a E20 reduction 
in the salary of Janes Sykes* 25 

A similar situation arose in 1848, when the Board of Guardians announced 

another reshuffle of the relief districts. Jonas Booth's district would 

remain unchanged, but his salary would be reduced from 1120 to £100. Amos 

Bairstow and Joseph Boothroyd would each have an extra township added to 
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their districts, without any increase in their salaries. When the 

Commissioners asked whether Booth agreed to his salary being reduced, 

the Guardians replied curtly that he did not. The scheme pleased no 

one. Jonas Jennings was relieved of the township of Clayton, but also 

of his assistant, which he considered a poor exchange. The assistant, 

George Laycock, complained bitterly that he had been forced to sacrifice 

his school to the heavy duties of assistant Relieving Officer, and 

Jennings agreed that too much had been expected of Laycock for 10/- a 

week. The Overseers of Clayton objected to the scheme because the 

township would be in the care of an officer who lived five miles away, 

in Wyke. 26 

The Cuardians were inconsiderate and uncharitable employers. When 

a motion was introduced to petition for the power to provide for families 

left destitute by the death of officers who had contracted fever, the 

Bradford Board gave it short shrift, Isaac Wood considered that 'there 

was money enough given away, without making a provision for the families 

of Relieving Officers' . 
27 

The Central Authority provided some protection, 

but the Relieving officers remained ill-paid and overworked. The first 

three appointees received salaries of £100. In 1848 the post still 

commanded a salary of 1100, and though there were now six officers, the 

post was probably as exacting as it had been when there were only three28 

There was, at least, uniformity, something that had been lacking under 

the Old Poor Law. When the Bradford Booed attempted to do away with the 

Relieving Officers, in 1841, it envisaged a system under which the new 

officers would receive salaries ranging from 1330 down to E32. Insufficient, 

as the Assistant Poor Law Commissioner pointed out, to sustain a full time 

appointment. 
29 Small townships could not hope to attract reasonably qualified 

full time officers unless they were united in relief districts. 

Even £100 was poor reward for a demanding job involving possible 

incidental expenses and penalties. In 1839 one Relieving officer spoke of: 
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'having often to travel on foot 20 miles and 

pay from 250 to 300 paupers, receive new 

applications -- and visit in one day - which 

expenditure consequent on such journeys will 

reduce my salary to about f70'. 

Mother officer, Jonas Jennings, could testify to the possibility of 

further deductions. Jennings had to pay the sum of t21-6-5 out of his 

ova pocket after the Auditor had disallowed the expenditure of the money 

on an emigrating pauper, because the Board of Guardians had failed to 

secure the Poor Law Commission's prior approval. Jennings fall foul of 

other occupational hazards. On two occasions he brought charges of 

assault against paupers, one of whom had responded to a reduction in 

relief by first breaking Jennings' windows and then his tbumb. 
30 

Neither the exacting duties nor the ungenerous remuneration 

deterred aspiring Relieving Officers and, in contrast to the pattern 

in Lancashire,, 31 
vacancies vere invariably veil contested. The first 

appointments were made from a 'very numerous entry', and an average of 

nearly fourteen candidates contested the four other vacancies for which 

figures are available. A fifth vacancy brought forth 'a vast number of 

candidates', ten of whom veers shortlisted. 
32 The relatively large number 

of applicants no doubt convinced the Cuardians that salaries were quite 

high enough, but the quality of applicant was less impressive than the 

quantity. The Bradford Observer sometimes passed favourable comment on 

the candidates' qualifications, but some applications were fickle and 

others were made by people who were scarcely literate. 33 

The selection of Relieving Officers never caused a serious political, 
dispute, but political affiliation probably played some part in the 

appointment of some officers. In 1837 the Tory Leeds Intelligencer 

accused the Bradford Board of appointing 'Political Pets' as the Union's 

first Relieving Officers, and one of the paper's correspondents agreed 
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that William Walton's appointr*nt was due to his being a Whig and a 

Dissenter. Two of the Relieving Officers appointed during the years 

of Tory domination, Jonas Jennings and Amos Bairatov, were active 

Tories, and Jennings' father was a member of the Board. When Bairstow 

was reappointed after a spell as Deputy Constable and Vagrant Master, 

without the post being advertised, the Radical Peter Driver accused the 

Board of 'creating a place for the elected party'. The Board replied 

that Bairstom was already a Union officer and was being transferred 

rather than newly appointed. 
34 

Bairstow was one of thirteen men to serve as Relieving Officer 

during the 1837 to 1848 period, though one officer, Isaac Ellis, was 

employed for just one month. Seven of the ten officers whose ages are 

known were under thirty at the time of their appointment. At least 

eight could claim previous experience of Union or township affairs, 

but in contrast with many northern Unions, 35 Bradford's Relieving 

Officers were not old Assistant Overseers. The one exception was James 

Ellis, who had been Assistant Overseer for Selby. William Walton was 

a member of Pudsey's Board of Surveyors, Joseph Boothroyd was Wyke's 

Vestry Clerk, James Sykes had assisted the Overseer of Stanfield, 

Todmorden, Amos Bairstow had acted as a Surveyor of the highways in 

Horton, Jonas Booth was the son of Idle's Workhouse Master and had worked 

with Bovling's Assistant Overseer and as the township's Deputy Constable. 

William Wilson had been a Relieving Officer in the Skipton Union and 

Charles Duckitt's appointment followed a period as assistant to Bradford's 

Relieving Officer. 

In other respects, their backgrounds were diverse. Jonas Jeniings, 

James Reaney and Amos Bairstow were woolsorters by trade. Reaney had 

also served in the army for, six years and Bairstow briefly in the 

Metropolitan Police. Richard Sucliffe, too, had an army background, though 

his father was Bowling's Assistant Overseer. Boothroyd and William Wilson 

had been schoolmasters, Charles Duckitt and Jonas Booth in the drink trade. 

.. 
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James Ellis a corn dealer and James Sykes a chemist and bookkeeper. 

Several Relieving Officers vent on to fill other Union posts. 

Sutcliffe became Assistant Overseer for Pudsey, Ellis Assistant Overseer 

and Registrar for Bowling, and Reaney Registrar for Horton. There was 

no structured progression from one post to another, but rather a pattern 

of reverting to work in local administration when other occupations 

failed. Between serving as Relieving Officer and Assistant Overseer, 

Richard Sutcliffe ran a beershop in Huddersfield. It was his arrival 

in the bankruptcy Court which probably induced him to apply for the 

post of Assistant Overseer. Between serving as Relieving Officer and 

as Assistant Overseer, James Ellis worked as a corn miller and dealer, 

while James Resney's temporary departure from local administration 

was in order to set up as a sharebroker. Several years later, in 1851, 

Amos Bairstow resigned to enter into partnership with his father-in-law 

as a worsted manufacturer. in this capacity, Bairstow reappeared as a 

Guardian, but when the firm failed, in 1854, he returned to his old 

position as Relieving Officer. 

It is not easy to assess the officers' suitability for the post. 

Sins of omission were inevitable given the heavy duties of the office, 

and individual criticism often had a personal motive. Allegations of 

neglect or maltreatment vere not uncommon, but they invariably foundered 

on confused or conflicting evidence, and there were no proven scandals 

involving Bradford's Relieving Officers. Three Relieving Officers were 

dismissed or forced to resign, though none was in office for more than 

seven months and in each case incompetence rather than ill-treatment was 

the cause of their dismissal. Of the survivors, Joseph Boothroyd was 

remarkable for the fact that he had only one leg and could walk only with 

the aid of crutches, something of a handicap in a large relief district. 

Boothroyd was accused of abusing the poor 'in a very shameful 

manner', but, typically, no conclusive evidence was produced. Certainly, 

the Relieving Officers were well placed to make life very unpleasant for 
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applicants who they disliked. At meetings of the unemployed held 

between 1846 and 1848. local Chartists accused the Poor Law officials 

of insulting applicants and deterring men of pride from applying for 

relief. In 1847 Joshua Pollard accused Jonas Jennings of refusing to 

visit two applicants or allow them to appear before the Board, and the 

following year a deputation of unemployed woolcombers made 'many 

complaints' to the Magistrates 'against Poor Law officials - Jennings 

was particularly alluded to - as obstacles to the poor reaching the 

ears of the Board'. According to the Leads Intelligencer, Jennings 

was being victimised because he was a Tory, but so too was Joshua 

Pollard, one of his critics. Jennings was never disciplined, though 

a change of district aas unsuccessfully suggested. 
36 

However justified the criticisms of Jennings were. it is evident 

that the Relieving Officers did not have time to give each case the 

attention it deserved. As Maurice Caplan found in NOttiuihamahit'e, 

the distances involved and the time available meant that 'the interviews 

and investigations could only have been of a most perfunctory nature'. 
37 

For this, the Board of Guardians was largely responsible. It aas in 

the Board's power to increase the system's efficiency by employing 

mare permanent officers, by ensuring that the officers devoted all their 

time to essential Union duties and by establishing an efficient system 

for processing relief applications. The Bradford Board was not ignorant 

of the defects of the existing arrangements, nor was it indifferent to 

the need for adequate investigation. The Board grappled with these 

administrative problems, but it did so ineffectually because the problems 

posed by rapid population increases and by the pressure of serious trade 

depressions were too great for a Board reluctant to work within the 

framework prescribed by the Poor Law Commission and restricted by a 

determination to minimise expenditure, to cope with. The Board of 

Guardians' parsimony limited its options and encouraged tinkering rather 

than wholesale reform. its attitude was shortsighted, but in view of 
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the Union's financial position, understandable. 
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CHAPTER 4(11i). THE OVERSEERS AND THE POOR RATE 

'It is like a sinecure being an Overseer, ... 

it is almost too much for them to get the 

bit of brass'. 

Janes Wads, Vice-Chairman of the Bradford 

Board of Guardians. Bradford Observer, 

26 March 1846. 

Set up partly in response to the high level of poor rates, the 

1832-4 Royal Commission made no recommendations for the reform of the 

rating system beyond a suggestion that rates be levied on the owners 

instead of the occupiers of property rented at up to 115 a year. The 

Poor Law Amendment Act left the rating system unchanged, though Unions 

could become as one parish for rating purposes if they so wished 
l in 

Practice,, the parish or township reslained the unit for both rating 

and settlement purposes, and this alone ensured considerable continuity 

With the Old Poor Law. 

Each township paid for its own poor out of its ova poor rats, and 

the appointment of district Assistent Overseers vas therefore of limited 

Value. in some Unions, the Board of Guardians had no control over the 

appointment of the Assistant Overseers or Collectors of the Poor Rate 

and in many others the appointments were on a township and not a district 

basis. 2 
Under the Nov Poor Law, townships were able to exercise greater 

control over the Assistant Overseers than over the Relieving Officers. 

In Bradford, the position of the Assistant Overseers changed more 

than in many northern Unions. Under the Old Poor Law, most townships 

had employed their ova Assistant Overs ears to collect and distribute 

the poor rate and to assist the Annual overseers in the transaction of 

township business. After 1837 relief distribution was taken out of`the 

overseers' hands and transferred to the Relieving Officers. " The Assistant 

Overseers became essentially poor rate assessors and collectorse with 
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per to give relief only in cases of sickness, accident or other 

urgent necessity. 
3 At various times, they were also obliged to collect 

rates other than the poor rate, to prepare voters' and jury lists, to 

obtain removal and bastardy orders, to bind out apprentices, to 

provide assistance during the Guardians' elections and to transfer 

pauper lunatics to asylums, but these were all peripheral responsibilities. 

Under the Old Poor Law, the Assistant Overseers had been appointed 

by the ratepayers of individual townships, subject to confirmation by 

the County Magistrates. After 1837, they were appointed by the Bradford 

Board of Guardians, subject to the approval of the Poor Law Commission. 

Provided reasonable salary levels were maintained, the Central Authority 

was prepared to allow the creation of a fairly large number of Assistant 

Overseers' districts and to sanction the payment of their salaries by 

the townships for which they acted, rather than out of the Common Fund 

of the Union. The administrative arrangements were therefore township 4 

orientated, but not to the same extent as in those Unions where each 

township had its ova officer, who had not been chosen by the Board of 

Guardians. 

Initially, as Table 1 reveals, the Union was divided into nine 

districts, only two townships having an officer to themselves. In 

1841 Thornton and Clayton were separated, and early in 1842 the Bradford 

Board announced its intention of appointing separate Assistant Overseers 

for each township in the Union. This proposal was probably an attempt 

to salvage something from the Board's abortive August 1841 scheme, 

under which the Relieving Officers' duties would have been taken over 

by an increased staff of Assistant Overseers. 5 Predictably, the Poor 

Law Commissioners reiterated their objection to small townships such as 

Wyk* and Bolton having their own Assistant Overseers at salaries of only 

E7 and £10 respectively. Capable, full-time officers could not be 

secured for these suss, and Charles Mott was scathing in his opinion of 

the applicants and of the motives behind their appointment- 
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Table 1. Assistant overseers' Districts in the Bradford Union, 

1838 to 1848 

March 1838 

1. Bradford. 

T" Horton. 

3. Bowling and ? lanningbam. 

4. Calverley and Pudsey. 

5. North Bierley and Wyke. 

6. Cleckheaton, Drighlington, 

Hunsworth, Tong. 

7. Clayton and 

Thotnton. 

S. Allerton, Heaton, Wilsden. 

9. Bolton, Idle, Shipley. 

1842 

1. Bradford. 

2. Horton. 

3. Bowling. 

4. Manningham. 

5. Calverley. 

6. Pudsay. 

7. North Bierley and Wyke. 

8. Cleckheaton. Drighlington, 

Bunsvorth, Tong. 

9. Clayton. 

10. Thornton. 

11. Allarton, Heaton, Shipley, Wiledan. 

12. Bolton, Idle. 

Septesaber 1841 

7. Clayton 

I(). Thornton 
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Mott believed that it was 'a bare faced attempt at jobbing', 

with Guardians standing down in order to be appointed to posts 

which they themselves had created. William Pollard was a prime 

example, for he retired as Allerton's Guardian and successfully 

offered himself for the post of Assistant Overseer, supported by three 

testimonials, all written by the village schoolmaster. In other cases, 

however. Mott's criticisms were less well founded, for in Msnningham 

and Calverley the objects of his bile were not elected. Only in the 

case of these two larger townships, and in Bowling were the Commissioners 

prepared to sanction the division of existing districts. The remaining 

appointments were disallowed. Nevertheless, eight of the Union's twenty 

townships now had an Assistant Overseer of their ova. 
6 

Although individual townships in the Bradford Union did not always 

have their own Assistant Overseer, and were not�responsible for his 

appointment, they were nevertheless able to exercise far more formal 

control over the Assistant Overseer than over their Relieving Officer. 

If a Relieving Officer deferred to the opinions of township officials 

or ratepayers he did so largely by choice; not so the Assistant Overseer. 

Eis authority was co-equal with that of the Annual Overseers, who always 

outnumbered him. The 1844 Poor Law Amendment Act (7 +8 Vic. c. 101 s. 61) 

required every Assistant Overseer and Collector to, 'obey, in all matters 

relating to the duties of Overseer. all directions of the majority of the 

Overseers of the parish for which he acts'. As Michael Rose has pointed 

out, 
7 

this could place the Assistant Overseer in a most uncomfortable 

position, obliged to obey the possibly conflicting instructions of the 

Board of Guardians and of the township Overseers. The elected Guardians 

had no control over the appointment of the Annual Overseers, who were able °, 

to maintain an obstructive grip on Union purse strings. The overlapping 

jurisdiction of the Board of Guardians and of the Annual Overseers 

resulted in considerable friction between theme 
8 intensifying the immense 

9 
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problems of financing poor relief. 

The Central Authority's readiness to allow the creation of small 

districts undermined the new system's initial virtue of more uniform, 

but not necessarily higher salaries. with the exception of Bradford 

township's Assistant Overseer, all the new officers were paid between 

£60 and £80 a year. The duties of the office were now different, but 

for individual officers the new Poor Law meant less attractive salaries. 

Under the Old Poor Law, North Burley's Assistant Overseer had received 

£80 a year. After 1838 he received £10 less and had the township of 

Wyka added to his district. Bradford's Assistant Overseer, James Elgey, 

suffered a drop in salary of £100, from £300 to £200. 

Like the Relieving Officers, the Assistant overseers sometimes 

suffered as a result of boundary changes. When the district of Clayton 

and Thornton was divided, in 1841, the current officer's salary was 

reduced from £70 to E27. A few months later, he resigned his post, 

in consequence of having obtained a more lucrative one as the manager 

of a neighbouring colliery'. 
9 The changes made in 1842 resulted in 

Henry Sutcliffe's salary being reduced from 180 to 160 and Abraham 

Hutchinson's-from £95 to £70. The total salaries paid to the Assistant 

Overseers rose from £760 in 1838 to £1,057 ten years later, but average 

salaries increased only marginally, from approximately £84 to £88. As 

in the case of the Relieving Officers, the increasing pressure of work 

more than made up for the smaller size of the officers' districts. 

The salary of Bradford's Assistant Overseer took account of the 

need for paid assistants, but other Assistant Overseers, whose salaries 

made no allowance for paid assistants, were also in need of help. The 

Bradford Board was not prepared to provide it, so officers had to rely 

on their family and friends, or pay for assistance out of their ova 

pockets. In 1847 Morton's Assistant Overseer reported that, even with 

three helpers, be was unable to cope, but his request for an assistant 
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was rejected because the Board of Guardians feared that it would set 

a precedent. Three years earlier Bowling's Assistant Overseer complained 

of having to pay an assistant out of his £60 salary. 
10 

Low salaries created a vicious circle, for when officers were 

tempted to supplement their income from other part-time work, their 

ability to cope unaided was further reduced. This temptation was 

increased rather than diminished during this period, because the new 

districts created after 1838 were also the worst paid. Clayton's Assistant 

Overseer received only ! 27 a year, later raised to £42, and Calverley's 

new Assistant Overseer, Abraham Craven, was paid a salary of £40. 

Craven combined the post with his work as a joiner and farmer. 11 
and 

other Assistant Overseers filled a variety of Union and township offices. 

Henry Sutcliffe, James Ellis and William Barlow all acted simultaneously 

as Registrars. Thomas Myers was Clerk and Treasurer to the Horton 

Highways Board and Samuel Crabtree served as Heaton's Deputy Constable. 

The Bradford Board of Cuardians preferred small districts and small 

salaries to full-time officers, and the Central Authority was prepared 

to accept a compromise solution. It stood firm only in opposing the 

appointment of Assistant Overseers to the smallest townships. 

Most of the twenty three Assistant Overseers appointed between 1838 

and 1848 had previous experience of parish or Union affairs. At least 

five of the first nine appointees had worked as paid Overseers under the 

Old Poor Law. Of the others, Abraham Craven had been Calverley's Vestry 

Clerk and Constable, John Dobson a Constable and Clerk to Thornton's 

Highway Surveyors, James Ellis and Richard Sutcliffe had been Relieving 

Officers, Joseph Lister had been a Collector of the Highway rates, Henry 

Jovett and George Crowther Annual Overseers and William Barlow the Union's 

assistant Clerk and deputy Superintendent-Registrar. Thomas Myers and 

Richard Smith had served as Guardians, and Myers, John Pickles and John 

Butler were to do so in the future. 

{ 
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The Assistant Overseers tended to be older than the Relieving 

Officers, only two of the ten officers whose ages are known being 

under 30 at the time of their appointment. Seven officers had a 

farming background, two were bookkeepers and there was also a tobacconist, 

corn dealer, carrier, publican, clothier and cloth manufacturer among 

their number. Like the Relieving Officers, they appear to have been 

chosen from a fairly large number of candidates. The six vacancies 

for which figures are available attracted an average of twelve applicants. 

Politics seems to have played little part in their selection. In 

1842, George Hanson complained that 'party-, spirit must have guided' 

the Bradford Board in its choice of John Pickles as Assistant Overseer* 
12 

Pickles was a Tory elected by a Tory Board, but in 1838 he had been 

appointed to a similar post by a Liberal majority. The same Liberal 

Board appointed Abraham Hutchinson, an active Tory, as Pudsey's Assistant 

Overseer. Five years later he was succeeded by the Liberal Richard 

Sutcliffe, though some Tory Guardians found his election unpalatable. 

Whatever their political leanings, some of the successful candidates 

were dubious choices. Richard Sutcliffe and George Crowther were both 

bankrupts, not an ideal qualification for a job offering ample scope for 

financial indiscretions. Sutcliffe proved the point by being forced to 

resign, in debt to the Union, and Crowther blackened his name by allegedly 

fathering the child of a pauper. The reputations of other officers were 

far from spotless. John Austwick was said to have made such a habit of 

being drunk that he used to pay to be helped home. 13 

Drunk or sober, the Assistant overseers' professional reputations 

were no better than their private ones. Charles Clements, the Assistant 

Poor Law Commissioner, reported that he had never attended the Bradford 

Board 'without the strongest complaints being made of the neglect of the: 

Assistant Overseers'. According to the Board's Chairman, it was pointless 

issuing orders to the officers, because they were never properly obeyed. 

Just as the Relieving Officers failed to implement the card system adopted 
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by the Board, so the Assistant Overseers persistently neglected to 

make use of their Poor Rite Receipt Check Books. Without this record 

of rate collection, the District Auditor could not tell how much of a 

rate had been collected. 
14 

It was not surprising, perhaps, that seven of the total of twenty 

three appointees were dismissed or forced to resign because of 

substantial arrears or ambasslement. Nor was it surprising that people 

were reluctant to stand surety for officers engaged in a profession 

with such a high financial mortality rate. 

The surety system proved a poor defence against the losses generated 

by defaulting overseers. Many of the bondsmen were unsatisfactory and 

it was often necessary to take legal action or negotiate a compromise 

settlement before anything could be recovered. In 1847 it was reported 

that one of John Tordoff's sureties had been dead for several years 

and the other recently made bankrupt. Only after John Austwick had 

saddled the Union with a debt of 1240 vas it discovered that one of 

his sureties was also dead and the other 'unsatisfactory'015 

Even if the sureties were good, their liability extended only to 

a bond of £600. This vas quite inadequate to cover Janes Elgey's 

deficiency, which amounted to over £2,400. ß1gey's flight from Bradford., 

shortly before the April 1848 audit, was particularly ironic. for be 

was one of the few officers to earn the Board's respect. As Bradford's 

Assistant Overseer, E1gey was the best paid Union employee. 'an 

exceedingly efficient officer, and a highly respectable *an'. 
16 Elgey's 

downfall was brought about by speculation in railway shares, but it may 

also harn indicated that the Assistant Overseer's job aas beyond the 

capacity even of a competent officer. 

The Assistant Overseer's basic duty seemed straightforward enough; 
it vas to hake out and collect a poor rat* sufficient to aast the 

quarterly 'calls' for financial contributions made by the Board of Guardians 

on each township in the Union. The poor rate was levied upon a valuation 
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of each township's rateable property. The Assistant Overseer's 

first concern, theralos, was to obtain a satisfactory valuation 

upon 'which to bass a rate. 

During the early 1830s, valuations in the West Riding Vera reported 

to be in a chaotic state, 
17 

and the Bradford area Vas no exception. The 

Board of Guardians' Chairman, Henry Leah, later recalled that the initial 

absence or inadequacy of existing valuations, and the delay in executing 

new ones, made it difficult for rates to be properly laid or collected-IS 

The Parochial Assessments Act of 1836 (6 +7 William IV c. 96) made 

provision for new valuations, but the initiative lay, not with the 

Board of Guardians or with the Assistant overseers, but with the Overseers 

and Churchwardens as a body. As so often, the Assistant Overseer was 

in the hands of the Annual Overseers of each township. In contrast to 

the national picture, however, a majority of townships in the Bradford 

Union took advantage of the 1836 Act. Between 1837 and 1839 fifteen of 

the Union's twenty townships obtained valuation orders. In 1847 Shipley 

was also autborised to revalue its rateable property, the first time it 

19 
had done so for over forty years. 

Unfortunately, the issuing of valuation orders was not always followed 

by effective action. When Clayton applied for a new valuation order, in 

1847, it was stated that nothing had been done under the order issued 

nine years earlier. At least four townships declined to employ a 

professional valuer or surveyor, but entrusted the revaluation to the 

township officers assisted by a cosýmittee of ratepayers. Self-interest 

as well as economy was the motive behind these decisions. When Manningham 

applied for a new valuation order# only two years after a previous one 

bad been issued, the Poor Law Commission rejected the application, observing 

that 'the committee of the parish will very likely alter their own 

valuation', but it was doubtful 'whether they will do much good to the 

others'. 
20 

These haphazard arrangements =ade uniformity impossible and equity 
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improbable. Yet unsatisfactory valuations were a threat to the 

integrity of the rate, for they encouraged ratepayers to appeal 

against it. In transmitting Horton's application for a second 

valuation, the Union Clerk explained that since the previous, 1838 

order: 

'one or two rates have been made ... and 

appeals have succeeded against them before 

the Justices in Petty Sessions on the ground 

of inequality or being too high rated'. 

In 1842 Samuel Hutton complained that Idle's valuation was, 'anything 

but what it ought to be, and that it is utterly impossible to collect 

the rates under it'. The following year, Hutton returned to the 

attack, reiterating that the existing valuation was riddled with 

inequalities and errors. and reporting that he and others had 

successfully appealed against it. 21 

Neither Horton nor Idle received further valuation orders, but 

second orders Were issued to four other townships, reflecting the 

inadequacy even of recent valuations. Part of the responsibility lay 

with the failure to employ professional valuers, but even professionals 

experienced difficulty in assessing the trappings of industrialisation, 

which were particularly susceptible to appeal proceedings. In 1846 the 

Leeds and Bradford Railway Company had the rateable value of its 

property in Idle reduced from 16,594 to £2,125. With the poor rate 

standing at 1/6d in the pound, this represented a loss to the township 

of £335. The following year the Overseers of Shipley were obliged to 

negotiate a compromise with the same company, which argued that its 

assessment was higher than in neighbouring Idle, in 1848 the Bowling 

Iron Company went a stage further and succeeded in getting Sunsvorth's 

poor rate quashed altogether, 
22 

Having overcome these difficulties, and arced with the valuation 

book, (which it was not unknown for retiring Overseers to withbold), 
23 
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the Assistant Overseer was in a position to fix a rate poundage 

appropriate to the township's estimated expenditure. Again, the 

Assistant Overseers were dependent on the cooperation of the Annual 

Overseers, and this could not be guaranteed. In 1843, Pudsey's 

Assistant Overseer, Abraham Hutchinson, wrote to the Poor Law Comdssion 

explaining how he had come to be in chronic and substantial arrears 

with the payment of Pudsey's 'calls'. 

Hutchinson stated that at the time of his appointment in March 

1838 the township was without a rate because a valuation was in progress. 

In July a rate of 1/- in the i was levied, and in February 1839 the 

Annual Overseers authorised a further rate of 9d, which Hutchinson 

regarded as 'quite inadequate to the expenditure'. The following August 

he submitted a rate of 8d in the i, which the township Overseers refused 

to sign. This meant that the rate was worthless if objected to, but 

Hutchinson attempted to collect it nevertheless. In January 1840 he 

prepared another rate of 9d in the f, which was again rejected. 

Eventually, the Annual Overseers were brought before the Magistrates 

and forced to sign the rate, but by this time the calls already made 

on the township by the Board of Guardians accounted for nearly the whole 

rate. In October 1842, Hutchinson again complained$ 

'of the Churchwardens and Overseers of Pudsey 

not alloying a rate to be levied sufficiently 

large to cover the current expenses, and that 

in sours instances at the time of Halting a 

rate the arrear of calls due to the Treasurer 

of the Union was equal to half the rate'. 

After the Board of Guardians had threatened the Annual Overseers with legal 

action, a rata of 1/6d vas agreed to; 'tba first rata', according to, 

Hutchinson, 'that has cotes anything near to the probable expenditure 

during the whole of my term of office'. 
24 This term was drawing to a 
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class, for by this time Pudssy was nearly 1600 in arrears, and after 

a loaf, and acrimonious debate with the Central Authority, Hutchinson 

was disuLscad for failing; to pay over honey that had bean collected. 

Hutchinson's removal brought no iaproveasntp for his succssior. 

Richard Sutcliffe, fared equally badly. The Annual overseers refused 

to sign the rata he had prepared, and when they did lay a new rate, 

in February 1844, it was for 1/-, a poundage which both Cutcliffe and 

the Board of Guardians considered to be quite inadequate. According 

to Sutcliffe, the Overseers told hiw, 'that they bad only to reu&iu - in 

until the 25th March, that one shilling would sea than out and that was 

all they cared about'. The Poor Law Commissioners advised the Bradford 

board to institute proceedings against the Annual Overseers, who had 

'manifestly rendered thanselves liable by neglecting to make a rate 

sufficient to meet the calls on thea'. By this time the new Overseers 

were in office and in May 1844 they reported that they had: 

'szmined the books of Mr. Richard Sutcliffe 

our Assistant Overseerp and find the outstanding 

rates quits inadequate to pay the arrears due to 

the Treasurer of the Bradford Union, and beg 

further to state that we have come to the 

dataraination to lay a rata sufficient for all 

purposes, and hope that in six weeks vs shall 

be clear from all dauands'. 25 

Relief was at hand, but it came too late for Sutcliffs. Mho was coadsansd 

for inaccuracies in his accounts and forced to resign. 

Inadequate rate poundage@ were only the beginning of the Assistant 

ü"rssers' problsa<s, for the rate, once laid, bad to be collected. The 

forastion of Unions offered the potential for a mors equitable sharing 

of the burden of poor relief, but the retention of township cbargeability 

and the system of determining each township's contribution to the Common 

pund of the Union meant that this potential was unrealised. Hach township 
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paid for the relief of its own paupers. In addition, it contributed 

to the Common Fund of the Union, out of which Workhouse establishment 

and other costs were net. The township's contribution was based on 

its past relief expenditure, so that those townships which spent most 

on relief were required to contribute most to the Union Fund. Where 

destitution was greatest so too were the demands made on the ratepayers. 

The rating system operated in such a vay that the bulk of the 

poor rate had to be collected from a large number of small ratepayers. 

Returns relating to poor rates laid between 1848 and 1850 reveal that 

77.4% of all poor rate assessments in the Union's twenty townships 

related to property with an annual rateable value of under £6.26 

Almost a third of the total annual rateable value of property in Bradford 

township was ascribable to property assessed at under 110. In terms of 

rateable value, this 'cottage' property was more important than the 

township's mills and warehouses, almost twice as important as houses 

rated at over L10.27 The destitute were not relieved by the rich, but 

by the working and lower middle classes. Their ability to pay the rates 

was at its lowest when the Union's financial demands were greatest, 

during trade depressions. Rate collection than became a very difficult 

process. 

During the 1847-8 recession several Assistant Overseers wrote to 

the Central Authority complaining, in Thomas Myers' words. of 'the rates 

so hi$h and so frequent that they cannot be collected'. Early in 1848 

Bradford township laid its largest ever rate 'of the extraordinary 

amount of three shillings in the pound', a rate whichv on paper, 

represented almost £18,000. Several months later the Bradford Observer 

reported that: 

'on the whole of the cottage property ... it 

is not expected that 2 per cent of the rate 

will be realised. There are whole districts 

in which one penny has not yet been obtained. 
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To prosecute the parties would only be 

throwing good =may after bad, as it would 

at once, sink them into pauperism and make 

them rate-receivers'. 

This argument was always brought up during periods of high relief 

expenditure. In 1840 the Board's Chairman warned that many ratepayers 

were not much better placed than those receiving relief. In 1843 

another Guardian felt 'bound to state that great numbers of the poorer 

ratepayers were worse off than some who were paupers', and in 1847 Joshua 

Brigg warned that if Bradford township laid a fresh rate, 'tradespeople 

as well as the poor would feel it to be a great hardship'. 28 

The concern expressed on behalf of the small ratepayers cannot be 

dismissed as the self-interested pleading of the tight-fisted. It 

stemmed from the genuine problem of financing relief expenditure out of 

rates levied on a large number of small ratepayers. During trade 

depressions, and particularly during the exceptional crisis of 1847-8, 

there was considerable truth in the claim that the rata burden could 

not be increased without pauperising the ratepayers. The rating system 

made economy inevitable. 

One possible expedientq advocated by some29 but never seriously 

pursued, was to levy rates appropriate to the needs of the destitute, 

without regard to the ratepayers' ability to pay, and than to excuse 

the poorer ratepayers from payment on a massive scale. The burden of 

poor relief would thus be transferred from the smaller to the larger 

ratepayers. Another possible solution was to charge the poor rates on 

property of a low rateable value onto the landlord, who could recoup 

the cost from the occupier by means of a higher rent. In 1847, the 

Bradford Board of Guardians adopted a petition in favour of this system, 

and the Small Tenements Rating Act of 1850 (13 + 14 Vic. c. 99) later 

made it a reality. 
30 In the meantime, the Board of Guardians was reduced 

to the unproductive expedient of bringing defaulting ratepayers before 
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the Magistrates. 

Large numbers of ratepayers were summoned for non-payment, but 

the exercise was of dubious value. In 1842 summonses in Pudsey were 

said to average 300 a year and in Bradford, during the year 1846-7 an 

estimated 2,000 ratepayers were charged with non-payment. Cambers 

figured prominently among their number. and the Magistrates frequently 

enforced only the current rate or excused payment altogether. Even 

if the rate vas uphald, the task of collecting rate arrears was 

notoriously difficult. In Pwlsey, rates on cottage property typically 

want unpaid during trade depressions and the arrears were carried 

forward from one year to the next. Some cottagers owed five or six 

yeearc rates, and the practice became so voll established that the 

occupiers came to regard exemption almost as a right. 
31 

Tha uncertain outcome of legal action had to be weighed against 

tt, s certainty of legal costs. During the year 1841-2 Bradford township 

issued 948 summonses at a cost of almost E70 and Pudsey issued 381 at 

a cost of f23-G-0. In 1843 the 'Board of Guardians appealed to the 

County Magistrates for a reduction in the scale of fees charged for 

poor rate summonses, but without success. 
32 

In addition to rate leakages caused by defaulting ratepayers, there 

were further losses caused by empty property. In 1841 one tenth of the 

houses in the Bradford Union were uninhabited, and the following year 

it was stated that more than half of Clayton's rate leakage of i8S In 

a rate totalling 1470 was caused by empty property. As this statistic 

indicates, rate leakages could significantly impair a township's poor 

rata income. In 1846 a Bradford township Vestry meeting allowed rate 

leakages of £539 and a year later, in calculating the income from a new 

rate, the Bradford Observer alloved for leakages of 202. During the 

same year, one township was reported to have lost £100 of its £700 rate 

as a direct result of the poverty of its ratepayers. late leaksges on 

this scale were testimony to the shaky financial foundations on which 
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the New Poor Law operated. 
33 

Particularly during trade depressions, the Assistant Overseers 

were badly in need of the support of the Annual Overseers, but this 

was rarely forthcoming. In 1843 Pudsey's Assistant overseer cospiained 

that, during a period of illness, the township Overseers had collected 

only £7, and his successor alleged that when be was bedridden for 

nearly three months, 'although calls regularly became due, the Overseers 

never collected a penny'. Pudsey's Overseers were not unique. In 1839 

John Butler told the Poor Law Commission thatt 

'there is eight Overseers and five Churchwardens 

in my district who never did anything belonging 

to the said townships but signed rates etc. I 

engaged to assist the Overseer in the town's 

business, but they do nothing'. 

Sutler might have felt even more aggrieved if the Overseers had been more 

active, for in 1848, in one of the townships in Butler's district, the 

Annual Overseers refused to hand the books over to the new Assistant Overseer 

and for the next twenty years carried out the Assistant Overseer's duties 

themselves. 34 

The Annual Overseers' decision was the indirect result of the division 

of authority in financial affairs which bedevilled the New Poor Law. The 

township Overseers retained a considerable measure of authority, but with 

authority vent responsibility, and when Hunsvorth's shared Assistant 

Overseer, John Austvick, misapplied the rate, the township Overseers had 

to find t70 out of their ova pockets. It was this circumstance which 

prompted the Overseers to inform the Poor Law Board that they were: 

'of an opinion that by collecting the rate 

ourselves, will be safer, and the payment of 

calls will be more strictley (sic) attended 

to and the business better managede but 

slow (sic) me to ask at can be the meaning 
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of you appointing an Assistant to make out 

rates and collect them and at the same time 

the Annual Oversoers being liable to make 

good all monays missapplied (sic) by him, 

here is a great error. The Board of persons 

appointing all such Assistant Overseers ought 

to make themselves liable, and not the Annual 

Overseers who had (sic) not a voice in the 

appointment of such officer, and as (sic) to 

spend there (sic) time for nothing'. 
35 

The Board of Guardians could appoint the Assistant Overseer, but could 

not always dictate his actions; the Annual Overseers could influence 

his actions and effectiveness, but could not select the officer or 

determine the boundaries of his district. The Assistant Overseer 

himself was bound to obey the orders of the Board, yet vu dependent on 

the cooperation of the township Overseers. He was sandwiched between 

the Union's demand for funds, and the township's desire to keep the 

rates to a minimum and its autonomy to a maximum, His own allegiance 

was in doubt, particularly during the early years, when a majority of 

the Assistant Overseers wer. representatives of paid officialdom under 

the Old Poor Law. 

This inbuilt structural tension between the Union and individual 

townships was intensified by the system of apportioning contributions 

to the Common Fund of the Union, and making 'calls' on each township, 

by reference to past relief expenditure. Averages of past annual relief 

expenditure were used for this purpose, and vers revised at three yearly 

intervals, (in 1841,1844 and 1847). Unfortunately, sudden and dramatic 

changes in the pattern of relief expenditure could render the 'av erages'- 

obsolete and inequitable long before they were due for revision. In 

applying for the 'averages' to be retaken, in 1847, the Union Clerk referred 
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to 'the great inequalities in the present ones, owing to pauperism 

having increased in some townships at a such greater ratio than in 

others'. If one township or group of townships experienced an 

abnormally large increase in relief expenditure, the Board of Guardians' 

only means of obtaining the necessary additional finance was to issue 

a 'call' on all the townships in the Union based on what were now 

obsolete averages. Townships nay have paid enough to cover their own 

relief expenditure and yet be required to sake a further contribution. 

This was precisely the situation in 1847-8, when the Borough's relief 

requirements increased at a disproportionately rapid rate. In July 1848, 

the Clerk wrote to the Poor Law Board explaining, 'that the expenditure 

of the Borough of Bradford so far exceeds the average that the calls 

"ade upon the other townships are oppressive and cannot be collected' . 
36 

Their collection was, not facilitated by the Overseers' conviction 

that the calls were unjust and should not be enforced. In November 1847, 

when several Assistant Overseers were brought before the magistrates for 

failing to pay the last callo the officers argued that their townships 

had a balance in their favour and should not, therefore, be required 

to make any further contributions. 
37 The townships concerned had 

already handed over more to the Union Treasurer than would be needed to 

cover their quarterly' relief bills. However, until the quarterly accounts 

were settled, this balance could not be formally established. Neverthelessp 

townships in this position expected the Board of Cuardians to treat then 

sympathetically. 

The Assistant Overseers explained their position in a series of 

letters written early in 1848. Samuel Crabtree, in charge of the townships 

of Allerton, Heaton, Shipley and Wilsden,, stated that the latest call, 

issued at the end of January, had been stet 

'under a pledge that the townships in the Union 

that were a great deal over paid at the end of 

the quarter ending the 25th day of December 1847 
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should not be pressed upon to pay that call, 

until the quarterly accounts and balance 

calls had been gnade out ... and the townships 

standing in arrear bad paid those balance 

calls, as those over paid townships bad been 

paying a great deal more than their proportion'. 

Crabtree enclosed a statement for the quarter ended 25th December 1847 

which showed that Allerton, Heaton and Shipley had a balance in their 

favour at the and of that quarter larger than their actual quarterly 

expenditure. In Wiladen the balance almost equalled the township's 

quarterly relief bill. Similarly Idle's Overseers pointed out that, 

for the same quarter: 

'there was a balance due to the township of Idle 

t298-18-7, since then ve have paid to the Treasurer 

£288-15-0. The last quarter's expenditure for the 

township amounts to £386-1-0, therefore there is 

still more money due and paid than will pay the 

current quarter by upwards of 1200,. 3& 

Having paid more than their ova townships required, the Overseers 

felt that they could not reasonably be ac cused of negligence if they 

failed to provide more. Indeed, the ratepayers may sometimes have 

taken steps to ensure that no more could be collected. Early in 1848, 

Hunsvorth's Guardian, who was an ardent advocate of the out-townships' 

rights, persuaded a township meeting that no now rate was needed, despite 

the fact that the present one vas exhausted. 
39 

The out-tovathips very extreaely reluctant to provide even a 

temporary subsidy for the Borough townsbipa, for they felt that the 

increasing contributions which they were forced to wake towards the 

Common Fund of the Union already represented an excessive and unjust fors 

of subsidy. 
40 Their dissatisfaction had serious repercussions on policy 
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formation and exacerbated the Union's financial difficulties. 

The net result of the Union's rate collection problems was 

that townships became chronically in arrears with the payment of 

their calls, and the Union financially unstable. The Bradford Board 

of Guardians' Minute Books are littered with threats and exhortations 

directed at Overseers in arrears with the payment of their contributions. 

With monotonous regularity, the Guardians resolved that if the Overseers' 

arrears war* not liquidated by a given date, they would be brought 

before the Board, reported to the Poor Law Commissioners or to the 

press, summoned before the Magistrates, be deprived of their salaries, 

or suspended or dismissed. These threats were sometimes carried out, 

but it was more usual for the Guardians to postpone the deadline for 

payment. 
41 

The Board's want of firmness reflected its recognition of the Assistant 

Overseers' genuine difficulties and its appreciation of the fact that firm 

action would not necessarily solve the problem. To report an Overseer 

to the Commissioner@ was to invite their unwanted interference, and 

if the Overseers were summoned before a special session of the Magistrates 

the arrears might be cleared before the case was beard and the expenses 

lost. The Annual Overseers had a clear legal responsibility 'for the 

provision and supply of monies necessary for the relief of the poor', 

a responsibility which was unaffected by the appointment of an Assistant 

Overseer or Collector. 42 This gave the Board of Guardians a lever against 

obstructive Overseers, but it was of limited practical value. The Bradford 

Board was never quite clear about the Annual Overseers' liability, 

particularly if the 'calls' had only been served on the Assistant Overseers. 

The Board did sometimes resort to legal action, but with no great 

enthusiasm. 
43 The ultimate weapon of dismissal was even less productive, 

for the new appointee was often faced with the almost impossible task of 

clearing up the moss left by his predecessor; a mess which was, perhaps, 
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partly the responsibility of the Annual Overseers who were still 

in office. 

The Bradford Board could not rely on an adequate flow of funds, 

and during periods of high relief expenditure, the Union could barely 

manage. In June 1842, the Union Treasurer informed the Poor Law 

Commission that the Board of Guardians' account stood at only £3-17-2, 

and that be had been obliged to refuse payment of a Relieving Officer's 

cheque. Three months later, he wrote again, stating that: 

'much complaint has been made to TO, by the 

Relieving Officers, on the ground of the 

difficulty they experience in obtaining 

money for the necessary relief of the poor. 

In my opinion, the Union will soon be in a 

state of confusion, unless means be adopted 

to provide more effectually for the 

pecuniary wants of the Union'. 

At this time, the Guardians' account was overdrawn and since his previous 

letter, the Treasurer had frequently refused to accept their cheques. 

In March 1844 the Treasurer was again refusing to cash the 

Relieving Officers' cheques and two years later the union was again 

overdrawn. Early in 1848 it was reported that the Union's funds were 

exhausted, that a bill from the lunatic asylum could not be net and that 

Manningham'a poor had recently gone unpaid. During the Suer of 1848 

the Union was regularly overdrawn. 
44 

This was no basis on which to found expansive policies or new 

Workhouses, and the Guardians' constant concern at the level of expenditure 

was, in part, the inevitable consequence of the Onion's unsatisfactory 

financial base. The Bradford Union brought a large number of small units 

together without enabling their financial resources to be tapped more 

effectively or equitably. The creation of a Union Fund offered the 
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possibility of a radical transformation of the system of financing 

poor relief, but its potential was initially unrealised, and it 

created several new problems. In particular, it encouraged conflict 

between the ccatral and out-townships which was to have serious 

repercussions on relief policy and to lead, eventually, to the Union's 

division. 



CHAPTER 5. THE RELIEF OF THE POOR 

'Rowever the Bradford Guardians might be 

chargeable with disputing among themselves,, 

as far as liberality and the proper relief 

of the poor was concerned, the Board was one 

of the best in England'. 

Joshua Brigg, Guardian. Bradford Observer, 

9 January 1845. 

i) The Able-Bodied Debate 

One of the more damaging features of the 1834 Poor Law Report aas 

its excessive preoccupation with 616-bodied pauperiss. and consequent 

neglect of the problems of other, numerically more important groups of 

paupers. Early in their Report, the Commissioners stated that, 'the 

great source of abuse [was] the outdoor relief afforded to the able- 

bodied on their own account, or on that of their families'. The 

irregular administration of relief, as well as the poor's own indolence 

and improvidence, positively encouraged the able-bodied to resort to 

the parish, and the Commissioners painted a frightening picture of 

outdoor relief extending to the point where it 'may ultimately absorb 

the whole fund out of which it arises'. 
1 

The remedy was to force the able-bodied paupers back onto the labour 

market, where all but a small minority could find employment. To achieve 

this, a system of relief must be adopted which incorporated the essential 

principle that the pauper's situation should 'not be made really or 

apparently so eligible as the situation of the independent labourer of 

the lowest class'. This crucial principle of lass-eligibility was to 
be applied by means of a deterrent Workhouse test, and the Commissioners 

recommended that, 'all relief whatever ko able-bodied persons or to their 

families, otherwise than in well regulated Workhouses ... shall be 

declared unlawful'. 
2 If this procedure was adopted, the temptation to 
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rely on parish relief would disappear and there would be a steady 

decline in the number of able-bodied paupers. 

The Commissioners' tidy analysis was irrelevant to the experience 

of industrial centres. The massive temporary unemployment encountered 

in textile manufacturing districts was not caused by an epidemic of 

generosity, indolence or improvidence, but by fluctuations in the 

trade cycles and the bandvorkers' chronic poverty was the inevitable 

consequence of mschanisation and of a lack of alternative employment 

opportunities. Mon applied for relief, not because the system encouraged 

them to become habitual paupers,, but because cyclical and structural 

unemployment deprived them of their livelihood. 

It was the trade cycle which determined the level of relief 

expenditure in the Bradford Union. Graph 1 indicates a steady rise in 

relief expenditure during the Union's early years, amounting to a 

doubling of expenditure between 1838 and the acute depression year of 

1842-3. Economic recovery in the mid-1840s brought a modest fall in 

relief expenditure but this was followed by a dramatic and critical 

increase to a peak of almost ! 40,000 in 1847-8. Sheffield and Leads 

suffered similar fluctuations in relief expenditure during the 1840x, 

and these were characteristic of urban Unions. 3 

Rapid fluctuations in relief expenditure reflected equally dramatic 

changes in the number of applicants for relief. During the week ended 

20th Ysbruary 1846 a total of 6,002 paupers received relief.,. During 

the corresponding week in 1848,14,427 paupers vets recorded, equivalent 

to roughly one in eleven of the Union's population. During the course 

of a single fortnight in Noveabar 1847 the nusberýrelieved rose by 2,600 
4 frog 9,619 to 12,237. The Bradford Board of Guardians aas faced with 

the awesome task of coping with those rapidly fluctuating demands on the 

Union's financial and administrative resources. It had to pursue a relief 

policy flexible enough to accommodate the problems of cyclical and 

structural unemployment; problems which the 'principles of 1834' were 
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not designed to solve. 

It was unrealistic to expect Boards of Guardians to build sas've 

new Workhouses capable of accommodating all the able-bodied poor who 

applied for relief during trade depressions, and the West Riding's 

first Assistant Poor Law Co nissioner, Alfred Power, acknowledged that 

there would be insufficient Workhouse accommodation to cater for all 

able-bodied applicants. Power was iRpressed by the working classes' 

'superior spirit of independence', and be advised the Poor Law 

Commission not to issue an order prohibiting outdoor relief in his 

district. 

'Under the ordinary circumstances of trade I 

think the issuing of the p apossd rule 

unnecessary to ensure the suppression of 

able-bodied pauperim, ... chile on the 

occurrence of a sudden failure of employment 

it might be inexpedient to have such a general 

rule in operation'. 

This did not man that Power wished to abandon the Workhouse test. On 

the contrary, he felt that the threat of imposition was greatest during 

trade depressions, oben there was therefore a special need for a wail 

regulated Workhouse. This would have to be used selectively, in doubtful 

cases and in those involving single men and men with only small families. 

For the timst being, Power recoaranded that the Boards of Guardians be 

allowed full discr>tion in administering relief, though he seems to have 

taken it for granted that the Guardians would choose to apply either a 

Workhouse or an outdoor labour test. 
5 

The activities of the Anti-Poor Law Movement left the Poor Law 

Ca®rissioners with no alternative but to follow Alfred Power's advice. 

In coron with other Onions in Tower's district, the Bradford Board of 

Guardians took over the administration of relief, armed with: 
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'the entire and absolute authority of 

deciding whether any person should receive 

outdoor relief, or should be relieved by 

admission to any of the Poorhouses or 

Workhouses of the Union'06 

The Commissioners would find that this concession was not easily 

revoked, and in the short term there was no prospect of enforcing a 

Workhouse test of the kind envisaged in the 1834 Report, or of providing 

sufficient Workhouse accoamodation to make such a test physically 

practicable. The Poor Law Coasissioners needed tics consent of a 

majority of the Board of Guardians before they could order the erection 

of a new Workhouse. Acting alone, they could only force a Union to 

spend up to LSO or one tenth of its average annual poor rate, whichever 

was the lover, on alterations to existing buildings.? It was not worth 

provoking a confrontation with the Bradford Board merely in order to 

modify buildings which successive Assistant Co sissioners regarded as 

being past redemption. Without the Guardians' cooperation, the Central 

Authority was unable to exercise effective control over the provision of 

Workhouse accommodation. Not until after the Union's division in 1848 

was this cooperation forthcoming. 

The cost of building a new Workhouse, the higher relative cost of 

indoor compared to outdoor reliefs and the fear that a new Union Workhouse 

would be followed by the Central Authority's enforcement of the Workhouse 

test, ware all powerful arguments against a new Workhouse. Like other 

northern Unions, such as Blackburn. Rochdale and Todaordsn, 8 
the Bradford 

Board of Guardians was active in closing, but not in opening Workhouses. 

Having inherited seven township Poorhouses with a total capacity of 

400 inmates, the Bradford Board promptly closed the North Bierley, Clayton 

and Bowling establishments and declared that the remaining accommodation 

was 'amply sufficient for the purposes of the Union'. 9 The subject of a 

Union Workhouse was raised in 1839 and again in 1840, but quickly dismissed. 
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In the latter year it was decided to abandon the Poorhouses at Pudsey 

and Calverley and to retain just two Workhouses, at Bradford and Idle, 

with a combined capacity of 180. This was nowhere near the figure of 

1,300 suggested as a minimum by Power's successor Charles Hott, but 

for the time being the Poor Law Commissioners could only hope that the 

example sat by a handful of 'model' Unions, such as Charlton and Stockport, 

would induce recalcitrant Boards to reconsider their position. 

In 1839 Charles )flott reported on the inadequacy of Bradford's 

Workhouse accomaoodation and admitted that the district was 'by no means 

in a situation to receive any order from the Commissioners upon the 

subject at present'. However, Halifax had recently agreed to build a now 

Workhouse and Hott was confident that its example would soon be followed 

by other Unions. 10 Mott's optimism was misplaced, for during the 1840s 

not a single new Workhouse was built in the West Riding. 11 For several 

years there was no Workhouse debate in the Bradford Union, for the subject 

was not serious politics. Not until late in 1845 did the subject resurface 

as a major issue, and by then the debate no longer centred on the question 

of the Workhouse test. 
12 In the meantime, the Union's Workhouse 

accommodation barely kept pace with the Union's increasing population. 

Table 1. Workhouse Aceme-odation in the Bradford Union, 1837 to 1848 

Date Number of Workhouses Maximum Accommodation As 2 of Population 

1837 7 400 0.35 

1841 2 180 0.14 

1848 2 250 0.15 

Acknowledging defeat on the Workhouse question, and unwilling to 

engage in an early confrontation with the Bradford Board, the hard pressed 
Poor Law Commission left the Cuardians to administer relief virtually as 

they saw fit. Successive Assistant Coanissioners expressed dissatisfaction 

with the state of the Union, but it was not until 1842 that the Central 

Authority intervened decisively in the Union's affairs. 

In the meantime, the Bradford Board operated a system heavily biased 
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towards outdoor relief. In October 1838,3,403 out of a total of 36606 

paupers (94.4%) were in receipt of outdoor relief. An equally high 

proportion of able-bodied applicants were relieved out of doors. During 

the quarter ended Lady Day 1842,3,012 out of a total of 3,078 adult 

able-bodied paupers (97.92) received outdoor relief. Able-bodied 

applicants were sent to the Workhouse only if they were adjudged to be 

undeserving cases. For instance, in 1838 the Board of Guardians resolved 

that, if Sarah Sonden 'be not content with her present allowance', she 

was to be admitted to Pudsey Workhouse, and in 1839 the Board ordered 

that sanjamin costing, a 'determined idler', be set to work in the 

Workhouse. 13 For the vast majority of able-bodied applicants poor 

relief meant a cash dole of roughly 1/6d per head for each family. This 

was intended as a supplement to other earned or unearned income and was 

determined on an individual basis by the Board of Guardians, or by the 

Relieving Officers or township cossaittses. 
14 Not until 1847 was reference 

made to a fixed scale of relief. 
l5 

In 1838, Alfred Power expressed the belief that the Bradford Board,, ýý 

was administering soma outdoor relief in provisionsv but in 1841 Edward 

Senior reported that all out-relief was given in money, and the following 

year Charles Mott repeated Senior's claim. While there was no systematic*, 

payment of relief in kind, individual paupers did sometimes receive 

non-cash relief. In 1842, two of the Union's Relieving Officers stated 

that they gave tickets for food, clothing sad bedding, and the Board of 

Guardians' Minute Books contain earlier references to similar forms of 

relief, including mention of a bread allowance. 
16 

She Assistant Commissioners disapproved of the Bradford Board's 

alleged reliance on cash relief, but they would probably haw been equally 

disapproving, of the truck system with which relief in kind was sometimes 

associated. Early in 1842 a resident of Shipley cotnplaiaad that: 

'instead of paying the poor in cash ... the 

Rsli*ving Officers gave to the Guardian for 
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Shipley a list of names, vitb the amount each 

vas to have, and they must take flour, weal or 

potatoes (be being a farmer), whether they want 

them or not, he having be says orders not to 

pay these in =may'. 

In the township of Idle the Righvays Surveyor, who was a shopkeeper, was 

reported to set paupers to work on the roads and 'iv* thou tickets to 

obtain foods at his shop. The Surveyor vas allegedly indifferent to 

whether the paupers earned their relief or not, 'he received the value 

of the ticket, and that was enougb'. 
17 

Under the Old Poor Law, paupers' rents had sovietises been paid by 

the relief authorities, and this practice persisted under the New Poor 

Law. Early in 1838 the Union Clark reported that in several townships 

it had been 'the custom of the overseers to take small cottages, place 

poor persons in them and pay the rents'. Bradford township paid 

t42-7-8 for rents due in May 1838, but during the sear month the Union 

Clerk assured the Poor Law Commissioners that in future 'no rents will 

be paid by [the] townships or the Guardians'. Yet, in September 1838, 

the Bradford Board authorised Iradford township's Assistant Overseer 

to pay the rents of four paupers, all woman, and Pudsey's Overseer had 

previously been instructed to 'pay the rent of widow Shaw of Calverley'. 

In 1842, one Relieving Officer stated that, in Allerton, he often paid 

out more in rents than in relief, and another officer admitted that he 

sometimes paid relief direct to the landlord. According to Charles Mott, 

the Assistant Overseers acknowledged 'that several ratepayers in their 

respective districts withheld their rates because they had a set off 

against the guardians for rents of cottages occupied by paupers'. When 

Mott pressed for rent payments to be disallowed, the Union Auditor explained 

that these payments were recorded as relief expenditure and were concealed 

from the scrutiny both of the Auditor and of historians. is 

Mott's allsaations on rent payents seem to have been justified. but 
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the Assistant Coamissionar was less accurate in his assertion that 

there was 'no employamnt of any kind for the numerous applicants for 

relief % Thera was no centrally organised deterrent labour test, but 

able-bodied paupers were set to pork on the roads by the township 

authorities. In 1840 the Union Clark was ordered toi 

'write to the Surveyors of the tovuships within 

the Union requesting their cooperation in 

finding employment for the unemployed poor, 

by employing the paupers belonging their 

respective townships,, and giving them the 

sane amount of vages that they give to 

other workmen'. 

The-payment of wages in this way would bava horrified the Coasissioners, 

but it is unlikely that it ever reached their ears. Two years later 

the poor of Calverley and Idle were working on the roads and cutting 

drains for the Surveyors and Overseers and a labour test was reported 

to be 'in full operation at Horton, where they employed the paupers to 

break stones'g and consequently had '300 tout of broken metal which 

they could not sell'. 
19 

These arrangements emphasised the township orientation of relief 

aftinietration, but in May 1842 Joshua Pollard called for the introduction 

of a Union labour test. 
20 The advocacy of a labour test was not, in itself, 

surprising, for critics of the New Poor Lax, including Pollard, were 

often in favour of setting the unemployed to aork. 
21 it was surprising, " 

however, to find Pollard advocating a Union based test. Pollard's action 

coincided with the Central Authority's introduction of the Outdoor Labour 

Test Order into northern industrial Unions, and was motivated by the fear. 

that if the Bradford Board failed to take action of its own accord, the'-' 

1'oor Law Commnissionsrs would intervene and possibly force the construction 

of a Union Workhouse. 'They would soon want either a labour test or a 

Workhouse test', said Pollard, 'that it should be a Workhouse test, Cod 

-' forbid'. 22 
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Pollard's motion was rejected, but it was not the labour test 
, 

itself which came under attack. The real basis for opposition was 

evident from Samuel Cowling's amendment, which stated, 'that each 

township should be left to its own judgement respecting a labour test 

and finding employment for the poor'. Five years after the Union's 

formation, Cowling was 'firmly of opinion that to consolidate the 

Union would be inconsiderate and mischievous's and that, with regard 

to the unemployed poor, 'each township ought to manage its own affairs', 

The labour test was rejected because the townships would lose their 

powers of discretion. 23 

If the Bradford Board was not prepared to adopt a test advocated 

by one of its most respected ex-officio asubers, it was unlikely to 

welcome a test imposed by the Poor Law, Commission. The Central 

Authority was well aware of the Bradford Board's hostility, but within 

a few months of Pollard's unsuccessful notion a report from Charles Mott 

impelled the Poor Law Commission to intervene. 

In August 1842 Hott reported that the Bradford Won was 'in a 

most discreditable and unsatisfactory state', having like most northern 

Unions, 'been left without proper orders or instructions'. Hott was 

then ordered to undertake a more detailed investigation of the state of 

relief administration in Bradford. Bis report stated that he: 

'vas prepared to find the existence of a state 

of management generally discreditable to the 

Guardians# and the result of my visit has 

fully confirmed the expectations I had 

formed'. 

The Workhouse accommodation was totally inadequate, 'and fron the absence 

of any test the paupers [were] relieved in accordance with the worst 

features of the old system of Poor Law asnageaent'. Rents were paid 

'to an extent that would scarcely be credited'; 'the whole system' was 

'wrong from beginning to and and the whole arrangements [required] to be 

- 



remodelled'. 'It is impossible', Mott wrote: 

'to justify for one moment the existence of 

such a state of things. a state so rainous that 

as should have thought the most inexperienced 

an in Poor Law matters must have seen the 

danger to which such a systan of relief 
24 

would inevitably lead'. 
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Following Mott's report, the Poor Law Coaaissioners told the Board. 

of Guardians that* while it was: 

by no means their wish to interfere ... more 

than their public duty requires, or to insist 

on any measures which may be premature or 

injudicious as to time. The evils ... at 

present existing in the Bradford Union will 

require, as the Guardians themselves must see, 

to be dealt with effectually and without 

delay'. 

Urged on by Mott, the Bradford Board set up a committee to investigate 

the management and expenditure of the Union, and by the beginning of 

1843 Mott's successor, Charles Clerants, was sufficiently encouraged to 

recommend the issuing of the Outdoor Labour Test Order. 'It is not 

without apprehension', wrote Clements: 

'that I recommend the issue of the Outdoor Labour 

Test Order to a Union not possessed of adequate 

Workhouse accos*odatiou, but in the present state 

of things in the Bradford Union, I think it is 

25 the only course left to be pursued', 

On the 23rd January 1843 the Order was accordingly issued. Until the 

Union's division in 1848 the able-bodied debate revolved around the 

application of this Order. 

Hore far reaching than its title would suggest, the outdoor Labour 
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Test Order aas openly regarded by the Poor Lav Coassission as an 

inferior substitute for an efficient Workhouse test. 
26 It acknowledged 

the Commissioners' inability to prevent the continuance of outdoor 

relief to able-bodied paupers and sought instead to regulate the 

conditions under which outdoor relief could be provided. Article, l 

required that when outdoor relief was given to able-bodied seen the 

recipients should be set to work on a prescribed labour test, that 

no relief should be given in aid of earnings, and that half of any 

relief afforded should be given in kind. Article 11 stated that these 

restrictions did not apply if the applicant fell into one of several 

categories, notably if be was awarded relief 'on account of sudden 

or urgent necessity', or 'on account of any sickness, accident, or 

bodily or mental infirßºity affecting such pauper or any of his family'. 

This represented a considerable loophole, and it was enlarged by 

Article 14, which stipulated thats 

'if the Guardians of the Union shall depart 

in any particular instance from any of the 

regulations herein before contained and 

shall, within fifteen days after such 

departure,, report the same and the grounds 

thereof to the Poor Law Comissioners, and 

if the Poor Law Co atissioners shall approve 

of such departure, then the relief granted 

in such particular instance shall, if otherwise 

lawful, not be deemed to be unlawful, or be 

subject to be disallowed'. 

There vors, therefore, two types of loophole. The one automatic, provided 

by Article 11, and the other dependent upon the attitude of the poor Law 

Commissionsrs. 27 

There was one important exception to these escape clauses, Article 13 

made it illegal for the Guardians, their officers or the Overseers to pay 
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the rent of any pauper, able-bodied or otharvise, and this restriction 

was not subject to the exceptions laid down in Article 11. Evasion 

was only legally permissible with the collaboration of the Poor Lav 

Commissioners, under Article 14, and this may have raised the temperature 

of the debate on rent payments. 

The lines of this debate had been drawn several months earlier, 

when Charles Mott told the Eoard'of Guardians that: 

'the system of paying rents was only one by 

which the rates were made into a security 

for the rents of landlords and offered as it 

were a premium to paupers to run into debt, 

as they were certain of having their rents 

paid'. 

Rent payment offended against the principle of less eligibility, and Mott 

considered that the payment of rents was already illegal, for the Guardians 

could only provide for the paupers' immediate necessities. In reply, 

Samuel Cowling acknowledged that: 

'tha payment of rents abstractedly was an 

evil, but it was part of a system, and in 

his judgement the judicious payment of rent 

was part of the best parish managsaent'. 

Cowling argued that the Guardians should be allowed to pay the rents of 

industrious and frugal applicants, for it was senseless to allow paupers 

to be evicted and forced into the Workhouse when the Guardians were in 

a position to keep the home and family intact and at the same time save 

the ratepayers' money. The Guardians opposed the Commissioners' dogmatism 

with their own committed pragmatism. 
28 

After the introduction of the Outdoor Labour Test Order, the Bradford 

Board submitted a petition detailing their objections to the ban on rent 

payments. The ban allegedly caused the Guardians: 
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'great difficulty in the impartial and equitable 

administration of the relief to the poor within 

their Union and also causes a large number of 

paupers to be distressed in a fourfold manner, 

viz 

let By the seizure of their furniture for rent. 

2nd By the breaking up of their little homes. 

3rd In many instances by throwing them out of 

employment and 

4th By destroying their moral independence'. 

Many of those affected were handnorkers who worked at home. If their 

tools were distrained for rent arrears they would be unable to resume 

employment. The Board of Guardians should be allowed full discretion 

in dealing with in! ustrious applicants unable to make adequate provision 

for their rent. 29 

The'Guardians cited the cue of Abraham Hains orth, a mason with a 

wife'and five children, as an example of the kind of case where the 

exercise of discretionary authority was necessary. Hainsworth had 

become unemployed, had his furniture seized in payment of 26/- rent 

arrears, and the family had been obliged to enter the Workhouse. Be 

was now back at work and needed honey to buy some more furniture to set 

up home again. As one Guardian put it, 'The family had cost five guineas 

in the Workhouse, and furniture for a house could not be less than 13 

more, so much for economy'. A few shillings spent paying off rent 

arrears could save the Union pounds later on. 
30 

In reply, the Poor Law Commissioners reaffirmed their comitment 

to the principle of less eligibility and to the 1834 Poor Law Report's 
31 argument that it was fatal to legislate for extreme cases. To pay 

paupers' rents was 'not only illegal but also highly injurious'. In 

the case of a man about to be evicted, it wast 
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'evident that if the board of Guardians were to 

come forward to pay the rent on occasions of this 

sort that the effect would inevitably be to 

multiply such proceedings on the part of the 

landlords. The payment of rents for paupers 

would also operate injuriously on the independent 

labourer, since under such a system the pauper 

tenant would be preferred on account of the 

security the landlord would have of getting his 

rent from the parish. And while such payments 

would coanly be made for the idle and 

improvident they would hold out an inducement 

to every labourer to throw himself an the 

parish'. 

In cases of eviction the proper course was to receive the whole family 

into the Workhouse. If the Workhouse was full the only acceptable 

alternative was to allow sufficient relief for the family to obtain 

lodgings. 32 

The Commissioners were confirmed in their dogmatic inflexibility 

by the knowledge that local opinion was divided. A majority of the 

, 
Union officers interviewed by the 1842 committee, set up to investigate 

the Union's management and expenditure, favoured the abolition of rent 

payments in principle, though most thought that these payments should not 

be banned immediately or absolutely. The committee's report acknowledged 

,, that there was a division of opinion on the subject, but recommended that 

'a reliance upon the poor rate as a resource or provision for the payment 

of rents should be discouraged as much as possible'. 
33 

Before the Poor Law Commissioners drafted their reply to the Board 

of Guardians' petition in favour of rent payments, they received a counter- 

petition signed by six Guardians, including the ladical, Peter Driver. 

These Guardians argued that rent payments were: 
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'injurious to the poor themselves, and an 

unnecessary burden to the ratepayers; that 

the principle of the payments of rents for 

paupers has been carried out to a considerable 

extent, and that an imsense sum has been 

directly or indirectly expended yearly for 

that purpose, such payments being generally 

made for the idle and dissolute, is an 

encouragement for then to persevere in their 

indolent habits; at the tam time an example 

is set, and it becomes a temptation for others 

to follow in their stspi, thus the evil is 

multiplied and in like proportion becomes 

burdensome and oppressive to the ratepayers ... 

and if carried out more extensively than at 

present is calculated to pauperise the whole 

Won % 34 

The weakening effect of divisions within the Board Room was reinforced 

by unexpected opposition from the ratepayers. Following the Commissioners' 

unsympathetic response, the Board of Guardians decided to turn to the 

townships for support. In July 1843 the Board called on each township 

to hold a meeting, with a view to adopting resolutions 'to put down the 

alarming expense consequent upon a want of proper discretionary power 

of the Guardians to award such relief as the respective cases require' . 
35 

The Guardians were clearly thinking of the issue of rent payments, and 

most of the township meetings assumed that this was the case. Their 

response was almost uniformly unfavourable. 

The township of Bowling resolved that rent payments were: 

'wrong is principle and dangerous in practice, 

and calculated ... to reduce the independent 

labourer to a state of pauperism, by causing 
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him to depand upon the parish funds rather than 

his own industry and economy'. 

Heaton r. solvsds 

'that the Board of Guardians be required not to 

give relief in the shape of rent, feeling convinced 

that it is a practice which greatly oppresses the 

honest and industrious inhabitant and encourages 

the idle, careless and indolent', 

while Wilsdsu viewed 'the payment of paupers rents as injurious in its 

effects upon the paupers themselves, and oppressive to the ratepayers'. 

Tong' s ratepayers considered it 'most inexpedient to pay any sum as 

rent, thinking it a dangerous prccedent and tending directly to encourage 

improvidence', though the meeting favoured allowing the Guardians to 

give additional relief to prevent homes being broken up. 

Significantly, other townships favoured rent payments only if 

the tonnship authorities were empowered to administer them. Calverley's 

ratepayers recognisadi 

'the utility of paying rents in certain cases of 

urgent necessity, but at the same time [were] 

of opinion that the privilege of paying them 

ought to be left to the discretion of the 

ratepayers in Vestry assembled'. 

Shipley recommended that the Board petition for: 

'a discretionary power to Guardians. Overseers, 

and Churchwardens, chosen by each township, to 

give such relief as they may think proper with 

regard to payments of rents of paupers', 

and is Pudsey the township officers declined to call a meeting, but 

., suggested that the power to pay rents might be 'safely vested in the 

Churchwardens and Overseers for the township, who could closely investigate 

such cases upon the premises', 
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tost townships felt that the Board of Guardians' powers vere 

already more than adequate. Idle's ratepayers maintained 'that the 

power of the Guardians ought to be curtailed rather than increased 

until such times as they know better how to use the ratepayers' 

money'; Allerton resolved 'that the Board have already sufficient 

power to grant as such relief as the ratepayers of our township are 

qualified to pay', and Dowling's ratepayers agreed 'that the Guardians 

possess sufficient power so far as regards relief to the poor', adding 

that they hoped to see a return to the system practised under the Old 

Poor Law. 36 

The township meetings provided eye-opening evidence of the 

different manifestations of anti-centralisation sentiment at the Union 

and township level. The Bradford board of Guardians hoped to recruit 

the support of individual townships against the Central authority, but 

vas out-decentralised by groups of ratepayers whose first loyalty was 

to the township and whose parochialism impelled them to demand greater 

power for the townships and less for the Union. In despair, the 

Bradford Board resolveds 

'that in future the orders and rules of the Poor 

Law Coamissionsrs be carried out by this Board 

and that motions of deviations from such rules 

and orders be not allowed by the Chairuan to be 

put or discussed'* 37 

The Poor Law Commissioners were well placed to resist the Guardians' 

campaign in favour of rent payments, and they consistently stood firm 

on this issue. In July 1843 the Commissioners supported the Auditor's 

disallowance of a loan advanced by the Bradford Board to an able-bodied 

pauper to enable him to pay off rent arrears. Two years later the Guardians 

submitted the case of Isaac Dobson, who had been evicted and had his 

possessions seized for 20/- rent arrears. As a result, Dobson and his 

family were being maintained in the Workhouse at a cost of 16/- a week. 
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The Board asked to be allowed to buy back Dobson's furniture, but 

this Comissionass insisted: 

'that reliefl, to be legal, should be allowed for the 

purpose of providing for the imediate necessities 

of the pauper and not .. * for supplying him with a 

stock of furniture or (what in effect it We paying 

rent already due'. 

In 1846, the Guardians submitted the identical case of Joseph Bamsden, 

fee a specimen of many such which now press upon them'. Again, the 

Commissioners ruled against any payment for furniture, 'such advance 

not being for the imc*diate relief of destitution'. Shortly afterwards, 

when the Bradford Board petitioned for the power to buy furniture and 

pay rent, Alfred Austin reiterated what was now a familiar argument, 

that: 

'the payment of rents or purchasing of furniture ... 

if allowed by the law would operate most unjustly 

upon the independent labourer. The landlords of 

cottages would give a preference to pauper 

tenants', 

because they would be able to offer greater security of payment. 
38 

In no instance did the Central Authority sanction the payment of 

r*nt or purchase of furniture, and there only appear to have been five 

occasions after the issuing of the outdoor Labour Test Order when 

furniture or tools were bought for paupers. 
39 None of these purchases 

were reported to the Poor Law Commissioners. In the absence of any 

firm evidence that the Bradford board systematically masked rent payments 

under the cloak of additional relief, it must be concluded-that the 

payment of rents or rent arrears ceased. 

Defeated on the issue of rent payments. the Bradford Board shifted 

its attention to another element of the Outdoor Labour Test Orderq the I 

labour test itself and the accompanying ban on relief in aid of earnings. 
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The issue was different but the theme was the sane; that of 

discretionary authority. While the Poor Law Commission sought 

uniformity, the Bradford Board subscribed to Samuel Cowling's view 

that: 

'general orders for the management of the poor 

Ware equally as absurd as a general medicine 

for all disorders to which human nature was 

subject. The proper management of the poor 

Dust be on the vierits of each particular 

case' 9 
40 

Those best acquainted with local circumstances were best equipped to 

tailor relief to meet the different needs of each applicant. 

The Guardians had no objection to a labour test provided they 

were allowed to apply it selectively. Cowling himsollt 

'was in favour of applying the test to the 

drunken and disorderly, but not to the sober 

and industrious VaUpiaq? who 'had quite a 

sufficient quantity of punishment without ... 

having it aggravated by being subjected even 

to the society of the other class he had 

41 
mentioned'. 

If the Guardians were forced to apply the test indiscriminately, it 

would prove to be unjust, impracticable and expensive. 

For those whose poverty and inability to find work were obvious, 

the labour test would be simply a punishment and nothing more. Far from 

encouraging a spirit of independence, the test would make idlers out of 

honest man and would render the handvorkers physically unfit to return 

to their normal occupations. When unemployment was rife there would be 

little prospect of providing work that was either useful or profitable. 

'They night, it was true, go to dig the earthwork of a field and throw 

it is again', said Samuel Cowling, 'but to get productive labour was out, 
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of the quuestioa'. 

The ban on relief in aid of earnings would add, pointlessly, to 

the cost of the labour test. Men in partial enpýoyýeat or in receipt 

of inadequate earnings would be forced to give up work altogether in 

order to be sent to a morally and physically damaging labour test, 

where they would be maintained at considerable expense to the 

ratepayers. As Jests Green explained, 'a great number of the paupers 

got two or three days work, and were they to oblige them to cease this, 

it would be inflicting a burden on the town'. Characteristically, 

Samuel Cowling put the same point more strongly. Cooling asserted that: 

'not one half of the working population in the 

Bradford Union vas fully employed, and if those 

who were not fully employed were to give up 

what employment they had to go to be tested, 

there was a total impossibility that they 
42 

could be supported'. 

To issue the Outdoor Labour Test Order during the height of a trade 

depression was to invite a fierce reaction, for the impact of the Order, 

if rigidly enforced, would be far greater during such a depression than 

at any other time. 

Initial progress$ hovaver, was encouraging. At the end of January 

1843 it was agreed that a plot of land owned by the township of Idle 

should be cultivated by the paupers. Shortly afterwards, the Board of 

Guardians entered into a contract vith a Hr. Lav to level a quarry bill 

at Idle, and a Superintendent of Outdoor Labour was appointed. 
43 More, -*"_, 

ominously. Samuel Cooling gave notice of a motions 

'that this Board do resolve that they will exercise 

a discretion is the application, of the outdoor 

Labour Test of the able-bodied mate paupersp so 

that the industrious, sober and moral man, that 

is reduced to poverty from circumstances over 

4 
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which he has no control, be not treated as if 

poverty was a cries= also that those partially 

auployed be not required to give up such work 

as they have although their earnings do not 

wholly aaintain thou'. 

The Assistant Poor Law Commissioner, Charles Clements, revealed his 

ignorance of local affairs by arguing that industrious workers would 

only become paupera as a result of sickness, when they would be exempt 

from the labour test= that it was no disgrace to work in return for 

poor relief, and that by relieving the partially employed the Guardians 

were encouraging Nall manufacturers to pay low wages. Clements 

suggested rather feebly that the treatment of the able-bodied should 

depend on whether it was a case of inadequate wages or of shortness of 

Work. In the end, Clements assured the Guardians that, Ithe Commissioner$ 

would consider any exceptions to the general Tula as favourably as 
44 

possible' 

The Bradford Board promptly secured the Poor Law Cosnaissioa's 

consent to the continuance of outdoor relief without the test, for a 

fortnight. on condition that cases were reported as exceptions under 

Article 14 of the Outdoor Labour Test Order. No such cases were reported, 

and early in March over eighty paupers were vorking at the test. 
43 In 

aid-March the Board of Guardians reported that 'the impracticability of 

procuring sufficient work upon which to employ the whole of their able- 

bodied aale paupers' had forced than to deviate from the Order. The 

Commissioner* agreed to allow the ]bard a further fortnight's grace, at 

the end of which time the Guardians resolved: 

'that the vorkins of the labour test is altogether 

impracticable, an extra cost to the Union, and of 

no real advantage to the ratepayers, and that no 

more work be contracted for until the work now in 

operation be finished'. 

jýý 
.ý 
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The Commissioners were not prepared to rescind the Order, and demanded 

'that measures ... be takun for setting the able-bodied to work in 

accordance with its provisions. They were, bovevars 

'prepared to sanction the allowance of outrelief 

as heretofore to able-bodied paupers for any 

reasonable period that nay be considered necessary 

for making the preliminary arranfsasnts under the 

Labour Test Order'. 46 

This vas a fatally and uncharacteristically va=ua formula, and lies 

months later Clements reported that the Bradford Board had taken it to 

an that untLi'they received a further communication .. o they need not 

carry out the Labour Test Order with strictness'. 
47 Soma paupers had 

been employed at the test hill at Idle and later, without the Coamissioaars' 

approval, in cleaning out Bradford Back. However, the Idle site vu 

inconvenient for those living on the other side of the Union and vhers 

possible, these paupers had been set to work an the roads by the township 

Surveyors. Not everyone could be eaployed in this way. 'and consequently 

many wer* relieved without being set to work at all, and this in 5090 

instances has been the case to the present tioa'. Moreover, relief was 

no longer being administered half in kind, as Article I of the Order 

required. 'The dissatisfaction caused by the giving of broad was wry 

considerable, amounting on one or two occasions almost to riot', and the 
48 Bradford Board had therefore decided to pay all relief in monef. 

At this point the Comissioner" lost patience, and early in Novsabsr 

1843 they reprimanded the Bradford Board and cads clear their determination 

to ise the Order obeyed. She Bradford Board had received every coasidaratioa. 

but had bads no attempt to enforce the Order. Instead, the Cuardians had 

'proceeded by degrees to adopt quits a different system'. This would no 

longer ba tolerated. It vas 'indispensable' that Mork be provided "ozi 

There other than at Idle. The Guardians could choose what kind of food 

to p rovids, 'but the order requiring halt the r. 1Lsf given to be in kind 
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mast be adhered to'. The Coaamisiioners felt that three weeks aas 

sufficient to make the necessary arrangements, and after this period 

it vould be the Auditor's duty to see that relief was paid in conformity 

with the Order. 49 

The Commissioners' line was distinctly uncompromisinge and the 

Bradford Board relented to the extent of setting up a committee 'to 

carry out as far as practicable the order of the poor Law Commissioners 

providing for outdoor labour of the able-bodied poor'. The Comaissioners 

aura sufficiently placated to defer the deadline until the 25th 

Decenber. so 
When the deadline was reached, trade was recovering and 

there were few able-bodied applicants to be tested. In may 1844 the 

Guardians reported that there were only four men working at the test, 

and asked for the test to be suspended and the services of the 

Superintendent discontinued. Charles Clements confirmed that there 

ware only a few cases where the test was applicable, but feared that 

if the test van suspended there would be 'no end of difficulty in getting 

it into operation again'. The Comissioners hung on for a month and then 

consented to the teat's suspension on the understanding that the 

Superintendent would be reappointed if the number of applicants increased. 51 

It was not until the and of December 1844 that the test was resumed and 

the Superintendent reemployed. 

The Bradford Board's obstructionist tactics mirrored those employed 

in Halifax and Warrington,, where the Poor Law Commission was simultaneously 

attempting to establish a labour test. The stxanjth of resistance forced 

the Central Authority to conproatise, and the Poor Law Commission was only 

to introduce the Outdoor Labour Test Order into one More Union is the 

northern textile district. 52 

The Commissioners retreated, but they did not capitulate. In Bradford, 

while the labour test was suspended, the Order itself remained in force, 

and exceptions were to be reported under Article 14. During the course 
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of 1844, only seven such cases were reported. Even allowing for the 

improvement in trade, and for the fact that some able-bodied applicants 

would have been automatically exempted under Article 11 of the Order, 

this was a remarkably small number. Throughout 1843 able-bodied paupers 

had continued to be employed by the township authorities, and in June 1844 

it was reported that men who might otherwise have appeared on the relief 

lists were being employed on the roads by the township Surveyors, probably 

at the expense of the highway rate. 
53 This was one way of evading the 

restrictions of the Labour Test Order, and the Board of Guardians may 

have found evasion easier during the period before the appointment of the 

first District Auditor in 1845. 

Those few cases which were reported as exceptions under Article 14 

did not receive rubber stamp treatment. The Poor Law Commissioners 

objected to allowing Joshua Raistrick and John Wormald outdoor relief 

without the men being set to work, and advised the Bradford Board to 

admit them to the Workhouse. In the case of William Craven and Samuel 

Firth the Commissioners sanctioned relief without resort to the test, 

and in Craven's case authorised relief in aid of wages, but only because 

both men had sick children and were therefore automatically exempted 

from Article 1 under Article 11. i4 William Jovett was allowed to receive 

relief in aid of earnings without being tested only 'under the circumstance 

of the man having recently lost his wife', and for a limited period of 

three months. When the Board of Guardians asked for the period to be 

extended, the Commissioners refused, thinking 'it very inexpedient that 

he should continue in private employment and receive from the Guardians 

Union relief in aid of wages'. Although the test was suspended, Jow tt 

should still be set to work under the Order, either in the Workhouse or 

under the supervision of a Relieving Officer. 55 Two further cases of 

relief in aid were sanctioned for one month, but the Guardians were reminded. - 

that if cases of this kind became numerous a Superintendent of outdoor 

Labour would have to be reappointed. 
56 
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The Bradford Board had delayed the Order's enforcement and 

modified its impact, but the Cormissioners' policy remained 

fundamentally unchanged. The labour test was resumed in December 

1844 and apart from a brief interlude in October 1846, when there 

were no paupers to be tested, work continued uninterrupted until the 

Union's division in Septenber 1848. The depression which set in 

during the winter of 1846-7 led to a renewed dialogue between the 

Bradford Board and the Poor Law Comeission, but on this occasion the 

Central Authority successfully resisted the Guardians' demands for 

unfettered discretionary authority. The Commissioners were ready to 

consider cases reported as exceptions under Article 14, but they 

presumed that the Bradford Board did 'not contemplate the systematic 

allowance of relief to able-bodied men out of aisployment without some 

test of labour'. It was apparent that the Commissioners and the 

Guardians hold very different views as to what constituted an exceptional 

case. As one Guardian remarked, the Commissioners seemed to think of 

exceptions under Article 14 as half-yearly events, 'but in this Union 

these cases would form the rule and not the exception'. 
57 

The Commissioners' response to two test cases aubmitted in November 

1846 was therefore of considerable significance. The cases were those 

of William Hudson and William $ugden, both woolcoabers receiving relief 

in aid of wages without being sent to the test. The Guardians reported 

that they were 'relieving many cases under similar circumstances which 

in their opinion might be more economically and humanely dealt with than 

by sending them to the test'. In both cases the Commissioners confirmed 

the relief for a month, but warned that they would 'not be prepared to 

sanction similar cases for the future'. When the Bradford Board submitted 

a petition condemning the operation of the Labour Test Order, the Central 

Authority remained unmoved. 
58 

The following winter produced a further crop of complaints. In 

December 1847 the Board of Guardians recruited Bradford township's two 
7 
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Union Medical Officers in support of its demand for authority to 

relieve able-bodied woolco bars without setting than to work. One 

officer believed: 

'that it would be an act of humanity and kindness 

if the Guardians' could spare the woolcombers 

'from labour they are unfit for and which in 
.rrr. 

consequence of the frequent occurrence of illness 

amongst then can only entail additional evil and 

distress'. 

Tha other officer alleged 'that voolcombert and other workw n who are 

accustomed to follow their usual es+ploysent in heated zooms would suffer 

severely from [the] outdoor labour test', as aas proved by the number 

of combers graduating from the test to the sick list. 59 

The claim that outdoor labour was damaging to the particular 

occupational groups most likely to be subjected to it, was common to 

most, if not all, anions opposed to the Labour Test Order* 
60 In 

Bradford's case, it did nothing to weaken the Poor Lav Commissioners 

resolve to enforce a labour test of some sort. They were prepared to 

spare the combers from the outdoor work then being extracted from able- 

bodied paupers, but insisted thats 

'some suitable work may be imediately provided 

for auch cases, as they cannot sanction nor 

indeed do they suppose that the Guardians intend 

to give relief in such cases without requiring 

labour of some kind on the part of the able- 

bodied recipients'. 

This, however, was precisely what the Guardians intended, for they were 

adamant that no test work suitable for the combers could be found, and 

the Bradford Board defiantly resolved to 'use its own discretion in the 

relief of the able-bodied poor'. 
61 

in practice, the Board of Guardians could not ignore the Central 
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Authority, or the District Auditor, and within a few months it was 

again complaining thats 

'the test work of the Bradford Union as at 

present conducted occasions a largely increased 

expense to the ratepayers, unnecessarily harasses 

the unfortunate operatives, who are in a state 

of destitution fron causes over which they have 

no control, and seriously endangers the peace 

of the country, therefore, it is expedient that 

this Board endeavour to emancipate itself from 

62 
so serious a grievance'. 

The Guardians adopted yet another us*orial, drawn up 'with a view to 

obtain for the Board further discretion in the relief of the poor', 

and cataloguing the familiar list of grievances. The test was 

demoralising andleontaminating and likely to create a class of 

permanent paupers. It was cheaper to pay relief in aid of wagesp and 

the labour test should be reserved for the idle and dissolute. 
63 

The campaign continued, but the test remained. Until 1847, the 

test labourers appear to have been employed exclusively at the quarry 

hill at Idle. In February 1847 work there was completed and the Board 

of Guardians advertised for new contracts, to be within three miles of 

Bradford and 'not interfering with the employment of the independent 

labourer'. 64 Shortly afterwards a test was organised at Manningham and 

later in the year contracts were entered into with four landowners, under 

which test labourers would carry out improvement work. 

Early in 1847 just under 100 paupers were reported to be working at 

the test, but by the and of the year over 700 syen were being tested at 

six separate sites, threequarters of than being voolcombers. A peak of 

900 to 1,000 test labourers ras later claimed, but by June 1848 the number 

had fallen to 284 and in Septeaber, when two of the regaining five sites 
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were abandoned, the number was down to 49.65 

Men sent to the test had to labour long hours for a bare 

subsistence allowance. Relief was not related to the hours worked, 

which averaged about eight. or nine a day, but was based on assessed 

needs. Early in 1847 relief was reported to be given at the rate of 

1/64 a head, though cases recorded in the Minutes suggest that it 

varied from 1/3d to 2/-. In January 1847 the Board decided thatt 

'during the present high prices of provisions the 

relief to paupers who may be sent to test work be 

increased in the following ratio, namely to 

paupers having less than two children, one 

shilling; to those with two children 1/6, and 

to paupers having more than two children 2/- 

each family'. 

By May the scale was back to 1/6d a head, and the Board again resolved on 

an increase, this time of 1/- a week. A year later the test workers 

called for relief to be raised to 1/7d a, head, suggesting that the earlier 

increase, if implemented, bad lapsed. 66 

A scale of 1/6d to 2/- a head was typical of the West Riding. 67 

It meant that an able-bodied pauper with a wife and three children would 

have received roughly 7/6d a week, depending on the family's earnings. 

This placed the test labourer in roughly the same financial position as 

the worst paid handworkers. Their pitiful condition made it impossible' 

to apply the principle of less eligibility to relief scales, and Barton's 

Assistant Overseer was convinced that the test labourers were 'allowed 

more fir a few hours at the teat than an independent labourer [couldl 

obtain for 's long and arduous day's toil', 
68 

Unlike the independent labourer, the test worker was supposed to be 

paid half in kind� but it is unlikely that this regulation was ever strictly 

observed. In common with many other northern Unions. 69 Bradford found that 

the payment of relief in kind created administrative problems and was open 

_ý 
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to abuse. Each test labourer was issued with two cheques, one to be 

cashed by the Relieving Officer and the other redeemed by a shopkeeper 

for food chosen by the pauper. At least one shopkeeper preferred to 

cash the cheques and the paupers complained of exploitation. As the 

Bradford Board later recollected: 

'very frequent complaints were made ... of the 

inferior quality of the goods ... supplied and 

also [the pauper had to pay a higher sum than 

the same quality of goods could have been 

purchased by then'. 

During one creek in July 1848 only t29-7-0 of the Union's total outdoor 

relief bill of over 1600 was distributed in kind, suggesting either that 

the Outdoor Labour Test Order was being ignored, or that few paupers 

were subject to it. 70 

It was the labour test itself, however, which caused the most serious 

complaints. The Superintendent of Outdoor Labour, Christopher Morris, 

was accused of mismanagement, and the Anti-Poor Law campaigner and factory 

reformer, William Busfeild Ferrand, referred to 'the paths of paupers 

at work in test labour being traceable by the blood from their bruised 

feet', a charge which the Bradford Board condemned as 'untrue and grossly 

libellous', and which Ferrand grudgingly retractsd. 
71 

The able-bodied themselves also complained of the harshness of the 

test, but they objected above all to the degradation of test labour. In 

May 1847 a meeting of the unemployed heard the Chartist George White 

maintain: 

'that what was called relief under the New Poor Law 

was from top to bottom an insult to every man of 

decent pride and could not be sought by him ... 

They were asked why they did not to to the town? 

Why, because the working ma felt that it was a 

degradation, there was a degradation in being 
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sent to the labour test and to be employed, as 

some paupers at Leicester had been employed, to 

dig sand out at one and and put it in at a hole 

at the other end'. 

A few months later White presented a report prepared by the Woolcoabors' 

Committee. in which it was alleged that 'several hundred pounds of the 

ratepayers' money have been applied to unproductive and. as far as 

the ratepayers are concerned* useless labour'. The Bradford Observer 

described the test as a 'great sham', and published a letter from a 

test labourer bearing: 

'testimony to the fact that man do not like to 

be employed in unproductive labour. They look 

at it as a punishment inflicted on them for 

being poor, and not as a means of obtaining 
72 food'. 

The Board of Guardians resented having to bear the blame for a system 

of relief to which it was itself opposed. The Board's Chairman told a 

public meeting that the Guardians were 'nothing but complete automatons'. 

They were opposed to the test, but 'had no power to mitigate 
[its1 rigours'. 

The Bradford Board tried to find more useful employment but when it suggested 

that the able-bodied be employed sweeping the streets under the supervision 

of a Corporation official, the Poor Law Commissioners rejected the proposal. 
73 

The Commissioners themselves conceeded that there was considerable difficulty 

in finding suitable test work. 
74 In practice, to be acceptable, test work 

had to be unprofitable, for the only work which did not interfere with 

independent labour was work which was unremunerative. This was certainly 

true of Bradford's labour test. The largest project, the removal of a 

quarry hill at Idle, was undertaken in return for ,& payment of £60. After 

two and a half years working on the project, £1000 had been spent and the 

work was still unfinished. In 1848 it was alleged that the hill's removal 

had coat the ratepayers ! 4,000. Other contracts were entered into at 
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trifling remunerations. Another hill was removed for £5, though it 

cost the Union over £90; and Cowling Ackroyd had a field levelled 

for £13 when it would normally have cost him £200.75 

The Guardians, ratepayers and paupers alike were dissatisfied 

with the operation of the labour test, which offered no solution to the 

crucial problem of the woolcombers' redundancy. One possible solution 

was emigration, and during the winter of 1847-8, for the first time, 
76 

serious consideration was given to large scale assisted emigration. 

In December 1847 a public meeting advised Bradford's Overseers to convene 

a further meeting to lay a rate to assist those wishing to emigrate, and 

early in January the public relief committee appointed a sub-committee 

on emigration and placed 1100 at its disposal. Shortly aftervird;, the 

committee persuaded the Board of Guardians to lay before the Poor Law 

Board: 

'the peculiar circumstances of this district, 

particularly as r&lates to the voolcombers, 

who are becoming permanently chargeable to 

the Union in consequence of the rapid increase 

of combing machines', 

and to ask for authority to apply a percentage of the poor rate 'to 

enable those parties who are desirous of doing so, to esigrate'7T 

The Poor Law Board confirmed that this was legally permissible, but 

warned that it was not convinced 'that the indiscriminate emigration of 

woolcombers [was] a measure which it may be advisable to sanction'. 

Nevertheless, in Pabruary 1848 Bradford's ratepayers empowered the Guardians 

to appropriate £2,000 for the emigration of paupers. The decision was not 

unanimous, and its opponents demanded that a further Vestry meeting be held 

to reconsider the matter, 
78 

Meanwhile, the utility of the grant was thrown into doubtly the 

recognition of tha fact that, under the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act 

(4 +5 Will. IV c. 76 s. 62), only those with a legal settlement in the 
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township could qualify for assistance. It aas soon established that 

only one or two of the 300 applicants for assistance were known to 

have settlements in Bradford. In March 1848 the reconvened Vestry 

meeting reversed its earlier decision. 79 The Bradford Observer, 

whose editor was Secretary of the public relief committee, continued 

to support the idea of assisted emigration, but in practical terms the 

scheme was dead. The relief committee may have helped a few families 

to emigrate, 
so but after the spring of 1848 Bradford's ratepayers 

followed the example of other West Riding Unions, al 
and concentrated 

their efforts on providing more useful and profitable employment for 

the unemployed. 

In 1843 the voolcoubers had resolved to establish a Joint Stock 

Land Company to buy smallholdings and thereby solve the problem of 

surplus labour, and in October 1847 the Woolcombers' Committee again 

urged the adoption of an allotment system. No immediate action was 

taken, but in Flay 1848 a Land or Reproductive Labour Committee was 

appointed to consider the possibility of obtaining land on which to set 

the unemployed to work. The Committee's intention was to remove paupers 

from the futility of the official labour test. Its stated aim was to 

apply: 

'an effective and permanent remedy to the 

present system of granting relief to able- 

bodied workmen in times of coamsercial 

depression, confidently looking forward to 

a period when it will have a field of labour 

under its control on which all the surplus 

labour of our Borough may from time to time 

be profitably employed'. 
82 

Early in June the Committee announced its intention of leasing 'any 

waste-or unproductive land within a convenient distance of the town' and 

.- employing the Borough's unemployed to fence and drain it. The Board of 

t-r 
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Guardians would be asked to allow the Cousittee the same amount as it 

would normally pay the man in relief, and the rate of wages would be 

'sufficient to give subsistence, but not so high as to induce any 

workmen to refrain from seeking his uoual employment'. The principle 

of less eligibility would be observed. Any profit would be used to 

reduce the poor rate. The money to lease the land would hopefully 

be obtained either from the government or from a public subscription. 

The Board of Guardians was invited to nominate five of its members onto 

the Committee, and the Bradford Board agreed to lay the proposals before 

the Central Authority. The Poor Law Board felt that the plan was 'open 

to the objection of supplying relief in aid of wages', but indicated 

that it might be acceptable provided the Board of Guardians assumed 

control of the land and employed its ova Superintendent. 83 

The Cozmaittee failed to secure financial aid from the government, 

but received 1500 fron the 24anufacturers'. Comittee in London and at 

least 1110 in subscriptions 
. Early in July the Committee vas reported 

to have leased 17 acres of land, sufficient to provide work for thirty 

men, and was negotiating the lease of Bradford Moor. In aid-July the 

Committee offered to pay the Board of Guardians 10/- an acre to trench, 

drain and fence Bradford Moor; the Committee to provide the tools, 

materials and Superintendents. The men would be paid according to the 

work done, a fact which the Board of Guardians judiciously omitted to 

relay to the Poor Law Board. It approved the scheme, on condition that 

the Superintendent was appointed by the Guardians. By the beginning of 

August fifty men wets being employed on the Committee's 12 to 14 acre 

farm, and shortly afterwards the Bradford Board resolved that when the 

present test contracts ware completed, the test labourers would be 

-transferred to the Cot Lttee. Unfortunately, the Committee encountered 

--. -difficulties in leasing Bradford Moor and at the time of the Union's 

division in September, no further progress had been made. 
85 

Spade 

husbandry was to prove no panacea for the wodconbers and, in Bradford, 

-, 
-- ---- -.., ý -r -z..,:.. 
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the alternativ. to the Union's labour test was the public relief 

coaaittss's soup kitehsn. 86 

Daopita much detailed Lnforaatioa on the txaatment of the able- 

bodied poor, the impact of the Outdoor Labour Test Order on those vho 

vors obliged to apply to the Union for relief remains uncertain. 

Article 1 applied only to able-bodied sum. Returns covering various 

periods during 1847 and 1848 indicate that between 602 and 70% of adult 

able-bodied paupers were vomea. 
81 They were not subject to the 1abour 

test, to the ban on relief in aid of vages or to the stipulation that 

half of the relief should be in kind. 

A return of the number of people in receipt of relief on the Ist 

July 1848 shade some light on the actual iapact of the Labour '; att 

Order. 1396 of the 1397 adult able-bodied men La receipt of relief on 

that day were relieved outdoors. Yet the number of mea employed at 

the labour test at this time was reported as being only 284.88 According 

to the lot July return, 14 adult able-bodied paupers were receiving 

relief on account of sudden and urgent necessity, 304 on account of their 

ova sickness, accident or infirmity, and 183 on account of sickness in 

the family or because of a funeral. Under Article 11 of the Outdoor 

Labour Test Order, these 501 able-bodied men vere excepted from the provisions 

of Article 1. The loophole provided by Article 11 therefore exempted over 

a third (35.9x) of all able-bodied men from the labour tent and from the 

ban on relief in aid of vages. 

This still left 895 mu being relieved on account of want of work or 

other causes, about 600 of room were apparently not being tested. Some 

nay have boon employed on the roads by individual tovaships, and in the 

spring of 1848 the Bradford Board authorised the townships of worth 
Bieriey, Pudssy, Cleckheaton and Tong to remove their paupers from the 

test hill to work on the roads. Whether or not they remained on*the Union's'". 'ý. 

relief list is not known. It is also possible that the Board of Guardians 

acted on the Poor Law Commissioners' earlier advice that the Guardians wars. 
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not obliged to test non-settled paupers in receipt of non-resident 

relief from their parish.. of sattlaasnt. This ruling vas potentially 

of great importanca, but there sesws no basis for it in the provisions 

of the Order, and it was never mantionad again. 
89 

It seems clear, however, that Article 11, providing automatic 

exemption from the provisions of Article i, was a far more useful loophole 

than Article 14, the value of which depended upon the attitude of the 

Commissioners. Their approval to the relief granted in the few cases 

submitted as exceptions under Article 14 was always temporary and 

conditional. The Bradford Board was never allotted to interpret an 

authorised exception as a precedent for future action. 

When no legal loophole was available the Guardians may shpt, have 

ignored the restrictions imposed by the Labour Test Order. This, 

bowver, involved deceiving the'District Auditor, who va" consequently 

an unpopular figure among the Bradford Guardians. They described him 

as an 'unaccountable and irresponsible officer', 
90 less cooperative, 

no doubt, than the earlier Union Auditor. If evasion was an easy 

setter, it is hard to sae why the Bradford Board should have complained 

so loudly about the damage wrought by the Labour Test Order. 

Whatever the explanation for the gap between the number of men 

corking at the test and the number receiving'autdoor relief on account of 

want of work, there can be no doubt that the test labourers represented a 

wry, small percentage of the pauper host. During the winter of 1847-8, 

when unemployment was exceptionally high, the proportion of male able- 

bodied paupers ranged from 4.01 to 10.5% of the pauper host. Many of 

these wars not subject to &A labour test. The able-bodied debate, which 

consumed so such of the attention both of the Central Authority and of 

the Board of Guardians, was a debate which directly affected only a small 

minority of paupers. Other groups, notably the iamLlies of able-bodied 

man, vara iadiraatly atfaatad by the traatmant afforded to their huabsnds 
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and fathrrs. On the Ist July 1848 adult able-bodied van, their wives 

and children, accounted for 49.8% of the total pauper host. In less 

depressed tiles, however, the able-bodied were nuv+ericaily less 

important, and the able-bodied debate led to the neglect of other 

groups of paupers numerically more important and in greater need of 

specialised treatment. 

i 
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CHAPTER S(ii)4 OUTDOOR RELIIB. THE NON-AELB EODIBD POOR 

Even during a period of exceptionally high uaesploysent, able-bodied 

adults constituted a minority of those in receipt of parish relief. 

Though comparable statistics are not available, during less depressed 

periods the proportion of able-bodied adults would have been considerably 

smaller than in July 1848. 

Table 1. The Composition of the Pauper lost. 1 July 1848. 

(Excluding Vagrants). 1 

As psrc*ntage of total 

Adult able-bodied men 10.5 
Adult able-bodied vowsa 17.0 

Total able-bodied adults 27.5 

Non able-bodied adults 20.7 

Children under 16 51.1 

Lunatics 0.7 

Most paupers wave either children or non able-bodied adults. The 

latter category vas broad and ill-defined, including all-those permanently 

incapable of work through old age, permanent disability or chronic ill- 

health. Its members can only imprecisely be described as 'the old and 

the sick', for old paupers and sick paupers were sometimes classed as 

able-bodied. The tars 'able-bodied' vas never properly defined, and 

neither ago nor physical health were regarded as defining criteria. The 

crucial consideration was the pauper's long term capacity for work. 

Elderly applicants normally capable of supporting themselves were probably 
s 

classed as able-bodiedg while younger adults temporarily pauperised by 

sickness regained in the able-bodied category. In July 1848,304 of the 

Union's 19397 adult able-bodied male paupers (21.8x) were receiving relief 

on account of their own sickness, accident or infirmity. 

As Table 2 suggests, recourse to the Workhouse was almost as exceptional 

in the case of non able-bodied adults and children as is that of able-bodied 
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paupers. The 1834 Report had not envisaged any extensive resort to 

indoor relief for the aged and impotent poor, and the poor Law 

Comissioaers' failure to establish a Workhouse test for the able- 

bodied inevitably meant that most children would also be relieved out 

of doors. 

Table 2. The Pattern of Indoor and Outdoor Relief, 1 July 1848.3 

Percentage in receipt 
of Outdoor Relief 

Adult able-bodied mm 

Adult able-bodied women 

Total able-bodied adults 

Non able-bodied adults 

Children under 16 

Orphans under 16 

All ]Paupers (excluding 
vagrants) 

99.9 

99.1 

99.4 

96.5 

98.7 

79.6 

98.1 

Percentage in receipt .............. .. 
of Indoor Ralle 

0.1 
0.9 

0.6 

3.5 

1.3 

20.2 

1.9 

The vast majority of children in receipt of relief on the Ist July 

1848,6,357 out of a total of 6,788 children, were the children of able- 

bodied paupers. 267 of the remaining 431 children irrere orphans or were 

not in their parents' care and, as Table 2 indicates, these children were 

the uwst likely candidates for indoor relief. 

The mentally ill were classified separately, and is January 1848, 

87 of the Union's 103 lunatic paupers (84.5%) wars accommodated either in 

the Workhouse or in mental asylums, with the remaining sixteen left in 

the care of friends or relatives. 
A Since a minority of the mentally ill 

were relieved out of doors, their treatment is considered in the following 

Chapter. 

Despite t *Lr nuaerical importance, there is little infor. ation 

available on the treatment of non able-bodied adults and children relieved 

outside the Workhouse. The 1834 Report paid little attention to the nods, 

particularly the usdiaal and educational needs, of the *s. groups of paupers. 
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Children tended to be viewed as mere appendages to their parents, 

and in most cases their relief was determined by the scales of relief 

applicable to their parents. 

Relief to the able-bodied was a controversial subject but no 

cherished principle was at stake when the Guardians debated whether 

an aged, permanent pau; ar should be allowed 2/6d or 3/- a weak. This 

was the sort of amount which such paupers could expect to receives a 

marginally more generous allowance than the able-bodied received. Non 

able-bodied adults were allowed to collect their relief fortnightly 

instead of weekly; at least for part of the period, but otherwise their 

main privilege was freedom from the restrictions of the Outdoor Labour 

Test Order. 

The non able-bodied paupers' greatest spscialised need was for 

medical treatment, a provision which., the 1834 Report_regardsd-with-great- 

complacency. 'On the whole', the Commissioners found,, 'medical 

attendance seems in general to be adequately supplied, and economically, 

if we consider only the price and the amount of attendance' "6 Economy# 

or rather parsimony, was to be the Guardians' watchword when it came to 

medical relief, but in view of the lack of sncouragemsnt provided either 

by the 1834 Report or by the Amendment Act, the progress made in the 

field of medical relief under the Nov Poor Law was in many ways 

remarkable.? 

Under the Old Poor Law, several townships in the area of the Bradford 

Union had employed surgeons to attend the sick poor. 
8 In 1838 ton Medical 

Officers were appointed to districts almost identical to the recently 

formed Assistant Overseers' districts. As Table 3 indicates, two districts 

exceeded the population limit of 15,000 ahicb was to be introduced in 1842 

and two other districts each contained over 14,000 inhabitants. Other 

harmful consequences of the Poor Law Coaaissioners' failure to provide 

a framework for a medical service were apparent in the procedure for 
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Table 3. Braiford Uniaa Medical Officers1 Districts. 1838 to 1848 

1. 1838 to 1843 Acreale Population (1841) 

1. Bradford 1,680 34,560 
2. Horton 2,070 17,615 
3. Bowling, Hanningham 2,480 14,540 
4. Pudsey, Calverley 3,460 14,144 
S. North Bierley, Wyke 3,930 11,842 
6. Thornton, Clayton 6,000 11,135 
7. Idle, Shipley. Bolton 4.070 9,303 
8. Wilsdare, Allerton, Heaton 3,640 6,171 
9. Cleckheaton, Uunivorth 2,940 5,277 
10. Tong, Drizhlingtoa 3,760 4,561 

2. 1843 to 1846 Acrea e Population (1841) 

1. Bradford East c 840 c17,280 2. Bradford West c 840 cl7,280 
3. Horton 2,070 17,615 
4. Bowling, Tong 3,950 111,433 
5. North Bierley, Wyk* 3,950 11,842 
6. Thornton, Clayton 6,000 11,135 
7. Idle, Shipley, Bolton 4,070 9,308 
8. Pudsey 1,820 10,002 
9. Calverley 3.640 4,142 
10. Cleckheaton, Drighlington, 3,990 7,323 

Hunsvorth 
11. Psanningham, Seaton 2,460 7,195 
12. Wilsden, Allerton 4,420 4,598 

3. 
_1846 

to Sert®mber 1848 Acres e Estimated population is 1848 

I., Bradford East c $40 c23,557 
2. Bradford West c 840 c23,537 
3. Horton East c1,035 c12,490 
4. Horton West cl, 035 c12,490 
5. Bowling, Tong 3,950 14,864 
6. Worth Bierley, Wyk. 3,950 13,791 
7. Thornton, Clayton 6,000 12,513 
8. Idle, Shipley, Bolton 4,070 10,677 
9. Pudsey 1,820 11,123 
10. Calverley 3,640 4,667 
11. Cleckheaton, Drighlingtcn, 3,990 8,345 

Bunsnrorth 
12. )snningham, Beaton 2,460 10,027 
13. Wilsden, Allerton 4,420 5,226 
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appointing the now officers. Candidates were invited to submit 

tenders expressed both in the form of a salary and as a sun per 

head, 'so that the Guardians may adopt Either proposition'. Having 

neighed up the relative costs, the Bradford hoard appointed six 

officers at salaries ranging from £20 to £42 and four officers at 

per case rates of between 4/6d and 7/6d. In keeping with the Poor 

Law Cosmissioners' vagueness regarding Medical Officers' qualifications, 

the board of Guardians merely stipulated that candidates were to be 

'duly qualified according to law'. 9 No specific qualifications were 

mentioned, and the Guardians showed more interest in the level of 

tenders than in the candidates' competence. . 
This became clear during the course of the next four years. In 

1839, all tenders had to be expressed in the form of a per case payment, 

and the successful tenders ranged from 3/- to 7/6d a case. By 1842 

these patents had fallen in seven districts and risen in only one. 

This reflected the emphasis placed on cost in selecting Union Medical 

Officers. In 1840 the Board of Guardians thanked Bradford's officer 

for his 'efficient, humane and satisfactory' work, 
10 

and then replaced 

him with a doctor tendering at 1/6d a case less. In the same year, 

Charles Beckett was appointed as Medical Officer for the North Biarley 

district at 7/6d per case. In 1841 he offered himself for reappointment 

at the same fee, but aas turned down in favour of a candidate tendering 

at 7/- a case. In Beckett's ayes, it was a question of whether: 

'a member of the Royal College [of surgeons] 

and Licentiate of the [Apothecaries] Hall [vas] 

to be deposed for a difference of 6d per cans 

in a district which does not average 40 case@ 

per annual 

in favour of sowosone qualified only as an Apothecary. 'Are all degrees 

to be thus levelled', Beckett askedt 
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'all distinctions merged, is the anxiety, the 

labour and the great additional expense in 

qualifying for these and other honorary 

distinctions to be regarded as all thrown 

away? ' 

The Poor Law Commissioners' answer was a qualified yes, for although 

Guardians were expected to take account of candidates' qualifications, 

they were entitled to appoint any officer saeting the minimal 

requirements of the Amendment Act. 11 

There was some sncourega2ent in the General Medical Order of March 

1842, the Poor Lax Commission's only significant initiative in the 

field of medical relief. Under the Order, Medical officers were required 

to possess a double qualification. The Boards of Guardians could decide 

whether to pay the officers by salary or on a per case basis, but the 

system of tendering was ended, and a scale of extra fees was laid down 

for midwifery and surgical cases. Unless the Board of Guardians appointed 

its Medical Officers for a fixed period of time, their appointment was to 

be permanent; that is, they were to continue in office until they resigned, 

died, became legally disqualified or were removed by the Poor Law 

Commissioners. The officers' districts were not to exceed 15,000 acres in 

area, nor were they to contain a population of more than 15,000 as 

determined by the last census. 
12 

The Order's potential benefits were considerables but its practical 

value was limited and its impact disappointing. Some of the Order's key 

provisions were permissive and the Central Authority made little attempt 

to encourage Unions to comply with its terms. A special minute procedure 

enabled Boards of Guardians to evade the restriction governing officers' 

qualifications and the size of their districts; the Guardians retained 

the power to fix the officers' basic remuneration and. by appointing 

officers for a fixed period, they could avoid making their appointment 

permanent. 
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The Bradford Board of Guardians predictably sad* use of this 

facility= in 1843 appointing officers for a period of three years, 

in 1846 for two years and in 1848 for three years. In the long run, 

the 1842 Order's provisions regarding qualifications were bound to 

have an effect, for the Guardians could not appoint unqualified or non- 

resident Medical Officers when duly qualified resident practitioners 

were available. 
13 By the late 1840s there were signs that this regulation 

was having soy impact, though the high proportion of early Medical 

Officers whose qualifications are unknown prevents a firm conclusion. Of 

the 27 Officers to serve before 1843, eight were duly qualified under the 

1842 Order, six were not fully qualified and the qualifications of the 

remaining thirteen officers are unknown. Of the 25 officers who served 

between 1843 and 1848, eighteen were duly qualified and seven not fully 

qualified, including five who bad served before 1843.722 of the Medical 

Officers appointed in 1843 or after wore therefore duly qualified, 

compared vwith 572 of those appointed prior to 1843, whose qualifications,: 

are known. 

The gain reason for the continued employment of partially qualified, 

officers was the shortaie of suitably qualitiad applicants; a shortage 

induced by by levels of pay. In 1843 one post failed to attract a single 

candidate, four officers faced no opposition and four other posts attracted 

just two applicants. The appointment of partially qualified officers vas 

sometimes inevitable, but the Bradford Board was quite prepared to ignore 

the spirit, if not the letter of the 1842 Order. In 1848 Benjamin 

Greenwood was reappointed ae Medical Officer for Horton West despite the 

fact that he was only qualified as an Apothecary and that there were two 

other doubly qualified candidates. The Bradford Board'could legally overlook 

thafrsuperior qualifications because all three candidates lived outside the 

district. Two years earlier the Board unsuccessfully attsnptsd to divide 

the Worth Marley district in order to secure the . ppoLitment of " tarourod. 
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but unqualified practitioner. His opponent, the current Medical 

Officer, was duly qualified, but the Bradford Board realised that 

if it manipulated the district's boundaries in order to sake the 

existing officer non-resident, than there was no legal obstruction 

to prevent it appointing the less wall qualified officer. The Poor 

Law Commissioners were not deceived, and refused to sanction the 

division of a district well within the population and acreage limits 

laid down by the 1842 Order. " 

None of Bradford's medical relief districts ever approached the 

limit of 15,000 acres prescribed in the 1842 Order, but there was 

always at least one district, and sometimes as many as three, which 

contained more than 15,000 inhabitants at the tims of the last census. 

When the 1842 Order canes into force, the two districts of Bradford and 

Horton contained over 34,000 and 17,000 people respectively. Bradford 

was divided into two districts, each of which still contained over 

15,000 people, but Horton remained undivided. The special minutes 

submitted by the Bradford Board defended these arrangements on the 

grounds that the adopted boundaries of Bradford's Registration Districts 

were the only convenient ones for a division of Bradford township, and 

that the division of Horton was impracticable because the existing boundary 

was well established. In 1846 Horton was, nevertheless, divided, but a 

special minute was again submitted in defence of Bradford's division into 

just two districts. In 1848 another special minute was adopted to the 

same end. 

Since each of Bradford township's two districts by this time contained 

populations volt in excess of 20j0000and since an extremely large number 

of medical cases were being treated in the township, the Central Authority 

night have been expected to insist on a further subdivision. Yet the 

Commissioners accepted unquestioningly the special atnutes subaitted by the 

Board of Guardians, and never intervened to reduce the eise of the Union's 
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larger districts. Bradford's exparisncs sorely confirms other 

regional and national evidence of the Central Authority's readiness 

to defer to the Cm4rdians' parsimony on this issue. In 1861 there 

were still 120 districts with populations in excess of 15.000. is 

The Medical Officers' potential clientele was sometimes 

considerably larger than the bare statistics of district size suggest, 

for a shortage of candidates night result in an officer taking charge 

of more than one district. In 1839 the officer for Bradford township 

was asked to attend cases in Dowling and Manninghawt the three 

townships having a cosh ined population of roughly 46,000. In 1842 George 

StansfLaid was appointed as Medical officer for both the Horton and the 

fouling and Manuingham districts, which together contained over 32,000 

people. In 1841 and again in 1842, Jasias Slater was appointed to the 

two districts of Cleckheaton and Hunsworth, and Tong and Drigblington, 

though in this case the combined acreage and population fell within the 

limits of the 1842 Order. 16 

Nothing comparable happened after 1843, but this did not mean that 

the post of Medical Officer became more attractive financially. The 

1842 General Medical Order ended the system of tendering, but it did not 

altogether end what one officer described as the 'yearly encounters and 

dLsgraces', 17 
nor did it load to a marked improvement in the officers' 

income. The abolition of tendering eliminated one fertile source of 

disputes, but the selection of officers continued to produce a crop of 

resentful candidates, particularly unqualified applicants who felt that 

their past experience and local connections more than compensated for 

their failure to most the requirements of the 1842 Order. 18 

With tenders at an end, the Bradford Board introduced a uniform 

scale of 6/- per ordinary case, to include the cost of medicines. This 

compared unfavourably vith the average per case payment of 6/3Ld ruling 

in 1842, and it is doubtful if a uniform scale was appropriate. As the 

Board's Chairman argued: 
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'the amount which would be a remuneration 

in Bradford would not be a remuneration in 

those thinly populated districts where a 

Medical Officer would. sometimes have to go 

four or five miles to visit a patient'. 

The uniform scale was nevertheless retained. In 1846 the Auditor 

ruled that the board's practice of allowing extra payments for leeches 

was illegal, and the Medical Officers' fee was increased to 6/6d to take 

account of this additional expense. 
19 

This uniform scale of payments concealed a tremendous variation 
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in the incomes derived from pauper practices. During the five years 

ended Lady Day 1848 Calverley's Medical Officer treated only 180 cases 

(excluding vaccinations), producing an average annual income of less than 

E129 During the same period, 198 cases were recorded in the district of 

Cleckheaton, Drighlington and Runavorth and the dilarton and Wilsden 

district yielded 265 cases. The Medical Officers' average annual income 

in these districts was i13-11-0 and t17-19-0 respectively. 
20 For these 

officers the post may well have been a financial liability, for after 

deducting travelling expenses and the cost of medicines there could have 

been little left. Low rates of pay were commonplace and, as elsewhere, 

medical practitioners in the Bradford area probably accepted the post 

in the hope of building up a viable private practice. 
21 It was perhaps 

significant that the twenty five Medical Officers whose ages are known, 

were of an average age of 28 at the time of their appointment, and that 

those appointed in 1843 had been in practice for an average of lass than 

five years. 

The picture in Bradford itself was different. During the five years 

ended Lady Day 1848 the officer for Bradford West treated 2,659 cases, 

producing an average annual income of L183-7-4. If the small number of 

cases treated in the out-townships made part-time appointments inevitable, 
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the increasingly heavy work load of Bradford toMaship's two officers 

made such appointments inappropriate. In 1838 the township's first 

Union Medical Officer had received a salary of 142. During the year 

ended March 1848, the township paid out 1795 to its two Medical Officers 

for ordinary cases alone. As Table 4 indicates, an increasing proportion 

of a rapidly increasing number of medical cases were treated in Bradford 

itself. 

Table 4. The Pattern of Medical Relief, 1843 to 1848.22 

Year ended Number of ordinary outdoor medical cases 
25th ch Bradford Union Brad or Township 

1844 

1845 

1846 

1847 

1848 

923 

920 

1,012 

2,571 

41,376 

160 

218 

385 

1,288 

2,446 

äradford Tovaship 
cases as percentage 
of union cases 

17.3 

23.7 

38.0 

50.1 

55.9 

This phenomenon was *altogether attributable to unusual distress and 

prevalence of typhus fever', from which Bradford West's Medical officer 

almost died. His substitute later stated that: 

'No amount of pecuniary compensation would have 

induced [him] to pay frequent visits to [the 

paupers loathsome dwellings, or undertake an 

office attended with circumstances so depressing 

to the spirits and involving consequences so 

perilous'. 

In 1847.8 the pecuniary compensations were considerable, and the Assistant 

Commissioner, Alfred Austin, doubted 'whether there were such profitable 

districts in any other Union in England'. In March 1848 Bradford's alarmed 

ratepayers petitioned the Poor Law Board for an enquiry into the Union's 

medical relief, pointing out that: 
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'the amount to be paid for medical aid for the 

current year will exceed (2,000, of which more 

than (19000 has been paid to the Medical Officers 

of the Bradford tovaship alona'. 
23 

Since 1847, half of the salaries of Union Medical Officers, 

excluding extra fees, had bean mat out of a Parliamentary Crant, but 

this was not the reason for the Bradford Board of Guardians uncharacteristic 

complacency at the cost of medical relief. Payment by salary, instead of, 

per case, would have protected the Union from the medical costs imposed 

by the depression and typhus epidemic, yet the Guardians retained the per 

case system. They did so because per case payments were a township charge; 

each township paid the fees of its own t4sdical Officer. Salaries, on the 

other hand, were an establishment charge, paid out of the Common Fund of 

the Union. The Board's decision was dictated by the financial system and 

was a classic example of the way in which the Union's financial structure 

could influence policy. It was also a manifestation of the increasingly 

heated debate between Bradford and the out-townships, which the financial 

system provoked. In 1847-8 decisions affecting salaries, Workhouse and 

Vagrant ward provision and a host of other major and minor issues were 

to be decided by reference to the same financial criterion. For the out- 

township Guardians the key question was not, how much would it cost, but 

who would have to pay? 

Clayton's Guardian stated baldly: 

'that his sole reason for voting in favour of 

the psyasnt per case was that if the Medical 

Officers war* paid by salary, the amount must 

1 coma out of the establishment charges'. 

Ia a latter to the Bradford Observer, 'A Country Guardian' explained that 

if salaries were adopted, the out-townships 'would have had a very lar=a ; 

suss to have paid of the medical relief for the township of Bradford'. Hei 
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proudly reported that 'the country Guardians voted in the best way 

calculated to serve the interests of the ratepayers of the townships 

they represent'. They saw themselves as township, not Union, 

representatives, and were indifferent to Bradford township's rocketing 

medical relief expenditure because Bradford had to foot the bill. As 

Allerton's representative put it; 'nineteen townships out of twenty 

were satisfied, and because Bradford had a paltry 3/- in the pound to 

payg all this hubbub was raised'. When one of Bradford's Guardians 

moved for a committee on medical expenditure, the country Guardians 

rejected the proposal. 
24 

Although Bradford township's Medical Officers were paid for attending 

hundreds of pauper patients, they actually treated many more destitute 

patients than the official returns suggest. In 1842 Bradford's Hadical 

Officer remarked that since his appointment in 1840 he had 'bad more 

paupers to attend for which I have never received any remuneration than 

the number of those for whom I have been paid'. This,, possibly exaggerated 

claim stesrced from the much criticised role of the ReltevinS Officers 

in the medical relief procedure. 
25 

Medical relief under the New Poor Law was intended for the destitute 

sick, not for the sick poor. The first priority, therefore, was not to 

establish the applicant's used for medical treatvent, but his destitution. 

This was a job for the Relieving Officers, and applications for medical 

attendance were to be made to the Relieving Officer and not direct to the 

Union Medical Officer. The 1842 General Medical Order provided for one 

exception. Boards of Guardians were required to prepare a six monthly 

list of aged and infira, permanently sick or disabled paupers and these 

permanent paupers vers to be issued with a ticket entitling them to apply 

direct to the Medical Officer. In Bradford this regulation was ignored, 

and in 1843 the Board of Guardians stated bluntly, 'that such list has 

not been made out, neither has the use of tickets been adopted in this 

Union, 026 
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The need to apply to the Relieving Officer was in itself a 

deterrent, and the Relieving Officers were inclined to pass judgement, 

not Merely on the applicant's ability to pay for medical treatment, 

but on his need for it. As one Guardian argued, the use of the per 

case system encouraged encounters in which the Relieving Officer said 

to an applicant, "Put out your tongue. Ob: You do not require medical 
27 

relief yeti, and probably a case of severe typhus fever followed'. 

In 1847 one Medical Officer accused the Relieving Officer, Charles 

Duckitt, of refusing to give s: edical orders to sick paupers. The Board 

of Guardians cleared Duckitt, but an enquiry instituted by the Central 

Authority convinced the Assistant Co. eissioner that Duckitt had refused 

medical notes on the ground of expense. When Ilion Shaw applied for a 

medical order to enable her to be treated with leeches, Duckitt allegedly 

told her that be would not 'do anything of the kind - six and six pence 

worth of leeches indeed! ' T8 
. 

Duckitt's case illustrates the avkward position that Medical Officers 

could find themselves in. As Austin ruled in Duckitt's case, if a person 

was sick and destitute of the mans of procuring medical relief, it was 

the Relieving Officer's duty to give a note for medical attendance, but 

without a note the Medical Officer was not legally entitled to a fee. 

In 1842, Thornton's Medical Officer, Joseph Corrie, complained that he 

had given his immediate attention to an urgent case and that his subsequent 

application for an order had been refused. One of Thornton's Guardians 

admitted that the Relieving Officer bids 

'handed the note from Mr. Corrie over to him, 

and desired him to put it in the first uYing 

at the same time that Mr. Corrie sent so many 

that he could not have any more notes from hi', 

and under the circumstances he did put the note 
29 in the fire'. 

Corti* vas anxious to know bow he could treat emergencies vitbout losins his 
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fee. In this particular case, the Medical Officer was finally allowed 

his fee� but no general policy statement was forthcoming. The Union 

Medical Officers were not encouraged to take any initiative, and there 

was therefore little scope for preventive medicine. The Officers' 

were simply to respond to the orders issued by the Relieving Officers. 

The per case system increased the Relieving Officers' reluctance 

to issue medical orders, Instead, they preferred to resort to the 

cheaper expedient of alloying additional relief to provide the applicant 

with extra food or to enable him to obtain private medical treatment. 

In the case of Ellen Shaw, mentioned above, the Relieving Officer's 

defence was that he had given her extra relief to provide extra 

nourishment. Speaking of the Old Poor Law, Alfred Power referred 

critically to the practice, in Lancashire and the West Riding, of giving 

money rather than an order for medical relief, and the Bradford Board of 

Guardians pursued the same policy. In 1843 Charles Clements reported 

that, 'the Guardians pay by the case and cannot bear therefore to give 

medical orders. They give the parties money and leave them to find their 

ova doctor'. 30 

_. 
In the medical relief district of Wilsden and Allerton, this practice 

had serious repercussions. In 1843 the district's Medical Officer, 

William Hepworth, complained thatt 

'during the tan weeks of my being in office 

I have not had one Union patient although 

the district contains nearly 5,000 inhabitants. 

The only way to account for it is that Mr. Mackley, 

the Apothecary, holds the office of Guardian of 

the Poor and attends the sick poor himself and 

obtains for then Union relief. ... BY inspecting 

the books of the Relieving Officer you may sea 

that sick poor are receiving relief and being 
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attended by Mr. Mackley vhilst my name is 

not doom for one Union patient'. 

Hepworth alleged that Hackley obtained extra relief for the paupers, 

out of which they could pay for his services. If they failed to do so, 

he would see that their relief was stopped. 
31 

A few months later, fepvorth resigned and his successor, Thomas 

Oldfisld re*uinsd in office for only five months. OldfLeid told the 

Bradford Board that he was leaving the district, but would probably 

have resigned anyway due to 'the very limited number of s"dical cases 

since ray election as surgeon'. Oldfield ascribed this to Msckley's 

intervention in the township pay room,, and Charles Clements reported 

that he had himself 'been present at the Board when Mr. Mackley has 

obtained additional relief for sick cases Whom the Medical Officer did 

not attend$. 32 

Macklsy was so successful in driving off the opposition that the 

Wilsden and Allerton district had to be teuporarily divided and the 

townships added to neighbouring medical districts. IlaYinE aliainatsd 

all his rivals, Mackl"y himself bacam District Medical Officer is 1846 

and was reappointed in 1848. 

This was clearly an exceptional case, but it reinforces the point 

that the Medical Officers case loads and the payments sad* to these 

officers provide a poor guide both to the incidence of medical panparism 

and to the volume of medical relief. The official returns of medical 

relief expenditure, which only included the teas paid to the Hsdical 

Officers, therefore need to ba treated with outrame caution. 

In 1847-d9 the cowbination of a savers depression and typhus 

spid. aia asant that in the year of hisbaat poor reitet expenditure, 

medical relief accounted for a ht b. r proportion of r4li4f oxpsadituro 

than in 'any other year. At 4! of the total, he"VIr, it was still a 

wry small proportion, and represented lote than 21d per head of the 

IJ iOn'$ sitimated 1848 population. 
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Table 3. MMedicsl Relief Exponditure. 1837 to 1849_ 33 

Year ended Expanded in Relief of the Poor Expanded in Medical Relief 
22 torch nclud n Modica l Relief) Medical Relief as 2o Total 

i f 

1838 10,706 171 1.6 

1839 12,549 137 1.1 

1840 14.877 426 2.9 

1841 17,760 200 1.1 

1842 198555 314 1.6 

1843 22,177 324 1.5 

1844 20,326 468 2.3 

1845 18,251 429 2.4 

1846 18,455 457 2.5 

1847 24,625 945 3.8 

1848 41,352 1,644 4.0 

1849 36,883 1,299 3.5 

On the basis of the official returns, Bradford spent lass on medical, 

relief during the early 1840s than the average West Riding Union, and the 

West Riding spent lass than any other county. During the year ended Lady 

Day 1843 the Bradford Union spent just over a halfpenny per head of its 

1841 population on medical relief, compared with Id in the West Riding as' 

a whole and 6d in Issez. Giving evidence in 1844, Henry Ramsey testified 

that the Bradford Union's average of 823 medical cases per year represented 

'the lowest provision of any town from which I have received information, 

excepting Carlisle', and Carlisle had the advantage of far more active 

medical charities. twsey concluded that 'there appears to be only three 

and a half per cent of the population of Bradford annually supplied with 

gratuitous medical aid fron all sources', coupared with about 7X, in 

Huddersfield and 121 in Sheffield. 

It is probably safe to conclude that the provision of medical relief' 
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in Bradford during the 1840s aas particularly poor, but yumsoy was 

careful to point out that the returns of the number of cases treated 

by Union Medical Officers were totally inadequate and unreliable. 
34 

Medical relief expenditure aas lov, both absolutely and relatively, 

but it was not as lov as the official returns suggest. These returns 

excluded the cost of maintaining the mentally ill, and of maintaining 

sick paupers in the Workhouse. They excluded the extra relief given 

to outdoor paupers to enable then to buy more food or to employ a 

doctor of their oaa choice. Payments undo to Union Medical Officers 

in their capacity as vaccinators under the 1840 Vaccination Extension 

Act (3 f4 Vic. 6.29) also appeared under a separate heading. 

Vaccination was 'the first free, specifically non-pauperising, 

medical service provided by the legislature on a national scale'035 

Like the later Nuisance Removal and Public Health Acts, the 1840 

Vaccination Enten ion Act took advantage of the New Poor Law's ready 

made administrative slachinery, 
36 

and compelled Boards of Guardians to 

provide free vaccination to paupers and non-paupers alike. 

Prae vaccination was not now to Bradford* for during s allpox 

epidemics in the mid-1330a poor children had received free vaccination 

both from private doctors and at the Bradford Infirmary. 37 vaccination 

was not =ad* compulsory on parents until 1853, but the 1840 Act did mean, 

that a trat vaccination service was always available when only spasmodic 

provision had psaviously bsan wads. 

As Table 6 indicates, the new service reached only a minority of 

the Want population. 

Some children died before being vaccinated, and the Medical Officers, 

also encountered resistance to vaccinations 
39 but a broader covsrasa could 

probably have been achieved if the Board of Guardians had given the service, 

more actives support. Handbills and posters vsre occasionally issued to 
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'l is requested that Parents of Children, and all other Persons, will TAKE NOTICE of the provisions made by the 

cw Act of the 3rd and 4th year of the reign of Queen Victoria, for THE EXTENSION OF VACCINATION WI H 
i hIF. COW POX, and THE PREVENTION OF, THE SPREAD OF SMALL POX; which latter Disease, chiefly _4, ü consequence of the want of due care, and the proceedings of ignorant individuals, has occasioned, during the last two 

ears and a half, 'the Deaths of upwards of Thirty Thousand Persons in England and Wales, and the suffering and Dis- 
agurement of a much larger number of Persons who have been attacked by the Disease, but have escaped Death. 

Cow Pox is merely a mild form of Small Pox ; VACCINATION WITH TILE COW POX IS PERFECTLY 3REE FROM DANGER, and will protect the Child from Small Pox as effectually as the Small Pox itself. In nearly 
. 11 the instances in which Small Pox has attacked Persons who have been Vaccinated, the Vaccination has been imper- 

i cctly performed, or the attack of Small Pox has been in a very mitigated form and quite free from Danger. By Vac. 
cination being made universal, Small Pox would be entirely banished from the Country. To secure the benefits of 'Vaccination; 

it should to performed and its porgress be watched, by a Medical Man. 
For the Extension of Vaccination it is provided, under the authority of the Act, that the following duly autlio- 5zed Medical Practitioners are appointed to Vaccinate Persons resident in the Parishes here named: -and it is further 

`kypointed that for the purpose of performing Vaccination, attendance will be given at the several places, and at the 
cspective times hereinafter mentioned, when the fact of the Person having been Vaccinated, will be registered, and after a proper Examination, a Certificate of the child having been successfully Vaccinated will be given gratuitously. 

NAMES OF 
MEDICAL 1'IIACTITIONERS. 

+t. JOE WILLIAM POPPLETON.... BRADFORD ........................ 
*t WVILLIA, ELLIS ..... '......... IIORTON .......................... 

1: C WILLIAM COATES ............ BOWLING and MANNINOIIAM...... 

ýý. 
JOAN ANNINGSON ............ 

. CHARLES BECKETT .......... 

ýý2. 
JOIN LAMBERT .............. 

-OAßE FIELD, JUNIOR, 11f. D....... 

JO3ErU CORRIE, AND ........ ý i. JOSEPH FAWTIIROP .......... 

BOLTON, IDLE, and SHIPLEY....... 

NORTIT BIERLEY and WIKE........ 

CALVERLEY WITH FARSLEY AND 
PUD SEY ...................... . 

DRIOIILINGTON and TONG ....... 

CLAYTON and TIIORNTON.......... 

TIIOMA8 MACKLEY ............ AI, LEIiTON, üEATON, and 

ýTS. 
JOIIN BROOKE GREEN%VOOD.. 

l 
CLRCKIIEATON and IIUNSWORTII 

At his own Surgery in Tyrrel Square, Bradford, every Tuesday at Two 
o'Clock in the Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery in Manchester Road, every Friday at Two o'Clock 
in the Afternoon; and at his own Surgery opposite the Fleece Inn at 
Groat Horton, every Tuesday at Two o'Clock in the Afternoon. 

At the Committee Room, Upper Globe, llfanningham, evefy Tuesday at 
Two o'Clock in the Afternoon; and at the Committee Boom, Work. 
house, Dowling, every Wednesday at Two o'Clock in the Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery in Idje, every Monday at Two o'clock In the 
Afternoon ; and at the Town's Office In Shipley, every Friday atTwo 
o'Clock in the Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery in Carr Lane, Low Moor, every Tuesday at Two. 
o'Clock in the Afternoon; at the Town's Office in Wibsey, every 
Friday at Two o'Clock in he Afternoon; and at the Room adjoining 
the National School Room in Wike, every Wednesday at Three 

.. p Clock in the Afternoon. 
At his own Surgery in Faraley, every Tuesday, at Two o'Clock in the 

Afternoon; at the house of Mrs. Snowden, Church Mill, Calverley, 
every Wednesday at Two o 'Clock in the Afternoon; and at the Poor. 
Rouse in Pudsey, every bfonüay at Two o'clock in the Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery, Wyro Hall, Ädwalton, every Monday at Two 
o 'Clock in the Afternoon ; and at the School Room near Holme Lane 
Bar, Tong Street, every Wednesday at Two o'clock in the Afternoon 

By MP.. FAWTII ROP, at his own Surgery, Queen's IIead, Northowram, 
every Monday at Two o'Clock in the Afternoon; and at Broadfolds, 
in Clayton, every Tuesday at Two o 'Clock in the Afternoon: and 

By NIL CORRIL at his own Surgery in Thornton, every Friday at 
One o'clock in the Afternoon; and at the House of Air. James Clay, 
next door to Mr. Spencers Warehouse, at 1)onholme, every 1V ednes. 
day at One o'Clock in the Afternoon. 

At the Mouse of Mr. John Robertehaw, Allerton Lanes, in Allerton, 
every Alonday at One o'Clock in the Afternoon; at the Chapel in 
Beaton, every Tuesday, at One o'Clock in the Afternoon; and at his 
own Surgery in SVilsdcn, every Saturday at Two o'Clock in the 
Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery in Cleckbeaton, every Monday at Two o'Clock In 
the Afternoon; at the House of John Holdswortb, in Oakenshaw, 
every Tuesday at Two o'Clock in the Afternoon; and at the Iiouso 
of Richard Sellers, iu Scholes, every Wednesday at Two o 'Clock in 
the Afternoon. 

Every Child should be taken to be Vaccinated when it is Six Weeks old, unless it be delicate or suffering from isease, when the operation may be deferred for a week or two; but during the prevalence of Cases of Small Pox in 
y neighbourhood, all Persons who have not been Vaccinated, and had the Cow Pox or the Small Pox, should be Vac- 

ciliated without delay, even Infants a few days after birth. 
It is also to be observed, that in consequence of the great number of Deaths, and of the evils, including Blind- )riess, which have been occasioned by the Inoculation of Children with Small Pox, which has generally been done by gnorant Persons, the Act of -Parliament has made it an Of enco punishable with ONE MONTI1'S IMIPRISONAIENT for any Person, by any means, to produce the Disease of Small Pox. 
It is further to be noted, that whilst it is an Offence to produce Small Pox by Inoculation, it is also an Offence 'to endanger other Persons by carrying about or exposing any Person who may have caught the Small I'ox, whether *naturally orby Inoculation. For any one to endanger the safety of the Public by causing Persons w"ho. have any Infec. iious Disease, and who are in a state to communicate it, to be exposed or carried about at the risk of infecting others, s, by the common law of this I ingdom, illegal, and punishable as a 111ISDI: \1I: ANOUR. 
It is the duty of all Persons, therefore not only to avoid committing the Offence of creating Small Pox, by Ino- 

culation or othersjse, but to give information to the Magistrate, or seine Peace Officer, of any Persons who We been 
, guilty of the Offence, that effectual means may be taken for the protection of the y'ublic. 

BY ORDER OF TUE BOf1iw, 

vil. LIC; &ST. 
&P 

y 
CLE119. 

ý. A. ýtý': TAYLOR, PRIh7TER,. KIItKGAM,, nltAj)FoIIU 

DISTRICTS. I PLACES AND TIMES OF ATTENDANCE. 
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-s is requested that Parents of C Z 
------- --- - 

-----'- hildren, 
--Y, 

and 
--- 
all 

-- - 
other Persons, will TAKE 

ýý --- 
NOTICE of the provisions made by the 

Iti Act of the 3rd and 4th year of the reign of Queen Victoria, for TILE EXTENSION OF VACCINATION WITH 
`"ý1IE COW POX, and THE PREVENTION OF. THE SPREAD OF SMALL POX; which latter Disease, chiefly 
-lam consequence of the want of due care, and the proceedings of ignorant individuals, has occasioned, during the last two 

cars and a half, 'tho Deaths of upwards of Thirty Thousand Persons in England and Wales, and the suffering and Dig. 
Xgurement of a much larger number of Persons who havo been attacked by the Disease, but have escaped Death. 

Cow Pox is merely a mild form of Small Pox; VACCINATION WITH TILE COW POX IS PERFECTLY 
12EE FROM DANGER, and will protect tho Child from Small Pox as effectually as the Small Pox itself. In nearly 

311 the instances in which Small Pox has attacked Persons who have been Vaccinated, the Vaccination has been impcr- 
'ectly performed, or the attack of Small Pox has been in a very mitigated form and quite free from Danger. By Vac- 
"! nation being made universal, Small Pox would be entirely banished from the Country. To secure the benefits of 'Vaccination, 

it should be performed and its porgrcss be watched, by a Medical Man. 
For the Extension of Vaccination it is provided, under the authority of the Act, that the following duly autho- 

zed Medical Practitioners are appointed to Vaccinate Persons resident in the Parishes here named : -and it is further 
"'ýklºpointed that for the purpose of performing Vaccination, attendance will be siren at the several places, and at the 

I respective times hereinafter mentioned, when the fact of the Person having been Vaccinated, will be registered, and 
"tkIfter a proper Examination, a Certificate of the child having been successfully Vaccinated will be given gratuitously. 

NAMES OF 4 MEDICAL 1'1tACTITIONERS. 

ZZ. JOE WILLIAM POP1'LETON.... 
NIL 

i.. WILLIA51 ELLIS ..... '......... 

WILLIAM COATES .......... 

+i. JOAN ANNINGSON........... 

CIIARLES BECKETT .......... 

ýýi. 
JOUN LAMBERT 

ýý 

DISTRICTS. 

BRADFORD ........................ 

IIORTON ......................... 

BOWLING and MMANNINGUADf ..... 

BOLTON, IDLE, and SHIPLEY...... 

NORTR BIERLEY and WIKE....... 

.............. I CALVERLEY WITH FARSLEY AND 
PTTfSF. V 

PLACES AND TIMES OF ATTENDANCE. 

At his own Surgery In Tyrrel Square, Bradford, every Tuesday at Two 

o'Clock in the Afternoon. 
At his own Surgery in Manchester Road, every Friday at Two o'Clock 

in the Afternoon; and at his own Surgery opposite the Fleece Inn at 
(; rest Horton, every Tuesday at Two o 'Clock In the Afternoon. 

At the Committee Itoom, Upper Globe, llfanningham, every Tuesday at 
Two o 'Clock in the Afternoon; and at the Committee Room, Work. 
house, Dowling, every Wednesday at Two o'Clock In the Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery in Idle, every Monday at Two o 'Clock In the 
Afternoon ; and at the Town's Office in Shipley, every Friday atTwo 
o 'Clock In the Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery in Can Lane, Low hfoor, every Tuesday at Two 

o 'Clock in the Afternoon; at the Town's Office in Wibsey, every 
Friday at'Two o'Clock in the Afternoon; and at the Room adjoining 
the National School Room in Wake, every Wednesday at Three 

w9 'Clock In the Afternoon. 

At his own Surgery in Faraley, ere" Tuesday, 'at Two o'Clock in the 
Afternnnn: at the House of Mrs. Snowden, Church IIi11, Calvcrley, 

_, 

Source: M. H. 12/14721 J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 9 Feb. 1841. 
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advertise the service, but the initiative rarely came from the 

Guardians themselves. In 1848, when the Poor Law Board asked the 

Bradford Board to provide handbills for the Registrars to distribute 

to parents registering a birth, the Guardians declined to cooperate 

unless the Commissioners defrayed the cost. Shortly afterwards, the 

Medical Officers were asked if they would bear the expense of printing 

the notices. 
40 In view of the Union's low vaccination fees, this was 

a highly optimistic request. 

As in Dewsbury, 
41 

Bradford's surgeons were organised in a Medical 

Association, and in 1840 this body resolved not to offer tenders to 

vaccinate for less than 1/6d per case. This was the officially 

recommended payment, but a week after the Bradford Medical Association's 

meeting a correspondent of the Bradford Observer alleged that the 

Bradford Board was offering only 6d a case. The following month the 

Board of Guardians asked the Medical Association to reconsider its 

resolution, and suggested that a fee of 1/- would be a fair remuneration 

in such a densely populated Union. The surgeons stood firm, for verbal 

contracts were entered into at 1/6d for each successful vaccination until 

the and of the parochial year. The Medical Officers' victory was 

shortlived, for in 1841 the newly appointed officers were required to 

enter into a written contract to vaccinate at 9d per case, and this fee 

remained unchanged until after the Union's division. 42 

Vaccination was the only specifically non pauperising medical service 

provided within the framework of the Poor Law, but Boards of Guardians 

commonly paid for the treatment of paupers in private or charitable 

institutions. 43 As the following Chapter explains, occasional resort 

was made to private lunatic asylums, and the Bradford Board of Guardians 

continued the established practice of subscribing to medical charities. 

In 1841 the Board subscribed five guineas to the Ilkley Charity and i3 

to the Harrogate Bath Hospital, 'in order that the Board way have power 

to send occasionally sick paupers for the benefit of their health to 
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these places'. 
44 

By 1848 these subscriptions had been raised to ten 

guineas and eight guineas respectively. In Ilkley's case, a guinea 

subscription entitled the Board to send one patient'for a month. 

The number of paupers actually sent to Ilkley or Harrogate is not 

known, but between 1841 and 1848 the Board of Guardians' Minutes 

refer to more than 150 recommendations to these two institutions. 

In 1846, two guineas were subscribed to the Liverpool School for 

the Indigent Blind and a handful of paupers were also sent to the 

Yorkshire Itstitution for the Deaf and Dumb at Doncaster, to the Blind 

Asylum at York and to the Leeds Eye Dispensary. On several occasions 

it was suggested that the Board subscribe to the Bradford Infirmary 

so that paupers could receive specialist surgical treatment. Nothing 

came of this proposal, partly because it was a rule of the Infirmary 

that no one receiving poor relief be treated there, partly because 

the Union's Medical Officers would have lost some of the extra fees 

they received for carrying out surgical operations, and partly because 

the financial advantages of a subscription were in doubt. As 

Chapter 5(iv) explains, charities intended for non-paupers still had 

an important role to play, for the distinction drawn between paupers 

and non-paupers was largely artificial. Today's impoverished but 

'independent' worker was tomorrow's pauper, or would be unless an 

unofficial agency intervened. As Norman McCord has said, it would be 

misleading 'to suppose that the official Poor Law machinery and 

unofficial philanthropy existed in two different spheres' . 
45 

One of the attractions of special institutions was that they offered 

the possibility of removing from pauperism those who might otherwise be 

a permanent charge on the poor rate. The Yorkshire Institution for the 

Deaf and Dumb reminded Boards of Guardians that if young handicapped 

paupers were: 

'left uneducated they will at some future time 

increase the burthens of the parish, while if 
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educated they will be enabled to mix with 

general society, and obtain an ample 

maintenance from their labour'. 

The same argument could be advanced an behalf of all pauper children, 

and in 1842 one of Bradford's Guardians tried to convince his 

colleagues thats 

'if the children of the poor were educated, 

it would act as a preventive against crime, 

which he understood cost the town ! 1,300 

and would also be a remody against that 

poverty which cost from £7,000 to 16,0001.46 

The Bradford Board actually adopted a motion that Bradford's Relieving 

Officer give the children of outdoor paupers tickets of admission to 

a National School, provided that the scheme apply only to paupers 

chargeable to Bradford township and that Bradford bear the expense. 

Despite its limited coverage, this would have been a most unusual 

provision for, as Francis Duke has pointed out, when it came to 

education, the children of outdoor paupers 'tended in practice to 

be left out of serious account'. Indeed, until 1855 the Central 

Authority took the view that Boards of Guardians had no legal power 

to spend money on the education of outdoor paupers. 
47 Perhaps for 

this reason, no more was heard of the 1842 scheme. The Poor Law 

therefore provided no education for the vast majority of pauper 

children, and the dictates of less eligibility were to inhibit the 

provision of a worthwhile education for young Workhouse inmates. 
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CHAPTER 3 (iii) . INDOOR RILIEV 

The Poor Lav Report of 1834 envisaged a Workhouse centred relief 

system. During the course of the next twenty years the Poor Law 

Commissioner* were forced to come to terms with the reality of a 

relief system persistently biased in favour of outdoor relief. 

Table 1 reinforces earlier evidence of the small proportion of paupers 

relieved in the Workhouse. (See also Table 2 in Chapter 5(ii)). 

Table 1. The Pattern of Indoor and Outdoor Relief. 1839 to 1847.1 

Quarter Number of Outdoor Nussbar of Indoor Percentage of Paupers 
Ea ed Paupers Paupers relieved Indoors 

Sept. 1839 3629 238 6.2 

Sept. 1840 5918 306 4.9 

Sept. 1841 6631 217 3.2 

March 1842 9230 284 3.0 

March 1846 4162 370 8.2 

March 1847 8366 365 4.2 

The Bradford Union appears to have relieved a rather smaller 

proportion of its paupers indoors than was usual in the Vast Riding, 

and the proportion of indoor paupers in the West Riding was well below 

the national average. 
2 At no time between 1840 and 1848 could the 

Bradford Union acoomodats more than 260 indoor paupers, and during the 

early 1840s the Workhouses usually contained between 120 and 180 inmates. 

When Workhouse accommodation was severely limited, as in Bradford, 

the proportion of paupers relieved indoors was largely determined by 

fluctuations in the total number of paupers. The number of indoor 

paupers varied within fairly narrow limits, while the number of outdoor 

paupers was subject to such greater fluctuation. During trade depressions, 

although the Workhouse was likely to be full, the proportion of paupers 

relieved indoors was smaller than during relatively prosperous periods. 

On the Ist July 1848, when there were over 13,000 on the relief list, 
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the 255 Workhouse inmates represented a mare 1.9! of the pauper 

host. 

Changes in the proportion of indoor paupers did not, therefore, 

necessarily indicate a change in relief policy, and this period saw 

no major change in the use made of the Bradford Union's Workhouses. 

As Table 2 indicates, a small minority of Workhouse inmates were able- 

bodied adults; a consistent majority gare non able-bodied adults and 

children. 

Table 2. The Cocaposition of the Indoor Pauper Host. 
3 

August 1843 July 1848 

Number 2 Number 2 

Adult able-bodied men 5 3.8 1 0.4 

Adult able-bodied women 9 6.9 21 8.2 

Total able-bodied adults 14 10.7 22 8.6 

Non able-bodied men 28 21.4 66 25.9 

Non able-bodied women 22 16.8 31 12.2 

Total non able-bodied adults 50 38.2 97 38.0 

Children of able-bodied adults 24 9.4 

Other children under 16 67 26.3 

Total children under 16 53 40.5 91 35.7 

Lunatics 14 10.7 45 17.6 

Total 131 255 

A disproportionately sasll number of able-bodied adults were sent 

to the Workhouse. On the Ist July 1848 27. S1 of all paupers vere able- 

bodied adults, but only 8.62 of the Workhouse inmates belonged to this 

category. Able-bodied applicants were only offered the Workhouse if they 

were deemed to be particularly undeserving, recalcitrant or immoral. The 

'Workhouse vas an expensive means of displaying moral indignation and even 

mothers of illegitimate children, the most likely targets for attack, were 

usually given outdoor relief. In July 1848 there were only 52 women of 
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every description (excluding lunatics) in the Workhouse, but there 

were 118 mothers of illegitimate children in receipt of outdoor relief. 

It was one of the ironies of the New Poor Law that the able-bodied 

poor, for whom the 'bastille' was primarily intended, was the group 

least likely to enter its gates. During the first week of January 

1845 only 11 of the 223 able-bodied paupers relieved were sent to the 

Workhouse (4.91); during the corresponding week in 1846 seventeen 

out of 433 able-bodied paupers were relieved indoors (3.9%). 4 

In contrast, a disproportionately large number of non able-bodied 

adults were relieved indoors. In July 1848,20.7% of the Union's 

paupers were non able-bodied adults, but 38. Ox of the Workhouse inmates 

belonged to this category. Even for this group, however, indoor 

relief was very much the exception (see Table 2 in Chapter 5(11)). and 

a higher proportion of non able-bodied adults were admitted to the 

Workhouse only because more of them were incapable of looking after 

themselves at hone. As Samuel Cowling remarked, 'there were some sort 

of cases, such as old and infirm people without relatives, better 

relieved in the Workhouse' .5 

The same principle applied in the case of children, and it was those 

who lacked parental support who were most likely to be sent to the 

Workhouse. In March 1847, nineteen of the sixty children resident in the 

Workhouse were illegitimate (fourteen with =others in the Workhouse), 

eleven were orphans, seven were the children of widows or vidovers, four 

had been deserted by both their parents, fourteen had been deserted by 

their father, and only one child still had both parents 
: In July 1848, 

54 of the 91 Workhouse children were orphans or receiving relief without 

their parents. (See also Table 2 in Chapter S UL)), 

Tor all these groups, as Peter Dunkley has remarked for another region, 

the Workhouse was 'an expensive last resort'.? Statistically, and in 

his personal circumstances, the Workhouse inmate vas an exceptional 
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creature. If he had been typical of the broad pauper category to 

which be belonged, he would not have been in the Workhouse. Since 

most Workhouse inmates were in the Workhouse because of their inability 

to cope in the outside world. a substantial proportion of them must 

have been long-stay inmates. 'Yet the Webbs state that in 1847 the 

Poor Law Conmissionsrs still thought of the Workhouse as a place of 

temporary residence. 
8 This attitude represented one more obstacle 

to the provision of special facilities', for indoor paupers. 

The 1834 Poor Law Report had very little to say on the treatment 

of those groups which were to make up the majority of Workhouse inmates. 

It had nothing positive to say on the subject of medical or educational 

provision for indoor paupers, though Edwin Chadwick may well have been 

planning to deal with these ancillary services once he was installed 

as executive Cot issioner. 9 The Report did, however, emphasise the 

need for classification, and favoured placing the aged and impotent, 

and the children in separate buildings. Both Chadwick and Nassau 

Senior later reaffirmed their original commitment to a separate 

Workhouse system butt after 1834, the General Mixed Workhouse emerged. 

Instead of separate classes of pauper being housed in separate buildings, 

every type of inmate was admitted into a single institution. 

The General Mixed Workhouse bad a stultifying effect on the evolution 

of special facilities for the non able-bodied inmates. As the Webb$ 

point out, it combined mutually inconsistent purposes, for the Workhouse 

had to act both as a test of destitution and as a place-of institutional 

treatments 
10 The 1834 Report soaevhat unspecifically excluded the non 

able-bodied from the constraints of less eligibility, but the emergence 

of the General Mixed Workhouse encouraged the undifferentiated application 

of the principle of less eligibility. In the Poor Law ComQSissioners' 

Continuance Report of 1840, the Commissioners yarned of the dangers of 

giving preferential treatment to the non able-bodied, for this would 

weaken the effectiveness of the Workhouse as a test for the able bodied 
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and would discourage the young fron making provision for their old 

age*" The General Mixed Workhouse strengthened the dead hand of 

less eligibility. 

Bradford shared in the general trend towards a mixed Workhouse. 

The early closure of three of the Union's inherited Poorhouses left 

the Union with four buildings; the number envisaged in the 1834 

Report. These were not, however, used as a means of classification.. 

In March 1838 the Workhouse Visiting Committees were 'requested to 

consult together and recommend a plan for the classification of the 

paupers', but nothing seems to have come of this initiative. In 1840 

the Calverley Poorhouse was referred to as the Workhouse for children, 

but the Union Ledger for the two years ended March 1840 makes it clear 

that the four Workhouses were not used to classify the paupers. Instead, 

as elsewhere in the North, the Workhouses continued to function as 

township Poorhouses. During the quarter ended 25th March 1540,113 

of Bradford township's 117 indoor paupers were accommodated in the 

Bradford Workhouse; 37 of the 39 indoor paupers chargeable to Idle 

were housed in the Idle Workhouse, 31 of Pudsay's 35 indoor paupers 

were maintained in the Pudsey Workhouse and all 18 of Calverley's indoor 

paupers were to be found in the township's own Poorhouse. 12 

As in neighbouring Keighley'13 the Bradford Board of Guardians 

ranted the Workhouses from the township authorities, which therefore 

had a proprietary interest in the fate of these buildings. They no 

doubt preferred to keep their own poor in their own Poorhouses. 'Bach 

parish', said the Assistant Comonissioner, John Revans, 'clings to its 

Workhouse as the mark of its individuality'. When the Board of Guardians 

dispensed with a township Poorhouse, there was likely to be a bitter 

reaction. In 1838 the residents of North Bierley petitioned unsuccessfully 

against the closure of the township Poorhouse, and in 1840 cries of 

'Down with the Nev Poor Law' were beard at a township meeting called as 

a result of the closure of the Pudsay Workhouse. In characteristic township 
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fashion, the mating condemned thet 

'interference by strangers in the affairs of 

this township ... as an unwarrantable assumption 

of power, and such an encroachment on our rights 

an ought not to be submitted to, and that the 

parochial officers be directed to offer every 

possible opposition to it'. 

When Idle's Workhouse was made redundant, almost twenty years later, 

the township's reaction was even more intense. 14 

Township ownership of the Union's Workhouses created difficulties 

vhen the Bradford Board of Guardians considered Workhouse alterations: 

not that the Guardians required such discouraging. In September 1838, 

a committee recommended 'that no further expense be incurred in altering 

Pudsey Workhouse and that certain alterations be made in Bradford and 

Idle Workhouses', but this proposal was rejected and the Board decided 

that 'at present no internal alterations shall be made'. Shortly 

afterwards Bradford's )Sedical Officer reported: 

'that a sick ward was highly necessary to be 

provided at the Bradford Workhouse and that 

in case of contagious disease the worst 

consequences may be apprehended'. 

An investigating committee subsequently persuaded the Board of Guardians 

to enlarge the Workhousc, but 'out of the funds of the township of 

Bradford'. This decision may haue anticipated the out-townships' later 

resistance to any increase in expenditure of a kind which was 

disproportionately beneficial to Bradford township. but it probably also 

reflected the feeling that since the township owned the Workhouse, it 

should pay for the alterations. The Poor Law Comcsission refused to 

sanction the proposal, and in 1839 reiterated that the township Overseers 

could not legally finance the alterations out of the poor rate. 
15 

In the Poor Law Col Lesion's Pifth Annual Report for 1839 Bradford's 
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name appeared with 36 other Unions, 'which for the present decline 

to concur in providing an adequate Workhouse'. The following year 

Bradford was again listed with those Unions which had 'no adequate 

Workhouse'. In 1840 Bradford township appears to have spent E89 on 

Workhouse alterations, but a return submitted early in 1841 revealed 

that the Board of Guardians had not yet spent anything on the Workhouses. 

The Guardians could afford to be complacent about the recent closure 

of the Pudsey and Calverley Poorhouses, because they were quite content 

to increase the proportion of outdoor paupers. The Central Authority 

greeted the closures with resignation because, as John Revane put it: 

'if the whole four Workhouses were abolished 

the good management of the Union would not be 

rendered more difficult. The Workhouses of the 

Bradford Union are the worst I ever saw. They 

cannot be made to accomplish any one of the 

purposes of a Workhouse. So long as they exist, 

the chance of an efficient House islessened'e16 

In 1841 the Bradford Board returned to the question of sick 

accommodation, and resolved that it was 'highly necessary to have a 

detached sick room or hospital for paupers'. The financial arrangements 

are unknown, but by the and of September a new sick ward was in use. 

In August 1842 it was stated that the alterations made to the Bradford 

Workhouse since the Union's formation amounted to the provision of 'two 

large bedrooms, one men's day ward and four rooms for a sick hospital', 

while at Idle one large bedroom had been added. These charges raised 

the capacity of Bradford Workhouse from 120 to 180 and that of Idle 

from 60 to 80, but the total indoor accommodation of 260 was still well 

below the figure of 400 which the Union's Poorhouses could hold in 1837. 

The Board of Guardians was only tampering with the existing Workhouse 

facilities, and though further alterations were undertaken during the 

early 1840s, they did not amount to much. During the three years ended 
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Christmas 1845 the Union and tovnabip authorities spant 1264-4-9 on 

alterations and repairs to the Bradford Workhouse and L100-10-5 on 

Idle. 17 

The fabric of the two retained Workhouses at"Bradford and Idle 

remained essentially unchanged, and the same was true of the treatment 

of indoor paupers. The Assistant Commissioners visited the Workhouses, 

but there was not the same pattern of regular, systematic inspection 

and recommendation which characterised the post-division period. 

Nothing worthwhile could be achieved until a new Workhouse was built, 

and it was not until late in 1845 that the Commissioners felt confident 

enough to raise the question of a Union Workhouse. Until then, the 

Bradford Board of Guardians was left to run the Workhouses as they saw 

fit. In theory, Workhouse administration was governed by the Poor Law 

Commission's General Order on the Government of Workhouses, but the 

Assistant Commissioners sews to have made no serious attempt to see 

that the Guardians abided by its provisions. Unless the Board of 

Guardians itself raised an issue connected with the Workhouse, the 

Commissioners rarely intervened. 

For the Workhouse staff, it was a case of administering a system 

with which they were already largely familiar. Bradford's Workhouse 

Master alienated the Board of Guardians' first Visiting Committee and 

was not allowed to remain in office, but otherwise there was a strong 

sense of continuity. Bradford Workhouse was placed in the care of 

Hr. and Mrs. Hagar, previously of Idle Workhouse, and Idle was placed 

in the charge of Calverley's current Master. When Idle's Workhouse 

Master died-in 1839 his vife rau-the astablisbmnt vsth-the-help of 

Calverley's Workhouse Master. In 1840 Bradford's Workhouse Master 

died and was replaced by bis son. until 1843. when Isaac Waddington,. was 

chosen from a field of seventeen candidates. The following year Matthew 

and Susaanah Booth took charge of Idle Workhouse. Neither seemed well 

qualified for the post, for Mr. Booth's only previous parochial experience 

ý... :a 
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vas as a Constable and Assessor of Taxes, and Mrs. Booth could not 

write her new. Isaac Waddington's background vas equally unpromising, 

for he vas a manufacturer and publican who bad served as Assessor and 

Collector of Taxes. 

The Bradford Board night have been able to employ more experienced 

officers if it had been prepared to take the Poor Law Commissioners' 

advice and offer higher salaries. The Guardians, however, argued that 

the large number of applicants was evidence that the salaries were 

already attractive enough, and during the later 1840s proposed increases 

fall victim to the out-townships' campaign against higher establishment 

charges. 
is Salaries to Workhouse Masters conformed to the pattern in 

the West Riding as a whole, falling within a range of from £30 to £60 

for the Master and Matron, together with board and lodgings. 19 In 

1848, Bradford's Master and Matron were paid a combined salary of 

£35, while Idle's Master and Matron received L43. 

Although the qualifications of the latest appointee Mere not 

obvious, during this period the workhouse Masters were uncontroversial 

figures, administering a wall established system. The small number 

of able-bodied inmates could expect to be set to work, but work was 

probably exacted spasmodically. In June 1838, Bradford's Workhouse 

Master was instructed to obtain some limestone for the paupers' 

employment and in 1842 it was stated 'that the indoor paupers [were] 

occasionally employed in various ways', namely in opening hair obtained 

from cabinet makers and in teasing knotted flocks of wool. Some officers 

clearly doubted whether inmates were systemically set to vwork, for in 

October 1842 one Relieving Officer stated that he would favour sending 

more able-bodied applicants to the Workhouse if work was provided, but 

that 'under the present system it would be attended with evil, as living 

in idleness would induce the inmates to increase and to become permanent 

paupers'. 
20 

4 
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These doubts were shared by the Guardians themselves, and one 

wonders how well informed Board members were on Workhouse conditions. 

In 1843 six Guardians drew up a memorial to the Poor Law Commission 

alleging that, while in the Workhouse: 

'the pauper and his family remain in a state 

of idleness, some of the family being allowed 

to be sent out of the premises to work, and no 

employment being found for them in the House; 

his food is good and substantial, he has no 

care in providing for his family, and it is 

difficult to get him out of the Workhouse 

unless an inducement in the shape of household 

goods be offered him'. 

Shortly afterwards, the inmates were reported to be breaking stones for 

the Highway Surveyors, but a mouth later Idle's male inmates were said 

to be 'spending their time in idleness and sometimes in mischief'. 
21 

The Bradford Board's grip on relief practices within the Workhouse 

may have been as tenuous as its control of outdoor relief, but the 

erratic nature of work schemes for able-bodied inmates reflected the 

paucity of this class of pauper. Late in 1843 there were said to be 

'scarcely sufficient able-bodied people in either of the workhouses to 

conduct the ordinary domestic business of the houses'. Early in 1845, 

following a proposal to acquire land adjoining the Idle Workhouse for 

the inmates to cultivate, James Wade stated that: 

'it was only right that they should candidly 

confess their belief that the male inmates of 

the Workhouse were wholly incapacititated for 

the bodily labour which the breaking up of this 

ground and the fencing of it would demand of 

them, for the men were a poor lot of beings and 
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in their opinion there was scarcely a aen that 

would like to take a spade in his hand, they 

were all feeble old am'* 
22 

The genuinely able-bodied sale iaaate was an oddity, set to work 

as whatever task could conveniently be arranged. - if any. 

As the memorial of 1843 critically observed, one possibility was 

to send inmates to work outside the Workhouse, though this practice 

may well have been confined to children. In 1838 the Bradford Board 

ordered that, 'Esther Mountain be sent to Bradford Workhouse and 

that she continua to work at 8orsfall's Mills and [the Workhouse 

Matron] receive her wales'. This say have been an exceptional case, 

but in 1842 the Guardians injudiciously informed the Poor Law Comission 

that children were being sent from Idle Workhouse to work in local 

factories. The Commissioners' ignorance of this practice and the 

Guardians' naivety in failing to anticipate an adverse reaction were 

testimony to the uiainal contact which existed between the Central and 

local authority on Workhouse affairs. It vas fitting that the Bradford 

Board should have walked into trouble as a result of its insistence 

on knowing whether the children's earnings should be credited to the 

township of Idle or to the Union ? und, for this was the level on which 

so many of the Guardians' debates operated. Charles )ott's reaction 

vas that, 'the practice of sending the children to work at the factories 

[vas] highly objectionable and should be prevented'. The Coeaissioners 

threatened to issue an order prohibiting the practice and the Guardians 

resolved to discontinue it. 23 

The 1843 memorial casts doubt on the finality of this resolutions 

but the number sent out to work was probably very suall. Per more 

children were subjected to the traditional fate of apprenticeship. Until 

1844 the power of binding parish apprentices lay with the township 

Overseers and County Magistrates. As in the case of removal orders, the 
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Board of Guardians could issue instructions to the Assistant 

Overseers, but there was no guarantee that the Assistant Overseer 

would, or could, carry the order out. Equally, the township Overseers 

could initiate apprenticeships independently of the Board of Guardians. 

Partly for this reason, a far sketchier picture of the pattern of 

apprenticeship is available for the 1830s and 1840s than for the 

later period. 
24 

The Board of Guardians Minutes for the period prior to the Union's 

division contain orders for the binding of approximately 100 apprentices, 

about threequarters of them boys. Little is known about the trades to 

which these children were apprenticed, but seven out of eighteen known 

cases involved colliers, two shoemakers and two tailors; a scale of 

preference confirmed in the post-division period. If the Bradford 

Board of Guardians did not actively seek out colliers, the colliers 

may themselves have sought out the Board, for in 1842 a local witness 

to the Royal Commission on Children's Employment stated that it was a 

notorious fact that when colliers were in need of burners they applied 

to the Boards of Guardians. 

'They cannot get them elsewhere, on account of 

the severity of the labour and treatment hurriers 

experience; and which makes parents prefer any 

other sort of employment for their children'. 

In 1848 a collier employed by a past member of the Bradford Board was 

charged with having assaulted one of four boys sent to work as a hurrier 

from Idle Workhouse. No arrangements had been made to check on the boys 

well being and, as far as the Guardians were concerned, it seems to have 

been a case of out of sight out of mind. 
25 The purpose of apprenticeship, 

after all, was not so much to teach the child a useful trade as to get 

him off the relief list. The fact that in eleven out of twenty known 

cases, the masters lived outside the Bradford Union suggests that the 

Bradford Board was well aware of the possibility of permanently ridding 
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the Union of the child concerned, by enabling him to gain a legal 

settlement by serving an apprenticeship elsewhere. 

The Poor Law Amendment Act of 1844 (7 +8 Vic. c. 101) transferred 

the power of binding apprentices from the Overseers to the Boards of 

Guardians, and at the end of the year the Poor Law Commission issued a 

General Order on Apprenticeship. The 1544 Order encouraged Boards of 

Guardians to exercise greater care in the choice of masters and 

apprentices, but it provided no real protection for the child once he 

had been bound. 26 The Commissioners hoped to see a reduction in the 

number of children apprenticed, and in Bradford the number of orders 

for children to be apprenticed did fall off from an annual average of 

over thirteen during the seven years ended Lady Day 1845 to an annual 

average of only two during the three years ended Lady Day 1848. The 

Commissioners were satisfied: 

'that greater attention to the education and 

industrial training of poor children would more 

than compensate for any supposed inconvenience 

arising from as indisposition to take apprentices'. 
27 

In Bradford, there was little evidence of an increased effort to *ducats 

pauper children. 

A major determining factor in the standard of educational provision 

for 'Workhouse inmates was the extent to which pauper education was 

subjected to the constraints of less eligibility. The 1834 Report 

made little reference to education, but in 1838, in his Report on the 

Training of Pauper Children, the Assistant Commissioner James Ray (later 

Ray-Shuttleworth), firmly rejected the application of the principle of 

less eligibility to pauper education. 

'Whenever the community encounter the responsibility 

of providing for the education of children who have 

no natural guardians'. Kay wrote. 'it is impossible 

to adopt as a standard for the training of such 
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children the average amount of care and skill 

now bestowed on the moral and religious culture 

of the children of the labouring classes 

generally, or to decide that their secular 

instruction shall be confined within limits 

confessedly so neagre and inadequate'. 

Yet these were precisely the limits beyond which most of Bradford's 

Guardians were not prepared to go. With economy firmly in mind, the 

Bradford Board urged the need for less eligibility and feared that in 

providing even a deficient education they were possibly exceeding the 

bounds of prudence. Samuel Cowling argued that: 

'the condition of the vast majority of the ratepayers, 

who had to provide the funds for the education of the 

children in the Workhouse was such that they could not 

by any means obtain for their own children that amount 

of education which the children in the poorhouses were 

receiving and enjoying, and to tax ratepayers for the 

purpose of making pauper children into mathematicians 

was in his judgement a course inconsistent with the 

proper order of society'. 
28 

The standard of Workhouse education was dictated by the standards 

prevailing outside the Workhouse. Pauper education was grossly inadequate 

because educational facilities for the working classes in Bradford were 

so poor. 

At the time of the Bradford Union's formation, in 1837, the district 

may have contained as few as four public day schools. This reflected the 

paucity of educational charities and the slow progress made by religious 

groups in the educational field. Zn the mid-1820$* the Charity 

Coumissioners tracked down a handful of educational charities, including 

a school for the poor children of Tong, but these were all verl small 
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scale affairs. 
29 

The Bradford Mechanics' Institute ras opened in 1832, and soss 

of the surrounding townships, such as Pudsey, had their own Mechanics' 

Institutes. These were not, however, effective agencies for elementary 

education. The President of Bradford's Mechanics' Institute, the 

Reverend James Acworth, regularly bemoaned the poor response of the 

working classes and although, in the aid-1840s, the institute attracted 

approximately 200 members and 600 subscribers, the annual subscription 

of 10/- placed it beyond the reach of the poor. H. Chapman, the 

Assistant Handloom Weavers' Commissioner, reported that the West Riding 

Mechanics' Institutes were 'too expensive to be resorted to by the 

weavers to any extent', and the Reverend George Stringer null pointed 

out that neither the weavers nor the aillworhers could spare the time 

to attend the Institutes. 'To erect Mechanics' Institutes, or 

seminaries of learning', said bull* 'for people who have no time to 

attend upon then, is only to insult them'. 
30 

Religious bodies were slow to make good the deficiency of cheap, 

secular education. Sunday Schools were numerically impressive but 

educationally inefficient. In 1843, Edward Baines claimed that 19,550 

pupils attended Sunday Schools in the Parish of Bradford. This may 

have been an optimistic estimate, but others bore testimony to the 

high attendance levels achieved by Sunday Schools, despite the fact 

that very poor children were sometimes deterred from attending because 

of their lack of clothing. According to the 1851 Census, Sunday Schools 

in the much smaller area covered by the Borough of Bradford were attended-, 
by 16,077 pupils, an impressive 15.52 of the popnlation, 31 

The weakness of Sunday Schools lay in the type and quality of 

education provided. In H. Chapman's opinion, the Sunday School could 

'never becoms a very efficient instrumout of education', and the Reverend 

C. B. Bull presented a paper to the Randlooss Weavers' Cission on the 

inefficiency of these schools. 
32 The teachers wore of ten poorly qualified 
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and, more important, most Sunday Schools only taught reading and 

the Scriptures. Pupils were not taught writing or arithmetic. 

To Include Sunday Schools in education statistics, as 

voluntaryists such as Haines unhesitatingly did, vas to endow 

Bible classes with an unvarrante3 educational significance. If 

Sunday Schools are excluded, as Table 3 indicates, educational 

coverage in aid-nineteenth century Bradford was not impressive. 

Table 3. Educational Provision in Bradford. 1851.33 

Type of Bradford Borough Bradford Registration District 
Number of Number of As Percentage, dumber of Number of As Percentage 

School Schools Scholars of Population schools Scholars- ofPopu at on 

Public Day 27 5946 5.7 66 10798 5.9 

Private Day 89 3633 3.5 188 7427 4.1 

Total Day 116 9579 9.2 254 18225 10.0 

Sunday 59 16077 15.5 161 32645 17.9 

Evening 
Schools 52 1479 0.8 

for Adults. 

Day schools could offer some sort of education to roughly one in ten 

inhabitants. 34 This still left a bugs deficiency. In 1845, the Reverend 

Frederick Watkins, an Inspector for the Committee of Council on Education, 

reported that% 

'no one can pass through any of the manufacturing 

towns of Yorkshire or Lancashire during school 

hours ... without being convinced that whatever 

numbers of children may be contained in our 

daily schools, there are many who do not enter 

them at all, or at least do not attend then, 

with any degree of regularity. .... Thera is 

a class of children which never enter into our 

schools at all, but live in a profound depth 

of poverty and ignorance and heathenism'. 
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If this was true of large towns such as Bradford, it was equally 

true of the smaller out-townships. Rather surprisingly, the 1851 

returns suggest that day schools in the out-townships catered for a 

marginally greater proportion of the population than in the Borough 

townships. Contemporary co=ent, however, indicates that educational 

facilities in the decade before 1851 were grossly inadequate. Pudsay 

was said to be typical of most of the district, yet a local weaver 

spoke of a 'great want of education', the Pactory Superintendent, 

Robert Baker, reported that education was 'at a very by ebb', and 

Pudsey's Anglican minister stated that there was 'no adequate provision 

for the instruction of the poor, and no charity or free school of any 

kind '. IS 

Education in Pudsey may well have improved between the early 1840s 

and 1831, for in Bradford itself it was only during the 1840s that 

public day schools started to take root. In 1830 the Quakers had 

opened a day school, possibly their second, for "the children of all 

labouring people or mechanics residing in the town of Bradford aid its 

neighbourhood'. The following year the first Anglican day school was 

opened, and in 1335 a day school was opened in Cleckheaton under the 

aegis of the British and Foreign School Society. 
36 

Despite the 

strength of Dissent in Bradford, as Table 4 indicates, the Dissenters 

early educational efforts were unimpressive. In 1839 a group of 

Dissenting ministers proposed a scheme for the erection of a number of 

day schools, but this scheme collapsed and it was not until 1843 that 

the highly influential congregation of Horton Lane Chapel opened the 

Borough West School for adults and children 'of the labouring, 

manufacturing and other poorer classes in the Borough of Bradford'. 
37 

During the 1840s, the major initiative in the field of education cane 

from the Anglicans under the leadership of the Vicar of Bradford, 

the Reverend William Scoresby. 

In 1841 Scoresby secured the adoption of a plan for 'the extension 
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of education among the children of the working classes, and poor, 

on a RELIGIOUS BASIS, and on the principles of the ESTABLISHED CHURCH'. 

During the course of the next five years, eleven day schools were 

opened, supported by the National Society, and in 1846 these schools 

claiwed over 1,100 pupils. 
38 

The establishment of the Bradford 

Parochial schools was the lost important educational development in 

Bradford during this period. 

Table 4. The Denominational Pattern of Education in Bradford, 1851.39 

i. Bradford Borough 

Number of As Z Number of As x Number of As X of Total 
Church of Total S of Total Public Day su oýprted b 
S tt ngs Schools Schools rel i sous 

Denomination bodies 

Church of 
England 10026 31.1 14 23.7 12 63.2 

Other Protestant 
Churches 21481 66.5 44 74.6 6 31.6 

Roman Catholic 380 1.2 1 1.7 1 5.3 

Total 32287 59 19 

ii. Bradford Reg istration District 

Church of 
England 24557 32.5 33 20.5 27 56.25 

Other Protestant 
Churches 50002 66.2 127 78.9 20 41.7 

Roman Catholic 380 0.5 1 0.6 1 2.1 

Total 75529 161 48 

Many of the children attending these public day schools were factory 

workers, enrolled under the terms of the 1833 and 1844 Factory Acts. Indeed, 

the two largest and roost highly regarded of Bradford's new public day schools, 

the National Factory Schools at Wharfbank and Manchester Road (opened in 

1841 and 1842 respectively), were intended specifically, but not exclusively, 

for factory children. 

The 1833 Act (3 +4 Wm. IV c. 103) required that employees under the age 

of 13 attend school for two hours a day. One or two local worsted 
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manufacturers, notably the firsts of Wood and Walker and Rouse and 

Conpany, already operated their own schools. 
40 )teny other firms. 

however, even after 1833, were unable or unwilling to provide school 

rooms and sent their employees to private or public schools. As 

Table 5 reveals, a minority of factory children in the Factory Inspector's 

district to which Bradford belonged actually attended a factory school. 

A greater number rent to private schools and a growing proportion 

attended public day schools. Graham's 1844 Factory Act (7 Vic. c. 15) 

encouraged this trend, for managers of National and British Schools 

were more willing to accept factory children once they could attend for 

a full half day. 41 

Table 5. The Distribution of Factory Schoolchildren during the 18405.42 

i. The Woollen and Worsted Manufacturing Districts 

1843 
Number of 
Facto 

Type of School Children Aa Percentage 

National 1547 16.6 

Dissenting 243 2.6 

Factory 3367 36.1 

Private or Daý-aa. 4159 44.6 

Total 9316* 

H. The Leads and Bradford District. 1846 

Type of School Number of Schools 

National 35 

Dissenting 20 

Factory 5 

Private or Dame 64 

Total 124 

1846 

Number of 
Factory 
Children 

4434 

2272 

3038 

6037 

15781 

As Percentage 

28.1 

14.4 

19.3 

38.3 

Number of Factory Children 

5639 

The 1844 Act had the beneficial effect of increasing attendance levels 

and of transferring children from factory schools, many of the worst of 

--- -- - __j 
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which were closed down 043 to the expanding public day school sector. 

In educational terms, this was an undoubted ixprovesot, for the 

education provided under the 1833 Tactory Act was of dubious value. 

Robert Saunders, the Factory Inspector, later recalled that, 

'with few exceptions, factory children for many years derived little 

or no benefit from their compulsory attendance at school'. In 1838, 

the Bradford worsted manufacturers John Wood and William Walker expressed 

their conviction that 'the prescribed education has been most shamefully 

neglected, or inefficiently performed'. This view was shared by the 

? actory Superintendent, Robert Baker, who believed that the 1833 Act 

had made little difference to educationalitandards. Baker did not 

think that: 

'anon& the 500 mills under ny superintendence 

in the West Riding of Yorkshire, I should be 

able to name a dozen schools where the education 

is systematically good. .... In all the rest, 

that which is called education may be given or 

WAY aot', 
44 

Baker later cited the school at Priestley Hill in Pudsey as an 

example of the reality of factory education. Porty five of the mill- 

workers vare covered by the education clauses. 'On on. of my recent 

visits', Baker reported: 

'I found the bookkeeper was the schoolmaster, 

and the books, pieces of an old newspaper torn 

ad libitum into sections of about three inches 

in diameter'. 

Had factory schools were no worse, however, than many private schools, 

and the Factory Inspector placed thou on an equal footing. 'In the 

private or dams schools', Robert Saunders complained, 'and in factory 

schools, the teachers often cannot spell'. In Saunders' opinion, the 

education received by factory children in these schools was, 'Lu an 
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overwhelming majority of cues, altogether worthless and a pure 

mockery of the term', 
45 

Not surprisingly, the educational achievements of factory children 

were very limited. In 1838, over a quarter of the 620 children up to 

the age of eighteen employed in Pudsey's woollen mills were unable to 

read or were still learning the alphabet. Over threequarters could 

not read the Bible. Three years later, when factory children were 

first admitted to Bradford's new National Factory School, the Vicar 

reported that the entrants: 

'were found, for the most part, either 

entirely ignorant of letters, or very 

imperfectly taught. ... Of 150 factory 

children scarcely one could read tolerably 

in the Bible. ... Not above six in 180 girls 

could write their names legibly, and none of 

the mill girls knew their figures'. 46 

The 1844 Factory Act and the spread of public day schools offered 

some encouragement, reflected in the tone of qualified optimism adopted 

in the Factory Inspector's 1845 and 1846 reports. Improvement was 

slowest in the private schools, and in 1846 thirty three of the 188 

private or damn schools in Saunders' district, but only two of the 

120 public schools were placed in grade four; 'schools, the certificates 

from which it is probable the Inspector will have to declare invalid'. 

In 1849, Saunders summarised the existing state of factory education. 

Most factory children, he reporteds 

'now derive advantages, which very few possessed 

before the Act was altered in 1844, and of which 

none employed in mill-work could partake previous 

to 1833. There is good evidence that further 

improvement is in progress, and it is well that 

it should be so. In many cases it is still 

____ _i __ __ C, . _`. ý 
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much needed, for a considerable proportion of 

the schools are but very indifferent'. 47 

Public day schools were no panacea, for there was a considerable 

variation in standards. In 1846, the Bradford Model School (alias the 

National factory School) was described as 'a very promising and well 

ordered school', but the following year, pupils at another of the new 

Bradford Parochial day schools, at New Leads, were 'in a very poor 

state as to discipline, and very ignorant. The master[was] unskilled 

as a teacher; was formerly captain of a coasting vessel'. 
48 

The 1840. saw significant improvements in the quantity and quality 

of elementary education, but appalling deficiencies remained. In 1838, 

the Handloon Weavers' Commission bad beard testimony that two-thirds 

of adult weavers could read, but that not more than a quarter of them 

could write. 
49 

Their children had a better chance of achieving literacy, 

but it was not a much better chance. It is against this background that 

the education provided for pauper children saust be judged. 

During the Union's early years, indoor pauper children received 

their instruction in the Workhouse. The Minutes for 1839 refer to 

expenditure on school books, and in 1840 Henry Bingham was appointed 

as schoolmaster at Bradford Workhouse at a wage of 12/- a week. The 

following year he was replaced by David Binns at 10/- a week, and in 

1842 it was decided to dispense with Binn's services and to send the 

children to school outside the Workhouse. Children from the Bradford 

Workhouse were sent to the National Factory School, as many as forty 

being in attendance early in 1843. Children from the Idle Workhouse 

were also sent out to school. During the three years ended Christmas 

1845 Ell-19-10 was spent in school fees on their behalf, and a further 

136-0-3 on fees for the Bradford Workhouse children* 
50 

From 1846, a government grant was available to cover the salaries 

of Workhouse teachers, but the Bradford Board did not immediately take 

advantage of it. This did not spare it$ bowaver, from the intrusions 
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of the regional Inspectors of Poor Law Schools, appointed under the 

scheme and responsible to the Comeittee of Council on Education. 

The Inspector for the Northern District, Thomas B. Browne, was to 

prove a persistent and enlightened campaigner. 
51 

His early 

investigations revealed that, in the North generally, 'with very few 

exceptions, ... the children sent to school out of the Workhouse [were] 

ignorant and ill-instructed'. Bradford was no exception. In 1848, 

Browne reported that the boys from Bradford Workhouse had 'made 

some progress', though 'they appeared taught too much by rote', but 

'the girls were very ignorant'. At Idle, education was 'in a very 

low state'. None of the children: 

'could repeat the first Commandment. After 

reading from the Gospel of St. Matthew a girl 

said the other three Gospels were written by 

Shadrach, Hcishach and Abednego. An island 

was said to be a great city. No arithmetic. 

Children not separated from adult paupers'. 
52 

The Bradford Board of Guardians was too preoccupied with the question 

of a new Workhouse and a new Union to pay much attention to Brovne's 

report, but his remorselessly stringent comments would eventually 

have some effect. The Board of Guardians response would, however, be 

conditioned by the educational progress of the 'independent' poor. 

The Visiting Commissioners in Lunacy, appointed under the Lunatics 

Act of 1845 (8 +9 Vic. (c. 100), were to play a role coaparable to that 

of the Education Inspectors. Like Browne, their influence became 

marked only after the Union's division. Pauper lunatics were maintained 

either in asylums, in the Workhouse or with relatives or friends. The 

1834 Poor Law Amsndment Act made it illegal to detain dangerous patients 

in a Workhouse for more than fourteen days, but there was no statutory 

control over the treatment of harmless pauper lunatics. The relatively 
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high cost of asylum treatment meant that there was a strong 

financial incentive to send as few paupers as possible to an asylum. 

During the aid-1840s, weekly maintenance costs at the West Riding 

County Asylum at Wakefield ranged from 5/6 to 7/6 and private 

asylums charged between 8/- and 12/- a week. In contrast, it cost 

between 2/4 and 2/111 to maintain lunatics in the Workhouse, and 

from 1/- to 3/- a week if they lived with relatives or friends. 

About half of all lunatic paupers, the vast majority of them 

classed as dangerous, were maintained in asylums. This involved the 

Union in considerable expense. It would have cost 1784 to maintain 

the pauper lunatics chargeable to the Union in August 1842 for a year, 

and 11,370 to maintain those chargeable in January 1848 for the same 

period. If the medical relief returns are taken at face value, in 

most years note was spent on the relatively small number of mentally 

ill paupers than on all the outdoor sick. (See Table 5 in Chapter 5ii). 

Aa the number of chargeable lunatics increased, the Bradford Board 

experienced difficulty in securing suitable accomaodation. In 1846 

the Guardians reported that 'all the lunatic asylum in this and the 

adjoining counties to which we are in the habit of sending pauper 

lunatics are full', consequently 'there are several lunatics in this 

Union who are not under proper restraint' . 
54 As Table 6 suggests, the 

Board aas obliged to make greater use of private asylums and to send 

more patients to live with their families or friends. 

Pressure on accoamodation, plus the Guardians' aversion to sending 

paupers to expensive asylum, inevitably led to abuses. In 1845 the 

Assistant Commissioner found a pauper chained in the Workhowa and 

reminded the Board that it vas illegal to keep dangerous paupers in 

the Workhouse for more than tvo weeks. The Cuaidians replied that: 

it was only to prevent such parties injuring 

themselves that they had been chained, and not 

ý, ýyýýý ý 
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because they had been thought dangerous. ? here 

vu one female that it was difficult to restraint 

she would climb over to get to man who came 

about'. 

It was an ingenious explanation, but the Commissioners insisted on her 

removal to an asylum. 
55 

The folloving year one of Idle's inmates attempted to commit suicide. 

He was one of four inmates said to suffer from chronic depression, and the 

Commissioners ordered that all of them be removed to an asylum. According 

to the annual returns for 1847 and 1848, all the dangerous cases were 

housed in asylums, but there was something ominous about an 1847 order 

for ten jackets (straitjackets? ) for insane Workhouse inmates. If the 

Bradford Board promptly dispatched all dangerous cases to an asylum, it 

was doing more than its post-division successors. 
56 

It was the Workhouse Medical Officer's job to decide whether a pauper 

was dangerous or not, but little is known about the work of these officers 

during this period. or about the treatment of sick and infirm inmates. 

The paucity of information reflects the lack of major innovations and 

absence of special provision for non able-bodied inmates. 

The Bradford Board did not yet consider it necessary to appoint 

separate Workhouse Medical Officers. Instead, the district Medical 

Officer for Bradford, later Bradford Bast, acted as Bradford Workhouse's 

doctor, while the Medical Officer for Idle, Shipley and Bolton acted for 

the Idle Workhouse. The inclusion of the Workhouse practice made the 

Medical Officer for Bradford last the busiest and highest paid in the 

Union. During the five years ended March 1848 Joshua Poppleton dealt 

with an annual average of 639 cases, producing an average income of 

1210 a year. 

Since a disproportionate number of inmates were non able-bodied, a 

disproportionate number of medical cases were treated in the Workhouse. 

During the five years ended Lady Day 1848,11.8% of all 'ordinary' cases 
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and 13.6% of midwifery cases were treated indoors. Yet a surprisingly 

small proportion of operations were carried out in the Workhouse. 

During this same five year period only 5 out of 123 operations (4.1%) 

were conducted indoors. Conditions in the Workhouse were probably no 

better than in the paupers' ho es. 
s7 

This aas not the fault of the Workhouse staff. Counts on the 

staff were generally favourable and the Assistant Coinissioners refrained 

from blaming Workhouse conditions on the Masters or Matrons. In 1845 

Edward Walston remarked on the cleanliness of Idle Workhouse and 

Alfred Austin described Bradford Workhouse as 'a very poor place, kept 

as clean as it admits of'. Two years later, Austin again reported that 

the Mouse was 'always clean and in order, considering the nature and 

bad construction of the building'. This was no doubt sufficient to 

satisfy the Bradford Board, which liked, above all, to see a well ordered 

establishment. In 1843 the Board was pleased to find the Bradford Work- 

house 'beautifully clean and in order', while at Idle 'both the inmates 

and the House were in nice order'. In a testimonial to the departing 

Master and Matron of Calverley Poorhouse, the Guardians stated that the 

officers had shorn 'much care to the cleanliness. order and regularity 

of the paupers committed to their management'. It was not only the 

Workhouse, but also the inmates who were to be well ordered. 
58 

The Commissioners' early policy of non-intervention exacerbated the 

shortage of information on the Workhouse regime. The diet was left to the 

Board of Guardians' discretion and is largely a matter for speculationt 

though in 1846 a Wednesday dinner gras said to consist of a pint of broth 

and nearly 11 lbs of suet pudding. This compares unfavourably with the 

Wednesday dinners served under the Old Poor Law, which consisted of half 

a pound of boiled beef, mutton or veal, with six ounces of bread and 
59 

vegetables. The evidence, however, is too slight to support a fire 

conclusion. 

_-Z 
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Christaas Day was the occasion for the Board of Guardians to 

display its benevolence, or that of its Chairman, by feasting the 

inmates on roast beef and plum pudding. Similar treats were provided 

on the occasion of Queen Victoria's Coronation in 1838 and wedding 

in 1840. If the inmates experienced Christmas Day as'truly a joyous 
and happy one' , 

60 it could only have been in contrast to the dull 

routine of the rest of the year. While some Guardians argued that the 

paupers ware anxious to remain inside the Workhouse, some inmates, 

at least, were clearly very anxious to get out. In 1841 the wall 

around the Workhouse yard was raised 'in order to keep the boys from 

running away from school and the other inmates from absenting themselves 

from the Workhouse at improper time'# and a year later alterations 

were made to the wash house in order 'to prevent the inmates from 

getting out of the windows' at night, 
61 

Those unable to escape sometimes vented their feelings on the 

Workhouse staff. In 1838 Ellen Mountain was convicted of striking the 

Bradford Workhouse Master and of 'throwing some pudding into his face'; 

in 1842 the next Master was assaulted by an innate and in 1847 his 

successor suffered the sane fate. His assailant ended up in Court, 

but less serious offences could result in harsh punishment on the 

Workhouse premises. In 1846, Thomas Hirst's misbehaviour resulted in 

his having to wheel 'a barrow filled with stones in the Workhouse yard'. 

The Bradford Board of Guardians' bete noire, however, was a certain 

Robert Harrison. an atheist who was 'perpetually inciting the other 

inmates of the House to agitate for alterations in their diet or for a 

new House'. These were laudable objects, but Harrison's rambling and 

incoherent letters to the Poor Law Commission suggest that the Guardians 

may have deserved more sympathy than garrison. In 1847 the two Workhouse 

Masters entered into an agreement under which each would pay 1/-" a week 

on top of any allowance awarded to Harrison by the Guardians in an attempt 
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to persuade his to live outside the Workhouse. Unfortunately for 

them, the Board of Guardians rejected this arrangement, and Harrison 

remained to plague them. 
62 

Not all paupers were angels. 

This was not for want of trying. The paupers' bodies and minds 

night be neglected, but their souls were to be preserved, and by the 

right sect. Sectarian disputes over the occupation of the Workhouse 

pulpit were common. 
63 

and the intensity of the conflict between Church 

and Dissent in local politics ensured that Bradford would not be 

iaaune. Strong feelings had been aroused by the nomination of George 

Hadfield as a disestablishment candidate in the 1833 Borough election. 

During the 1830s and early 1640s there was also a bitter struggle over 

the levying of Church rates. 
64 

The Board Room provided another arena 

for the battle between Anglicans and Dissenters. 

The issue cave to a bead in 1842, when it was suggested that the 

Vicar and clergy of Bradford be given the unpaid spiritual charge of 

the Bradford Workhouse inmates. In Sanwl Cowling's aggressively 

Anglican opinion,, 'the Vicar vas begging as a favour what be might 

demand as a right'. The Anglican Chairman. John Yarrer, claimed that: 

'the only difference would be that instead of 

the services being conducted by the Wssleyans, 

they would be performed by the ministers of the 

Church, yet still no one would be prevented fro% 

having any minister they desired'. 

This was a vital difference, for Wesleyan ministers mould no longer have 

free access'to all the instates, but would only be able to attend Methodists 

who specifically asked for their attendance. Janes Green insisted that if 

it had not been for the Methodists' efforts, 'the Workhouse must have been 

in a very bad state', and Joseph Tordoff proposed 'that the Dissenting ' 

sects should be allowed to visit the Workhouse as usual'. Joshua Pollard 

retorted that 'the Methodists had usurped the power of the Church, and 
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had drove its ministers away'. 'It was not right', said Tarrer, 

'to preach Christ in the morning and John Wesley in the afternoon'. 

In the confusion, it is not clear whether the Vicar was formally 

appointed as Workhouse Chaplain, or whether his appointment dated 

from later in 1842.65 

When the dabats was resumed in 1543, the tons was less restrained. 

Peter Driver opened the battle by Giving notice of a motion to allow 

the Independents and Methodists to attend the Workhouse 'as they usually 

did before last year'. The acting Chairman, Samuel Cowling, insisted 

that 'the general celebration of religious worship must be confined 

to the Church of England', and refused to put Driver's motion to the 

vote. Coviing and the Vice-Chairman, James Wade, then left the room, 

leaving Thomas Mackley to take the Chair and carry the aotion. 
66 

The Workhouse Master was informed of the Board's resolution, and 

one of the Dissenting ministers cam forward with the suggestion that 

the Dissenters preach on Tuesday evenings and take alternate Sunday 

services with ministers of the Established Church. This was too much 

for Bradford's Vicar, the Reverend William Scoresby, who ordered the 

Workhouse Master to: 

'prevent the performance of divine service or 

the visiting of the House for spiritual purposes 

by any person not authorised by as, so long as I 

`(with my curates) an the official Chaplain of 

your institution. Of course this prohibition 

does not extend to the case of any innate 

wishing to sea his own or any particular sinister 

for religious consolation or assistance, privately 

and by himself', 

but the Dissenting 'inister responsible for the proposed scher was to be 

informed 'that so visiting or preaching such as he proposes can take place 
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in the Workhouse so long as the present Chaplaincy continues'. 
67 

Peter Driver responded by proposing 'that the Clerk be directed 

to request the Workhouse Master to admit the Dissenters to preach and 

teach and that the Clerk also inform the Vicar of the resolution of 

the Board'. When Cowling and Wade both refused to put this notion, 

Cowling was voted out of the Chair, the motion was adopted, and Cowling 

was than dismissed from his position as Vice-Chairman. 
68 

Scoresby promptly submitted the dispute to the Poor Law Commissions 

making clear bis own view that 'the Order of the Board was` 

interference with the spiritual right and responsibility of the existing 

Chaplaincy'. Scoresby objected to the inmates: 

'being subjected to the operation of a rule so vague 

and general as this - that the Dissenters be admitted 

to preach and teach. A rule which, if duly and 

impartially carried out must be productive of the 

most various and contradictory teaching, of the 

mixture in such teaching of every variety of 

truth and error and heresy which are to be found 

in the doctrines of the numerous sects existing 

in this town'. 

The Commissioners replied that theyt 

'would not object to the Protestant Dissenters 

in the Bradford Workhouse being assembled in a 

room for prayers or religious instructions in 

the presence of a licensed minister. provided 

that no child being a =ember of the Established 

Church be present and that no adult member of 

the Established Church attend without bis express 

consent. The Commissioners do not think it 

desirable that even adult umbers of the Church 
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of England should attend the prayers of 

Dissenting ministers in a Workhouse. but the 

Commissioners do not understand that the 

appointment of a Chaplain gives his any such 

powers of exclusion as the Vicar of Bradford 

appears to suppose'. 

There was something for everyone bars, and the Cos issionsrs' 

letter led to more Board Room chaos. According to Peter Driver* the 

letter 'showed that the Dissenters had a right to have their own ministers 

in the Workhouse', and that they 'tight be allowed to preach and teach 

there'. John Pratt disagreed, and Samuel Cowling was involved in another 

straggle for the occupation of the Chair. 69 

Despite the i11-fooling, an agreement was reached based on the 

Coimaissioners' judgement. The Vicar would hold a service every Sunday 

evening and visit Anglican inuates, while licensed Methodist and 

independent ministers would hold meetings for Dissenters aged over 16 on 

Sunday afternoons and Wednesday evenings. Ministers could visit the 

Workhouse at other times at the particular request of an inmate conveyed 

through the Workhouse Master. All inmates were to be allowed to attend 

places of worship in the town on Sunday mornings. 
70 

This brought the dispute to an sad, though it threatened to flare 

up again in 1847. when Scoresby's successor, the Reverend John Burnett 

was offered the Chaplaincy without reaaueration. The Board of Guardians 

was not authorised to make unpaid appointments, and the Poor Law 

Commission insisted on a nominal salary of il. The Bradford Observer 

regarded this as a 'contemptible act', and four Guardians registered a 

signed protest against it. The Board of Guardians did, however, narrowly 

accept the Commissioners' directive, several Guardians abstaining in the 

crucial vote. 
71 

Tbs Guardian. ' passionate concern for the inmates spiritual welfare 

only hi$bliihtad their indifference to the paupers' physical wll-beint. 
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The Bradford Board was content to make do with existing facilities, 

it was anxious to avoid expense, reluctant to make special provision 

for particular groups and, in fact, largely unable to do so because 

of basic Workhouse deficiencies. The Board was content to see the 

Workhouses kept free from disorder and irregularity. The inmates were 

maintained, but no more. 

If Workhouse conditions were poor, they could always be compared 

with worse conditions outside the Workhouse,, and the Guardians' eye 

for economy ensured that this comparison would not be ignored. Less 

eligibility influenced major decisions. such as those on Workhouse 

construction and educational provision, but it also filtered down to the 

most trivial matters. A proposal to instal a water closet at the Idle 

Workhouse threatened to place the inmates in a superior position to 

that of the independent poor, as vela as raising the vexed question 

of whether the cost should be borne by the Union or by the township 

of Idle. The proposal was withdrawn. 
72 

Major improvements in the treatment of indoor paupers could not 
be achieved without a new Workhouse. The Union's division was a 

prerequisite for a decision to build a new Workhouse, but the seeds of 

this decision were firmly sown during the crisis years of 1846-8. 

The crisis was a complex one, associated with an acute trade depression, 

typhus epidemic and influx of Irish poor; reacting with a catalyst 

represented by the growing friction between Bradford and the out-townships, 

based on the Union's financial structure and exacerbated by changes in the 

Law of Settlement. The crisis highlighted the need for a new Workhouse, 

yet at the same time reinforced the out-townships' resistance to its 

construction. The out-township Guardians' position became clear during 

the debate on the relief of vagrants, which formed part of the crisis 

and was an element in the 'Workhouse debate. 

The treatment of vagrants was complicated by the fact that responsibility 

was divided between the Poor Law and Police authorities. It was the custom 
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for one of Bradford tovnship'e Deputy Constables, appointed by the 

Vestry, to act as Vagrant Master. In 1841 the Union Clerk reported thatt 

'since the formation of this Union vagrants have 

been received and relieved at the Vagrant Office 

by one of the town's Constables who is Vagrant 

Master also, and have never been under the control 

or management of the Guardians'. 73 

Destitute vagrants vere lodged in a room next to the Constable's office 

and given such food as was absolutely necessary. Some vagrants were moved 

on to neighbouring towns, but Poor Lair officials only becam. involved if 

a vagrant was sick, when the Vagrant Master might apply to the Relieving 

Officer for a note for the Medical Officer's attendance. 

In 1844 the Poor Law Commission challenged the Vestry's right to 

appoint a Vagrant Master and the Constable's right to pay relief out of 

the poor rate. This forced the Board of Cuardians to reconsider the relief 

of vagrants. Eventually, the Board decided to open a vagrant Office to 

be run by two erstwhile paupers, 'where the really destitute could have 

a basin of coffee and a cake night and morning. a night's lodging, or 

on Sabbath Day a dinner'. 74 The Poor Law Commissioners approved of 

the idea of a Vagrant asylum, but their Assistant Commissioner, Charles 

Clements, advised them that the intended premises were unsuitable. This 

incensed the scheme's prima movers, two of whom boycotted Board meetings 

for three months. Other Guardians were happy to see the scheme collapse, 

since they feared that a Vagrant Office would act as a magnet for all the 

region's wayfarers. 
75 

The matter was deferred until 1846, when the rising 

tide of vagrancy forced the issue into prominence again. 

Between 1840 and 1844 an average of about 130 vagrants received relief 

each quarter, with the number rising to over 160 a quarter during the 

middle of 1844. The decisive upswing occurred sometime during 1946, and 

during the quarter ended September 1846 almost 300 vagrants were relieved. 
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During one week in December 1845, thirteen vagrants had been relieved, 

but during the corresponding week in 1846 the figure aas fiftyfive and 

early in 1847 vagrants were being relieved at the rate of 76 a week. 

In March 1847 as many as 53 vagrants were applying for shelter each 

night, and in raid-April 1847 sixty five applications were received on 

a particular night. During the following months, the number continued 

to rise. In May 1848 an average of over 200 applicants a week was 

reported and on the Ist July 1848,238 vagrants were said to be in 

receipt of relief. 
76 

Most of these vagrants were Irish, and many were children. 124 of 

the 159 vagrants relieved during the week ended 19th December 1846 were 

Irish (78.02), and during the corresponding week in 1847 the Irish 

accounted for 82 of the total of 117 vagrants relieved (70.12). In 

general, about half of the vagrants were children. During an unspecified 

quarter in the early 1840s, 55.9% of the vagrants were children, during 

the quarter ended September 1846 the figure was 32.7%, during the week 

ended 20th December 1845 53.81 and during the corresponding week in 

1846 over 502.77 

This rapid increase in the number of vagrants found the Bradford Board 

without its own vagrant accomodation. Charles Ingham, the Constable 

and Vagrant Master, supplied applicants% 

'with supper and breakfast, consisting of about a 

pint of coffee and five ounces of bread, each 

meal for four pence which [was] repaid by the 

Guardians. The vagrants [wore] locked up 

through the night in cells, which [were] also 

used for the imprisonment of felons'. 7$ 

The cells could only accoiaodate ten people, but the, Board of Guardians was 

reluctant to provide additional accommodation. Sow Guardians were still- 

smarting fron the Poor Law Commission's rejection of their 1844 proposals, 
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and the out-township Guardians were anxious to ensure that any 

additional expenditure would be borne by Bradford township's rate- 

payers. 

In February 1847 the Vagrant toaster reported that he had recently 

been obliged to share four beds between twenty vagrants, and to turn 

fifteen other applicants away. The Board then agreed to fit up a cell 

at the Court House for twenty vagrants, on condition that the cost of 

conversion as well as Inghav's £20 salary be charged to Bradford township. 

As Hunsworth's representative put it: 

'the out-townships were paying two thirds of the 

rates, while Bradford township was paying only 

one third, and ... if there was no law to 

compel the out-townships to pay for the support 

of the Vagrant Office, they would not do $o'. 
79 

The cell aas duly fitted out, but proved totally inadequate. Within 

a month, one of Bradford's Guardians threatened to apply to the Magistrates 

for the Board's expulsion from the premises on the grounds that the cell 

was a health hazard. It was clear, however, that the Bradford Guardians 

would have to act alone, for at the end of March the Board resolved not 

'to take any further steps towards providing accommodation for vagrants, 

but leaves it to [the] Bradford Guardians to find suitable premises 

at the expense of Bradford toxnship'. 
80 

One solution was to build a new Workhouse with adequate vagrant 

acco odation, but when this was put to the Board, in April 1847, a 

majority stated their opposition: 

'to any expense being incurred other than at the 

coat of Bradford, alleging that as all, or the 

principal portion of the vagrants [versa chargeable 

to that township, the other townships in the Union 

ought not to be burthened with any expense in 

providing accommodation for its poor'. 
81 
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The out-township,. Guardians adopted the same attitude as their counter- 

parts in other similarly constructed Unions, such as Bolton. 82 

In Unions with an urban core and siseable semi-rural hinterland, the 

question of vagrant accomreodation was not decided on its merits but 

was determined by the financial implications of the available alternative 

policies. The out-township Guardians opposed the provision of additional 

vagrant accommodation because new buildings or new officials would 

increase the establishment charges. Since the vast majority of vagrants 

were concentrated in the central. urban townships, the out-townships saw 

no reason to accept any financial responsibility for them. In the Bradford 

Union, Bradford's Guardians were therefore again given the task of 

finding suitable vagrant accommodation at Bradford's expense. 
83 

Meanwhile, pressure on the Court House call continued to mount. 

On one night in mid-April, 37 vagrants vied for the use of three beds 

and 28 applicants were turned away. Eventually, the Bradford Board decided 

to rent a warehouse for use as a Vagrant Office. This came just in time, 

for early in July the stench from the Vagrants' cell caused one of the 

Court rooms to be evacuated, and the Magistrates announced that after 

August 1st, no more vagrants would be allowed into the Court House. 
84 

At this point, the problem of vagrant accommodation began to merge 

with the equally pressing need for fever wards. In 1845 the Board had 

taken steps to provide fever wards at both Bradford and Idle. If these 

wards ever became a reality, they were inadequate to meet the 1847 typhus 

epidemic. In May 1847, fever cases were 'daily on the increase, especially 

amongst the Irish', and smallpox was spreading through the Workhouse. 

Speedy action was again hindäred by the out-township Guardians. who 

objected to fever wards for the same reasons that they objected to a 

Vagrant Office. Their position was sumsied up by the Guardian for Clayton, 

who explained, 'that the Guardians of the out-townships did not object to 

the erection of a fever ward, provided the expense were borne solely by 

the township of Bradford'. In June 1841, with favor making 'rapid strides' 
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in Bradford, the Board rasolvad to build a favor ward on praaisas 

adjoining the Dradford Workhouse, and the following soatb the Poor 

Law Commission was asked to sanctions 

'the erection of a fever ward for the reception 

of the poor of the to+nuhip of Bradford at the 

expense of that township, such fever ward being 

required by the ulignant cases now raging in 

that tovaship'. 

Repeating a judaeteant given in t ho case of the Vagrant Officeo the 

Condssioners declared themselves in favour of a fever ward, but stated 

that the cost could not legally be borne by Bradford alons. 
85 

With the spidouic in full swine, and no laver ward in prospect, 

the Guardians decided to convert part of the newly acquired Vagrant 

Office into a fever ward. Vagrants and fever victims were consequently 

subjected to equally appalling conditions. Bradford's Medical officer 

soon complained that it nass 

'not exactly right that the vagrants admitted 

for the night should be obliged to sleep in 

the saws wards as the sick,, perhaps on one side 

of his bed, (if we may call that which is used 

a bed) a fever case, and on the other side one 

of smallpox. ... There cannot be a second 

opinion as to the danger of mixing exhausted 

and as yet healthy vagrants with the sick,, 

and in a place where it is altogether impossible 

to have the ventilation that could be wished 

for, . 
$6 

Sonnte Guardians prssssd& unsuccessfully. for a now Workhouse and in 

September notice was given of a notion 'that the present state of the 

Vagrant Office is very filthy and liable to spread discs"'. An attearpt 

Ma. made to appoint a nurse and an assistant, but tb" out-tovmsbip Cus cdti $ 
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combined to defeat it. Hunsvorth's Guardian 'called on the Board not 

to appoint any new officers with salaries and thereby bring new charges 

upon the establishment. The establishment charges of Bradford' be 

warned, 'would break down the Union'. 81 

In December 1847 one of Bradford's Guardians, George Alderson, 

moved that the Vagrant Offica be fitted up with beds and a proper record 

kept of admissions and of meals supplied. At that time the Office 

contained only two beds, the rest of the vagrants sleeping on filthy 

straw. 'There never was such a nasty place', said Alderson, 'it was 

not fit to put dogs in, and was a disgrace to Bradford'. The country 

Guardians nevertheless voted to keep it unchanged. 
88 - Joshua Poppleton 

was appointed as Medical Officer for both the vagrant and fever wards, 

and by the end of 1847 vagrant and fever cases had apparently been 

separated. No other changes seem to have taken place, and when the 

Vagrant Master complained of the inadequacy of the accor. +sodation, in 

May 1848, the Board of Guardians was paralysed by the conflict between 

Bradford and the out-townships and the expectation that the Union would 

soon be divided* 89 

The vagrant and fever ward issues were at once part of a renewed 

Workhouse debate and causes of it. Until 1845 the question of a new 

Union Workhouse had scarcely been mentioned either by the Poor Law 

Commissioners or by the Guardians, and during the early 1840. the Central 

Authority showed only a cursory interest in Workhouse affairs. The 

crisis of 1846-8 pointed so urgently to the deficiencies of the existing 

&Mo-odation and to the potential benefits of a new building that the 

Commissioners were encouraged to renew the pressure for a new Union 

Workhouse. In October 1845 the Assistant Commissioner, Edward Twistleton, 

visited the Bradford and Idle Workhouses and reported 'that there was 

not that regard for classification that ought to exist in Unions of this, 

kind'. The Commissioners subsequently urged the Bradford Board 'to 

take the subject of their present Workhouse accommodation into their 

/ 
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consideration with a view to measures being adopted to improve it'* 90 

Even this restrained recommendation was sufficient to put aoee 

Guardians on their mettle. 'Ay, we know what they want', said James 

Wilson of Manningham, 'they want us to lay out a great lot of money 

in a new Workhouse'. Instead, the Guardians confined themselves to 

the construction of a wall across the yard at Idle Workhouse to separate 

the man from the women. Nevertheless, the shortage of accommodation 

for fever cases was already encouraging some people to think in terms 

of a new Workhouse. The Union Clerk was a strong supporter of this 

idea, and the Bradford Observer believed that the existing accommodation 

was 'defective in arrangement and insufficient in amount'. and that it 

would be better to build a new Workhouse than to patch up the old one. 
91 

The Workhouse became a live issue not because of any theoretical 

considerations or fundamental rethinking of relief policy, but because 

of the severs practical problems thrown up by the 1846-8 crisis. As 

so often in Poor Law administration, practical problems were the main 

agents of change. 

In December 1845 the acv Assistant Commissioner. Alfred Austin, 

reported that it was 'a convenient time for raising the question of a 

neu Workhouse'. A month later the question was 'on the carpet'. Nothing 

further was heard until June 1846, when Austin reported that the condition 

of the Workhouse was 'very bad', but that 'the question of erecting a 

neu one [vas] agitating'. Austin received encouragement from a report 

by the Bradford Workhouse Medical officer, criticising the state of the 

women's day room. A Bradford Guardian argued that 'it vas neither right 

nor necessary that they should crowd together both old women and children 

in the manner they were obliged to do', and the Board's chairman agreed 

that changes were needed bn the score of health and comfort and discipline'. 

The Chairman, the Reverend Joshua Faveatt, felt that 'the aged, respectable 

poor should not be compelled to occupy the same apartments with those of 
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younger years', and Isaac 'Wood insisted 'that the deserving and infirm 

poor would be better off and be more comfortable in a now Rouse'. This 

sounded promising, but when it came to a vote, the Board decided to 

defer the matter for a year. 
92 

When Austin visited the Workhouses again, in April 1847, he found 

that little bad changed. 'Whether taken together or singly', he reporteds 

'they are inadequate in all respects to the 

wants of the Union both as tb size and internal 

arrangements. The provision for the sick and 

for the infectious cases is not sufficient. 

There are no receiving wards'. 

Ventilation had been improved, but Austin repeated the )edical Officer's 

criticism of the practice of drying linen in a room where infants were 

cared for. The Poor Law Commission used Austin's report and the need 

for vagrant accommodation to renew the pressure for a now Workhouse, but 

the Bradford Board failed to respond. 
93 

The next development came in August 1847, when one of Bradford 

township's most distinguished Guardians, Alderman Henry Brotaa, introduced 

a resolution calling for the erection of a new Union Workhouse. Brown's 

case was based firmly on existing deficiencies: 

'The rooms were very by and the windows were 

do small that it was next to impossible that they 

could obtain anything like free ventilation, and he 

believed the surgeon who attends the Workhouse had 

given it as his opinion that the majority of deaths 

of young children arose from the closeness and 

the want of free ventilation .... Besides, it 

was impossible to classify the inmates'. 

Respectable elderly paupers and young girls were mixed with prostitutes, 

and 'there was no suitable place in which to put lunatic persons$, and 

they were obliged to be placed among the rest of the inmates'. The dead 
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were placed is rooms with the living, there was no separate 

accommodation for infectious cases and it was sometimes necessary 

to send the sick to lodging houses. As in other northern Unions, it 

was not the Nev Poor Lave but the old Poorhouse which threatened the 

health and restricted the treatment of indoor paupers. 
94 

Yet Drova'a argument failed to impress the Bradford Board,, which 

rejected his motion. Another Bradford tovaship Wardian, George 

Alderson, immediately gave notice of a further resolution of principle= 

'that this Board is of opinion that the present Workhouse accooodation 

is inadequate to the requirements of this large and populous Union'. 

Even this vas too such for most of the Guardiansp vho voted 14 to 5 in 

favour of an aandment. 'that in the opinion of this Board the present 

Workhouse accommodation in the Union is sufficient'. 
93 

No evidence of Workhouse deficiencies could persuade the Bradford 

Board to build a nev "orkhouse. In September 1847 Austin produced 

another unfavourable report, pointing out that sixteen of the children 

born in the Workhouse during the five years ended Lady-Dal 1947 had died 

before reaching the age of sixteen months. She Bradford observer 

described the Bradford Workhouse as 'a black bole of Calcutta for infants'. 

Alfred Austin told the Qurdians, with more restraint, that 'probably 

there was no Workhouse where the mortality among children was so high'. 

The out-township Cuardians, bowver, were not easily shamed, and they 

were prepared to do no more than provide a separate room for drying linen, 

at Bradford's "xpense. 
96 

Early in 1548, underground coal workings produced cracks in the 

Bradford Uorktouae, but whom the Vaioa was divided, in September, the 

Workhouse was still standing. In August, one of Bradford township's 

Cuardians declared that 'it would be a ntcy to this poor, as well as a 

benefit to the town, to build a Vnion Workhouse'. At the "aae meeting, 

the major obstacle to a new Workhouse was remov d. The order was received 

for the Won's division, " 
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The Bradford Board could no longer ignore the Workhouse question, 

but it displayed impressive powers of resistance in the face of mounting 

evidence that a new Workhouse was needed. During the Union's early 

Tears. opposition to a new Workhouse was closely associated with the 

rejection of the Workhouse test. Only one Guardian. Isaac Wood of 

Thornton# openly called for 'a Workhouse in fact and not in name'. 

Wood believed that 'the proper test for all able-bodied persons was a 

Union Workhouse', and thatt 

'the Workhouse was the best part of the Now 

Poor Law. If they had a new Workhouse they would 

be able to distin=uish between the honest. 

independent labourer and the sturdy, worthless 

pauper'. 
9a 

Wood was probably in a minority of on., for most Guardians were opposed 

to using the Workhouse as a test of destitution, and in practice it aas 

only used in this way for a small number of 'undeserving' applicants. 

When Henry brown called for the erection of a new Workhouse, in 1847, 

he was careful to eaphasise bis opposition to the Workhouse test. 

Indeed, as the Bradford Observer remarked, the notion that a new Workhouse 

would be made a test of destitution was 'too preposterous to be seriously 

combated. Such a course in this or any other manufacturing district 

would be utterly impracticable, and that's an end of it'. 99 

The experience of the Bradford Board over a ten year period suggested 

that there was no real danger of a now Workhouse leading to a compulsory 

change in relief policy. Yet some Cuardian. had developed such a loathing 

for the Poor Law Coaßission. that they persuaded tbasselves that it the 

toard agreed to build a new Workhouse, the comissioners would step in 

to control it. adainistration. ! lenry Read accepted that a now Workhouse 

would be a benefit, but so long as they were obliged to comply with the 

Comaissioners' orders in the governmeat of itq be would sever vote for 

We while tdvasd Wilson believed tbatt 
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'tbe Con"issioners had far too auch control 

over the Cuardians and ... If they got a nay 

Workhouse they would have too mich control 

over that, they would be setting up bona 

grinding ieaehines'. 

This arguasnt was expressed most pawrfully by an as-officio Cuardian, 

Joshua Pollard, who insisted on interpreting rienry Brown's proposal as 

a straightforward attempts 

'to take the Workhouse the test of destitution. 

... If they built a Onion Workhouse ... the New 

Poor Law would be carried out is its integrity, 

and the Workhouse would be case the test for 

destitution'. 

All applicants for relief, 

'would very soon be driven into the Workhouse 

and all outdoor relief would be cut off.... 

They would have the three Cosr*issioners in London 

making Lava for the guidance of the poor, and 

they would have a repetition of those horrible 

scenes brought before the House of Commas 

in the case of the Andover Union. Cod forbid 

that this Union should ever be disgraced by 

such scenes as these** 
100 

The Andover case gave Pollard's arge ut a certain topicality, but 

the general tons of his speech strongly indicated that be was out of 

touch with current board Roos attitudes. Pollard's approach was more 

appropriate to an Anti"Poor Law meeting of 1837 than to a meeting of the 

Bradford Board of Cuardians ten years later. Tev Cuardiana really beliersd 

that the Workhouse test was a serious possibility; most attacked it as a 

foraalitp and as part of a wider assault on the Comissioners' pavers. 

She Vorkhous, test was no lon=er a sajor issue, though it could be used 
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to conceal less noble motives for opposing a new Workhouse. 

Inevitably, a crudely argued version of the principle of less 

eligibility was used to defend existing Workhouse facilities. It was 

argued either that conditions vers perfectly acceptable or that 

improvements would place pauper inmates in a position superior to that 

of the independent poor. Eenjmin Trougbton and David Duendall refused 

to believe that the inmates could be made more comfortable, or should be. 

'They might talk of finer rooms and this that and the other', said 

Daxendalli 

'but they shasld go and enamiae the houses is 

the aeighbourhocd of their own, the vile 

wretched hovels and the dismal cellars is 

which the poor abide, and they would find that 

there was not one is a hundred so comfortable 

as the poor were is their Workhouse'. 

Joshua Pollard also invited the Board to compare the Wbrkbousa 'with the 

miserable cellars crowded with bum= beings in our large manufacturing 

towns, and tell bin it one was to be compared to the other'. 
101 

Pollard 

was in the difficult position of a nan vhose attitudes were firmly rooted 

in the earlier Anti-Poor Law Movement. He felt bound to oppose a new 

Workhouse, in the belief that the Union 'bastille' was an agency for 

abusing the poor. Yet the alternative was to defend or deny existing 

abuses, and this led Pollard to resort to the less eligibility argument. 

Tor others, less eligibility was merely a respectable cloak for 

pun17 mercenary considerations. As in the case of the Vagrant Office 

and favor wards, the crucial consideration in the debate on a new workhouse 

was finance. Alfred Austin foresaw that this was likely to prow a major 

stumbling block when be reported that he was preparing his initiative 

by 'collecting materials to show what the real cost of a house will be'. 

When the L`aion Clark rashly suggested that there was 'not one gentleman 
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hare who [would] give a tangible reason vhy a new Workhouse should 

not be built', Janas Wilson promptly replied. 'Look at the money'. 

'There was neither sense nor reason'& said Jonas Bradley of Shipley. 

'about building a new House at an expense of t20,0ß0 or £30,000. ... 
Those who were for a new House were fools'. 102 

The out-tovaihip Guardians objected particularly strongly because 

they felt that a new Workhouse would be for the almost exclusive benefit 

of Bradford township, yet would be erected and staffed at the cost of 

the entire union. Just as most vagrant and facer cases occurred in 

Zradford, so a disproportionate number of Workhouse inzates were drawn 

from the sane township. According to 8unsvorth's Guardian, during one 

quarter in 1847,222 of the Union's 419 Workhouse iuates (53.02) came 

from Bradford, though the township provided lass than 302 of the Union's 

population. The townships of Allarton, Bolton, Cleckheatoa, Huasvosth, 

Shipley and Wyke together provided only eight inmates, yet they had to 

contribute to the cost of maintaining and staffing the Workhouses. 

Z. enjamin Troughton of Pudsey put the out-townships' case in its crudest 

form when he stated, incorrectly, that be had 'come here for seven years, 

and hadt 

'never been here but the Bradford Guardians were 

brin=ing forward something that was likely to be 

a burden to the out-townships. We bare no 
103 occasion for a Workhouse or a fairer ward either'0 

The out-township Guardians' resistance to a new Workhouse was 

reinforced by their growing determination to secede from the Union. As 

Samuel Cooling of Idle argued, a new workhouse would consolidate the 
[b°ioA and fhe a suicidal act on the part of the out-tovnahipa'. 

l04 Those 

who were Sitting on the fence over the question of a new Workhouse preferred 
to remain there until the question of the Vaton's division was settled. 

The =khouse debate of 1816-a was prompted by the serious relief 
problems faced during these years. It was not a debate about the 
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'principles of 1831'. but about Workhaus* conditions and the financial 

implications of a new Workhouse. Hostility to the 'Workhouse test and 

resentment at the Co=issioners' power both played a parts but the 

outcome of the debate was determined above all by the financial 

conflict of interest between Bradford and the out-tovaships. It was a 

prima illustration of the way in which key policy decisions could be 

determined by the Union's financial and adainistrativa structure. 

had the township or Borouth of Bradford constituted a separate 

Union. the Board of Cuardians would undoubtedly have voted in favour 

of a now Workhouse. She situation would then have been similar to that 

in a Union such as Merthyr Tydfil, where the industrial parishes of 

Merthyr Tydfil and Aberdare returned a majority of the Board and ere 

therefore able to force through a resolution in favour of a new Workhouse, 

against the opposition of the Union's seven rural parishes. 
105 

Bradford's situation was more akin to that of Huddersfield and 

Wakefield in the 'West Riding of Yorkshire, or to Manchester and Bolton 

in Lancashires Unions similarly affected by the clash of rural and urban 

interests. In all these Unions, the out-townships resisted projects 

mich would be financed out of the Union had, yet would allegedly 

benefit only thalarge urban townships. In 1849, the opposition of the 

country Guardians led the Bolton, Ruddsrsfield and Wakefield Boards to 

reject proposals to improve their Workhouse or vagrant accommodation. 

In 1849, inter-tovasbip friction encourated the noltou Cuardians to appeal, 

unsuccessfully, for the township to be made into a separate Union. In 

1850 the Manchester Union was divided for the sane reason* 
106 

Two years 

earlier, the conflict between Bradford and the out-township, had already 

resulted in the Bradford Union's division. One Bradford Cuardian had 

coaplained that 'the out-townships were a drag and hindrance upon the 

Eoard'. 107 
Division offered the prospect of a more progressive Workhouse 

policy. 
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CHAPTER 3(1y). OTRBA SOURCES OF R! LT! F 

The authors of the 1834 Poor Law Report were insistent that 

the provision of poor relief by the State should be confined to the 

relief of indigence and should not extend to the relief of poverty. 

The Poor Law was for the destitute, not for the poor, and destitution 

was the only, as well as the necessary, qualification for relief. 

'Destitution, not merit', said the Report, 'is the only safe ground 

of relief'. In cases of hardship not covered by the Poor Law, or where 

official relief was inappropriate, 'the remedy must be applied by 

individual charity, a virtue for which no system of compulsory relief 

can be or ought to be a substitute'. 
i 

Implicit in the Report was the assumption that those becoming 

destitute through their ova failings would have no other recourse than 

to the Poor Lav, while those in vent through no fault of their own 

would be supported by philanthropic efforts. The belief that the Poor 

Law was for the undeserving and charity for the deserving poor became 

an organising principle among charitable bodies, conspicuously so in 

the case of the Charity Organisation Society. To this extent, as Norsan 

McCord has pointed out, 'the work of charitable organisations and the 

Poor Law machinery was essentially complementary'. 
2 

In practice, however, the division of labour was not so tidy. The 

lins which the Poor Law Commissioners attempted to draw between poverty 

and destitution was essentially artificial and, as the Anti-Poor Law 

campaign demonstrated, it was not only the undeserving poor who were 

forced to resort to the Poor Law. The existence of 'deserving paupers' 

posed serious problems for this Poor Law Commissioners and ultimately 

undermined the acceptability of the Poor Law, 

On the other side of the fence. the Charity Organisation Society's 

attempt to rationalism unofficial relief was indicative of the previous 
irrationality of charitable endeavour. Charity took many fora and 
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developed in an unplanned and pleceral fashion. Its inspiration 

and objectives varied, and it was not to be expected, therefore, that 

the role of charitable activity would in practice be well defined. The 

role of charity us defined in general statemnts of intent had a clarity 

which could not easily be inferred from specific charitable acts. 

The relationship between the Poor Law and philanthropy was a 

complex one# and the relative financial L. portance of official and 

unofficial agencies in the relief of poverty regains uncertain. Norman 

McCord has stated that the Poor Law's contribution was less important 

than that of unofficial relief agencies. 'It is very clear', he writes, 

'that unofficial far outweighed official eicertion'. 
3 McCord's figures 

show that this was decisively true of the nation as a whole and of 

London in particular during the 1860., but it is by no *sans clear that 

the same was true at other twee or in other places. This remains an 

open question, for local studies of philanthropy are sparse. It 20428 

clear, however, that there was considerable local variation in charitable 

provision, both in absolute and relative terms. 

Where endowed charities rede a significant contribution, as in 

London and York, there sight be considerable disparities even between 

ntithbouria$ parisbes. 
4 Coventry's enviable supply of endowed charities 

helps to explain the marked contrast between charitable provision bore 

and in the region's other textile contras of Nottingham and Leicester. 

Coventry's non-statutory provision was more lavish, its poor relief 

expenditure relatively be. Unofficial agencies were vital to the relief 

of poverty in Coventry. but in Nottingham their impact has been described 

as 'stier=inal'. 5 

One problem is that it is not always clear what is being discussed, 

organised charity or the full range of alternative sources of relief. 

Tor convenience, these alternatives may be $Torpod under four beads. 

first, there was private charity by iadi. idsals acting independently of 
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any organisation. Second, that* vas charity channelled through soar 

tesporary organisation established to met a specific ener=ency. Third, 

tbare were the Teraaneat charities vbich could take a variety of forms. 

The charity sight be an institution, such as a voluntary hospital or 

school. It night be associated vith an institution, either a church or 

a company. It night be a permanent society unattached to as institutione 

or an endovsd charity providing a regular income for distribution in 

cash or kind. Tourth$ there very the self and mutual help societies, 

notably the friendly societies. 
' 

Tbs w11 attsstsd spirit of indepsadsacs of local textil. vosksss 

ensured that the poor would only look to charity as a last resort. In 

1838, the Assistant 8aadlooa Weavers' Co, a aisaioaer reported that is tines 

of depression the waawsat 

'chiefly depend on their own resources; those 

vho happen to have saved a little, find 

theaselves compelled to break in upon their 

little store; and those who are not so 

fortunate, or perhaps less provideat, fall 

into debt, which they liquidate in better 

Lises'. 

The Yawtend C. or . $triapr Bull tasttiiad that bandloom veavsrs 

had been forced to vithdrev trog the savings 3sake during the previous 

two or three years. and it sees unlikely that the chronically poor would 

have figured among tb. $avL s Banks' depositors. Benefit Soeiity 

contributions would probably have been given priority.? 

IIaviag used up aoy saying, and possibly sold soa+a turaitura or 

other possessions the hard pr. ss. d worker would rely an credit and rue 

up debts. A hasdloos waver iron Borten testified that. 'tba Wearers pt 

on by going on credit as long as they can', and the Reverend C. =. Dull 

coalirasd that many wavers did not apply to the public relief comnittsss. 
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'but vent to the shopkeeper (that is, used their credit), until they 

could go no longer'. A Dramley waver testified that the 1837 

depression had left his owing £11 in rent, and that it would take him 

a year to clear his shop debts. 8 

A ccording to Dull, many wavers bad been forced to discontinue 

their contributions to benefit societies, 'having now no resource left 

in the time of distress but the cold hand of charity. or the tender 

mercies of the Poor Law Cotaissioners'. The Assistant Handloo. Weavers' 

Commissioner. hovever, reported that. 'benefit societies of soee kind 

[were] almost universally resorted to by the weaving population't and 

the strength of friendly societies in Lancashire and the West Riding was 

often remarked upon, 
9 

These two counties were the strongholds of the affiliated orders. 

dominated by the Independent Order of Oddfellovs, Manchester Unity and 

by the Ancient Order of Foresters. It was no coincidence that the 

Manchester Unity of Oddfellovs experienced its most rapid expansion during 

the decade after 1834, for the modern authority on friendly societies has 

concluded that 'the events flowing from the Poor Law Amendment Act mere 

a significant cause of the expansion of friendly society activity'. Year 

of pauperise, and incidentally of the need to rely on charity, provided 

a prima motive for membership. At a meeting of the Shipley Oddfellows 

in 1847, the Vicar of Dingley reminded his audience that$ 

'one great object they bad in view by thus 

associating together was that when times of 

sickness and disability case there should be 

something to lean upon without applying to 

the tender mercies of a Board of Cuardiaae'. 

The expansion of friendly societies represented a success for the Poor 

Law C1101isioners in their attempt to encourage the virtue of self-help. 

but the benefits of friendly societies were probably beyond the reach of 

low veto earners. Living evidence in the aid-1840s, the Clerk to the 
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Bradford Board of surveyors testified that it vas the better Blass of 

vork. sn who supported the b. aetit "oeieties. 
10 

Hs. barship figures for Bradford during this period cannot be 

established with any degree of ac curacy, but Table 1 provides a fair 

indication of the mwabacahip of the largest society in the district, 

the Manebostsr Uaity of Oddfellows, 

Table 1. Moubership and uditare of the Independent Order of 
Od fal ova, Manchester ün ty, Bradford District. 1837 to 1846.11 

Expenditure (t) 
Number of Number of Relief of sick 

Year Lodes Fbi . ri a stresse Tuaarals Total 

1837 30 2200 " c 700 (relief of c 200 (includin& c 900 
distressed) relief of 

sick) 

1840 2786 1580 653 2233 

1841 29 3000 " 

1944 1300 490 1980 

1845 30 3287 

1846 32 c2000 C 330 c2550 

Zn 1841 the Ancient Order of Toresters operated ton Courts in th. 

Bradford district, suggesting a membership of perhaps a thousand, and there 

were many otbar smaller societies active is the area. Bettyen 1838 and 

1846 the rules of thirteen local friendly societies were tiled at the 

Nest Riding Quarter Sessions. " 

Tbsea societies offered tvo basic beae[itss a weekly allowance when 
i11 and a funeral benefit. Dy the std-1ß40s twat of the district's 

Manchester Unity of Oddfsllor's lodges also operated a Widow and Orphans 

tend to provide for the education and clothing of those left fatherless* 
13 

The miss of this fund is not k*ovo, but Table I shows that this order alone 

paid out substantial asnmto is sickness and funeral benefits. Durint a 

lilt mouth period is 1842 the Courts of the Ancient Order of Toraatars in 

the Bradford Diatriet paid out 1132 in fuaural b. natita. and Ln the 
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mid-1840s. the Independent Order of the Golden noses. Bradford Unity* 

was spending between 1600 and £700 a year on sickness and funeral 

benefits in an area which extended as far as Halifax. Xaighley and 

Skipton. 14 

The sickness benefits paid by the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows 

alone far outstripped the official returns of sedical relief expenditure 

by the Bradford Union. (See Table 5 in Chapter 5(11)). Although these 

returns understate the amount expended by the Union on behalf of the 

sick, it is probably safe to conclude that the asdical budgets of local 

friendly societies vere much larger than that of the Union. Their 

total annual expenditure paust have represented a substantial fraction 

of the Bradford Union's total relief expenditure, for during the year 

1839-40 the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows paid benefits equal to 

16.5% of the Union=s relief expenditure and in 1845-6 the corresponding 

figure was 13.82. 

This was an impressive contribution, and in 1841 the historian 

John James claimed that, 'by means of friendly societies, thousands of 

families in Bradford have been kept from being a burden upon the 

parochial funds'. 1S 
Bradford's flourishing friendly societies must have 

reduced the demands made on the Union, and on charitable organisations, 

particularly when sickness was the cause of want. Since these societies 

were probably composed largely of the better paid workmen, many of their 

beneficiaries would probably have managed to avoid applying to the Board 

of Guardians even if they had not been members of a friendly society. 

To this extent, therefore, friendly societies both complemented and 

supplemented official poor Lav relief. 

Tor those who had exhausted their own resources and were not entitled 

to friendly society benefits, the aast resort as to another form of 

mutual aid, help from friends and neighbours. Of all forms of charity, 

this is the least susceptible to quantification* yet contemporaries 

were in no doubt as to its importance, The Uvtread C. 8. null stated that' 
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'The 'oat strenuous exertions aide to relieve 

the poor are made by the poor thauelves. They 

do not enter their subscriptions in newspapers, 

but if they were not very charitable towards 

one another. they would often parish' " 
16 

The sass point, with the saes Gibe at aiddle class wotives, was made 

by the Chartist John Collins at a meeting in Leeds in 1840. Collins 

complained thatt 

'if there vu any good thing done by any of the 

middle classes, it appeared in all the Aevspapers. 

If any of then gave a few pounds for a charitable 

purpose, everybody was sure to hear of it; but 

nobody heard of the kindly sywpathies of the 

working Sian, for his unfortunate brother, when 

he sat whole rights by his sick had, or vhan he 

clothed his ragged children and shared bis bard 

crust with his faaily'. 17 

This kind of help was vital, yet in purely financial terns it is 

doubtful if it matched the contribution made by individuals less Vail 

acquainted with the person in need. Working class relatives could nöt 

hope to emulate William Wilson,, a Quaker stuff merchant who retired from 

business in about 1817 and until his death in 1849 distributed stoney at 

the rate of £19000 a year in the Bradford district. Other successful 
businessmen* notably B. nry Lash, Charles Barris and Titus Salt established 

even grater reputations for their benevolence, though their efforts ware 

channelled chiefly through organised charities. in 1547, Rarris bequeathed 

1200 to poor people resident in the Borough and a further 9300 to those 
in need know personally to Parris or to his faoily. The following year 
Titus aalt took the unusual step of offering to employ loo unemployed 
voolcoub. rs for two Ronths. ie 
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There were Many instaims recorded is the press of charitable 

acts by individuals, and these s st have represented Daly the tip of 

a substantial iceberg. Charles Harris's brother Alfred supplied John 

Wood with 'a large quantity of blankets, eotton, clogs etce to distribute 

amongst his poor neighbours', W. Sta+asfLaid of Esholt äa11 distributed 

shirts, sheets and petticoats in Idle, ? ties Curnr distributed clothing 

and blankets is aierley, 8. Eatams donated sixty bad quilts to the 

poor of Wibsey and one of Bradford's spirit serebants distributed soup 

to 140 to 150 a wak. 
19 

It was a short step iron acts of charity by individuals to group 

efforts to meet some specifies temporary need. This could be on. a very 

casual basis. In 1837, for instance, a jury decided to provide for the 

temporary needs of a widow and her familpt in 1641 Horton's Liberals 

celebrated their success in the Constable's election by feasting fifty 

poor vosýsn of the township. Christaas and trade depressions produced 

a rather less fortuitous response. In 1838 the ladies of Clsckbeaton, 

not for the last time, provided bedding and coal for the tov+nshippoor. 
20 

In 1842 the residents of rislboarns Place, Horton, raised a subscription 

for their destitute saighbours, mad the manufacturers of Parsley opened 

a fed to supply unemployed operatives with meal and potatoes. In 1846, 

230 families in Idle were supplied with bedding and clothing bought partly 

with their own savings and partly with money donated by krs. Stansfield and 

her friends. 21 

Church and chapel cougregatioas often acted as an agency for this 

kind of charitable effort. to 1842 Vestgata Chapel. 3radford. opsnod a 

subscription to provide seedy fellow worshippers with coals blankets 

and clothing. In 1946 the congregation of it. Jule'*, Bradford provided 

blankets, clothing and food for twaty to thirty poor families and during 

the winter of 1617-4 tales Chapel distrilwtsd 2,877 lbs. of broad. 1,293 

lbs. of oatmeal and 417 lbs, of potatoes to naadp sw6ars of the 

congregation, a total of 73 families. ! vice during the 1840" the incumbent 
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of Thornton raised £S0 for distribution in the form of clothing. 

Other voluntary, but not specifically charitable bodies, made similar 

efforts. This applied to the friendly societies, and to the Bradford 

Temperance Society. which set up a benevolent fund to afford temporary 

help to regular members in times of distress* 22 

During acute trade depressions, the efforts made by these groups 

Were overshadowed by the work of more broadly based public relief 

committees backed by public subscriptions. Almost every large town 

"eesis to have set up funds of this kind during periods of depression. 23 

Bradford had raised relief funds in 1620 and 1825-6, Pudsey had raised 

a similar subscription in 1816 and Horton had opened a subscription 

for cholera victims in 1832.24 During the period between 1837 and 1848 

relief funds of this kind were to provide essential relief9 not only 

for the poor, but also for the financially hard pressed Poor Law Union. 

In May 1837 a public meting vas called to consider the 'DISTRESS 

ANDNC8T TIM WORKING CLASSES, and to devise means for their iaaiediate 

relief'. The meeting. 'numerously and respectably attended'. agreeds 

'that an investigation ought immediately to be 

=ads into such cases as are the most urgent, and 

that a committee be appointed to take the most 

suitable measures for relief'. 

A subscription was opened and the committee was instructed 'to cause 

the neighbourhood to be divided into districts and to obtain a proper 

visitation of the same'. 'Work of public utility' was to be provided 

'for the employment of such as request it'. It gras to be a rule, 'not 

to enter any families as objects for relief, who could earn at the rate 

of 2/- per head per week'. Despite this severe restriction, 700 families 

qualified for assistance, nearly 200 of them totally destitute. 25 

Tvsntgeight visitors wore appointed to the same number of districts 

and two sub-comittaas Mare sat up; a Provisions cosdittss and a Work 

co+maittee. Visitors diatribated tickets redeetoebla at one of three food 
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depots, where oatmeal and flour were distributed according to a 

sliding scale based on income and family size. Unemployed men were 

given work tickets, and 180 were set to work on the roads or cleaning 

out Bradford Beck for 1/- a day, with additional relief from the 

Provisions committee if the visitors recommended it. Like the Bradford 

Board of Guardians in the 1940s, the relief committee was concerned not 

to subject applicants to unsuitable labour. Special care was taken 'to 

guard against any injury to the health of such persons as combers, whose 

constitutions would be liable to injury by getting wet in the feet'. 26 

In several important respects, the 1837 co=ittee not a pattern for 

future public relief committees. As Michael lose has pointed out, these 

committees distributed relief on terms 'which would have pleased the Poor 

Law Commissioners far more than did those on which most vest Riding Boards 

of Guardians relieved their paupers'. The cotmnittee's approach was 

businesslike and stringent, characterised by an emphasis on the adequate 

investigation of cases, the payment of relief in kind, and the provision 

of a task of work. 
27 The committee's visiting system may weil have 

coapared favourably with the deficient system soon to be operated by 

the Board of Guardians, and although relief was paid in aid of earnings, 

the co®ittee freely adopted other measures which the Poor Law Commissioners 

had the greatest difficulty in persuading the Bradford Board to adopt. 

The Reverend George Stringer Bull's membership of the Work cornittee 

provided further evidence of the fact that opponents of the Nev Poor Law 

were not opposed to a labour test per se. The commaittee was as anxious 

as tiu Board of Guardians to avoid imposition. 

In two months, the 1837 committee raised £1,491. Of this, 1846 was 

spent on provisions and £542 was paid in wages, mainly for work on Bradford 

Beek* 28 The restriction of tbafund to families with an income of under 2/- 

a head strongly suggests that, in the absence of a public subscription, many 

of the fund's beneficiaries could have been forced to apply to the township 
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authorities. This particular fund therefore catered for people is a 

similar position to those on the township's relief list. In practice, 

and probably by intention, the relief coaiaittee saved soss of the poor 

from the Poor Lav and helpdd the Poor Law authorities to cope with an 

exceptional burden, rather than catering for those who lap outside the 

province of the official agencies. 

Early in 1838 it was decided to use the balance of £45 remaining 

from the previous fund, together with 8100 donated by Charles Harris, 

to relieve the victims of a severe flood. A coinittes vie appointed, 

with Bull as Secretary, and visitors were again in action seeking out 

those most in need and protecting the comittee against imposition. 

'The strictest investigation of every case' was undertaken 'prior to 

relief being granted', and applicants were set to work cleaning the 

streets for 2/- a day. Additional funds were raised and by Mid-February 

1838 about 930 cases had been assisted with bedding and clothing and 

330 with provisions. In all, I846 was spent on relief. Again there 

was the pattern of visitation, relief in kind and a task of work. 
29 

Those schemes relieved the pressure on the poor rate, but in an 

inequitable fashion. Public relief subscriptions depended heavily on 

the benevolent few, who effectively subsidised the rates of their equally 

wealthy neighbours. Over half of the £1,100 raised in the first week of 

the 1837 relief committee's appeal was subscribed by eight individuals 

or fires. For this reason, and because of fears of imposition, a meeting 

held in December 1839 to consider the distressed condition of the working 

classes expressed reluctance to launch a public subscription. As on 

several subsequent occasions, it was suggested that an additional poor 

rate be levied and the poorer ratepayers excused payment. This proposal 

can* to nothing and it was eventually decided to open a voluntary 

subscription. 30 

rear of imposition encouraged the cos ittee to seek the cooperation 
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of the Board of Guardians. Unlike 1837, an attempt was made to 

coordinate relief efforts. Like similar committees elsewhere, Bradford's 

nev committee hoped to make use of Poor Lav machinery. As in Bolton in 

1840, the commaittse also aimed to cosplewsat Union relief by catering 

for a distinct group, those without a legal settlement in the Union. 31 

Altar consultation with the Board of Guardians the coasLttee 

resolved: 

'that the relief of those distressed persons who 

have a legal claim on the rates would be best 

accomplished ... by the Board of Guardians's 

while 'those destitute persons who have no 

legal claim on the rates should be considered 

proper objects for relief out of a fund to be 

raised by voluntary subscriptions, and like- 

visa administered by the Board of Guardians 

assisted by a cemittee and visitors nov to be 

appointed'. 
32 

It ins intended that there should be a clear division of labour 

between the committee and the board of Guardians, but merit was not the 

determining criterion. The line of demarcation was not between the 

deserving and undeserving poor, or between the poor and the destitute, 

but between those without and those with a legal settlement in the Union. 

The relief fund was 'for the relief of such of the unemployed poor only 

as have no claim for relief from the Bradford Poor Law Union', and visitors 

were to distinguish carefully 'those which do not from those which do belong 

to the Onion'. In 1840 it was resolved 'that no relief (except in extreme 

cases) be given to persons having a legal claim on the Union', and it was 

agreed that any relief paid to applicants belonging to Bradford would be 

refunded out of the poor rate, though this was subsequently found to be 

33 impracticable . 

The connittee selected its clients, not with a view to saving the 
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deserving poor from the Poor Law, but on a purely pragmatic basis. 

Time non settled poor were said to be the first to lose their jobs 

during a trade recession. 
34 If the Board of Guardians was allowed to 

undertake large scale removals, employers might find themselves short 

of labour When trade improved. By paying to keep the non-settled poor 

off the poor rates, employers were safeguarding their labour supply. 

There is, however, no evidence that this consideration actually 

influenced the coos ittee's policy. More important was the fact that, it 

made administrative sense for the committee to deal with a distinctive 

group which would suffer most by applying to the Poor Law authorities. 

By confining its attention to the non-settled poor, the committee could 

reduce the incidence of duplication and reposition and take advantage of 

the fact that Union officers already investigated the settlements of 

relief applicants as a matter of routine. The Board of Guardians would 

be spared the work involved in removal and non-resident relief procedures 

for a group for whose relief the Board's responsibility was least clear. 

The non-settled poor could apply for assistance without the fear of 

removal. 

The restriction of the fund to applicants without a legal settlement 

in Bradford was reflected in the large number of Irish applicants. Of 

the 4,127 cases relieved by the committee between 11th January and 15th 

February 1840,1,679 (40.72) were Irish. 33 
and this at a time wbea the 

main thrust of Irish immigration was still to aoms. Their treatment 

followed the pattern established in 1839, with a well organised visiting 

system, the payment of relief in kind, and the provision of a task of 

work. 

The Borough vas divided into tventy districts, and fortythras 

individuals, together with the local clergymen and ministers, very appointed 

as visitors. The Bradford Board of Guardians had one Relieving Officer 

to cover the same area. The visitors were to investigate the extent of 

distress in their area, receive and enquire into all applications from 
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people with a family income of less than 2/- per head, and to obtain 

confirmation of each applicant's income from his last employer. No 

application was to be considered unless the two visitors allotted to 

each district signed the form authorising relief, which was then to 

be submitted to the Union's Relieving Officer*36 

Early in January 1840 a public meeting held to launch a new 

subscription resolved that it was 'desirable to offer work to labourers 

and other persons totally out of employ, to be liberally remunerated 

under the direction of the committee', and that 'fitting employment be 

provided for females out of work'. The Poor Law Commission's Outdoor 

Labour Test Order exempted women from the labour test, but the Reverend 

George Stringer Bull urged the committee to set women to work, and 

supervised their employment. By the end of January 150 women were 

employed making clothes at Bull'-s Sewing School for 6d for five hours 

attendance. Visitors issued tickets to deserving applicants entitling 

them to obtain clothing from the School. 37 

Initially, applicants may have been paid in cash, but the introduction 

of work schemes brought this to an and. The commaittee ordered that 'labour 

tickets be distributed by the Guardians in lieu of relief to labourers 

recommended by visitors for relief', and that 1/- a day be allowed for 

five hours labour. At the same time, it was resolved 'that pecuniary 

relief be discontinued and that the Guardians in lieu thereof furnish 

orders for oatmeal, breadmeal and potatoes' 4t38 
These schemes had barely got under way when the committee was hit by 

a shortage of funds. Towards the and of January the Board of Distributors, 

made up of visitors and Guardians, recommended that relief be cut by a third. 

A new scale of relief was adopted under which the income of a single person 

was made up to 1/8d a week, in the case of two persons to 2/9d, up to 9/- 

for a family of ten. 

Despite the reduced scale of relief, in mid-February the committee 
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was obliged to close the Relief Office and Sewing School and shortly 

afterwards the committee suspended its activities. In less than two 

months, the committee had spent £1824. Most of this, £1171, vent on 

food and coal, compared with £203 distributed in cash relief. Bull's 

Sewing School and material for clothing absorbed another £304, but 

only £25 was paid for the services of the unemployed, suggesting that 

few men were in fact set to work. 
39 

A balance of 1141 remained unused until early in 1841, when the 

committee was resurrected in response to renewed distress, particularly 

among 'families having no claim for continual relief from the funds of 

the Guardians'. Ministers were asked to inform the committee of needy 

cases. These were then visited, with a determination 'not to give any 

relief without actual inspection of the residences of the persons 

recommended for relief'. The committee's investigative procedures compared 

favourably with the unreliable visiting system operated by the Bradford 

Board of Guardians. Approximately 1200 personal visits were made in 

the Borough and 800 cases were helped, representing over 3,000 individuals. 

The sums involved, however, were small, for only £132-10-0 was spent, a 

quarter of it on bedding and clothing. 
40 

In 1842 a relief subscription was opened at Idle and the township 

was divided into districts for visiting purposes. Several other townships 

opened soup kitchens and a committee was set up in Bradford for this 

purpose. It is doubtful if this soup kitchen ever actually materialised, 

and towards the end of the year the Bradford Observer called for a renewed 

effort. In March 1843 a soup kitchen was finally opened under the auspices 

of the Society of Friends. This served up to 600 families a week until its 

closure in May. During the next three years the town's relative prosperity 

made similar efforts unnecessary, 
41 

This respite came to an abrupt end in the spring of 1846, when Bradford 

experienced 'a period of thirteen weeks of almost unparalleled scarcity of 

employment in the history of the staple trade'. According to the Factory 
'ý\ 
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Inspector, the depression: 

'created among the operative class in the 

neighbourhood of Bradford more distress and 

suffering for the first four months of this 

year than, I believe, has ever been experienced 

in these parts during the ten years that I 

have visited the West Riding of Yorkshire'. 
42 

Ironically, the severity of the depression may have tempered 

enthusiasm for a public subscription, which could be little more than a 

palliative. 'It is only in the revival of trade', remarked the Bradford 

Observer, 'that we can hope for any effectual mitigation of existing 

distress'. After two adjournments, a public meeting resolved to open a 

subscription and to set up a relief committee, but the cosmdttee lacked 

purpose and conviction. Within a month, it was calling on the Board of 

Guardians to levy a large additional poor rate as the only means by 

Which 'the burden of temporary distress and poverty [could] be made to 

press equally upon the whole of the inhabitants'. The Board of Cuardianst 

rejection of this proposal reflected the committee's total failure to 

establish a working relationship with the Bradford Board. 43 

This was in sharp contrast with the experience of the 1839-40 relief 

coeamittee, which had cooperated successfully with the Board of Guardians 

on the basis of a carefully defined division of labour. The 1846 committee 

had a such less clear role, and committed the fatal sin of advising the 

Bradford Board on its relief policy. 

Like the 1839-40 coms<ittee, but in a far less purposeful manner, the 

1846 committee appears to have been motivated in part by a concern for the. 

non-settled poor. This was implied in the Bradford Observer's comment on 

the committee'"ýfinal report, that 'another emergency like the last might 

recur, though the alteration in the laws of settlement rendered it 

improbable'. 44 
The implication was that a relief fund had been necessary 

_. __\ 
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to provide for nosrsettled and Irish paupersq any of whom would in 

future be irremovable under the 1846 Poor Removal Act (9 + 10 Vic. c. 66) 

and would therefore be able to apply to the Board of Guardians without 

fear of removal. 

The committee may also have been motivated by a desire to save the 

worthy poor in general from the Poor Law. At a seating bald in June 1846 

in a vain attempt to persuade the relief comittee to prolong its 

activities, the unemployed acknowledged the efforts made to save them 

from 'the tender mercies of a Union Workhouse'. 45 This, however, was 

rather slim evidence of the committee's motives, and in all probability 

the coaesittee's establishment was a straightforward, unplanned response 

to the exceptional poverty generated by the depression. 

The ill-considered nature of the response was indicated by the vague 

brief issued to the relief committee, by the public meeting which launched 

the subscription. The committee was to distribute the relief fund, seither 

by giving out work, or by augmenting the relief already afforded by the 

Guardians of the poor, or in any other manner they may think fit'. This 

was a recipe for confusion, for if the relief fund was used to supplement 

rather than to complement Union relief, there was a serious danger of 

entanglement with the Board of Guardians. The committee confirmed its 

interest in cases already receiving poor relief by informing the Bradford 

Board that its 

'might do buch to relieve the pressure upon the 

relief fund, by giving relief in many cases not 

at present relieved by then and by increasing 

the amount of relief to families already in 

receipt of parish aid'. 

This unsolicited advice was not likely to be well received by the Bradford 

Board, which replied testily that it would 'continue the impartial and 

legal distribution of the poor rates, but that [it could] not recognise 
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any fund raised in aid of the poor rate '. 46 

By distributing relief to paupers, the caiaittee placed the 

Board of Guardians in an awkward position. Its duty was to relieve 

the destitute; if they were receiving assistance from another source, 

they may no longer be eligible for Union relief. At the and of April 

1846 about 100 people were said to be receiving relief from both bodies, 

and the Bradford Observer accused the Board of Guardians of reducing 

or withholding relief from those receiving help from the relief committee. 

This threatened to negate the committee's usefulness, since it meant that 

the burden of relief was simply being shifted from the board to the 

committee, and from the ratepayers as a whole to a few benevolent 

subscribers. When the Board of Guardians refused to levy an additional 

poor rate, the committee struck off all those in receipt of Union relief, 

and all those whose Union relief had been stopped because of assistance 

received from the committee. When the committee submitted cases which it 

considered merited L mediate relief by the Union, the Bradford Board 

'was unanimously of opinion that they could not entertain the various 

cases unless the Relieving Officers had an opportunity of examining 

the applicants'. The test of pauperism was destitution, and it was for 

the Poor Law authorities alone to determine whether an individual passed 

this test. The committee was in effect attempting to change the standards 

applied by the Bradford Board. Its chances of success were minimal, if 

only, as Samuel Cowling said, because of the 'hateful restrictions' to 

which the Board was subjected. The committee would have been well advised 

to have followed the example of its 1839-40 predecessor, and concentrated 

an a distinct group of needy poor. 
47 

in at least ons, respect, the 1646 comittee did follow the example 

of its predecessors, and set applicants to work. By early in April 300 

had been sat to work and over 1,100 individuals were receiving assistance. 

By mid-April, despite difficulty in finding sufficient work, 500 slen were 

working for six hours a day for 1/-, with extra relief in the fore of broad 
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and soup for those with large families. Men were employed removing 

pit hills, filling in quarries, clearing rubbish, cleaning out streams, 

and on the roads. The cosdittu was no more successful than the Board 

of Guardians in finding profitable employment, for of the £2,026 spent 

on vages and tools, only £345 was recovered from work done and from the 

sale of tools. While most of the relief expenditure, £1902, seems to 

have been paid in cash to the workman, the committee deliberately 

distributed part of the relief, 1376 worth, in bread and soup as a 

safeguard against imposition. This again was in line with the policy 

of previous committees. 
48 

The committee's readiness to set applicants to work in a way that 

closely resembled the Union labour test was not lost on the relief fund's 

estimated 4.000 beneficiaries. In December 1846, with a new crisis at 

hand, the woolcombers held a meeting to discuss their plight. The 

meeting first attacked the Union's labour test, and then the conaittee's 

work scheme. George White, the Chartist leader, launched a bitter attack 

on the wealthy classes, who: 

'subscribed a sun of money* and set the combers 

to work at the Beck in the mud and dirt, by 

which several of them were killed, and this 

they called charity! These men, who professed 

to be very devout and religious, thought it a 

charity to make a man work in a mud hole for 

six hours and then pay him a shilling'. 
49 

Many embers of the working classes no doubt approved of setting Irish 

combers to work, but White's attitude provides a necessary reminder that 

charity could be offered on torus as deterrent as those applied by the 

Poor Law authorities, and that there was a stigma attached to charity 

as well as to pauperism. 

The roolcoubers' meting was followed by the reconvening of the relief 

committee, which agreed to distribute the balance in hand of about £240. 



With the help of new donations the committee doled out bread and soup 

until the beginning of April 1847. At its height the soup kitchen was 

feeding over 1,400 people three times a week, though this seems less 

impressive when it is translated into a weekly cash equivalent of 

less than ninepence per person. The committee's total expenditure was 

only £448. The committee appears to have relied exclusively on the 

payment of relief in kind as a safeguard against imposition, for no 

labour test was enforced and no investigative machinery established. 

The committee's precise role was again uncertain. About a quarter 

of all cases relieved were destitute unemployed not in receipt of parish 

relief. The remainder, however, were either partially employed or in 

receipt of Onion relief9 'but whose income did not amount to vore than 

a bars maintenance'. " The committee was both an alternative to Union 

relief and a supplement to it, it relievad both poverty and indigence. 

It represented an undifferentiated response to a pressing used. 
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This need remained unsatisfied, for in May 1847 the region's Factory 

Inspector reported that, 'the actual condition of the manufacturing classes 

is as bad, I fear I must state vorse, than at any period since it became 

my duty to visit factories (1833)'. Bradford's unemployed were anxious 

that a renewed effort be made to spare thus fror the Union labour test, 

but a simultaneous meeting of influential citizens was disillusioned 

with public relief subscriptions. Instead, it sent a deputation to the 

Board of Guardians to urge that an additional poor rate be levied and 

poorer ratepayers excused payment, and that relief levels be increased. 

The Guardians expressed concern that higher relief payments would encourage 

pauperism, but they did agree to increase the relief paid to test labourers 

by 1/- a week. 
31 

The following week a similar deputation announced plans to establish 

a District Visiting Society. This would investigate and report cases of 

destitution to the Relieving Officers. The Guardians' initial reaction 

was favourable, but when cases were actually presented to the hoard, it was 
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emphasised that all applications had to co*e through the Relieving 

Officers. 52 They were likely to reject the suggestion that it was 

part of their duty actively to seek out cases of hardship or to 

encourage the destitute to apply for relief. The Poor Law was not 

concerned with investigating, preventing or treating unadvertised 

poverty, but only with relieving revealed destitution. 

Action could not be delayed indefinitely, for as the winter 

approached, the depression deepened. in November 1847 the Factory 

Superintendent for Ueda and Bradford wrote that he had 'never known 

the state of the waaufacturins districts so bad as at present'. 

According to the Factory Inspector, there was 'no parallel' for the 

present crisis, and even if trade revived, it would not 'relieve the 

operatives from such distress during a great part of the winter'* 
53 

If the factory workers were in a poor state, the position of the hand 

woolcombers was pitiful. 

In December 1847 a new relief committee was organised. This urged 

the Board of Guardians to act generously. but it also launched a relief 

subscription and opened a soup kitchen. There was no labour test, but 

all relief was in kind. The committee's initial policy was to make up 

income to 1/6 a head in large families and to 2/- in small families, but 

by the and of December the scale had been reduced to 1/3 a head for large, 

and 1/6 a head for smaller families of up to five individuals. This scale 

was similar to that being operated by the Board of Guardians, and the 

committee's efforts ware aimed at people who had already received help 

from the Union. This policy was encouraged by a shortage of helpers. In 

January 1848 it was reported that only a partial canvass for subscriptions 

had been possible because of the small number of active helpers. An 

examination committee worked from midday to nearly midnight three days a 

week and four visitors were employed to investigate dubious cases, but this 

shortage of assistants prevented a more comprehensive visiting system. 
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By confining relief largely to those known to the Poor Law authorities, 

the committee could capitalise on the knowledge of the Relieving 

Officers. As in 1846, this duplication threatened to cause difficulties 

with the Board of Guardians, but the Bradford Board denied reducing 

relief because of the committee's efforts. 
54 

While previous cosenittees had tended to favour the non-settled and 

Irish poor, the 1847-8 committee discriminated against than. In December 

1847 it was decided to refuse relief to applicants who had not lived in 

Bradford for a period of firs years, and who the Board of Cuardians were 

prepared to remove. This change of policy may have reflected the 

community's pessimistic view of the woolcombers' future employment 

prospects. The removal of woolcombers would not create a labour shortage, 

and the increasingly critical appraisal of public relief efforts may have 

encouraged the view, reinforced by anti-Irish prejudice, that money spent 

on unemployed voolcombers was money down the drain. Yet the evidence is 

conflicting. Commenting on the committee's final report in June 1848, 

the Bradford Observer stated that the committee's recent beneficiaries 

consisted, 'principally of persons who, not having a legal settlement in 

the parish, are not entitled to Poor Law relief'. 
55 A statement which, 

incidentally, expressed a widely hold but totally erroneous view of the 

position of the non-settled poor. 

The committee's uncertain role reflected the growing disillusionment 

with relief subscriptions, which acted as a palliativet but offered no 

solution to the rising tide of destitution. The Bradford Observer 

consistently supported public relief efforts, but it was forced to admit 

that the committee's activities had failed to improve the comber*' position. 

The prominence of Irish applicants encouraged an emphasis on the danger of 

imposition. In Yebruary 1848,150 cases of imposition were said to have 

been discovered, and 'several gentlemen expressed serious apprehensions 

that much mischief was done by this extensive charity'. 
56 The unemployed's 

need for assistance remained great, but enthusiasm for the relief effort 
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amon& the propertied classes was in decline. 

in March 1848 the Chartist Georg. White alleged that: 

'there were thousands of ma in Bradford that 

were dying for want of the necessaries of lifep 

and ... that the Wass of nan were expiring slowly. 

day by day, without any effectual remedy to save 

than'. 

At its peak, early in Fsbruary 1848, the relief fund bad provid*d over 

18,000 lbs. of broad and spant £140 a week, but by the tisa of White's 

allegations. broad distribution had fallen to 7,161 lbs. In April, 

the n=bsr of applicants vas still rising but the relief fund was nearly 

sxhauatsd. 
57 

Subscribers wanted to attempt a more permanent solution. The 

possibility of assisted emigration had already been taken up. 
58 In may 

1848 the relief committee was reorganised and a Land Committee set up. 

Its activities have been described in Chapter 5(L). At the saws tine, 

a renewed appeal was made to the Board of Guardians for liberality and 

there was a brief resurgence of relief activity. Broad distribution 

reached a now peak of 170262. lbs. a week in mid-June, before being 

abruptly terminated when the soup kitchen closed on 24th June. In its 

later stages, the comittee was relieving 1,587 families, 1,180 of whom 

were totally destitute. The 6,800 individuals involved, outnumbered by 

about a thousand the number of outdoor paupers in Bradford township. 

Between December 1847 and aid-Hay 1848, the relief committee spent £1,871 

on soup and bread, and by late June expenditure had reached approximately 

i2,6S0.59 

This meant that the 1847-8 relief fund gras the largest raised during 

this period. but charitable effort had not kept pace with the spread of 

destitution, and the weekly expenditure of the later relief comittees 

aas lower than it had been in the late 1830s. Since these comeittess 

tended to cater for people who were either paupers or potential paupers, 
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the relatively disappointing performance of the relief committees during 

the crisis years of 1846-8 meant the loss of an opportunity to substantially 

sue and redistribute the burden on the poor rate. 

A precise assessment of the contribution made by successive relief 

committees presents serious difficulties# but Table 2 provides the basis 

for a tentative judgement. 

Table 2. Public Relief Funds. 1837 to 1848 

Relief Fund and Poor Law Union E enditure during, 
? ears ended 25th March. Avoro: mately in the case 
0 0 

Asoant Relief rund Union Relief Relief Tund as 2 
Date of rund Span Teer B_xpý tore d R: ýsn3 furs o Union Rs e ý 

ý 

Mahr-July 1837 1483 

January-March 
1838 836 1838 2331 10706 21.8 

1839 12349 

Deceiober 1839 
February 1840 1824 1840 1824 14877 12.3 

January-March 
1841 132 1841 132 17760 0.7 

1842 19555 

1843 22177 

! larch-May 1843 ! 1844 ! 20326 1 

1845 18251 

1846 18455 

March-Jun* 1846 2500 

Dscesber 1846 
April 1847 448 1847 2948 24625 12.0 

December 1847 - June 1848 c2630 1848 a 2650 41352 6.4 

Totals c9893 c 9895 220,633 4.5 

in the context of the whole period from 1837 to 1848, public relief 

subscriptions contributed relatively little to the relief of poverty in the 
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Bradford Union. The Poor taw authorities spent twenty time as much. 

The opinion of the Assistant Bandloom Weavers' Coseissioner, H. Chapman, 

is tpposite bars. Discussing subscriptions raised on behalf of the 

weavers during depressions, Chapman stated that: 

'yew people take the trouble to think of the small 

proportion which the largest sues raised by the 

benevolent for such purposes bear to a few weeks' 

wages. ... We often felicitate ourselves on the 

large sum raised to relieve the distresses of 

particular classes during periods of depression, 

but we are too apt to overlook the extent of the 

evil to be remedied. No relief, in fact, can make 

up for even a abort period of stagnation. When 

the general rate of wages is by, as in the case 

of the weavers ... there must be acute sufferiag'. 
60 

It was partly recognition of the marginal impact relief funds had on 

the condition of the unemployed poor that led to the disillusionment 

with relief subscriptions evident in the later 1640s. 

As Chapman suggested, neither official nor unofficial relief agencies 

could prevent videspread suffering during trade depressions, but for short 

periods the relief cors+sittees did provide a valuable supplesent to official 

provision. Their contribution in 1837-8,1839-40 and 1846-7 vas more 

impressive than Table 2 suggests, for the committees operated for only 

part of the year and only in the Borough townships. 

The relief funds are best seen as a vital, pragmatic response to 

, exceptional need. Their role was a specialised one, but it did not normally 

take the form of catering for groups lying outside the Poor Law. The relief 

committees and the Board of Guardians directed their attention to similar 

groups* in similar financial circumstances. On balance, the relief committees' 

primary role was not to provide an alternative to Union relief but to 
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supplement official provision during periods of exceptional pressure. 

Any attempt to draw a distinguishing line between these particular 

unofficial agencies and the Poor Law, based on a distinction between 

the treatment of poverty and of indigence, or between the treatment of 

the deserving and of the undeserving poor. breaks down in the face of 

the blurring evidence of actual relief practices. 

Permanent charities were in a better position to be selective in 

their choice of clients, but Bradford's permanent charitable resources 

were very limited. The West Riding was second only to London in the 

income from its endowed charities, 
61 but Bradford was a new town, lacking 

the substantial roots of a city such as York, and its endowed charities 

contributed little to the relief of poverty. During the second quarter 

of the nineteenth century there ware roughly twenty five endowed charities 

in the area of the Bradford Union providing for the relief of the poor 

either in cash or kind. 62 
The total annual income of these charities 

was is the region of £360, but not all of this was always available for 

distribution. When the Charity Commissioners reported on the area's 

charities, in the mid-1820s, they discovered that less than i3 of the 

Ashton Charity's income of £33 was actually distributed to the poor, and 

that 9agar's Charity, with an income of E49, was effectively in suspension 

while a debt incurred in a property transaction was being repayed. 
63 

These were two of the four largest endowed charities. With the black 

Abbey Dole or Field's Charity and Bradford's Poors Estate and Quit Rants 

Charity, they accounted for threequarters of the total income. 

In the West Riding generally, a very small proportion of endowed 

charities specifically excluded paupers, 
64 but eight of the Bradford 

Union's twenty five charities are known to have done so, including three 

of the four largest charities. The largest single charity, William Yield's 

Black Abbey Dole, specified only that the income was to be used, 'for and 

towards the yearly relief and maintenance of the poor of the town of 

Bradford's but the trustees endeavoured to confine its benefits to the most 

--ýý 
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deserving poor. 
65 

A restriction to deserving cases or a residential 

qualification were usual. In 1837 Elisabeth Wadsworth set up a fund 

for the benefit of the 'most deserving poor' of the townships of 

Bradford. Calverley and Idle. In 1811 Mary Ann Javatt ordered that 

the interest derived from a similar bequest be used for thet 

'benefit of poor widows and poor single vonen 

of honest virtuous characters who shall be above 

the age of fifty years. one half of such persons 

to reside in and to have been inhabitants of the 

township of Bradford for ten years preceding and 

the other half of them to reside in and to have 

been inhabitants of the township of Hanntugham 

or Frisinghall and Carsyke in the township of 

IIeaton for the said term of tan years precedings 

and the some to be divided and distributed 

amongst then in sums not larger than twenty 

shillings and, not lass than five shillings to 
66 

each such person,. 

In view of the small totals involved, these charities are of little 

more than antiquarian interest. They could rarely have saved their 

beneficiaries frort the Poor Law, because their income was small and was 

spread thinly. Mary Ann Jowatt's Charity never produced an income of 

more than £20 a year during the pre-1871 period, and this was distributed 

once a year to a large number of individuals. In 1835 i17-9-10 was shared 

between 55 people, an average of less than 6/6d each. Other charities made 

much smaller payments. In 1835 Isaac Bowcocke's Charity provided 45 of 

Tong's residents with sums ranging from 2/6 to 5/-; in 1346 ninety seven 

of Clayton's poor received their share of Sagar's Charity in sums ranging 

from 1/- to 2/6, and in 1848 the income of 112-5-0 from the Poor's Lands 

Charity was distributed among 148 people, none of whom received more 

than 3/-. 67 
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In some towns, endowed charities made a significant contribution 

to the relief of poverty. in Coventry, in the 1820s, cash and kind 

charities commanded an income of about £1,700, with one charity alone 

providing 1700 a year. By the early 1850s these charities produced an 

income exceeding £2,200, and this in a town much smaller than Bradford. 68 

The Bradford Union's twenty townships together could muster an income 

of less than £400 a year from their cash and kind charities; a drop 

in the ocean when it came to the relief of poverty. 

Bradford's propertied classes could not be blamed for the town's 

lack of ancient endowments, and contemporary historians identified a 

strong current of benevolence in the town. In 1834, Edward Parsons 

stated that there was, 'perhaps no town in which more of the wealth of 

the inhabitants flows into the channels of piety and benevolence', 

and John James, writing in 1841, boasted that charitable institutions were 

'liberally supported' by Bradford's 'wealthier inhabitants'. 69 
This 

judgement seems to have been based mainly on wishful thinking, for 

until the 1850s the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary was the only 

charitable institution of any note, and even this experienced severe 

financial problems. 

The Dispensary was opened in 1825. In 1833, twelve beds were 

provided and the institution was renamed the Bradford Infirmary and 

Dispensary. Five years later it aas decided to build a new Infirmary 

'in a more airy and salubrious situation, the present building being 

quite inadequate ... and not adapted for the successful treatment of 

diseases'. Two years passed before building work started and it was 

1843 before the new Infirmary was finally opened at a cost of L9,500.70 

The Bradford Observer dutifully admired the 'lofty, well lighted 

and well ventilated' wards, but it also bemoaned the siting of the 

Infirmary in the White Abbey area of the town; 'a nursery for feeble 

and diseased constitutions'. 
71 It was probably no coincidence that 

Dr. Outhvaite, physician to the Dispensary since its foundation, 'one 
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of the most ardent supporters of the Infirmary'. and the leading 

advocate of a new building, resigned shortly after the site had been 

chosen, soon to be followed by the apothecary. The new wards may have 

been light and airy, but they were also half empty. The Infirmary 

was designed to hold sixty beds, but in 1845 only twenty were in use, 

in 1846 twenty two and in 1848 thirty. It was not until 1831 that 

the wards were fully equipped. 
72 

This reflected the institution's weak financial position. In 1847 

income totalled £1732, but during the late 1830s and early 18409 it 

had averaged only just over £700 a year. In 1838 it was decided not to 

fill a vacancy created by the death of one of the surgeons and in 1845, 

when one of the officers resigned, there were no funds available to 

replace him. Doctors responsible for visiting patients at their homes 

faced pressures comparable with those experienced by the Union Medical 

Officers, having to makes up to 70 or 80 visits a day. 73 

The Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary was scarcely the 'honour' 

and 'blessing to the town' which the readers of the Bradford Observer 

were encouraged to believe. Shortage of money prevented the institution 

from fulfilling its potential, and in 1844 the Select Committee Oa 

Medical Poor Relief heard unflattering comparisons drawn between Bradford's 

medical charities and those of Carlisle. Henry 8umsey testified that 

Bradford's medical charities, that is the Infirmary and Dispensary, 

relieved 2.9% of the population, compared with nearly 112 in Carlisle-74 

Rumaey related the number of patients to the population of the 

Union, but the vast majority of patients came from Bradford Borough. 

Borne patients were only visited within a radius of one or 11 miles from 

Bradford's Piece Ball gates, 
75 

and as Table 3 reveals. most in - and out 

patients also came from the Borough townships. 

ý, w..; e_ 
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Table 3. The Area of Residence of the Bradford Infirmary and 
Dispensary's In - and Out ý- Patients. 1825--to 1858a 

In-Patients Out-Patients 
Number Parch Number Percentase 

Bradford Borough 3301 65.0 101,239 89.4 

Out-townships 827 16.3 6,759 6.0 

Bradford Union 4128 81.3 107,998 95.4 

Elsewhere 948 18.7 5,224 4.6 

Total 5076 113,222 

Table 4 illustrates the significant increase in the institution's 

activity during the 1840s and Table 5 confirms Rumsey's evidence that, 

despite its unimpressive record, the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary 

treated many more patients than the Union Medical Officers. 

Table 4. 
- 

The Bradford Infirau and Dispensary* 
Adm ttances and Expenditure, 1835 to 1847.77 

1835-6 to 1840-1 1841-2 to 184,6-7 
Average nual Average Mnual 

Number Percentage Number Percentage 

In-, atients 74 3.3 85 2.3 

Out-patients 1428 64.4 2258 61.7 

Roms-patients 714 32,2 1316 36.0 

Total 2216 3659 

Dispensar y's In - and Out - Patients. 1825 to 1858. '- 

In-Patients Out-Patients 
Number Percentage Number percentage 

Bradford Borough 3301 65.0 101,239 89.4 

Out-tovaships 827 16.3 6,759 6.0 

Bradford Union 4128 81.3 107,998 95.4 

Elsewhere 948 18.7 5,224 4.6 

Total 5076 113,222 

Average annual (1839-40 and) (1841-2 and) expenditure 16Q4(184ß-1 
only) 

f'667 (1843-4 only) 

Table S. Medical Treatment by the Bradford InfiM and Dispenser 
and Bradford Poor Law Union, 1843 to 

Outdoor Cassa 
Year Bradford Union Infirmary a Diap. 

Out and iiome 
Patients 

1843-4 1016 (4048) 

1844-3 991 3199 

1643-6 1091 3264 

1846-7 2708 3740 

Indoor Cases 

Bradford Union Znfirma & Disp. 
In-Patients 

229 (66) 

188 62 

218 127 

304 154 

Awrap 
aaaual 1451.5 3563 
suwAT 

233 102 
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Comparable figures are not available for the year 1£47-8, when 

the Bradford Union unquestionably treated more medical cases than the 

Infirmary and Dispensary. 79 This, however, was an exceptional year 

and Table 5 provides a fairer picture of the relative contributions 

of the two agencies. There is a striking contrast between the provision 

for outdoor and indoor cases. Table 4 reveals the very small proportion 

of the Infirmary and Dispensary's patients treated as in-patients, and 

Table 5 indicates that the Bradford and Idle Workhouses were statistically 

more important centres of indoor medical treatment than the Infirmary. 

Some patients would have had access to other voluntary hospitals, such as 

the Leeds Infirmary and the Ilkley Charity but, on the other hand, the 

Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary admitted patients from outside the 

area of the Bradford Union. 

When the Bradford Board of Guardians raised the possibility of 

subscribing to the Infirmary, it was told that the institution's benefits 

were not available to paupers, and patients who became paupers appear to 

have been transferred to the Union Medical Officer. The system of 

admittance by recommendation by a subscriber implied that 'deservinj 

cases would receive priority. For instance, members of the Manchester 

Unity of Oddfellows night benefit from the Society's 160 subscription. 

It is'not certain, however, that the Infirmary's clientele differed 

markedly from the patients treated by the Union Medical Officers. In 

1834 a correspondent of the Bradford Observer had enquired why the township 

employed a surgeon, when 'the greater number of paupers requiring medical 

aid [were] relieved at the Dispensary'. Nine years later Charles Hott was 

reported to have said that, 'the Dispensary.... relieved the Medical 

Officer of nearly the whole casual poor'. 
80 

Some employers subscribed to the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary 

so that accident victims could be admitted. Other firms, including the 

Bowling and Low Moor Iron Companies, employed their own medical attendants 

and provided financial assistance for accident victims. Less considerate 
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employers might be forced to contribute to the treatment of their 

injured employees under the 1844 Factory Act. Under this Act, 

(7 Vic. c. 15 s. 66), fines imposed for offences against the Factory Act 

could be appropriated for the benefit of the victim. In January 1848, 

the Bradford firm of Christopher Waud and Company vas fined £50 for 

neglecting to fence machinery, and the fine appropriated for the 

benefit of the injured girl. Others might receive medical treatment 

through their benefit societies, though these did not usually provide 

medical attendance for the families of members. 
81 

Accident victims might also look to the Minors' Friend Society. 

established in 1836 to relieve disabled miners and to provide for the 

widows and orphans of men killed in the Bradford district. 
82 This was 

one of a vary small range of permanent charities. Until 1845 the 

Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary was the only brick and mortar charity. 

The Charity Commissioners made no mention of any almshouses, but in 1845 

Mary Rathmell built eight cottages in Bradford, known as the Melbourne 

Almshouses. These were used to house poor woman aged at least fifty 

five* 83 

BradfordsZenevolent and Strangers' Friend Society relieved the sick 

poor as well as exhorting them to godliness, cleanliness and temperance, 

and Edward Parsons referred to two other charities, the Lying-In and 

Cruel Charity, and the Aged and Infirm Fund. Neither, however, receives 

a mention in any other source. More important were the charitable 

societies attached to places of worship, such as the Wesleyan$' Kirkgate 

and Eastbrook Chapel Clothing Societies. In some cases, these societies 

may have been of a semi-permanent nature. The Salem Chapel Relief 

Society, for instance, vas set up in response to the 1847-8 depression 

and may have been discontinued when trade improved. 84 

Bradford's unLtpreseive range of permanent charities was partly a 

consequence of the towns youth. Bradford lacked the maturity and 

philanthropic tradition to respond adequately to rapidly increasing need. 
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In the unstable economic clivate of the 1830s and 1840s. philanthropy 

was a luxury fev businessmen were prepared to indulge, particularly if 

it involved building up charitable institutions from scratch. The 

take-off point'for organised charity was not reached until the 18600.85 

To attempt to compare the financial contribution made by official 

and unofficial relief agencies in Bradford during this period presents 

insuperable difficulties. It is certain that a large portion of the 

philanthropic iceberg rewins concealed from view, yet what proportion, 

it is impossible to say. 

Dealing first with capital expenditure, the 1830s and 18408 were 

notable fora lack of major construction work either by the Poor Law 

Union or by charitable organisations. The Bradford Board of Guardians, 

declining to build a new Workhouse, can safely be said to have spent 

less than 11000 on the Bradford and Idle Workhouses. Voluntary agencies 

easily outstripped this by spending £9,500 on the new Bradford Infirmary. 

An unknown amount was spent on the Melbourne Almsbousss. 

Current expenditure is more problematical. During the year ended 

March 1840 the Bradford Onion's relief expenditure totalled £14,877. 

The combined expenditure of the 1839-40 relief committee, of the Bradford 

Infirmary and Dispensary and of the endowed charities can fairly accurately 

be estimated at £2,800. To step outside these charities is to enter a 

largely notional world. The relief conmittee was only the largest 

temporary organisation in operation during the year. Smaller groups, and 

collections taken at churches and chapels, perhaps in connection with 

church societies, may have raised an equal, perhaps a greater amount. 

Other permanent societies probably made a rather small contribution. 

Zar rare important was private charity by individuals, rich and poor. 

Private charity is statistically intractable, the margin of error potentially 

great. Ixciudina private charity, voluntary agencies spent perhaps £3,000. 

To double this would still lead to the conclusion that the Union was at 

this time comfortably the more important source of relief. On the basis 
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of the limited evidence available the "ame would apply for the period 

1837 to 1848 taken as a whole. 

The shortage of altarnative sources of relief helps to explain 

the strength of the friendly societies. If their contribution is taken 

into account the picture is different, but no less hazy. Working from 

the known expenditure of the Manchester Unity of Oddfellovs, related 

to that Order's later share of friendly society riembership, produces 

an estimated annual expenditure by all the district's friendly societies 

of at least 16,000. For the year 1839-40, this would bring the 

contribution of non-statutory agencies roughly into equilibrium with 

Poor Law relief expenditure. In years of exceptional distress, however, 

the gap between official and unofficial relief expenditure probably 

remained substantial. There are no grounds for imagining that charitable 

or self-help organisations matched the sum of £41,000 spent on relief 

by the Bradford Union in 1847-8. That year vas even an exception to the 

general rule that unofficial agencies were the major source of medical 

relief. 
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CHAPTER 6. SETTLEMENT AND UMOVAL, 

The Law of Settlement received the lavish attention of 

conts*porariss, but has been relatively neglected by modern social 

historians. This may partly ba explained by the Laws notorious 

complexity, matched only by its equally remarkable durability. ' 

The conventional view that the Poor Law Amendment Act 'failed 

to make any drastic change' in the Law of Settlement has recently 

been challenged by James Taylor, who argues that the 1834 Act 

'significantly reduced the importance of the Law'. Taylor's approach 

is legalistic. He argues that changes made in the heads of settlement 

represented 'important modifications of the merit system' of allocating 

settlemsnw, and that the more complex removal procedures make it 

'plausible to see the statute as a partial return to the residence 

principle', which had held sway before 1691.2 

Taylor makes no attempt to analyse the impact of the Law after 

1834, or to compare its actual operation before and after these 

allegedly major changes were introduced. To those who administered the 

Law of Settlement and to those affected by it, the Poor Law Amendment 

Act did not compare in importance either with the Poor Removal Act of 

1795 (35 Geo. III c. 101) or with the later series of Acts, starting 

with the Poor Removal Act of 1846 (9 + 10 Vic. c. 66) and culminating 

in the Union Chargeability Act of 1865 (28 + 29 Vic. c. 79). In the 

field of settlement, the Poor Law Amendment Act vas notable chiefly for 

what was left unchanged. Above all, the parish or township remained the 

unit for rating and settlement purposes. Relief payments were charged 

to the parish and not to the Union, and those who applied for relief 

when legally settled elsewhere were still liable to be removed to their 

parish of settlement. 

As Taylor concedes, 
3 

the modifications introduced in 1834 had the 

effect of increasing the Law's complexity. Various changes ware made in 
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the means-of acquiring a settlement. Chief amongst these vas the 

abolition of settlement by hiring and service. This provision, however, 

applied only to new settlements and not to those gained before 1834. In 

1841, seven years after hiring and service had been prospectively abolished 

as a ground for settlement, over a quarter of all English removal orders 

were trade on precisely this ground, more than under any other head of 

settlement. As the Poor Law Commissioners pointed out, the passage of 

time would not eliminate removals on this ground, for paupers might still 

be removed to a settlement gained through the hiring or service of their 

fathers or grandfathars. 
4 

The Amendment Act's other significant innovation had a similarly 

confusing affect. In an attempt to prevent 'the present node of first 

removing a pauper and then inquiring whether the removal was lawful''S 

the Act stipulated that twenty one days notice be given to the pauper's 

parish of settlement prior to his removal. Unfortunately, the Act 

omitted to limit the period within which the parish of settlement could 

lodge an appeal. Until 1848 it vas still possible for a parish to 

appeal against a removal order after the order had been executed. 
' 

The Poor Law Amendment Act made a small contribution to the Law of 

Settlement's impressive complexity without fundamentally altering the 

Law. For tovuships with a large number of non-resident or non-settled 

paupers the Law remained a highly sensitive topic. 

Contemporaries were not always consistent in their use of the terms 

'non-resident' and 'nci-settled' and this creates problems for the 

historian. When speaking in general terms, all paupers who lived outside 

their parish of settlement were usually referred to as non-resident paupers. 

When the officers of a particular township referred to non-resident paupers 

they meant paupers with a legal settlement in that township but resident 

elsewhere. When they referred to non-settled paupers they meant paupers 

resident in the township but with a legal settlement elsewhere. One 

township's non-resident pauper was therefore another township's non-settled 
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pauper. When a Board of Guardians spoke of non-resident paupers it 

usually meant paupers with a legal settlement in one of the townships 

in the Union but resident outside the Union. When a Board referred to 

non-settled paupers it meant paupers resident in the Union but with a 

legal settlement elsewhere. The Irish and Scots had no legal settlement, 

were unlikely to have acquired one in England or Wales and were subject 

to a separate body of legislation closely associated with the Vagrancy 

Laws. 

During the first half of the nineteenth century Bradford attracted 

large numbers of English and Irish migrants, 
7 few of whoa gained settlements 

in the Union. This large non-settled population was the subject of frequent 

comment. In 1842 a committee of Guardians explained that relief to non- 

settled paupers was 'a subject of considerable importancd, because the 

Bradford Union, and the Borough townships in particular were$ 

'composed of inhabitants of whom an imoanse 

proportion are from a distances and have not 

gained settlements here and consequently are 

either legally belonging to the parishes in 

the various parts of England from which they 

have migrated or are from Ireland and Scotland 

and therefore without settlsi*nts'. 
8 

As Table I indicate., between a fifth and a quarter of those relieved by the 

Bradford Union between 1839 and 1842 were non-settled. This aas in line 

with the pattern in other West Riding towns, In Sheffield, in 1837, it 

was estimated that a fifth of those relieved had settlements outside the 

Union. 9 

Table 1. Non-Bottled Paupers in the Bradford Union. 1839 to 1842.10 
mers Number of Paupers Number of Pau ers resident ýe Percents 

en ad 
25 hb 

eong n& to 
u 

in Uni on but belonging- oa n , Non- ettled 
t ecember nion, elsewhere, 

1839 5442 2021 27,1 
1840 6363 1362 17.6 
1841 7453 2293 23,5 
1842 8848 2814 24,1 

Mean percentage 23,1 
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In addition there were the Irish poor. During the 1840s the 

number of Irish paupers rose at a rapidly increasing rate, though 

reliable statistical evidence is scarce. In 1842 Bradford's Assistant 

Overseer reported that 'in 1838 the relief to Irish did not amount to 

more than i5 or L6 per month whilst it now amounts to about 1120 per 

quarter'. Five years later Bradford township was paying the Irish 

something approaching this amount each week. During the quarter ended 

March 1846,567 of the Union's 4,162 outdoor paupers (13.62) were Irish, 

During the same quarter in 1847,1428 of the Union's 8366 outdoor paupers 

(17.12) were Irish. In Bradford township the proportion was considerably 

higher, somewhere between one third and an alleged two-thirds of all 

outdoor paupers being Irish. 11 

As Table 2 indicates, the non-settled paupers were also concentrated 

in the central urban townships. During the quarter ended September 1838, 

103 of the Union's 195 non-settled paupers were resident in Bradford 

township, while nine townships had no non-settled paupers. During the 

quarter ended December 1841,23.52 of those relieved by the Union were 

non-settled, but in Bradford township the figure was 39.72. During the 

quarter ended September 1844, Bradford's Relieving Officer relieved 1780 

families, 803 of whoa belonged to townships outside the Union (45.1%). 

In other relief districts the proportion of non-settled paupers was much 

smaller. 407 of the 1336 families relieved in the district of Horton, 

Bowling and Clayton were non-settled (30.5%), and in the outlying district 

of Cleckbsaton, Drighlington, ßunswortb, north Bierley, Tong and Wyke 

only 236 of the 1356 cases were non-settled (17.4%). 12 As the decade 

progressed, this discrepancy was to become an increasingly important source 

of friction between Bradford and the out-townships. 

In theory, the Law of Settlement provided a ready solution to the 

demands of non-settled applicants. Once chargeable, non-settled paupers 

were liable to be removed back to their parish of settlement and Irish 

and Scots paupers could be passed back to their country of origin. In 
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Table 2. The Distribution of Non-Settled Paupers. 1838 to 1845.13 

L. Numbsra 

Bradford Union. Non-Settled Paupers 

Quarter ended in Union In Bradford As In Bradford As 
_ 

Township Percentage Borough percentage 

September 1838 195 103 52.8 155 79.5 

December 1841 2293 863 37.6 

Bradford Tovaehip 

Quarter ended Total Relieved Of which Non-Settled 
(Including Irish) axc luding Ir s As Percentage 

December 1841 2174 863 39.7 

September 1844 1780 803 45.1 

ii. Expenditure ýww. wýwwrw. wý. ýr 
(i) 

Bradford Union 

Period E minded on 
-S l d 

Of which in 
B df d 

As Of vhicb in 
Bradford 

As 
Non ett e 

Poor 
ra or 

tosmshiE 

Year ended 
March 1839 1400 863 61.6 1206 86.1 

Year ended 
March 1840 3545 1700 48.0 2781 78.4 

Half-year ended 
Sept. 1844 2036 832 40.9 1427 70.1 

Ulf-year ended 
Sept. 1845 2276 948 41.7 1548 68.0 

ýý 
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practice only a small proportion of non-settled paupers were actually 

removed,, for there were serious drawbacks to a policy of indiscriminate 

removal. 

Removal was costly in terms of human suffering and some Guardians 

occasionally voiced concern at the injustice of large scale removals. 

Edward Wilson 'did not like the idea of driving a man from a place where 

he had worked his lifetime and given the best of his labour'; Joshua 

Brigg thought that it was 'too bad' to receive rates from the Irish 'and- 

then, when they became chargeable to pass them to their own country 

LLaediately', and Samuel Cowling agreed that 'it was manifestly Unjust' 
1 

to receive 'all the benefit of their labour while they were able to work' { 

and 'their assistance as ratepayers, but no sooner did old age or 

sickness or want of work fall upon them and they wanted pecuniary 

assistance than they were packed off to their own land to get on or 

starve, just as they could'. 
14 These were generous sentiments, but the 

Irish, in particular, might well have asked what became of them in practice. - 

There were strong humanitarian grounds for limiting the number of removals 

but technical and economic considerations had a far greater influence on 

removal policy. 

In some cases removal was not a realistic option because not every 

pauper's settlement could be confidently established. As one of the West 

Riding Magistrates explained: 

'to support or oppose an order of removal, it 

frequently depends upon the memory of the 

pauper. We all know that memory is so 

treacherous that a an can With very great 

difficulty recollect the circumstances that 

took place thirty or forty years ago'. 
15 

If the pauper had his wits about his, he would not tax his memory too heavily. 

When removal threatened, amnesia could be an asset. 

The final decision on removal rested, not with the Board of Guardians, 
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but with the township Overseers. The Board could direct the Overseers 

to take out orders of removal but could not itself initiate removal 

proceedings. As in the case of poor rate assessment and collection, 

the Assistant Overseers could only be as responsive as the Annual 

Overseers would allow. Instructions for removal orders to be taken out 

were not always obeyed, in 1845 the Bradford Board curtly informed 

Horton's Assistant Overseer that since Mary Rushforth's removal had 

last been ordered, three months ago, she had been chargeable and in 

receipt of relief. The Board therefore again ordered that 'immediate 

steps be taken to remove her'. Later in 1845 the same officer was asked 

to explain why John Connolly had not been removed to Darlington and in 

1846 he was called to explain why the Board's order for the removal of 

two other paupers had not been obeyed. 
16 Changed circumstances may have 

given the Overseers good cause not to proceed with these removals and 

there is no firm evidence that the Overseers pursued an independent 

removal policy. Nevertheless, the Guardians' imperfect control of the 

removal process may have reduced their enthusiasm for large scale removals. 

A greater deterrent was the possibility of an appeal against the 

removal order by the putative parish of settlement. 
" Bradford was not 

alone in complaining that appeals were encouraged by the strictness of 

proof required as a foundation for removal orders, and that great caution 

was needed 'in the preparing of the evidence required to remove upon, in 

order to avoid appeals on mere technical objections and their consequent 

heavy expense'. 
18 

In an attempt to avoid technical objections the Bradford Board 

recommended that attorneys peruse the settlement examinations made by the 

Assistant Overseers. The Poor Law Commissioners, however, ruled that the 

Overseers were 'under no obligation to follow the directions of the Guardians 

as to procuring professional aid', and the Board's recomendation may not 

have been adopted. The complaints certainly continued. In 1843 the Board 

of Guardians remarked that large scale removals would 'necessarily' entails 
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'great expense in litigation. as many orders 

are now appealed against on more technicalities, 

and the law from its great subtlety ... requires 

great caution to be observed in the preparation 

of the foundation of removal, indeed in many 

instances prevents the possibility of removal at 

allp without certainty of an appeal and its 

consequent expense'. 

Two years later the Board repeated the charge that legal technicalities 

made removal 'a matter of difficulty and uncertainty' and that 'great 

expense would doubtless be incurred in contesting the validity of such 

of these orders as might be appealed against'. 
19 

Year of appeal proceedings deterred the Board from indiscriminate 
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removal, and the overseers probably applied for removal orders only when 

the grounds for removal seemed strong. Despite this, the rate of 

litigation was fairly high. During the three years ended Lady-Day 1843, -, 

twenty six appeals were heard at the West Riding Quarter Sessions against- 

orders of removal taken"out by the four Borough townships. The total 

number of removal orders taken out by these townships during this period 

is not known, but 330 families were actually removed. At other times 

the rate of appeal was higher. In 1845, five of the twenty two orders 

of removal obtained by townships in the Bradford Union were appealed 

against. 
20 

If a case reached the Quarter Sessions, the odds were strongly in 

favour of the appellants. Of the total of 122 appeals heard in connection 

with removal orders taken out by townships within the Bradford Union during 

the period from October 1837 to September 1868, only 27 were confirmed - 
(six conditionally), while 91 were quashed or discharged (five conditionally). 

The Bradford Board's fear of technical objections was substantiated, for 

33 of the 91 quashed orders Vers lost 'not on the merita'. 
21 

4 
_____ 
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These defeats could be expensive. Exceptionally, Pudsey was 

faced with costs of £60-3-4 after losing an appeal brought by the 

authorities of St. James's,, Clerksnwll. 
22 on eleven other occasions 

townships within the Union had to pay over £20 in costs. However, the 

total cost of removal proceedings, as elsewhere, 
23 

represented only a 

small percentage of Union expenditure. This did not mean that removal 

expenses were of little importance in determining removal policy. Legal 

costs were relatively low only because the Poor Law authorities chose 

not to proceed with the more dubious cases. Even if the cost of removal 

was small it might till be sufficient to persuade the authorities to 

abandon or postpone a removal. The decision to remove was a delicate one; 

a matter of balancing the certain, but unknown expense of an attempted 

removal against the uncertain and perhaps non-existent financial benefits. 

If there was any real prospect of the pauper ceasing to be chargeablep 

or of his parish of settlement agreeing to pay non-resident relief then 

removal, particularly to a distant parish, was probably not worth the 

effort or expense. 

As Michael Roas has pointed out, even if removals did not involve 

great expense, they were a great consumer of time. 
24 overworked officers 

could ill afford the time needed to investigate settlements, and in 1840 

the Assistant Commissioner suggested that it would not be unreasonable 

for Bradford township to employ three Assistant Overseers, 'the duty 

of one to enquire solely about settlements, which in a town the population 

of which is principally non-belonging would be a heavy duty'. This 

suggestion was not taken up, but the Bradford Board did ask the Poor Law 

Commission to authorise the appointment of a removing officer, since money 

was being lost due to the Overseers, 'in a time of pressure not being able 

to get removal orders served or families removed to their settlement as 

soon as could be desired'. An improvement in trade and consequent decline 

in the number of removals persuaded the Board to abandon this idea, but it 

did indicate that considerable work was involved in large scale removals. 
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Settlements had to be investigatedo applications for removal orders 

prepared and the orders served, defended and executed. Zn the case 

of suspended removal orderst if maintenance costs were to be recovered 

the orders had to be served personally on the parish of settlement. In. 

1838 the Bradford Board petitioned against this* complaining that it was: 

'most oppressive that the Overseers of Bradford 

should be compelled in the cases of sickness, and 

consequently suspension of removal orders, which 

are of constant occurrence. to travel within'ten 

days of the making of each order, at very great 

costs, to the various distant parishes to which 

the orders may be directed'. 25 

Townships may sometimes have agreed to accept the service of suspended 

orders by post, 
26 just as they sometimes agreed to accept their non- 

resident paupers without a removal order. 

Although the process of removal was a time consuming one, it should 

be remembered that much of the work involved in removal had to be under- 

taken whether or not the pauper was to be removed. The preferred 

alternative to removal was non-resident relief and this also entailed the 

investigation of settlements as well as being a heavy consumer of ink and 

paper. During the half-year ended Christmas 1845,1335 letters were sent 

from the Bradford Union to other Unions or townships and 682 were received, 

including 303 authorising non-resident relief. 
27 To some extent work 

saved by restricting the number of removals was made up by extending non- 

resident relief. 

The work and expense of removals might have been worthwhile if removal 

proved a reliable means of permanently ridding the Union'of the paupers 

concerned. Unfortunately, Bradford shared the general problem of returned 

paupers and illegal removals. 
28 In 1843 the Board of Guardians drew up 

a memorial to protest that: 

L 
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'after great pains have been taken and much 

time consumed and expense incurred in establishing 

a settlement for and in the removing of families 

to their settlements, after a short sojourn they 

are either induced by bribery or threat to return 

again to the place from which they have been sent, 

whore they contrive to avoid seeking parochial 

assistance till the time has elapsed for treating 

them as vagrants, and then they again become 

chargeable and all the expense of removal again 

becomes necessary'. 

Three years earlier Bradford's Assistant Overseer had produced a list of 

29 cases involving 99 individuals who had been legally removed but 

subsequently returned. 
29 

Returning paupers could be prosecuted under the Vagrancy Acts, but 

to consign an offender to the House of Correction was to guarantee his 

family's destitution. As Robert Pashley remarked, 'actually to put in 

force the Vagrant Law ... would inevitably add to, instead of diminishing , 

the amount of the parish burdens'. The Poor Removal Act of 1846 

(9 + 10 Vic. c. 66 s. 6)'introduced penalties for officers guilty of 

inducing illegal removals but on the Commissioners' ova admission the 

maximum penalty of 15 was inadequate, and conviction difficult. The 

Auditor night disallow payments made to induce paupers to move elsewhere* 

and in 1846 the sum of Ll-2-0 given by Horton's Overseer'to a woman to 

enable her to go to Leicester' was disallowed. 
30 

These payments, however,, 

were liable to be disguised as additional relief. 

The problem was illustrated by the case of Amelia Hodgson, a recently 

vidoved pauper living in Idle but with a legal settlement in Bingley, in 

the Keighley Union. godgson's widowhood clearly rendered her irres able 

under the 1846 Poor Removal Act, and the Bradford Union was accused of 

having made an extra payment to her as an inducement to move to Binglay. 
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The Poor Law Comissioners concluded that there was 'a strong suspicion 

... that the advance was intended to assist the pauper to proceed to 

lingley', but the Bradford authorities insisted that it was merely a 

use of ha'iring given two weeks relief instead of on.. They could not be 

prosecuted under the 1846 Act because it was the Relieving Officer's son, 

acting on the instructions of a Cuardian, and not an officer of the Union 

who had administered the relief. 
31 

As this case suggests, when it came to illegal removals, Bradford 

gave as good as it got. In 1842 Bradford's Assistant Overseer, James 

Eigay, narrowly escaped dismissal for illegally inducing two paupers to 

return to their parishes of settlement. After Nancy Taylor's parish of 

settlement in Westmorland had refused to authorise non-resident relief, 

Ilgey gave her 10/- to return to a settlement which had not been legally 

established. In the case of Henry Burton, the pauper's settlement in 

Bury St. Edmunds was not in dispute, but Ilgey had removed the family 

without either obtaining a removal order or securing Bury St. Edmund's 

agreement to a removal without an order. E1gey was probably not the only 

offender. Commuting on the case, the Union Clark alleged that the 

Guardians 'were continually making illegal orders', and had recently paid 

for a woman to join her husband in Portsmouth. 32 

The motivation here was primarily economic, and the most likely 

candidates for removal, legal or illegal, were those liable to be a 

permanent charge on the poor rate. Amelia Hodgson was a widow with four 

children, Nancy Taylor an unattached mother of two children, while Henry 

Burton was a voolcosber with a wife and four children. Years of depleting 

the labour supply did not inhibit the Bradford Board from removing able- 

bodied asn, but rather encouraged a selective removal policy. The main 

criterion was the pauper's anticipated long tern ability to support himself, 

and this took account of the state of the tabour market. The Guardians 

could remove voolcosibers, for instance, with impunity. for their continued 

poverty was assured and they, was no danger of creating a labour shortage. 
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This removal order was not executed, but Henry Burton was later removed illegally by Bradford's Assistant Overseer. 
Source: M. H. 12/14722 Sir J. Walsham to P. L. C., 17 Sept. 1842. 
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The Commissioners themselves, while generally in favour of further 

restrictions on removals, argued that removal was expedient if the 

labour market was overstocked. 
33 

This selective removal pattern is confirmed by the available removal 

statistics, though these are very inadequate. The only continuous record 

is of the number of instructions issued by the Bradford Board of Guardians 

to the Overseers for removal orders to be taken out. These are summarised 

in Graph 1 and Table 3, but it must be emphasised that they are useful as 

a rough guide to fluctuations in removal activity rather than as a measure 

of the number of executed removals. 

Table 3. The Number of Instructions issued by the Bradford Board 
of Guardians for Orders of ReWal to be taken out by 
«Uw nýý------ In -- A- 

Year ended Number of unconditional Relating to As 
25th March nstruct ons women Percentage 

1839 100 

1840 217 68 31.3 

1841 100 38 38.0 

1842 133 32 24.1 

1843 167 43 25.7 

1844 163 59 36.2 

1845 154 54 35.1 

1846 141 48 34.0 

1847 88 32 36.4 

1848 221 37 16.7 

Half-year ended 
29th Sept. 1848 77 7 9.1 

Mean Percent age 28.7 

The gulf between the Board's instructions and the overseers' actions 

was considerable. During the two years ended March 1843 the Board of 

Guardians issued instructions for the removal of 81 families from Norton, 

yet only 25 were actually removed. Bowling's overseers were ordered to 
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remove 70 families but removed only 24. Between September 1844 and 

March 1846 eighteen families were removed from Bradford townshipp though 

the Guardians had ordered the removal of 59. Six of the eighteeen removed 

families were not the subject of an order by the Board. When orders were 

obtained, they were not always executed. Of 22 removal orders obtained 

in 1845, twelve were executed, five litigated and the remaining five 

apparently allowed to lapse. 35 

For this reason, the instructions issued by the Bradford Board provide 

a less reliable guide than a more limited official return of the number 

of paupers actually removed from the four Borough townships during the 

three years ended March 1843. This return is suniuarised in Table 4. 

There are no satisfactory returns of the number of Irish and Scots 

paupers removed from Bradford during this period, but between August 1845 

and June 1847, when the Irish invasion was under way, 64 Irish and four 

Scots passes were executed, affecting 104 and ten paupers respectively. 

During the year ended March 1848,178 Irish were removed from the Bradford 

Union and during the following year 124 Irish were removed. 
37 

The returns for 1840 to 1843 are not easily related to the number of 

paupers in receipt of relief, for the only available returns of the number 

of paupers receiving relief at this time are quarterly returns for the 

whole Union. Acknowledging that the margin of error may be substantial, 

Table 3 nevertheless attempts to place the removal returns in perspective. 

Michael Rose has estimated that a mean percentage of 3.0% of all 

those who received relief in England and Wales during the rather later 

period of 1845-9 were the subject of removal orders. 
39 Table 51 suggests 

that Bradford roughly conformed to the national and regional pattern, which 

was one of a small but significant volume of removals. 

As Table 6 indicates, the most common destination of removed paupers 

aas the West Riding, and approaching three quarters of all removals were 
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to townships in Yorkshire or Lancashire. This pattern is confirmed by 

the rauoval instructions issued by the Bradford Board of Guardians. 

During the teen years ended March 1848 there were 441 cases in which 

the Guardians issued unconditional instructions for removal orders to 

i 

be obtained and cited the pauper's alleged pariah of settlement. Twenty 

four of these settlements (5.4%) were within the Bradford Union, 254 

(57.62) were in other parts of the West aiding, 38 (8.62) were situated 

in the North or East Ridings and 41 (9.3x) were in Lancashire. Among 

other counties, only Leicestershire, with nineteen intended removals, 

reached double figures. 

Table 6. The Destination of Removed Paupers. 1840 to 1843.40 

Number As Percentage of cases removed 
of from Bradford Borough during three 

Destination Cases pears ended March 1843. 

Townships in Bradford Union 8 2.4" 

Went Riding 141 42.7 
North Riding 33 10.0 

Bast Riding 2 0.6 

Yorkshire(RLding uncertain) 6 1.8 

Total Yorkshire 190 57.6 

Lancashire 45 13.6 

Leicestershire 19 5.8 

Durham 10 3.0 

Nottinghamshire 6 1.8 
Suffolk 6 1.8 
Westmorland - 4 1.2 
Staffordshire, Derbyshire, ) 
Northamptonshire, Lincolnshire, ) 3 0.9 each 
Warvickshire, Worcestershire. ) each 
Devon, Norfolk, Hertfordshire, ) 2 0.6 each 
Middlesex, Southwark. ) each 
Cheshire, Denbighshire, ) 
Bedfordshire, Somerset, Shropstre) 1 0.3 each 
Cumberland, £urrey, Coraaall, ) 
Wiltshire. ) 

Unknown 13 3.9 

Total 330 

Arthur Redford used Poor Las, removal statistics as evidence of the 

tact that most internal migration during the Industrial Revolution vas 
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short distance migration, 
41 

and the pattern of removals from Bradford 

supports this view. Paupers with settlements at a distance ware probably 

less likely to be removed than those settled in nearby townships. As 

distance increased, so did the difficulty of establishing a pauper's 

settlement and so too did the expense of removing him. Redford believed 

that 'the expense of removal was presumably insig`ificaat compared with 

the cost of maintenance', but this was not always the view of Union 

officers anxious to avoid extra work and uncertain as to the precise cost 

of removal or the likely saving in relief expenditure. James Taylor takes 

the view that the 'costs of conveyance vast have inhibited removals', and 

Bradford's experience confirms this. In 1837 Bradford took out an order 

for the removal of John King to Bury St. Edmunds. The order was suspended 

because of Ring's illness and by the time he had recovered. Bradford had 

spent 17 on his relief. This was legally recoverable upon the execution 

of the removal order. but Bradford decided that it would be better to 

write off the relief rather than to incur the cost of removal. In the 

same year relief given to another Bury St. Edmunds man was also written 

off because it was estimated that removal would cost i8 or t9. Distance 

was therefore an important factor in removal decisions. 42 

Although relatively few paupers were removed to their parishes of 

settlement,, removal cannot be lightly dismissed. As Table SLL indicates, 

there were periods when a significant and even a substantial proportion of 

non-settled paupers were removed. In other words, a significant proportion 

of those legally liable to removal were actually removed. 

Within this non-settled group there vara sub-groups particularly 

vulnerable to removal. The prevalence of widovs and single vomen with 

children among those removed from Leeds, Birmingham and St. Pancraä3was 

equally characteristic of Bradford. Eighty four of the 330 cases removed 

from the Borough townships during the three years ended Lady-Day 1843 

were unattached women (25.52), including 43 Widows. Table 3 confirms 
" 

this pattern, but also reveals the impact of the 1846 Poor Removal Act, 
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which rendered widows irranovable during the year following their 

husband's death and consequently led to a reduction in the number of 

women subject to removal orders. 

In Bradford, selection by occupation was even more conspicuous. 

for 173 of the 330 cases Lnvolvad voolcombsrs (52.42) and 743 of the 

total of 1200 people removed (61.9%) were either voolcoibsrs or members 

of their families. This vas reflected in the number of removals to 

the textile centres of Leicester, Nottingham and T idderminster. 

For non-settled widows and woolcombers the statistical danger of 

removal was certainly high enough to act as an effective deterrent, and 

this was one of the Law of Settlemeat's most valued functions. Actual 

removal was only part of the story, for as George Coode put it, while 

'the actual penalty falls on few, the fear of it afflicts and deters 

all'. 
44 

There is ample evidence that the urban townships of Lancashire 

and Yorkshire used and cherished the threat of removal as a test and 

deterrent, particularly during periods of acute pressure. The Poor Law 

Co-issionera themselves acknowledged that the threat of removal was a 

'far more stringent' test of destitution 'than any offer of the Workhouse'. 

Its effectiveness was reflected in the common, substantial discrepancy 

between the number of instructions Boards of Guardians issued for removal 

orders to be obtained and the far smaller number of actual removals. This 

discrepancy has already been remarked upon. Its main cause was that 

paupers took themselves off the relief lists rather than face removal. 

Many others chose not to apply for relief at all because, as a deputation 

of the unemployed explained, 'they would be sent away to their parishes, 

and they would rather stay in Bradford, where they had a chance of getting 

work'. 
d5 

The value of the power of removal to the Bradford Board was to be 

measured, not by the number of paupers removed, but by the number of non- 

settled inhabitants deterred from applying for relief and by the number of 

orders received authorising non-resident relief. The disadvantages of 
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mass removal encouraged the Bradford Board to favour a system of 

non-resident relief. The essence of this system, for which there was 

no statutory authority, was that the parish of settlement paid for the 

relief of its non-resident paupers, thereby obviating the need for their 

removal. Removal was the sanction which induced parishes to pay non- 

resident relief. 

The system favoured by the Bradford Board was outlined in a letter 

to the Helmsley Union. The Board stated that it vast 

'the uniform practice of this Union ... to relieve 

all paupers belonging to other Unions by the order 

of this Board and immediately to coasanicate to 

the Union to which the pauper belongs the 

circumstances of the case and afterwards relieve 

by the order of auch Union, or if such order is 

not received or in case (if received) it is not 

sufficient, then to take out the necessary 

removal order of such pauper'. 
46 

This was deceptively straightforward. In practice, non-resident 

relief was subject to many complications. The operational comilexities 

of the non-resident relief system become more comprehensible if it is 

borne in mind that the system was based on a paradox. Non-resident 

relief was favoured because of the uncertainty, trouble and expense of 

removals, yet the non-resident relief system could be sustained only so 

long as removal remained a credible threat. The threat of removal was 

often no more than a bluff. In practice, the Bradford Board was resigned 

to plugging as many holes as possible in an inevitably leaky non-resident 

relief system. 

Distant 8outharn"Qnion" in particular were often prepared to call 

Eradford's bluff. When Henry L. ah visited the Poor Law Coaaissionars 

in 1839 he transmitted the Guardians' concern at the failure of Southern 

Unions to reply to letters from Bradford's officers. Wbeo replies were 
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received. they were not always to the officers' liking. A request 

for an order to relieve John Baker, legally settled in Norfolk. 

received the curt reply that, 'the township of Bradford will have to, 

take the legal course's in other words, remove him if it could. In 

1846 the Bradford Board adopted a petition complaining that, 'in the 

majority of instances, the parishes in which' migrants from agricultural 

areas 'were legally settled have disowned the' , and that attempts to 

remove them often failed. 47 

Following the introduction of the Poor Law Commission's General 

Order on Non-Resident Relief, in December 1844, several Unions, including 

Blackburn and Newcastle, announced that they would no longer authorise 

any Board of Guardians to administer relief on their behalf. Bradford 

was not the only Union to protest at this decision. She Board of 

Guardians petitioned the Roms Secretary on 'the pernicious tendency' of 

the resolutions adopted by the Blackburn and Newcastle Boards which, if 

adopted generally would force the Bradford Board to remove over 400ýfamilies. 
48 

Blackburn and Newcastle were exceptions, but many other Boards placed 

restrictions on the non-resident relief they were prepared to authorise. 

In 1844 Leicester announced that it would only repay relief administered to 

its non-resident paupers in cases of sickness, infirmity or old age, and 

the following year Wycombe wrote to say that it would only authorise non- 

resident relief if the recipients were maintained in the Workhouse. More 

commonly, non-resident relief was restricted as to time or amount. Samuel 

Cowling declared thats 

'where an order for relieving paupers for three 

or four weeks gras sent he would remove at once. 

It was well known that it was a were subterfuge 

by which to get over paying at all'. 

In other cases, the relief authorised was felt to be insufficient. In 1845 

the Bradford Board reviewed the case of an elderly couple in receipt of 2/- 

a week non-resident relief. Applications to their parish of settlement for 
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NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE UNION 

NON-RESIDENT PAUPERS. 

M the Weekly Meeting of the. BoAaD or GuAnDZSxs, holden on Friday the 14th Day of 

March, 1845,. 

RESOLVED, - 

That this Board will not authorize the administration of Relief, by any other. Board of 

Guardians on their Behalf, to Nonresident Paupers, from and after the 25th Day of March instant. 

That the Relieving Officers of this Union do forthwith inform all Non-resident Paupers 

receiving Relief through Officers of this Union, except euch as reside in the Tyntmouth, 'South Shields, 

mud Sunderland Unions, that if they are desirous of not being removed to this Union, . they should 

appoint proper pcrsons, not being Relieving Officers or Assistant Overseers, to receive and pay their "' 

Relief, from and after the 25th day of March instant. 

That notice of these Resolutions be forthwith given by the Clerk of this Board to the Boards 

of Guardians of the Unions in which any Paupers deemed to be settled in this Union reside. } 

Source: M. H. 12/14725 J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 4 April 1845. 
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authority to increase their relief had failed to elicit a reply. The 

Bradford Board therefore increased the relief to 4/- a week, but yarned 

that the paupers would be removed if the increase was not approved by the 

parish of settlement. 
49 

In cases of this kind the Bradford Board placed full responsibility 

for any hardship caused to the pauper on the parish of settlement. The 

Guardians condemned other Boards for refusing to authorise adequate 

non-resident relief, but were reluctant to increase relief without the 

authority of the parish of settlement. When Halifax authorised only 

2/- relief when the Bradford Board had called for 2/6dß the Board's 

first reaction was to see if the pauper would be satisfied with the lover 

amount* 
50 If Bradford gained a reputation for making up inadequate non- 

resident relief out of its own resources, then other Unions might be 

tempted to reduce the authorised level of non-resident relief still 

further. On the other hand, if Bradford stood firm in its demand for 

adequate non-resident relief, the parishes of settlement night decline 

to authorise non-resident relief altogether. 

Peter ihmkley has claimed that in Durham the non-resident relief 

system encouraged a relatively lavish distribution of relief, and it is 

true that Boards of Guardians had a chronic fear of other Boards 

distributing relief with great abandon to their non-resident paupers. In 

Bradford� however, the evidence seems to point in the opposite direction, 

with non-resident relief sometimes being as low as one shilling a week. 

The parish of settlement could safely authorise inadequate non-resident 

relief, because it could not be held legally responsible for its 

inadequacy. The Union of residence might prefer to accept substandard 

relief rather than face the alternatives of either financing the relief 

itself or removing the paupers*51 

Even if the parish of settlement provided satisfactory authorities for 

the payment of ordinary relief, it might volt refuse to repay madical and 

funeral expenses. Unions which paid their Medical Officers by salary could 
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treat non-settled patients at little or no extra cost. They were 

therefore reluctant to repay medical relief afforded to their non- 

resident paupers in Unions such as Bradford,, which paid its Medical 

Officers by the case. Bradford's only remedy was to place sick non- 

settled paupers under suspended orders of removal. In 1839 the Bradford 

Board resolved: 

'that as many of the Poor Law Unions have resolved 

upon discontinuing the payment of funeral expenses 

of paupers belonging such Unions but dying in this, 

the Overseers have instructions in no case of 

sickness to wait for authorities from such Unions 

to relieve, but Lemediately to place such paupers 

under suspended removal orders'. 

Later in the same year the Relieving Officers were instructed, 'in cases 

of sickness and where the expenses are likely to be considerable to take 

out suspended removal orders', 
52 

It was no real remedy for Bradford to threaten to do what it was 

seeking to avoid - remove non-settled paupers, and the Board's complaints 

therefore continued. In 1844 Bradford complained of Halifax's refusal 

to repay the medical and burial costs incurred on behalf of Orsgson Wood 

and bis wife# whose ordinary relief Halifax bad agreed to repay. 'This 

is not an isolated instance', the Clerk pointed out, 'but is the general 

practice, not only of Halifax but other Unions'. In 1845, when Halifax 

formally announced that it would not reimburse medical or burial expenses, 

the Bradford Board resolved= 

'that as many of the Unions refuse to repay medical 

aid and funeral expenses ... it is expedient in all 

cases of illness to take out and suspend removal 

orders'. 

Later in the same year Bradford decided that it would not repay medical or 
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funeral bills for its ova non-resident poor, but since Bradford had far 

more non-settled than non-resident paupers this decision was tantamount 

to an admission of defeat. 33 

Non-resident medical relief was further restricted by the 1646 Poor 

Removal Act. In future, suspended removal orders would only be obtainable 

in respect of cases of permanent disability. They would no longer be 

granted in cases of temporary sickness or accident and relief given in 

such cases Would therefore be irrecoverable. 54 

When it came to the day of reckoning, Unions could be tardy in 

repaying relief of any kind for, as the Poor Law Commissioners pointed 

out, a promise to repay was 'practically impossible for the Guardians of 

the other Union to enforce'. In the event of a disagreement= 

'there is no authoritative tribunal to which 

the two Unions can have recourse,. end the Union 

which induced the other Union to abstain from 

removal may, if it thinks fit, refuse to repay 

the relief advanced to its pauper'. 
" 

In 1840 one of Bradford's Relieving Officers claimed to have written 

to Clerksawall six time without provoking a reply, despite or perhaps 

because of the fact that Clarkenwell had previously agreed to indemnify 

Idle for relief afforded to a non-settled pauper. In 1846 the Union Clark 

reported that 'there was much difficulty in getting a return, they had to 

write again and again without getting an answer', 
56 

Three years earlier the Clark had shoved the Board spas of the letters 

he had received in reply to calls for the repayment of relief. 

'In some cases they denied all knowledge of the 

parties, in others they denied that any orders to 

relieve had been sent, or they alleged that they 

had paid the money'. 

Leicester denied having given orders for relief in cases where the Clerk 

claimed to have letters proving the contrary. Shortly afterwards the 
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Bradford Board drew up a memorial complaining that 'in a great many 

instances' the amount of non-resident relief vast 

'disputed, or if not disputed is not recognised 

by the officers of the township to which the 

paupers belong. And even where authorities to 

relieve have been given they are frequently 

repudiated by the successors in office of the 

parties giving them, who do not hold themselves 

responsible for the promises or undertakings of 

their predecessors' . 
57 

According to one Guardian, the Bradford Union 'might be paying for 

everlasting if they had the whole country to relieve and receive nothing 

back', but figures on arrears were rarely quoted. in 1840 it was reported 

that 'a large amount which is repayable is due to the Union'* and three 

years later £3,000 was said to be outstanding, £800 of it owing to 

Bradford township. In 1846, when one of the Guardians suggested that the 

Union was recovering only 13/- or 14/- for every pound spent on non- 

settled paupers, the Clerk insisted that this was an exaggeration. During 

the quarter ended March 1846, £1640 had been paid out. Of this, 11260 had 

been recovered, 1171 was irrecoverable, leaving a balance still due of 

£208.58 

Given the difficulties of enforcement and the large number of 

authorities involved, - 68 Unions and 111 parishes in 1845, this was a 

respectable rate of recovery. More especially since not all the losses 

could be blazed on other authorities. Zn 1842 one of the Assistant Overseers 

testified that the arrears consisted largely of sums spent before authorities 

to relieve had been obtained or removal orders taken out. Interim relief of 

this kind was unavoidable, though officers were not always as prompt in 

taking action as they might have been. James Wade's allegation that"there 

had been great irregularity in the applications for repayment', may have 

reflected a less efficient recovery system in the period prior to the 
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General Order of December 1844, whea the Assistant Overseers and not 

the Union Clerk were still responsible for the non-resident accounts. 
59 

Though the Bradford Board of Guardians was anxious to act as the 

agent for other Unions, not all non-resident relief aas transmitted 

through the Union of residence. The Cenral Order of 1844 did not 

prevent Boards transmitting relief through a private channel, 'however 

objectionable such a course may generally ba'060 and from March 1845 

this was the only basis on which Blackburn and Newcastle would transmit 

non-resident relief. Other Unions, lacking confidence in Bradford's 

concern for financial stringency, preferred to send their own Relieving 

Officers into the Bradford Union to visit and relieve their non-resident 

poor. This option vas available only to nearby Unions, but than the 

non-resident relief system was to a large extent a regional system. 

43 of the 68 Unions and 85 of the 111 parishes having non-resident 

accounts with Bradford war* situated in Yorkshire or Lancashire, 61 
and 

it is safe to assts that nearby Unions accounted for the vast majority 

of Bradford's non-settled paupers. 

In 1844, Charles Clements reported that: 

'in most Unions the Relieving Officers are in the 

habit of constantly going to visit their non- 

resident poor, a practice which is productive of 

the most serious impediment to the proper discharge 

of their duties within their districti. 62 

According to the Bradford Boardq until at least 18459 Relieving officers 

from Halifax, Keighlay and Todorden regularly visited and relieved their 

ton-resident paupers in Bradford. 63 Halifax insisted that this practice 
had ended in 18439 but Keiahley defended the practice. In 1845 there 

vere about 136 families, receiving relief in Bradford but legally settled 

in Raigbley. The K lghley Board of Guardians believed that it was 'to 

the benefit of this Union that their officers should attend weekly at 

Bradford'# rather than rely on Bradford's Relieving Officers. 64 Bradford 
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itself alloved its officers to visit paupers resident in neighbouring 

Unions, though these visits were apparently designed to review the 

paupers' circumstances rather than actually to pay their reliof. 
65 

In some cases paupers were required to travel to a pay station 

within their Union of settlement. In 1845 Susan Boothroyd, resident 

in the Halifax Union but legally settled in Horton, had to collect her 

relief from Horton's Relieving Officer. Similarly, Hannah Milner 

had to travel from her home in Bowling to Shelf, in the Halifax Union 

to collect 'a paltry 1/6d per weak'. Mrs. Milner was in her eighties, 

deaf and almost blind, but Halifax would not issue an order for her 

relief in Bowling and denied that any hardship was being caused. As 

usual, Bradford laid the blame for any suffering squarely on the Halifax 

Board, which had fixed the level of relief and forced Mrs. Milner to 

travel two or three miles to collect it. Samuel Cowling suggested that 

her relief be increased from 1/6d to 2/6d, but he took it for granted 

that she would have to be removed if Halifax would not agree to the 

increase. 66 In the ayes of the Bradford Board of Guardians, moral and 

as far as possible, financial responsibility for non-settled paupers lay 

with the parish of settlement. 

Milner'* case illustrates the way in which non-resident relief 

tended to obscure the fact that ultimate legal responsibility for relieving 

non-settled paupers lay vith the Union of residence. The non-resident 

relief system created confusion in the minds of both officers and paupers 

as to who non-settled paupers should apply to or be relieved by. It 

encouraged a belief among the poor that non-settled applicants were not 

only liable to removal but also that the Union of residence was under no 

obligation to relieve them. This was one of the main reasons for the 

Poor Law Commission's determined opposition to non-resident relief, which 

it described ass 

'vicious in principle and in practice, and at best 

can be considered but as barely tolerated by law 
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however deeply rooted it may be by long habit in 

particular districts. Our endeavours have been 

and will be constantly directed to its diminution 

and gradual extinction'. 

The General Order of December 1844 merely regulated the transmission 

of non-resident relief, but the Com<sissioners took the opportunity of 

emphasisingi 

'that no undertaking to give relief to a pauper 

residing at a distance has any legal effect in 

lessening the obligation cast by the law on the 

Guardians and officers of the spot where the 

pauper dwells or becomes destitute'. 

In 1845 the Commissioners wrote to the Bradford, Halifax and xeighley 

Boards to protest at the practice of sending Salieving Officers into other 

Unions. This led to a neglect of their ova districts and had: 

'a tendency to create and sustain a belief in the 

minds of the poor that they have no claim, in any 

circumstances however urgent, for relief except 

on the township in which they are settled' . 
67 

Than individual paupers suffered as a result of confusion over 

responsibility, the Poor Law Commissioners firmly reminded the Union of 

residence that it vas its duty to afford relief to destitute applicants 

without regard to the pauper's legal settlement. In 1843 an inquest on 

Martha Robinson found that her death had been accelerated by lack of food 

and attention. Robinson had been resident in the Keighley Union but was 

legally settled in Wilsden and had collected herrelief from that township. 

When she asked for har relief to be increased, Wilsden's Relieving Officer 

told her to apply to the Xsighley Board until har case could be reviewed 

by Bradford's Guardians. After her death, lusftild Ferrand laid the blame 

on Wilsden's Relieving Officer, but the Poor Law Commissioners inevitably 

exonerated him, ruling that: 
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gas she resided in the parish of Bingley in the 

Keighley Union, the legal liability for her 

relief rested upon that township. That she was 

actually in receipt of some relief from the 

Bradford Union would make no difference in 

the case. ... The Conrnissioners think it cannot 

be too clearly understood or widely known both 

by the poor and by Union officers that the place 

in which a destitute person resides is that liable 

for his relief ... and the Cormissioners think 

that the practice of allowing relief to non- 

resident paupers ... cannot fail to raise doubts 

in the minds of the Union officers and also of 

the poor to whom the latter are entitled to 

look for r®liaf. 
68 

The Commissioners worked bard to eradicate this harmful confusion, 

but there can be little doubt that non-settled paupers were liable to 

be discriminated against. They faced removal or the threat of removal, 

they suffered from the confusion over responsibility for their treatment, 

and there is a strong possibility that non-resident relief compared 

unfavourably with relief to settled applicants. In Bradford, discrimination 

in the administration of medical relief was particularly likely, since 

medical fees were not easily recoverable from the parish of settlement. 

In 1842 Bradford township's Medical Officer, Joe Poppleton, told the 

Commissioners that there aast 

'great difficulty in the Relieving Officer giving 

medical orders, very siany in this district belong 

to neighbouring townships, without the Union and 

who Will not give orders or repay the cost of 

medical attendance, for instance the Halifax and 

Keighley Unions'. 
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The Assistant Coi ission. r discovered that Mr. Poppletons 

'repeatedly attended paupers belougLTig to 

other Unions but residing in the Bradford 

Union without any order, the paupers having 

told his that they could not procure an 

order in consequence of their belonging to 

other Unions'. 

This was denied by the Relieving Officers, but one of the Poor Law 

Commissioners made a rare personal intervention to prevent the matter 

being dropped. Sir Edmund Read particularly disliked 'the apparent 

distinction drawn in Mr. Popplaton's letter between paupers belonging 

to the Union and not belonging to the Union', and the Assistant 

Commissioner was instructed: 

'to explain clearly and peremptorily, both to 

officers and Guardians, that whether the 

Keighley or Halifax Union or any other Board 

do or do not pay for their paupers, each 

Union is bond to provide medical and other 

relief for all destitute persons within their 
69 Units and that they alone are answerable'. 

Destitution was the only test of relief. The source of the finance aas 

a matter for subsequent inter-Union accounting. 

Critics of the non-resident relief system could take heart from the 

Poor Removal Act of 1846 (9 + l0 Vic. c. 66), the first major change in 

the Law of Settlement since 1795. Under the Act, those who had resided 

continuously in the same parish for five years, widows during the twelve 

months following their husband's death and persons receiving relief on 

account of temporary sickness or accident were rendered irremovable. Zn 

determining the length of residence certain periods, notably when a person 

was in receipt of relief, were to be excluded. However, the Attorney and 

Solicitor Generals ruled that this proviso was not retrospective, a ruling 
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that was reversed two years later. 70 Townships such as Bradford found 

that substantial numbers of non-settled and Irish paupers had suddenly 

become irremovablep and if they could not be removed their parishes of 

settlement would no longer provide non-resident relief. Bradford's 

non-resident relief bill would also be reduced, but this was poor 

compensation, for as James Wade put its 

'where other Unions had only one person belonging 

to them, Bradford had no doubt tan belonging to 

every other,, for this district was a sort of 

refuge for all nations'. 

In 1845,68 Onions and 111 parishes wra transaitting non-resident relief 

to the Bradford Union but only 23 Unions and 17 parishes were receiving 

non-resident relief from Bradford. 71 

It was in the central, urban townships that the imbalance was most 

pronounced. During the quarter ended ? March 1840 Bradford township relieved 

1614 non-settled paupers at a cost of £752, while only 49 of Bradford's 

non-resident poor were relieved in other Unions at a cost to Bradford 

of £33. By 1846 the gulf between non-settled and non-resident relief 

had widened still further and Bradford was clearly going to be a 

considerable financial loser by the 1846 Act. It is not possible to 

establish the precise extent of Bradford's loss, but the Act's undermining 

of the non-resident relief system added something in the region of £5000 

a year to the Union's relief bill. The Guardians' horror at the new 

burden overcame their commitment to local self-government and the Bradford 

Board joined with other sufferers, such as Leicester and Sheffield, in 

petitioning for a national poor rata. This might succeed in equalising 

the burden of relief where the non-resident relief system bad failed. 72 

Although the 1846 Act was dstriawtsl to Bradford itself rather than 

to the union's sent-rural out-townships, the Act nevertheless increased 

the friction between then. The Act's enforcement coincided with the onset 

of economic depression and'larga scale Irish imigration. Relief demands 
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increased rapidly, particularly in Bradford itself. The out-townships 

blamed the Union's financial difficulties on Bradford's disproportionately 

large relief bill, and the 1846 Act promised a further increase in 

Bradford's share of total relief expenditure. The out-townships resented 

the fact that calls were made on the Overseers on the basis of what was 

now an obsolete pattern of expenditure. Townships which had already raised 

enough money to meet their ova needs were faced with fresh demands caused 

by Bradford's rocketing relief bill. 73 

This type of grievance was greatly exacerbated by Bodkin's Act of 1847 

(10 + 11 Vic. c. 110). Under this temporary Act the relief afforded to 

those who had received non-resident relief during the year ended 26th 

August 1846, when the Poor Removal Act had passed into law, and who had 

been rendered irremovable by virtue of five years continuous residence,, 

was to be charged to the Coamton Fund of the Union. The Act did not apply 

to irremovable Irish or Scots paupers, since they could not have been in' 

receipt of non-resident relief, nor did it apply to those rendered 

irremovable on the grounds of widowhood, temporary sickness or accident., 

However, when the Act was renewed in 1848, by the Union Charges Act 

(11 f 12 Vic. c. 110) its terms were extended to cover all those rendered 

irremovable by the 1846 Poor Removal Act. 74 

Despite the limited applicability of Bodkin's Act, the out-township, 

Guardians reacted violently. It was one thing to see Union expenditure 

rising as a result of paupers resident in Bradford being rendered 

irremovable, but quite another for the out-townships to have to pay for: 

them through the Union's Cosson Fund. Samuel Cowling believed that the 

Act, 'would at the very least saddle the out-totmships with three-fourths 

of the expenses required for the township of Bradford notwithstanding its 

wealth and opulence'. Cowling's argument had some justification, for 

during the quarter ended Decsber 1847 the non-Borough townships were 

obliged to provide £741 of the £990 spent by the Borough townships on 
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irremovable paupers. Bradford township spent £570 on the irremovable 

poor, but ultimately had to pay only £138.93 

The Union's cm- charges, already a bugbear of the out-township 

Guardians, were doubled. During the half year ended March 1848 the 

cost of relief to irremovable paupers charged to the Common Fund amounted 

to £3269, while all other coon charges totalled £2216. Relief to those 

irremovable paupers whose relief was charged to the Union Fund accounted 

for 16.4% of total relief expenditure. 
76 

The small out-townships with few non-settled and consequently few 

irremovable paupers could find themselves paying almost as such in common 

charges as for the relief of their own poor. * In May 1848 the Overseers 

of Drighlington complained to the Poor Law Board of migrants resident 

in the urban townships being 'relieved, and it is charged to Union Fund, 

which forms a very considerable item in our rates'. To illustrate the 

point, the Overseers transmitted Drighlington's account for the quarter 

ended March 1848. 

'To maintenance charges for 

2 paupers in Workhouse 13 -4-6 

Outdoor relief £33 -12 -10 

Establishment charges, irremovable poor and 

other expenses, which include rents and rates 

of Workhouses, Clark's Office and Vagrants 

Office for the township of Bradford etc, etc. 
£50 -9 -11 

So that you will see the amount paid for 

establishment charges and irremovable poor is 

nearly as such as the whole relief given to our 

own poor, both regular and casual'* 
77 

It aas this situation which encouraged the out-township Guardians to 

resist any proposal involving an increase in the common charges. Brom the 

out-to nships' point of view a major advantage of the Union's division was 
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that it vould cast a larger share of the comma charges onto 

Bradford toimsbip, thereby defeating the object of the 1847 Act, 

which vas to oular; a the area of ahargeability. 
78 

In the long run, the 1846 Toot *saoval Act ras a considerable boon 

to the non-settled and Irish poor. Those rendered irremovable Vero 

freed from the deterrent threat of removal and from the deficiencies of 

non-resident relief. It was still possible, how+swr, for someone to 

reside continuously in a Union for more than five years and yet be liable 

to removal. The township remained the unit for settlement purposes, so 

that a man who crossed a township boundary would forfeit his irremovability. 

Anthony Terrsly was an Irishman who bad lived in the Bradford area for 

twenty six years, but the Bradford Board was within its rights in ordering 

his removal because be had recently moved from Horton to Bradford* 79 

112 the short term, non-sottlod and especially Irish paupers 214y have 

suffered as a result of the Board of Guardians' desire to prevent then 

qualifying for irrawwability. As in the West Riding ganarallys ho+nvar, 

theirs is no firm evidence of non-settled paupers being removed indiscriminately 

to prevent then gaining a live years residennce. 
a0 Graph 1 reveals that there 

was a flood of instructions for reovnl orders to be obtained during the half 

year ended March 1848, but this may have been due entirely to the concurrent 

econoaic depression. Previous depressions in 1839-40 and 1842-3 had produced 

siailar if less dramatic peaks. If regal activity was influenced by recent 

legislation, the stiailua would appear to have come from bodkin's Act of 

1847 rather than fron the 1846 Poor Issoval Act, for it was not until the 

last quarter of 1847 that the Bradford Board started to issue an exceptional 

number of raaoval instructions, The out-township Guardians my have shown 

greater interest in removing paupers onct they were faced with the prospect 

of having to contribute to their maintenance. 

Since the out-townships did not yet have to coutributa to the cost of 

maintaining Bradford's Irish paupers, the iaitistive bars 'as left to 

ltradtord's Cuardians. In July 1847 8. ury Brom of brrdford sugpstad that 
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the Board should follow Liverpool's example and resort to large 

scale removals. During the two years ended December 1847 Liverpool 

passed over 20,000 paupers back to Ireland. Brown argued that removal 

was necessary both to save money and to prevent the influx of Irish 

which Liverpool's policy would otherwise produce. The Board of Guardians 

seemed inclined to agree, until it was pointed out that the cost of 

the removals would be a Union charge. One of Thornton's Guardians 

demanded 'that those townships to whom the paupers were chargeable be 

at the expense of their removal'. Brown's motion, 'that the Relieving 

Officers be instructed to bring all Irish cases before the Board, with 

a view to täeir immediate removal', was only narrowly passed. The 

following week it was decided to try the experiment on a small scale and 

in December 1847 it was resolved 'that all Irish and Scotch applicants 

for relief be forthwith passdd home'. During the year ended March 1848 

a total of 178 Irish paupers were removed from the Bradford Union, a 

small but significant proportion of Irish applicants. 
81 

The Board of Guardians was perfectly entitled to pass removable Irish 

paupers home, but Bradford took the view that the 1846 Act did not apply 

to the Irishq who could therefore be removed regardless of their period 

of residence. In February 1848 Stephen Power. an Irishman who had lived 

in Bradford for eighteen years, was told by the Board 'that the notion 

of a five years residence in the parish entitling a person to claim relief 

was a delusion'. According to Power the Guardians refused 'to relieve 

any of the Irish hers no matter bow long they may have lived here'. The 

Board admitted that Power's statement was correct and 'that orders of 

removal for Irish paupers have been obtained irrespective of their five 

years industrial residence'. The Poor Law Board considered the practice 

illegal. but Bradford was still ordering the removal of long resident 

Irish paupers in the early 1850s. 82 

The Acts of 1846 and 1847 did not bring removal or non-resident relief 
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to an end, but they were landmarks in the history of the Law of 

Settlement and important steps on the road to the Union Chargeability 

Act of 1865 (28 + 29 Vic. c. 79). Their impact on Bradford, with its 

large non-settled and Irish coiwmity was considerable, not least in 

precipitating the Union's division. 
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CHAPTER 7. BASTARDY 

'Sosse of the most violent opposition which has been 

offered to the amended Poor Lav has been directed 

against its enactment on the subject of bastardy'. 

Sir Edmund Head, Report on the Law of Bastardy, 

P. L. C., 6th Ann. Rep. (1840) App. B No. 3 p. 489 

A series of statutes dating back to 1576 gave parish authorities 

the power to take legal action against the reputed fathers of 

chargeable illegitimate children in order to recover sums spent by 

the parish on the children's maintenance. According to the Royal 

Commission of 1832-4, these laws were 'pre-eminently unwise'; 
I in 

operation they were unjust, morally damaging and open to widespread 

abuse. 

Under Acts of 1732 (6 Geo. II c. 31) and 1809 (49 Geo. III c. 68) 

the unsupported testimony of a pregnant woman might be sufficient 

to condemn a man to prison to await the birth of the child, without 

any opportunity for him to contest the woman's allegations. If 

an affiliation and maintenance order was subsequently issued against 

him, arrears of payment would render the putative father liable to 

a further spell in prison. In the Commissioners' opinion, these 

penalties offered a strong inducement to the man either to abscond 

or to enter into a premature marriage; a marriage 'founded, not 

on affection, not on esteem, not on the prospect of providing for 

a family but on fear on one side and vice on both'. 2 

The likelihood of being able to blackmail the father into 

marriage made the consequences of pre-marital intercourse less 

forbidding for the woman. Even if she could not persuade the father 

to marry she could usually rely on the parish to pay her whatever sun 

the father had been ordered to pay under an affiliation and maintenance 

-order, regardless of whether the parish had actually received the 
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mansy or whether the mother aas actually destitute. 'To the woman, 

therefore', the Commissioners argued, 'a single illegitimate child 

is seldom any expense, and two or three are a source of positive 

profit' .3 

The Commissioners' case resolved itself into two major assartions. 

First, that the law encouraged illegitimate births by concentrating 

on penalising the father while removing the woman's incentive to 

be chaste. Second, that a law designed to indemnify the parish for 

the cost of maintaining chargeable bastards had instead become an 

agency for punishing the reputed father and for providing the mother 

with financial support regardless of har ability to maintain the 

child. The tone of the Commissioners' argument was Malthusian, for 

they blamed the existing law for encouraging pre-marital intercourse 

and imprudent marriages, thereby undermining the preventive checks 

on population growth. 
4 

The Commissioners believed that illegitimacy could best be 

attacked by forcing the woman to earcise self-control, and they 

therefore recommended that the putative father be freed from legal 

responsibility for maintaining the child. Liability should be placed 

on the motherg if single,, or upon her husband if she zarried,, with 

the mother's parents being obliged to provide assistance when 

necessary. 

Tearing that these recommendations would remove all restraint 

on young wan and lead to infanticide, Parliament modified the bastardy 

clauses of the Poor Law Amendment Bill. Under the Amendment Act 

parish authorities retained the power to take action to obtain 

affiliation and maintenance orders against reputed fathers, but the 

proceedings were transferred from the Petty to the Quarter Sessions; 

the mother's evidence had to be independently corroborated= maintenance 
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paprnts were to stop when the child reached the age of seven, 

were not to exceed the actual cost to the parish of maintaining 

the child and were not to be redirected to the mother. In an 

attezipt, to put an and to the practice of harrying pregnant single 

vornan from pariah to pariah, in order to escape the responsibility 

for the rolinf of the illegitimate child, it vao enacted that the 

aettlcmont of an illegitimate child was to follow that of its 

wothor until it reached the a3e of sixteen. 

Doapite the modifications made during the Bill's passage, the 

bastardy C18Us08 were one of tha Most controversial and unpopular 

features of the Nov Poor Law, and the subject of a stream of 

petitious. 
5 In Bradford, opposition to the bastardy clauses cut 

across party lines. In 1837 one of the Whig candidates in the 

Vast Riding County election described the bastardy clauses as 

'the =oat bungling piece of legislation I ever knew'. The Reverend 

C. S. Bull thought that ttaay ware 'calculated to produce infanticide 

and fonala suicidal, and Peter Bussay regarded then as an attempt 

to protect aristocrats who ceducad poor women. 
6 

Critics argued 

that the nee: law presented an open invitation to Hale seducers, 

that it placed an unfair burden on the woman and that the expense 

of the modified legal proceedings effectively prevented the recovery 

of maintenance costs. 

A correspondent of the Bradford Observer insisted that the woman 

was already: 

'sufficiently exposed to the uilas and 

machinations of pen, without taking from 

her that lay which inflicts punish=ent in 

a suasary nnQr ön the spoiler of har 

chastity'. 

'Slavery', the writer concluded, 'is the spirit of law respecting women'. 
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In most cues, another correspondent argued. the law: 

'exonerates the father fro* his liability to 

contribute to the support of bis illegitimate 

progeny, while it caste the whole punishment 

upon the mother.... The penalty is inflicted 

upon the wrong party, the seduced is 

punished and the seducer escapes'.? 

Correspondents debated the effect of the new law on the 

i1legitimacy rate, 
8 but the Board of Guardians was more concerned with 

its effect on affiliation and asintenance orders. In a petition of 

1838, the Bradford Board cat 1ainedt 

'that the present mode of obtaining orders of 

maintenance of bastard children is attended 

with such trouble and expense, and the 

difficulty of enforcing such orders when made 

is so great that parish officers, in this 

district at least, are deterred from making 

applications, however destitute the mothers 

and however able the putative fathers of 

bastard children may be'. 9 

The 1834 Act was indeed followed by a fall in the number of 

affiliation orders. In the West Riding, between 1834 and 1836 the 

number of chargeable bastards fell by 34.1x, but the number of 

affiliation orders fell by 64.32, from 757 to 269. According to 

William Muff, figures extracted from the North Marley Overseers' 

books revealed that during the six years ended August 1834 the 

township bad obtained a total of 79 affiliation orders. Between 

August 1834 and April 1837 not a single order had been obtained. 

'in consequence of the public and expensive mode required by the 

Poor Law Act'. It was October 1838 before the township secured its 

next affiliation order. 
10 
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Bstvaen 1835 and 1840, townships within the Bradford Union 

obtained only 89 maintenance orders, 63 of them during the two 

years ended Lady-Day 1840. The orders were for weekly maintenance 

payments of between 1/- and 3/-, 1/6d being the usual "ua. 

Provision was also cads for payments up to i2-5-0 for costs incurred 

by the township prior to the hearing of the case. 
11 

The decline in the number of affiliation orders was roflsctsd 

in the falling income from fathers of illegitimate children, 

revealed in Table 1. The real sufferers were not the ratepayers but 

the mothers of illegitimate children, particularly those on the brink 

of destitution. 

Table 1. Bradford Township's Bastardy Account. 1826 to 1839.12 

Year ended Received from fathers of Paid to mothers and 

March illegitimate children (f) nurses of illegitiaates (i) 

1827 335 345 

1828 307 358 

1834 438 466 

1835 479 463 

1836 314 286 

1837 255 237 

1839 138 110 

The 1834 Rtport suggested that 'not one half of the seoaey paid 

by parishes to the mothers of bastards [Was] recovered from the putative 

fathers', but like Leeds, Bradford's recovery rate was apparently very 

high. 13 The close correlation between the sums received from the fathers 

and the sums paid to the mothers of illegitimate children suggests that, 

both before and after 1834, the relief paid to the mothers was dictated 

by the amount received from the fathers. As the Com issLoners alleged, 

Poor Law officials acted as agents for transmitting maintenance paynts 
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to mothers vho may or may not have been destitute. 

As income from the fathers dropped, so too did the aggregate 

relief paid to the mothers. This vu a period of falling relief 

expenditure, but expenditure on mothers of illegitimate children 

fell at a disproportionately rapid rate. Between 1834 and 1837 

the relief paid to Bradford township's regular and casual poor 

fell by 34.8% but the relief paid to mothers of illegitimate 

children fell by 49.12. For the period from 1834 to 1839 the 

corresponding figures were 42.22 and 76.4% respectively. Relief 

to mothers of bastards fell at a similar, though rather faster 

rate, than the income from the fathers. As the number of affiliation 

orders declined, the relief authorities may have reacted by 

discontinuing relief to those mothers who were not strictly speaking 

destitute. 

To the Poor Law Commissioners' disgust, 14 
as Act of 1839 

(2 f3 Vic. c. 83) facilitated the obtaining of affiliation orders 

by transferring these cases back to the Petty Sessions. The 

commissioners were careful to impress on Boards of Guardians the 

fact that maintenance orders were still intended solely as a weans 

of indemnifying parishes for the actual incurred cost of maintaining 

bastards. Orders were not to be granted on account of expenses 

incurred in relieving the mother, nor was the parish to give the 

irother any of the money received under a uintenance order. 
15 

In practice, the 1839 Act may have encouraged the Bradford Board 

to revert to its earlier role as an agent for transaitting maintenance 

payments. In 1844, Pudsey's Assistant Overseer reported that, the 

Guardians still go on giving relief although they know that nearly 

all the mothers of bastards are able to keep then'. Certainly the 

Act increased the number of applications for affiliation orders. 

During the three years ended Lady-Day 1839 only 48 applications had 
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been made by townships in the Bradford Union at the Quarter Sessions; 

during the three years ended Lady-Day 1843 roughly 350 applications 

were reported to have been made at the Petty Sessions. 16 From 

autuma 1839, there was a sharp increase in the number of actions 

ordered by the Bradford Board. 

Table 2. Bastardy Affiliation Actions , 1835 to 1846 

Year ended Applications to Instructions by the Board of Guardians 

25th March Quarter Sessions to obtain affiliation orders 

1836 1S 

1837 7 

1838 4 

1839 37 50 

1840 26 169 

1841 3 121 

1842 1 102 

1843 0 110 

1844 1 136 

1845 0 20 

1846 0 0 

Although the Bradford Board responded positively to the reversion 

to Petty Sessions' bearings, the Guardians vera by no means satisfied 

with the legal situation. In 1842 the Board adopted a petition against 

the bastardy clauses and subsequently a co=Lttee of Guardians recoesoended 

a further petition to urge a return to the pre-1834 system or for the 

provision of soma summary remedy in the local courts. 
17 

The problem was one of enforcement. The costs incurred in 

Proceeding against defaulters were likely to be disallowed by the Auditor, 

and legal action was in any avant unproductivs. 
18 Poverty was a major 

cause of arrears on maintenance orders and no legal provision could 

overcome this obstacle. When Richard Sutcliffe became Pudsey's Assistant 
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Overseer in 1843, the township was owed 1220 by fathers of bastard 

children. Sutcliffe had no illusions about the iopossibility of 

enforcing payment; - 'the man are all poor man and if you vas to 

send them to Botney Bay (sic) you could not wake them pay..... 

There is not one of then worth ten shillings'. By September 1844 

Pudiey aas owed nearly £300, and between then the sixteen out- 

townships had accumulated bastardy arrears of over £1,100. This 

no doubt explains the Bradford Board's willingness to compromise 

with the fathers of illegitimate children on iaaintenance payments. 
19 

Collection difficulties caused by poverty could not have been 

unique to the period after 1834, and east doubt on. tbe apparently 

high recovery rate referred to earlier (sea Table 1). Other 

townships, such as Darnley, expedenced heavy losses on their 

bastardy accounts and in 1834 Bradford's Assistant OversRer was 

accused of neglect in failing to recover the sun of 1143 due from 

fathers of illegitimate children. 
20 The correlation between the 

sums received from the fathers and paid to the anthers of illositimate 

children nay not, after all, have been evidence of a high recovery 

rate. Some unexplained accounting procedure may be responsible for 

the correlation, but the possibility remains that the Poor Law 

authorities attempted to meet the demands of mothers of illegitimate 

children from the payments received from the fatherst hovever complete 

or incomplete these may have been. 

Instead of satiafyins the Guardians' demand for greater powre 

of enforcement, Parliament took affiliation proceedings out of the 

Boards of Guardians' bonds altogether. The 1844 Poor Law lmendmnt 

Act (7 +8 Vic. c. 101) forbade parish and Union officers from taking 

any part in bastardy actions. Chargeability became irrelevant, for 

instead of action being taken to indemnify the parish, the mother 

was left to obtain direct redress in the Petty Sessions. Paw destitute 
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'women would be in a position to start legal action without the 

backing of the Poor Law authorities, and officers may sometimes 

have illegally assisted mothers in order to prevent them becoming 

chargeable. In 1846 the District Auditor discovered two or three 

cases where the Bradford Board had ordered relief to mothers of 

illegitimate children and had instructed the Assistant Overseer to 

recover the money from the putative fathers. 21 These vwre isolated 

cases, and as Table 2 indicates,, the 1844 Act brought a rapid and 

to the board's involvement in bastardy actions. 

During the early 1860s the Bradford board twice submitted 

petitions calling for the power to recover from putative fathers 

the expenses incurred in dealing with pregnant women srho entered the 

Workhouse, left after giving birth to their illegitimate children 

and then obtained orders on the fathers, often covering expenses 

which had actually been borne by the Union. 22 In 1868 an Act was 

passed (31 + 32 Vie. c. 122 ) enabling Boards of Cuaidians to 

initiate proceedings to attach the money paid to the mother under a 

bastardy order, for the relief of the poor rate. In 1873 a further 

Act (36 f 37 Vie. c. 9) again empowered Boards to initiate affiliation 

actions against the fathers of illegitimate children to recover sums 

spent on the children's maintenance. 

The fathers of illegitimate children were not the only group 

liable to be proceeded against as a result of the chargeability of 

their relatives. Under the Vagrant Act of 1824 (5 Geo. IV c. 83) those 

who failed to maintain their families and alloyed then to become 

chargeable were liable to be punished ac idle and disorderly persons. 

On a repetition of the offence they were relegated to the category 

of rogues and vagabonds. The Poor Law Commissioners encouraged Boards 

of Guardians to administer relief to deserted wives and children 

in the form of a loan to the husband or father. Upon his apprehension 
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or return the Guardians would then be able to take legal action 

for the recovery of the relief. 
23 

During the year ended Lady-Day 1840, the Bradford Union 

distributed 1361 in the form of loans and other repayable iteas, a 

figure representing 2.3Z of outdoor relief expenditure. 
24 Vot all 

of this was necessarily paid to paupers deserted by the head of the 

family, and there is no evidence of a deliberate policy of giving 

relief in the form of a loan to deserted families. The Bradford 

Board did, however, regularly take action against relatives for 

neglecting their families. The figures presented in Table 3 under- 

state the number of court cases brought by Union officers, for many 

cases reported in the local press received no mention in the Board's 

Minute Books. 25 

Tabula 3. Prosecutions for Neglect of Vanity. 1838 to 1848 

Year ended Number of instructions issued by the Board of 

25th March Guardians for action against relatives for neglect. 

1839 69 

1840 79 

1841 55 
1842 49 

1843 42 

1844 45 

1645 56 

1846 44 

1847 33 

1848 8 

The Bradford Board somstises went to considerable lengths to 

apprehend men who had deserted their families. Twice in 1846 rewards 

of tl were offered for the arrest of husbands who had absconded and 
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in 1848 the Union Clark referred to charges totalling f22-16-4 

for the apprehension of those who had neglected their families. 26 

The object of prosecution was not to punish the offenders 

but to compel them to support their families and to repay past 

relief. An appearance in Court for allowing a family to become 

chargeable typically resulted in an order to arrange for the 

repayment of relief or be incarcerated in the Wakefield House of 

Correction for up to three months. In October 1847, Robert 

Waterhouse and John Hainsworth appeared to face the Relieving 

Officer's charge of suffering their wives and families to become 

chargeable to Pudsey and Calverley respectively. Waterhouse was 

ordered to pay S/- or be committed for three months and Hainsvorth 

to pay 15/- or be committed for two months. Those with relatives in 

the County Lunatic Asylum were sometimes called upon to contribute 

towards their maintenance, and it is possible that some of those 

sent to the County Asylum were members of families which were not 

destitute but which could not afford the higher private asylum fees. 27 

Iron a financial point of view, legal action for neglect of 

family was of dubious value; many husbands preferred to go to the 

House of Correction rather than support their wives. Court action 

may have been regarded as a useful deterrent or it may have reflected 

a desire to punish for moral wrongdoing, though the Bradford Board was 

not known for putting principle before es nse. In the field of 

family relations, law and action was bound up in the complex web of 

attitudes to the poor and their poverty. 
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CHAPTER 3, TI TO Z1 UL LTION OF POLICY 

The Poor Law Report of 1834 envisaged the adoption of a relief 

policy based on the principle of less eligibility and applied through 

the agency of a uniform, centralised administrative structure. 

Research has shown that in Lancashire and the West Biding, the 

Commissioners' plans were substantially frustratad, i 
and Bradford's 

experience broadly coafLrw these findings. The principle of less 

eligibility, enforced by mans of a Workhouse test, did not become 

the keystone of relief to the able-bodied poor who, with few 

exceptions, continued to receive outdoor relief. Bradford conformed 

to the regional pattern in refusing to build a new 'Union 'Workhouse 

and no major changes were wade in the use of the retained Poorhouses. 

Administratively, the Nov Poor Law retained strong links with 

the put, for the formation of Unions brought townships together 

without effecting a real amalgamation. The township remained the 

unit for rating and settlement purposes, township overseers retained 

considerable authority, and paid officers who had served under the 

old regime remained to serve under the now., The voice of the township 

was both loud and persistent, and it echoed noisily in the Board Room, 

where the Guardians' ears were firmly tuned to tba interests of the 

ratepayers who had elected them. 

- This element of continuity has sometimes beau emphasised so 

strongly as to leave the impression that the 1834 Amendment Act made 

little difference to local administration. 
2 Yet the transition from 

the Old to the New Poor Law involved a real, if noted, revolution. 

If the Old Poor Law stood consistently for anything, it stood for 

township control= for a system in which each township made provision 

for its own paupers, raised its own poor rate and spent it largely 

as it saw fit. The New Poor Law ultimately destroyed this pillarstone 

and changed the nature and image of the Poor Lao. 
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Opposition to centralisation ensured that tovn hip inflwaca 

would remain formidable, but the impact of the New Poor Law on the 

township was only codified, not destroyed. Relief decisions were 

still sometimes taken at the township level, township Overseers 

dictated the poor rate poundage and determined the fate of non- 

settled paupers, officers' salaries were paid by the townships which 

they served and not out of the Union funds,. and t awnships continued 

to *splay their own paupers on the roads, but these were fragile 

privileges and they did not constitute a return to the Old Poor Law. 

The Board of Guardians could not restore the old system under which 

each township appointed its own official to collect and distribute 

the poor rate, nor could it abolish the establishment and common 

charges which the out-townships resented so keenly. Yet these were 

regarded as the essential differences between the New and old Poor. 

Laws. A township meeting held in Dowling in 1843 called for at 

'return back, as near as possible, to the 

practice of the old law, by reducing the 

astablishasnt charges as such as possible 

and, above all, vesting in one and the saws 

person both the collecting of the rates and 

the reliof of the poor'. 
3 

Ths fact that some paid township officials were re-swploysd as 

Union officers is evidence of continuity, but the new appoiutvents Vers 

not duplicates of the old. The Assistant Overseer's name might be the 

sass but his function was different. He vu now essentially a rate 

collector responsible to, the Board of Guardians as well as to the 

township authorities. The Annual Overseers could influence and obstruct 

his work but it vu the Board of Guardians and the Poor Lav Commission 

who appointed the Assistant Overseers and proscribed their duties. 
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in the case of new officials, notably the Relieving Officers, 

Medical Officers, Union Clerk and Auditor, the toaasbips lacked any 

formal control, Informal township influence;,, exercised at the pay 

stations or in the Board Boote, vas no real substitute for legal 

authority, and the Bradford Board's abortive efforts to resurrect 

old style Assistant Overseers vas recognition of the fact. 

A township such as Calverley could not have persuaded itself 

that little had changed when the Assistant Overseer cams from Pudsey 

and the Relieving Officer was shared with seven other townships and, 

lived sight wiles away in Wyka. Calverley lost its Poorhouse and 

had to contribute to the Union Fund for the privilege of sending 

paupers to the Workhouses at Idle or Bradford. Important decisions 

vers now taken at a Board Room four miles away, where Calvsrlsy's 

sole representative sat with thirty-out other elected Guardians. 

Their decisions were subject to the scrutiny, not of the West Riding 

Magistrates, but of the Poor Law Comissioners and of the Union and 

later the District Auditor. The New Poor Law placed the township 

firmly on the defensive. In an increasingly complex environment, 

policy formation and administration were subject to a wide rings of 

influences in an equation no longer dominated by the township. 

The New Poor Law brought changes both in policy and perception. 

The Poor Law Commissioners were forced to abandon their most cherished 

prescriptions and now important developssnts, such as the creation 

of a formalised system of medical relief, owed little to the 1834 

Report. Nevertheless, the principles of 1834 had a profound effect 

on Bradford's experience of the Poor Law. The Commissioners retreated 

but they did not capitulate. The Outdoor Labour Test Order was an 

acknowledgement of failure but it also represented a codified orthodoxy 

as repellant to the Bradford Board as the Workhouse test. Yew paupers 
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were directly affected by the Order but the Bradford Board ses* to 

have experienced more difficulty in evading its restrictions than 

some other northern Unions. The Order provided a focal point for 

Bradford's able-bodied debate and preoccupation with the able-bodied 

meant that attention was diverted fron the needs of non-able bodied 

applicants. The new connotations of Workhouse develop*ent encouraged 

a neglect of Workhouse facilities which suited the Guardians desire 

for economy. 

The Workhouse test was a non-starter and Workhouse inmates 

numerically insignificant, but the debate which accompanied the 

introduction of the New Poor Law changed people's perception of the 

Workhouse and of the Poor Law as a vhols. Reality was less important 

than Leaps and though the treatment of paupers changed little, the 

experience of pauperism took on a new meaning. Application to the 

Union became "ynonyrous with the symbol of the Workhousao even though 

ter paupers entered Lt" gates. The images propagated by the Anti- 

Poor Law siovemeat were persistent enough to influanca the Liberal 

government's reforms seventy years later. The stiff of pauperism, 

not nev in itself, aua* da new intensity and became bound up with 

the structure erected by the Poor Law Amsndi*nt Act. 

Another image created darin` the battle over the Workhouse and 

labour tests was that of the Central Authority as an intrusive and 

insensitive body resisted by a Board of Guardians unable to liberalise 

relief administration because of a lack of discretionary authority. 

This image was increasingly at odds with reality. In many respects 

the Poor Law Commissioners were more progressive than the Bradford 

Board of Ouardiansl, which posed as a defender of the poor but acted 

as an advocate of the ratepayers. The Comissiontrs were often 

rotivated merely by a desire to see the law obeyed, but as a result 
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they acted to prevent paupers being illegally removed, intervened 

to stop dangerous lunatics being kept in the Workhouse, protected 

officers from arbitrary reductions in their salaries and pressed for 

Workhouse improvements on the grounds of comfort and health. By 1848 

there ven already sigas, reinforced by the appearance of Education 

Inspectors and Visiting Comissioners in Lunacy, of a bureaucracy 

growing into its most positive phase. 

These developments beg the question of policy foraatioa, for 

there was a gulf between the intentions of the 1834 Coaaissioners and 

the reality of Poor Law administration. Relief policy did not follow 

the course charted by the 1834 Report but evolved out of a largely 

pragmatic response to specific practical problems needing to be 

solved within a given administrative and financial fraasvork. 

In theory the Poor Law Commissioners could dictate policy by 

issuing orders governing relief practices, but weaknesses in the 

Commissioners' position restricted their fresdoe of action. Under- 

staffed, overworked and internally divided, the Poor Law Commission 

was in no fit state to override its opponents. The Conxissioners' 

powers of coercion were inadequate and they had no coherent policy 

for tackling the problems of industrial areas, where the principles 

of 1834 were manifestly inappropriate. The Conaaissioners were forced 

to make major concessions from which they never fully recovered and 

their powers of initiative came to depend on their relationship with 
11 

the local Boards of Guardians. The Covaissioa. rs could not force 

unwelcome orders on recalcitrant boards and relief policy was therefore 

x'"compromisa which emerged out of the friction between the central and 

local authorities. 

As the Poor Law Comission's local 'representatives the Assistant 

Co rnissioner occupied a crucial but unenviable position. No Assistant 

Commissioner could carry out his duties without antagonising the 
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Bradford Board, for his very existence ras regarded as an affront 

to the Guardians' competence. Deep seated policy differences, 

personal hostility and a mutual lack of diplomacy tended to convert 

disagreement into contempt, and the Assistant Commissioners' heavy 

work load and a high turnover rate reduced their ability to control 

individual Unions. Between 1837 and 1848, Bradford was served by 

seven different Assistant Co missioners, of whom only Charles Clements 

and Alfred Austin served continuously for more than two years. 

Officers remained long enough to form a bad impression of the Union 

and to establish poor relations with the Board but they had few 

positive successes. Critiques by the Assistant Comissioners were 

comoonplace but major initiatives were term. In the early years, 

the Assistant Cosmissioners were fully occupied maintaining a tenuous 

grip on fractious unions without needing to invite the controversy 

that a major initiative would have provoked. In 1842, Charles Matt 

cajoled the Bradford Board into appointing a coastittee to investigate 

the state of the Union and the following year Charles Clements 

engineered the introduction of the Outdoor Labour Test Order, but the 

price paid for launching these initiatives was intense hostility and 
protracted resistance. 

It was not until Alfred Austin's appointment in 1845 that there 

were signs of a changing relationship. Austin swaged to raise the 

question of a Union Workhouse, albeit unsuccessfullys, without incurring 

the sort of personal hostility that such an initiative would have 

provoked a few years earlier. This change owed something to Austin's 

circumspect approach and to the passage of tins, which blunted the 

Commissioners' dogmatism and muted the Guardians' antipathy to them. 

Samuel Cowling still regarded the Assistant ComLsaionsr as 'a sort 

of spying agent', but one of Bradford's Guardians, coaazenting on the 
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out-townships' resistance to a Vagrant Office, 'thanked God they 

had got Coomissioners yet. They had a court of appeal, and that 

would determine what ought to be done'. ß 

The deepening division between Bradford and the out-townships 

had its effect on the relationship between the Board and the Central 

Authority. Hostility to interference from London persisted, but the 

most important division was no longer between the Board of Guardians 

and the Poor Law Coziission but between Bradford and the out-townships. 

On the question of a new Workhouse and on other related issues, there 

was a group of Guardians whose position was closer to that of the 

Assistant Commissioner than to the position adopted by the rest of the 

Board. Significantly, it was the progressive Guardians who had most 

in coon with the views of the central Authority. 

Just as the terms of the Poor Law Conissioners' appointment 

affected their performance, so the Bradford Board of Guardians was 

influenced by the administrative and financial framework within which 

it operated. This framework acted as an important determinant of 

policy, for it predisposed the Guardians to respond in a certain way 

and defined and limited policy options. its influence was particularly 

strong in the field of finance, for considerations of cost weighed 

heavily in the Guardians' minds. It was not simply a matter of wishing 

to minimise expenditure, for the weight attached to considerations of 

expense varied according to the method of financing involved. The 

financial structure itself exerted a real influence on policy formation. 

The Guardians believed that the rating system would not support 

a high level of relief expenditure, and the Union's periodic financial 

crises, its dependence on a large number of small ratepayers and the 

difficulties experienced by the Assistant Overseers in levying and 

collecting the rates gave credence to the Guardians' cut. Their 

inclination to economise was reinforced by dissatisfaction with the 
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system of apportioning the establishment and other comsou charges. 

These charges were divided between the townships on the basis of their 

past relief expenditure, so that the greatest burden was borne by the 

most heavily pauperised to aships. There was a strong incentive for 

townships to minimise their awn relief expenditure and at the same 

time press for a reduction in the establishment charges. The very 

existence of these comeon charges represented a challenge to township 

autonomy, and Guardians were constantly seeking to have items of 

expenditure charged to individual townships rather than to the Union 

Bund. This desire was associated with the conviction that the 

establishment charges covered expenditure of a kind which was of little 

benefit to the smaller out-townships, which were therefore subsidising 

their wealthier urban neighbours. 

? hose considerations encouraged resistance to any increase in the 

establishment charges, and this tendency was greatly exacerbated by 

two further developments,, discussed at greater length elsewh. re. 
5 

The first derived from the fact that the establishment charges were 

apportioned on the basis of each township's average annual relief 

expenditure over a three year period. During the depression of 184'-ä1, 

these averages became obsolete as relief expenditure in Bradford 

township increased far more rapidly than in the out-townships. 

Bradford's exceptional needs could only be met by caking fresh calls 

on all the townships in the Union based on what was now an obsolete 

pattern of relief. For a limited but crucial period, townships which 

had already raised enough to satisfy their own requirements were 

expected to provide more to asset rising demands elsewhere. This they 

were reluctant to do. The second irritant was provided by Bodkin's 
16 

Act of 1847, which sado the relief paid to soss of the irraoovable 

poor a charge on the Union Fund. This added to the coamon charges in 
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a most inflamatory fashion, for the irremovable poor were concentrated 

in the Borough townships. More than aver, the out-townships felt that 

tipsy were being forced to pay Bradford's bills. 6 

As a result, the out-township Guardians. rssisted all proposals 

LnvolyLn an Lncreue in t h4 cocoon charges. They were able to do so 

, effectively bscauss of an electoral syatsm which gave the sasallar 

townships an over-generous representation on the Board.? The Board's 

response to now problems and to old ones cads more pressing by the 

1847-8 depression can only be understood in the light of this 

financial division between Bradford and the out-townships. The Board 

kept a close eye on expenditure, but it was a discriminating eye. The 

out-township Guardians were prepared to tolerate alarmingly high 

payments to Bradford's Medical Officers because Bradford had to foot 

the bill. Their reaction to the problem of vagrancy and to the 

Workhouses' increasingly obvious inadequacies was very different 

because action in these fields was bound to entail an increase in the 

establishment charges. The Guardians' responses vsrs shaped by the 

financial framework within which the Board operated. Policy was a 

response to practical rather than to theoretical considerations. 

It was also the outcome of influences operating within boundaries 

defined by attitudes to poverty, though the causal relationship between 

attitudes to poverty and relief policy was complex. It is not possible 

to pursue the attitudes of closely defined local groups but it is 

possible to establish the major strands of thought and some of the 

influences making for a chants of outlook during this period. 

In his history of Bradford, published in 1841, John Jams 

observed that 'the standard of morals among a gnat part of the 

inhabitants is extremely low'. Vice was rife, and the most disturbing 

vice was drunkenness. In 1830 Bradford became the first English town 

to bout a temperance society, and during the following decade the 
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Bradford Observer became addicted to columns warning of the 'Effects 

of Drunkenness', the 'Awful Effects of Inteamperance' and the 

'Lamentable Effect of Intoxication'. Drunkenness was the vice from 

which all others sprang and poverty was the concomitant of vice. 

Henry Forbes, the founder of the Bradford Temperance Society, claimed 

that at least 'three-fourths of the cases of poverty and distress 

amongst our population were occasioned by intemperance', and a 

petition circulated in 1834 asserted that 'an overwhelming proportion 

of pauperism, disease and crimd was 'directly attributable to the 

use of distilled spirit'. 'Drunkenness', wrote William Hill, 'produces 

more crime;,, more poverty, more destitution, more disease, more 

misery, more death, than every other vice with which society is 

infested'. 8 

It was an easy step from this belief to the Bradford Observer's 

contention that''nineteen-twntieths' of the pauper class were 'found 

to be paupers by chäºice, or in consequence of their ova follies and 

vices'. Individual failings Wade people destitute and only individual 

effort could guarantee a genuine improvement. Relief provision should 

be minimal, because additional aid was likely to sap the spirit of 

independence and hasten moral decay. 

'By treating ssan as paupers, by providing 

for then as if it were a certain fact that 

they cannot provide for themselves, you ma 

produce, or rather will certainly produce 

the spirit of pauperism, and prevent them 

from ever even making the effort to provide 

for themtelves'. 
9 

Accompanying this attitude vas the belief that the honest labourer 
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and the pauper could have nothing in coason, for virtue and pauperism 

were mutually exclusive. 'It is quite clear', vrote the Bradford 

Observer. that: 

'no two classes in the state can be more 

opposed to each other in interest than the 

labourer who earns his bread by the sweat 

of his brow and the beggar who lives upon 

the labour of others'. 

To the objection that a labourer night be reduced to pauperism by 

sickness or uneaoployent, the Bradford Observer replied that 'the 

probabilities of such a contingency are very few, at least to the 

industrious and sober tabourer'. 10 
A clear distinction could 

therefore be sad* between the undeserving poor, whose only recourse 

was to the Poor Law, and the deserving poor who could look to the 

benevolent for assistance. 

Attitudes to charity, however, were confused. Poverty was a 

huvsn sent opportunity for the rich to do their duty, for in tl*words 

of the Revorrend W. )lor=an, 'it pleased Providence sonatimss to afflict 

for the purpose of putting it into the hearts of the rich to assist the 

poor,. 
11 Charity was a Christian virtue and charitable individuals 

were duly applauded, but exhortations to charitable giving were 

accompanied by warnings of the dangers of imposition and of the 

harmful consequences of indiscriminate benevolence. This aas very 

evident in the Bradford Observer's campaign against beggars12 and in 

the concern of successive public relief comitteea to avoid imposition. 

Thera was always the risk that charity would hasten moral dsclins. 

In 1840 the Bradford Observer vaned its readers that aisd; cal charities 

were: 

Z4 
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'productive of evil as well as of good. They 

have a tendency to destroy that independence 

of feeling and self respect which are essential 

to high-toned morality .... Subscribers should 

distribute their patronage with judjamant and 

discrimination'. 

The result of indiscriminate charity was scan in 1838, when local 

paimbroksrs' shops were reported to be choked up with clothing and 

b. ddiag distributed by the relief eosittaa. To the Bradford Observer 

this proved that it was 'vain to try to extricate' nest of the 

destitute 'fro* the slough of abjectio heart-appalling poverty into 

Which they. of their mm accord, have plunged themselvea'. 
13 

Esperiencesof this sort reinforced the fnndotntal belief that 

the only real solution to the problem of poverty lay in the moral 

improvement of the individual. 'It seem to us labour in vain', 

wrote the Bradford Observers 

'to attempt to improve the physical condition 

of the poor while they are left in a state of 

moral and religious destitution ..... If his 

habits of improvidence and dissipation are 

unchecked, himself and family will speedily 

relapse into their former poverty and 

wretchedness. His moral nature must be 

improved as well as his physical condition, 

or he will pass through life the child of 

misery and want, however much may be done by 

the benevolent to relieve his necessities. 

A large portion of the population of Bradford 

is in an appalling situation of vice and 

vratchednsss - the latter the inevitable 

concoaitant of the formr'. 
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Poverty and its trappings were the result of personal 

shortcomings and to give financial assistance without encouraging 

moral reform was to treat the symptoms while ignoring the disease. 

The most judicious relief, public &nd private, was of a kind which 

rewarded and encouraged independence and self-help. Public relief 

committees thsrsfore worked bard to prevent the undeserving 

obtaining assistance, and they introduced work schemes because 

'relief granted upon such terms is thought more of aad is less likely 

to blunt the feelings of independence'. One of the reasons why the 

'Board of Guardians campaigned for greater discretionary authority 

was to enable it to revard virtue and punish vice. The Board's 

Chsirrýýsn, the 2avuread Joshua Ysicett, bslieveds 

'that goad moral character should over furnish 

a atrcag claim upon our syTapathy and attantioa. 

It is in our power to do much to check the 

spread of immorality and vice and to *ncourase 

their contraries, morality and virtue, and we 

shall fail in our discharge of duty if ve do not 

give to this latter the consideration which it 

deserves '. 14 

,,? be Poor Law and charity were both agencies for moral and social 

control, 'along with the temperance movement, churchas, chapels, their 

Snaday Schools and the Mechanics Institutes,, whose tembars ware urged 

'to learn self-support and self-dependence' and 'to shun the haunts 

of vice and drunkenness'. Praise could be earned by a display of 

self-reliance, moral rectitude and by a deferential and passive 

acceptance of one's lot which assuaged the middle classes' tear of 

violence. During the 1837 depression the Reverend Jonathan Clyde of 

Barton Lane Chapels 

"` 
ýý 
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'etas gratified .... to observe scarcely any 

murmuring amongst the poor, [and] he trusted 

there would not be, but that they would 

manifest a hurrlo resignation to Cod's v{11, 

and chccrfully hope for better times'. 

J. C. Uorofa22 thanked: 

'the working classes for the patient runner 

in which they bad hitherto borne their 

sufferings. They were on this account amore 

deserving of assistance', and 'he hoped they 

vrou1d continue the sane line of conduct'. 
15 

It aas taoritorious to bear poverty without cozplaint, a sign of 

social maturity and responsibility deserving approval and sytpathy. 

Moderation and restraint in bearing hardship, and in Trade Union and 

political activity. via the way to attract riddle class sympathy, 

while extremism and violence would, it vas argued, only injure the 

workers' cause. 
16 

There was a strong element of deference in the working class 

outlook and cony workers endorsed the views expressed in the Bradford 

Observer. Aandworkere who took pride in their reputation for self- 

reliance and those who swelled the ranks of the Friendly Societies 

subscribed to the doctrine of self-help. They shunned the Poor Lav 

until all alternatives had been exhausted and accepted charity only 

with reluctance. An address issued by the working men of the district 

in 1848 stated: 

'We are operatives, accustomed from boyhood 

to labour ranfully and proudly for the support 

of ourselves and faittliea, and we naturally 

recoil from the degrading and barbarous 

condition of pauperiem, by ia'hieh men are 

trained in aeeanneas and falsehood and that 
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manly feeling of self-respect and independence 

destroyed, iºhich has been hitherto so dear to 

Englishman, and vbich has ever been our surest 

protection and our proudest boast'. 

George Pletcher, a voolconber and Chartist, arked, 'were they 

to become constant objects of charity! If so, if Englishmen were 

to lose their manly sense of independence, England itself would soon 

go do m' . 
17 

Working class discussion of pove rty tended, however, to reveal 

a distinctive emphasis. Self-help and independence ware hL hly prized, 

but it was the experience of pauperise which destroyed these virtues, 

not a lack of them which led to pauperism. Self-help was a virtue 

but it was not always a solution and if a man did his best and could 

still not avoid destitution then he ras entitled to be treated with 

respect. This belief wu . central to the popular Anti-Poor Lan 

vovemsnt, and it denied the notion that poverty vas necessarily 

tix result of personal failings. 

The Bradford Obearasr might blandly advise people 'to lay up for 

the rainy day', but for some it never stopped raining. As Denjasin 

Abbott pointed out, prosperous times 'wore lik, Bagels' visits - few 

and far between'. 'They might labour from Monday morning to Saturday 

night', said Joseph ! rockt 

'and scarcely be able to furnish themselves with 

the coaman necessaries of life, and yet they told 

then to lay by for a rainy day, when they were at 

the same ties introducing machinery to rob them 

of their ea p1oyamt' . 
18 

People were poor not because they spent their money foolishly but 

because they had insufficient to spend. The bla*e for this insufficiency 

rested with the masters, who had destroyed the bandvvorksrs' trade 
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and driven rages down to a minimum. Henry Durnett, Secretary of 

the Comeittee of the Bradford Woolcoabers' Associationp spoke of 

'the coldness and indifference' of the masters, who had 'not one 

particle of sympathy in their composition',. but seemed 'determined 

to deprive us of every comfort, and hake us end our days in a 

Workhouse'. It was not moral decrepitude that threatened the 

honest labourer with pauperism but the master who exploited him 

and then preached moral reform while doling out a portion of the 

profit he had extracted from his. 'It was not charity', said 

George Yuan, 'to give back to the poor man what had been wrung 

from him, it was only doing an act of justice'. 19 

Middle-class attitudes to poverty often seemed divorced from 

reality because of a lack of personal contact with the poor. The 

experiences of the late 1830. and 1840. brought a greater awareness 

of poverty and encouraged a review of existing orthodoxy. The 

debate surrounding the introduction of the per Poor Law and the 

plight of the handvorkers tended to weaken support for the view 

that the poorest were also the most depraved and that a clear 

distinction could be drawn between the deserving labourer and the 

undeserving pauper. The deserving poor might be forced to apply to 

the Board of Guardians and the line of demarcation therefore needed 

to be drawn, not between paupers and the poor, but within the Poor 

Law between deserving and undeserving applicants. 

The public relief coimittees which operated during times of 

acute distress played an important part in introducing the better 

off to the realities of poverty. Those serving on the 1839-40 relief 

committee discovered, ' but a short distance from their own doors, 

want and misery of which they had no conception'. The previous 

year the flood relief committee had found that it was not just the idle 

who were affected,, for 'a considerable destitution of bedding and 
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blankets existed, even among industrious and reputable families'.?. 0 

This discovery encouraged a now emphasis. Destitution was not 

the preserve of the depraved but living in destitution promoted vice. 

Commenting on the findings of the 1840 Select Committee on the 

Health of Towns, the Bradford Observer concluded: 

'that the filthy abodes of away of the poor 

in our large towns is the direct and 

immediate cause of their demoralisation by 

drunkenness.... The amount of poor rates 

must be greatly augmented by so much diseue q 

thriftlessness and drunkenness as are generated 

by the present state of the cottage dwellings'. 

If living conditions were improved then thrift,, industry and 

self-reliance would be encouraged. 

The same view was expressed several months later by a relief sub- 

committee, which argued that overcrowding 'misst be calculated to paralyse 

every effort or means for the religious and spiritual advancement of 

individuals so unhappily situated'. The committee hoped to see a 

situation develop 'in which, at least, it might be possible they 

could live in poverty without vice and degradation'. Poverty had become 

the disease rather than the symptom. 
21 

This modest reappraisal was given additional impetus by local 

political developments. As early as 1840 the Bradford Observer had 

called for 'a vise and cordial union of the middle and working classes, 

to abolish at once and for ever all restrictive lave on trade'. After 

the Tories' success in the 1841 Borough election, local Liberals were 

morn anxious than over to establish such an alliance. In September 1841 

the Reform and Radical Societies merged under the presidency of Henry 

Forbes to form the Bradford United Reform Club, pledged to 'a 

reconciliation between the middle and the working classes' on the basis 
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of free trade and an extension of the suffrage along the lines 

advocated by Joseph Sturge's Complete Suffrage mov t. As the 

mouthpiece of the Liberal Dissenters, the Bradford Observer gave 

vigorous support to this campaign. In the process it amended its 

view of the Poor Lay and of poverty. 
22 

The Poor Law Amendment Act, once admired, was now pilloried 

as the brainchild of the landed aristocracy. The 1834 Report had 

assumed that every man who was willing to work, could find work, 

but the Bradford Observer accepted that this was not the case. 

The New Poor Law encouraged man to rely on their own resources, but 

the Corn Laws evade it impossible for them to do so. Men could not 

find work because the Corn Laws prevented the country from developing 

its full a utecturing potential. Protection wie 'the monopoly 

which manufactures paupers by thousands'. Considerations of morality 

were placed in abeyance while the Bradford Observer argued that 

pauperism was the result of unemployment and that unemployment and 

low wages were the result of the Corn Laws. 

'If England had only full scope for her industrial 

energies, it is not too seich to say that there 

would not be an honest working an unemployed 

throughout the length and breadth of the land... 

Our manufactures could easily employ all the 

inmates of our Poorhouses'. 23 

The desire to attract working-class support led the paper to 

adopt a sore questioning approach and to produce answers which denied 

the panacea of self-help. Other pressures pushed the Bradford Observer 

further along the same line. In 1845 the Woolcoabers' Committee 

produced a report on their appalling living conditions. This prompted 

the appointment of a Sanitary Improvement Committee, with the Reverend 

W. Scoresby as President and the Chartist George White as Secretary. 

The Committees' findings convinced the Bradford Observer that poverty 
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itself was the real evil and that its cause vu primarily economic. 

Commenting on the coobsrs'livinB conditions, the Bradford Observer 

remarked that t 

'Their poverty but not their will consents. This 

leads us one step nearer the original evil - the 

wer of the working classes. After making the 

largest allowances for the improvidence and 

intemperance and other bad habits of the working 

classes, we fear we must come to the conclusion 

that large masses of then are in the receipt of 

such miserably incompetent vages as necessitates 

such of the physical wretchedness which is to be 

found' . 
24 

This reappraisal of poverty reached its climax in 1848, vhsn 

exceptional distress and the menacing tone of local Chartists combined to 

drive the Bradford Observer into questioning the validity of laissez 

faire. 'If there is one thing clearer than another in the present 

disjointed and uneasy state of Inglandl, wrote the editor. 'it is 

this: that 'let alone' is equivalent to sentence of death to thousands 

of our countryman. They cannot by their unaided efforts find means 

to live'. If they were to be helped by the States 

$then the dogma that the State.... has no 

business to care positively for the welfare 

of the people must be given up ... The 

laissez fairs policy is not adapted to the 

present emergency. Circumstances over which 

they had no im: madiats control have reduced 

large ambers to the depths of destitution 

and rendered self-help impossible.... Tbs laws 

of political . cos " by their natural operation, 
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of national happiness.... pure political econosh, 

uncontrolled in its operation by moral 

considerations, is incompetent'. 23 

This rejection of classical liberalism was made in an atmosphere 

of despair and uncertainty and may be regarded as an exceptional 

response to exceptional circumstances. The philosophy of self-help 

still held sway, with its emphasis on moral and religious education, 

but greater awareness brought greater flexibility and allowed more 

readily for exceptional cases. Bradford's experiences were too 

traumatic to be accomodated within a preconceived theoretical 

model, including the model presented in the 1834 Deport. Attitudes 

to poverty responded to changes in its perceived reality and people's 

awareness of the realities of poverty developed sufficiently to prevent 

an inflexible adherence to a purely moral interpretation. The middle- 

classes were struggling to reconcile their growing appreciation of 

the limited effectiveness of self-help with their conviction that 

standards of morality were low. 

The Division of the Bradford Union 

Division was never far from the minds of some Guardians, in the 

sense that they never stopped hoping for a return to the Old Poor Law 

and township control. As friction between Bradford and the out- 

townships intensified, so too did the demand for the Union's 
. 
division. 

In May 1847 the Bradford Board of Guardians passed a resolution 

in favour of division and shortly afterwards the Board petitioned 

the Commissioners on the subject. The Guardians argued that the Union 

was too large to be managed efficiently, that potential Guardians 

were deterred by the lengthy Board meetings and by the distance to the 

board Room, that relief applicants in the Borough townships differed 

from those in the out-townships, that the principles of the New poor 
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Law would be carried out more satisfactorily in smaller Unions, 

and that the Borough's recent incorporation made it an opportune 

moment to divide the Union. it was suggested that three Unions be 

created, centred on Bradford, Horton and Pudsey. The Borough would 

not, therefore, constitute a separate Union. 26 

During the course of June and July 1847, the townships of 

Calverley, Cleckheatou,, Drighlington, Hunsworth, Pudsey, Tong and 

Wyke submitted further petitions in favour of division. These 

advanced similar arguments, namely that cases were not being properly 

investigated, that both paupers and Guardians had to travel long 

distances to attend lengthy meetings, that people were consequently 

reluctant to act as Guardians, that with smaller Unions the poor 

would receive better treatment, impostors would be more readily 

detected and the provisions of the New Poor Law would be carried out 

more effectively. 
27 

At this stage emphasis was on business efficiency, with the 

prospect of closer conformity to central policy added as a tempting 

reward. In December 1847 there was a new spate of petitions bearing 

the marks of Bodkin's Act, which had come into force at the end of 

July. The petitions emanated from ratepayers meetings held in 

Hunsworth, Idle, Pudsey and Shipley. They reiterated the Union's 

inability to investigate cases properly but also complained of the 

out-townships having to subsidise Bradford's ratepayers. Idle 

complained that, with other non-Borough townships, it was 'contributing 

largely, under the present system, in aid of the Borough of Bradford 

poor rates'. Shipley's ratepayers were 'wishful to be separate from 

the Bradford Union, in consequence of having to pay more than their 

proper proportion to the Union's e=penses'. 
28 

The Assistant Commissioner, Alfred Austin, felt that while the 

division of the Union might appease the out-townships, it would also 

defeat the object of Bodkin's Act, which was to enlarge the area of 
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chargeability. Austin denied that the Bradford Union was 

exceptional either in size or expenditure and argued that the 

Guardians were unable to cope, not because they were weighed under 

with work but because they conducted it so badly. The 'President 

of the Poor Lev Board, Charles sutler, favoured division but no 

further action was taken until May 1848, when more petitions were 

received from Drighlington, ßunswortb and Tong. Austin then 

produced a further report in which he defended his earlier position, 

but accepted that business was not being conducted satisfactorily 

and that talented men were deterred from acting as Guardians. He 

therefore recommended that the Union be divided into three. It was 

now Buller's turn to change his mind and start questioning the need 

for division but he was persuaded by Austin's insistence that the 

alienation of the out-townships from Bradford was irreversible. 

'The real difference of interest', wrote Austin, 'is slight, but 

the imaginary grievances innre'. The conflict between the country 

townships and the towns, 'respecting the nanagement of the poor, i. e. 

the establisbmsot charges, is permanent'. 
29 

Inter-towaship friction had broken the Anion, just as it vas 

to break the Manchester Union two years later. Administratively, 

the new North Bierley Union, formed at the and of September 1848 

from the sixteen out-townships, made little sense. Guardians had 

complained of the distance to the Board Roos, but the new Union was 

just as spread out and the Guardians still had to travel to Bradford 

to attend Board meetings. The North Bierley board ras not unique 

in holding its meetings in another Union but its situation was most 

unusual. 
30 



PART TWO. THE BRADFORD AND YOM DIEILK! 

UNIONS. 1848 TO 1871. 
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CHAPTER 9. TAM BRADFORD AND )O TH DITIMSY EOABDS OP GUARDIANS 

'If the Union admitted of being divided into 

tvo independent Unions, I believe that the 

diminished quantity of business in each might 

induce influential persons and persons of 

business habits to take a part in the managensnt 

of the affairs of the poor'. M. S. 12/14726. 

A. Austin to P. L. B., 28 June 1848. 

The creation of the North Bierley Union gave formal recognition 

to the divide that already separated Bradford from the out-townships 

and brought about an important change in the framework of policy 

formation. As Joshua Pollard rsuarked, 'so long as there was such 

a feeling of jealousy manifested by the out-township Guardians 

towards Bradford, no good neasure could be adopted by the Board'. ' 

A Bradford Board shorn of its out-township ! embers could be expected 

to take up some of the proposals, including the erection of a new 

Workhouse, which had been rejected by the old Bradford Board. 

The course of the new North Marley Union was less easy to 

predict. The out-township Guardians represented a different economic 

and social structure and were likely to face different problems 

and to pursue different policies. Judging from past experience, the 

Guardians confronting these problems would differ markedly from their 

counterparts in Bradford, for on the old Board there had been a clear 

distinction between the representatives of the small semi-rural 

out-townships and those acting for the central urban areas. The 

Borough townships had returned the more distinguished Guardians 

and had seen most electoral activity, while only the larger out- 

townships had returned Guardians of comparable standing. 

Occupationally, the most blatant distinction had been between 

the dominance of farmers in the out-townships and their relative 
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insignificance in the Borough. After 1848, as Graph 1 reveals, 

farmers became an even less important element in the Borough townships, 

and it was only in 1852 and 1833 that even one farmer appeared on the 

Bradford Board. More surprisingly, as Graph 2 indicates, the farmers 

were also eclipsed on the North Bierley Board. By the late 1850. 

representatives of group 2 (merchants and manufacturers) had established 

themselves as the leading occupational group and by the late 1860. 

the farmers were numerically barely distinguishable from groups 1, 

3 and 4. 

Between 1842 , and 1850 the merchant and manufacturing group never 

accounted for more than 20% of the out-toiraships' Guardians, yet 

after 1851 this group never accounted for less than 25% of the Board 

and on nine occasions accounted for over 40% of North Bierley's 

Guardians. This dramatic increase meant that manufacturers cams to 

be as roll represented on the North Bienley as on the Bradford Board 

of Guardians. 

In the Bradford Union the period after 1848 saw group 1 

(gentlemen and professional) growing in importance while groups 4 

and 3 declined. Group 3 (craft, retail, tradesmen), important in the 

late 1840s, went into decline during the aid-1830s before experiencing 

a revival in the late 1860s, Shopkeepers and tradesmen may have been 

prepared to leave the Union's affairs in the hands of retired gentlemen 

so long as there was no acute pressure on the rates, but when 

expenditure and political activity increased, their interest revived. 

To some extent, the post-division period saw a reduction in the 

occupational distinction between the Borough and out-township Guardians, 

though the election of farmers onto the North Bierisy Board remained 

an important distinguishing feature. Manufacturers and narchants 

became equally conspicuous on both Boards, though the rise of group 1 
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in Bradford represented a new source of distinction. As in the 

past, representatives of group 3 sometimes occupied an important 

position on the Bradford Board which they never attained in Worth 

Bierley. 

A division into broad occupational groups provides only a rough 

guide to the distinguishing features of the Bradford and North 

Bierley Boards. As in the earlier period, the Borough representatives 

teere distinguishable from their non-Borough counterparts by their 

economic status and by the range of their community activities. 

The Bradford Board attracted some of the Borough's leading businessmen. 

John Smith, Guardian nineteen times between 1849 and 1869, established 

a worsted spinning business of 'considerable magnitude and importance' 

at Field Head Mills in Horton. On Smith's death in 1870 the business 

passed into the hands of his son Isaac, who also served on the Board 

of Guardians and subsequently became Mayor of Bradford. Under his 

management the Mills became 'nothing less than monumental', covering 

over five acres and providing employment for 1300 hands., The 

business had been flourishing well before this, for in 1863 John 

Smith bought Yield House, standing in 24 acres of ground. One of 

its former occupants was Dr. Scoresby, the Vicar of Bradford, but 

Smith's immediate predecessor was Janes Drum ud, Guardian for 

Bradford in 1867 and the proprietor of the 'huge Lumb Lane Mills. 

The size of the concern was reflected in Drummond's scheme to build 

two hundred back to back houses for his employees. 
2 

Another large scale manufacturer who served on the Bradford 

Board was Edward Vaud,, Guardian three times during the late 1850s. 

Vaud was co-founder with his brother Christopher of what was at one 

tams the largest spinning mills in Bradford. In 1845 the premises 

of Edward Waud and Company carried a massiv. rateable value of 91310. 
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Other prominent textile uanuiacturers included Iriggs Priestley, 

whose firm was suployinX 1000 operatives in the 1880., and Cowling 

Ackroyd and Simeon Townend, who had both served as Guardians before 

the Union's division. 

Outside the textile industry there van the ironmastsr Joseph. 

Cliff, Guardian for Bradford fron 1859 to 1867 and the successful 

contractor for the construction of Worthing pier. William Brayshav, 

Guardian for Bradford from 1835 to 1866, when he became Mayor, was 

a more orthodox builder. Brayshav was responsible for the 

construction of the Bradford Infirmary, the Midland Railway Station 

and for four local churches. A better remembered name today is that 

of Joseph Nutter, Guardian for Bradford from 1855 to 1858 and again 

in 1862 and 1863. Nutter was a self-made man who retired from his 

business as an upbolsterar and cabinet maker in 1851 and eventually 

left £20,000 to charity. Half of this went towards the establishment 

of the Nutter Orphanage for Doge, opened in 1888.4 

Nutter was not alone in having money to spare. Nathan Whitley, 

Guardian for Bowling from 1858 to 1869, lent the Board of Guardians 

£1,000 to pay for the enlargement of the Workhouse Infirmary. When 

Whitley died his trustees sold the land destined to become Bowling 

Cemetery for £17,000,11,00 nor* than the Horton Guardian James 

Moore paid for the Old Bank property in Bradford. 
5 

It was this sort of record that enabled the Board's Chairman 

to declare that the Bradford Board was composed 'almalt without 

exception' of persons 'in an independent position'. Even the retailers 

on the Bradford Board tended to be auch more than corner grocers. 

though none could aspire to the position reached by Henry Brown. who 

acted for Bradford before division and for Horton afterwards. His 

most illustrious tallow retailer was Nanoah Modes, Guardian for 

Horton is 1865, Mayor in 1873, and the proprietor of 'one Of the 0 

hsndso sat jawllary astablishmants in tha p=ovincss'"6 

ý... 
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Few townships in the North äisrley Union could hope to elect 

manufacturers or tradesman operating on a comparable scale, partly 

because there were few large scale manufacturers to elect. Writing 

of Idle, the Union's third largest township, William Cudworth stated 

that, 'no can of exalted rank or groat wealth resides in the township, 

nor is there a giant manufacturer overtopping all his neighbours'. 

In returning in like Benjamin Bland, one of the six master clothiers 

who operated the Bowling Green Hill Company, and Thomas Watson, said 

to be one of the township's most prosperous clothiers, Idle was 

probably returning two of its most prominent townsman. Similarly, 

James Em tt, Guardian for Wilsdsa in 1859 and 1860. was a prominent 

figure in the township, having built Providence Mill, a Methodist 

Chapel and several cottages, but he did not rank highly outside the 

township. The same was true of William Cockshott. Be was Shipley's 

leading shopkeeper, but his linen draper's establishment was not in 

the tsmm league as Uenry Brown's draper's shop in Bradford. 7 

North Bierley's more distinguished Guardians were generally 

associated with the larger townships. North nierley itself was again 

represented by the Reverend Joshua )avicett, who served as Chairman 

from 1849 to 1859, and by Charles James Korth, a colliery proprietor 

and owner of the Bretton Hall Estates who was returned seventeen 

times between 1854 and 1871. In 1864 the same township returned 

William Selwyn of Bierley Hall, the manager of the Bowling Ironworks 

Company, and the following year he was succeeded by William Smyth, the 

manager of the Lou Moor Iron Company. These were overambitious 

selections, for Smyth failed to attend a single nesting and Selwyn 

attended only five. When Selwyn died, three years after his brief 

spell as Guardian, the Worth Marley Board passed a resolution of 

regret at the passing of 'a highly respected Guardian of this Union'. 
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Men of Selwyn', standing were not usually found in the Board Room. 

When they vets, the Guardians extracted the riaximua in reflected 

glary from thsu. 
a 

Thornton, another of the larger townships, returned Briggs 

Priostley's early business partner Francis Craven and another stuff 

asnufacturer, Jonas Craven, who claioed to ova property worth 

nearly £10,000 and eupioyed nearly 1000 hands. Another Thornton 

Guardian, the long serving Isaac Wood, owned the land on which the 

North Bisrlsy Union Workhouse was swatually built. 9 

The smaller townships rarely returned a man of substance but 

Lt was the smallest township of all, Bolton, which returned the 

wealthiest Guardian, Jamies Atkinson Jovett. Jowett, who acted as 

Guardian fron 1863 to beyond 1871, inherited estates Which included 

145 farms and a rent roll of #5,000 a year. To prow the point, 

Jovett paid for the construction of St. James' Church in Zolton. 

Strangely enough, Bolton also returned a better known figure in 

Matthew Balm, Guardian five tines during the 1830. and one of the 

leading arganisers in the factory reform movomant. 
10 

Baluests activities as Secretary of the Bradford Short-Time 

Committee and of the Yorkshire Central Cosuittaa took him far beyond 

the confines of Bolton township, but for mast North Marley Guardians 

the township gras the typical sphere of activity. Of the 150 

individuals who served on the North Marley Board prior to 1872,53 

are known to have acted as Annual Overseers and others may have done 

so. At least 43 served on Local Boards of Health, including 9 as 

Chairman; 2$ acted as Sighvsy Surveyors, 14 as Churchuardsns and 

7 as Constables. Pour or five were elected to the Bradford or Leads 

Town Councils but most confined their activities to the township. Many 

were totally inconspicuous, - something that can be said of vary fee 

ý ý, 
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of Bradford's Guardians, though it is fair to point out that 

Bradford offered a far wider range of activities than any of the 

too chips in the North Bierley Union. Some Guardians did play a 

full part in their townships' limited affairs, without being able 

to match the involvement of the Bradford Guardians. 

Charles jams north, for instance, was one of the but known 

men in North Marleyv a founder and Chairman of the North Morley 

Cu Company and a member of the Highways Board and Local Board of 

health. James Burks. Guardian for Pudsey from 1860 to 1871 was also 

a prominent local figure, serving as Overseer and Churchvarden and 

as a member of Pudaey's, Board of Higtsvay Surveyors, Burial Board 

and fLrct School Board. Richard Uotmrslay, also of Pudsey, was a 

trustee of the Congregational Church and a founder of the Congregational 

Dap School. Da carved as Overseer, as a comber of the Board of 

Surveyors, as Chairman of the Wcal Board of Health and Burial Board, 

and was on the directorate of the Gas and Water Companies. Luther 

Robertshav, Cuardian for Auerton on eight occasions, was to be one 

of the first Councillors elected for the Allerton Ward, while John 

Crabtree, 'a gentleman well known and highly esteemed both in social 

and a rc*ntilo circles', vac to be the first Councillor for the 

Reston 'ard. 11 

These man ranked high among North aiarley's Cuardians, though 

their achievements vodld not have meerfad tbesi out for special mention 

on the Bradford Board, others a wide ranging involvament in public 

affairs was almost a prerequisite for election. As in the pre-division 

period, the overwhelming Impression left by the Borough Guardian is 

of a group of men thoroughly i=srsed in the town's social and political 

Institutions. There was no truth in the Jibe of one of the Bradford 

kviev's correspondents, who alleged that the Guardians 'would pass 

entirely unnoticed in our streets, were it not for the dazzling uske- 

weight of money '. 
ix 
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One can point to prestigious figures conspicuously absent 

from the Board, somz of whom, such as Henry Forbes, Titus Salt, 

Robert Milligan and Alfred Illingworth, had stood unsuccessfully 

for election, but several msabers or future aembers of the local 

elite considered that a place on the Board was worthwhile. In 

William Edward Forster, Guardian for Bradford from 1849 to 1851 

and Chairman in 1850 and 1851, the Board clearly had an outstanding 

recruit. Forster was not elected to Parliament for another ten 

years, but he bad already made a name for himself in local Radical 

politics and in 1848 had been the leading advocate of an alliance 

between Reformers and Chartists. Forster"s subsequent career narks 

hin out from all other Guardiuu,, but be wes not the only future 

? t. P. to tit on the Board. Briggs Prießticy, Guardian for Horton 

in 1871 id Mayor of Bradford in 1877 became Pudsey's first M. P. 

in 18ß5. Honry Browa, uho * chaired Torster's slectien co tittee 

in 1861 vzo once suggested as a possible Liberal candidate, 
13 

and two other future ti. P'e. Alfred xllingworth and Henry W. Ripley 

were among the unsuccessful contenders for a seat on the board. 

Other Guardians could not hatch Torster's subsequent national 

reputation nor Uenry Brovn's prodigious involvement in local 

inatitutiono, but the borough's social and political organisationi 

would have suffered badly if they had been deprived of their 'Guardian' 

viembers. Of the total of 94 individuals who served on the Bradford 

Board of Guardians after 1! i4$, no lese than 60 were past, present 

or future Councillors, including 13 Aldermen and 6 Mayors. ! xperience 

of tovaship office was also comon, though less co ron than in North 

Bierley. Twenty-two of the Borough's 94 Cuardianp acted as Annual 

Overseers, 10 as Higbvay Surveyors, 6 as Churchwardens and 5 on the 

Bradford or Horton Burial Boards. Many were involved in the msnagsment 

of local societies and institutions. Twenty-six served on the Board of 
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Management of the Bradford Infirmary, 14 sat on the Committee of 

the Bradford Tradesmaa's Benevolent Institution, 13 were associated 

with the Bradford or Horton Mechanics' Institutes, 7 helped to run 

the Bradford Eye and Ear Hospital, 10 served on the 1857 Relief 

Committee, 9 belonged to a Temperance Society, 6 to the Town Mission 

and 10 to the Bradford Philosophical Society. In smaller numbers, 

Guardians were represented on the Bradford Freehold Land Society, 

the Early Closing Association, the Bible and Tract Societies, the 

Strangers' Friend Society, the Bradford Ragged Schools' Committee, 

the Charitable Inquiry Society, the Bradford Female Refuge, the 

Bradford Working Men's Club Committee and several others. 

A seat on the Bradford Board was part of a wider involvement 

in community affairs and its attraction was reflected in the number 

of contested elections. During the period from 1849 to 1871,71: 75 

of the Bradford Union's annual elections were contested. In Bradford 

township there was only one year, and in Horton only two when no 

contest took place. In Bowling, the influence of the principals 

of the Bowling Iron Works may explain why only eight elections were 

contested 
14 

The picture was very different in North Bierley, where only 

19.02 of the elections were contested. 
15 Pudsey staged 13 contests, 

Clayton 11, and North Biarlay, Thornton and Calverley six each, but 

the townships of Bolton and Tong never hold a contested election and 

six other townships staged only one or two, On at least eleven 

occasions, townships found themselves devoid of candidates16 and 

when six candidates contested Pudsey's two seats in 1857 they 

established a record for the number of candidates fighting an election 

in the North Bierley Union. In contrast, elections in Bradford 

township attracted an average of 20.4 candidates for the eight 

available seats, while an average of 10,6 candidates fought for Barton's 
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four seats. 
'7 

Although less than a fifth of the elections in the North 

Bierley Union were contested, this was a larger proportion than 

in the pro-division period, when only 11.32 of the out-tovaship 

elections had been contested. ? hire was a similar increase in 

electoral activity in the Borough townships, from 44.2% before 

division to 71.7% afterwards, so that the gulf between the Borough 

and out-townships widened. In both Unions an increasing number of 

ratepayers were eligible to stand for election, because population 

and rateable values increased while the rating qualification remained 

unchanged at E20. In North Morley this development was compensated 

by an increase in the number of elected Guardians, from 20 in 1848 

to 29 in 1871, but in Bradford the size of the Board remained 

unchanged at sixteen. In both Unions, candidates may have been,, 

encouraged by the knowledge that they would be dealing more 

exclusively with matters relating directly to their own townships 

and in a more congenial atmosphere than that existing on the old 

Bradford Board. Men who had been deterred by the rough and tumble 

of the Board meetings might be prepared to stand for a Bradford 

Board which had shad its least distinguished members. In the short 

term, division meant a reduction in the Guardians' work load and 

this was'reinforced by the relative economic stability of the 1830s 

and-1860s and, in Bradford at lasst, by a more efficient arrangement 

of business. North Burley's Guardians still faced a journey into 

Bradford, but Board meetings were often held fortnightly rather than 

weekly. 

Individual motives for standing for election vsrs dLvsrss, but 

material raaard was rarely one of thou. Guardians might benefit 

from their position on the Board if, they applied for a Union post 

but this vu an unusual occurrence. Two Guardians in the $rsdford 

Union were appointed as Relieving Officers during this period but it 
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is doubtful if either regarded a seat on the Board as a stepping 

stone to a Union post. one gras in bis fourth year on the Board 

and the other was obliged to apply as a result of the failure 

of his business. None of North Dierley's Guardians graduated to 

the posts of Relieving Officer or Assistant Overseer and Matthew 

Balms failed in his candidacy for the former position. 
is Soss 

tradesmen may have secured contracts which would otherwise have 

gone elsewhere, though there is no firm evidence of this. 

The best a Guardian could hope for was some small memento 

offered as a token of appreciation by the ratepayers. Oat of 

Bradford's Guardians and four of Worth Bierlsy's are known to have 

received a piece of silver or a gold watch and in 1876 Isaac Wood, 

who had represented Thornton almost continuously for nearly forty 

years, was presented with his own portrait,, to be placed in the 

Board Boost 'as a monument of his untiring seal on behalf of the poor 

and the ratepayers'. 
19 

For the substantial number of retired gentleman elected to the 

Bradford Board, membership offered a welcome activity and an 

opportunity to serve the coasunity. Some Guardians, like Cowling 

Ackroyd, equated cossunity service with a 'desire to endeavour to 

reduce the enormous rates .... and to endeavour to sea the money 

applied vith the most rigorous economy'. Aspiring Guardians might 

be well advised to declare their loyalty to retrenchment. In 1851 

one of Bowling's Guardians bemoaned the fact that som Guardians, 

'looking forward to the next election, constantly pursue the penny 

wise and pound foolish system'. However, the electors' preoccupation 

with the level of the rates should not be exaggerated. E. P. Bannock 

has identified a pattern in which urban authorities, 'having 

eubarked on a prograume of rising expenditure, or showing signs of 
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venting to do so, would provoke the formation of i, Ratepayers' 

Protection Society, which would launch 'a successful campaign 

at the local elections and inaugurate a period of economy'. During 

the 1860s the Bradford Property Owners Protection Society shoved 

just such a concern at the level of salaries being paid to Union 

officers. Between 1861 and 1867 the President, Chairman and 

Secretary of the Society between them stood for election thirteen 

times without success. Clearly, their concern was not shared by 

a majority of Bradford's ratepayers, who vera benefitting from 

the fact that rateable value was increasing at a faster rate than 

Union expenditure. 
20 Ackroyd may have been justified in expressing 

concern at the level of rates in 1849 but it was 1868 before the 

combined relief expenditure of Bradford and Worth Marley again 

reached the level of 1848-9. and the peak level of 1847-8 was not 

reached until after 1871. 

Before division, politics had helped to explain the relatively 

greater attraction of the office in the Borough townships and this 

remained an important distinguishing feature. Very few of North 

Dierley's Guardians were politically active. Matthew Bales, Samuel 

Cowling, Thomas Lister and Benjamin Troughton were associated with 

local Operative Conservative Societies, John Iarrer was Pudsey's 

leading Tory and George Anderton was a prominent Cleckheaton Liberal, 

but others left no sign of active involvement beyond that implicit 

in filling township offices. Thar* vere, of course, far fever 

opportunities for political involvement in North Bierley's smaller 

commamities, but lack of alternative openings night have been expected 

to raise the status of a place on the Board of Guardians and to have 

made elections to the Board a focal point of local politics. The 

paucity of contested elections shows that this was not the case. Poor 

Low administration had become a matter of routine and elections to 
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other local offices, particularly to the new Local Boards of 

health tended to attract more attention. In 1864, the election 

of Idle's first Local Board attracted 37 candidates for the nine 

available seats. In 1866, twelve candidates contested four 

vacancies on Thornton's Local Board and in 1872 Pudsey's first 

Local Board election attracted 105 nominees for fifteen places. 
21 

A greater proportion of Bradford's Guardians were politically 

active. In the case of J. E. Forster, Briggs Priestley and Henry 

Brown, this was at an exalted level but other Cuardians were well 

represented in local political societies. live had belonged to 

the Liberal Reform Society in the 1830s, twelve to the Unit3d Reform 

Club in the 1840s and eleven belonged to one or more of the various 

Liberal associations of the 1860x, namely the Bradford Political 

Union, the Bradford branch of the National Reform Union, the 

Liberal Electoral Association and the Liberal Reform Registration 

Society. Jass Wade and Joseph Hick both served as Presidents 

of the Bradford Operative Conservative Society and Cowling Ackroyd 

was associated with the Society in Horton. 

Membership of political societies did not necessarily mean that 

elections to the Board were politicised, and from the early 1850s 

to the time of the 1867 Reform Act politics in Bradford experienced 

a quiet phase. This makes the increased number of contests after 

1848 more puzzling, particularly since there was now the rival 

attraction of the ToVA Council. Potential candidates might have 

been expected to stand for the Council rather than for the Board of 

Guardians, or at lent to have regarded the Board as a stepping stone 

to the Council. Yet this was not alvays the case. Of the sixty 

Guardians who served as Councillors, 28 were first elected to the 

Board after they had sat on the Town Council. live of the six 

Guardians who served as Mayors had completed their spell on the Board 

before being elevated to the Mayoralty, but five of the thirteen 
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Guardian, - - Aldermen filled the two offices simultaneously 

and two others bad completed their term as Alderman before being 

elected to the Board. It was not, therefore, bcaeath Aldermanic 

dignity to serve on the Bradford Board of Guardians and these 

figures suggest that there was little to choose between the status 

of a Councillor and of a Guardian. In 1856 it was still possible 

for the Board's Chairman, speaking of the office of Guardian, to 

assert that 'there was not a more important office to which the 

ratepayers could appoint one of their body'. 22 

The establishment of the Town Council does not seem to have 

had an adverse effect an recruitment to the Board of Guardians, and 

it may well be that the creation of a new area of political interest 

raised the level of political awareness generally, without necessarily 

intensifying party political activity. 

The record level of relief expenditure during the two years 

ended Lady-Day 1849 coupled with the novelty of a reconstituted 

Board ensured a lively interest in the 1849 election, which produced 

a record thirty-seven candidates in Bradford township. The Bradford 

Observer noted that the election was attracting 'unusual attention' 

and the Leeds Tines reported that: 

'the cxciteuent of this approaching election 

will, from all signs, be the most intense 

and active we have ever witnessed in this 

Borough since the passing of the Nev Poor 

Law, with the exception of the first 

election'. 
23 

The contest resulted in a clean sweep for the Liberals in Bradford 

itself and only the return of Cowling Ackroyd and Janes Wade in Barton 

prevented a Liberal monopoly. What the election lacked, however, was 

any firm evidence of a party political contest. Interest may have 
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been intense but neither the press reports nor the voting pattern 

suggest a battle fought on party lines. Many of the great issues 

of the 1830s and 1840s had lost their edge and the Chartists' 

eclipse had lowered the political, temperature. By 1849 the 

Bradford United Reform Club had closed dove and though the 

Bradford Operative Conservative Society survived into the 1SSflse 

it sande little impression. 24 It was not until 1858 that the 

establishment of the Eradford Political, Union heralded a revival 

of organised Liberal activity, and there was no cohesive working 

class novemc: nt until the 1370s. After the controversy over the 

1850 Improvement Act had died down, interest in nunicipal. affairs 

vaned, and it was not until the late 1860s that municipal elections 

were again fought on party linu. 2s 

Elections to the Bradford Board of Guardians fitted into this 

pattern of party indifference. In 1850 and 1862 there were 

corplainta of electoral ialpractices26 but most elections passed 

by without count. In 1857 the Leads Thies reported that elections 

to the Bradford Board had been 'conducted throughout without anything 

like scris ay or unseemly containtioa or reference in any respect to 

political partisanship'. The electors' apathy caused the Bradford 

faviev to fear the olection. of 'seif'-seeking, office-loving men' 

and in 1859 a correspondent claimed that in Horton, 'the apathy 

of the ratepayers, coupled with' the Guardians' 'owns personal 

exertions and their fondness for the office', led to their repeated 

re-election. Consequently, a group of men of all shades of politics 

and religion established a comoittee to secure the return of men of 

suitable character. 
27 

The Contttee's total success showed that the 

Board was at the mercy of an organised campaign. Its four candidates 

were returned at the head of the poll and inflicted a humiliating 

defeat on several tong-serving Guardians. Edwin Bentley had represented 
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Barton continuously since 1850. William )foorhotias had been 

returned eight times since 1848 and Jeremiah Rudd four time 

since 1850, but the most successful of these, Edwin Bentley# 

polled only 251 votes, 498 less than the nest, elected, candidate 

above him. 

The new Guardians soon assumed the permanence of the old, 

with Simeon Townsnd being re-elected eleven times, James Dixon 

nine times and Jaus Moore five times. By 1863 there vera again 

complaints of Guardians 'of doubtful capacity' continuing in office 

'for some ten, eleven, twelve and fourteen years'. 
28 Certainly, 

Bradford's Guardians tended to remain in office longer after 1848 

than during the pro-division period. Those Guardians who had 

first been elected for one of the Borough townships in one of 

the first ton elections after the Union's formation in 1837 were 

elected on average 2.9 times. Those Guardians first elected in 

one of the ten elections after the Union's division were elected 

an average of 3.2 timen. 

Sigh abstention rates confirmed this limited interest aroused 

by the board of Guardians' elections. In 1862 there were 4151 

ratepayers entitled to vote in äradford township but only 1633 

(39.3%) actually did so. 1334 voting papers were either not 

delivered or not collected and a further 1184 (28.5%) were returned 

blank or 'bad'. Discounting undelivered and uncollected papers, 

58.02 of those entitled to vote, did so. In Dorton, 51.3% of those 

entitled to vote did so; 61.2% if undelivered and uncollected 

papers are discounted. In Manningbam the corresponding figures 

were 46.1% and 65.5Z. 29 Since voters did not have to step outside 

their ova hoses to cast their votes, this was an unimpressive poll 

and the elections of 1870 and 1871 shoved that a such higher poll 

could be expected when party rivalry was intense. 
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Between 1849 and 1869 the total number of votes cast in 

Bradford township never exceeded 20,000# yet in 1870 and again 

in 1871 more than 42,000 votes were cast. In Horton, where the 

highest previous poll was less than 7.000, polls of over 11,000 

in 1870 and of over 181,000 in 1871 were recorded. 
30 This 

dramatic increase was due to the return of party battles to local 

elections. After 1868, municipal elections were again fought on 

party lines, with the Tories seeking to capitalise on the Liberals' 

divisions over'the education question. 
31 In 1870 and 1871 the 

Conservatives intervened successfully in the Board of Guardians' 

elections, to reverse a situation in which threaquarters of the 

Board had been of Liberal persuasion. In 1870 the Liberal Chairman, 

Charles Lund and the two Liberal Vice-Chairmen, Benjamin Read and 

Nathan Whitley all lost their seats and a Tory Chairman, Thoma 

Barber, was appointed. it was a naasure of the earlier depolfticisation 

of the Poor Law that Barber had previously served as Chairman of 

predominantly Liberal Boards. 

In 1871 it was reported that 'great efforts have been and are 

still being made to make tbe'whole a question of political 

partisanship', with Tories, 'as night have been expected from the 

strenuous efforts so lately made', being 'pretty thickly spread' among 

the lists of nominees. The Liberalsproduced their own list of candidates 

for each of the Union's four townships but the Bradford Observer 

described the Liberals' efforts as feeble and half-hearted and only two 

from the list, Briggs Priestley in Horton and Charles Clayton in 

Manningham, were elected. 
32 

This revival of party political involvement barely touched the 

out-townships. In 1871 the Bradford Observer reported 'much excitement 

in all the townships, but especially in Clayton and Pudsey' and in the 

latter township, where 'sons excitement ... prevailed amongst a select 
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BRADFORD UNION. 
ELECTION OF GUARDIANS, --1871, 

The Conservatives boast that they will fill every official position 
in the Borough of Bradford. Are you content that such should be 
the case ? If not, endeavour to secure the return of the following 
gentlemen as Guardians of the Poor for the ensuing year; who, 
while they will pay all due attention to economy in expenditure, and 
to the interest 'of the Ratepayers generally, will not disregard the 

r wants of those who may have the misfortune to require assistance. 

, ______,. r, dford Township. ---(8 only to be voiecZ for. ) 

BENJAMIN READ. 
CHARLES LUND. 
WILLIAM WATSON. 

0 CO. -JOHN TATE. 
WII, LIAM BRANBER HAMILTON. 
WILLIAM WATKINS. 
WILLIAM LOBLEY. 

4 JAMES RHODES. 

711 nningham Township. -(2 only to lie voted for. 
CHARLES CLAYTON. ISAAC SMITH. 

Horton Township. ----(4 only to be voted for. ) 

JOHN TOMLINSON, JOHN MYERS. 
BRIGGS PRIESTLEY. WILLIAM MOORHOUSE. 

Bowling Township. ---(2 only to Ze voted for. 
JOHN 'COLE. 1 HENRY HORNBY. 

The Voting Papers should be delivered on Thursday, the Gth of 
April, and collected on Saturday the 8th, 

Please note the following instructions. 

If you, or any of your friends who are qualified to vote, should not 
receive a Voting Paper on Thursday, the Gth, apply MIEMI- 
ATELY to Mr. Darlington, Clerk to the Guardians, 12, Manor 
Row. Cheapside. 

If your Voting Paper is not called for on Saturday, the 8th, deliver 
it IMMEDIATELY to Mr. Darlington. 

If the Distributor fails to deliver or collect your Voting Paper, 
please inform the Agent of the Liberal Association, 7, Duke 
. street, Darley Street, of the circumstance. 
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Liberal Handbill. 
Source: B. C. L., Deed Box 13, Case 36, Item 4. 
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few, ... agents on behalf of each candidate attended the casting 

up of the votes'* 
33 Yet only three contests were staged in the 

North Bierley Union, two more than in 1870, and these contests 

do not seem to have been fought on clear party lines. In both 

Pudsey and North Bierley four candidates disputed three vacancies, 

and both townships returned the .a three Guardians who had been 

actin= for them since 1867. In Clayton the two seats wre 

contested by three candidates. 

Party involvement in North Bierley's elections was eztremsly 

sporadic. In 1862 it was reported that elections in Pudsey were 

always fought on party lines, and the relatively high incidence of 

contested elections in this tovnehip may have reflected an above 

average measure of party polftical interest. Calverley's 1849 

election was said to have been rem on party lines and in 1865, 

when the same township's election vas declared void because the 

voting pipers hid been collected on the wrong day, the Union Clerk 

reported that 'party spirit ran very high and auch ezcitsasnt 

prevailed'. Complaints of electoral malpractice were not uncomaaoni, 

but these did not necessarily imply party political involvearnt. 

When elections generated excitement or controversy, it was probably 

the result of local and personal rivalries. Small town politics 

had a high personal content, cad Villas Cudvorth'e reloark, that the 

'local politics of Idle are simply inscrutable to outsiders', was 
34 

probably applicable to other townships. 

In Bradford, te muted tone of party politics and, more 

especially, the absence of serious inter-township conflict encouraged 

an agreeable Board Room atmosphere. In 1855 John Smith testified 

to'khe entire absence at all times of anything like party feeling 

and considerations'; two years later his successor as Chairman, 

William Brayshav, recorded that 'neither politics nor party feeling 
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entered into the business of the torn', and in 1869 the Bradford 

Observer contrasted the contemporary calm of Board meetings with 

the unsavoury scenes of pre-division days. Sweetness and light 

were less in evidence on the Worth Morley Board. In 1849 the 

irascible Samuel Cowling, the Board's first Chairman, announced 

'that in consequence of certain charges having been brought against 

him by one of the Guardians he should take his leave of the Board 

and then retired from the room', never to return. His successor, 

the Reverend Joshua Fawcett was tempted to follow suit because 

there was 'so little moral principle influencing many numbers of 

the Board and so much party spirit as to render it exceedingly 
35 

unpleasant to one in my position and my profession', 

Division proved 119 panacea, for some Guardians still hankered 

after the old township system and others became disillusioned with 

the new Union. Twenty years after the out-tovaships had petitioned 

for the division of the Bradford Union a new campaign was launched 

to break up the North Marley Union. Townships alienated by the 

siting of North Bierley's new Union Workhouse seized on the 

dissolution of the neighbouring Carlton Incorporation as an 

opportunity to indulge in some fresh boundary changes. It vas hoped 

to unite the townships of idle, Calverley, Shipley and Bolton with 

eight others from the Carlton and Jharfedale Unions to form a new 

Airedale Union, In the event, North Marley remained intact, with 

the township of Eccleshill being added to it in 1869.36 

The North Bierley Union's annular shape was admtnistrattvaly 

irrational and in 1852 the new Poor Law inspector concluded that 

the Union 'should form a part of the Bradford Union which is in the 

centre of it'. 37 It was too late to reverse the decision lade four 

years earlier but there was a certain irony in the fact that Guardians 

who had complained of the inconvenience of travelling to Bradford 
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were obliged to acknowledge that there was no more convenient 

meeting place. The new Board held its first meeting at the Idle 

Workhouse, but than moved, first to the Bradford Court House, 

hhen to the Old Dispensary in Darley Street and finally in 1865 

to new offices in Manor Row. Until 1650 meetings were generally 

held weekly but it became increasingly usual for the Board to x6et 

fortnightly, with a reversion to weekly meetings when required. 

Lase frequent meetings may have been a factor in the improved 

attendance record of elected Guardians, thoush this vas also a 

feature of the new Bradford Board, which continued to bold its 

meetings weekly. before division the Bradford Board had registered 

an attendance rate of 46.72. Eetwean 1849 and 1871 the now Bradford 

Board achieved a rate of 72.4% and the North Diarley Board one of 

66.5X. 36 This improvement probably had several causes. Occupational 

changes in the Board'a composition say have played soss part. In 

Bradford, for instance, the greater prominence of retired gentleman 

had a beneficial effect on attendance levels. Those descritf-m, 

A, 
themselves as 'gentlemen' achieved an attendance rats of 79.3%. 

The steadier tempo of business in Bradford during the 1850s, and 

1860. may have made attendance easier for those with their own 

businesses-The Boards themselves were generally under less pressure 

than in the earlier period and Guardians were encouraged to attend 

more regularly because the Boards were smaller, the atmosphere loss 

acerbic and the conduct of business more efficient. 

Both Boards bensfitted from a more systenatic arrangement of 

business and a routine emerged which left an impression of regularity 

missing from the pre-division period. The Boards of Guardians operated 

through a system of standing and ad hoc committees. One of the first 

acts of each newly elected Board was to appoint the standing committees 

for the year. In both Unions the key committees were the Finance 
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Committee and the Workhouse. Visiting Committee, augmented after 

the Union Assessment Committee Act of 1862 (25 + 26 Vic. c. 103) 

by the Assessment Committee. At various tunas the Bradford Board 

also appointed Labour Test, Workhouse, Building and General Purposes 

Committees but after 1855 their functions were assumed by the Pinance 

and Visiting Committees. In 1870 and 1871 the Visiting Committee 

appointed a series of sub-committees, namely the Purchasing, Special 

Visiting, Garden and Grounds, Pig purchasing and selling, and Boiler 

sub-committees. In North Bierley the Visiting, Pinance and later 

the Assessment Committses war* the only standing com dttees until 

1867, when a Farm Caamittee vas appointed. In 1868,1870 and 1871 

a special visiting Coi tttae was also appointed. 

North Bierley's records give little indication of the work of 

these committees but in Bradford a great deal of routine business 

devolved upon them and their duties came to be closely defined. In 

1849 the Board's Chairman stated that there was no regular Visiting 

Committee and that Guardians visited the Workhouse as and when they 

sav fit, 39 but by the mid-1850s the Visiting and Finance Committaas 

were well established bodies, holding regular v. akly matingt and 

operating on the basis of a carefully defined list of duties. A 

comprehensive list was adapted by the Bradford Board in 185740 and 

subsequently readopted annually. In general terns# the Visiting 

Committee aas responsible for inspecting the Workhouse and the 

Workhouse Schools weekly and for all matters connected therewith. 

The Finance Committee supervised financial natters, the education of 

children of outdoor paupers and able-bodied test labourers when 

they were not employed at the Workhouse. 

In addition to the standing coamdttess there was a vast range 

of ad hoc comittses set up to deal with specific issues as they 

arose. Alleged irregularities within the workhousem, or by Union 

officers often proupted the appointment of an investigating comaittee. 
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The North Marley Board appointed committees to supervise the 

transfer of inmates from the old to the now Workhouse, to examine 

the accommodation of lunatic and sick inmates, to investigate rate 

collection, to visit apprentices resident in the Union and to 

consider the possibility of compelling Tong to drain itself 

effectively. Bradford employed 'any more ad hoc cosittess; 

committees to consider taking legal action against a defaulting 

officer, to consider how many should be housed in the now Workhouse, 

to investigate the election of Horton's Guardians in 1850, to 

look into the sanitary condition of the poor in Bradford West, to 

examine the Relieving officers' reports on non-settled paupers, to 

examine the Clerk's accounts and a host of other topics. Some ad 

hoc counittaes wert regularly reappointed to deal with recurring 

issues. Throughout the 1860s North Marley annually appointed a 

special commnittee to visit the Union'g pauper lunatics at the County 

Asylum in Wakefield. The Bradford Board used special committees to 

produce short lists of candidates for vacant posts. 

'When the Bradford Board decided to adopt a vritten set of 

standing orders, it appointed a committee. to prepare them. Their 

adoption, in 1851, represented an advance on pre-division practices, 

which had involved frequent procedural disputes. Guardians were now 

obliged to give seven days notice of a notion on fresh business, no 

Guardian was to speak more than once on the saue notion except the 

mover in reply, no interruptions were to be allowed except to call 

to order, and only one amendment was to be considered at a time. In 

1866 a new order was added, requiring Guardians to stand when addressing 

the Chair. North 3ierley does not appear to have adopted any written 

standing orders. 
41 

In both Unions the Assessment Cooittaa vas made up of aisht 

elected and four ez-officio Guardians. This ensured that the County 
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Magistrates would play some part in the Boards' affairs, but it was 

a marginal one. In Bradford, the number of ex-officios rose from 

three in 1848 to six in 1855 and to nine in the mid-1860s. Only 

two of their number, Joshua Pollard and his son Captain William 

Pollard attended with any regularity. Joshua attended 27. OZ of 

the Board's meetings and William 31.0%. compared with the elected 

Guardians' record of 72.42. None of the other nine Magistrates who 

attended the Bradford Board did so more than fifteen times in all. 

In North Bierley their record was even worse. Here, eleven Magistrates 

were qualified to sit as es-officio Guardians at some time during the 

period but only five are recorded as having done so and the most 

prolific attender, Charles Hardy, appeared a grand total of four 

times. The Board's Chairman was scarcely exaggerating when he reported 

that 'the ax-officio guardians nevtr 
[attended] 

the meetings of the 

Board'. 42 

When Magistrates did attend, their motives were suspect and their 

reception mixed. Bradford's Chairman, William Forster, insisted that 

he was always glad to see ex-officios at the Board and in 1863 the 

Pollards received a vote of thanks for their regular attendance. 

However, some elected Guardians resented the appearance of 'absentee' 

Magistrates when an office was due to be filled. In 1850, the appointment 

of a new Union Clerk induced four of the Union's five ex-officios to 

attend, prompting Edwin Bentley to complain that Magistrates 'who never 

made their appearance there, except when there was an office to be 

given away, ought not in fairness to vote on such an occasion'. The 

following year Bentley again complained that one Magistrate, William 

Walker, never attended except when an officer was to be appointed. 

Eleven years later, when John and Williams Rand made their first and 

only appearance of the year to support the candidacy of David Katcalfe 

for the post of Relieving Officer, a correspondent of the Bradford 
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Observer asked: 

'Do these gentleman attend the meetings of 

the Board of Guardians at any other time than, 

when there is a fat office to be scrambled for? 

Do they in any way ever assist the Guardians 

in the discharge of the onerous duties which 

devolve upon them? No! is the answer. Then 

why do they go when the loaves and fishes are 

being distributed? ' 

It may have been the -same correspondent who was provoked by Captain 

Pollard's subsequent support for & pay increase for one of the officers 

into proclaiming that 'the law which allows as-officios to sit with 

poor Law Guardians is a disgrace to the Statute Book'. 43 

The Bradford Board could certainly *aaage wall enough without 

the regular support of the ex-of ficios. The Board's increasingly 

sophisticated committee system and its wall defined procedures were 

signs of a maturing administration. There was doubtless an inter- 

action here between the practices of the Board of Guardians, the Town 

Council and the many other local bodies on which the Guardians were 

represented. In 1855 the President of the Poor Law Board congratulated 

Bradford's Guardians on 'the ability, intelligence and seal with which 

they have discharged the duties of their office'. 
44 The President, 

Matthew Baines, may have been influenced by his local connections and 

by Bradford's decision to build a new Workhouse, but it was not a 

tribute any of his predecessors could conceivably have made. Nor was 

it one. which the Worth Bierley Board, still without a new Workhouse, 

vas likely to receive. 
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CHAPTER 10. ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL DEVELOPM MTS 

At the time of division, in Ssptembsr 18480 the Bradford Poor 

Law Union had been in existence for over ten years, yet the system 

of relief administration remained unsettled and unsatisfactory. 

Bradford had been issued with the standard set of orders and 

regulations governing relief procedures but until 1842 the Poor Law 

Commissioners had made no serious attempt to scrutinise Bradford's 

relief system. Localist sentiment therefore expressed itself very 

freely, in the form of ratepayers' committees sitting with the 

Relieving Officers on pay days, in individual Guardians intervening 

in relief cases in their on townships and in proposals to replace the 

new Relieving Officers and return to the old township system. The 

Relieving Officers were not fulfilling the role prescribed for them 

by the Poor Law Commission, and when Charles Mott investigated the 

state of the Union in 1842 he found that 'the whole system [vas] 

wrong from beginning to end' and that 'the whole arrangements 
[required] 

to be remodelled'. 
1 Subsequently, the administrative system became 

rather less anarchic, but the tremendous pressures imposed upon it 

between 1846 and 1848 hihliabted the persistent problem of excessive 

work loads. In the context of Bradford's social, political and 

economic situation, ten years proved too short a period to create an 

accepted, uniform and efficient relief system. 

After 1848 the records leave the Lapression of a more disciplined 

administration, less prone to crisis and controversy and more amenable 

to conformist pressures. Rovever, the two new Boards of Guardians 

could claim little of the credit. They left the system of relief 

administration largely unchanged, and it operated with less incident 

chiefly because it was subjected to fever pressures. 

By 1848 many critics of the Way Poor Law were more or less 

reconciled to the continence of district Relieving Officers, an! 

during the later 1840s it was not township interference which hindered 
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the establishment of an efficient administrative system, but the 

Relieving Officers' inability to cope with the burden of economic 

depression. The employment of temporary assistants and progressive 

reductions in the size of the officers' districts failed to sate their 

duties manageable, yet the post-division Boards saw no reason to 

remodel the existing relief districts or to radically alter relief 

arrangements. The Union's division made some boundary changes 

inevitable, but these were kept to a minimum. The six Relieving 

Officers were reappointed to districts similar or identical to those 

in the old Bradford Union. 

If the old Board of Guardians could be accused of tampering with 

the officers' districts too often, the Bradford and North Bierley 

Boards were guilty of leaving then unchanged for too long. Between 

1851 and 1871 the population of the North Bierley Union increased by 

50.2x, from 74,486 to 111,883,2 yet the Union remained divided into 

just three relief districts. In Bradford, the situation was 

complicated by the appointment of a Pay Clerk, first as a replacement 

for one of the three Relieving Officers and then as an addition to 

them. Treating the Pay Clerk ad'equivalent to a Relieving Officer, 

the average population allotted to each officer rose from 34,593 in 

1851 to 36,457 in 1871. This compared favourably with North Biarley's 

1871 average of 37,294 and the Bradford Union covered an area a fifth 

the size of North Marley, Nevertheless, the experience of 1847-8 

suggested that the size of the Bradford officers' districts represented 

a certain recipe for chaos. Yet there were few recorded complaints 

of overwork3 and both Onions viers able to avoid major problems because 

the number of outdoor paupers declined. 

On Ist July 1848 the old Bradford 'Union had 13,028 outdoor paupers 

on its books. By January 1850 the number of outdoor paupers in the two 

now Unions had fallen to 5,062 and between 1857 and 1871 the number of 

outdoor paupers only once exceeded S, 000.4 when relief expenditure 
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started to rise in the later 1860sp it was because of the increased 

cost of indoor relief and not because of any dramatic increase in 

the number of outdoor paupers. 

The relatively low and stable level of relief applications meant 

that there was little incentive to amend relief procedures. After 

the opening of the now Bradford Workhousep in 18519, the Relieving 

Officers received applications at the Workhouse rather than in their 

respective districts and this practice continued despite the Poor 

Law Board's reminder that officers were required to accept applications 

anywhere within their districts and preferably at any time. 5 

The appointment of a Pay Clark, in 1853, allegedly allowed the 

Relieving Officers more ties to carry out their visiting duties, but 

since the ecbema involved a reduction in the number of Relieving 

Officers, from three to two, this argument was of doubtful validity. 

The Guardians' genuine concern for effective visitation could not be 

translated into action because of their still greater desire to 

minimise staff and salary levels. However,, some minor reforms were 

introduced in an attempt to improve the information available to the 

Bradford Board. In 1850 it was decided to furnish all millovners 

in the Borough with check books to enable thou to provide a record 

of their employees' earnings. Relieving Officers were instructed 

'not to relieve any poor person without their having previously 

obtained a note of the earnings of the family'. The following year 

the officers were ordered to keep a register of their visits to 

paupers' cottages and at various time throughout the period officers 

were also required to produce the outdoor relief lists, receipt and 

expenditure books, lists of pauper children attending schools, returns 

of medical orders issued during the week, and lists of applicants due 

to appear before the Board. 6 

Armed with this information, the Bradford Board proceeded to 

deal with the new relief applications. The Board sometimes divided 
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into committees to hear the applications but it is not clear 

whether this was normal practice or an occasional response to the 

pressure of business. The form of the orders for relief is also 

uncertain, though there is some evidence of quarterly orders and 

also of the Relieving Officers being issued with discretionary 

orders. 
7 The officers were expected to keep informed of changes 

in the paupers' circumstances and to alter the relief and/or report 

to the Board when such changes occurred. The Bradford Board adopted 

the practice of reviewing the pauper lists an nually and the Worth 

Marley Board also occasionally reviagad the permanent cases. 

The appointment of a Pay Cleric ended the Relieving Officer. ' 

responsibility for distributing the relief ordered by the Board of 

Guardians, but in North Marley the Relieving Officers retained 

this responsibility and continued to administer relief at the 

tovaship pay rooms. North Biarley was too extensive a Union for 

relief distribution to be centralised, but township intervention 

of the kind that had characterised relief administration in the 

early 1840s vas probably a thing of the past. The only recorded 

instance of relief decisions being lade at the township level 

occurred in 1867, when the Guardians attended the pay rooms in their 

own townships to advise the Relieving Officers on the cases to be 

reviewed by the Worth Marley Board. 8 

What had not changed was the gulf between the instructions 

inscribed in the Boards of Guardians' Minute looks and the reality 

of relief administration. In 1851 Bradford's Relieving Officers 

were ordered to keep a record of their visits to paupers' cottages, 

but early in 1856 the practice was said to have fallen into disuse 

and the order was reissued. loins months later it was reported that 

the register of visits had never yet been presented to the Doard. 9 

Similarly, Bradford's Relieving Officers frequently failed to attend 
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Bairstow was accused of lateness, the following month his attendance 

was still irregular and in September Bairstoa and William Wilson 

were reported to have been absent without leave. In November Wilson 

and Jonas Jennings were asked to explain their failure to remain in 

their offices for the allotted time, in January 1857 Jennings' 

attendance was said to be irregular, in tebruary the attendance record 

of Jennings and Wilson was unsatisfactory, and in September Bairstow 

was inexplicably absent for two days. 10 

On paper the Bradford Board of Guardians carefully scrutinised 

the work of their officers, but in practice the Board's awareness 

of each officer's procedures was limited. The Minutes of each 

Board nesting faithfully recorded that the Clerk had inspected the 

Relieving Officers' books, yet it was only after a complaint by a 

pauper that the Guardians discovered that George Hartley's books were 

'in a disgraceful state' and 'worth no more than waste paper'. 

Hartley was accused of failing to visit an applicant, of delay in 

providing a doctor's order, of preventing applicants from appearing 

before the Board and of failing to give the relief ordered by the 

Board, -a charge also levelled at Jonas Jennings. 

In North Bierley, James Stanley vas in the habit of altering or 

discontinuing relief without the Board's authority and Joseph Boothroyd 

aas accused of operating a truck system by transmitting relief through 

the agency of one of Worth Marley's Guardians, who was a grocer. The 

Guardians, apparently, were not blameless and in 1864 reference was 

made to the irregular practice of confirming relief given in cash by 

the Relieving Officers before an application had been =ads to the 

board and a report of the case laid before it. 12 

The system operated by the Relieving Officers was at variance 

with the procedures outlined in the Central Authority's General Orders 

and with the instructions issued by the Boards of Guardians, but there 

392. 
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Was a greater degree of conformity and a greater desire for 

conformity than in the early years of the old Bradford Union. 

Sores of the defects of the adatuistratiw systsia can be blamed on 

the shortcomings of individual officers but the boards of Guardians 

continued reluctance to allocate sufficient resources to the 

administration of relief and the unreasonable burden of work imposed 

on the Relieving Officers nade sows irregularities inevitable. 

Officers could not hope to carry out their essential duties properly 

because they were plagued with time consuming peripheral duties 

which often required them to leave their districts altogether. 

In 1854 the Bradford Board resolved that under no circumstances 

were the Relieving Officers to leave their districts, but this 

resolution was untypical and ineffectual. Relieving Officers in 

both Unions were required to transport paupers to and from the 

West Biding Asylum at Wakefield, about fourteen miles from Bradford. 

Occasionally officers were involved in longer journeys, to the 

Baydock Lodge Asylum in Lancashire, to the North Riding Asylum, to 

the Colney Hatch Asylum in Middlesex and to the Cloucisatershire 

County Asylum. The Chairman of the Bradford Board complained that 

such journeys often kept two Relieving Officers away from their 

districts for two days at a tisa. 13 

These were not the only occasions on which Relieving Officers 

left their districts. In 1849 Jonas Jennings was ordered to go to 

Liverpool to apprehend a Mr. Bedford and ten years later it vas 

reported that Bradford's Relieving Officers had visited Halifax, 

Leads, York and Skipton in their search for people who had deserted 

their families. The Poor Law Board criticised this practice, but a 

few months later William Wilson vu ordered to Liverpool to apprehend 

a man for neglecting his children and in both Onions, Relieving Officers 

continued to bs used for this purpose. 
14 
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The Law of Settlement involved Relieving Officers in other 

journeys, to visit non-resident paupers� to investigate settleumnts 

and to remove paupers to their Unions of settlement. Following 

the introduction of the Union Chargeability Act of 1865 (28 + 29 Vic. C. 79) 

Bradford's Relieving Officers acted as the Union's removing officers, a 

role which they already played in respect of Irish paupers. In 1859 the 

Relieving Officers were ordered to take turns in conveying Irish 

paupers to Liverpool and the 1861 Removal of Irish Paupers Act 

(24 + 25 Vic. c. 76) resulted in Relieving Officers joining their charges 

on the boat to Ireland. Bradford's Relieving Officers made only a 

handful of journeys to Ireland, but they regularly received payment for 

conveying paupers to Liverpool and, after 1865, for executing English 

removal orders. Officers in both Bradford and North Bierley undertook 

journeys to investigate paupers' settlements; in 1868 one such inquiry 

took David Hetcalfo as far as Nevcastlo. 15 

Finally, an Act of 1831 (14 + 15 Via. c. 11) obliged Relieving 

Officers to visit certain apprentices resident within five miles of the 

union. at least tvice a year. Although these inspections may not 

always have been carried out at the appropriate intervals, in Bradford, 

at least, many visits were undertaken, -o' at least one occasion to a 

location well beyond the five mile limit. 16 

These duties all took the officers outside their own relief 

districts, and there Mere other incidental tasks which further distracted 

the officers from their essential duty of visiting and relieving the 

poor. In both Bradford and Worth Burley, Relieving Officers made court 

appearances to bring charges against those who had left their families 

chargeable. Bradford's officers applied for passes for Irish paupers 

and initiated proceedings against officers of other Unions for illegal 

removals. During the cholera epidemics of 1848-9,1853-4 and 1866, 

the Relieving Officers were required to report health nuisances of 
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various kinds and in Bradford, in 1851, they were responsible for 

the distribution of posters advertising vaccination facilities. 

In the same year, the abandonment of Bradford's Vagrant Office 

temporarily resulted in the Relieving Officers taking turns to 

deal with applications from vagrants. In North Marley, in two 

relief districts it was the Relieving Officers who issued vagrants 

with tickets for lodgings. Hare, and in Bradford before 1862, the 

same officers bore part of the responsibility for collecting 

recoverable relief. In Bradford, in 1856, the Relieving Officers 

were instructed to be present at interviews between Workhouse inmates 

and visitors. 

Despita the more stable economic climate of the 1850s and 1860sß 

there can be no doubt that the Relieving Officers bore a heavy burden. 

She job demanded a thick skin as wall as broad shoulders, for the 

position was a passport to unpopularity. Jonas Jennings spoke from 

experience when he remarked that 'if a popular man wants to lose his 

popularity, I know no surer method of accomplishing that object than 

by accepting office'. When fortan's ratepayers presented Jennings 

with a gold watch 'for long and faithful services', his critics issued 

a satirical broadsheet suggesting that only those under some obligation 

to Jennings had subscribed. 
17 Amos Bairstow vas also presented with a 

gold watch and one of North Bierley's officers had a dinner hold in 

his honour, but these occasional tributes were von at a heavy cost. 

In 1852 William Wilson was assaulted by one Seth Inghamg in 1855, 

Samuel Tetley dislocated Jennings' thumb and in 1860 an assault by 

the same pauper forced Jennings to retire. David Metcalfe fared even 

worse, dying from typhoid favor caught in the execution of his duties. 18 

The Bradford Board gave Metcalf. 's widow a gratuity of £50 

but the Guardians generally showed little concern for thäir officers' 



; /'TO MR. "I JENNINGS, ýRELIEVING OFFBCER OF HÖRTON; M! 
Aa small Token Confidence and Esteem, for long and faithful services, by tIw Ratepayeü"' 

. ;: I. t d:. t 'tý 
, r: fir' r4". 1"h. 5 5" lY . id{ýý"Sk 

The Ceremony took place at the White Horse Ina, on Friday Evening, March 2nd; 
an 

1549. The 
Meeting consisted of about twenty. was presided, over b Geo: biason Es It d the high and Y, qnferred 

upon 11ir. J. Rudd: .. 'A"s, the following Speech has been, " "p ý: + . honour of presenting the Testimonial, was co. 
overlooked b the Ar sE ed Journale of the da we have'thoury it our dut to reserve it for a short time Y 8u Y Y, oht YP, 
from the darkwaters of oblivion. After the Watch and Chain had been received together with thecomple- 
ments of the presenter, Mr. 

ps responded : -": , f. . Gentlemen. --After receiving this substantial mark of your esteem, accompanied by the flattering com- ": rý .ý ý" , 
; y� plimenta of mg, esteemed friend, Mr. Rudd, I am at a loss for words to express my gratitude: (hear, hear. ) My 

feelings overpower me, gentlemen. (hear,: hear. ) 
.I 

have not yet been able to convince, myself that I have ever ' "' ``r; <'' 
'": +:: " done anything to merit this favour.. (cheers. ) In order, however. that you may see my object clearly, and the nM;:; ý fi - difficulties' of ' my situation,. I beg to be allowed to give you a short history of the origin of this Testimonial, 

''"' 
"ýý 'ý` 

ý 
, together with the subterfuges I have been compelled to practise ü onmfriends to get their support. I am only 

sorry, gentlemen; that I have not the pleasure of-making these statements toamore numerous and disinterested ;" 
: ..; audience. (heir, hear. ). ' I. am sorry that a very large number of them are either indisposed, or otherwise so en-, w "r yý" ýr". y "e ý{''" s, ý 

,- gaged, that they could not attend.. (cheers. ), It, will. be remembered by many, of you, gentlemen, that about ,' 
15 months ago, through the incessant demands of a few disaffectedcharacters, in Horton-Road, " 

Cross-Lane, ` ", ' =. rýX" 
and Manchester-Road, I was compelled, to publish my-. Relief List. -This was the beginning of my troubles.:.. 

, , 
No sooner did the List make its appearance, than; strange to say, " many. names seemed-to have gotten 

t `, _ '` ti"; '' 1.14 mistake; We are all liable to make mistakes;. gentlemen. (cheers. )". But that which caused me so much anxi. 
ety was that d---=d Shaw's Case; like the- dreadful load of an incubus, it oppressed me day and night. 

" 
r"' ° "AlaDy imagined. it not to have been fairly investigated. I eventuall succeeded in obtaining a Vote of Confidence ' ""''r''' 

of a Public Meeting, and I took devilish 
igood care 

never to' allow the Ratepayers to revert to that case again: 
But I was not permitted to rest quiet. Other charges of nearly as serious a nature were preferred. - (shame, ) 

rI fqund that the tide of Public Opinion was swelling strongly against me, and in order to create a diversion '' ," .' 
",; ýy ; in my favour, I directed my trusty friend, Mr. Thos. Clough, to commence agitating fog this Testimonial. ". 

(cheers. ) I directed him to wait upon all, tho se who were under obligations to me, namely, the Professional 
ý" ,, y . .. A Gentlemen, ' and Shopkeepers of the Union. -These friends never fail to lend me their assistance in a 'time of - :, "- kneed. (cheers. ), I regret, however. that all the Independent Ratepayers received his application for Subscriptions 

with contempt.:. And during the Canvass, -gentlethn, ' i can assure you 18uffäred manyiadignities at their hands. 
(shame. ) But having an object to gain, gentlemen, I waived all personal feeling in the matter, and directed him 
to persevere. (cheers. ) 'I admit that though the List was open nearly 12 months,, my Canvasser was not able 
to increase the number of Subscribers; but those p ersons most interested in my friendship were persuaded to ,.,; . double the amount they had originally promised. 

(tremendous 
cheers. ) Had they not done so, gentlemen, I 

r, should have had to content myself with the Gold Pencil Case. (cheers. ) 'I confess, gentlemen, with no dis- 
respect to you, that my mind would have been far more at ease could I have enabled a few of the Independent 

`" Ratepayers, to appreciate my services. I hope, however, they may yet be able to do so; brit I fear it will not', 
be till they are no longer benefited by them. (applause. ) I have always done my duty, gentlemen, through `'- 
good report and through evil report. (cheers. ) "'I am at all times willing 'to show my books, " (well knowing 

' they cannot be understood. ) and to afford all the information in my power. And I did really expect that under'. -4 
'' 

ýr ".; 4 "' the circumstances I should have been spared.. the mortification of having to contribute both my Silver Watch. 
and so large a sum of money too, in order to make up the amount required. 

"Ilefore I sit down, gentlemen, I wish to apologize to my friend opposite for the impositionI have 
'-practised upon him. 

_I caused him to believe that I had influence sufficient to obtain for him the office of Clerk 

,, `' '';: ý", " to the North Bierley Union, and under that impression obtained a handsome donation previous to. the Election. 
Of course I pretended not to be cognizant of. this transaction. (hear; hear. ) He is an honest, upright, and 
straightforward man, (but not up to the ways of the world ` and I deceived him.. If ever I felt contrition in ; F..; 

,ý. my life (f) it was in this case. (cheers. ) Another word before I sit down. You are aware, gentlemen, that 
you will soon be called upon to exercise your privilege of electing new Guardians of the Poor. Let me intreat 
of you to use all the influence in your power to return my old friends, the present Guardians. 1 am a Tory; " 
but these gentlemen have behaved better to me than either my father or the Tories ever did, Dlr. Dloorhouse 

". especially. He has been a principal means of raising my Salary £20. a year, even at a time when my work 
was made less. Under these circumstances, gentlemen, you will 'see how personally interested I am in their 
return. Mr. Moorhouse is P. generous character, he not only having iaised my salary, but would have pensioned 

" my friend tilt. -Morris, had the rest of the Guardians been willing. But, alas ! gentlemen, I am 'eluctantly " ''. '': '' ̀ . 
" 

compelled to confess: that I have lost all my influence with the Ratepayers, even with my old Tory friends. : r. 
have recently discovered, 'also, that my bosons friend and relative, Mr. Moorhouse, has brought c. pon himself 
a degree of unpopularity in consequence of the support which he has rendered to me, which makes hin Election 
doubtful indeed. When I reflect upon this inconstancy'of my friends, and the opposition my friend, Mr. Moor- 
house, is likely to meet with, my feelings quite overpower me, gentlemer_. " 

Mr. Jennings was. compelled abruptly to resume his seat in consequence of in immense flow of tears !:! - P. S. -It is currently reported that Mr. Moorhouse has received orders to prepare another Dinner, as 
mother presentation is on the tapir. Mr. Jennin ; s's mother-in-law having kindly promised to present him w= :. "^ 
lvit'm a Satin Vest and Trowser9, on condition that his wife allow him to wear the latter. u, _';, ': 
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welfare. The Bradford Board disapproved of an Act of 1864 

(27 + 28 Vic. e. 42) thich authorised Boards to %ake superannuation 

allowances to full time officers and in the late 1860s the North 

Bierley Board rejected Sanwol Crabtree's repeated applications for 

such 83 allowance, despite his long service and failing healtb. 19 

This indifference WAS reflected in the Guardians' attitude to 

salaries. They sought, not merely to avoid increases but to secure 

reductions, with scant regard for the officers involved. 

In 1848 North 3iarlsy's three Relieving Officers were each 

paid £I00 a ycar, rising to £120 by 1871. Bradford's three Relieving 

Officers rncafved £120 a year in 1848 and 1135 a year in 18710 when 

there was also a Pay Clerk at £140.20 In Bradford, but not in North 

Bierley, the total salary bill increased as fast as the Union's 

population. Much of the increase, however, stemed from the 

appointment of a Pay Clerks the Relieving Officers' salaries rose 

by only 12.51. Bradford's officers were erpected to provide and pay 

for any necessary assistance, though this stipulation was occasionally 

relaxed. In 1854 the Relieving Officers were allo ed t10 to obtain 

assistance in making up their books, in 1858 the Board agreed to 

pay for the recent employment of assistants and in Bradford in 1867 

and North Bierley in 1850 some officers received snail gratuities 

for their services during the cholera epidemics, 
21 

Additional payments sere invariably for additional duties or 

for incurred expenses, and they did not satisfy the Relieving Officers. 

In 1851 Samuel Crabtree of North Bierley complained that after 

deducting expenses from his £80 salary he would be left with 'remuneration, 

ojj an average, little-if any more than that of a day labourer'. Two 

years later two of Bradford's officers claimed that recent increases in 

the wages of warehousemen, overlookers and operatives placed these 

workers on a par with the Relieving Officus. 22 
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Crabtree, is particular, vas a victim of the Guardians' 

parsimony. They took advantage of the previous officer's death 

to reduce the salary from £100 to £80, leaving Crabtree £5 worse 

off than he bad been in his previous position as Assistant Overseer. 

Fortunately for Crabtree, and for other officers, the Poor Law Board 

usually resisted such cavalier treatment, and the North Bierley Board 

was persuaded to restore the original salary of £100. Two years later 

the Poor Law Commissioners came to the rescue of Jonas Jennings and 

Jonas Booth, whose salaries the Bradford Board intended to reduce 

from x120 to £90 as part of its Pay Clerk scheme. Undeterred, the 

Board of Guardians resolved to reduce the Relieving Officers' salaries 

when their posts fell vacant. When Booth resigned in 1855 his 

successor was appointed at the reduced salary of £100. This time it 

was William Wilson's turn to be grateful to the Poor Law Board. which 

persuaded Bradford's reluctant Cuardia s to retain the existing 

aalary, 
23 

In 1857,1859 and twice in 1866 the Bradford Board rejected 

applications for salary increases and it was not until 1868 that the 

Ralioving Officers' salaries were raised above the level fixed twenty 

years earlier. In North Marley, proposals to increase salaries were 

twice defeated before a decision was taken, in 1863, to allow an 

increase from £100 to L120. Six years later, when Eccleshill was 

added to the Uniong the Board of Guardians refused to increase William, 

Clapham's salary to take account of his enlarged district. Instead, 

the hoard paid him a gratuity of £6 for taking charge of the township 

during the five months before it was permanently added to bis district. 

it was not surprising that the Bradford Property Owners' Protection 

Society failed to make much impression in its campaign against salary 

increases, for both the Bradford and North Marley Boards gave every 

indication of being fully coi fitted to a polLcy of retrenchment. 
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The Guardians felt that ttw nuthsr of candUatas attracted 

by advertised vacancies proved that the salaries were adequate. in 

Bradford, a total of eight vacancies (out of ten appointments) 

attracted an average of 36.5 candidates, one vacancy alone attracting 

97 candidates. In North ßiarley, five vacancies (out of six 

appointments) attracted an average of 25.2 candidates. Had the 

salaries been any lower. ccap+tition would probably have been 

considerably less intense. When the North BLerley Board announced 

a reduction in the salary of Nathan rearson's successor, from £100 

to £80, the Union Clark confided 'that more thaa, one competent 

person [had] declined being a candidate for the office since they..... 

beard of the reduction%. 
24 on this occasion, only seven candidates 

emerged. 

The Guardians saeawd satisfisd that the quality of the candidates 

matched their quantity. In 1861 the Chairman of thr Bradford Board 

declared that 'they had a staff of officors auch as could not be 

surpais. d, if aquallydg in the United Kingdom', and the retirement 

or death of Relieving Officers invariably prompted gloving tastfwonials', 

of their worth. 
25 

Thema panegyrics ought not, prrhapa to be taken too 

seriously. It is necessary to bear in mind the evidence of the officers' 

inattention to the Boards' instructions and accusations of neglect and 

ill-treatment. 

The careers of tbxaa BvslLaving Officers sudad in involuntary 

resignation. In 1849 Charles Duckitt was forced to rasiga after be 

had gone absent for a week, leaving the paupers unpaid and in debt 

to the North Bierley Union. In 1867 a cooitteo set up to investigate 

complaints by paupers against George hartley of Bradford concluded that 

Hartley had, 'for may months been very negligent in the performance of 

the important duties of his office'. Bartley pleaded against dismissal 

and was temporarily reprieved, but a few weeks later another committee 
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found that he vas 'altogether incapable of keeping the books which 

a Relieving Officer [vas] bound to keep', that he bad: 

'constantly disobeyed the orders of the Board. 

... That he [had] improperly prevented applicants 

from appearing before the Board and that it 

therefore [vould] 
not be safe for the w11 being 

of the poor and for the interest of the ratepayers 

that he should any longer hold the responsible 

position of Relieving Officer'. 

Several months later the Board of Guardians initiated proceedings against 

Hartley for withholding Union funds and two years later he was comitted 

to the Wakefield House of Correction for neglect of family. 26 

In 1869, an inquest into the death of Martin McKenna returned 

a verdict of manslaughter against William Burniston, who had allegedly 

refused to give an order for McKenna'$ admission to the Workhouse when 

McKenna was gravely ill. Burniston resigned very rapidly, but perhaps 

prematurely. The Bradford Board found that he had not given the case 

the attention it deserved but rejected the jury's verdict and gras 

prepared to pay for Burniston's defence at the County Assizes. Between 

the date of bis resignation and his acquittal at the court hearing, 

Burniston was employed to fill a temporary vacancy created by the 

sudden death of one of Bradford's other Relieving Officers. 
27 

Two other officers escaped from courtroom accusations. In 1862 

an inquest on Ann Hill found that she bad 'died of exhaustion for 

want of the common necessaries of life, which David Metcalfe the 

Relieving Officer refused bar'. The Bradford Board of Guardians 

disagreed and Metcalfe was exonerated. SiaLlarly, in North Bierlay 

in 1855 a jury found that Joseph Boothrord had failed to take proper 

care of Jonathan Heaton, but the Board of Guardians does not appear 
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to have taken any action. 
28 

Cases of this kind are highly pertinent to the question of 

the treatment of the poor and to the image of the Poor Lav, but 

they do not provide the basis for easy judgements. Neglect and ill- 

treatment may have resulted from the shortcomings of individual 

officers or from defects in the administrative system, which prevented 

officers from giving cases adequate attention. Hostile verdicts by 

inquest juries may tell us =ore about the attitudes of the jurors 

than about those of the Relieving Officers, and inquest procedures left 

a lot to be desired. The three cases where Relieving Officers were 

forced to resign suggest incompetence rather than malevolence. In 

William Burniston's case, apparently the most serious, a deputation 

of paupers called on the Bradford Board to reinstate him, because 

they had always found hia civil, attentive and kind. 2 

Of all the Relieving Officers, Jonas Jennings stood out as the 

most regular object of complaints. In 1832, John Wood alleged that 

Jennings drank to excess, had an ungovernable temper, abused and 

insulted people, and had recently attacked someone with a red hot 

poker. Jennings insisted that the charges arose out of personal 

malice, but admitted hitting a man on the head with a poker. When 

the pauper who eventually put Jennings out of commission was charged 

with assault, he claimed thatt 

'Mr. Jennings had forasd a deliberate resolve to 

starve his as well as his family, to death, and 

that he was compelled to do what be had done to 

awaken some human feeling in Mr. Jsnning's 

bosom, and some regard for the duties which as a 

Relieving Officer devolved upon him'. 

The pauper got four moths hard labour, but two months later B. W. RLplay 

was compiaiuiug of Jenning's incivility to a pauper and of his impertinence 

to the Magistrates. The cumulative evidence suggests that Jennings' 
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unpopularity stemmed from a justified dislike of his aggressive 

treatment of relief applicants$30 

Jennings aas inherited from the old Bradford Union, but ten 

new appointments were made between 1849 and 1871,31 with a further 

six in North Marley. Six of Bradford's ten new appointees brought 

some explicitly relevant experience to the post and only David 

Metcalf., an upholsterer, had an apparently irrelevant background. 

Amos Bairstow had previously served as a Relieving Officer and 

Guardian, Jäepph Smith was also an e: -Guardian, William Wilson had 

been a Relieving Officer in the North Bierley Union, Charles 

Wilkinson had acted as Assistant Relieving Officer in Leeds, Benjamin 

Wood had acted as Jenning's substitute for over two years during the 

latter's lengthy period of disability, Thomas Barlow had worked as 

a poor rate collector for. Bradford's Assistant Overseer and William 

Burniston was an attorney's clerk and ex-Registrar for Calverley. 

In North Biarley, three of the six new officers had previous 

experience of Poor Law administration. Nathan Pearson and Samuel 

Crabtree had both been Assistant Overseers and William Clapham was 

a clerk in the Union Clerk's office. The other three appointees had 

never hold a parochial office. James Stanley was a station raster, 

William Ma rgerison a schoolmaster and Dan Priestley had been a 

bookkeeper, auctioneer and accountant. 

Given the experience of many of the fresh appointees, it was to 

be expected that their ages would tend to be greater than in the pre- 

division period. In Bradford, the new officers' average age at the 

time of their appointment was 37.2 years and in North Bierley it was 38. 

The backgrounds of these appointees makes it possible to talk of the 

emergence of a profession, though one which was invariably locally 

recruited. The three Relieving Officers who resigned voluntarily 

during this period all remained in local governmsut. William Wilson 

simply moved from North Morley to Bradford, Jonas Booth became a 
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Relieving officer in Manchester, and Amos Bairstow became the 

Borough's Inspector of Weights and Measures. 

This sense of a developing profession was less evident in 

the case of the Assistant Overseers. The twelve Assistant Overseers 

in office at the time of the Bradford Onion's division were reappointed 

to identical districts in the two new Unions, and these officers 

tended to remain in office until ill health or malpractice forced 

then to resign. Two of these twelve Overseers were still in office 

in 1871, four resigned because of age or ill health, three were 

forced to resign or were dismissed and only one moved on to another 

local government post. Only four of North Burley's eleven new 

appointees had had any previous experience of parochial affairs. 

William Booth had been Bradford's Vagrant Master, 32 John Crean 

was Bccleshill's Collector of Rates, Nathan Jovett had acted as 

clerk to the collector for Idle and Bolton, and Joseph Newell had 

worked very briefly as assistant to his father as collector for 

Pudsey. The other appointeasincluded a schoolmaster, a storekeeper, 

a grocer, a joiner, a butcher and farmer, a voolsorter, and a cloth 

weavers none of whoa bad filled a parish or Union office before. 

Bradford's four new appointees were better qualified. 1Ianjamin 

Crabtree's skill as a cabinet maker was of little value, but Joseph 

Pendleton had worked as a collector of the municipal sates, Richard 

Poole was a clerk in the office of the Union Clerk, and Jonathan 

Wilkinson was a clerk at an ironworks and Registrar of Births and. 

Deaths in Bowling. 

The Assistant Overseers' salaries were as wide ranging as their 

backgrounds. In Bradford, in 1848, salaries ranged from £50 to 1280 

and in North Marley they ranged fron 140 to 190. In 1871 the range 

was from 1120 to E480 in Bradford and fron 125 to £96-10-0 in North 

Bierley. At the and of the pariod, Bradford's lowest paid Assistant 

Overseer earned over i20 a year more than his best paid counterpart 
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in North Morley, There was a far greater inequality between the 

salaries of Assistant Overseers than between the salaries of 

Relieving officers, both within each Union and between the two 

Unions. This reflected the Central Authority's failure to establish 

the uniformity and professionalism advocated in the 1834 Report. 

The Relieving officers were creatures of the Nov Poor Law, Union 

officials legally beholden only to the Board of Guardians and to the 

Poor Law Commissioners. They were associated with districts rather 

than with townships and tended to be allotted areas and salaries of 

a similar size. The Assistant Overseers, on the other hand, remained 

within the townships' sphere of influence. The retention of township 

rating and the residual authority of the Annual Overseers represented 

a centrifugal force creating effective pressure for small, township 

based, Assistant Overseers' districts. 

Before division, each of the four Borough townships had formed 

a separate Assistant Overseer's district, and this arrangement 

continued throughout the post division period. In North Bierley, 

however, as Table 1 indicates, the period saw a further fragmentation 

of districts. As a result, the area covered by the old Bradford 

Union, which in 1838 had been divided into nine Assistant Overseers' 

districts, was finally divided into fifteen districts. All the 

Borough townships and six of the original out-townships, plus the 

new township of Bccleshill, had their oun Assistant-Ovarseers. 

During the early 1840s the poor Lav Commissioners had refused 

to allow the smaller townships to have their own Assistant Overseers, 

on the grounds that the officers' salaries would be inadequate to 

support full time appointweents. The same was true after 1848, for 

Allerton's officer received only £25 a year and Wilsden's 1281 

yet on this occasion the Central Authority raised no objection, 

despite the fact that it was expressly stated that the officers would 
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continue to work as a voolsorter and butcher respectively. In 

1852 the Union Clerk reported that sows of the Assistant Overseers 

had other occupations33 and it is known that two collected taxes 

other than the poor rate, one served concurrently as an Inspector of 

Nuisances and three combined the post of Collector with that of 

Registrar of Births and Deaths. 

Three of Bradford's Assistant Overseers also worked as Registrars 

but none conbinsd their official duties with another trade. Her., 

the job of Assistant Overseer was a highly responsible, full tir 

position, generally comanding higher salaries than those paid to 

the Relieving Officers, or to any other Union officer with the 

exception of the Clerk. Vacancies attracted less candidates than 

in the case of the Relieving Officers, but it was still a sought after 

post, with an average of 14.5 candidates contesting each vacancy. 

Vacancies in North Marley, where the beat paid Collector received less 

than the Relieving Officers, were less well contested, attracting an 

average of 6.4 candidates. 

In North 8ierley, the Collectors' aggregate salaries rose from 

£527 in 1848 to 1848-10-0 in 1871, but their average salaries rose 

by less than £5, fron £65-17-0 to t70-14-2. A. a result of the 

division of some districts, John Knowles and William Booth suffered 

reductions in their salaries. Booth was actually earning £1S less 

in 1871 than on his appointment twenty years earlier and Knowles was 

earning £10 less than on his appointment in 1834. The situation was 

very different in Bradford, where total salaries rose from £520 to 

1950 and average salaries from £130 to £237-10-0. The Bradford Board 

may have been a more considerate employer, but the officers' duties 

varied so much that few safe conclusions can be drawn from the 

salary statistics. 

The first major change cams with the Small Tenements Rating Act 
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of 1850 (13 + 14 Vic. c. 99), which alloyed parishes to assess the 

owners instead of the occupiers of all tenements with an annual 

rateable value not exceeding i6, and therefore offered tli prospect 

of a reduction in the number of individuals from whom the rates had 

to be collected. Ivory township but l(anninghas in the Bradford Union 

adopted the Act, which was permissive, and seven of North Biarley's 

34 
sixteen townships also adapted it. 

Since a large proportion of assessments related to property 

with a low rateable value, 
35 

the Act promised to relieve the Assistant 

Overseers of a considerable mount of work. In 1862 it was expected 

that a rate of 2/- in the i, laid in Bradford township, would produce 

115,160, of which i13,498 would be charged on occupiers and 11,661 

on the owners of cottage property under the Small Tenements Rating 

Act. In terms of numbers, this may have substantially eased the, 

Assistant Overseer's work load, and when the Act was superseded by 

the 1867 Reform Act ( 30 + 31 Vic. c-104 , and every occupier again 

had to be separately rated and assessed and the rate collected from 

each ratepayer, unless compounded for, the Bradford Board vu quick 

to increase the Overseers' salaries. 
36 

Two other major enactments, the Union Assessment Committee 

Act of 1862 (25 + 26 Vic, c. 103) and the Union Chargeability Act of 

1865 (28 + 29 Vic. c. 79) relieved the Assistant Overseers of some 

of their traditional duties. The 1862 Act freed them from their 

responsibility for valuations and the 1865 Act transferred removal 

York from the Overseers to the Boards of Guardians and hence to the 

Union Clerks. In Bradford township this removal work bad occupied a 

considerable portion of the Assistant Overseer's time, particularly 

since 1858, when the township Overseers dispensed with the services 

of a solicitor and employed the Assistant Overseer to conduct all 

the relevant legal work. Largely as a result of this extra work, 
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William Barlov's salary had been raised fron 1280 to £400, and 

whoa the removal work was transferred to tha Union Clerk, the 

Clerk's salary was raised fron 9300 to E650.37 

On the advice of Bradford's Annual Overseers, but in opposition 

to that of the Bradford Property Owners' Protection Societys, the 

Bradford Board of Guardians decided not to reduce Barlow's salary. 

The Board accepted the Overseers' argument that the higher salary 

was justified because the work and responsibility of rate collection 

had increased and certain legislative changes had enlarged the 

officer's duties. For instance, the Bradford Waterworks Act of 

1862 (25 + 26 Vic. c. 18 ) and the Cattle Diseases Prevention Act 

(29 + 30 Vic. c. 2 ) involved the levying and collection of 

additional rates. 
38 

The extra work caused by the increase in rateable property 

made up for the effect of the Small Tenessents Rating Act and for the 

legislative change of the 1860s. Between 1842 and 1864 Manningham's 

rateable value rose from £8,350 to £47,000 and the poor rates 

collected rose from £407 to £2,576. In the Union as a whole, between 

1852 and 1871 rateable value increased by 133.4X, from £212,581 to 

£496,950. In North Marley, rateable value increased by 92.5X, 
39 

from 1144,648 in 1852 to £278,410 in 1871. 

The legislative changes of the 1860s involved far more than the 

more, transference of duties from one Poor Law official to another. 

They altered the whole structure of Poor Law finance and put an and 

to the system of township rating and settlement which had survived 

from the Old Poor Law. The balance of power shifted decisively away 

from the township to the Union. By decreeing that the contributions 

of townships to the Common ]und of the Union should be based on 

annual rateable value instead of on past relief expenditure, and then 

by facilitating uniformity of valuation throughout each Union, and 
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finally by making all relief a charge on the Union, the 

Irremovable Poor Act of 1861 (24 + 25 Vic. c. 53), the Union 

Assessment CorraLttse Act of 1862 (25 + 26 Vie. c. 103) and the 

union Chargeability Act of 1865 (28 + 29 Vic. c. 79) paved the 

way for a more equitable distribution of the burden of relief and 

enabled Unions to capitalise ou their graving prosperity. Together, 

these measures finally fulfilled the promise of radical financial 

reform hold out by the Union of parishes under the poor Law Amendment 

Act. 

A more equitable sharing of the burden of relief expenditure 

promised to ease the problems of rate collection, and the Small 

Tenements Rating Act was expected to have the same affect. It was 

hoped that the Act would and the need to excuse the poor their rates 

and that rate leakages would thereby be reduced. 
40 

Bradford's 

Assistant Overseer reported that the Act had had a beneficial effect, 

'by ensuring earlier collection of rates and with less leakage'. 

During the six years ended Lady-Day 1846,12.61 of Bradford township's 

poor rates had been legally excused, yet during the six years ended 

Lady-Day 1856 only 6.8% of a much larger aggregate rate was excused. 

A rate laid in September 1848 at 2/- in the t produced leakages of 

£2,613, aquivalent to 22.0% of the rate, but a rate of the same 

poundage laid in 1861 produced leakages and arrears of only £650.41 

The reduction in rate leakages vas not due solely to the impact 

of the Small Tenements Bating Act. The system's reliance on a large 

number of small ratepayers created the potential for a high rate of 

excusals, but it was the depressed conditions of the 18409 which 

turned this potential into a reality and it was the relative prosperity 

of the 1850s and 1860s which eased the problem. When trade was slack 

large numbers of ratepayers continued to be summonsed for failing to 

pay their rates. During the 1854-5 depression Bradford's Assistant 
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Overseer summonsed 397 ratepayers for non-payment and early in 1858 

the same officer applied for 200 more summonses. The supersession 

of the Small Tenements Rating Act by the 1867-Reform Act brought 

no sudden increase in irate leakages, though the picture is 

complicated by the provision for compounding. During the year 

1867-8 4.1% of Bradford township's poor rate was lost through 

leakages. Most of this leakage was caused by empty property; 

only 0.1% of the rate was legally excused on the grounds of poverty. 

The leakage on a rate laid in March 1868 was 5.2%, but only 0.72 

of the rate was legally excused through poverty. The corresponding 

figures for a rate laid in April 1869 were 5.31 and 1.1x. For the 

tigre being at least, poverty among the ratepayers had ceased to 

present a major obstacle to efficient rate coilection. 
42 

In the put, rate collection problems had been exacerbated 

by deficient valuations. In the remodelled Bradford Union, only 

Bradford itself undertook a fresh valuation under the Parochial' 

Assessments Act 43 
and this was not altogether satisfactory. The 

Overseers were soon complaining that some property had been omitted 

entirely or treated inequitably and in 1854 and 1857-8 the Borough 

Magistrates heard a considerable number of appeals against the 

rates. Railways continued to +resent particular difficulty. In 

1851 the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company appealed 

successfully against the assessment of its property in Bradford and 

Bowling, which was reduced from a rateable value of 11985 to (1903 

in the former and from 11470 to 9850 in the latter township. The 

following year the same Company appealed against two successive rates 

in Cleckheaton, finally having its rateable value reduced from 11535 

to £668. In 1859 the same Comipany, together with the Great Northern 

Railway Company, registered yet another success, this time at 

Calverley's expense. Two other tornsbips, Shipley and Idle, which 
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had suffered At tho heads of the railways is the 1840a, suffered 

again at the hands of the Midland Railway Company, which had its 

assess nt in Shipley reduced from 12943 to 11912 and in Idle 

from 12417 to £2117.44 

Thale appeals vere all lodged against rates based on valuations 

made bafora the Union's division, and only two townships in the 

North Bierlay Union received orders for fresh valuations. 
45 The 

need for new valuations became pressiag with the passage of the 

Irremovable Poor Act in 1861, under which the contributions of 

parishes to the Coaon Fund of the 'Union were to be based on rateable 

value instead of on past relief expenditure. Variations in the 

methods of assessing rateable value neant that existing valuations 

were not comparable. 
46 If rateable value vas to provide the bash 

for an cquitabla distribution of the Unions' cocmou charges, then 

valuations had to be uniform within each Union. The 1862 Union 

Assessment Committee Act was designed to achieve this. It confided 

the valuation of parishes for poor rate purposes in Assessment 

Comsaittees composed of elected and er-officio Cuardians. These 

Committees approved the valuation lists upon which contributions 

to the Common Fund were based and could order new or revised 

valuations and hear objections to valuations. 

Expenditure under the Ptrochial Assessments Act and Union 

Assessment Comittes Act rose sharply during the mid-1660s, suggesting 

that revaluation was taking place. During the seven years ended 

March 1871, £3930 was spent under this head in the Bradford Union, 

compared with £1834 during the previous fourteen years. In North 

Eierley the corresponding figures were £995 and 1649.67 This money 

seems to have been well spent. During the years 1865 to 1868 and 

1869 to 1872 there were no appeals against the valuation lists or 

against the rates levied upon these valuations in Bradford. During 
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the year 1865-6 the North Bierlsy Union incurred costs of £14-12-0 

as a result of appeals made against the poor rate, and in 1868 

Nathaniel floor appealed successfully against his assessment in 

Drighlington, but these were the only recorded appeals. 
48 

Defective valuations were no longer a serious problem. 

Uniformity of assessment had assumed even greater importance 

with the adoption of the 1865 Union Chargeability Act, under which 

all relief costs were charged to the Union and apportioned on the 

basis of rateable value. This finalised the process of equalising 

the rate burden within, though not between, each Union. In 1852, 

relief expenditure in the Bradford Union represented 1/ld in the 

pound of the Union's rateable value. Yet the rate poundage 

required to cover each township's own relief expenditure varied 

from 8d in Bradford to 2/91d in Bowling. In 1856, Shipley's 

relief expenditure could be met by a rata of 31d, but. Thornton 

needed a rate of 2/7d. A large proportion of relief expenditure 

went on the irremovable poor and was therefore charged to the 

Union fund, but during the 1830s this was still apportioned by 

reference to each township's put relief expenditure. If 

contributions to the Common Fund of the Union had been based on 

rateable value then, for the half year ended September 1859, 

Shipley's contribution to the Common Fund would have been five 

times greater than it actually was, 1221 instead of 944, and 

Thornton's would have been halved, 1141 instead of £294. The 

financial reform of the 1860s went a long way to ensuring that 

the poor were relieved at the cost of the wealthy. 
49 

The Assistant Overseers should have experienced less difficulty 

in meeting the calls made upon them, since these were now more closely 

related to the townships' wealth. It was also reasonable to expect 

that the often obstructive influence of the Annual Overseers 
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would diminish. Yet, while the transfer of authority brought 

about by the Union Chargeability Act had a decisive effect in the 

field of settlement, its impact on rate collection was less 

immediate. Contribution orders ware determined in a different 

way but they were still issued to the Overseers of each tcnmobip, 

and the Assistant Overseers rernined under the legal thumb of the 

Annual Overseers. It was the Overseers who laid the rate, even 

if it was the Board of Guardians which controlled the valuation 

upon which it was based. The Assistant Overseers and Collectors 

still had to persuade the Annual Overseers to lay a rate sufficient 

to meet the calls made upon them. In 1851 the North Burley Board 

accepted Joseph Lister's claim that Idle's arrears were due to 

the insufficiency of the rate, and the Guardians resolved thats 

'no blame [Could] possibly be laid upon the 

Collector in this instance and after mature 

consideration ... also resolved that a 

summons for the arrears be issued against 

the Overseers'. 

In 1863 Lister's successor agadi reported that the rate was inadequate 

to the call made upon the township and the following year Pudsay's 

Collector made a similar claim. In 1863 William Booth ascribed 

the arrears in Shipley and Heaton to the same causes but this 

appears to have been the last time during this period that arrears 

were blamed on the inadequacy of a rate. In practice, refusal to 

lay an adequate rate vas less of a problem than in pre-division 

daps. 50 

Obstruction by the Overseers vas most conwuly associated with 

North Bisrley's smaller tcnrnships, probably because localist sentiment 

was strongest is these to nships. Its most dramatic manifestation 

involved the small tovnsbip of Uunsvortb, where the Annual Overseers 

provided ample proof of their continuing authority by excluding the 
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Assistant Overseer from any part in rats collection. Their 

action aas prompted initially by the fraudulent activities of 

John Austvick, the Assistant Overseer, 31 but there was a strong 

anti-Poor Law element in the township's action. Austvick's 

successor, John Mallinson, told the Poor Law Board that the Annual 

Overseers were inspired by the belief that: 

'if they keep the rate books etc. in their ova 

hands, they will soon be able to sever their 

townships fron the New Poor Lav and manage 

their own affairs without control from either 

your Board or the Board of Guardians'. 

Tong's ratepayers decided to follow Hunsvorth's examples and have 

the Annual Overseer collect the rates, and the Guardian for 

Drighlington reported that the Guardians and Overseers of Drighlington, 

Ifunsworth, Tong and Cleckheaton were all anxious to have the power to 

appoint their own Collectors. As he, like others before him, pointed 

out, it was the Annual Overseers who bar* the responsibility for 

meeting the calls made upon the townships. 
32 

After 1850 the authorities of Tong appear to have allowed 

Mallinson to act for the=, but Hunsaorth's Overseers persisted in 

collecting their ovn rates until at laut 1866, when the Board of 

Guardians reported that the Overseers were not opposed to the 

Assistant Overseer personally, but to 'all central or other authority 

engaged in the administration of the Poor Laws which they cannot 

control'. Four years later the Overseers of Bccleshill took exception 

to the appointment of John Green as Collector and withheld the books 

and collected the rate thenselves. 
53 

Townships taking this course. of action still had to pay the 

Collector's salary and could not-legally remunerate their Annual 

Overseers out of the poor rate. Tong sought to compensate its 
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Annual Overseer by excusing him his rates, and a local schoolmaster 

who made out the rate book was also excused his rates and allowed 

to live rent free. The District Auditor surcharged these items 

and this may have discouraged further resistance. Hunsworth 

adopted a different tactic, that of allowing £10 to the Highways' 

Surveyor oa the understanding that half would be given to the 

Annual Overseer for collecting the rates. 
54 

The need to employ a schoolmaster to make out the rate book 

confiroed Mallinson'e allegation that one of Toag'e Overseers 

could not read or write and that the other could do so only very 

indifferently. Rate collection was unlikely to be carried out 

efficiently by the Annual Overseers, whose accomplishments were 

extremely limited. In 1862 Bunsworth had an Annual Overseer 

who, in the words of one of the tovaship's ex-Overseers, 'cannot 

reed (sic) nor write, he cannot make a poor rate nor write nor 

make a filter (sic) in the receipt and payment book'. Two years 

later the District Auditor reported that the current Overseer, 

Archimedes Muff, had neglected to use a Rate Receipt Cheque Book. 55 

Bradford's Annual Overseers were in a different league, but 

even in Bradford the Board of Guardians had cause to regret the 

Overseers' continued authority. In 1870 the Board of Guardians 

drew the Poor Lav Board's attention to the fact that: 

'Overseers frequently have lance balances in 

hand on which no interest is placed to the 

credit of the ratepayers', and suggested, 

'that the time has arrived when it is 

desirable that the 1ev should be altered 

so as to place the moneys collected by the 

overseers under the direct control of the 

Guardians' . 
56 

When the Bradford Union became overdrawn it may have been caused, not 
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by a failure to collect the rate, but by the Overseers' tardiness 

in handing it over to the Union Treasurer. 

Adverse balances were most coon during the years 1654-6 and 

1867-9, when relief expenditure was relatively high. Early in 1854 

the Union was 1451 overdrawn and the Treasurer warned the Guardians 

that he would have to refuse paymant of cheques. In August, the 

Union was unable to pay a loan instalment due two months earlier 

and it was December before the Board was in a position to pay the 

instalment. During the late 1860s the Union became more substantially 

overdraws. On four occasions in 1868 the Treasurer was owed over 

£1000 and on one occasion. over £2000.87 

This was surprising, for the burden of relief expenditure 

was less than it had been twenty years earlier. During the year 

ended Lady-Day 1848 relief exp sndituraa represented a rate of 2/51d 

in the E. In 1867-8 relief expenditure in Bradford demanded a rate 

of only 101d and in North Bierley, one of 1/ljd. 1847-8 was an 

exceptional year, but even in the unexceptional year of 1840-1 a 

rate of 1/3d in the ! would have been needed to cover relief 

expenditure. however, as Tables 2 and 3 and Craph 1 indicate, the 

picture is rather different if total expenditure, rather than relief 

expenditure is considered. 

In North Bierley, relief expenditure and rateable value increased 

at a roughly equal rate. In Bradford, relief expenditure increased 

at a relatively slower rate, but the Assistant Overseers did not 

gain the full benefit of this becsuse, as the period progressed, rate 

requirements became less closely correlated with relief expenditure. 

In 1852 relief expenditure accounted for 69.4% of bradford's total 

expenditure; in 1871 the figure was only 53.2%. In both Unions, 

total expenditure increased at a much faster rate than either relief 

expenditure or rateable value. Much of this increase aas due to the 
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Table 3. Financial Trends. 1852 to 1871 

Percentage increase in: - Bradford Worth Dierlar Bradford and-North Marley 

1. Rateable Value 133.4 92.5 116.9 

2. Maliei expenditure 107.2 96.4 102.7 

3. Total expenditure 170.4 140.7 158.8 

Bradford North Bierley Bradford and North Marley 

1852 1871 1852 1871 1852 1871 

4. Relief expenditure 

as Z of Total 69.4 334b! 2 77.8 63.5 72.7 56.9 

Expenditure. 

5. Payments to County, 

Borough etc. Rates 14.8 

as Z of Total 

Expenditure 

38.3 9.7 26.8 12.8 34.1 

f 
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larger payments extracted for the County and Borough rates. In 

1852, the two Unions paid £3290 on this account; in 1871 

the figure was £22,721. This represented 12.8% of the Unions' 

total expenditure in 1852, but 34.1% in 1671. Increasingly, the 

thions shouldered the burden of raising macay for purposes unconnected 

with the Poor Law. not surprisingly the Boards of Guardians protested 

at having to raise coney which others were to spend. 
59 

These considerations help to explain why the Unions' enlarged 

resources did not iaeaediately eliminate their financial difficulties. 

In Bradford, however, an overdravu account was viewed with apparent 

equanimity. The Assistant Overseers were not subjected to constant 

appeals for the payment of arrears and after 1860 there was only one 

recorded instance of an Overseer being called upon to clear bis 

tow ship's arrears, and this appeal was couched in very mild terms. 

The Bradford Board appears to have been voll satisfied with its 

Assistant Overseers and there was only one occasion on which an 

officer was accused of dereliction of duty. In 1830, Benjamin 

Crabtree was found to have employed an old pauper to help collect 

the rate but the matter was not treated very seriously, and neither 

Crabtree nor any other Assistant Overseer in the Bradford Won was 

ever forced to resign. 
60 

This contrasted sharply with the situation in North BLerley, 

where demands for the payment of arrears and threats against the 

Collectors were endemic. John Nallinson, Sampson Dairstow and John 

Dobson attracted a certain amount of praise, but three other officers 

were dismissed or forced to resign sud the efficiency of others was 

called into question. It vag unusual for a quarter to pass without 

demands being made for the payment of overdue calls, or for the 

Guardians to threaten Collectors with legal proceedings or with 

being reported to the Poor Law board or with having their salaries 
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withheld. Threats against the Collectors and Overseers remained 

a matter of routine. 

Failure to pay off arrears of calls led to John Tordoff's 

resignation in 1850, leaving a debt of over 1200 for the Guardians 

to attempt to recover from his sureties. Next to go was Henry 

Jowett of Clayton, twenty years an Assistant Overseer, who fled to 

Europe before returning in time for his dismissal in 1862. Jovett 

left 'considerable inaccuracies' in his books and considerable 

arrears of rates uncollected. Finally, in 1665 the long serving 

Abraham Craven was forced to resign duo to irregularities in his 

books. Craven bad failed to account for and pay to the Overseers 

all monies received, and had delivered false statements to the Board 

of Guardians. Like Jowett, Craven left rate arrears uncollected, 

as well as a debt of £142 owing to Calverley township. 
61 

Other officers came close to sharing their fats. In 1867 

John Knowles failed to explain satisfactorily why Cleckheaton's 

last seven instalments of calls had been an average of over five 

weeks in arrears. Three months later, when Knowles was ordered to 

give up the rate books for Tong and Drighlington the officer claimed 

that his daughters had burnt than. Knowles was also accused of 

having assaulted the Union Clerk and of fathering illegitimate 

children. The Poor Law Board asked for his resignation, but after 

an apology from Knowles, a petition in bis favour by the Board of 

Guardians and a satisfactory report by the Auditor, he was allowed to 

remain in office* 
62 

So too was Joseph Lister, who was reported to the Poor Law Board 

in 1852 for having been constantly in arrears and for alleged 

negligence. Lister escaped with an admonition but in 1854 be was 

again under attack. One of Idle's ratepayers described Lister's 

career as 'an uninterrupted series of irregularities', and another 
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spoke of his 'incurable indolence' and of 'the great and intolerable 

irregularity with which he performs his duties as Collector'. These 

critics had their own reasonsfor discrediting Lister, but Idle's 

Annual Overseers also complained of his inefficiency and of his 

having 'frequently begun to collect a nev rate before he had 

properly collected the old one'. They felt that it was a mistake 

to have appointed Lister to the post of Registrar when he vas already 

a Collector, and there is little doubt that North Marley suffered 

badly from its reliance on poorly qualified, part-time officers. 
63 

North Dierley's financial position is less well chronicled than 

Bradford's, but as these deficiencies would lead one to aspect, Worth 

3ierley's cheques were also knovn to bounce. In March 1864 there 

was insufficient in the Treasurer's hands to most the day's cheques, 

on 14th April the cheques for outdoor relief could not be met, on 

20th April 1617 was needed but only £16 was available, on 4th August 

there was insufficient to pay the County and Police Rates, on lot 

September the balance in the Treasurer's hands was 'very much short', 

on 13th October cheques were needed for 1456 more than was available 

and two weeks later cheques to the value of 1363 could not be issued 

for want of funds. 64 

North Marley would have benefitted from a reorganisation of 

districts facilitating the appointment of full time officers, but 

localist sentiment and the Guardians' desire to economise prevented 

such a developmeat. When John Tordoff was forced to resign, in 1850, 

the Board's reaction was not to increase his successor's salary, in 

the hope of attracting a more competent officer, but to reduce the 

salary from £90 to 180.65 Lov salaries attracted inexperienced 

officers vho were sometimes required to grapple with a legacy of debts 

and arrears. 

The District Auditor's half yearly audit provided some protection 
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against fraudulence and incompetence and was a mans of raising 

the standard of bookkeeping, but it was by no mans foolproof. In 

1857 North Bierley's Union Clark committed suicide and was 

subsequently found to have embezzled alaost 11000 in frauds dating 

back to 1849. Evidence presented by the Guardians shored that the 

Clark had altered cheques in the most blatant fashion, yet the Poor 

Law Inspector confirmed that 'none of the errors, defects and 

irregularities ... apparent on an inspection of the Union accounts 

merely, were brought under the notice of the Board by the Auditor'. 

The latter officer, Thomas Hicklethwaite, died during the course 

of the investigation. His successor, William Shav, proved equally 

unsatisfactory. Shaw failed to surcharge Clayton's Assistant 

Overseer, Henry Jovett, although he knew that Jovett had collected a 

large sum in rates without entering it in his accounts. When Jovett 

absconded and was dismissed, Shaw resigned. 
66 

The Bradford Board must have welcomed Shaw's resignation, for 

he had been a thorn in its side ever since his appointment. The 

Guardians found 'this generally lynx eyed official' both 'overbearing 

and dictatorial' and they complained of his austere manner and spirit 

of hostility. 67 Although Shaw's resignation suggested negligence, 

it was his excessive zeal which alienated the Bradford Board. In 

1858 he incurred the Board's wrath by refusing to discuss a disallowance 

with anyone other than the four Guardians directly involved, and in 

1860 he insisted on carrying out an audit during the election period, 

despite the Clerk's plea for an adjournment. Shaw was more critical 

of the officers' books than his predecessors had been and, above all, 

he religiously disallowed the expenses of deputations undertaken by 

members of the Bradford Board. Shaw believed that it was no part of 

the Guardians duty to use Union funds to oppose legislative changes 

and on five occasions between 1857 and 1861 he surcharged the Guardians 
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for deputation expenses. 

The Bradford Board regarded this as a slight on its competence 

and as a threat to its independence and the Guardians were determined 

not to bow to the Auditor's disallowances. Eventually, after the 

Poor Law Board bad refused to remit a surcharge of E14-18-51, the 

Bradford Board sent a deputation to discuss the matter with the 

President of the Poor Law Board. Bradford's Chairman, William 

Brayshav, warned the Commissioners that: 

'nothing [was] to very injurious to the good 

feeling entertained by the Guardians of this 

Union towards your Right Honourable 

Board as the constant irritation caused for 

many months by these paltry disallowances'. 

In a statement reminiscent of the 1840s, araysbav reminded the 

Comissioners that the Board of Guardians vast 

'an unpaid body, and if we devote one seventh 

of the year to the service of the poor we have 

a right to expect proper consideration from a 

Board placed over us by the Legislature, and 

not to be treated as more puppets incapable 

of judging whether we ought or ought not to 

expend some twenty pounds out of the rates 

to save the ratepayers many times the sum so 

expanded'. 
68 

The Poor Law Board relented and remitted the surcharge and when Shaw's 

successor made a similar disallowance the Guardians' appeal was allowed 

without debate. 

The District Auditors' failure to prevent frauds and the clashes 

over disallowances encouraged the Boards of Guardians to exercise 

greater vigilance and to press for Union Auditors. In 1837 Bradford 

introduced its own half yearly inspection of the Clark's accounts and 
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both Boards urged the appointment of resident Auditors. 69 

District Auditors could curb local heresies but could not make 

good basic deficiencies in a Union's financial and administrative 

structure. The legislative changes of the 1860. vers of vital 

importance, but in 1871 it vas still too soon to assess the benefits 

for Bradford and North Marley. Financial reform coincided with an 

increase in pressure on the onion's resources. Relief expenditure 

vas rising and other local government agencies were raking greater 

demands on Bradford's growing resources. At the least, by enabling 

these resources to be tapped more effectively, the financial reforms 

of the 1860s made the community's increasingly extravagant aspirations 

realistic. 
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CHAPTER 11, OUTDOOR RELIEF 

The 1834 Report condemned the abuses associated with the 

administration of outdoor relief to the able-bodied poor, praised 

the virtues of the well regulated Workhouse and looked to a Central 

Board to ensure that these virtues would be shared by the nation. 

Yet in 1855 it was one of the Central Authority's own inspectors. 

Alfred Austin, who told a Select Comoittee that he did 'not think 

that outdoor relief could be abolished or such diminished in 

England'. Another Inspector, Harry Darnall, agreed that it would 

be 'quite impossible' to obtain the additional Workhouse accommodation 

needed for a system based exclusively on indoor relief. He was 

convinced that the Outdoor Relief Prohibitory order could not be 

introduced into the manufacturing districts. 'because the stoppage 

of a few mills in any one town would render it absolutely necessary 

to give outdoor relief'. Tarnall told the Coa ittee that Boards of 

Guardians in Lancashire and the West Riding would not use the Workhouse 

as a test, - 'they do not like it excepting where the pauper is idle 

or dissolute'. ' 

Farnall had not abandoned his belief in the value of a Workhouse 

test but he vas prepared to ackuowlsdge the impracticability of 

imposing a system centred on the Workhouse. The Central Authority 

was coming to terms with the fact that the New Poor Law had failed to 

transform the existing pattern of relief and that northern Boards of 

Guardians could not be forcibly vaanad away from a system dominated 

by outdoor relief. 

Austin and ParnaUl vere both familiar with the situation in 

Bradford, obere Workhouse inmates in the pre-division period probably 

never accounted for even lOX of the pauper host, and for a considerably 

smaller proportion during trade depressions. Two months before the 

Union's division the Workhouse inmates accounted for only 1.92 of 
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the total of 13,283 paupers. (Soo Table 2, Chapter 5 (ii) and Table It 

Chapter 5 (hill. 

Pauperism on the scale experienced in 1848 vas exceptional, and 

by February 1849 the number of paupers in the area of the old Bradford 

Uaion had fallen to approximately 7,400. Two years later the total 

stood at roughly 4,600. The post-division decade saw nothing to 

compare with lebruary 1848, when over 16,000 appeared on the relief 

lists, but there continued to be substantial fluctuations in the 

incidence of pauperism and the recessions of 1854-5 and 1857-8 produced 

two fresh peaks. In the spring of 1855 the Bradford Union alone was 

relieving 7,670 paupers and in February 1858 Bradford was relieving 

6,240 applicants and North Bierley a further 2,670. 

From 1857 published returns of the number of paupers in receipt 

of relief on lot January and Ist July each year provide a clearer and 

more detailed picture of the pattern of relief. Like all contemporary 

returns, however, this series has its limitations. The returns do not, 

for instance, provide a reliable guide to the number of different 

individuals relieved during the course of a year, nor do they throw 

any light on the intractable question of turnover rates. We do not 

know how many of those listed in a return for lot January were still 

in receipt of relief on lot July. 2 

The returns do, however, indicate that after 1858 the number of 

paupers remained remarkably stable. Between tat January 1859 and 

tat July 1871 the number of paupers (including lunatics and vagrants) 

relieved by the Bradford Union ranged from a minimum of 1919 to a 

maximum of 2952; in North Marley the range was from 1705 to 2630. 

Since the area's population was increasing, the incidence of pauperism 

tended to fall. The increase in the incidence of pauperism in North 

BLsrley, recorded in Table 1, was in part a reflection of an upturn 

in the number of applicants, dating from the late 1860s. The extent 
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of the upturn is euaSgerated by the fact that the number of paupers 

relieved on lot January 1861 was lower than at any other time between 

1857 and 1871, while the number relieved on lot January 1871 was 

higher than at any other times during the asma period. 

Table 1. The Incidence of Pauperism in the Bradford and Worth Burley 

Unions. 1850-1 to 1870-1. 3 

Number of Paupers (including lunatics 

and vagrants) relieved on lot January. 

Bradford North $ieriey 

1850 2851 2399 

Number of Paupers per 

thousand Population. 

Bradford Worth Bisrlsy 

21.5 32.2 

1851 2378 1638 22.9 22.0 

1860 2156 1800 20.3 21.0 

1861 2412 1705 22.7 19.9 

1870 2436 2515 16.7 22.5 

1871 2839 2630 19.5 23.5 

The incidence of pauperism in Bradford was only half the national 

average. 
4 For this, Bradford could thank the local textile industry 

which escaped unscathed from the Cotton Famine and had moved beyond the 

problems associated with the chronically depressed handrorkers. The 

1860s were years of unprecedented stability, years wham both Boards 

of Guardians could afford to look more critically at the quality of 

relief provision. 

As in the past, the pauper boat consisted predominantly of non 

able-bodied adults and children. The pattern revealed in Table 2 

conceals fluctuations during the period, but with the exception of 

1857-8 these fluctuations were not very marked. The arost conspicuous 

trend involved Bradford's lunatic paupers, who accounted for only 2.71 

of all paupers relieved on lot July 1857 but for 9.2% fourteen years 

later. 
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Table 2. The CosEositioa of the Pauper Host. 1857 to 1871.6 

(Mean Percentages) 

Bradford North Marley 

Adult able-bodied man 3.6 1.4 

Adult able-bodied women 13.0 9.9 

Total able-boated adults 16.6 11.3 

Non able-bodied adults 42.3 50.5 

Children under 16 34.4 32.4 

Lunatics (including children) 3; 5 S. 8, 

Vagrants 1.2 0.1 

In both Unions, as Table 3 indicates* outdoor relief remained 

predominant. 

Table 3. The Pattern of Indoor and Outdoor Relief, 1857 to 1ß71. d 

(mean Percentages) 

Adult able-bodied mtn 

Adult able-bodied women 

Total able-bodied adults 

Non able-bodied adults 

Children under 16 

All Paupers 

Zn receipt 
, _, 

of 
outdoor relief. 

Bradford North BLerle, 

99.4 90.3 

89.2 95.5 

In receipt 
. ý, 

of 
indoor relief 

Bradford North Marley 

0.6 9.7 

10.8 4.5 

91.3 94.9 8.7 5.1 

81.9 93.5 18.1 6.5 

86.3 95.6 13.7 4.4 

82.8 92.5 17.2 7.3 

North Biarley's new Union Workhouse was not opened until 1858 and 

though it was more than twice as co=modious as the old Idle Workhouse it 

still provided accoanadation for only 341 paupers, including vagrants* 

The new building was never full and though its construction led to a modest 

increase in the proportion of paupers relieved indoors, the half yearly 

returns suggest that never mors than 9.4% of the Union's paupers wars 

found within its walls. 
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In Bradford, there was a more substantial change in the ratio 

of indoor to outdoor paupers. This was associated with the 

construction and subsequent enlargement of a new Union Workhouse, 

which raised the Union's Workhouse accommodation from 140 to 

approximately 900 places. Before the erection of the new Workhouse, 

the proportion of indoor paupers was inevitably small, - 2.1% in 

October 1848 and 4.9% early in 1851.7 As Workhouse accommodation 

expanded, so too did the proportion of paupers relieved indoors. The 

half-yearly returns for the period 1st January 1866 to Ist July 1871 

produce a mean percentage of indoor paupers of 20.6%. 

This development had most effect on the non able-bodied groups, 

but Workhouse expansion also reawakened the able-bodied debate. In 

the past, the Bradford Board of Guardians had consistently opposed the 

use of the Workhouse as a test for able-bodied applicants, and the 

size and internal arrangements of the Union's Workhouses had precluded 

the operation of such a test. Bradford's new Workhouse raised the 

possibility of some kind of Workhouse test, though this was not the 

Guardians' intention when they decided to build a new Workhouse. 

Joshua Pollard, an influential ear-officio Guardian and former opponent 

of a Union Workhouse, relented in his opposition only when he was 

satisfied that the Workhouse would not be used as a test. 
8 The 

Board's attitude was summed up by its Chairman, William Forster, who! 

'hoped that it would not be supposed that the Workhouse 

test, as generally understood, would be generally 

applied, or that it was the intention of the Board 

of Guardians at any time to withhold outdoor 

relief and to substitute indoor relief'. 

Forster was prepared to apply the test to the idle: 

'but he could not consent, and as a Guardian 

he would not consent for the honest, well 
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disposed pauper to be compelled to enter the 

Workhouse, because he was obliged to apply 

to the parish for relief. 
9 

Forster's statement accorded with the policy of previous Boards, 

but during the aid-1850s there was less unanimity of opinion. During 

the autumn of 1854,92 applicants were offered the Workhouse. When 

66 refused, Henry Read remarked approvingly that 'the Workhouse in 

fact was a test, and [that] a test ought to be applied'. For this 

reason Read, a Liberal, wanted the Workhouse enlarged. go was 

supported by Joseph Hick, the President of the Bradford Operative 

Conservative Society, who 'saw so many cases of those to whom the 

Workhouse ought to be offered as a test'. Plans for enlargement 

were submitted early in 1855 and the Poor Law Inspector, Harry 

Farnall, was encouraged by the Board's outlook. He advised the 

Guardians that 'if there vas) one class more than another requiring 

the Workhouse test it [was] the able-bodied man in receipt of parochial 

relief'. Farnail attributed the paucity of male able-bodied inmates 

to a 'vant of proper accommodation', and he reminded the Board that 

'it vas to meet this state of affairs that you so wisely determined 

to enlarge the Bradford Workhouse'. 10 

Farnall's statement was based on more than wishful thinking, 

for the Bradford Board now saw some merit in a Workhouse test. During 

the winter of 1856-7 the Guardians received encouraging reports of 

the small proportion of applicants prepared to accept orders for 

admission to the Workhouse. 11 The Board's Chairman, John Smith, 

waxed lyrical on the success of the Workhouse in reducing pauperises 

'for they found by experience that not ona in 

ten applicants to whom relief in the Workhouse 

was offered, accepted it, and he could not 

but express his regret that their friends at 

Leeds declined to take advantage of such an 
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excellent mans of checking and reducing 

pauperism' . 
12 

Smith's influence as Chairman of the Bradford Board from 1854 

to 1856 may have been decisive, for Smith placed great emphasis on 

the need to distinguish between the deserving and undeserving poor. 

In 1854 he told his fellow Guardians that 'the greatest difficulty 

they had to contend with was to discriminate between those who were 

needy and worthy and those who were not'. Two years later he again 

warned that 'the difficulty would be to discriminate between the 

deserving poor and the undeserving poor'. The Workhouse test could 

be used to establish this distinction. but Smith does not seem to 

have advocated its indiscriminate application. Smith insisted that 

he would never offer the Workhouse to the honest and industrious, 

and that he wished to save those whose poverty was unavoidable from 

indoor relief. 
13 In effect, applicants would be classified as 

deserving or undeserving without resort to the Workhouse test, which 

would only be applied to those whose need or moral worth were 

suspect. Smith's views did not, therefore, differ radically from 

those of his predecessors. All were agreed that the undeserving 

able-bodied applicant alone might justifiably be offered the Workhouse. 

Unlike his predecessors, Smith may have believed that a substantial 

proportion of applicants acre undeserving. 

The change in outlook was a modest one, and during the winter 

of 1857-8, when the Poor Law Inspector advised the Bradford Board to 

offer the Workhouse to some of the union's 700 able-bodied men, the 

Guardians objected 'on the ground that they had always refrained from 

offering the House to such men for fear they should get into it and 

not leave it'. The Inspector did manage to persuade the Guardians 

to issue orders of admission to seven men, Who entered the Workhouse, 

dined and left, but no further action was taken. In 1870 a Guardian 

claimed that the Board 'frequently, in order to try whether the applicants 
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really wanted relief# ordered them to coma into the House', but 

the statistics show that the vast majority of able-bodied paupers 

were in receipt of outdoor relief. If a test aas being applied, 

it was being applied very selectively* 
14 

Z 

After 1862 the half-yearly returns never recorded a single 

able-bodied sale inmate, though an average of seventy 
/ble-bodied 

men were in receipt of outdoor relief. These returns covered only 

the Ist January and lot July, but while the Bradford Workhouse say 

have contained sale able-bodied inmates at other time during the 

year, their presence was exceptional. It was an ironic fact that 

those for whom the New Poor Law's well regulated Workhouse had been 

primarily intended were least likely to enter its gates. 

it was being applied very selectims1y. 
14 

Z 

After 1862 the half-yearly returns never recorded a single 

able-bodied sale inmate, though an average of seventy 
/ble-bodied 

men were in receipt of outdoor relief. These returns covered only 

As Table 3 reveals, able-bodied vamen were far more regular 

inmates of the Bradford Workhouse, as many as a sixth and seven 

a fifth of this group being in receipt of indoor relief. There 

were several reasons vhy able bodied vomsn were more likely to be 

admitted to the Workhouse than man. Woman deserted by their husbands 

were regarded as 'a very questionable class of destitute persons', 

and single women and widows with illegitimate children were liable 

to be considered morally unworthy. These women vors particularly 

vulnerable, and the Poor Law Board pressed for their admittance to 

the Workhouse. is Yet, even for these groups, outdoor relief remained 

the norm. During the half year ended March 1853 the Bradford Union 

relieved 127 mothers of illegitimate children, 24 of than in the 

Workhouse and 103 outside it. Tan years later, eleven deserted wives 

mars in receipt of indoor relief and fortyfive were in receipt of 

outdoor relief. 
16 Financial considerations ensured that the Workhouse 

would not normally be used to punish women who had offended the 

Guardians' sense of decency. The majority of able-bodied women living 

in the Workhouse were probably there because they were not in a position 

to manage on their own. 
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In North Marley, as Table 3 suggests, far fewer able-bodied 

women were sent to the Workhouse. A higher percentage of able- 

bodied even were relieved indoors but the numbers involved were 

very small; a maximum of twelve male able-bodied inmates according 

to the half-yearly returns. The Poor Law Board tried to persuade 

the Guardians to make greater use of the Workhouse but without 

success. The able-bodied debate therefore continued to revolve 

around the terms on which outdoor relief was to be administered. 

In Bradford. a labour test was in operation, but the Guardians 

were adamant that: 

'they were not going to send all to the test bill 

who caii before them. There were some applicants 

who did not deserve any such treatment, and they 

would endeavour to discriminate between the 

worthy and the worthless'. 

The Union Clerk reported that 'the guardians endeavour, so far as they 

legally can. to keep as fev paupers as possible at the labour test'. 
17 

The loopholes available to than in applying the Outdoor Labour Test 

Order meant that only a minority of male able-bodied applicants vets 

subjected to the test. 

In aid-October 1848 Bradford's outdoor relief lists included 

307 able-bodied men, but only 37 were to be found at the teat. The 

Superintendent of Outdoor Labour complained that: 

'large nunbera of paupers are now receiving relief 

without been (sic) required to work at the labour 

test at all, so that if all these parties were 

sent which ought to be, ... I should now have on 

the test bill upwards of 200 persons'. 

This may well have been true, but while evasion van possible the Bradford 

Board was not going to send every applicant to a test which it believed 

to be 'productive of demoralisation and disaffection'. 18 
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At this time the Bradford Board was still involved in 

negotiations with the Reproductive Labour Committee. " The 

Committee's attempt to procure suitable waste ground had failed, 

but in November 1848 the Board of Guardians was persuaded to call 

a ratepayers' meeting to consider the propriety of the Board taking 

a fares on which to sat the able-bodied to work. The ratepayers duly 

adopted a motion to replace: 

'the degrading occupation of the test hill, which 

experience has proved to be both demoralising and 

inefficient, by following the example which has 

been adopted with advantage in other Unions of 

employing the able-bodied poor on the land in 

reproductive and remunerative labour, feeling 

assured that such a course, under judicious 

management, will prove an effectual test to the 

idle and vicious, be a welcoma change to the 

unfortunate but deserving, and eventually result 

in a reduction of the amount of rates '. 20 

Although the scheme received the Poor Law Board's conditional approval, 

interest in it quickly evaporated as Bradford emerged from economic 

depression. By February 1849 there were only eleven men at the test 

and a =onth later, when the number was down to five, the Poor Law 

Board allowed the Guardians to dispense with the Superintendent's 

services. Events had overtaken the schemes of the Reproductive Labour 

Committee, and they were quietly forgotten. 

The recovery of trade allowed the Bradford Board to get through 

the next three years without needing to pay much attention to the 

problems of able-bodied pauperism or to the provision of a labour test. 

In 1851 the Board approached the Town Council's Street and Drainage 

Committee on the subject of employing able-bodied paupers but with no 
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evidence of subsequent action. In June 1852 the able-bodied 

were being employed in the new Workhouse grounds under the supervision 

of a pauper. 
2' 

Intrusion by the Central Authority appeared to be on the wane, and 

the issuing of the Outdoor Relief Regulation Order in August 1052 came 

as a not unwelcome surprise. in many respects the Order was merely 

a restatement of the Outdoor Labour Test Order, banning the payment 

of rents and stipulating that able-bodied teen should not be given relief 

in aid of earnings but should be set to work and given at least half 

of their relief in kind. The escape clauses were also similar to those 

in the earlier Order, though the new Order tightened up the ban on 

rent payments and prevented the possibility of able-bodied men being 

legally excused the payment of relief in kind without the Poor Law 

Board's express approval. The Order's only significant innovation 

was contained in Article 1, which stipulated that 'onethird at least' 

of any outdoor relief afforded to those who were: 

'indigent and h&lpless from age, sickness, 

accident, or bodily or mental infirmity, or 

u-ho shall be a widow having a child or children 

dependent on her incapable of working, and one 

half at least of the relief allowed to any 

able-bodied person, other than such widow as 

aforesaid, shall be given in articles of food 

or fuel, or in other articles of absolute 

necessity 1.22 

Boards of Guardians were required to give relief in kind not only to 

able-bodied nen but also to able-bodied women and to the aged and the 

sick. This extension of control beyond the realm of malt able-bodied 

pauperism was a source of widespread hostility. 

Both the Bradford and the Worth Bierley Boards of Cuardiens 
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attacked the provisions relating to relief in kind. They believed 

that such payments were uneconomic as well as administratively 

inconvenient, and argued that relief levels would have to be 

increased to compensate for the unsuitability of relief given 

in kind. The prohibition of relief in aid and the imposition of a 

labour test provoked the familiar complaint that those suddenly: 

'reduced from full to partial employment .., 

must abandon their work entirely and submit to a 

kind of labour as a test of destitution for which 

they are unfitted by their previous habits and be 

brought into association with persons whose moral 

conduct is contaminating'. 
23 

There was nothing new or surprising in the Boards oA Guardians' 

responses, but the Poor Law Board was entitled to be surprised at 

the strength of the Guardians' reaction. As the Commissioners pointed 

out, the provisions relating to relief in aid and to a test of labour 

were already in force, and since trade was flourishing, there was no 

danger of a sudden change in the treatment of able-bodied men, as 

there had been when the Labour Test Order was first introduced. The 

Guardians were up in arms about regulations which they were already 

supposed to be observing. The new Order embraced able-bodied women 

and non able-bodied groups, but these paupers were only substantially 

affected by the regulation requiring that part of their relief be paid 

in kind. In Bradford, this was already the norm. 

When the new Workhouse was opened, in 1851, the Bradford Board 

of Guardians decided to take advantage of its baking facilities. All 

relief cases were reviewed and most paupers were ordered to receive 

part of their relief in bread. A pauper in receipt of 1/6d relief 

would be given 1/- in cash and the remainder in the form of a 41b loaf. 

If relief was 2/-, the pauper would still receive 6d worth of bread, 

because a 41b loaf was considered adequate for one person's needs. If 
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the Bradford Board conformed with the Outdoor Relief Regulation 

Order. either paupers would have to be given more bread than was 

considered appropriate or they would have to be issued with tickets 

redeemable at local shops. The Bradford Board objected to this 

system because it believed that shopkeepers tended to supply paupers 

with goods of inferior quality at inflated prices9 and that the 

ticket system opened 'a door for collusion'. 
24 

The Bradford Board already administered relief partially in 

kind, but its formula was less rigid than that laid down in the new 

Order, which therefore represented an erosion of the Board's 

discretionary powers. It was not simply a question of whether one 

third of an aged pauper's relief should be given in kind, - though 

the Guardians thought it ridiculous to impose such a precise rule, - 

what was fundamentally at issue was the Guardians' freedom to decide 

for themselves. It was a matter of general authority as well as of 

specific relief policy, and the Guardians attacked the Order with 

gusto because it restated and extended the existing restrictions 

on their discretionary power at a time when the Labour Test Order 

aas least intrusive. The Poor Law Board had touched on that most 

sensitive of nerves, the Boards of Guardians' powers of discretion. 

In reply, the Guardians sought to restore the status quo and to prevent 

the Central Authority repeating the insult. 

For the 1852 Order was regarded as an insult, an indication that 

the Commissioners thought 'that there was not sufficient sense nor 

wisdom in the ratepayers to send a fit and proper person to manage 

the affairs of a Board of Guardians'. John Smith complained thatt 

'they were reduced to such a state that they wore 

not a jot better than mere machines. They had 

become mare cyphers. They dare not nova without 

permission. They came and sat there, but they 

dare not exercise their own judgement'. 
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James Green considered its 

'an outrageous thing that three gentlemen living 

in London, who never knew what it was to want a 

meal's meat, should dictate to Guardians how 

they should relieve the poor they never saw'; 

and Charles Rhodes declared that 'they Mare far better able to know 

and supply the vents of the poor than three Comissioners in London 

and that there would be no peace till they were removed'. 

These were the hackneyed phrases of put battles, and it was 

very fitting that James Green should recall the advice of Samuel 

Cowling, who had led the verbal assault on the Outdoor Labour Test 

Order, that 'if they could do nothing but what the Commissioners 

told them, it was high time to take up their bats and So away'. 
25 

When the Boards of Guardians' petitions failed to produce results, 

the Bradford and North Bierley Boards cooperated with other northern 

Unions to apply concerted pressure on the Central Authority. 

Following a orating at Manchester in October 1852 Henry Brown, 
26 for 

Bradford, and the Reverend Joshua Fawcett, for North Bierley, formed 

part of a deputation which persuaded the President of the Poor Law 

Board to modify the Outdoor Relief Regulation Order. 

Under the revised Order of 14th December 1852 the regulations 

governing relief in kind were to apply only to able-bodied 'nen, at 

least one half of whose relief was to be paid in kind. 27 In the 

Circular Letter which accompanied the Order a very weak construction 

was placed on the waning of the ban on relief in aid to able-bodied 

men and Boards of Guardians were encouraged to believe that the Poor 

Law Board would not attempt to enforce the labour test during trade 

depressions. The letter stated that, with regard to the ban on relief 

in aid: 

'what it is intended actually to prohibit is the 
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giving relief at the sane identical time as 

that at which the person receiving it is in 

actual employment, and in the receipt of vages, 

... and that relief given in any other case, 

as for instance, in that of a man working for 

wages on one day and being without work the 

next, or working half the week and being 

unemployed during the remainder, and being then 

in used of relief is not prohibited'. 

As far as the labour test was concerned, the Poor Law Board accepted 

that if: 

'awing to any commercial pressure or general 

depression of trade, large masses of people 

should hereafter be thrown out of empioymsnt 

... great difficulty would exist in giving 

full affect to the provisions of the Article. 

In such an emergency'... the Board would ... 

be prepared at once, as on former occasions, 

to take'such steps, by temporary suspension 

of this Article or otherwise, as night be 

expedient to meat satisfactorily and 

effectually the difficulty experienced'. 
28 

In its amended form, the 1852 Order differed only is detail from 

its predecessor. the Outdoor Labour Test Order. Most of its provisions 

applied only to able-bodied non, with an emphasis on discouraging relief 

in aid, encouraging relief in kind, and enforcing a test of labour. 

The new Order shared with the old a generous provision for evasion and 

the Poor Law Board's forced retreat did not augur well for the 

effectiveness of the new Order. In its Circular Letter, the Poor Law 

Board can. close to saying that when Articles 5 and 6, on relief in 

f 
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aid and the labour test, threatened to affect a significant number 

of applicants, they could be ignored. There seemed every prospect 

that the future pattern vould be one of unregulated outdoor relief. 

Research into the experiences of other northern Unions has 

tended to emphasise the ineffectiveness of the outdoor Relief 

Regulation order, with Unions exploiting to the full the loopholes 

offered by the amended Order. 
29 

The experience«of North Bierley 

and, to a lesser extent, of Bradford confirm the order's ineffectiveness. 

The battle for effective regulation was lost in 1852, if not before, 

and the Poor Law Board was left to enforce an order which on its own 

admission would apply to only a small proportion of paupers. In 

Bradford and North Bierley, at least, the Boards of Cuardiens were 

usually able to evade the order's restrictions by passive means. 

The handling of cases reported as exceptions under the order was a 

relatively minor factor in the order's overall failure. 

In both Bradford and North Bierley, as Table 2 indicates, the 

number of able-bodied male paupers was small bath in relative and 

in absolute terms. For many in this select group the term 'able- 

bodied' was a misnomer. in the Poor Law Board's Report for 1869-70 

it was pointed out that at the time of making their relief applications, 

'only a small proportion'of the able-bodied were physically capable 

of earning a living by labour. Except during trade depressions,, a 

majority of those returned as able-bodied =-u vexe probably receiving 

relief because they themselves or members of their families were ill, 

thus bringing them within the exceptions laid down in Article 7 of 

the 1852 Order. On let January 1872 no less than 54 of Bradford's 

57 outdoor able-bodied male paupers and 17 of North Marley's 18 sale 

able-bodied paupers were receiving relief on grounds that brought then 

within the exceptions laid dove in Article 7. In other vords, most 

able-bodied man were exempt from the ban on relief in aid and from the 

labour test without the Boards of ©uardians having to take any 
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evasive action. 
30 

During periods of high unemployment a smaller proportion of 

able-bodied applicants would have been receiving relief on account 

of their own or their families sickness, but it is worth recalling 

that on ist July 1848 over a third of the old Union's 1396 outdoor 

able-bodied mile paupers would have qualified for exemption from 

Articles 3 and 6 of the 1852 Order. 31 Even during trade depressions 

a substantial proportion of able-bodied man were exempt from the 

labour test and from the ban on relief in aid, and during the 

prosperous 1860s there were few men to whou Articles 5 and 6 were 

applicable. 

The North Morley Board of Guardians facilitated this process 

by keeping able-bodied applicants off the relief lists. In 1867 

the Poor Law Inspector reported that: 

'No teat or task of work has been provided for 

able-bodied male paupers who are relieved out 

of the Workhouse. If an able-bodied man whose 

case does not come within the exception to 

the rules makes application for relief, the 

Relieving Officef (as he informs me) gives 

relief temporarily and then makes an arrangement 

with the Surveyors of the roads who sets the man 

to work. Thus able-bodied paupers are kept off 

the books of the Union '. 32 

The aßen were set to work, but in their own township under the supervision 

of the township authorities; an arrangement favoured by the Guardians 

because it was consonant with localist sentiment and aas bheaper and 

more flexible than an official labour test scrutinised by the Central- 

Authority. 

In North Bierlog. the Outdoor Relief Regulation Order's blunt teeth 
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could only hope to staks an impression when trade was slack, notably 

in 1854-5 and 1857-8. Early in 1854 paupers were set to vork 

removing a pit hill at Clayton, but it was a very small scale 

operation, involving four non, two wheelbarrows and three spades. 

Work here may have continued intermittently until May 1855, when 

Henry Jowett's services as Master of the Labour Test were terminated. 

Jovstt was Clayton's poor sate Collector and his duties in connection 

with the labour tost could not have been very demanding, - he received 

only £6 for services rendered over an eight month period. 
33 

At the and of 1855 the Poor Law Board approved the purchase of 

a quantity of dross on which to sat the able-bodied to work, but 

there was no further mention of a test until March 1857, when it ties 

suggested that applicants be set to work on the roads. When the Poor 

Law hoard asked who vas to superintend and pay the men, there was a 

significant silence. Three months later the Guardians announced their 

intention of employing the able-bodied to break dross in the 

Workhouse, 34 

During the autumn of 1857 the North Morley Board was sufficiently 

disturbed by the increasing number of applicants to ask for a general 

authority to relieve 'the families of able-bodied paupers who may be 

wholly without work or in partial employment only, through the present 

extremely depressed state. of trade, without submitting them to the. 

labour test'. On the advice of the Poor Law Inspector, John Manvaring, 

the request was refused, but the Poor Law Board stated its readiness 

to consider individual cases favourably. This accorded with the Poor 

Law Hoard's general policy during the 1857-8 depression and seemed 

to indicate a firmer response than that envisaged in the Circular 

Latter of 1852, which had implied that the Coasissioners would be 

prepared to suspend Article 6 during trade depressions. In its Annual 

Report for 1857-8 the Poor Law board claimed considerable success in 
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its attempt to persuade Boards of Guardians to maintain a labour 

test and even, as in Leicester, to operate a selective Workhouse 

test. In some northern Unions, however, the Central Authority's 

readiness to sanction a large number of exceptions meant that its 

stand was largely symbolic. 
35 

In North Bierley the impact of the depression was too modest 

to give the Poor Law Board's refusal to suspend the labour test 

such significance. In May 1858 a Superintendent of Teat Labour 

was appointed, 
36 but no further reference was made to the test and 

at the beginning of July there were only 38 able-bodied in in 

receipt of outdoor relief, with a further two in the Workhouse. 

During the whole of 1857 and 1858 only four cases were reported to 

the Poor Law Board as exceptions to the 1852 Order. Had the need 

arose, the North Bierley board would undoubtedly have submitted more 

cases as exceptions. 

Between 1852 and 1871 the North Burley Board reported only 

tventyfive able-bodied am as exceptional cases. live of these 

applications were deemed unnecessary because the pauper came within 

the exceptions laid down in Article 7. fourteen of the twenty 

remaining cases were genuinely exceptional, involving widowers with 

young childreng most of whom had applied for relief in aid to enable 

then to pay for their children to be looked after while they went 

out to work. Although the Poor Law Board usually sanctioned the 

proposed relief, approval was not autocratic, in two cases sanction 

was withheld on the ground that the mans' earnings were too high to 

justify it. In another case, the Commissioners sanctioned the relief 

but added that the man ought to be set to vork. 
37 In other cases 

the Commissioners urged the desirability of a labour or Workhouse 

test, insisted on a full statement of the circumstances of each case, 

and placed a limit, usually three months, on the period for which 

approval was granted. 
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TM Comsissionsrs managed to retain some control, but it 

vas of the most tenuous nature. After 1838-there vu no further 

i*ntion of a labour test in North Bierley. The Outdoor Relief 

Regulation Order becam, not a dead letter, but an irrelevance. 

During the 1860s the Relieving Officers received few applications. 

from adult able-bodied srsn. Most of those who applied fell within 

the exceptions laid down in Article 7; those who did not were 

taken off the relief lists and transferred to the Highway Surveyors. 

The few who remained could expect to be referred to the Poor Law 

Board as exceptional. cases. 

The 1852 Order had a greater impact in Bradford, where numbers 

were greater and the impact of trade depressions ire severe. The 

Board's past record suggested that the Guardians would defend the 

practice of paying relief in aid of earnings and resist the enforcement 

of a labour test, yet the Bradford Board adopted a harder line, 

flirting with a Workhouse test and setting the able-bodied to work 

without compunction. 

In the suaasur of 1852, test labourers were being employed in the 

Workhouse grounds. 
38 When relief applications started to riss, towards 

the and of 1833, able-bodied applicants were set to work on the 

Workhouse land. By February 1854 there were 114 sin engaged is spade 

husbandry and picking oakum and a committee was appointed to find 

additional work. In May 1854 104 man were under the 'Workhouse Master's 

superintendence while others ware removing a bill on the Leeds Road. In 

June the Town Council's Street and Drainage Committee took on $ome of 

the paupers to carry out improvemts in Thief Score Lane. 

During the Summer of 1334 the number of paupers on the relief lists 

remained fairly stable, but from November onwards there was a rapid 

increase. In aid-November there were 3498 paupers on the Union's 

books; by early March 1855 " peak of 7670 had been reached. Subsequently, 
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there was a steady fall, to below 5000 early in June, levelling 

out between 3,200 and 3,500 during September and October. 

In mid-November 1854,100 men were working at the test. By 

the and of November the number had risen to 173 and early in 

December there vere 227 test labourers. An the depression deepened, 

the number of-isst labourers increased, reaching a peak of 477 at 

the end of February 1855. The number remained above 400 until early 

April, fell to below 300 by the end of the mouth and than declined 

rapidly to 81 by the end of June and to 12 by late September. 

During this period the men were employed in the Workhouse 

grounds, helping with the landscaping of Peel Park, road building at 

Thief Score lane and moving snow from local footpaths. Towards the 

end of September 1855, when the number of test workers was down to 

less than twenty, the men were all brought to the Workhouse to dig 

potatoes. 

During the winter of 1855-6 the number of paupers on the Union's 

books reached a new peak of 4,700. Joseph Thornton, appointed as 

temporary Superintendent of Test Labour in May 1853, was retained 

until the end of Yebruary 1856, nhea the men were again brought to 

the Workhouse from the site at Thief Score Lane. Early in February 

1856 the number of test labourers had reached a peak for the winter of 

93 but by aid-April there were only about 12 test wan on the books. 

From the Spring of 1856 to the autumn of 1857 there were probably 

never more than forty paupers at the test. As the 1857-8 depression 

set in, the number of test labourers again started to rise, reaching 

472 by Christmas 1857. The Bradford Board of Guardians responded by 

increasing the number of test sites and appointing temporary 

Superintendents: Twenty sen were sent to work for the Peel Park Committee, 

fifty were placed at the disposal of the Street Cleansing Committee and 

the Board also contracted to dig four acres of land for Messrs. Bentley 
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and Sons, who were to superintend the men, provide than with tools 

and pay 14/- an acre for the work done. The Guardians appointed two 

paupers as gaffer. over the sen working at Peal Park and at the 

Workhouse but ignored the Poor Law Inspector's advice to appoint a 

Superintendent. The Guardians wanted to be aura that they would 

be able to gat rid of any Superintendent if trade suddenly improved 

and in January 1858 they therefore appointed five test labourers as 

temporary Superintendents for a month. These man were assigned to 

four test sites; at the Workhouse, at Peel Park, at Mr. bentlsy's 

field and at a Mr. Sugden's field. Shortly afterwards the Board 

agreed to level and trench some pit hills at Mr. balme's belay 

estate. During the next few months as many as 378 man were employed 

at this site. 

During the first three vonths of 1858 the number of test 

labourers ranged from 356 to 488, the bulk of these being employed at 

Rooley, at the Workhouse or at Peel Park. Pros the and of March 

the Board of Guardians' commitments were steadily reduced. By the 

end of May the number of test workers had fallen to 183 and work at 

Bentley's and Sugden's fields had been discontinued. BY aid-July 

there were only 32 men at the test and early in September the number 

was down to three. At the and of the_. month the Union dispensed with 

the services of the last remaining superintendent. 

The two sharp depressions of 1854-5 and 1857-8 had produced 

rapid increases, followed by equally rapid declines in the total number 

of relief applicants and in the number of nen sent to the labour 

test. At the height of these two depressions a considerable number of 

able-bodied men were subjected to the labour test, less, in absolute 

terms, than in 1847-8, but more relative to the total number of male 

able-bodied paupers. In the 1840s ma were sent to the test because 

the Board of Guardians could not prevent it but in the 1850s the 

Bradford Board was a less comitted critic of the labour test. With 
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some Guardians expressing interest in a Workhouse test there was 

unlikely to be serious opposition to an outdoor labour test, and 

the wave of protests which had emanated from the Board Room during 

the 1840a was conspicuously absent. In 1057 forth Bierley joined 

other northern Unions in requesting a suspension of the labour test 

but the Bradford Board, with far more able-bodied applicants, =ade 

no such requost. Nor did it eubtit cases as exceptions to the 

Outdoor relief regulation Order. During the whole period fron 1852 

to 1671 only one case was submitted as an exception. 
39 

This was surprising, for the group which suffered west during 

the depressions of the 1ß50s, - the voolcoobers htd previously 
been regarded as a group needing to be supported by means of relief 
in aid of earnings. The payment of relief in aid vas not consistent 

with the enforcement of a labour test, for man could not continua in 

full or partial employment if they were required to attend daily at 

a test site. Yet the Bradford Board seams to have abandoned its earlier 

concern at the restrictions imposed on paymcnts made in aid of earnings. 

In 1654 the Board's Chairman told a deputation fron the Woolcoubers". 

Cotunittee that there was 'no such thing as supplementary wages with 

relief, except in spacial cases, with the sanction of the Poor Law 

Board,,; '. The Chairman assured the deputation that the Guardians warm", 

prepared to take advantage of the Order's escape clauses to relieve 

those in partial employment and to preserve them from the test, but he 

insisted that few, if any, partially employed combers had applied for 

relief. This is bard to believe, since 1017 of the 2577 Bombers 

registered with the Woolcombers' Committee were described as partially' 

employed and a further 660 were wholly unemployed. During the week 

ended lot April 1854 there were 644 Irish paupers on the Union's relief 

lists, many of whom must have been combers. The Woolcombers' Committee 



was highly critical of its deputation's treatment by the Guardians, 

and this may have reflected a tougher approach on the part of the 

Bradford Board. 40 
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Thera are several possible explanations for the Board of Guardians' 

changed attitude. Since a high proportion of combers very Irish, anti- 

Irish prejudice may have played a part, though it bad not affected the 

Board's position in the 1840s. ! tore important, the extinction of 

the hand Noolcombers was a process which had lost its capacity to 

shock and even perhaps to provoke deep sympathy. In 1840 people 

could not fully understand or accept the demise of the handvorksrs, 

but by the mid=fifties their fate was taken for granted. Displaced 

and depressed handvorkers no longer posed a threat of violent political 

action as they had done in 1848, and the Board of Guardians could 

therefore be more complacent about their plight. 

Past battles fought ou behalf of the voolcombars had formed part 

of a broader struggle by the Bradford Bard for increased discretionary 

powers. In the 1850s the Board did not feel the gams urgent used for 

increased authority, 
41 

nainly because its paver. of discretion had 

been enlarged. The labour test bocama sore palatable because the 

Guardians wer. able to administer it in a more accaptabla vay. 

In the f sdiate post-division period Guardians had continued to 

condemn test labour as a shays,, what William Venter called 'art organised 

system of idleness' 
. 
42 

The test work undertaken in 1854-S and 1857-8 was 

almost certainly of more value than the test work of the 1844s, and there 

vU no further talk of am digging holes and refilling them. The nay 

Workhouse had the advantage of being set in extensive grounds, and the 

extended activities of the Municipal Corporation after an Improvement 

Act had been secured is 1850 indirectly provided further scope for the 

employment of paupers on a casual basis. 

In 1847 the Poor Law Conmissionsrs had rejected a propoal that 

paupers be employed sweeping the streetsg on the ground that the non 
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would be supervised by a Corporation, and not a Union official. 

After 1852, test labourers were sometimes supervised by Corporation 

or other non-Union officials, but although this was in contravention 

of the 1852 Order, the Poor Law Board took no remedial action. Even 

had they wished to do so. the Commissioners were not legally 

empowered to exercise the detailed control over the labour test which 

had been their prerogative under the Outdoor Labour Test Order. The 

Central Authority could no lcager insist on the appointment of a 

Superintendent of Pauper Labour and the Bradford Board was therefore 

able to make use of the workhouse Master and of paupers to supervise 

the test workers. This reduced the cost of the test, while the Union's 

division eliminated the out-townships' complaint that they bad to 

pay for a test operated for the benefit of the Borough's relief 

applicants. The Guardians could exercise mors discretion in the 

detailed administration of the test than had been possible before 1852. 

It was also true that, while large numbers of men were occasionally 

to be found at the test, large numbers were exempt. During prosperous 

years there would be a hard core of permanent paupers with only a 

small number of able-bodied men, many of whom would be receiving relief 

on account of sickness. When there was a slump, a disproportionate 

number of new applicants would be genuinely able-bodied. Depressions 

therefore resulted in an increase in the proportion of paupers who were 

able-bodied and, among the able-bodied, an increase in the proportion 

of those who did not fall within the exceptions specified in Article 7 

of the 1852 Order. If the Board of Guardians wanted to avoid sending 

new applicants to the test it would either have to apply for its 

suspension or report cases as exceptions. The Bradford Board did neither, 

f but may have taken advantage of the liberal interpretation of relief in 

aid outlined in the Circular Latter of December 1852 to award relief in 
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aid without applying the test or reporting to the Poor Law Board. 

This possibility is not substantiated by the statistics of 

test labour. On Ist January 1858 about 500 of Bradford's 699 

outdoor able-bodied male paupers were working at the test. Ten 

years earlier, during a severe depression, over a third of the 

Union's able-bodied men would have fallen within Article 7's 

excepted categories. The 200 men not vorking at the test in 

January 1858 may well, therefore, all have been covered by Article 7. 

Had the Bradford Board spared other groups from the test, there would 

probably have been less than 500 test labourers. This would seem to 

indicate that the Bradford Board was prepared to abide by the terms 

of the Outdoor Relief Regulation Order, making no special effort to 

save from the test those not automatically exempt under Article 7. 

After 1858 relief to the able-bodied became a matter of routine 

administration and the labour test ceased to be a subject of public 

comment or controversy. The labour test remained in operation, but 

only a handful of man were affected by it. Between September 1858 

and the and of 1860 there were never more than fifteen men at the 

test. When the number increased to a peak of 55 early in 1861 

there was nothing for them to do, and the Board of Guardians applied 

to the Borough Surveyor for some dross or limestone on which to 

set the men to work. 
43 The number of test labourers soon dropped, 

and during the next four years the number never exceeded 27 and was 

often in single figures. 

Early in 1868 there were 159 able-bodied men in receipt of outdoor 

relief, the highest figure recorded in the half-yearly returns since 

1858. In February one of the paupers was appointed as Superintendent 

of Test Labour at 10/- a week. Previously, the men had been supervised 

by the Workhouse porter, an economical arrangement which may explain 

the Board's willingness to maintain a labour test when there were only 

a few test workers. The men worked in the Workhouse gardens, 
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constructing walks for the inmates and breaking stones. Some were 

probably employed by the Corporation, for in 1867 and 1869 payments 

made by the Corporation were credited to the labour test account. 

In 1862 the Board also received 920 from Mr. Balms for work carried 

out at Rooley. 44 

Conditions at the test were harsh, but actual hours of work were 

shorter than for independent labourers. In 1858, when sole of the 

test labourers were working a 39 hour week, the Poor Law Inspector 

expressed concern at the readiness of applicants to accept the test 

and he persuaded the Bradford Board to institute a 43 hour week. 

Bagulations on attendance were strict, with paupers missing a roll 

call losing half a day's relief, but were probably no stricter than 

the regulations imposed by local factory masters. In 1855 the 

Bradford Board reacted to the test labourers' demand for indoor work 

during severe weather by docking the son a day's relief. The Poor 

Law Inspector, Harry Farnall, disapproved, but when the Poor Law 

Board referred a petition from the test labourers to the Board of 

Guardians for its cot ants, the Guardians declined to make any, 

'further than that the men have been treated in accordance with 

the Order of the Poor Law Board'. On two subsequent occasions, in 

1858 and 1870, test workers again had their relief cut for refusing 
45 

to work. 

As Parnall pointed out, the test labourers could ill Word these 

cuts. In 1844-5, a single man received iibout 2/- a week relief, 1/- 

in cash plus two loaves. Families received roughly 1/6d a head. 

Under a scale adopted in 1857 a man and his rife received 3/- a week, 

half in cash and half in kind, plus 1/- for each child. Families 

therefore received less than 1/6d a head. A meeting of the unemployed 

called on the Board of Guardians to increase relief payments; the 
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test labourers went on strike, and after corresponding with other 

Unions, the Bradford Board agreed to an increase. A man and his 

wife would receive relief to the value of 4/- instead of 3/-; 

with 1/- for each child, as before. This scale was not imperative 

but was intended to provide some measure of equality. 
46 

The Bradford Board of Guardians appears to have abided by the 

stipulation that half of the relief afforded to able-bodied men be 

paid in kind, and other paupers also received part of their relief 

in kind. In 1871 a widow with three children was paid 2/- relief, 

1/6d in cash and 6d in kind, and during the two years ended September 

1871,18.7% of Bradford's outdoor relief was paid in kind. This 

proportion could not have been accounted for by able-bodied males 

alone. In July 1871 it was reported that 339 of the 639 outdoor 

cases involving paupers aged over sixty were paid entirely in money, 

but that the remaining 300 were paid partly in cash and partly in 

kind. Several years earlier a ratepayer claimed to know 'many old 

and infirm people who got only a shilling and loaf a week, or 

at most eighteenpence and a little meal'. 17 This was fairly typical, 

for relief to the old and infirm seems to have ranged from 1/6d to 

2/6d a head. There was certainly nothing to justify the Bradford 

Board's claim of liberality. 48 On the contrary, there were allegations 

that elderly paupers avoided starvation only with the help of friends 

and relatives. In 1850 one of the Relieving officers admitted that 

'there was scarcely a single pauper relieved by this Board that had 

sufficient given him to maintain him'. As W. N. Forster explained, 

the Bradford Board did not profess to provide the full cost of 

maintenance. Paupers were expected to resort to supplementary sources 

of relief. Poor relief aas always in aid of something. 
49 

For the great majority of non able-bodied adults, poor relief 
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continued to mean a small cash or cash and kind dole administered 

outside the Workhouse. In North Biarley, as Table 3 indicates, the 

half-yearly returns for the period 1857 to 1871 show that a mean 

percentage of 93.5% of the Union's non able-bodied adults vere 

relieved outdoors. In Bradford, the proportion was lower, - 81.9%. 

and as the period progressed a growing proportion of non able-bodied 

adults were admitted to the Workhouse. The half-yearly returns for 

the period 1 July 1857 to 1 January 1866 produce a mean percentage 

of 14.91 of non able-bodied adults relieved indoors, but for the 

period 1 July 1866 to 1 July 1871 the proportion was 23.5x. By 1871 

almost a quarter of Bradford's non able-bodied adults were to be 

found in the Workhouse, which was becoming an increasingly important 

contra for medical treatment. 

Medical provision for outdoor paupers continued to be regarded 

with great suspicion, and both Boards of Guardians believed that a 

healthy Union vas one in which applications for medical relief were 

kept to a minimum. The Boards of Guardians were engaged in preventive 

medicine through their involvement with smallpox vaccination and 

nuisance removal, but medical relief was not regarded as an investment 

for the future. Rather, it was considered a dubious and irksome 

form of relief, viewed with suspicion and even hostility. The Guardians 

Vera particularly disturbed by the possibility that readily available 

medical treatment might lead to a relief explosion behind their backs 

and beyond their control. 

Thera was a large potential demand for the Union's medical services, 
bacanss sick paupers might have access to trsatnent denied the Independent 

poor. Medical provision threatened the principle of lass-eligibility 

and the Guardians feared that the Union Medical Officers would actively 
encourage the independent poor to take advantage of Poor Law facilities. 

The Medical Officers could not be trusted to confine their activities to 
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those cases which were properly their concern. If medical pauperism 

was allowed to increase there would be a corresponding increase in 

non-medical relief expenditure. in 1860, the North Biarley Board of 

Guardians claimed that experience had shownt 

'that then once a poor person has obtained medical 

relief at the cost of the Union it is almost 

invariably followed by other relief, and therefore 

any increase of the facilities for obtaining 

medical relief directly tends to encourage 

pauperise' . 
50 

The Guardians' sensitivity was exacerbated by their imperfect 

control over medical relief. They were obliged to rely on the Relieving 

Officers to maintain a check on the District Medical Officers, and the 

occasional ineffectiveness of this control by proxy reinforced the 

Guardians' resentment of the Medical Officers' independence. It was 

during a discussion on medical relief that Joshua Pollard alleged that 

'there were no more irresponsible officers in the world than Medical 

Officers and Relieving Officers. They had not the slightest check over 

them' . 
s1 

The Union's division made some changes in the Medical Officers' 

districts inevitable, and the now Bradford Board proposed a radical 

change in the medical relief system. The per case systea of payaast 

was to be abolished and Bradford township divided into four instead of 

the present two iaidical relief districts. This was a tauch needed reform. 

The township's two districts both exceeded the population licit of 

15,000 laid down in the General Orders of 1842 and 1847, and in 1343 

Bradford township had a population of roughly 47,000. Yet the Poor Law 

Board rejected the proposal. The Commissioners were prepared to allow 

the township's division into three districts but felt that a division 

into four was unnecessary and would be damaging to the present Medical 

Officers, who had recently been appointed for a three year period. The 
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Cotemisaioners' concern for the officers was creditable, but their 

advocacy of a tripartite division was unconvincing. Technically, 

such a division would bring the township's medical relief districts 

into line with the 15,000 population limit, but only because the 

obsolete 1841 census was still the official point of reference. In 

practice, a tripartite division would have left Bradford with medical 

relief districts containing an average of over 15,000 inhabitants. 

The Bradford Board's reaction was to abandon the entire scbeua, 

leaving the Union with six medical relief districts identical to 

those of pre-division days, except that Bowling and Manningha» were 

divorced from their out-township partners to form separate districts. 

In 1651 Bradford township was finally divided into three, medical 

relief districts, with an average population of over 17,000.52 

1851 also saw the Bradford Board discuss the possibility of 

appointing a Dispenser of Medicines at the new Workhouse. Nothing casts 

of this, but in 1852 it was suggested that the whole Union be placed 

under the care of a single full time Medical Officer, with an assistant 

and a Dispenser of Medicine. When the Poor Law Board refused to 

sanction the scheme for longer than a six month trial period, the 

Guardians abandoned it. 53 

After the rejection of the major reform proposals of 1848 and 1852, 

the Bradford Board confined itself to minor adjustments. When the new 

Workhouse was opened, the post of Workhouse Medical Officer aas transferred 

from the Bradford last to the Barton West district. In 1857 the post of 

Workhouse Medical Officer was made independent of a district appointasnt, 

a sign of the growing importance of indoor medical relief. Detailed 

boundary changes were made in 1855 and 1856 but otherwise the Union's 

medical relief districts Were the same in 1871 as is 1851, With seven 

district appointments and a Workhouse Medical Officer. 

In 1871 the Union's seven medical relief districts contained an 

average of over 20,000 inhabitants. Not one district conformed With 
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the population limit of 15,000 specified in the 1847 General 

Consolidated Order, yet the Poor Law Board proved as indifferent 

about the size of medical relief districts as the Poor Law 

Cozaission had been. In its defence, it could be argued that 

Bradford's districts were compact, averaging under 1000 acres, and 

the Medical Officers vero not faced with pressures comparable to 

those experienced in the 1840s. At that time, Bradford township's 

doctors had been responsible for districts no less populous and 

with a higher incidence of medical pauperism. One of the township's 

two officers had doubled as the Bradford Workhouse Medical Officer. 

After 1857, when a growing proportion of medical cases were being 

treated indoors, theze was a separate Workhouse appointment. 

The Poor Law Board could only have forced an increase in the 

number of districts at the cost of exacerbating the problem of 

attracting suitable candidates. Positive action by the Central 

Authority, unless accompanied by an increase in the officers' pay, 

would have led either to officers acting for more than one district 

or to the appointment of unqualified or non-resident doctors. 

This was already a problem. Particular vacancies sometimss 

provoked bitter controversy between rival candidates over their medical 

or residential qualifications, 
54 but most vacancies were poorly contested. 

On six occasions in the Bradford Union newly appointed Medical officers 

declined to accept the post, sometimes as it result of working out the 

depressing financial implications. These sudden vacancies were not 

easily filled, and when Henry Watson resigned as Manningham's Medical 

Officer, in November 1851. the Bradford Board was obliged to call on 

John Roberts of Bradford West to fill in until the next annual election. 

When this arrived, no one offered their services and for the next four 

years Roberts acted for both districts. Roberts' situation was not 

unique. When William Buckley declined to be reappointed for Horton last 

in 18529 the officer for Bradford South was asked to take over. In 
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August 1853, after Buckley's eventual successor had resigned and the 

next appointee refused the post, the district was divided between 

Bradford South and Bradford North East, and remained so until 1835. 

These doubling up arrangements meant that some districts were 

served by non-resident officers, and not only in the exceptional cases 

referred to above. Excluding such temporary arrangements, eight of 

Bradford's 28 appointees55 lived outside their districts and another 

two were non-resident during part of their period in office. 

The Bradford Board did at least manage to avoid cpointing a large 

number of unqualified doctors. Of the 26 different individuals appointed 

between 1848 and 1871,22 possessed the required double qualification, 

one became fully qualified during his period in office and only three 

were not duly qualified* 
56 

There was a similar situation in North Bisrlay, Whore 18 of the 25 

appointees vors duly qualified# one became fully qualified while in 

office, the qualifications of one officer are uncertain and five 

officers were only partially qualified. Favor non-resident appointments 

were wade, only two of the total of 26 appointees being non-resident, 

with three others non-resident during part of their period in office. 

Non-residence would have created more problems in North Morley 

because the nedical relief districts were more extensive, consistently 

averaging over 2750 acres. Yet, at 6000 acres, the largest district 

vas well within the prescribed limit of 15,000 acres, and after 1858 no 

district covered more than 4,500 acres. Like Bradford, North niarley 

made few changes in the district boundaries. The Union was initially 

divided into eleven medical relief districts, with the Idle Workhouse 

attached to the idle and Bolton district, In 1856 Pudsey's two districts 

were merged. Two years later a Medical Officer was appointed to the new 

Workhouse at Clayton, but this arrangesient was shortlived. Prom the and 

of 1858 the Workhouse Medical Officer also acted as the district officer 

for Clayton. 37 Unlike Bradford, North Bierley had no separate Workhouse 
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doctor. In 1858 and 1862 detailed boundary changes were adopted, 

and in 1869 Eccieshill was added to the Union and loused a separate, 

twelfth district. Between 1031 and 1871 the medical relief districts' 

average population rose from 6,771 to 9,324. None of the districts 

exceeded the 15,000 limit, though their relatively small population 

was offset by, their greater acreage. 

The merger of Puduep't two medical relief districts was prompted 

by a lack of candidates, and though North Bierley experienced lens 

difficulty than Bradford in securing Hedical Officers, it was not 

unknown for doctors to serve more than one district. William Field 

was Medical Officer for Bowling as well as for Tong and Drighlington, 

and on* of Field's successors combined the post with that of Medical 

Officer for CLldersove. In 1851, James Hebblethwaite's resignation 

left Thornton and Clayton without a Medical Officer and for six months 

the officer for Wilsdeu and a non-Union doctor shared the responsibility 

for the district. In 1863, Wilsden's medical Officer acted for 

Cleckheaton and Runsworth while a new officer was being sought. 

Problems of recruitment vers intimately connected with the question 

of remuneration. Samuoi Taylor resigned as Korth Marley's 'W'orkhouse 

Medical Officer bacauae of the inadequate stipends and in Bradford, in 

1851, the two appointees for Bowling and Paaninghaa refused to accept 

their posts because of a reduction in pay. one of Bowling's officers 

referred to 'the miserable pittance' allowed by the Guardians for 'very 

arduous and often dangerous duties', and quoted Punch's remark that the 

Medical Officers most appreciated by the Guardians were 'those who 

charge least and kill most'. The Bradford observer agreed that Hedical 

Officers were chosen, 'not because of their fitness for the duties they 

undertake, but because of their willingness to accept of a low scale 

of renuneration'. 
58 

In 1848 all Medical Officers in the undivided Bradford Union vers 

paid 6/6d for each ordinary case. The retention of the per cue system 
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had involved the Union in substantial payments to Bradford township's 

Medical Officers, but the out-township Guardians had resisted payment 

by salary because salaries would have been charged to the Union Fund. 

The medical relief scheme submitted by the new Bradford Board in 1848 

involved the replacement of per case payments by fixed salaries, but 

when this scheme was partly rejected and then abandoned, the question 

of salaries was deferred until the election of a new Board of Guardians 

in 1849. 

A Committee on Medical Relief decided in favour of payment by 

salary, but the representatives of Horton, Bowling and Manningham 

were unhappy with the decision. They adopted the role played by the 

old out-township Guardians, arguing that if the Medical Officers' pay 

was made a Union charge, the out-townships would find themselves paying 

for Bradford's Medical Officer. In an exchange reminiscent of pre- 

division days, one of Horton's Guardians alleged that 'Bradford had 

always wished to throw the expenses on the out-townships, and it was 

attempting it again'. In reply, W. B. Forster argued that 'they ought 

not to oppose that which would be a general benefit, because they 

would lose a shilling by it: 5g Shillings, however, weighed heavy in 

the Guardians' minds and the Board resorted to the doomed expedient 

of seeking to introduce salaries but charge them to the townships 

concerned. When the Poor Law Board insisted that salaries would have 

to be charged to the Common Fund of the Union, the Bradford Board decided 

to persist with the per case system. 

This could be modified to achieve the savings anticipated by the 

advocates of a salary system. In 1851, when the Medical Officers' 

term in office expired, the Bradford Board reduced their fees from 6/6d 

per ordinary case to 5/- or 5/6. In Manningham, the Guardians were 

soon forced to restore the fee b 6/6d, but in the other districts the 

fee remained at the level fixed in 1851. Furthermore, while previous 

appointments had been for a period of three years, in future appointments 
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were annual. 

The Workhouse Medical Officer received special, but scarcely 

privileged treatment. In 1652 payntnts for Workhouse cases were 

raised from 5/- to 5/6 and at the end of the year it was decided to 

pay the officer a fixed salary of £120, inclusive of midwifery fees 

and drugs. The out-township Guardians had their misgivings, but were 

probably appeased by the knowledge that the Workhouse Medical Officer 

was being subjected to a cut of one third on his previous year's 

income. After a year of the new system, the officer reported that one 

third of his salary had been expended on medicine, and that under the 

old per case system his income would have been £189. The Guardians 

were sufficiently shamed to raise his salary to £150. 

Bradford's Medical Officers could seek solace in the experience 

of their counterparts in North Bierley, where the Guardians wasted no 

time in trimming the ordinary per case payments from 6/6d to 5/-. 

Joshua Machill told the Poor Lav Board that this sum was 'altogether 

inadequate', and Javas Bebblethvaite asked the Commissioners to refuse 

to sanction the reduction, but the Central Authority's concern for 

Union officials did not extend to Medical Officars, whose valfare they 

regarded with great disinterest. Evan for part-time officers, the sums 

earned by North Bierley's Medical Officers were paltry. During the 

three years ended Lady Day 1855 the payments to each officer averaged 

just f18 a year, compared to Bradford's average of £76-12-6; and these 

were gross payments, before the cost of medicines and travel were 

deducted. 60 

459. 

Improvement was promised by a Central Order of 1835, regulating the 

continuance in office of Medical Officers. 61 In future, Medical Officers 

who were duly qualified and resident in their districts Vera to hold 

office permanently. This posed a threat to the Boards of Guardians' 

control of eaedical relief, and the Bradford Board protested that the 
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Order dass 

'averse both to the interests of the ratepayers 

and to the proper and efficient attendance on 

the sick poor,, inasmuch as the only proper check 

vhich the Guardians are of opinion they possessed 

upon the efficient discharge of their duties by 

Medical Officers, viz. yearly appointments, is 

now remaved'. 
62 

The Bradford Board was concerned at the Order's effect on the 

}sdical Officers' diligence, but it is arguable whether it was a 

shortage or a surfeit that was feared. So long as the officers had 

to apply for reappointment each year, the Guardians could prevent their 

greed or humanity running riot, but if officers were given security 

of tenure there was no telling bow many medical cases the Union might 

be financing. A conittee was set up to try and get the Order rescinded, 

and the Board's Chairman threatened to resign, but without impresding 

the Central Authority. 

whsn the next round of appointments was made, in 1856, four of 

the Bradford Union's seven Medical officers qualified for permanent 

appointment. Three were appointed for one year only, either because 

63 
they were not duly qualified or were not resident in their districts. 

In 1837 Edward Sugdan of Manningham was the only annual appoint.. and 

in 1861 he became fully qualified and was appointed permanently. In 

1862 an unqualified officer acted for Horton West for one year but 

thereafter all the Union's Hsdical Officers were persMent appointees. 

In North Marley, in 1856, three of the ten appointees were not 

entitled to hold their posts permanently and until 1865 three and sowstimss 

four Medical Officers were a uual appointees. From 1865 to 1871 two 

officers had to submit to annual re-election. 

Permanent appointments provided the Cuardianayaith a further incentive 

to introduce payment by salary. If the Guardians really believed that the 
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loss of control consequent on persmnent appointaants would lead to 

an increase in the number of cases treated and fees claimed, then the 

obvious defence was to pay fixed salaries. In North Bierley, the 

transition from per case payments to salaries took place in 1856, 

without any apparent difficulty. In Bradford, the transition was 

less easily accomplished. 

In 1858 the Bradford Board issued a questionnaire to about fifty 

Onions asked for information on their medical relief systems. Not 

one of the 34 Unions which replied paid its Medical Officers by the 

case, and their salary payments were equivalent to a per case fee 

of only 1/lid. Not surprisingly, the Board's investigating committee 

concluded 'that the system of payment by the case is badq it opens 

a door for the making of cases and consequently of paupers', and the 

Board adopted the committee's recommendation that fixed salaries be 

speedily introduced. To do this, the Guardians bad to obtain the 

approval of the permanent Medical Officers, and this was not forth- 

coming. All the Board of Guardians could do was to try and persuade 

individual officers to accept payment by salary and to wait for vacancies 

to arise. In 1859 the Finance and General Purposes Committee resolved 

'that as and when vacancies arise in the medical staff of the Union, the 

appointments requisite thereon be made with remuneration after a fixed 

salary'. In 1862 the same Committee was 'aiit'orised at any time when 

opportunity ray present itself, to arrange with those of the Medical 

Officers of the Union who are paid by the case to be paid by salary 

instead'. This proved a slow process, and it vas not until 1869 that 

every Medical Officer in the Bradford Union vu paid by salary*64 

The officers' lack of anthusiasu was fully justified, for the 

transition to fixed salaries meant a reduction in incoeus. When the 

officer for Bradford West died, in 1859, a successor was appointed at 

a salary of 160, plus the usual extra fees. We compared with the'late 

officer's average annual income over the previous six years, from 
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ordinary cases, of 1125. In 1860 the resignation of Horton West's 

officer enabled the Guardians to introduce a salary of L20, when the 

average annual return from ordinary cases over the previous three 

years had been t28; in 1862 Bowling's Medical Officer accepted a 

salary of £60 when his ordinary fees for the three years ended March 

1860 had averaged 1101 a year; in 1863 the now officer for Bradford 

South was allowed a salary of 970 when the annual return from ordinary 

cases during the previous five years had averaged £133; and in 1866 

Horton East's new officer was paid £60 when the fees for ordinary 

cases had averaged £76 a year over the previous five years. The Poor 

Law Board would have defended the Relieving Officers or Assistant 

Overseers from such treatment, but authorised these reductions with 

no more than a query. The Bradford Board itself eventually acknowledged 

a measure of injustice. in 1867 and 1868 most of the Union's Medical 

Officers were awarded salary increases and the Guardians admitted that 

the salaries of at least to officers had been fixed at too low a 

level. 

Until 1865 Medical Officers were required to provide their own 

medicines, but in that year the Poor Law Board recommended that Boards 

of Guardians supply cod liver oil, quinine and other expensive 

medicines. 
65 The Bradford Board agreed to provide cod liver oil, and 

a store was established in the Pay Clark's office, with Msdical Officers 

issuing prescriptions for cod liver oil through the Relieving Officers. 

The following year it was decided to provide all the drugs and appliances 

needed for Workhouse patients, but District Medical Officers were still 

provided only with cod liver oil. The Guardians feared that if they 

supplied a wider range of medicines, the officers would resort to then 

unnecessarily. 

North Biarley's response was less generous, the Guardians claiming 

that they could not establish a convenient Dispensary and that: 
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'to allow the Medical Officers to give orders 

upon the chemists indiscriminately vould be a 

very expensive mode-of-supplying thou# and 

would be a considerable increase to the amount 

at present paid in salaries'. 
66 

These, the Board pointed out, had recently been revised, which meant 

that during the previous two years, five of the twelve salaried posts 

had been subject to increases totalling £29. In 1868 the poor Law 

Inspector managed to persuade the North Marley Board to supply cod 

liver oil and quinine for the Workhouse patients. Since the Workhouse 

Medical Officer's salary was only £40, he could not be expected to 

provide such drugs himself. 

This officer received a further £10 in his capacity as District 

Medical Officer for Clayton, giving him a combined salary double that 

paid to any of the Union's other eleven Medical Officers. In 1871 

North Bierley's salary bill totalled only 1241, equivalent to an 

average salary of just 120-1-8. This compared with a total salary 

bill in Bradford of £685, or an average of 185-12-6. Bradford's total 

included some substantial recent increases, and it was indicative of 

the Medical Officers' stagnant financial status that the Bradford 

Board's abortive-1848 scheme would have provided salaries totalling 

£640. At the time, this provision had been regarded as inadequate by 

the officers acting for Horton, Bowling and Manninghans Yet £u 11? l, 

their successors were in receipt of a combined salary identical to that 

proposed over twenty years earlier. 

Salutes proved no boon to the Medical Officers, but tiaay have 

lessened the Guardians' haunting fear that Medical officers treated 

patients who could afford non-Union treatment. It was the Relieving 

Officers' duty to ensure that orders for medical attendance were issued 

only to those whose destitution, or at least inability to pay, had been 

established. 
67 Bradford's lteliaving officers were required to submit a 
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weekly report of the number of orders issued, and the Medical Officers 

were required to produce a signed order for each case for which a fee 

was claimed. Yet, in 1858, it was reported that Medical Officers 

sometimes attended cases indiscriainatalp, without an order from the 

Relieving Officer, and that people who could afford private treatment 

were being attended. Two years later an investigation into the high 

incidence of medical pauperism in Bowling concluded that the Medical 

Officer, Arthur Holmes, was in the habit of advising any poor family 

he attended who could not pay him to apply for medical relief. The 

acting Relieving Officer ras in: 

'no doubt that Mr. Holmes [liadjin 
some instances 

when he had been sent for as a private medical 

man asked for orders when he thought he had no 

chance of being paid by the parties he had 

67a 
,a 

To the Guardians, this was an intolerable state of affairs. It was not 

the ) sdical Officer's job to recruit paupers, but merely to respond to 

the orders issued by the Relieving Officer. Holmes' practice of 

submitting lists of patients he had attended for retrospective approval 

was permissible only in emergencies, and the Relieving Officer testified 

that not all the cases attended prior to an order being issued we= 

emergencies. 

In its day to day administration, medical relief blurred the line 

between the treatment of destitution and poverty. In practice, medical 

relief was more widely available than non-medical relief, and the 

extension of medical treatment to not-paupers contributed to a mors 

generalised health care system under Poor Law auspices. Under the per 

case system, at least, this was not a process encouraged by the Bradford 

Board of Guardians, which cans to regard the system an a license to 

manufacture cases. The ordinary fee of 5/- or 5/6d par case did not 
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offer much incentive to Medical Officers to encourage medical relief 

applications, particularly since a single payment might cover a 

prolonged course of treatment, 
68 

It ras not surprising that one of Bradford's Officers, Benjamin 

Greenwood, was accused of having refused a patient medicine on the 

grounds of expense or that others, with commitments to their private 

practices, were charged with having left paupers in the cars of their 

assistants. 
69 

Greenwood was forced to resign because of negligence 

and Joseph Poppleton forfeited his post because of his assistant's 

neglect. John McMichan was asked to resign due to bis addiction to 

drink, and William Mackley resigned shortly before his comittal on 

a murder charge. Other officers were occasionally reprimanded for 

failing to give cases sufficient attention and John Roberts was alone 

in earning the Bradford Board's appreciation for 'the very efficient 

manner' in which he had discharged the duties of his office. 
70 

Roberts' services were appreciated all the more because he was acting 

for two districts at once. 

Complaints of neglect were not frequent in the context of a 

twenty year period, particularly since all the appointaents were part- 

time ones. Union Medical Officers mere required to perform a variety 

of functions in addition to their basic duty of attending pauper patients. 

In particular, the District Medical Officers acted as smallpox vaccinators. 

Since 1841 Bradford's Medical Officers had been contracted to 

vaccinate against smallpox for a fee of ninepence for each successful 

vaccination. Until 1853, despite protests from the Poor Law Board, 

Bradford refused to increase this fee. In 1853 the fee was raised to 

1/- and subsequently, in conformity with the 1853 Vaccination Extension 

Act (16 + 17 Vic. c. 100), to 1/6d. It regained at this level throughout 

the test of the period. In North Bierley, vaccination fees followed the 

saue course, though the size of the Medical officers' districts entitled 
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the vaccinators to fees ranging from 1/6d to 3/-, under the terms 

of the 1867 Vaccination Act (30 + 31 Vic. c. 84). 

The Guardians' reluctance to raise the fee to 1/6d was reinforced 

by the conviction that it was wrong to pay for the vaccination of 

those who could afford to pay for themselves. Vaccination was a 

specifically non-pauperising service, but the Bradford Board appear 

to have regarded this as a legal sophism. In 1856 the Board recorded 

that its objection was not to compulsory vaccination but to the 

indiscriminate payment of vaccination fees out of the poor rate. The 

Board objected: 

'erst, because it deems it unjust that the 

ratepayers should be called upon to pay any 

portion of the medical bills of private 

families and secondly, because its tendency 

will be to all intents and purposes to 

pauperism the whole nation'. 
71 

While the Guardians struggled to prevent the Medical Officers Making 

paupers of their private patients, the Vaccination Acts encouraged 

the process. 

Prior to the adoption of the 1853 Act, the Bradford Board was fairly 

active in advertising the availability of free vaccination. Placards 

and bills were posted and distributed and the beliman was sent round 

the Union to urge that children be vaccinated. in 1851 the Relieving 

Officers were even ordered, quits illegally, to stop relief to paupers 

who failed to have their children vaccinated. 
72 

In the face of prejudice and low vaccination fees, these efforts 

were insufficient to secure a satisfactory rate of vaccination. During 

the year ended September 1853 4,502 births were registered in the 

Bradford Union, but only 1,052 vaccinations were undertaken, 731 of 

which involved children aged under one. The 1853 vaccination Act not 

only led to an increase in vaccination fees but also compelled parents 
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to have their children vaccinated and provided for penalties if 

they failed to comply. The affect was iissediats. During the year 

ended September 1854 there were 4,548 registered births and 3,157 

vaccinations, 2,489 of which involved children aged under one. 
73 

Unfortunately, this improvement was not sustained, and during the 

three years ended September 1862 the infant vaccination rate was down 

to 41.8X, compared with $4.71 in 1853-4.74 The 1853 Act was not 

vigorously enforced and the Bradford Board made no serious attempt to 

advertise vaccination facilities. The Guardians did take advantage 

of powers conferred under the 1861 Vaccination Acts Amsndwsnt Act 

(24 + 25 Vic. c. 59) to authorise Registrars to prosecute those 

neglecting to have their children vaccinated, 
75 but this brought no 

major improvement. A report by a Vaccination Inspector following a 

visit in 186344criticised the authorities' neglect and concluded 

that the: 

'quality of the vaccination was not such as 

to justify the belief that any large proportion 

of those vaccinated had received such protection 

from death by smallpox as efficient vaccination 

is knova to give'. 

The Board of Guardians took up the Inspector's stricture on the quality 

of vaccination with the Medical Officers, but took no effective action 

to most bis criticise of the Union's low vaccination rate. 
76 

In other Unions, the 1867 Vaccination Act resulted in an increase 

in the number of successful prosecutions and in the proportion of 

children vaccinated. 
77 There is some evidence that the North Marley 

Board of Guardians was prepared to resort to legal action, but there 

is no firm evidence of the Bradford Board having done so. In 1869 a 

Vaccination Inspector urged the Guardians to act against defaulters. 

The Board's response is not known, but a circular was issued to parents 
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who had failed to have their children vaccinated, and this produced 

an encouraging response. Within a fev months. 373 of the 739 

unvaccinated infants had been vaccinated, 60 had since died, 22 were 

unfit for vaccination, in 82 cases the circular was known not to have 

reached the parents, and in 202 cases it had been ignored. In 1870 

a similar circular produced rather better results. 
78 The evidence 

is thin, but it would appear that the extended legal responsibilities 

and improved powers of enforcement and organisation stemming fron 

the Vaccination Acts of 1853,1861 and 1867, plus the promptings of 

the Vaccination Inspectors, were beginning to produce a mors efficient 

vaccination service. 

Vaccination occupied a unique, even incongruous position within 

the Poor Law, but it was by no means the only point of contact betwen 

the Poor Law authorities and non-pauperising agencies. Spacial 

categories of sick paupers, including the mentally ill, vert sometimes 

treated in institutions designed for non-pauper as well as pauper 

patients. 

46fors division, the Bradford Board had subscribed a mually to the 

Ilkley Charity and to the Harrogate Bath Rospital, and intermittently to 

other medical institutions. An Act of 1851 (14 + 15 Vic. c. 105) gave 

legal sanction to this practice, and the Bradford and North Marley 

Boards made regular subscriptions to medical charities to enable 

paupers to receive specialist treatment unavailable in the Workhouse. 

Throughout the period, Bradford subscribed to the Ilkley Charity and 

to the Harrogate Bath Rospitali from 1852 it subscribed to the Yorkshire 

School for the Blind, from 1856 to the Yorkshire Institution for the Deaf 

and Dumb, from 1857 to the Bradford Eye and Ear Infirmary and from 1853 

to 1858 to the Leeds Infirmary. From the early 1850s the North Biarley 

Board also subscribed to the Ilkley Charity, to the Harrogate Bath 

Hospital and to the Yorkshire Institution for the Deaf and Dumb= from 
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1863 it subscribed to the Bradford Eye and Ear Infirmary and from 

1865 to the Yorkshire School for the Blind. In 1871 North h arley's 

annual subscriptions totalled thirteen guineas, Bradford's £31-10-O, 

with the largest subscriptions reserved for Ilkley and Earrogate. 

By 1871, Bradford was entitled to send up to fifteen patients a year 

to Ilkley, coepared with North Bierley'a entitleaent of three. 

In the case of the deaf and blind, it was usually children who 

were involved. Whether handicapped or not, they required special 

educational facilities. Before division, no educational provision 

had been made for the children of outdoor paupers, and until 1853 

the Central Authority took the vier that Boards of Guardians had 

no legal authority to pay for the education of these children. 
79 

In 1850 the Bradford Board of Guardians did, nevertheless, arrange 

for the attendance at day school of a group of 46 outdoor orphan 

children, but this scheaa appears to have collapsed. 
so 

An Act of 1855 (18 f 19 Vic. c. 34) empowered Boards of Guardians 

to award additional relief to outdoor paupers to enable parents to 

educate their children in schools approved by the Guardians. In 

1856 the poor Law Board issued a Circular Letter urging Boards of 

Guardians to take advantage of their now povvere. 
81 The Bradford 

Board promptly set up a cooaittee to consider the subject and 

subsequently resolved to provide for the education of deserted, 

orphan and single parent children aged under nine. The Poor Law 

Inspector, Harry Darnall, urged the Guardians to extend the provision 

to all outdoor children, and the Guardians agreed to modify the 

restrictions. School p agers were invited to submit offers to accept 

pauper children at 2d a week, and a list of eleven schools was approved. 

By early March 1856 children were attending day schools at the Union's 

expense mind continued to do so for the rest of the period. In 1856 
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and 1857 further schools vera approved and in 1860 it vas reported 

chat: 

'the children of the outdoor poor may and do in 

considerable numbers attend any school 4hsther 

Protestant or Romaa Catholic) which the parents 

of such children my select, the school fees 

for such instruction being paid by the Cuardisns'. 82 

Yet Union financed education reached only a eainority of pauper 

children. In July 1857 there were 678 children on Bradford's outdoor 

relief lists, but only 116 children were attending school at the 

Union's expense. According to the half-yearly returns for the period 

1 July 1857 to 1 July 1871, the Bradford Union supported an average 

of 743 outdoor children, yet the greatest number attending school 

at the expense of the poor rate vas only 164, and this at a time when 

there may well have been as many as 2000 children on the Union's 

books. 83 

The Board of Guardians was not to blase for this deficiency. 

In 1857, one of the Relieving officers even vent to the illegal lengths 

of refusing relief to parents who n. Slected to send their children 

to school. 
84 

The Guardians appear to have been well intentioned, 

but their intentions vere only capable of partial fulfilment. When 

relief to the parents ended, educational relief on behalf of their 

children also had to and,, and with paupers appearing and disappearing 

from the relief lists, the Guardians could not hope to keep track of 

the educational position of pauper children. Continuity was impossible 

and without it pauper education was of limited value. 

Yet the educational situation of the children of outdoor paupers 

was loss bleak than this analysis say suggest. Relatively few of those 

appearing on the relief lists received rate financed education, but 

many were too young to qualify for educational assistance, which was 

confined to those aged between four and sixteen. A series of returns 

v 
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relating to children aged between three and fifteen, reproduced in 

Table 4, suggests a different interpretation. 

The most strikin feature of these returns is the relatively 

large number of pauper children attending day schools other than at 

the cost of the poor rates. On the days covered by these returns 

there were always fever paupers attending school at the expense of 

the Union than at the expense of other bodies or individuals. In 

1853, at a time when there was no official educational provision for 

outdoor paupers, almost a third of Bradford's outdoor pauper children 

were attending day school. In North Bierley, a greater proportion 

of children were attend; ng school in 1853 than in subsequent years, 

when assistance vas provided from the poor rates. 
86 

Pauper children undoubtedly benefitted from the spread of Ragged 

Schools, five of which had been established in Bradford Borough by 

1859. One of Bradford's Guardians claimed that "Ost of the children 

likely to be affected by any action taken under the 1855 Act were 

already attending Ragged Schools. This was denied by the Schools 

themselves. In 1836, at the annual meeting of the Bradford Ragged 

School. the Vicar stated that the Board of Guardians' decision to 

educate outdoor pauper children would not affect the schools 

'because between the pauper that received outdoor 

relief and the worms that was able by honest 

industry to keep bis children at school, there 

was another class of persons whose children fell 

to the ground between the Board of Guardians on 

the one hand and the chance of getting employment 

on the other'. 

At a later Ragged School meting, in 1863, it was reported thatt 

'a large proportion of the scholars are the 

children of widows and of persons Who, though 
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not fit objects for the Workhouse, are yet 

unable to take care of their faLlies during 

the day, from being engaged in washing, 

baking etc'. 
87 

In practice, pauper children did find their vay into these schools. 

In 1859 an Assistant Cocsnissiormr to the Newcastle Conricsion reported 

that: 

'a conaidarabla number snuggle themselvas into 

tht Ragged Schools for the sake of the meal 

which is given daily, though the managers do 

not of course desire to take upon tha=elves 

a bure. en which the Guardians are willing to 

bear'. 

The Assistant Coxaixsionar, J. S. Winder, found that 109 of Bradford's 

264 outdoor pauper children currently attending school were at a 

Ragged or other school. 108 were being paid for by the Guardians 

and 47 acre 'half-timi3re', receiving education under the Factory Acts. 

In all, 84.61 of pauper children aged between four and thirteen were 

under instruction. This challenged the principle of less-eligibility 

with a vengeance, for Winder was in no doubt that the proportion of 

pauper children under instruction in Bradford was far higher than 

for the population as a whole, only 1 in 10.65 of whom were under 

instruction. Educationally, paupers were better catered for than the 

independent poor. 

'In Bradford, the percent pauper children are 

fairly cared for by the Guardians; there is 

abundant room for the children of the criminal 

and degraded classes in the Ragged Schools; but 

no organised assistance is provided for honest 

poverty beyond the infinitesimal aid afforded 
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by a sewing school for 60 girls'. 
88 

It was in the fields of education and, more especially, '*dicine, 

that the principle of less-eligibility was breached. Tice deficiencies 

of education for outdoor paupers under Poor Law auspices, referred 

to above, ought, however, to be borne in mind. Coverage could not 

be complete; continuity aas out of the question. Regular day 

school attendance had to await the Education Acts of 1870 and beyond. 

The Boards of Guardians were legally and to some extent idealogically 

ill-equipped to educate the poor. 

The extension of educational facilities to outdoor paupers 

nevertheless ranks as tie major innovation in the field of outdoor 

relief during the 1848 to 1871 period. The vaccination service 

vas also icproved, but the Boards of Guardians shoved no enthusiass 

for an extended outdoor medical relief system. Outdoor relief 

continued to be dominated, as it had alvays been, by the cash dole, 

easy and inexpensive to administer. More significant than any other 

development was the emergence, after 1852, of a modus vivendi 

between the Central and local authorities on the treatment of able- 

bodied men. This facilitated a much needed diversion of attention 

towards the needs of the Workhouse inmates, a group of increasing 

numerical significance. 
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CHAPTER 12. INDOOR RELIN? 

Real improvement in the quality of indoor relief demanded a change 

in attitude both on the part of the Guardians and by the Poor Law 

Comissioners. As guardians of the principles of 1834, the Commissioners 

were the victims of a paradox from which they could never fully break free, 

for they were comeitted to a deterrent system of Workhouse management 

designed for the able-bodied poor, yet were faced with the reality of 

Workhouses filled with non able-bodied paupers requiring specialised, non- 

deterrent treatment. 

Poor Law Inspectors tried to reconcile the dictates of ideology 

with the evidence of their own eyes, but it was no easy task. In 1855 

Harry Yarnell testified that the Workhouses in the Northern district were 

'asylums for the aged and infirm and for the reception of orphan and 

deserted children', and that there were 'wry few other classes within the 

Workhouses'. Tarnall saw no prospect of eliminating outdoor relief or of 

significantly extending the application of the Workhouse test; yet, a 

year later, the same Inspector told the North Marley board that be had no 

desire to see the aged and infirm relieved indoors, for Workhouses were 

'not intended for them, but [ ers7 intended for the idle and for the 

dissolute, and for those who [ware] able to work but [vouldl not work'. 

Workhouses were 'built expressly for the slothful and the depraved'; - 

other classes were found in them, as it were, by accident, because they 

lacked outside support .1 

Farnall's position epitomised the paradox faced by the Poor Law 

Board, for he combined an appreciation of the fact that able-bodied paupers 

were rarely found in Workhouses with a conviction that the function of 

those institutions was essentially related to the able-bodied poor. 

Such a position hampered effective provision for the old, the sick, 

the mentally ill and for the orphan and deserted children who constituted 

the bulk of the indoor pauper boat. 
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Sable 1. Workhouse Lmates in the Bradford and Worth Bierla Unions. 

1857 to 1871. (Mean Parcent ages). 

Bradford North Diaslay 

Adult able-bodiod aen 0.3 1.9 

Adult able-bodied woman 8.5 5.9 

Total able-bodied adults 8.8 7.8 

Non able-bodied adults 44.0 43.8 

Children under 16 28.0 18.8 

Lunatics (including children) 12.5 29.4 

Vagrants 6.8 0.2 

When the Comissioners did show interest is these groups, their 

ability to improve the quality of treatment was limited. The Workhouse 

was expected to act as an effective test of the need of suspect able-bodied 

applicants, but at the same time was meant to provide a comfortable home 

and refuge for the old, the young and the sick poor. There was a limit 

to the capacity of the General Mixed Workhouse, and of its staff, to fulfil 

this multifunctional role satisfactorily. It was unrealistic to expect that 

a system which relied for its deterrent effect on 'great order and regularity' 

and 'discipline' could be confined in its application to one group of paupers, 

vhile other groups were subjected to a quite different regime. 
3 

This was acknowledged in the 1834 Reportg which stated that it was 

'almost impracticable to subject all the various classes within the same 

House to an appropriate treatment', and argued 'that both the requisite 

classification and the requisite superintendence say be better obtained in 

separate buildings than under a single roof'. 
4 The asargence of General 

Mixed Workhouses presented a serious obstacle to the development of specialised 

facilities for non able-bodied paupers. In 1867, vhen Cathorne Hardy finally 

acknowledged the unsuitability of deterrent systems of Workhouse management 

for sick inmates, the President of the Poor Lav Board was belatedly admitting 

the inability of Workhouses to play a multifunctional role. 
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In the long run, Poor Lev Workhouses, classified or not, had 

a limited potential, as centres for the treatment of the non able-bodied 

poor. Their popular image made them insufficiently widely acceptable as 

a medium for assistance. Yet, in 1848, considerable advances could still 

be made within the existing framework, and it was the Guardians rather 

than the Commissioners who stood in the way of progress. 

In Bradford, real improvement demanded the construction of a new 

Workhouse, and this the Board of Guardians had so far refused to erect. 

The Workhouse debates of 1846-8 suggested that the major obstacle to the 

erection of a new Workhouse was financial. It was the out-township 

Guardians, with their special sense of financial grievance and strong 

parochial predilections, who prevented the construction of a new Workhouse. 

With the Union's division, there was no longer any real doubt that a new 

Workhouse would be built. John Bill repeated the familiar warning 'that 

they were going to make the inmates far more comfortable than the poor 

out-of-doors', and a Horton ratepayers' meeting resolved 'that we have 

no bastille at all', but no one on the Bradford Board took up this cry 

or tried to defend the existing building. 5 

Those most concerned at the effect on the rates advocated leasing an 

old school building, Horton House, and spending £2000 to convert it into 

a Workhouse. This proposal was defeated, and in August 1849 it was decided 

to purchase fourteen acres of Horton Park for £4000 and to build a new 

Union Workhouse at a further cost of £6000. After some uncertainty, the 

Bradford Board adopted the plans of Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson, arranged 

a loan of £10,000 from the Provident Life Office and let the works at a 

total cost of 15,482 -3-3. The Board's Chairman, William Forster, laid 

the foundation stone in August 1850 and the neu Workhouse came into 

occupation during the following summer. Detailed alterations brought the 

final cost, including the purchase of the site, up to £11,456 -2- ll8 

with the sale of the old Workhouse realising 12,213 -6-1. 

Within six months of the Union's division Bradford had decided to 
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replace its existing Wodcl*ouse4= within three years a nev Union 

Workhouse was in use. In North Bierley the picture was very different. 

Official criticism was plentiful but the Board of Guardian. ' response 

vu minimal. The Visiting Comissioners in Lunacy reported that the 

Workhouse at Idle was 'of very defective construction and arrangement', 

and the Poor Law Inspector stated that it vas 'quite inadequate' to the 

wants of the Union and 'nearly as ineffective and inefficient a Workhouse- 

as any within Lancashire and the liest Riding of Yorkshire'. One of the 

Guardians admitted that "the circumstance of the paupers being crowded 

up as they were in Thackley Workhouse wu the cause of their dying like 

rotten sheep, and had been such for a long time', but others insisted 

that there vas no need for a new Workhouse and that Bradford's new building 

had brought no financial ban0fits. 6 

This was the key consideration, and until 1854 the North Marley 

Board resisted the poor Law inspector's call for a new Workhouse and made" 

little attempt to improve the existing building. Characteristically, the 

Guardians insisted that any alterations be paid for by Idle townshipt 

which owned the Workhouse, in return for an increased rental. The outcome 

of this debate is uncertain, but the only significant alterations undertaken 

before 1855 cost a modest 1200. 

In March 1854 Harry Parnall addressed the North Marley board at 

length on the Workhouse question. 
7 Two months later the Board resolved to 

build a new Workhouse. Early in 1855 the Guardians purchased a site in 

Calverley and, like Bradford, adopted plans submitted by Messrs. Lockwood 

and Mawson. In April 1855 the Board's Chairman, the Reverend Joshua Fawcett, 

laid the foundation stone of the new building, but the difficulty experienced 

in securing an adequate water supply eventually forced the Guardians to 

abandon the Calverley site. Farnall feared that this slight be a prelude 

to the abandonment of the entire project, but in July 1856 the North Morley 

Board selected a new, eleven acre site at Nab End, Clayton. In February 1857 

Joshua Fawcett laid another foundation stone for a building again based on 
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Lockwood and i4avson's plans. By the time the building was completed, 

in the summer of 1858, a total of 112,675 - 10 -0 had been spent on it. 

The Workhouse question was still not satisfactorily resolved, for 

in a Union of such strange geographical formation there could be no 

mutually convenient site. The site at Nab End lay in a backwater, and 

in 1870, when a new road was proposed, the Poor Law Inspector reported 

that 'nothing [could] be more inconvenient than the roads which now lead 

to the Workhouse'. The township of Idle was particularly dissatisfied. 

In 1856 the ratepayers complained that 'a more inconvenient and less 

desirable locality could not well be found', and that to send paupers 

there would be 'partaking too nucb of the character of transportation'. 

One of Idle's Guardians objected to consigning: 

'shivering want and expiring weakness to the 

bleak and inhospitable region of Clayton heights, 

which may with singular propriety be called the 

Siberia of the North Marley Union'. 

The site's exposed position made it an apt description. 8 

Idle's festering dissatisfaction fostered an ambition to see the 

township detached from the Union and to revert'"to the use of the township's 

ova Workhouse. The ratepayers of Idle therefore repeatedly refused to 

authorise the sale of Thackley Workhouse. The Poor Law Board, in tura, 

refused to allow the township to finance repairs to the building, which 

became increasingly dilapidated. 9 In 1868, Idle led an unsuccessful 

campaign to get itself, Calverley, Bolton and Shipley detached from the 

Union. The remoteness of the Union Workhouse figured prominently. One 

ex-Guardian claimed that it had been 'built against their consent', while 

another alleged that 'discreditable mans were used in the selection of the 

Clayton site in preference to some others'. 
10 

Ten years after its completion, the erection of the Union Workhouse 

still rankled, and this may help to explain the lack of subsequent Workhouse 

development. In 1866 an estimated 1480 was spent on the construction of 
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additional lunatic wards but there seem to have been no other significant 

extensions. In Bradford, on the other hand, the Guardians were constantly 

discussing schemes for Workhouse enlargement and by 1871 the Union 

Workhouse was a very different building from the one erected twenty years- 

earlier. During the mid-fifties Workhouse acconmodation was almost doubled 

at a cost of over £5,300; in the mid-sixties the Workhouse Infirmary was 

enlarged at a cost of £3,770 and a Cholera Hospital built in the Workhouse 

grounds at a cost of £1,388; in 1870 a New Male infirmary was started at 

an estimated cost of i6,000. in all, the Bradford Board of Guardians spent 

roughly £21,000 an structural cbanges, far more than the original cost of 

the nev Workhouse. 

Table 2. Maxim= Authorised Workhouse Accommodation. 1849 to 1871. 

Year Bradford Worth Marley 

1849 140 100 

1852 336 (now Workhouse) 

1854 370 

1855 127 

1857 725 

1859 341 (new Workhouse) 

1863 788 

1868 820 

1871 c. 892 c. 356 

Table 3. The Number of Workhouse Places per Thousand Population. 1851 to 1871. 

Year Drams worth Bier ley 

1851 1.3 1.3 

1861 6.8 4.0 

1871 6.1 3.2 

Tables 2 and 3 illustrate the contrast botveen the two Unions' Workhouse 

construction projraasns. Relative to population, the unions started out with 

an identical Workhouse provision, but by 1871 Bradford provided almost twice 
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as many places par thousand of its population as North 8ierlay. 

Behind this divergence in the quantity of Workhouse accommodation 

lay an important distinction in the nature of each Union's indoor 

facilities. It was no coincidence that the major Workhouse extensions'.. 

undertaken by the Bradford Board during the 1860s were concerned with 

Infirmary accoi odatioc for a growing proportion of Bradford's non able- 

bodied paupers were admitted to the 'Workhouse. 
" This became an 

increasingly important centre for medical treatment and assumed the role 

of a general pauper hospital. 

Table 4. Indoor Medical Relief. 1848 to 1871.12 

i. The Percentage of Medical Cases Treated in the Workhouse 

Date/Period Bradford North Bierlee 

Year ended March 1849 5.9 14.8 

Mid-December 1869 72.2 26.0 

'Week ended 29 Sept. 1871 80.4 36.9 

ii. The Percentage of Workhouse inmates on the Workhouse Medical Officers' 
Books 

Date/Period Bradford North Bierley 

I July 1867 37.7 30.3 

1 January 1868 32.4 27.2 

Mid-December 1869 52.6 19.9 

In Bradford, and to a lesser extent in North Marley, the Workhouse 

cams to be regarded as the most appropriate place to dispense medical 

treatment. ' By the and of the period the typical inmate of the Bradford 

Workhouse was a sick inmate; - in 1870 three out of every five inmates were 

unfit to sit down to eat the Mayor's Christmas dimer. I3 

The pattern of indoor relief demanded the dovslopmsnt of special 

facilities. In both Bradford and North BLerley the construction of a new 

Union Workhouse facilitated this process because it allowed for improved'.,,, 

classification and, in particular, for a detached Infirmary. Hovever, 

North Bierley's indoor paupers had to wait until 1858 to enjoy these 

06. - 
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benefits. The Thackley Workhouse, meanwhile, afforded no daytime 

classification and 'the arrangements for the sick [were] wholly 

deficient'. There were no separate sick wards and sick inmates shared 

the saris rooms as the elderly inmates. Harry Tarnall asked the Guardians 

Whether it was: 

'fair that the 65 old and infirm people now in 

the Idle Workhouse should be occupants of the 

same rooms and the same yards as the 29 

imbecile or idiot poor? ... Is it fair that 

they should be subjected to the conversation 

and habits and manners of the men and vomen 

of bad and reckless character whom you may 

think proper to shelter under the same roof 

with them? Is it fair that your poor orphan 

and deserted children should be also so 

associated? '. 

The Guardians eventually agreed that it was not, but these detects were 

not entirely eliminated by the erection of a new Workhouse. In 1860 the 

Union Clerk reported that classification vu 'exceedingly defective*, and 

in 1862 sick and convalescent patients were still accommodated together. 

They may well have shared the same bed, for at that time the practice of 

sleeping two to a bed was universal throughout the Workhouse. It was not 

fully discontinued until 1868.14 

In Bradford, too, there was periodic overcrovding and classification 

sometimes broke down. In 1856 the crowded state of the Infirmary meant 

that some sick paupers had to be housed in the main building. Two years 

later the Workhouse Medical officer, Dr. Levis, reported that a recent 

epidemic in the Workhouse had been caused in part by the overcrowded state 

of the Infirmary. This 'vas only adapted to be an appendage to the 

Workhouse', said Dr. Levis, and 'if it was to be used as a pauper hospital 

in the town, as it had been, it was by no means large enough'. In 1864 
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there wore only 162 beds for the 186 patients and in 1868, despite the 

Infirmary's recent enlargement, sick inmates were again having. to be 

transferred to the main Workhouse building. In 1871 the Poor Law 

Inspector reported that the classification of the sick was defective. is 

Bradford could not keep pace with the demand for sick accou odation, 

and though it was a demand which the Bradford Board utade a genuine attempt 

to meet, some Guardians became predictably uneasy at the Union's growing 

commitment to a pauper hospital service. in 1869 the Bradford Board's 

enthusiasm for further Infirmary expansion vaned noticeably after a committee 

had reported a disturbing increase in the cost of maintaining sick paupers. 
16 

It vas in the Workhouse Infirmary that the principle of less-eligibility and 

the philosophy of providing a bare minimum were most likely to be challenged. 

It was bore that the potential and the limitations of Union Workhouses and 

of the Poor Law itself were to be explored and reached. 

Classification of the sick in a separate building implied special 

treatment, particularly since the Workhouse Medical Officer had a domain in 

which to apply his own non-deterrent standards. In 1857 the Bradford Board 

acknowledged the growing importance of indoor medical treatment by appointing 

a separate officer for Workhouse cases, something that North Bierley emulated 

only for a few months in 1858. Neither Union, however, placed the Workhouse 

in the hands of a full time officer, a step which the growing number of 

medical cases demanded. 

Table S. The Number of Cases on the Bradford Workhouse Medical Relief List. 17 

Week ended Nusber As Percents e of Workhouse Inmates 
31st December o äses (excluding Vagrants) on st January following 

1859 89 31.2 
1860 111 34.5 
1861 118 34.9 
1862 147 39.9 
1863 163 52.6 
1864 183 48.2 
1865 168 47.6 
1866 234 45.8 

Weak ended As 2 of Mean of Inmates on 1 July 1871 and 
1rß Sap eý t mber 1 January-1672 

1871 242 55.1 
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In Bradford, the part-time nature of the post and the increasing 

demands made on the Workhouse Medical Officer's time meant that much 

of the work was left in the hands of his assistant. As early as 1849 

Dr. Popplaton was criticised for leaving the Workhouse patients almost 

entirely in the care of his assistant, and in 1850 this practice led to 

his resignation. His successors were instructed to attend the new Workhouse 

Infirmary at least twice a day but they also relied heavily on their 

assistants. Dr. Levis's resignation in 1864 was prompted partly by his 

inability to devote sufficient time to the job and his successor and former 

assistant, Dr. Leeson, made use of at least seven different assistants during 

the next seven years. The need for assistants was acknowledged in the 

Workhouse Medical officer's rising salary, - 1120 inclusive of the cost of 

drugs in 1853, £225 with drugs supplied by the Union in 1867. An expanding 

nursing staff provided further compensation for the increasing number of 

medical cases. 

Excessive reliance on assistants might place the officer in breach of 

Article 199 of the General Consolidated Order of 1847, and this provided 

the Guardians with a lever against officers critical of Workhouse facilities 

or overgenerous in their treatment of the sick. On the basic issue of 

accommodation, the Workhouse Medical Officer could do no more than report 

deficiencies and urge improvements. In one area, however, the Medical Officer 

had scope for independent action. He could not dictate the diet of ordinary 

inmates,, but he could diet the sick at his discretion. It was no coincidence 

that the Infirmary diet became a controversial subject. 

The first officer appointed to the new Workhouse, John Beach, believed 

that many Infirmary cases were caused by 'improper or insufficient food', 

and this view was shared by Beach's successors. Dr. Leeson, in particular, 

blamed the Workhouse diet for an unnecessarily busy Infirmary. In 1868 he 

proposed an improved diet for the able-bodied and a separate, further 

improved diet for those aged over sixty. Leeson expected this to reduce the 

number of Itifirmary admissions, 'as it is chiefly the diet which does not 
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agree with people suffering from chest affections that drives theca down 

to the hospital'. An improved diet would save coney, for at present, 

Leeson alleged, inmates: 

'frequently remain in the Rouse till nature is 

completely exhausted, when they are sent to the 

infirmary to undergo a long course of expensive 

medicines, expensive food and very expensive 

drink'. 18 

When the Cuardians declined to improve the Workhouse diet, Leeson resolved 

to keep convalescent cases in the Infirmary for an extended period, so that 

they could benefit from a good Infirmary diet. This led to an increase in 

the cost of indoor maintenance, followed by an enquiry by the Bradford 

Board. 

The investigating comittee reported that the cost of maintaining a 

pauper in the Workhouse had risen fron an average of 3/4d a week during the 

period 1854 to 1868, to an average of 4/31d during the eighteen months 

ended September 1868, This was attributed 'in a great measure' to the 

diet of those on the medical relief list and to the 'alarmingly great' 

increase in the consumption of alcohol. Dr. Leeson was unrepentant. Ve 

argued that the Guardians' failure to improve the Workhouse diet necessitated 

a heavy reliance on wines and spirits. Alcohol was probably an essential 

antidote to the food sent, cold and unappetising from the Workhouse kitchens. 

Leeson reported seeing patients 'almost vo®it at the very sight of the 

dinner that has been sent to them'. He had tried to improve this. 'If the 

Guardians wish that I should give up using stimulants', Leeson wrote: 

'that I should revert to the old system of hard salt 

beef and skimeed milk, then they must build me an 

hospital as large again as the present one, for it 

stands to reason that the patients,. if over they 

do got well, will certainly require to be under 

treatment three or four times as long as they 

lately have bsen'. 19 
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Behind the details of this dispute lay a fundamental difference 

in outlook. Dr. Leeson believed that treatment should be determined 

according to need. In his opinion, 'the life of a sick pauper [was] as 

valuable as that of a prince, and when sick we ought to treat them both 

alike'. Leeson was quite clear what the paupers needed most: 

'not medical attention and medicine, so much 

as good diet, warm clothing and comfortable 

rooms, together with careful nursing, ... and 

I am happy to say that the patients in my 

Infirmary possess these'. 

The proof lay in the improved mortality figures. so that: 

'if the Medical Officer has increased the cost per 

head to the large sum of 4/5d. per week (including 

clothing), he must also have very considerably 

reduced the undertaker's bill. .... If I have 

erred in being too generous, it is gratifying 

to know that my generosity has been the means 

of saving the life of many a man, whose family 

would otherwise now have been receiving 

parish relief'. 
20 

If Leeson was sure of the needs of his patients, he was equally sure 

why the Guardians were reluctant to satisfy them. 'It is not for me to 

judge', he wrote, in judgement, 'how the Guardians look upon this matter, 

whether their chief aim be to save life or to reduce expenses'. The 

Bradford Board of Guardians resented the charge that it gras niggardly, and 

there is no reason to doubt the genuineness of its desire to see the 

Workhouse fulfil the role of a home for the unfortunate poor. Leeson, 

however, was challenging the Guardians conception of this role. His demands 

pushed tke Guardians up against the constraints of less-eligibility. Leeson 

posed an uncomfortable question, for if adequate treatment could not be 

provided economically, could the Board of Guardians provide it? The Guardians 
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dilemma was explained by the Board's Chairman, Thomas Barber, who 

emphasised that, while they wanted the inmates treated properly: 

'they could not shut their eyes to the fact 

- that an amount of expenditure was going on in 

the Infirmary which was quite out of place in an 

institution like that, supported by the ratepayers. 

... The effect was to make the patients in the 

Infirmary better off than theyi were in many 

respectable families, and much better off than 

workpeople with 20/-, 30/- or 40/- per week. .. 

It also tended to render persons careless with 

regard to making provision for a rainy day, for 

when sickness came they would be ready to recommend 

that the patients should be sent to the Workhouse, 

where they would be better treated and attended to 

than they possibly could be at home'. 21 

Leeson fully accepted that, in some respects, Workhouse patients 

were in a. privileged position. 'As far as medical attention goes', he 

said: 

'there are no private patients in Bradford who 

receive as much as those in the Workhouse Infirmary. 

The majority of them, if among my private patients, 

I should not see twice a week, let alone twice a 

day' . 

For the Bradford Board of Guardians, this gave cause for concern, but 

Leeson viewed the situation with satisfaction. It was because of the 

Workhouse's superior facilities that an increasing proportion of medical 

cases were referred to it. Dr. Bell, the Medical Officer for Bradford 

West, was in the habit of recommending the removal of sick paupers to the 

Workhouse because they were more likely to recover there than in their own 

unhealthy homes. Four years later, in 1869, it was reported that indoor 
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trutmsnt was always recom . nded in cases of serious illness and. 

generally, for those suffering from an intastious disease or o vsra 

living in lodgings or unhealthy dwellings, 22 

One L portant facility denied to the outdoor poor was professional 

nursing. During the cholera epidemic of 1866 one of Bradford's doctors 

was particularly 'struck with the disadvantata which patients in this 

class of life labour under in the want of intelligent nursing' . 
23 

Workhouse nursing could not properly be described as either professional 

or intelligent, but by 1871 nursing standards were considerably higher 

than they had been twenty years earlier. For all its defects, the 

development of a nursing system ranks as one of the most important changes 

in indoor relief during this period. 

The appointment of the first paid, non-pauper nurse coincided with 

the opening of each Union's now Workhouse, Bradford's in 1831 and Worth 

Biarlsy's in 1858.24 North Bierley was slow to add to this appointment, 

and the paid nurse was required to look after all the physically and 

mentally ill inmates. A pauper helped with the male lunatics, in return 

for extra rations, and the Master and Matron also provided some assistance. 

In 1866, on the advice of the Medical Superintendent of the County Asylum, 

a male lunatic attendant was appointed. The Guardians hoped that this ` 

would facilitate the transfer of paupers from the asylum to the Workhouse, 

but these hopes were largely unfulfilled. When the male attendant was 

forced to resign, in 1867, the Board of Guardians did not think it 

'expedient or necessary' to replace him. 25 The Poor Law Board disagreed 

and eight months later the post was filled. 

In 1871 just tiro paid nurses Vers employed at the North Marley 

Union Workhouse, -a female nurse and a male lunatic attendant. That* 

were clearly Insufficient. for on 1 July 1871 there were over fifty asntally 

ill inmates and later in the year 45 inmates appeared on the Workhouse 

Medical Officer's books* 26 
These patients vere distributed among several 

yards and dayrooms. Some oust bays needed, but could not have received, 
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proper night-tim supervision. 

Bradford's nursing needs were greater than North Marley'.; 

during the 1860s the Bradford Workhouse generally contained between two 

and three times as many inmates as the Worth Marley Workhouses with a 

higher percentage of sick paupers. On I July 1871 the Workhouse contained 

98 mentally ill inmates and three months later a total of 242 inmates 

appeared on the Medical Officer's books. 27 Until 1857 only one paid 

nurse was employed, assisted by at least two inmates. Most of the Union's 

nursing posts were created during the 1860s, with new appointments in 1857, 

1862,1866 (three), 1867 and 1871. By 1871 Bradford Workhouse had a paid 

nursing staff of eight. 

From 1866 the Workhouse aas divided into three sections for nursing 

purposes, each with a head nurse and an assistant. Thus there was a head 

hospital nurse and assistant, a superintendent of the female imbecile wards 

and assistant, and a bead male nurse and superintendent of the male imbecile 

wards and his assistant. In 1867, when the unused Cholera Hospital was 

converted into fever wards, a fever hospital nurse was appointed. In 1871 

the superintendent of the female imbecile wards was provided with a second 

assistant, to facilitate night nursing. 

These were all full-time. paid positions, rarely filled by inmates 

or ex-inzates. Only four of the 43 different individuals who served as 

paid nurses appear to have been paupers, and none of North Eiarlay's total 

of nine appointees wore inmates. However' paupors continued to be used as 

helpers, despite the Poor Law Board's refusal to authorise payments for 

their services. In 1859 the Poor Law Inspector discovered that several 

inmates who acted as nurses in the Bradford Workhouse were given extra food 

and beer. This was made possible by their being improperly entered as sick 

in the medical relief book. 28 
Inmates were probably used less as more 

paid posts were created, but paupers wars still being used as assistants 

during the aid and late 1860s. 

In 1865 the Poor Law Board issued a Circular rscom anding 'that the 
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Guardians .... discontinue the practice of appointing pauper inmates ... 

to act as assistant nurses',, but the Board was lax in enforcing its own 

recommendation. In 1867 the Bradford Board appointed Mary Wood as a 

nurse in the fever hospital. Wood was an inmate who had been acting as 

an unpaid nurse, but could neither read nor write. Yet the Poor Law Board 

raised no objection to her appointment. When she was dismissed for 

drunkenness, the Guardians replaced her with another inmate who was also 

unable to write. On this occasion the Comissioners did advise against 

the appointment but without pressing the point. The inmate remained in 

office. 
29 

If the Poor Law Board neglected to scrutinise the nurses' qualifications. 

the Boards of Guardians vare unlikely to demand high standards. Properly 

trained nurses were, in any event, not yet widely available. The issuing 

of the 1865 Circular coincided with the launching of Liverpool's pioneering 

axperixasnt with a teas of trained nurses in the Workhouse Infirmary. Even 

this experiment made use of pauper assistants, and in Bradford no William 

Rathbons emerged with (3000 to finance the experiment. 
30 Workhouse nursing 

was in a transitional stage, characterised in Bradford and North Disrley 

by the appointment of non-paupers who had received no formal training. 

Remarkably, a uajorLty of those appointed as paid nurses were not 

now to the profession, though this did not necessarily msan that they were 

suited to it. Of the 43 different individuals appointed as paid nurses or 

assistant nurses at the Brad ford Workhouse, 24 claimed previous experience 

as nurses or attendants at other Workhouses, or at asylums, or as nurses to 

private patients. 
31 In North Bierley this applied to six of the nine 

appointees. 6ovever, the motley background of the other appointees suggests 

that the profession was far from exclusive. In Bradford, the nursing staff 

included housekeepers, labourers, soldiers, a shoemaker, a grocer's assistant, 

a gardener and four inmates, while in North Bierley the recruits included a 

footman, a groom and a Workhouse porter. In Bradford, in 1866, applications 

for the post of assistant nurse were regarded as being interchangeable with 
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those for the post of cook. In North Dierley, in 18690 a lunatic 

attendant condemned by the Poor Law Board for his 'utter inexperience' 

was pronptly -replaced by an equally inexperienced officer. 
32 There is 

no evidence that the candidates' qualifications improved as the period 

progressed. 

In Worth Bierley, the choice of candidates was rather United. In 

the eight elections (out of nine) for which figures are available, nursing 

posts attracted an average of 3.5 candidates, not all of whom could be 

relied upon to appear before the Board when requested. Twenty nine 

vacancies in Bradford attracted a much higher average of 10.4 candidates, 

though this concealed a wide variation from one up to thirty applicants* 

on three occasions the post had to be readvertised. 

All but five appointments in the two Unions were made within a 

salary range of from f15 to £30, plus apartments and rations. The remaining 

appointments were made at a lower salary, and in four cases the appointees 

were paupers. Thus Jane Bray, a Bradford inmate, received a salary of only 

£12 when her predecessor and successor were paid E20 and 121 respectively. 

Another inmate, Maria Bull, received E7 a year and the two pauper fever 

hospital nurses were paid at a weekly rate of from 2/6d to 4/-. The 

appointment of these inmates was a means of evading the ban on payments to 

pauper assistants without sacrificing the economy of pauper labour. The 

period did, however, see a steady improvement in salary levels, but no 

corresponding improvement in the quality of the nursing staff. 

This retained highly suspect. In Bradford, eight of the 43 

appointees were still in; -office in 1871, but no less than 28 of the 

remaining 35 were either diumissed or forced to resign, and three others 

resigned because of 'unpleasantness' with superior officers. In Worth 

Marley,, two of the nine appointees were in office in 1871, while three of 

the remaining seven were forced to resign, in two cases because of allegations 

of ill-treatment and in the other because of absenteeism. In Bradford, 

removal from office was caused either by inefficiency or improper conduct, 
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weaning absenteeism, drink. or sexual indiscretions. As Ellen 

Waddington's case showed, mere incompetence might imply serious 

deprivation for the inmates. Waddington was found to have given 

medicines to the vrong patients. f ailed to give other madicinas as 

directed, and left poison lying in room used by insane paupers. 
33 

The fact that, fifteen years later, the Bradford Board was prepared. to 

appoint a pauper nurse who could neither read nor writes suggests that 

the Guardians vere slow to learn their lesson. 

Higher salaries might have attracted better qualified staff but 

working conditions encouraged a high turnover rate. In Bradford, in 

1867, the two officers in charge of the female lunatic wards were working 

twelve hour shifts and in 1868 an official inquiry revealed that one of 

the male nurses had been on duty continuously for 43 hours. In 1871 

the two attendants in charge of female lunatics seem to have shared the 

day shift and taken it in turns to sit up at night with patients needing 

special nursing. After the Lunacy Commissioner had insisted that 'the 

present state of things' could not $continue without great injustice 

being done eitbar to the patients or the attendants', a new night nurse 

was appointad. 
34 

Not only were working conditions hard, but relations between the 

Workhouse staff were often very bad and employees were subject to 

restrictions as deterrent as those applied to the iamatas. In 1867 the 

nurses all signed a latter to the Bradford Board complaining that they 

vera allowed out of the Workhouse for only 31 hours every fortnight, and 

asking to be allowed out at least one afternoon a week, from 2 p. m. to 

9 p. m., and for part of every alternate Sunday. The Visiting Committee 

refused, merelyi, zuthorising the Workhouse Master to grant 'any further 

reasonable application'. No wonder that some nurses were dismissed for 

climbing over the walls at night. 
35 

Nursing provision remained glaringly defective, but it nevertheless 

represented a aast significant advance. 'From the mid-1860s full time, paid, 
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non-pauper nurses were being appointed at an accelerated rate, despite 

the fact that comparable facilities were not available to the independent 

poor. If the reality was often depressing, the potential it revealed 

aas less gloomy. The responses of the Bradford Board, in particular, 

suggested that proper professional nursing would prove to be a matter of 

time rather than of principle. 

Progress had not been achieved easily. Both Boards of Guardians 

had had to be prompted by the Poor Law Board and, more mercilessly, by 

the visiting Coi issioners in Lunacy. The Guardians often resisted the 

advice of the Lunacy Cotissioners, but they could not ignore it. The 

compromise that emerged was due largely to the work of these unsung 

heroes. 

Table 6 provides a statistical breakdown of chargeable lunatics 

and of their distribution and maintenance costs. This distribution 

pattern was dictated partly by legal considerations and by contemporary 

medical opinion. Boards of Guardians could not legally detain dangerous 

patients in the Workhouse for more than fourteen days, but than were 

under no obligation to send harmless patients to an asylum. loth 

Boards of Guardians indicated their general support for the official 

policy of sending curable patients to the asylum while maintaining the 

chronic, incurable cases in the Workhouse or with relatives or friends. 

However, there was a strong financial temptation to send as few paupers 

as possible to an asylum. 

As Table 6 indicates, it cost two or three times as much to keep 

a pauper in the County Asylum at Wakefield as it did to keep bim in the 

Workhouse or with relatives. When the County Asylum was full, and it 

was necessary to resort to private asylums, the cost differential wall 

even greater. North Morley appears to have bsen'influeaced most by 

considerations of cost. While a an percentage of 58.52 of Bradford's 

pauper lunatics were maintained in an asylum, in Worth Marley the 

proportion was only 38.12. Sind the Workhouse could not accommodate 
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all the remaining cases, a substantial number were allowed to livs 

with relatives or friends, and several lived on their own. In Bradford 

far fewer patients were treated in this way, presumably because Workhouse 

accommodation was available for them. 

The influence of financial considerations was evident in the boards 

of Guardians' readiness to retain dangerous patients in the Workhouse. 

In 1864 the Visiting Commissioner in Lunacy discovered that two of 

Bradford's inmates, one suffering from acute mania and the other an 

attempted suicide, had had their clothing removed to prevent them running 

away. On the Commissioner's recommendation both peen were sent to the 

asylum. The following year another Lunacy Commissioner reported that 

two patients were sometimes placed under restraint and recommended their 

removal to the asylum. North Bierley's record was worse. In 1663 the 

Poor Law Inspector reported that an alleged attempted murderer was being 

kept under restraint in the Workhouse, and called on the Board of 

Guardians to remove him to the asylum. Two months later the man was 

still in the Workhouse, along with three other dangerous inmates, one 

of whom had previously been recomsnded for removal. 'It is unnecessary', 

wrote the Lunacy Commissioners 

'for ms to point out the gross impropriety and 

illegality of thus without authority restraining 

pauper lunatics in a Workhouse, who should by 

lair have been sent to the County Asylum'* 37 

Yet it vas several months before some at least of these patients were moved 

to the asylum. Only in the aid-1860s did the North Marley Board become 

more responsive to calls for the removal of specific patients to the 

asylum. 

The same concern to reduce asylum bills prompted both Boards of 

Guardians to send deputations to the County Asylum at Wakefield to inspect 

paupers chargeable to them. The main function of these deputations, 

which were organised annually during the 1860s, was to secure the 
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discharge of as many patients as possible. Bradford's first deputation, 

in 1857, suggested that sixteen of the Union's 58 asylum inmates night 

be discharged, 38 Subsequent deputations recoasesnded further discbargesp 

but the asylum's Medical Superintendent and the Visiting Justices were 

not always prepared to Siva their consent. 

These deputations stimulated alterations to the Workhouses' lunatic 

wards, for the asylum authorities were more likely to agree to the removal 

of patients if the Workhouses could meet certain standards. In 1863, 

when Dr. Cleaton stated that eight patients might be removed to a veil 

regulated lunatic ward, the Bradford deputation was quick to indicate 

recent Workhouse improvements. Your years later the North Dierley Board 

invited the asylum Superintendent to advise it on the Workhouse's 

suitability for accommodating the insane. When the Superintendent urged 

the appointment of a male attendant, the Guardians dutifully appointed 

one. 
39 

Advice emanating iron the Visiting Comissioners in Lunacy was 

less welcome, since it tended to involve spending rather than saving 

money. During the 1860a the Commissioners inspected the Workhouses 

annually, but during the 1850s their visits were less frequent and their 

reports less stringent. It was Dr. Nairne's reports of 1861 which 

heralded a wave of reforming pressure and set a pattern for the future, 

with a long list of detailed criticisms and recomnandations. Dr. Nairn 

found that North Bierlsy's 53 inmates of unsound mind were divided between 

special wards in the Infirmary and other idiot wards in the main Workhouse 

building. Some were under the supervision of the paid nurse, others in 

the care of an inmate. The patients seemed reasonably healthy and the 

beds clean, but patients slept two to a bed, there were no tables in the 

day rooms, no books or objects of interest, and the airing courts were 

small and unsuitable as exercise yards. Nairne recommended the provision 

of separate beds and of tables, reading material and games. He called for 
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supervised exercise, for the removal of iron bars from the lunatic 

ward windows, for closer control of instruments of restraint, and for 

the transfer of two inmates to the asylum. 
40 

The Guardians' response was evasive. The Workhouse Medical Officer 

did not think it necessary to remove these two inmates to the asylum, 

and the other recommendations would be carried out 'as far as practicable'. 

What this meant was revealed a year later, when another Lunacy Commissioner 

visited the Workhouse. His report reiterated Dr. Nairne's findings. The 

wards were bare and entirely lacking in means for occupation; there were 

no tables in the idiot wards, where inmates were without any responsible 

attendant; there ware no books, papers or games; the window bars 

remained: the yards were useless for exercise; restraint was frequently 

used and records of its use not properly kept; the men still slept two 

to a bed; and four inmates, one of whom had been recommended for removal 

by Dr. Nairn, were not suitable cases for Workhouse treatment. 
41 

The North Bierley Board remained largely unmoved. The Poor Law Board 

vas assured that the practice of sleeping two to a bed would be discontinued, 

and the Guardians ware thinking of appointing a vardsman and wardsvoman and 

of appropriating an extra room and yard for the use of idiot inmates. The 

admitted object was to avoid the need to remove the four inmates referred 

to by the Commissioner. Most of these assurances were forgotten, and by 

July 1863 the only action that had been taken was to remove one of the 

four patients to an asylum and to discontinue the practice of resorting to 

mechanical restraint. 

When the next Lunacy Commissioner visited the Workhouse he found that 

the accommodation was unimproved and contrasted 'most unfavourably with 

similar provision made in other Union Workhouses'. The wards were 'dreary 

in the extreme', bars and comfortless, and the yards prison-like. The 

sam deficiencies were reported as in the previous two years. Men slept 

two to a bed, the vindov bars remained, tables and means for amusement 

were required, provision for exercise was lacking, an improved diet was 
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needed, and three in Utes were recoas ended for removal to the asylwa. 
$2 

This report produced another crop of assurances. The wards would 

be supplied with furniture and with means of occupation and amusement. 

More single beds would be supplied,, the Medical Officer's attention 

would be drawn to the question of diet, and two of the three inmates 

recommended for asylum. treatment were to be removed. The courts would 

be cleared of rubbish and patients would be taken out of the Workhouse, 

for exercise twice a week. The window bars were, considered necessary 

and would remain. 
43 

Again� the real masurs of improvement was indicated by the Lunacy 

Commissioner's next report, in September 1664. This stated that 'the 

accommodation provided for the insane and weak minded inmates continues 

to be shamefully defective'. There were still no tables or books in 

the idiot wards, the windows were still barred, some men still slept two 

to a bed, the courts remained small, dreary and in great disorder, and 

though the dietary had been improved it was still too<low and the 

mortality rate too high. The Commissioner therefore recommended that, 

'unless these glaring defects were forthwith remedied', the Commissioners 

should take advantage of the powers vested in them under the Lunatics, 

Law Amendment Act of 1862 (25 f 26 Vic, c. 111) and order the patients' 

removal to the County Asylum. 44 

Not surprisingly, this threat provoked a positive, if tardy response. 

By November 1864 the Guardians claimed to have ended the practice of 

sleeping two to ä bad and had resolved to provide additional accoaaodation 

for the mentally ill. The exorcise yards would be enlarged and planted 

with trees; tables, books and periodicals would be provided and the dietary 

would again be submitted to the ? Medical Officer's scrutiny. Yet, in 

February 1865, the Visiting Coasissioner in lunacy could find little cause 

for satisfaction. 'There is the some want of furniture and means for 

occupation and amusement', he reported, 'and except that a few single beds 

for the men have been supplied, nothing seems to have been done'. The 
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Guardians did, bovever, respond to his call for more blankets and for 

the rauoval of an inmate to the asylum, and when the prosiaed alterations 

were completed, in 1866, the poor Law Inspector recorded that they 

reflected 'great credit on all concerned in carrying these out'. The 

Lunacy Commissioners, while less fulsome in their praise, felt able to 

report that the insane and imbecile inmates were now, 'upon the whole 

fairly provided for'. Additional accommodation had beau provided, the 

airing courts bad been enlarged and improved, the practice of sleeping 

two to a bed bad virtually ended, the diet had been revised, and there 

Vera: 

'many indications of the strong personal interest 

taken in the welfare of the whole of the imbecile 

and insane class by the Master and Matron of the 

Workhouse,, vho appear to give uaresitting 

attention to them and to employ to the utmost 

extent such resource as they can make available 

for szusemant, indoors and out'. 
45 

Before assessing the extent and significance of these changes, it is 

worth considering the impression made by the Lunacy Commissioners in 

Bradford. Dr. Nairne's 1861 report on Bradford was as critical as his 

report on North Biarley. Nairn* found that zany of the 44 mentally ill 

inmates 'were pale, thin, and looked like persons out of health'. The 

accoaodation was unsuitable and, for the male inmates, very cheerless. 

They were accommodated in rooms with atone floors and, in some cases, 

without windows, tables or chairs. Nairn recounandsd the provision of 

suitably furnished day rooms, with books and papers; the appointment of 

qualified attendants; an improved dietaryt and facilities for exercise 

outside the Workhouse. 
46 

In contrast to North Burley, the Bradford Board had already decided 

that additional acco * odation was needed. When inc. Caapball visited the 

r 

Workhouse In 1862 he was able to report that the lunatic wards were greatly 
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improved, with two dayroona for each sex� single beds, better washing 

facilities, water closets, larger airing courts, on improved dietary 

and a newly appointed paid attendant. In 1862 and 1863 the Bradford 

Board again responded positively to the Commissioners' reports,, yet in 

1864 Mr. Caskell, having threatened to remove all North Bierley's lunatic 

inmates to the asylum, slated the Bradford Board for its 'shameful 

indifference to the welfare of those who are suffering from mental 

affections'. In particular, Caskeli berated the Guardians for the 

disgraceful state of the bedding and for the fact that children suffering 

from itch were being treated in the women's dormitory. 47 

The Bradford Board bitterly resented ßaskell's remarks, which soured 

the Board's subsequent relationship with the Lunacy Coiemissioners. Despite 

the Guardians' irritation, they were prepared to accept and act upon many 

of Caskell's detailed criticisms. The bedding was to be renewed and 

steps taken to keep it clean; an additional nurse was to be appointed; 

lunatics mere to be taken for walks in the grounds; . eat dinners were 

to be baked and roasted as well as boiled, and two inmates were to be 

transferred to the asylum as recommended. 
48 

Elements of the 1864 situation persisted throughout the decade. The 

Lunacy Commissioners found plenty to criticise, while the Bradford board 

went part of the way to answering their criticisms. In 1865 Mr. Campbell 

discovered that only 26 of the 71 inmates of unsound mind slept in the 

lunatic wards, the rest slept with ordinary inmates. The dayrooms in the 

lunatic wards were overcrowded, bare, and lacking in means for occupation. 

The bedding had improved but there was still no proper night-time 

supervision. Caskell's remarks still rankled with the Guardians, who 

repudiated most of Campbell's criticisms and complained that these points 

should have been raisedst the time of his inspection. {g 

By the time of the next visit, in 1866, the new Infirmary bad been 

completed, and the mentally ill were housed in ttie old Infirmary building. 

dayrooms were spartan and This meant that there was plenty of but 
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'the small, cheerless, flagged and asphalted yards attached to the 

wards [weral quite useless as places for healthy exercise'. Nursing 

care, particularly night supervision, remained inadequate. The Board 

of Guardians resolved to adopt all the Commissioners' detailed- 

recommendations, but when Mr. Campbell visited the Workhouse in 1867 

he found that mang of the reforms had not been carried out. 
50 

Prompted by the Poor Law Inspector, the Bradford Board had decided 

that the lunatic accommodation was 'totally inadequate', and that the 

present building was incapable of effective improvement. The building 

was to be demolished and the imbeciles and lunatics housed in a new 

one. The Guardians also intended to build a new Hale Infirmary, and when 

the Board discovered that the imbecile building would cost £8,000At 

decided to abandon this part of the schema and to restrict itself to the 

new Male Infirmary. Priority was given to the physically sick and, 

at £8,000, some Guardians argued that it would be cheaper to send all 

the mentally ill to the asylum. They were also influenced by the Poor 

Law Inspector's intimation that an establishment for imbeciles was planned 

for the West Riding. 51 in 1870 the Northern Counties Asylum for Idiots 

and Imbeciles was duly opened as a subscription hospital, but it vac 

situated in Lancaster and, initially at least, does not appear to have 

been used by the Bradford or North Eierley Unions. 

Conditions in the old building retaained largely unchanged. The 

Lunacy Cotrniesioners continued to press for more paid nurses and in 1971 

the Guardians finally agreed to appoint another night nurse. Two more 

dayrooms were appropriated, exercise facilities were improved, and seins 

patients were allowed to join in excursions outside the Workhouse. The 

continued shortcomings of the lunatic wards, both in Bradford and in 

North Bierley, are not in doubt, but a decisive change had nevertheless 

taken place. In North Biarley, the Board's initially evasive attitude 

was replaced by a more genuine responsiveness. The Lunacy Commissioners'- 

later reports had a routine tone$ and calls for reform were combined with 
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favourable comment. The Commissioners were able to report that the 

inmates were 'well and kindly treated', that they were healthy and will 

dressed, that improvements had been made and past recommendations heeded, 

and by 1871 dangerous lunatics were no longer admitted to the Workhouse 

unless the asylum was full. 52 

By the late 1860s there were sips that the standards demanded by 

the Lunacy Commissioners were higher than those of the Poor Lav Inspectors. 

In 1867 B. B. Cane quertioned the provision being made for chronic iucurable 

cases. Cane believed that the practice of transmitting the Lunacy 

Commissioners' reports to the Boards of Guardians lent them unmerited weight. 

In his viev, the money spent on the incurably insane would have been better 

spent on the physically sick, 
53 

For the time being, the Poor Law Board ignored Cane's protest, but 

the Bradford Board's decision to defer the construction of a new building 

for imbeciles indicated that the Guardians shared his order of priorities. 

The harmless, incurable insane inmates were an unprivileged group, and 

the Guardians were not prepared to spend more money on than than was 

absolutely necessary. For the modest improvements that were lade, the 

mentally ill could thank the Lunacy Comissioners and the pattern of 

recommendation and response that their unremitting pressure and uninhibited 

criticisms had eventually established. 

The role played by the Visiting Commissioners in Lunacy in relation 

to the mentally i11 was paralleled by the efforts of the Inspectors of 

Union Schools on behalf of young inmates. While the Lunacy Coesissioners 

sought to improve every aspect of the inaanates' life, the Education 

Inspectors' sphere of influence ras more liaited. They could not, for 

instance, control the established practice of sensing children out of the 

Workhouse as apprentices or servants= a practice which might be regarded 

as the culmination of a successful education, but which night also 

prematurely end or interrupt educational progress. In 1870 the Poor Law 

Inspector reported that the children in the Bradford Workhouse were, 'few 
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and young owing to the demand which exists for the services of boys 

and girls who have been brought up in this Workhouse'. The children: 

'readily obtain employment as soon as they are old 

and strong enough. The girls chiefly go to domestic 

service, the boys find work of various kinds, but 

a large number are engaged for the coal pits'. 
54 

Between September 1848 and September 1871,145 children are known 

to hagre been bound as apprentices by the Bradford Board of Guardians. A 

further 96, mostly girls, were sent out as domestic servants. well over 

a hundred other children were dispatched on trial as apprentices or 

servants, but without firm evidence of their being taken on permanently. 

In North Bierley only thirteen apprenticeships are known to have been 

entered into, with five other children being sent out as doiastic servants. 

Ten children were sent out on trial but not, apparently, retained. Worth 

Bierley had far fewer children in its Workhouse and their lower educational 

attainments may have deterred potential employers, but the union's records 

are incomplete and understate the number of apprenticeships. In Bradford, 

too, apprenticeship activity was greater than the statistics suggest, for 

children were constantly being sent out on trial, usually for a month, 

returned to the Workhouse and than sent out again. Nan; children had been 

in and out of the Workhouse several times before they were finally bound. 

Girls were sent to a wide range of employers, with shopkeepers, 

tradeswsn and craftsmen figuring prominently. Seven boys were sent as 

servants to colliers, and they may have been employed alongside the 52 

boys apprenticed to coalwiners or colliery owners. This group accounted 

for over a third of Bradford's known pauper apprentices. Another 49 boys 

were bound to tailors or shoemakers, and nineteen were apprenticed to the 

Bowling Iron Company. In North Marley, three of the eleven apprentices 

whose trade is known were bound to colliers, four to tailors, one to a 

shoemaker and three to farmers. 
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Boys sent to the pits were formally bound to the colliery owner, 

but were lodged with and in the care of cosmon colliers. 
55 Evidence of 

ill-treatment is predictably scarce, but Joseph Rountree, grandfather 

of Seebohm, alleged that nine boys sent from Bradford to a pit in Leeds 

spent ten hours a day underground, with only a dry cake to eat; that 

one of the boys had been kicked by his master, and that the boys bad 

never attended divine service as they were legally required to do. 

Boys working at the Bowling Iron Company were reported to be weil clothed 

and fed, but they were also employed underground. Every alternate week 

they were required to work through the night, from 7 p. m. to 5 a. m. 
56 

Two boys were said to have absconded from the Bowling Iron Company 

and a further eight are known to have run away from their masters, 

sometimes more than once. in 1854 Archibald Donaldson was bound to a 

blacksmith for seven years. Within a month he had run away, and the 

Bradford Board subsequently resolved to take action against his master 

for ill-usage. Yet Donaldson was soon back with the base blacksmith 

and in 1855 he again ran away and. the Guardians again resolved to initiate 

proceedings against the master. 
57 

Legal action was rare, but it was not uncommon for apprenticeships 

to be terminated. At least fifteen of Bradford's apprentices had their 

indentures cancelled. Although this was often at the master's request, 

the real reason was usually ill-treatment. Thus Peter Rushvorth's 

indentures to a shoemaker were cancelled at the aster's request, but only 

after he had appeared before the Board of Guardians to answer a charge of 

harsh treatment. " In other cases the apprenticeship continued despite 

evidence of ill-treatment. In 1671 a toy maker was brought before the 

Bradford Board and told to reduce his apprentice's working hours, which 

extended from 6 a. a* to 9,10 or 11 p. m. In North Bierlay. in 1863, the 

'emaciated appearance' of John Holmes' apptantica led to the master being 

ordered to comply with the indentures. 39 

On this evidence, children had little to look forward to on leaving 
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the Workhouse and were very much in need of the Union's continued 

protection. Except in the case of children in receipt of outdoor 

relief, Boards of Guardians appear to have been under no legal 

obligation to vat prospective masters. 
60 However, the Bradford Board 

does seam to have made some attempt to assess the suitability of 

prospective employers. In 1858 a Relieving Officer was ordered to visit 

a group of apprentices on trial at a Loads' colliery. The following year, 

the Relieving Officers were instructed to visit all the children soot out 

on trial as apprentices within the Union and to report on the masters' 

suitability. In the same year an officer was instructed to report, 

whether a rag and paper dealer's was a fit place for a girl to be sent 

to, and in 1064 it was reported that the people to whom girls were sent 

were carefully selected. 
61 

Once the trial period was over, an Act of 1851 (14 + 15 Vic. c. ll) 

case into force. This required that Relieving officers visit those aged 

under sixteen who had been hired out as servanto or bound as apprentices 

within fivo miles of the Union's boundaries, at least twice a year. The 

Bradford Board had already resolved that the Clark keep a record of all 

apprentices aged under eighteen, that they be inspected by the halte ving 

Officers every quarter and that all the apprentices appear before the 

Board at the and of their first year of apprenticeship. This sounded 

impressive, but there was no further mention of inspection until 1855, 

when the Bradford Board invoked the 1851 Act and ordered the Relieving 

Officers to visit the apprentices and servants at least twice a year 

and to present a written report to the Visiting Committee. During the 

course of ITovanber and December 1855 the officers duly presented reports 

on fifty apprentices and servants, 44 of whoa 'appsared to be satisfactory', 

and early in 1856 the apprentices at the Bowling Iron Cmpany were also 

inspected. 62 

There seams to have been no comparable, general inspMCtion until 1859, 

when the officers were ordered to 'visit the whole of the apprentices and 
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servants and report in writing'. During the course of the next three 

months reports on 88 apprentices and servants were r eceived. The 

following year a few reports were submitted and a handful of masters 

required to appear before the Board, but it was 1862 before another 

large scale inspection was undertaken. In 1865 the Relieving Officers 

were instructed to make their visits every Noveaber and May, but there 

is evidence only of intermittent inspections and in 1870 one Guardian 

alleged that apprentices were often not visited once a year, let alone 

once every six months. 
63 

The Relieving Officers were busy men,, and apprenticeship was designed 

to rid the Union of burdensome children, not to add new responsibilities. 

Therefore, few niceties were observed in operating the system. Under 

the General Order of 1844 it was illegal to bind a child who could not 

read or write his own name. Pat Harr fell into this category but was 

still bound apprentice to a colliery owner. It was also illegal to bind 

a child aged under sixteen without the consent of its father. In 1857 

James Rings a Workhouse inmate, refused to consent to bis son's 

apprenticeship. The Bradford Board promptly discharged the family from 

the Workhouse and a week later Mr. King withdrew his objection. 
64 

Bradford's pauper apprentices had almost all been bound between the 

ages of nine, the legal minimum, and thirteen. Children could not be 

held bound beyond the age of 21. Since the vast majority were bound for 

the maxinwm period of eight years, most must have been no more than 

thirteen when they left the Workhouse. 

The tender age at which children were sent out of the Workhouse 

attracted the attention of the Ladies Workhouse Visiting Committee. A 

member of this body was probably the author of an anonymous letter 

published in the Bradford Observer early in 1864 in which concern was 

expressed at the practice of sending ten year old girls out to service. 

The writer suggested the establishment of a Roma inhere children could be 

trained for service until the age of twelve or thirteen, with the Board of 
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Guardians making a contribution to their maintenance. Three months 

later the Ladies Workhouse Visiting Committee formally asked the 

Bradford Board not to send girls out to service until they were thirteen 

and suggested that they be sent instead to the proposed ''Industrious 

Home'. Some Guardians thought the proposal offended against the principle 

of less-eligibility, but in October 1864 it was agreed that no girl, being 

an orphan 'or situated as such', was to be allowed out of the Workhouse 

as a domestic servant until the age of twelve. A year later this 

resolution was rescinded but by then the Workhouse Visiting Committee had 

opened its Industrial Home for Orphan and Deserted Girls in Brunswick 

Place and girls from the Bradford Workhouse had been admitted to it. 65 

This was potentially an important development, because it offered 

a means of systematically removing children from a distinctively Poor Law 

upbringing. The reality, however, was disappointing. In August 1865 

the Bradford Board of Guardians drew the Secretary of the Rome's attention 

to the case of a girl who had been admitted to the Workhouse from the 

Home: 

'suffering from itch, and further due-it had 

been reported ... that the girls now in the 

Home were in such a state that tba surgeon 

had ordered their heads to be shaved to destroy 

filth, and suggesting that as the girls have all 

{ be* taken from the Workhouse, it would be 

satisfactoy to the Board if the Home was ,. _ 

allowed to be inspected-from-time-to-time by a 

committee of the Guardians", 

There was no objection to the Some being inspected but the Matron had left, 

by implication dismissed, and the Home was closed. 
66 

Three months later it was reopened and workhouse inmates were again 

admitted to it. In 1867 an application was made to the Poor Law Board 

for the Home to be certified under the Pauper Education Act of 1862 
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(25 + 26 Vic. c. 43) and in 1868, after certain alterations bad been 

made, a certificate was granted. The requested alterations suggested 

that the accommodation was Spartan. The Home provided just twelve beds-, 

for a maximum of 24 girls, who were taught reading, writing, sewing, 

knitting and housework under the direction of a resident Matron and 

assistant Matron. Up to March 1368 a total of fourteen girls had been 

sent to the Home from the Workhouse, six of whom were by then in service. 

So far, the Guardians had contributed nothing to their maintenance, but 

in 1868 it was agreed that the Board would pay 3/- a week for the girls' 

maintenance until they reached the age of eleven, a year younger than 

the Home's managers had suggested. 
67 

Even with its certificate the Home was not a success. Although 

intended primarily for Workhouse inmates, the Bradford Board proved a 

most reluctant patron. By 1871 a total of only 42 girls had been admitted 

to the Home since its foundation, 22 of ahom came from the Workbouse. 
68 

In 1871 the institution moved into new promises in Manningham Lane, but 

it did not get off to an auspicious start, the Bradford Observer describing 

the building as 'an absolute eyesore'. Disillusioneds perhaps, the Ladies 

Committee aas already thinking of other ways of counteracting 'the 

demoralising influences from which it is impossible to shield girls in 

Workbouses'. 69 

In November 1870 the Poor Law Board had issued a General Order 

authorising the boarding-out of orphan and deserted children, and early 

in 1871 the Secretary of the Industrial floss took the lead in establishing 

a Boarding-Out Committee. The Comoittee was approved by the Poor Law Board 

and found families willing to take pauper children, but it could not 

persuade either the Bradford or the North Bierisy Boards of Guardians to 

release Workhouse inaates. The Guardians may have disliked the idea of 

pauper children receiving non-pauper treatment. They were certainly 

reluctant to send children to other institutions or individuals when there 

was already a healthy demand for apprentices and domestic servants. When 
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the Boarding-Out Committee approached the Bradford Board it was told 

that the demand for Workhouse children already exceeded the supply. 
7° 

A fev children were adopted and those suffering from some special 

disability were occasionally sent to a special institution, but most 

children remained in the Workhouse until they were apprenticed or hired 

out as servants. The failure of the Workhouse Visiting Committee's 

schemes to remove paupers from the Workhouse's demoralising environment 

did not necessarily mean that children were being deprived of a superior 

education. Thomas Browns, an enlightened Education Inspector, was not 

convinced that contamination in a Workhouse was a serious obstacle to 

an adequate education. In his report for 1861-2 Browne assorted that: 

'the groat misfortune of pauper children [was] 

not so much the demoralisation to which they 

may be exposed is Workhouses. as the reluctance 

of many Guardians to educate them properly'"71 

In the field of education, as in the care of the sick, there gras ample 

scope for improvement within the existing, ultimately discredited 

framsuork. 

Browne'" convent was trot directed at the Bradford Union, which be 

singled out for 'creditable mentioa', but it was certainly applicable to 

North Marley. where the schoolchildren were 'in a low state . 
72 In 

Bradford, the period was one of substantial educational progress; in 

North Bisrlsy it vas a period of stagnation. 

In 1849 Browne reported that the 53 children sent out to school from 

the Bradford Workhouse 'appeared to be making tolerable progress and 

answered simple questions passably', though 'industrial training and 

separation from adult paupers' were 'imperfect'. This applied equally 

to Idle, where the Workhouse was of 'a wretched description', with 'no 

separation from adult paupers'. The 23 children here were 'very ignorant, 

did not understand the Coamandments, could not name the Sacraments and 
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spelt ill. One only could work a sum in simple addition'. 

73 

This early distinction between educational standards in the two 

Unions became more marked after 1851, when Bradford opened its new 

Workhouse and appointed a schoolmistress and master. During the mid- 

fifties the Inspector of Schools reported substantial progress in 

Bradford but total neglect in North Dierley. In 1852 Browns picked 

out the North Bierlee Union as ranking 'among the lowest in the Northern 

District in respect of the education of pauper children'. The three boys 

who were sent out to school could not say 'whose son our Saviour was, or 

read, or add 3 and 4'. Browne doubted whether he had 'ever met with 

children in a state of greater ignorance' 

Bradford's Workhouse schools had only recently been established, but 

Browne was able to report that the children were 'decidely improved at 

my second visit, especially the girls, who were in a very low state in 

the first instance'. After his next visit, in February 1853, Browne 

reported that 'the children passed a tolerable examination, and had 

evidently improved in both schools'. In June the Workhouse Visiting 

Committee inspected the schools and reported 'that the children answered 

the questions put very satisfactorily'. The following year the children 

were said 'to be snaking fair progress', and in 1855 Browne found that 'the 

children were lively and intelligent, ... more especially the girls, and 

in several instances they had acquired a very fair degree of general 

information'. The Bradford Board had responded to Browae's call for 

larger schoolrooms, and the Inspector's entry in the Workhouse visiting 

book described the improvement in education as 'striking'. In 1856 'the 

children passed an examination very creditable to the teachers ... and shoved 

considerable intelligence and information'. 'Much has been accomplished', 

Browne recorded, 'for the education of pauper children in this Union, and 

there are good schools in the Workhouse for both boys and girls' #75 

This was in marked contrast with the situation in North Bierley, which 

Browne viewed with despair. In 1853 he pointed out that Liverpool's 
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Guardians educated nearly sixty children for every one educated by 

North Marley,, where the eight children who were sent out to school 

had virtually nothing to show for it. 'None could read without spelling. 

None understood the Lord's Prayer. What the Guardians do in the way of 

education', Browne concluded, 'amounts in fact to nothing'. When Browne 

visited the Union a year later only one boy was actually attending school, 

and 'he could hardly road and was very ignorant'. In Brovae's opinion, 

nothing useful would be achieved until a new Workhouse was built. In 

1855 the children ware therefore still 'in a state of extremes ignorance'; 

in 1856 they were 'very ignorant, one only could read a little', and in 

1857 Browne again found them 'very ignorant, one only could read without 

spelling'. 
76 

In 1858 the new Workhouse was opened and a schoolmistress was appointed. 

but there was no immediate improvement in educational standards. The 

appointee was awarded only a Certificate of Permission, the lowest issued 

by the Coisnittec of Council on Education, and in 1859 Brown.. reported that 

the school had 'not improved'. None of the children could 'read an easy 

book without spelling' or 'work a sum in simple addition', and the teacher, 

Miss Best, was threatened with having her certificate discontinued. The 

following year Browne reported the school, 'improved but still very low', 

and in 1861 it was again 'slightly improved'. In 1862 the children were 

'in a low state', but only one had been in attendance for any length of 

time. During the following two years there was a marked improvement. 

In 1863 'the children passed a tolerable examination and [appeared] to 

be making progress', and Browne acknowledged that there had been 'a 

decided change for the better since the school was first opened'. 
» 

Miss Best was awarded a Certificate of Probation, 2nd Divisions and the 

following year a Certificate of Probation, lot Division. further 

improvement was precluded by Miss Best's resignation is 1865. Rather than 

replica her, the Board of Guardians decided to send the schoolchildren 
to the National School at Clayton, vhere they remained for the rest of 

the period. 



As Table 7 reveals, the number of pupils was far greater in 

Bradford than in North Bierlay, and by 1857 the growth in numbers was 

threatening Bradford's comparatively high standards. Browne urged 

the Board to appoint an infant teacher for the under sevens, but without 

success. The situation was not helped by the arrival of two less well 

qualified teachers and in 1857 Brow na reported that while the schools 

continued 'fair', they were not 'equal to what they were at i previous 

visit. Many girls read ill and the boys were not in a good state of 

discipline'. The following year, when the pressure of numbers was less 

intense, 'the children passed a tolerable exaaination', but Brown. 

was again critical of the boys' school, which was not 'equal to what 

it had been', and the boys were 'not led sufficiently to think and 

exercise their minds' , 
78 

Table 7, Workhouse School Attendance. 1852 to 1871.79 
The Avera Number of Ch ldren attending the 
Workhouse Schools d&41* 

Ralf -'ear Bradford 
ended d Diy Days Girls Total 

1853 37 30 67 
1854 44 44 88 
1855 48 67 115 
1856 60 78 138 
1857 66 85 151 
1858 52 62 114 
1859 40 42 82 
1860 26 36 62 
1861 27 40 67 
1862 26 42 68 
1863 36 38 74 
1864 30 38 68 
1865 30 39 69 
1866 20 37 57 
1867 23 34 57 
1868 22 44 66 
1869 35 38 73 
1870 27 40 67 
1871 33 26 59 

YAsa Parcentaga of children 

aged under tens- 71.72 

North 8iarl*y 
BoyssG rls Total 

Children sent to the 
Idle National School. 

9 5 14 
5 7 12 
9 6 15 
7 12 19 

10 8 18 
13 4 17 
11 4 15 

Children sent to the 
Clayton National School. 

mean Percentage of children 
aged under tent- 75. Sx 

513. 
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The schoolmaster's resignation, in March 1859, aay have ended 

this period of decline. From 1859 the Reports of the Committee of 

Council on Education no longer included comiaents on individual Union 

Schools, but the Newcastle Commission reported that the Bradford 

Workhouse schools were 'highly creditable'. In 1863 Browne recorded 

that 'the children passed a fair examination in both schools', though 

'the girls were deficient in spelling. The boys shoved such liveliness 

and intelligence'. The following year another Inspector, Edmond 

Wodehouse, reported that: 

'the boys passed a very fair examination, 

particularly in reading and religious 

knowledge. The girls passed a fair 

examination in reading and religious 

knowledge, but were somewhat backward in 

arithastic'. 

This generally satisfactory standard appears to have been maintained. 

and in 1870 the Poor Law Inspector remarked that the 'schools sasst be 

e: cesdingly rail aanaged'. 
80 

For most of the period Bradford's Workhouse Schools were in the 

charge of schoolmasters and mistresses holding one of the Comittee of 

Council on Education's two higher grades of Certificate, those of 

'sfficieacy' and 'comP*tency'. Zn contrast to tha national pattern, 
81 

in Bradford the women teachers tended to be the better qualified. Except 

for a few months in 1871, the girls' school was continuously in the care 

of a mistress holding a Certificate either of efficiency or coopetency. 

Tor over twelve years, the boys' school was also rum by masters holding 

one of the higher certificates. ? here vas, however, no consistently 

upward trend in the qualifications of appointed teachers. 

What impressed the Poor Law Inspector was the d. *and for Workhouse 

children as apprentices or doassstic servants, and Workhouse education 

vas Soared to this demand. In 18 49 Brows rscom ndsd the provision 

of industrial training and in 1852 a tailor and sboemakar war. 
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appointed to instruct boys in these ttädes. It was no coincidence 

that a high proportion of Bradford's pauper apprentices were bound to 

tailors or shoemakers. From the early 1830s girls were taught needle- 

work, knitting and housework and, fron the aid-1860s at leasto girls 

in the North Marley Workhouse were instructed in si*ilar skills. Boys 

at the North Marley Workhouse were employed on the land adjoining the 

Workhouse. 

This emphasis reflected the limited objectives of pauper education, 

which was intencled to equip a child 'to fill the station in life which 

he will naturally, or rather most probably occupy'. 
82 Workhouse children 

had a place in society. The education provided for thou prepared thou 

for that place. To do more would be to offend against the principle of 

less-eligibilitys for it would enable them to fill a station in life 

superior to that to which the children of the independent poor aspired. 

The North Biert. y Board, at least, subscribed to this argument. 

In 1849 Samuel Cowling reiterated his pre-division opinion that 'to 

give the children an education better than the ratepayers could give 

their ova children was ... very unlikely't and Edward Wilson insisted 

that 'the pauper children at Idle had the same opportunities of learning 

as the children of the ratepayers, and if they did not learn it was 

their ova fault'. 83 To interpret those statements as a commit snt to 

less-eligibility would be to erect into a principle what in reality was 

more indifference. With few inmates of school age, the North Bieriey 

Board was quite prepared to live with Broane's annual condemnationst 

rather than incur the trouble and expense of equipping and staffing an 

adequate Workhouse school. 

With far more youa= inmates, the Bradford hoard could not afford the 

luxury of indifference, but its apparent responsiveness to Drorvns's 

reports is open to doubt. Browne succeeded in persuading the Bradford 

Board to enlarge the schoolrooms but be could not persuade it to employ 

an infant teacher, despite an assurance that her salary would be paid 
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out of the Parliamentary grant. Improvements took place independent 

of Brovne's encouragement. The new Workhouse made a Workhouse school 

possible, and the Parliamentary grant and the prospect of 'depauperising' 

a substantial number of inmates made it an attractive proposition. The 

Bradford Board of Guardians seems to have *bared the viav of one of its 

members, that 'if they improved the education of the children, they 

would take the surest course by which to unpauperise thea'. 
84 Having 

adopted this position, the Bradford Board approached educational provision 

pragmatically, without any overt reference to the dictates of less- 

eligibility. There were limits beyond which the Guardians were not 

prepared to go, and these limits were to some extent defined by the 

educational opportunities available to the independent poor, but the 

Guardians did not attempt to sake this limiting relationship precise. 

The Bradford Board was not disturbed by the fact that both outdoor and, 

indoor pauper children were educationally better placed than many of 

the independent poor. 

This was true despite the shortcomings of Workhouse education, As. -, 

Table 7 reveals, a high proportion of children attending the Workhouse 

schools were under ten. At about that age the Guardians started to send 

than out on trial as apprentices or servants. These interruptions and 

the wide age range of the classes detracted from the quality of Workhouse 

education, but these were problem cot on to nest day schools. In 1850 

the Reverend Frederick Watkins, Inspector of Schools for the Counties of 

Yorkshire. Durham and Northumberland, referred to the young age of school, 

pupils as, 'that great evil Which lies at the root of all the other evils, 

and hinders and disappoints us in all our educational efforts'. Watkins' 

researches had shown that 'above 79 per cent of all the children under 

education ... at Church Schools, are of and under the age of ten years'. 

The labour market claimed non-paupers as voll as paupers, and at the and 

of the decade an Assistant Commissioner to the Newcastle Comission found 
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that 'the age of 13 ... 
[vat] practically the limit of school life'. 85 

Children attended day school briefly and intermittently. In 1853 

the Factory inspector submitted returns shoving that only 23.82 of 

factory children and 26.1% of non-factory children attended school for 

a total of core than two years. At the Manchester Road school in 

Bradford, the average stay of shill-children was put at three months and 

that of the children as a whole at nine months. Turnover rates were 

high. At the Idle National School, attended by children from Idle 

Workhouse and by a large number of factory workers, the year 1831 saw 

219 girls enter the school and 170 leave. As these reports suggest, 

factory children were particularly susceptible to intermittent attendance. 

The Factory Inspector, Alexander Redgrava, stated than 

'the uncertain and fluctuating nature of the 

attendance at school of children employed in 

factories is one of the principal causes, which 

detracts from the amount of good the provisions 

of the Factory Acts in regard to education were 

intended to confer.... It is the coon practice 

not to send a child to school until it 'goss to 

will', and to vithdrav it to soon as its employment 

therein ceases. ... In general the factory 

children are the least informed in the school= a 

result ... of the irregular and uncertain intervals 

of their attendance'. 8'ý 
Yet in the sam report, Redgrave identified 'a vast and increasing 

improreaent ... in all classes of schools', and in 1861 be reported that 

'the progress cads in the improvement of the schools ubich are attended 

by factory children has been very great'. As Table 8 indicates, not only, 

was there a substantial increase in the number of factory children attending 

day school, but there was also a continued Lovestent away from factory and 

private schools and towards the better Anglican and Dissenting schools. 

(See in conjunction with Table 5 in Chapter 5(111)). In 1860, only 
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one of the 344 schools attended by factory children in Eedgrava's 

district was placed in group 4. - 'schools, the certificates from 

which it is within the power of the Inspector to declare invalid'. 

In 18469 forty out of 337 schools had appeared in this category. 
87 

Table 8. Tb. Distribution of factory Schoolchildren in the 
Woollen and Worsted Manufacturing Districts. 1860.8$ 

Type of School Number of 'Factory Children As Percentage 

National 11,611 

Dissenting 6,599 

Pactory 5,046 

Private or Dams 3,617 

Total 26,873 

Table 9. Educational provision in Bradford. 1838-9.89 

e of Number of 
School c ills 

Public Day 30 

Private Day 166 

Total Day 196 

Sunday 76 

Evening 58 

43.2 

24.6 

18.8 

13.5 

Number of Aa Porcenta a of 
cho aý s op$'- ulatton Census) 

6,891 6. S 

5,306 5.0 

12,197 11.5 

19,079 18.0 

2,599 2.4 

The section of t ht Newcastle Commission's report on Bradford, written 

in 1859, confirmed the increase in school attondancs, producing the figures 

recorded in Table 9. (See in conjunction with Table 3 in Chapter 

The Assistant Commissioner vas confident that considerable progress had 

been made since the time of the 1851 Census, but his analysis of the returns 

led him to conclude that the proportion of the Borough's population under 

instruction had only risen from 1 in 10.83 in 1851 to I is 10.65 in 1858-3. 90 

The Assistant Coamiissionsr, J. S. Windar, assumd a population of 130,000, 
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but the Union's population was in fact alrost stagnant, rising from 

103,778 in 1851 to 106,218 ten years later. On the basic of the 1861 

figures, 1 In 8.7 of the population were receiving day school education. 

Day school coverage had improved sitnificantlp since the 1840s, 

but was far from complete. The distribution of schools was bad,, vith 

the Manchester Road area containing a plethora of schools while Bradford, " 

Moor and Little Horton were inadequately supplied. When schools were 

readily accessible, they were not always of much value. In 1850 a report- 

on the Church School at Bowling stated that the master aas 'incompetent 

and the school lamentably insufficient for the situation it occupies in 

the centre of a dense manufacturing population'. At the Daisy Hill School, 

Manninghan, 'the religious knowledge, like everything also (except 

numbers) in this school, was nearly at the lowest point'. In 1853 the 

Factory Inspector was still bemoaning the fact that many of the schools 

used by factory children were note 

'schools for the instruction of the young, but 

rather places wherein children are confined for 

the statutory number of hours per day, under the 

direction of a master or a dame whose services 

are worthless to others, profitable only to 

themselves'. 

In the late 1850s many private dam schools did not teach writing and 

others only taught 'the nersst elements to a small portion of their scholars'. 

They could scarcely do more, since many dames could not write. 
91 

As Table 9 indicates, Sunday Schools continued to flourisbg but with 

thaLr educational shortcomings intact. The Newcastle Commission reported 

thatI 

'the Sunday Schools have ceaued to be places of 

direct secular instruction, except to A'w6rY 

limited extent. The primary aim of their 

promoters is to teach religious truth and instil 

e 
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religious principles, not to provide a substitute 

for the work of the day school. Writing is 

universally banished, and reading is directly 

taught only to the infants and one or two of 

the lowest classes during a portion of the 

school hours, the remainder of the time being 

employed in giving them oral religious 

instruction'. 92 

All in all, the picture that anargas is a very mixed one, of 

undeniable progress coupled with persistent, appalling inadequacies. 

Having once opened a Workhouse school, the Bradford Board of Guardians 

inevitably made the pauper pupils a privileged group relative to some of: 

the independent poor. To make any educational provision was still to 

undermine the principle of less-oligibility, because provision for same 

non-pauper children was so bad and standards so low. At one school in 

Bradford, J. ß. Winder 'found a class of 29 mill girls, ... of whom it 

might be said that they could not read at all'. Boys left schools 

'unable to read a simple narrative with 

understanding, writing a most miserable 

scrawl, and incompetent to do more than a 

simple addition or subtraction sun in 

arithaatic', 

The Assistant Commissioner concluded gloomily thats 

'in a tolerable power of reading, very indifferent 

writing, and an itperfect acquaintance with the 

first four rules of aritbas tic. Ls summed up the 

average equip®ant of secular knovlsdis With ibiah 

the great majority of children enter upon working 

, if*, . 
9, 

Even the children sent by the North Marley board to the Idle and Clayton 

National Schools much have shared their ignorance on equal terms with many 
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of the factory children vbo attended with them. 

Pauper children had the Inspectors of Schools to prooate their 

interests and the mentally i11 had the Lunacy Commissioners. Vagrants, 

on the other hand, were friendless. During the months immediately 

preceding the Bradford Union's division, large numbers of vagrants, mostly 

Irish and many of them children, had been accommodated in a grossly 

inadequate Vagrant Office. The out-township Guardians' opposition had 

prevented any improvement in vagrant facilities, but all Guardians 

regarded vagrants as suitable cases for deterrent treatment. The Bradford 

and North Bierley Boards stated their willingness to make decent provision 

forthole genuinely seeking work, but felt no compunction about submitting 

vagrants to a deterrent regime. 

In the immediate post-division period applications in Bradford averaged 

240 a creek and early in 1849 reached 282 a week. 
94 The Union's division 

deprived Bradford of most of the benefits of the Union Charges Act of 1848 

(11 + 12 Vic, c. 110), which made the relief of vagrants a con charge. 

By leaving the Union, the out-townships had escaped sharing the burden 

of Bradford's vagrant population. At the end of 1848 the Bradford Board 

complained of the unfairness of a situation in which Worth Bierley neither 

provided its own Vagrant Office nor contributed to the cost of Bradford's, 

but without success. In 1853 a bed was provided for vagrants at the pay 

room in Calverley, but until 1858 this was the only vagrant accommodation 

provided by the North Bierley Board. Instead, tickets for lodgings were 

distributed to a handful of applicants. 
95 

Bradford's reaction was to make the Vagrant Office even less attractive 

to potential applicants, notably by dispensing with breakfast and then by 

resolving to dispense with supper as well. This the Poor Lau Board refused 

to allow, but the Guardians were satisfied that the discontinuance of 

breakfast aas responsible for the decline in the number of vagrants to 122 

a week by the end of 1849.96 

In 1851 the Vagrant Office was abandoned and vagrant yards provided 
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at the new Workhouse. These could hold only 28 vagrants, and the 

Bradford Board sought to ensure that the wards would not be full. In 

1832 it was agreed that no one was to be admitted more than once in a 

three month period, except in urgent necessity. From 1853 vagrants 

were compelled to endure a bath, not for the sake of their appearance 

but as a deterrent. At this time, no task work was exacted; the 

Guardians may have felt that the continued fall in the number of 

applicants made such a test unnecessary. 
97 

This decline was apparently accompanied by a change in the 

composition of the vagrant group. During the late 1840a a good tiro-thirds 

or throe-quarters of vagrants were Irish, 98 but Table 10 indicates that 

the proportion of Irish 

references to the Irish 

the Irish influx of the 

conspicuous. 

Table 10. Irish Varan, 

Period 

23 Oct. 1851 to 25 March 

fell during the early 1850s. The absence of 

in later years suggests that, as the impact of 

1840s receded, so Irish vagrants became less 

is in the Bradford Union. 1851 to 1855. " 

Total Vagrants English lish Irish I Irish 

1852 1381 543 838 60.7 

Year ended 25 March 1853 551 198 353 64.1 

Year ended 25 March 1854 1093 500 593 54.3 

23 March 1854 to 
Februar! 1855 2007 1168 839 41.8 

There was also a marked fall in the proportion of young vagrants. 

Suring the 1840* children under the age of sixteen had accounted for a 

third and sometimes for over a half of all vagrants relieved. 
100 No 

figures are available for the 1850s, but during the half-year ended 

September 1865 women and children accounted for only 28.42 of Bradford's 

vagrants. During one week in 1868,77.11 of the 284 vagrants relieved 

ware men, 13.4! gare women and just 9.5x were children. In North Marley, 

19.42 of the vagrants relieved in the Workhouse during the year ended 
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September 1865 were ehildren. 
101 Most vagrants were still male, but 

they wra no longer predominantly young and Irish. 

During the later 1850. the Lowe of vagrancy faded into the back- 

ground, to reemerge with a vengeance in the 1860s. The peaks reached 

during the years 1862-4 and 1867-9 almost certainly exceeded those 

experienced during the 1840s0 though the statistical evidence is 

sketchy. Graph 1 provides a rough indication of the trends while 

Table 11 illustrates tba gulf between the incidence of vagrancy in the 

Bradford and North Bierley Unions. 

Table 11. Vagrancy in the Bradford and North Dierlay Unions. 1862 to 1870.102 

North Marley Bradford 

Year ended Vagrants Relieved Vagrants Relieved 
Septemer - a) At Workhouse By Relieving c) Total (all at W orkhouse) 

Officers 
............. 

1863 286 111 397 

1864 127 93 220 Half-Year ended 
September 1864 2147 

1865 72 122 194 half-Year ended 
September 1865 

. ' 
2000 

1866 74 6556 

1867 100 10336 

1866 13896 

1869 11236 

1870 5485 

North ßierley"s nev Workhouse provided accomaodation for thirty vagrants 

but the building was situated in a backwater and few vagrants were admitted 

to it. Only those applying for relief in the relief district in which the 

Workhouse was situated were sent to it, those applying elsewhere were given 

tickets for lodgings. Most itinerants chose to go on to Bradford, where 

the vagrant wards were often under severe pressure. At the beginning of 

July 1063 sixty vagrants were aecouyodated in wards authorised to hold only 

28, and on 1st January 1868 eighty six vagrants were housed in wards which 
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had been enlarged to cater for up to 42 applicants. 

The Guardians responded to this pressure by making the conditions 

of relief vors deterrent. In 1863 the Bradford Board resolved to set 

male able-bodied vagrants to work breaking limestone. Vagrants sat 

to work in this way had a habit of escaping over the well vhsn the 

supervising porter's back was turned, so the Guardians decided to make 

the task of work optional, but with breakfast condition4l, on its 

completion. 'Of course% said the poor Law Inspector, the vagrants 

'always elected to go without braakfast'. 103 H. therefore persuaded 

the Board of Guardians to make the task of vork compulsory. Except on 

Sundays, man were required to break up to 5 cvt. of limestone and the 

women to clean the yards. In 1868 women were put on an equal footing 

with men, both having to pick 1 lb. of oakum rope. A year earlier 

North Bierley had introduced a similar test, with sen being required to 

pick 1 lb. of oakum and women I The 

Another Method of deterring vagrants, advocated by the Poor taw 

Board in its 1848 Minute on Vagrancy, was to involve the police in 

in 1865 the Bradford Board reached an agreement admiss 
l04 ion procedures. 

with the Town Council's Watch Committee under which the police were roads 

responsible for orders of admission to the vagrant wards. Vagrants 

entering the Union faced posters warning that 'a11 persons who desire 

admission to the vagrant wards of the Workhouse saust apply for an order 

at the police station',, situated about a mile from the Workhousee and 

that 'all vale adults ... viii be required to perfor, n a task of work in 

return for the accommodation afforded'. 
105 Subsequently. the Workhouse 

Master vas authorised to admit vagrants without an order from the police, 

but this power was used sparingly. During the half-year ended September 

1865 only 65 out of a total of 2000 vagrants were admitted to the Workhouse 

without an order. The following year, apparently at the instigation of 

the Watch Committee, the police ceased to be responsible for orders of 

admission. In future, admission vss by order of the Relieving Officers 
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or Workhouse Master. 

The police were not involved in worth Morley, where the Board 

reported that the number of applicants was 'so few that it has not 

been thought necessary to prepare a code of regulations'. Procedures 

were nevertheless deterrent. In 1866 the Poor Law Inspector reported 

that vagrants were searched on entry and their clothes taken from them. 

They slept on boards and were provided with rugs and striae. Food was 

provided only for the sick and for women and children, though when a 

task of vork was introduced, in 1867, breakfast was provided for everyone. 

In 1871 man received 6 oss. of bread and a pint of milk porridge for 

supper as well as for breakfast, and women and children war* given a 

'proportionate allowance'. 
106 

Conditions at Bradford were very similar. Vagrants slept on a raised, 

boarded platform, the men with one rug each and the women and children 

with straw mattresses and two rugs each. All tobacco and pipes wore 

confiscated and all healthy vagrants wire obliged to take a bath. Early 

in 1866 meals were limited to a breakfast of 21 lbs. of oatmeal porridge, 

but subsequently 6 oss. of bread and half a pint of tea were provided for, 

supper and breakfast. Unlike North Dierls7, Bradford allowed vagrant 

inmates to keep their clothes. As a result, vagrants often destroyed 

their clothing in the hope of it being replaced. In the space of four 

days late in 1866,23 vagrants were brought before the Borough Magistrates 

for wilfully destroying their clothing. Sixteen years earlier the Vagrant 

Master had solved this problem by placing the offending vagrant in a sack 

with holes cut out for arms and head. In 1868 the Bradford Board followed 

his example and bought a quantity of sackcloth for the same purpose. 
l07 

The similarity in the treatment of vagrants in the two Unions during 

the later 1860s conformed with the Guardians' desire to see a uniform 

system established. In 1866 the North BieritY Board petitioned for 

uniformity, for a compulsory task of work, and for the enforcement of 

other stringent regulations. In Bradford, where vagrancy was a more 
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serious problem, the Board's appeals were more insistent. In 1866, 

1867 and 1868 the Bradford Board urged the Poor Law Board to issue a 

General Order establishing a uniform, system for the relief of vagrants. -, 

The Guardians believed that 'the want of one uniform system ... may 

have in some degree contributed to the great increase which has of late 

years taken place in the number of [vagrants] rolieved'. 
108 Truly, 

vagrants were a class apart. No other group could have persuaded the 

Bradford and North Bierley Boards to call for a restriction on their 

own discretionary authority. 

Attitudes to vagrants had changed very little since the 1840s. In 

1871 the Bradford Observer expressed the established opinion that there 

vas 'hardly a distinction between professional tramp and criminal'. If 

anYthing" vagrancy had become even less acceptable, for it was 'incompatible 

with the spirit of local improvement'. Nov that Bradford had developed 
- 

a sense of civic pride, vagrancy's 'offensiveness to the eyes was 

intolarabls. 109 

The treatment of vagrants stands out from the treatment of other 

Workhouse inmates because the authorities' open objective was to suppress 

and dater applicants. Other able-bodied inmates were discriminated against, 

but not to the same extent as the vagrants. the group most susceptible, 

to deterrent regulations were women of suspect morality. In Bradford, 

separate dayrooms were provided for women of good and bad character; in 

1861 it was decided that mothers of illegitimate children would not be 

allowed leave of absence; and when visiting regulations were drawn up, 

in 1866, women with illegitimate children, pregnant unmarried women, woman 

in the disorderly wards and women deserted by their husbands were denied 

visitors unless they viere iil. 110 

A more general form of discrimination vas the enforcement of a task 

of work. In Bradford and North Marley able-bodied eon and woman Vers 

variously and sporadically employed breaking stones, teasing rope, working 

on the land, making clothes for the Workhouse staff (without authority), 
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and as doe s tic servants and assistant nurses. The able-bodied also 

suffere-l some negative disadvantages, such as being denied the 'treats' 

enjoyed by other iniates. In most other respects& including their diet, 

the able-bodied shared the same regime as the rest of the Workhouse 

inmates. 

Though in many respects cheerless and utilitarian, there can be 

no doubt that Workhouse facilities had improved enormously since the 

1840s. In terns of accomodation and specialised treatment the 1850s 

and 1860s were years of real progress. By 1871 there were even signs 

that the inmates' personal enjoyment was beginning to count for something 

with the Poor Law authorities. 

Pressed by the Poor Law Inspectors, both Boards of Guardians provided 

the children with toys and furnished the wards with pictures and mirrors. 

Christmas dinner retained its place in the Workhouse calendar, 
ill but 

it was supplemented by a growing number of other treats. Some of these 

were initiated by the Guardians, but most came about through the interest 

of outside individuals and organisations. The most active of these was 

the Bradford branch of the Workhouse Visiting Society, established in 

1859. In addition to its involvement with the training of Workhouse 

girls, the Society also took groups of children on trips to a local beauty 

spot at Shipley Glen and regularly provided a Christmas tree and 

entertainment. The Band of Hope Union also provided entertainments and 

the children attended its galas in Peel Park. Individuals donated toys, 

pictures and publications, and treated Bradford's young and elderly inmates 

to teas, musical entertainments and readings. Bradford's inmates, in 

particular, made increasingly frequent visits to local exhibitions and 

beauty spots. They were taken to circuses and pantomimes, to the Bradford 

Floral and Horticultural society's shows, to Hamilton's panoramas, to 

Batchelder's exhibitions, to the Great Horton exhibition, to Tyrer's 

exhibition, to a polytechnic exhibition, to Idnond's menagerie, and on 

outings to Shipley Glen, Ilkley and Apperley Bridge. On a lesser scale, 
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North Bierley's inmates enjoyed a similar range of activities, with 

trips to Morecambe Bay figuring prominently. 

These outings inevitably raised the spectre of less-eligibility. 

The Bradford Board's Chairman, Thomas Barber, thought that regular 

outings-for Workhouse children were a piece of 'mistaken philanthropy % 

They caused disappointment among inmates unable to go, and wares 

'calculated to destroy the spirit of self-help 

and self-reliance of children sent from the 

House to gain their own livelihood, by directing 

their thoughts back to the pleasant days spent 

in the Workhouse'. 

Barber believed 'that there was more pleasure for people living in the 

House as paupers than for the working class'. 
112 

0 

This view was not shared by all the GuacVdians. John Tomlinson insisted 

that it was the ratepayers' belief that the inmates had too little pleasure 

rather than too much, and that ' going to the workhouse was pretty nearly 

like going to a prison'. The s:,......... visservsr agreed that the poor still 

steered veil clear of the Workhouse unless absolutely forced to apply 

for relief. No increase in the number of outings, in the number of mirrors 

or pictures on the walls, in the number of beds or in the supply of paid 

nurses could have persuaded the poor that the Workhouse was anything other 

than repellent. To some extent, therefore, Workhouse improvewntt were 

irrelevant. As the Medical Officer for Bradford West discovered, the sick 

poor preferred to remain in their own unhealthy and overcrowded homes 

rather than improve their chances of recovery by agreeing to enter the 

113 Workhouse.. 

The evidence is liaited1 but Lt would appear that the working classes 

did not lose their abhorrence of the Workhouse, despite the major reforms 

that had been undertaken. In 1864 a correspondent of the Bradford Observer 

asserted that those on outdoor relief were often more destitute than those 

in the Workhouse, -but that they preferred 'the liberty and scanty 
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subsistence of hose to the restraints, exclusion, and more liberal 

diet of the House'. The previous year Abraham Holroyd related the 

story of a sick woman living in awful conditions but who refused to 

enter the Workhouse. She had told Iiolroyd, 'I vodn't goa into't 

varkhaaoe an leave me lad here bast a bit of a home; an if ah hev to 

des vi otarvation, u'll doe at hoam wee him'. 114 

She, and others like her, may have felt equally opposed to entering 

any institution, pauper or otherwise but, for whatever reason, the fact 

remains that to flany potential beneficiaries the Workhouse was an 

unacceptable =odium of assistance. By 1871 the Bradford Workhouse had 

evolved into a welfare agency, but one of limited potential. The Union 

Workhouse was not perceived, and therefore not judged, in terms of its 

facilities, but as a symbol of personal defeat and humiliation. Whatever 

the standard of treatment, training or entertainment provided, a price 

was exacted. In the end, no one could change the image of the Bastille. 

Entry into the Workhouse, as into other institution$# meant a 

lose of self-respect and often of hope, It meant a lose of personal 

identity and subjection to a regimented existence. To accept an order 

for the Workhouse was to acknowledge personal failure. It was difficult 

to be optimistic for the future, because it was so bleak. Inmates 

suffering from a chronic physical or mental affliction could expect a 

prolonged stay in the Workhouse. In 1861,32 of Bradford's adult inmates, 

roughly one in seven, had been in the Workhouse for five years; six had 

been there for more than ten years. In North Bieriey, twenty adult inmates, 

or about one in six had been in the Workhouse for five years. Twelve 

of these had been there for more than ten years and one for 32 years. 

Many would die there. During the five years ended March 1869 there were 

an average of 159 deaths a year at the Bradford Workhouse. 
115 Children 

could only look forward to a dubious future as an apprentice or domestic 

servant. 
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A Workhouse inmate lost his sense of identity because the Workhouse 

regime made it inevitable that he should think of himself and be thought 

of by others, first and foremost as a Workhouse inmate. The gulf between 

the occupants of the Workhouse and of the outside world was emphasised 

by the lack of contact between them. Within the Workhouse, individuality 

was destroyed by regimentation. 

Some of Bradford's instates were allowed neither visitors nor leave 

of absence, and all inmates wars subject to severe restrictions'. The 

Workhouse gates ware closed at 9 p. m. and during divine service on 

Sundays, and inmates could not leave the premises without permission. 

North Bisrley's indoor paupers were: 

'allowed to go out into the grounds but not allowed 

to leave those grounds without leave having been 

previously granted by the Board of Guardianst or 

being sent on business by the Naster'a orders'. 

By implication, the grounds were sometimes taboo, for in 1866 the old 

man were given permission to walk in the grounds, but not beyond, for 

a. period of two weeks. It is not known how readily leave of absence was 

obtained, but in 1858 Bradford's visiting committee reported that some 

inmates Vera anxious to be alloyed out sore often. When the North 

Morley Board allowed John Sutcliffe two days leave of absence to visit 
116 friends in Tong, it was considered worthy of inclusion in the Minutes. 

If, inmates could not readily leave the Workhouse, neither could 

visitors freely enter Lt. In 1856 the Bradford Board resolved: 

'that parties viehing to as. their friends is this 

Workhouse be allowed to do so from ten to eleven 

every Monday morning, and that those masts. vho 

can come be brought into the vatting rooms and 

that all interviews between indoor paupers and 

their friends take place in the presence of a 

Relieving Officer'. 
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Tan years later the regulations were equally strict. The dangerously 

ill could be visited at any reasonable times but the aged and the 

sick could still receive visits only from ten to eleven on Monday 

mornings. Children could be visited on the first Monday in every 

twnth, for one hour. Any visitor suspected of bringing a 'prohibited 

article' was liable to be searched by the Master. Worth 8ierley's 

regulations were slightly less restrictive, inmates being allowed visitors 

on Saturday afternoons from 1 p. m. to 6 p. m. Visits were permitted at 

other times only in cases of serious illness or with the written 

authority of a Cuardian. 117 

To sosse extent, these restrictions wre an inevitable part of 

institutional life. Patients at the Bradford Infirmary, for instance, 

were only allowed visitors one day a week, for tiro hours, and they were 

not allowed to bring any food. The Bradford Board of Guardians was 

anxious that the Workhouse should not justify its popular, Bastille 

image, and in 1858 it declined to raise the walls of the boys' yard, 

because this 'would have the effect of converting the Workhouse into a 

prison'. The fact that five boys toad just absconded suggests that soma 

inmates felt that the Workhouse already merited the description. The 

North Bierlay Board ras less sensitive. in 1859 it resolved, 'that the 

back walls of the Workhouse yards ba glassed to prevent the inmates from 

escaping'. Ironically, having demonstrated the deterrent effect of the 

Workhouse,, absconding inmatos ware likely to find themselves being 

prosecuted for leaving it. This was because the fugitive usually took 

, 
his Workhouse clothes with him and was therefore guilty of theft. For 

those who absconded it might be a case of out of the Workhouse, into 

1Z8 the Böuse of Correction. 

This was a relatively now phenomenon, for in Bradford until 1851 

and is North Marley until 1858, there was no Workhouse uniform. It 

was the opening of the new workhouses which prompted a charge. The new 

Workhouies brought may iaproyemuts, but they also meant a wave ordered 



existence. The introduction of a uniform was symptomatic of this 

change. Inmates were not clothed in black fustian to 'put a badge' 119 

532. 

on them but in order that they should not spoil a neat and well ordered 

establisbuent. It was incidentally true that the Workhouse uniform 

indicated that its fearer beloupd to a special group, with a lif" 

style dictated by his membership of that group. The now Workhouiss" 

improved classification reinforced this trend, because it placed inmates" 

more firmly within a defined group and further restricted their horizons. 

As a atembar of a particular pauper class, an inmate was cut off not only 

from non-paupers but also from members of other classes ©f inmate. In 

a classified, veil ordered Workhouse, inmates pursued the routine and 

occupied the ward appropriate to their own classification. This might 

often, but not always, be to the paupers' advantage. North Biarley 

made no provision for the non-separation of elderly rQarried couples, 

and in 1864 alterations were undertaken to enable able-bodied women to 

reach the Dining Hall without even using the sarge passage as the man. 
i; 0 

The Guardians tended to see improvwment in terms of order. When 

they or the Poor Law Inspectors pa93ed favourable comment on the Bradford 

Workhouse, gavoutable conueauts on the North Bier1ey Workhouse were rare), 

they were expressed in impersonal terms. In 1858 the Bradford Board of 

Guardians spoke of the Workhouse's 'great order and cleanliness', and in 

1865 it was again impressed by the building's 'cleanliness and good 

order' and by its 'excellent discipline'. Harry Farnall commented on 

the Workhouse's 'good order', U. Corbett on its cleanliness and good 

order, While R. B. Cans reported that 'a more cleanly or veil ordered 

Workhouse than that of Bradford he never saw'. 
12' 

A good Workhouse vas above, all a well ordered Workhouse, and good 

order demanded reginentation. This was reflected in the Guardians' choice 

of Misters. Robert Snell Williams, Bradford's Workhouse Master, frou 1856 

to 18689 had originally belonged to the Preston police force and in 1861 

he vas a candidate for the Governorship of Leeds gaol. is North Burley 

iý 
ýý ýý 

ýx 
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Baxter Barker's conduct as Workhouse Master was said 'to be so5vbat 

influenced by his previous occupation' as a gaoler. 
122 Barker had 

been the Deputy Governor of York Castle for fifteen years. Subsequently 

he applied for the post of Covernor of Nottingham Borough gaol. 

Even those who took a philanthropic interest in the inmates' 

welfare sought to regulate the paupers' conduct. The Workhouse Visiting 

Society was primarily concerned with the inmates' moral and spiritual 

well being. Its stated object was to cooperate with the Board of 

Guardians and Workhouse Chaplain to save souls. 
123 Presentations of 

books or pictures usually had a religious theme. The Bradford Workhouse 

was supplied with copies of the 'Band of Hope Review', with publications 

fron the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, from the Society for 

Distributing Scripture Truth and from the Religious Tract Society. One 

wonders what the inmates thought of these donations, or of the fifty 

fortnightly copies of the 'Temperance Advocate' donated by William Draper. 

The Workhouse Chaplain claimed that the hundreds of religious tracts which 

he distributed were eagerly anticipated, 
124 but there was likely to be 

a large element of wishful thinking in such observations. Like 

descriptions of Christmas in the Workhouse, they reveal as much about the 

author as about the subject. As an objective assessment, what is to be 

made of the Bradford Observer's account of the Christmas dinner of 1853, 

when 'the hearts of the poor were truly made glad, and the joy throughout 

the House was universal' ? 125 

It was appropriate that the 1848 festivities, which 'will long live 

in the recollection of those present', were 'closed by singing the 

doxology'. Whatever also they were short of, the Workhouse inmates could 

always be sure of a plentiful supply of religious exhortation. During the 

1840s the question of religious instruction had generated considerable 

friction between Anglicans and Dissenters, and it remained a sensitive 

issue. The Workhouse Chaplain's salary, for instance, was a continuing 

source of dispute. Until 1856 North Biarley had no Workhouse Chaplain, 
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and when a new one was appointed in 1858 the Board of Guardians decided 

that he should be unpaid. Only at the insistence of the Poor Law 

Board did the Guardians agree to pay a salary of £10, and then in the 

face of an amendment favouring a £2 salary. In Bradford,, in 1870, 

the new Chaplain was voted a salary of £50, but some Guardians favoured 

a reduction to £20. Joseph Lund complained that 'it was a rather one- 

sided thing to pay £50 a year to Church of England clergymen, and nothing 

to Dissenting ministers' 
126 

Yet in Bradford, it was not the Dissenters but the Roman Catholics 

who threatened to upset the delicate compromise achieved in the 1840s. 

In the spring of 1855 over a third of Bradford's Workhouse inmates were 

Irish. 127 
and a large proportion of the Irish were Catholics. In Bradford, 

but not in North Bierley, the Catholics outnumbered the Dissenters. 

Orphan and deserted children were automatically classed as Anglican, 

even if their parents were known to have belonged to soss other persuasion. 

This practice was threatened by the Poor Law Board's 1859 Order on the 

religious instruction of orphaned inmates. Orphans aged under fourteen 

were to be registered in the creed professed by the child's father or, 

if this was not known, in that of its mother. Only if the child's 

godparents objected or if the child, being over twelve years of age, 

expressed a wish to be instructed in some other cree"i, could this be 

allowed. 
129 

This Order immediately aroused the Catholics' hopes and the Guardians' 

fears. In 1854, Bradford's Catholic priests had failed in their attempt 

to gain improved access to the Workhouse children. On that occasion the 

Board of Guardians had reiterated the existing rule that non-Anglican 

ministers could be admitted only at the specific request of adult inmates. 

The 1859 Order appeared to invalidate this regulation, for it required 

that steps be taken to procure the attendance of appropriate ministers 

for the religious instruction of the Workhouse orphans. When the Catholic 

priests asked for access to Workhouse children the Bradford Board evaded 
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their request andsriad to persuade the Poor Law Board to rescind the 

Order. If this was enforced, the Guardians vsrnedt 

'it would very materially endanger the present 

efficient regulations with which the internal 

arrangements of Workhouses are carried on, and 

they respectfully but earnestly request the 

Poor Law Board to annul the Order'. 130 

At this point, the conflict over the Order's implementation was 

complicated by a dispute over existing practices. The Anglican Workhouse 

Master, backed by the Guardians, insisted that the Catholic priests had 

been admitted in strict accordance with Article 122 of the 1847 General 

Consolidated Order. In other words, they had been admitted only at the 

request of adult inmates, and only to minister to them or to their 

children. The Catholic priests wre equally adamant that until the 

General Order was issued in August 1859, they bad had free access to the- 

sick and infirm, without having to be sent for. They were merely required 

to leave their names at the porter's lodge. 131 

Whatever the practice in the past, in February 1860 the Bradford 

Board resolved not to abide by the terms of the 1859 Order, but to admit, 

non-Anglican ministers in strict accordance with Article 122 of the 

General Consolidated Order. Par from having strengthened the Catholics' 

position, the new Order had resulted in a rigid enforcement of current 

procedures. While the priests protested, the board of Guardians sent a 

deputation to London to join with others attempting to secure the Order's 

repeal. Though the Order aas not officially rescinded, the Guardians 

vere assured that it was not compulsory. The Bradford Workhouse Master 

vas instructed accordingly. 
132 

One of the Catholic priests, Jaffes Wells, alleged that the priests 

were' subsequently denied access to Catholic children, that they were not 

allowed to inspect the creed register, and that many Catholics, Wells 

suspected, were entered as Protestants. This xas undoubtedly the case, 
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for when Wells and another priest confronted the Board of Guardians, 

the Board defiantly resolved that 'the Master continue to enter in 

the creed register all deserted and orphan children as Protestants, 

as agreed to on 1st February 186o,. 133 

Your years later, in 1865, a request was made that Catholic inmates 

be allowed Catholic prayer books and a Douai edition of the New 

Testament, if necessary at the Catholics' expense. After lengthy 

discussion the Board of Guardians turned down the request. The following 

year, however, it was agreed that if a Catholic inmate asked for a Douai 

bible it would be provided. El - 14 -0 was subsequently spent on this 

account. 
134 

The controversy over the General Order of 1859 had left the pattern 

of religious instruction virtually unaltered. The Workhouse Chaplain 

save a service every Sunday afternoon and sometimes on Thursday evenings,,, 

and visited the Workhouse during the week. Roman Catholics and Dissenters 

were allowed to attend their own churches and chapels on Sundays and, 

on request, received visits from their own ministers at the Workhouse. 

Once North Biarley had appointed a Chaplain, similar arrangements were 

made at its Union Workhouse. 

In Bradford, Workhouse expansion forced a change in these arrangements. 

The Workhouse Chaplain aas not always available to perform the Workhouse 

service and in 1866 he was criticised both for this and for his 

insufficiently frequent visits to the Workhouse. The Chaplain, the Reverend 

John Burnett, argued the need for a full-time appointment. Bis salary was 

raised from a nominal 11 to 150, for which sum be was expected to devote- 

six hours a week to the inmates, in addition to performing divine service. 

When Burnett died, in 1870, the Bradford Board wanted to impose further 

duties, with the result that it proved difficult to fill the vacancy. Two 

ministers were forced to decline the post because their superiors thought 

that it would interfere with their parochial duties. Finally, the Vicar 

of Bradford committed himself or his curates to devote an average of 
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twelve hours a week to pastoral work among the inmates. 135 

Two years earlier the Guardians' desire to provide increased 

religious consolation for the inmate led to a change in the regulations 

governing access to inmates. After consultation with the ministers 

concerned, it was decided that Nonconformist ministers would conduct 

services twice weekly and could visit inmates of their own persussion 

on any afternoon. A room was sat aside for this purpose, to be reserved 

for the use of Catholics one afternoon a week. Inmates entered as 

Catholics in the creed register could attend Sunday services at St. 

Joseph's Church and the children could attend Sunday School. Where 

practicable, the Catholic sick were to be placed in separate wards; a 

concession which ran counter to an earlier decision that there be no 

religious classification in the Workhouse. 136 

Religious instruction say be seen as part of a system of control, 

but one which functioned imperfectly. Baxter Barker may have acted like 

the jailer he prsiLously was, but he was also an incompetent, dismissed 

for bad management and disrespectful treatment of the North Bierle) 

Board of Guardians. An investigating comittee found doors unlocked, 

children unattended, food lying about 'very improvidently', and 'the 

House in every department but the nurse's hospital ... in an unclean and 

unsatisfactory condition'. 
137 Baxter's predecessor, Thomas Jenkins, 

bad been forced to resign for taking liberties with the cook, and the 

first Master of Bradford's new Workhouse, Isaac Waddinxton, vas similarly 
138 

suspended 'in consequence of habitual drunkenness and i moral conduct'. 

Waddington was subsequently acquitted on a charge of raping a duab'inaata', 

though the Board's ex-Chairman was convinced of his guilt. Bradford's 

next three Masters proved equally unsatisfactory. Mr, and We. Rollingvorth 

were asked to resign because of their inability to cope, particularly with 

the bookkeeping. The Tinkers were thought to be excellent officers until 

Mrs. Tinker died from delirium treaens caused by her addiction to drink. 

The subsequent inquiry revealed 'a confederacy highly detrimental to the 
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interests of the Union'$139 with the Workhouse officers treating 

themselves to anchovies, pickled walnuts and Worcester sauce. Tb. 

next couple, John and Elizabeth Carver, lasted only two months before 

being overcome by the onerous duties of the post and resigning. 

This high failure rate was due partly to the inexperience of the 

earlier appointees, The Masters who lasted longest and attracted least 

criticism were those who bad filled similar posts before, such as Robert 

Williams and John Reap in Bradford and Bdvard hand in North Bierley. 

When Williamsand Reap were appointed, the Bradford Board made a point 

of inspecting the Workhouses where the candidates were currently employed. 

Workhouse management was becoming a skilled profession, co'. sanding salaries 

commensurate with the growth in the size and complexity of the Workhouses. 

In 1848, Bradford's Workhouse Master and Matron earned a joint salary of 

1.55 plus accommodation and meals, by 1666 the combined salary had risen 

to £150. In North Bierley, the joint salary rose from £43 in 1848 to 

£100 twenty years later. 

After 1856, in Bradford, and 1861 in Worth Bierley, there were no 

more scandals involving Workhouse Masters or Matrons. Inmates two longer 

suffered fron the bad management vhitih had sometimes --feigned in 

theoretically highly disciplined institutions. Chaos was not necessarily 

the beneficent opposite of order, for Workhouse uniforms vere not made 

more attractive by being issued in a filthy condition, nor did the food 

taste better irhen the inmates were denied the quantities stipulated for 

them. 
140 

The final impression is one of an increasingly ordered improvement 

in Workhouse aanageuent and facilities. The administration was geared, 

as it had not been in the 1840x, to respond progressively to emerging 

needs and pressures. The Guardians were receptive to proposals for modest 

improvements, if not radical reforms. to some respects, and particularly 

in the case of the North Bierley Board, the Guardians remained wedded to 

the principle of a grudging bare minimum. Yet they were flexible enough 

to oversee the development of Workhouses as genuine welfare agencies. 
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CHAPTER 13. OTHER SOURCES OF RELIEF 

The Bradford Poor Law Union's division had no special significance 

in the field of philanthropy, yet the pattern of charitable endeavour 

in the 1850s and 1860s was markedly different from that of the two 

previous decades. Before attempting to place the alternatives to 

Union relief in perspective, it will be convenient to pursue their 

development during the post-1848 period. 

In 1857 the Brddford Observer reported that there was: 

'a large class as needy as those who apply 

for relief who avoid the Board of Guardians 

because they have no settlement here; and 

there is also another large class who will 

endure almost any privations rather than ask 

for parish relief'. 
' 

If these groups were to avoid being forced in front of the Board of 

Guardians they needed the help of family, friends and neighbours. If 

they had lost the battle and were in receipt of poor relief, they still 

needed additional assistance. On the Guardians' ova admission, outdoor 

relief was insufficient to cover the cost of maintenance, 
2 

and observers 

testified that paupers only survived with the help of friends and 

neighbours. 
3 

Private charity of this kind was vital yet unquantifiable. All 

that remains is evidence that there was a need and that there was a 

response, but records of specific responses are confined to acts of 

charity by members of the propertied classes, who often had no personal 

knowledge of the recipient. During the 1860s an anonymous gentleman 

was ii the habit of giving E50 every Christmas for distribution among 

the poor of Shipley, Windhill and Saltaire. In 1867 Joshua Craven 

provided a roast beef and plum pudding dinner and 1/- each for 120 of 

the poor of Thornton. Shortly afterwards, Titus Salt distributed 100 

tons of coal amongst the poor of Shipley. 
4 
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This type of charity was most in evidence around Christmas time 

and during trade depressions, when it tended to assume a more organised, 

I_ collective form. Every December, for instance, the residents of 

Cleckheaton raised money for distribution among the local poor. In 

1869, £21 was collected-and distributed in food, fuel and clothes. 

Similarly, during the 1854-5 depression, Mrs. Lassan and Miss Harris 

opened a subscription to provide coal for the needy. Within a fey 

months over 580 tons of coal had been distributed. This scheme made 

use of a ticket system, and was an example of charity channelled through 

a temporary organisation to meet an emergency situation. Like the 

Ladies' Bradford Soup Kitchen Charitys established at the same time, it 

vat also indicative of the increasingly prominent role played by women 

in charitable vork. 
3 

These vere rather limited efforts, and the experience of the 1830s 
l -_ 

and 1840. suggested that the recession of 1854-3 would be met by a 

public subscription adninistored by a relief conittes. Yet no such 

effort was made. This was not from want of need. At the height of the 

depression the Bradford Union aas relieving over 7,500 people, more than 

7Z of the population. George White claimed that 'hundreds of poor 

families were starving, - dying for the comma necessaries of life', 

and over 2,500 voolconbers, three-quarters of them wholly or partly 

unemployed, registered with the Woolcoabers' Co®ittes. 
6 

This Comittse oasrged out of a *eating held in January 1834 to 

consider the condition of the voolcoabers. The fact that the combers 

were at the heart of the problem helps to explain vhy no public 

subscription was opened. Hand voolcoobing was known to be a doomed 

occupation. The depression merely intensified chronic hardships which 

charity could not eliminate, and the January meeting therefore emphasised 

the used for some permanent solution. Discussion centred on the need to 

discourage potential comber* from entering the trade and to assist those 

already in it to find alternative employment or to emigrate. The 
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Woolcombers' Committee decided not to press for a public subscription 

and 'the absence of cooperation on the part of any considerable number 

of the employers' made such an appeal impracticable. The combers were 

no longer indispensable and the employers therefore had less incentive 

to keep the labour force intact.? 

Earlier subscriptions had not improved the handvorkers' long term 

position, and during the later 1840s considerable doubts had been expressed 

about the wisdom of handing out relief without tackling the underlying 

problems. The Reproductive Labour Committee had concluded that 'soup 

kitchens and charitable assistance of that kind were contaminating', 
8 

and had attempted a more permanent solution. There was also the recurrent 

objection. raised again in 1854, that public subscriptions drew on the 

resources of the same small group of benevolent ratepayers. Finally, 

opinion against a relief subscription hardened because of an alleged 

attempt by some combers to deceive both the Woolcombers' Committee and 

the Board of Guardians. In February 1854 the Committee drew up a list 

of about 250 combers whose families had incomes of less than 2/- a head, 

and sought relief on their behalf from the Bradford Board. Upon 

investigation, it was discovered that the information given to the 

iioolcombers' Committee was 'in almost every instance ... entirely false 

and [shoved] that a wicked fraud had been practised upon the Counittee'. 9 

The Committee itself preferred to believe that there had been a 

misunderstanding and early in March it had 942 combers registered with it 

whose family incomes were below 2/- a bead. The damage, however, had been 

done. There was no public subscription and the Committee was left to 

investigate the possibility of alternative employment or of emigration. 

Emigration was a well worn panacea and a popular subject for lectures. 

In lebruary 1854 a deputation from the Woolcombers' Cowittee asked 

Bradford's Overseers to call a ratepayers' meeting to lay a special rate 

for emigration purposes. This idea was subsequently abandoned when it 

vas discovered that only those with a legal settlement in the tovaship 
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could be assisted. Later on, the possibility of assisted emigration 

was taken up with the Emigration Cormiasioners, but they regarded 

combers as unsuitable applicants and for the time being this avenue 

of escape was closed. 
10 

This left the possibility of alternative employment. Towards 

the and of March 1854 a new body, the Woolcoeabers' Aid Committee was 

set up with this object in mind. Some combers had already been offered 

work at Peal Park, and 100 were eventually employed there. Part of 

their pay was provided by the Woolcombers' Aid Committee, but since 

the Committee was not backed by a relief subscription it soon found 

itself unable to maintain the payments. The Board of Cuazdians refused 

to make up the mens wages and by October 1854 aid had had to be 

discontinued and nearly all the men were ultimately dismissed. 

A far more radical schare launched by the Committee involved the 

establisIment of a Register Office, financed by subscriptions and 

operating as a labour exchange. About 500 men enrolled at the Office, 

where they were classified according to their suitability for various 

occupations. The Registrar, Thomas Empsall, then tried to find jobs 

for them. About twenty were employed by the Bowling Iron Company, but 

most of Empsall's efforts were directed further afield. About forty men 

were said to have been sent to jobs at ironworks in the Middlesbrough 

area and one man was sent to the Great Western Cotton Works at Bristol. 

Jobs as tanners and as warehouse porters were offered in Manchester, and 

locally, poets were offered as domestic servants, mill bands and cart 

drivers. In all, the Cocraittee was said to have helped about 200 sen at 

a cost of £220, but by February 1855 its funds were nearly exhausted and 

its operations were apparently terminated. 
it 

A year later interest in emigration was reawakened when one of 

Bradford's M. P's, Robert Milligan, persuaded the Emigration Commissioners 

Co consider assisting aoolcombers to emigrate to New South Wales. 500 combers 

applied for assistance, 113 were selected and in July 1856 23 combers and 
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their families, 73 people in all, left for Australia. These emigrants 

reported that they were doing vela, and in April 1857 the combers 

established the Woolcombers' Emigration Society to accumulate funds 

to send more families abroad. Thomas Empsall was again in charge, 

but the Society was not a success. Zn October 1857 Empsall reported 

that 'the Society was started in haste and at an unfavourable time'; 

the free passages available in 1856 were no longer available and zany 

members had stopped paying their subscriptions. Combers could not 

afford to pay for their own passages and in December 1857 the Society 

decided that it was an inopportune moment to appeal for public 

support. In May 1858 an emigration agent did visit Bradford but he 

considered only one of the sixty or seventy applicants to be suitabls. 
12 

By than other help vas at hand, for two days after the Bsigration 

Society's meting in Decauber 1857 a public relief subscription was 

opened. The Reverend H. Burfield explained that 'there wem parties 

vao would not, who could not, receive relief from the Bard of Guardians, 

and it was cases like these they were met to provide for by a subscription'. 
13 

This did not mean that earlier doubts had disappeared. One of the canvassers 

for subscriptions was soon bemoaning the selfishness of some ratepayers 

and arguing that the only fair course was to increase the poor ratet and 

the danger of imposition loomed large at the meeting which launched the 

fund. Joseph Bentham reminded the meeting of the cambers' 'fraud' of 

1854, John Priestm=A argued that the Poor Law Guardians should be included 

in any relief committee as a defence against imposition, and Edwin Bentley 

felt that, to avoid imposition, all relief should be channelled through the 

Board of Guardians. 14 

The organisation of the relief fund reflected both the fear of 

imposition and the a: perience gained from past efforts. A general committee 

was set up and two secretaries appointed. Canvassers for subscriptions 

veto allotted to each of the Borough's eight vards. The day to day 

administration was placed in the hands of an executive committee with sub- 
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comittees operating on a ward basis. All Poor Law Guardians were 

=do ex-officio members of the general cmaaittee and the Union's 

Believing officers were asked to attend the executive comittee's 

meetings. Relief applications were received and investigated by the 

ward committees, which referred suitable cases to the executive. All 

relief was in kind, either bread, flour or oatmeal, and was given 

according to a fixed scale of 1/3d a head. Those in partial employment 

had their earnings made up to this level. There was no labour test, 

but at 1/3d a head, paid in kind, assistance fror this voluntary agency 

made the Board of Guardians' terms seem liberal. is 

Despite these precautions the coasittus was convinced that it was 

being extensively imposed upon, and there were press reports of 

individuals being prosecuted for obtaining relief under false pretences. 

The committee's reaction was to appoint Elias Dimas es a paid visiting 

agent. Ilia appointment led to an immediate reduction in the number of 

cases relieved. During the wick ended 9th January 1858 the committee 

relieved 1320 families, but during the following week the number was 

down to 880 and by the week ended 20th February# it had fallen to 808. 

When it reached 60, at the end of May. the Committee for the Relief 

of the Unemployed poor ended its operations-16 

In five months the committee raised i1582 and spent £1190 on flour 

and a further 135 on bread. In comparison, during the year ended March 

1858 the Bradford Union spent over E128500 on outdoor relief. In 

financial terms, the public subscription was a supplement to Union 

expenditure. In intent, it was designed to complement it, being aimed 

at those who ware destitute but who would not apply for poor relief. By 

specifically excluding paupers and confining assistance to those on 

vary small incomes, the committee achieved its object, but the independent 

spirited who had attracted the committee's sympathy had their pride 

subjected to a pretty ruthless battering. Applicants ware helped to steer 

clear of the Board of Cuardians only after facing coeeaittee4 vbich 

} 
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deliberately fnc2. ided members of the Board and vhich made use of the 

ilaion's Relieving Officers. Allegedly inspired by sympathy for the 

deserving poor, the committee treated every applicant as a potential 

Liiposter. The paradox behind the Workhouse test was not unique to 

the Poor Law. If genuinely needy inmates were subjected to a deterrent 

regime designed to repel the undeserving so, equally, deserving cases 

appearing before the ralief committee were subjected to a rigorous 

scrutiny intended for undeserving applicants. 

No wonder that some of those involved in launching the fund doubted 

the wisdom of providing relief separate from the poor Law, If public 

subscriptions were supported by only some of the wealthy, if charity 

was 'contaminating', and if applicants had to be investigated in the saws 

way as paupers, than the logical solution was to place greater reliance- 

on, rate financed relief and to modify the Poor Law to accotodate aal 

the deserving poor. The stigma of pauperism and the deterrent affect 

of the Law of Settlement made public relief subscriptions necessary, 

but they mre initiated with deep misgivings. 

In 1867 there were calls for action on behalf of those hit by a 

brief trade recession, but no action vas forthcoming and the relief fund 

of 1857-8 was the only one of its kind during this period. Bradford's 

prosperity enabled it to raise over £21500 for the Lancashire cotton 

operatives, and encouraged a shift in emphasis away from extraordinary 

efforts and towards institutional charity. 
17 

Before the Cnion's division, the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary 

had been the tova's only permanent charitable institution, and in 1857 

It still advertised itself as the 'only local charity'. This was an 

exaggeration, but there is no disputing the accompanying claim that the 

Infirmary bad 'always been a struggling charity'. The Infirmary's 

history was one of chronic financial instability and, its financial problems 

persisted throughout the 1850a. Until 1851 a shortage of honey prevented 

the full use of the Infirmary wards and in 1837 two wards had to be closed,,, -« 
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for the same reason. In 1858 funds rere still inadequate, and though 

1859 was a year of 'nnau*pled financial success', the following year 

was one of financial saziety. 
i$ 

Only in the 1860s did finance cease to be a major worry and in 

1863 the Board of Management felt sufficiently confident to enlarge 

the Infirmary. Over £6.500 was spent to make the InfLraary 'by far 

the finest building in bradiord". By 1865 the number of beds had been 

increased from 64 to 120, and with annual subscriptions in excess of 

L2000 the charity was at last on a sound financial footing. In 1866 

the Outbvaite Convalescent Fund was launched to enable patients to 

receive the benefits of spas and resorts, and a year later it was 

decided to build a rover Hospital at an estimated cost of £189000. 

Diesgreament over the choice of site delayed the laying of the foundation 

stone until September 1869 and in 1871 the new building was still 

unopened. In 1873 a New Dispensary for out-patients was added to the 

Infirmary at a cost of £7,374.19 

The Infirmary's greater finmz cial stability and expanded 

accommodation was reflected in the grovina number and proportion of in- 

patients. In 1849, financial stringency had limited the number of in- 

patients to 164.20 This represented only 4.42 of now adsittances, a low 

proportion characteristic of the prrdivision period. The subsequent 

increase shows that the Infirmary followed the Bradford Union in treating 
, 

a growing proportion of its patients indoors. 

Table 1. The Bradford 
. ý"` Expenditure. 

In-patients 
that-patients 
Toe-patients 
Total 
Casualty cases 
Crand Total 
Average annual 
expenditure 

f iraarl and 
to 1371. 

1834 to 1859 
Averag e annual: - 

er Percentala 
ýrrr ! 471 9.5 

3348 64.9 
1274 23.6 
5093 
1869 
6962 

£3561 

. Admittances and 

1860 to 1865 1866 to 1871 
Avers duals- Avers annuals- 

uaber Percen! Number Percentage 
649 10.7 813 15.1 

3836 61.7 3300 59.2 
1714 27.6 1396 25.7 
6199 5509 
2484(1860 to 1863) 768.5 
8826.5(1860 to 1863)6277.5 

£3557 £4914 
r 

4 
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As in the past, paupers were not eligible for treatment. If 

patients obtained poor rslief chile on the Infirmary's books they 

vare transferred to a Union Medical Officer. In 1864 it was decided 
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that appliastiona for how treatment would no longer be confined to 

an area within one mile of the Bradford Wool exchange and the folloving 

year the area for visiting howe-patients was said to have been greatly 

extended. Yet in t b4 annual report for 1869 it was stated that home- 

patients had to live within about a mile of the centre of Bradford. 

22 is 1868 all 1385 home-patients lived in the Borough. Although the 

Infirmary yards contai nod a aL niticant nnabar of patients iron outside 

the Union, a growing proportion of in-and out-patients came, from the 

Borough townships. 

Table 2. The Arsa of Residence of the Bradford infirmary's In-and 
Oat-Prat "nts. 

1852 to 1855 1868 to 1871 
In (2 of 
.... 

Total) Out 
...... 

In (Average annual 2) 
..... 

Out 
.... 

Bradford Union 63.8 84.2 78.15 91.2 

Worth Bierley Union 16.9 8.7 10.1 4.8 

Elsewhere 19.3 7.1 11.75 4.0 

Bradford invested its incr*"Lng nsoarcas, not only in the Infirmary 

but also in a range of new charitable institutions. In 1857 Dr. Bronner 

was operating a small private dispensary where the poor could receive free: 

advice on eye and ear diseases, and in June of that year Bronner's dispensary 

was transformed into the Bradford Eye and tar Institution. Its managing 

cowaittee rented a house in Brunswick Place, fitted it up with six beds 

and employed a dispenser, a nurse and a servant. Seven years later a new 

building was started in Halifieid Road to provide accommodation for 16 to 

20 in-patients, and in June 1865 the new Bradford Eye and Bar Hospital 

was opened at a cost of £5,500. The building was said to contain 24 beds 

and Miss Williaw, the Workhouse Master's niece, was appointed as Hatron. 24 

As Table 3 indicates, the Zys and Bas Hospital experienced the sans 
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increase, in the proportion of in-patients as the Bradford Iufir®ary. 

Table 3. The Bradford Eye and Ear Hospital. Admittances. 1858 to 1871.25 

1858 to 1864 

Average annaalt- 
Nwer Percen tage 

1865 to 1871 

Average annual: - 
Number Percentage 

In-patients 80 8.3 

Out-patients 881 91.7 

Total 961 

241 15.7 

1282 84.3 

1523 

The Eye and Ear Hospital operated in a similar way to the Infirmary, 

subscribers being entitled to recommend up to twelve patients a year for 

each guinea subscribed. No chars* was made for patients unable to pay 

and, unlike the Infirmary, paupers were not excluded. loth the Bradford 

and the North Morley Boards of Guardians subscribed to the institution, 

but its subscription list was such shorter than that of the Bradford 

Infirmary. In 1864 annual subscriptions totalled 1170 and in 1867 

expenditure was £804, compared with the Infirmary's expenditure of over 

£4,600. The bulk of the Hospital's financial support was said to come 

from Bradford, but a substantial proportion of patients case from further 

afield. During the period 1863 to 1866 an annual average of 62.0% of 

in-patients and 50.61 of out-patients came from outside the Borough. In 

1862,16.9% of the in-patients and 12.8% of the out-patients came from 

the area of the North Bierley union. 26 

in 1861 a third medically orientated institution was established in-- 

the form of the Bradford Association for Improving the Social Couditiön 

of the Blind. Organised almost entirely by women, the society operated 

from workrooms in Rawson Place where the blind were employed making 

baskets, brushes and mats. There is no record of the numbers involved, 

but in 1865 the Society sold £1748 worth of goods and in 1867 the figure 

vu £2491. By than the Society had outgrown its existing praaisss and 

in 1866 a now institution for the Blind was opened at a cost of £6,532.27 

This vas the last stone and *ort*r aedical institution built during 
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this period, but there were several other buildings catering for 

deprived groups. The most important had its origins in the Bradford 

Tradesman's Benevolent institution, founded in 1857. The Institution's 

objectives were: 

'ist The relief of distressed reputable 

manufacturers. merchants, tradesmen and 

professional men, when old or infirm or 

otherwise incapable of earning a livelihood. 

2nd The relief of single women of good repute 

who, having been engaged in trade, are in 

distress and unable to earn a livelihood. 

3rd The relief of Widows of renufacturera, 

merchants, tradesmen and professional ten, 

who being in distress and of good repute area 

unable to earn a livelihood '�Z8 

Pensioners were elected by the Institution's donors and subscribers. 

and were entitled to receive f1ß or E24 a year. rising to a maxis a of 

t30 for those who had belonged to the institution for seven consecutive 

years. Applicants had to be aired at least sixty and men and single 

women must have lived in the Borough for seven years or have occupied 

premises with an annual rental of £20. The society's object was to 

protect people who had once been relatively affluent from the horrific 

prospect of having to resort to the Poor Law. At the Institution's 

inaugural meeting reference was made to the need to save beneficiaries 

from the degradation of the Workhouse. Ten years later the Society 

claimed to place its pensioners: 

'in * position by which they were relieved 

from that terrible apprehension which broke 

down the spirit of the ca1a: est and strongest 

minded persons. - the apprehension of 

becoming dependent upon parochial charity'. 
29 
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The Institution had the appeal of an insurance society as well 

as a charity and it was supported accordingly. Within three months 

of its formation the Institution had attracted over £1000 in donations 

together with 257 annual subscriptions worth over £300. This was 

considerably more than the Bradford lye and Ear Hospital could muster 

seven years after its foundation. In its first year the Tradesman's 

Benevolent Institution elected eight pensioners. By 1871 a total of 

84 pensioners had been elected, 40 of whom were still alive. 
30 

Expenditure on pensions rose almost without interruption, from 

E86-10-0 during the year 1857-8 to a peak of 1857 ten years later. 

As with other charitable institutions, the scale of activity increased 

markedly during the slid- and late 1860s. During the period from 

1857-8 to 1863-4 the Tradesman's Benevolent Institution paid out an 

annual average of £339 in pensions; during the next seven year period, 

from 1864-5 to 1870--1, the annual average was £744. The scope of 

activity was also broadened. In 1869 a Spinsters' Endowment Fund was 

set up vhich provided pensions for four and later for thirteen spinsters. 

More important# in 1867 the foundation stone of the Bradford Tradesmen's 

Roms was laid. This was designed to provide houses for thirty pensioners, 

who would live rant and rate free. By 1870 the Home had been completed 

at a cost of over 914.000 and Henry brown 'was clad to say that they 

now had thirty houses that could be appropriated as hones for ... 

people vho, but for these places might have gone to the Workhouse'. 
31 

Two thousand guineas had been contributed by Titus Salt, the 

founder of Saltaire. Salt's nodal town incorporated irre bousinx and 

a veekiy allowance for 75 residents of 'rood moral character' vho were 

unable to work 'by reason of age, disease or infiraity'. 32 

Subsidised accommodation of a very different kind was provided, 

incidentally, at Bradford's 'Ragged and Orphan Schools, which housed a few '4 

children and fed and clothed eany others. For instances the Bradford 

Ragged School in Cropper Lane, opened in 1854, regularly slept between 
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eight and eighteen children, and the associated school in Rebecca 

Street, opened in 1865, could hold twenty inmates. In 1879, the 

Orphan School in Dolton Road was providing daily dinners for orphans 

and for the children of poor widows. During the previous year the 

school had also provided children with 143 pairs of stockings, 53 frocks 

and shirts. 13 chemises and 20 caps. 
33 

Vary different again vas the Bradford Female Refuge for fallen 

voten. Founded in 1860, this institution instructed the fallen in the 

alternative skills of housework, saving and washing. By the end of 

1865 it had admitted a total of 107 women and during the late 1860s 

continued to admit girls at the rate of between ten and twenty a year. 
34 

An institution like the Bradford Female Refuge had an overt moral 

and religious inspiration, and several psrmsn. nt charities were associated 

with religious bodies. Soge were attached to a specific church or chapel. 

The Horton Lase Chapel, for instance, ran the Gorton Lane Dorcas Society, 

the Horton Lane Lying-in Charity and Miss Balsa's Charity. During the 

aid- 1860s the Dorcas Society raised suns ranging from about E14 to 

117 a year for distribution in the form of clothing to the poor of the 

congregation and to others recoemaended by the ministers or by subscribers. 

from 1863 the Lying-in Charity raised similar sums for 'married women 

in necessitous circumstances and of honest and industrious character'. 

The Charity assisted up to about tventy women a year. Finally, the 

poorer members of the congregation could hope to receive some of the 

interest of about 113 a year produced by Miss Balme's endowment to the 

Chapel. 35 

Other religiously inspired societies had a rather broader bass. The 

Bradford Bannvolant and Stranger. ' Friend Society was Vaslayan in origin. 

As in the past, it continued to ninistar to the poor's physical as well 

as spiritual needs. In 1837 the Society spent 190 on relief and in 1869 

it claimed to have distributed a grand total of £6,000, equivalent to an 

average of over £100 a year since its formation in 1813.36 The Bradford 
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Town Mission, established in 1850, also distributed relief to very 

needy cases, though its agents saw their role as essentially 

evangelical. They were more concerned with stopping intemperance 

and starting church attendance than with administering relief, and 

achievement was measured in terms of the number of visits made; services 

held and tracts distributed. By the late 1860s the Mission aas making 

over 30,000 visits a year and distributing over 40,000 tracts. 
37 

If religious organisations provided one channel for philanthropy, 

business %nterprises might provide another. Titus Salt was unique in 

equipping Saltaire with its own Infirmary and providing pensions for 

employees crippled by industrial accidents. However, other employers 

made some provision for accident victims, sometimes by subscribing to the 

Bradford Infirmary. 38 
Companies, like churches, provided a framework 

for self-help activities. Just as the Bradford Parish Church had its 

Sunday School Sick Society and Juvenile Clothing Society, so the 

Ripleys' Bowling Dyeworks had its Sick Benefit Society, providing payments 

of 7/- a week in the event of sickness or accident. In 1850, Christopher 

Waud and Company argued that men from their works who had applied to 

the Board of Guardians as a result of injuries sustained in a boiler 

explosion were not proper objects for relief because they were receiving 

help from a works club. Under pressure, the Company nevertheless agreed 
39 

to refund relief payments made by the Bradford Board. 

Pew permanent charitable agencies were unconnected with an 

institution of soma sort. on* exception was the Bradford Ladies Charity, 

which employed a nurse to attend and feed poor women during their 

confinement. During the year 1870-1 196 cases were attended at a cost 

of L135. Better publicised, and more revealing, was the Bradford 

Charitable Inquiry Society. At a public meeting held in 1857 a resolution 

was adopted: 

'that it is desirable to provide judicious 

inquiry into the circumstances of mendicants 
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and thus to aid the benevolent distribution 

of private beneficence and to promote the 

suppression of mendicancy and imposture'. 

Interest in the formation of a society to fulfil these objectives 

coincided with the fear of imposition revealed by the activities of 

the 1857-8 public relief cot ittee. then the society wi$ foroslly 

eßtablishod, in September 1858, Elias Bins, the ex-visiting agent 

for the relief committee was appointed as the society's apsnt. 
40 

Like earlier mandicity and visiting societies, and like several 

of Dradford"e public relief committees, the Charitable Inquiry Society 

anticipated the Charity Organisation Society, with its condonation 

of indiscriminate almsgiving and insistence on the thorough investigation 

of every case. 
41 

When a beggar approached a member of the Charitable 

Inquiry Society he was given a ticket to present to Dins, who 

investigated the case. Members either deposited money with the visiting 

agent for distribution at his discretion or alternatively Binns reported 

back to the member for his decision. As subsequent reports confirmed, 

the Society was founded on the conviction that 'those xbo [relieved] 

applicants without inquiry [were] offering a premium to idleness and 

imposture'. 'It is a fact', stated the annual report of 18621 

'that many hundreds of lazy, idie, drunken 

characters are yearly maintained in nradford, 

and what is vors, encouraged in their vrntchad 

and sinful mode of living by the too ready 

habit of indiscriminate almsgiving' . 
d2 

Like the 1857-8 relief committee. the Charitable Inquiry Society 

gave the inpression that it measured success in terms of the number of 

applicants who ware turned avay. During its first year of operations lass 

than a quarter of those Who received tickets from the society's mubers 

actually presented then to the agent, and of the 259 tickets presented, 

only 122 
, vers dsssrad deserving cues. Later, cases were soastims 
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investigated without a ticket having been presented,, and the number of 

cases judged to be deserving varied considerably frog year to year. 

During the year 1860-1.450 of the 646 cases investigated were felt to be 

worthy of assistance, but the following year only 167 out of 948 applicants 

were deemed deserving. Those who survived this screening could have 

received only a shilling or two. During the year 1859-60 expenditure 

totalled only E61 and the following year was down to £39. In 1859 the 

Society claimed 105 members, but when Elias Sinns died, sometime during 

the mid-1860sß the Society collapsed. In 1867 an attempt to revive it 

appears to have failed. 43 

A final distinct group of permanent charities was comprised of thg 

endowed charities. Their contribution has been discussed in Chapter 5(1v), 

and changed little during the post-1848 period, A handful of new 

endowments brought the total number of endowed charities up to about 

twenty seven. In 1830 William Wilson left his personal estate in trust 

to be applied in sums not exceeding fS for the relief of the deserving$ 

particularly the elderly poor living in the Borough, and who had never 

received parochial relief. In tta some year, Ann Hurgitroyd left £30 for 

the poor of Drighlington, and in 1864 or 1935 John Appleyard left part of 

the interest on 15000 for annual distribution to the poor of the parish 

of Birstall and Advalton, preference being given to elderly persons in 

receipt of parish relief. 
44 

five townships in the North Morley union lay within the parish of 

Bixstall, but townships outside the Union also benefited from Appleyard's 

bequest. This complicates any estimate of the aggregate income generated 

by the endowed charities within the area of the Bradford and North Morley 

Unions, but their contribution remained relatively insignificant. In 1871, 

the endowed charities produced between E700 and £800 for distribution in 

cash or kind. In comparison, during the year ended March 1871 the Bradford 

and North Marley Unions spent a combined total of over £17,800 on outdoor 

relief. 
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Far lore money was distributed through the agency of the friendly 

societies. In common with the regional and national patterns membership 

of the largest affiliated Order, the Independent Order of Oddfellows, 

Manchester Unity, stagnated after the slid-1840x. 
43 In 1871 the Order 

operated 27 lodges in the Bradford district, with a total membership 

of 3,382, much the same as thirty years earlier. The Ancient Order of 

Foresters had tventy courts and 941 members, and three other affiliated 

orders each claimed over 600 members. Total friendly society membership 

in the Bradford district was at least 1.4,000, almost 10% of the borough's 

entire population. In addition, at Saltaire there was a flourishing 

funeral brief with a uembership of about 3,000, and Trade Unions, with a 

combined membership of 3,805, often provided sickness benefits. 'ý6 

Sickness benefits accounted for most of the friendly societies' 

"xpeuditure* followed by funeral benefits. The Bradford district of the 

Manchester Unity of Oddfellows also ran a Medical Aid Association, which 

lodges or individuals could join, to secure medical attendance. Bradford's 

Manchester Unity lodges war* the wealthiest in Yorkshire. During the ten 

years up to 1871, they paid out £19,865 in sickness benefits, 18,004 

on members' deaths, 12,033 for medical attendance and £465 to distressed 

members. This represented an average annual expenditure of £3037. The 

expenditure of the Ancient Order of Foresters is not known, but the next 

three largest Orders in Bradford paid out a total of 11854 in benefits in 

1970-1.47 Total benefit payments by all the friendly societies in Bradford 

may have bean as much as £13,000 a year. This vas an impressive total. 

confirming that voluntary self-help organisations were the most important 

Angle alternative source of rslisf outside the Poor Law. 

Self-help associations were an established feature of working class 

life in Bradford before organised philanthropy took root. Before 1830, 

Bradford was not well endowed with charitable Lastitution$, and the 

commity's philanthropic energies were concentrated on emergency relief 

scbemes during trade dspreuions. 48 
After 1848, largely because of the 
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changed economic situation, public relief committees made a much 

smaller contribution. The subscription of 1857-8, which raised £1582, 

was the only one of its kind. Instead, there was a relatively massive 

investment in permanent charitable institutions, particularly during the 

1860s. Between 1863 and 1871 the Bradford Infirmary, the Eye and Ear 

Hospital, the Institution for the Blind, and the Tradesmen's Home spent 

roughly £50,000 on new buildings. Organised charity in Bradford took 

off during the 1860s. The town rapidly equipped itself with a set of 

permanent charitable institutions which it was able to found and finance, 

yet still spare large sums for charities elsewbere. 
49 

Tor this, Bradford could thank the worsted Industry, where profits 

vera high. During the period 1842-7, profits at John Poster's Black 

Dyke Mills averaged £6,062 a year; from 1662-7 average annual profits 

were £105,241.50 Bradford vas reaping the fruits of earlier endeavour, 

and businessmen rho had been preoccupied with their businesses could now 

spare more time and Honey for charitable activities. Many chose not to 

do so, but Titus Salt headed a select list of large scale donors. 

The self-confidence and self-awareness born of Bradford's position 

as the capital of the worsted trade, and the impact of the Borough's 

incorporation, fostered a growing sense of civic pride. Bradford and 

Bradford businessmen wanted not merely to be successful but to show that 

they were successful. Building a new Fever Hospital was in some respects 

on a par with building a usw Town Hall. As elsewhere, emulation played a 

significant part. 
31 The Tradesman's Benevolent Institution and the 

Charitable Inquiry Society were both inspired by Leads' auampla. 
52 

Once charities had been established they were to sours extent 

financially self-perpetuating. Those involved in the managsaent of a 

charity v. ra likely to leave =may to it. John Hill and Thomas Buck, 

for example, worked for the Bradford Infirmary voile they were alive, 

and between them left it £2,500 when they were dead. 53 Titus Salt, 

Henry Brovii and Joseph Nutter left such larger sums for charitable purposes. 
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Charities gare often the beneficiaries of church collections and 

other fund raising activities. Much of the profit of £11,100 raised 

by the Whitsuntide galas in Bradford's new parks between 1851 and 1871 
11 

was donated to local charities. 
34 

Voluntary agencies also benefited from the growing involvement 

of women. This was not entirely new; for instance, during the 1840" 

a co=ittee of ladies had been organised to visit the Bradford Infirmary, 

but women now became far more conspicuous. The, Committee of the Society 

for Improving the Social Condition of the Blind was composed entirely 

of women. It was a ladies committee which established the Bradford 

Female Refuge, and there was the Bradford Ladies Charity, the Ladies 

Bradford Soup Kitchen Charity, the Ladies Workhouse Visiting Committee 

and its offspring, the Boarding-Out Committee. 

The Workhouse Visiting Committee was as example of the links which 

were established betveen official and unofficial agencies. The Boards 

of Guardians were suspicious of the Coaaittee's activities, as of any 

attempt to interfere with their affairs, but the Guardians did not 

operate, in a vacuum. Many were themselves active members of local 

charities and by subscribing to charitable institutions the Boards of 

Guardians helped to blur the distinction between statutory and voluntary 

provision. 

The relationship between philanthropy and the Poor Law was complex. 

The alternative sources of relief discussed in this chapter were both 

complementary and supplementary to statutory relief. Some charitable 

agencies catered specifically for those who could not or would not obtain 

assistance from the Board of Guardians, other charities duplicated 

official provision. The 1857-8 relief fund excluded paupers from its 

benefits, but not all previous subscriptions had done so. The Bradford 

Infirmary excluded paupers but the lye and Bar Hospital, perhaps because 

it offered more specialised treatment, did not. William Wilson's bequest 
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excluded paupers, but Joba Appleyard'a gave preference to them. 

unofficial agencies developed piecemeal and it would be an 

oversimplification to say that charity was for the deserving and 

the Poor Law for the unworthy. It would be more accurate to say that 

charity was intended strictly for the deserving, while even the 

undeserving, if destitute, could not be denied Union relief. Charities 

were motivated partly by a desire to protect the deserving poor, but 

only the deserving poor$, from the stigma of pauperism. In their 

anxiety to establish the genuineness of the applicant's used and his 

coral worth, charitable agencies sometimes subjected their beneficiaries 

to a test as searching as any applied by the Poor Law authorities. 

As the study of the earlier period revealed, 
55 

there is no simple 

answer to the question of the relative financial contribution of official 

and unofficial relief agencies. Only in respect of capital expenditure, 

is the picture reasonably clear. During the 1850s local charities 

undertook very little construction work. In contrast, the Bradford 

Union spent roughly £19,000 on a new Workhouse and on subsequent alterations 

to it, and the, North Bierley Union spout over £12,500. After-'1860 the 

position was reversed, with charities spending perhaps four times as much 

on new buildings as the Poor Law authorities. 

Accurate measurement of current expenditure is impossible, but in 

1867 throe of Bradford's largest charitable institutions, the Infirmary, 

the Eye and Ear Hospitt, and the Tradesmen's Benevolent Institution spent 

a total of £6,344. Tice Society for Improving the Social Condition of 

the Blind sold almost £2,500 worth of goods. Adding £800 for the endowed 

charities. £135 for the Bradford Ladies Charity and £110 for the Benevolent 

and Strangers' Friend Society produces a total of nearly £10,000. A 

figure for other organised charities must be notional, but it is probably 

safe to conclude that permanent charities in the Bradford district were 

spending between £10.000 and £20,000 a year during the later 1860s. In 
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comparison, during the six years ended March 1871, relief expenditure 

averaged £20,722 a year in the Bradford Union and £14,108 a year in 

North Bierley. The gap between official relief expenditure and that 

of the organised charities had narrowed considerably since the 1840$, 

but the Poor Law was probably still the more important agency. This 

i, noras private charity by individuals, which defies quantification, 

but probably filled the remaining gap between official and unofficial 

expenditure. If the impressive contribution of self-help associations, 

amounting to perhaps £13,000 a year, is thrown into the balance, tauen 

official relief would almost certainly be relegated to second place. 

That. had been a decisive shift since the 1844s, as Bradford's 

charities expanded in scope and scale. To some extent this expansion 

eased the burden on the poor rate, though the precise effect cannot be 

ascertained. Promoters of friendly societies, with a strongly developed 

repugnance of dependence on the Poor Law and firm faith in the efficacy 

of self-help, saw their organisations as an alternative and antidote 

to pauperism. The Royal C nnission on Friendly Societies was in 'no 

doubt ... of the beneficial influence exercised upon poor Law expenditure 

by 7tiendly Societiee', Sb 

The most important bsuefLt provided by the friendly societies WAS 

the sickness benefit, and Bradford's major charities were medical 

charities. In the field of medical relief, at least, unofficial far 

outstripped official provision. According to the annual poor rate returns, 

during the tan years ended March 1871 the Bradford Union spent an annual 

average of only E661 on medical relief, while North Harley spent a more 

£244. For reasons suggested alsevbere; 
7 

these statistics are so 

deficient as to be virtually wortblass, but the relatively minor 

Contribution of Union medical relief is beyond dispute. 

Unfortunately, there are no satisfactory statistics of the nuu et 

of outdoor cases treated by the District Medical Officers during this 

period. However, various returns relatiuit to the period from the mid-1830s 
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to the said-1860s suggest that Bradford's officers dealt with 

approximately 2000 ordinary outdoor cases a year, In North BIerley 

the lower levels of remuneration indicate a such smaller number of 

cases. Outdoor medical cases in both Unions combined probably did 

not exceed 3500 a year. In comparison, during the period 1853 to 1871 

the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary dealt with an annual average of 

4,864 home-and out-patients. Between 1858 and 1871 the Bradford Eye and 

Ear Hospital treated an annual average of 1,081 out-patients. Many 

other patients received medical attendance through the agency of the 

friendly societies. 

The position with regard to indoor medical treatment vas 1049 

clear-cut. During the pre-division period, the Bradford Union had 

treated many more cases than the Bradford Infirmary. 58 In 1853 the 

Bradford Workhouse Infirmary dealt with 654 cases, compared with the 

Bradford Infirmary's 406 in-patients. The Bradford Infirmary's subsequent 

enlargement provided it with a total of about 120 beds, but the Workhouse 

Infirmary's facilities were also extended. In 1864 the Bradford 

Workhouse Infirmary contained 162 beds and was authorised to hold 175 

patients, and this ras before major enlargements were undertaken. The 

capacity of North Bierley's Workhouse Infirmary is not known. 

Tab 1e4. Indoor Medical Treatment In Bradford. 1865 to 1869.59 

Number of In-Patients admitted 
Year Bradford Workhouse Bradford Infirmary Bradford 1 ye and 

Bar Hospital 

1865-6/1865 641 618 186 

1866-7/1866 839 728 251 

1867-8/1867 734 811 244 

1868-9/1868 1043 723 286 

Average annual 
number 814 720 242 

Table 4 indicates that, even without North hierley's Workhouse 

facilities, Bradford maintained a lead over tba Bradford Infiraary as a 
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provider of indoor asdical treatment. The new lye and tar Hospital, 

with its 24 beds, shifted the balance towards the voluntary hospitals 

but the balance would be redressed if North Morley's Workhouse 

Infirmary was taken into account. 

The Poor Law was not the most important agency for medical 

treatment but the Workhouse Infirmary vas. still the most important 

single centre for in-patient treatment. This comparison with non- 

statutory agencies confirms the significance of Workhouse Infirmary 

developments during the 1850s and 1860s. It also confirms the need 

to place official provision in a broader context. The Poor Law was 

an agency apart, but it was not an agency alone. 
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CIIAP3`ER 14. SET=HE t AID BB)$OVAL 

Attar 1834 the strongest link binding the Now Poor Law to 

the Old vas the perish, which remained the unit for rating and 

settlement purposes and thereby retained considerable influence. 

The Poor Remval Act of 1846 (9 + 10 Vic. c. 66) and Bodkin's Act 

of 1847 (10 f11 Vic. c. 110) prepared the way for the severance of 

this link. In 1846 those who had lived in the same parish for five 

years became irremovable; fron 1847 their relief became a charge 

on the common fund of the Union. In 1861 the Irremovable Poor Act 

(24 + 25 Vic, c. 53) reduced the period conferring irremovability 

to three years and changed the qualifying area of residence from 

the parish to the Union. In 1865 the Union Chargeability Act 

(28 + 29 Vic. c. 79) reduced the period to one year and transferred 

the power of removal fron the Overseers to the Boards of Guardians. 

Until 1847 all poor relief was charged to individual parishes= 

after 1865 all relief was charged to the Union, which finally replaced 

the parish as the unit for rating and settlement purposes. 
' 

These changes were intended to equalise financial burdens between 

parishes within the uses Union. In Bradford, however, the out-toanshtp 

Guardians refused to accept the first stage of this financial revolution 

and forced a division of the Union which undermined the Acts' 

objectives. by separating themselves fron the Borough the out-townships 

escaped the need to share the cost of the irremovable poor. Since 

most non-settled and Irish paupers lived in the Borough townships the 

brunt of the legislative changes would fall on the new Bradford Union. 

As Table I reveals, almost two-thirds of Bradford's poor relief 

spant to the irremovable poor, compared with one-third in North Marley. 

In both Unions the proportion rose following the Irremovable Poor Act 

of 1861. In Bradford this was said to have 'very : such diminished' 

the number of renavals and to have led to a 'considerable increase in 
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the number of paupers chargeable to the common fund. North 

Bierley reported a similar trend. 
2 

Proportionately, Bradford spent more on irreaovabls paupers 

than any other Union in the West Riding of Yorkshire or in 

Lancashire, and it is doubtful if any Union was hit harder by the 

progressive extension of the principle of irremovability. 

Irremovability imposed an additional burden in three closely related 

ways. Pirat, by preventing the actual removal of a non-settled or 

Irish pauper; second, by undermining the system of non-resident 

relief= and third, by destroying the deterrent effect of the threat 

of removal. In none of these three areas was the effect of 

irremovability straightforward or absolute. 

The fact that a pauper was legally irremovable did not 

necessarily mean that his irremovability alone prevented his removal. 

Even when legally permissible, removal was not always a practical or 

an economic proposition, and some irremovable paupers would have 

remained in Bradford, at Bradford's expense, even if they had not 

been irremovable. During the eight years ended March 1863 the Bradford 

Board of Guardians asked the Overseers of Bradford township to remove 

1.111 families. As a result, 477 removal orders were obtained. In 

131 cases irrevovability prevented the obtaining of- on order, but 

in 40 other cases removal was not attempted because of a 'difficult 

settlement'. Even in the case of the Irish it was not the Board's 

policy to remove every removable pauper. The Board assessed the 

paupers' employment prospects and discriminated accordingly. 

Irremovability was by no means the only factor governing removal 

practices. 
A 

When irremovability was directly responsible for preventing a 

pauper's removal, the financial implications were uncertain. Removal 

would not have freed the removing union from all relief costs, and 
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the savings in relief would have been partially offset by the 

cost of removal. When paupers were removed there was inevitably 

an interval between the time of the relief application and the 

issuing of the removal order. Relief given during this period could 

not be recovered. More important was the cost of removal. Between 

September 1848 and March 1850 Bradford township removed 76 families,, 

containing 230 individuals. The legal expenses amounted to 

8342-14-5 and the removals themselves cost a further 1101-11-8. 

Each removal therefore cost an average of 15-16-11. or 11-18-8 per 

head. Yet the Poor Law officials were confident that the savings 

in relief amply compensated for the cost of removal. In estimating 

the savings derived from removal, Bradford's Assistant Overseer 

assumed that weekly relief to each pauper averaged 2/- and that, on 

average, one year's relief might be saved. On the basis of this rule 

of thumb estimate, each individual removed made the township a net 

saving of E3-5-4. With 230 individuals being removed in an eighteen 

month period, this represented an annual saving to the township of 

L501.5 Re>svals from Bradford township probably accounted for two- 

thirds of the Union's removals, so that the annual saving to the 

Union was perhaps £750. During the year ended March 1850 the Bradford 

Union spent 112,501 on indoor and outdoor relief. The savings 

affected by removal therefore amounted to about 62 of the relief bill. 

Since a large proportion of relief expenditure grant to the irremovable 

poor it is at least possible that the poor Removal Act of 1846 

prevented the Bradford Board of Guardians from securing substantial 

savings in relief expenditure through removal. 

Yet it was not the loss of the power actually to remove people 

that caused the greatest concern. The Bradford Board of Guardians 

was more concerned with the effect irremovability would have on non- 

resident relief and on the Law of Settlement's deterrent capability. 
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If a pauper could not be removed there was little incentive for 

the parish of settlement to repay his relief. In 1849 the Bradford 

Board complained of the refusal of some townships to repay relief 

administered to their non-resident paupers 'the main obstacle 

to the recovery of the accounts is the operation of the Poor 

Removal Act, the objection raised being seldom on account of 
6 settlement but very generally of reiovability'° Irremovability 

threw a large spanner into the already twisted workings of the. 

non-resident relief systest. 

Irremovability also threatened to destroy the deterrent value 

of removal. Deterrence was a highly prized function of the Law of 

Settlement, and there is ample evidence to show that the fear of 

removal deterred many poor people from applying for relief. In 

1855, Bradford's Union Clerk testified toýthis, and when he was 

asked to explain why such a small proportion of the Irish poor were 

removed, he replied that at least two-thirds of those ordered to 

be removed withdrew their relief applications and ceased to be 

chargeable, though he was unable to say how they managed to eke out 

a living. During the eight years ended March 1863 there were 634 

cases in which Bradford township's Overseers failed to obtain the 

removal orders called for by the Board of Guardians. In 298 cases 

(47.02) the explanation was that the pauper had ceased to be 

chargeable. This may sometimes have been the result of an improvement 

in the applicant's circumstances but very often it must have reflected 

a determination to avoid ssmoval. 

Not all of the paupers concerned were necessarily legally 

removable. Some of the irremovable poor, and particularly the Irish, 

were also deterred from accepting relief. As Table 2 indicates, a 

substnntia! proportion of Bradford's paupers wrs Irish, and the 
L 
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higher the rata of pauperism, the higher the proportion of Irish 

paupers. The Irish community vas overwhelmingly poor, with a 

close involvement in the dooned hand voolcosbing trade. During 

trade daprsssious, when the Irish were badly hit, their removal 

sssmsd to offer the prospect of substantial rate savings. 

Table 2. Irish Pauperism in the Bradford Onion. 1854 to 1862.6 

Weak Total Of which Percentage 
e ed Outdoor Poor Irish 

1 Apr11 1854 3039 844 27.8 

7 March 1855 7185 2935 40.8 

10 March 1858 5176 1850 35.7 

9 March 1859 2005 370 18.5 

28 March 1860 1731 299 17.3 

7 March 1861 2208 537 24.3 

6 March 1862 1845 437 23.7 

If the Irish were allowed to Saite confidence in their possible 

irreszovability, then Bradford was in dauer of boing inundated with 

rette! applications. It was not in the Union's interests to allow 

irreaovability to pass unchallenged, and the Bradford Board was 

reluctant to accept the implications of the 1846 Poor Removal Act. 

The Board took the view that the Act did not apply to the Irish, and 

acted accordingly. Any Iicish*an who believed that he could safely 

apply for relief was quickly disabused of this presuimption. the 

Board's interpretation of the Act was deliberately calculated to 

produce uncertainty even in the minds of long resident paupers. 

In 1852 James McKinley, a 65 year old Irish cocabar who had lived 

in Bradford for over twenty years. was told that if be accepted 

relief he vould be passed to Ireland. When the Bradford Board was 

asked to coment on this case the Clark reported that the Guardians 

I 1\ 
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had, 'latterly removed nearly all Irish paupers apply ing for 

relief without inquiring the length of tins they have resided 

in the respective townships of the Dnion'. Shortly afterwards, 

the Reverend William Slack took the matter up with the Poor Law 

Board. its objected to the Guardians' refusal 'to recognise an 

industrial residence of mors than five years as entitling persons 

born in Ireland to relief', and to the Guardians' determinations 

'to pass to a country they uay have forgotten 

and vlaare they may be unknown, all Irish who 

seek relief, regardless of the number of years 

thsy stay have lived here and of the character 

they may have obtained for industry and honesty'. 

Black vas aware that paupers brought before the Magistrato3 were 

required to swear that they had not lived in the township for 

five years and that paupers refusing to take this oath would not 

be passed, but this merely placed the pauper in a hopeless dileu a. 

'If he takes the oath he perjures himself, if he refuses he starves'. 
9 

Legally, this was untrue. A destitute Irishman successfully 

claitaing irremovability on the grounds of a five years residence 

could not be denied relief, but how many of those affected knew their 

rights or were in a position to fight for them? The existing 

confusion was indicated by a Woolcombers' Comittee report of 1854, 

which stated that there were 'many, 'espacially of the Irish, although 

long residents here, tiho have no settlement and can claim no continued 

relief'F. 
10 Neither the Bradford Board of Guardians nor the Relieving 

Officers were likely to discourage the view that the alternative to 

being passed was starvation. 

The Bradford Board defended its treatment of long resident Irish 

applicants by insisting that the intention of the 1846 Poor Removal 

was uncertain. In 1852 the Union Clerk produced a lengthy analysis 
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of the legal situation in which be argued that the 1846 Act 

applied only to the English and did not supersede the 1843 Irish 

Romoval Act (8 +9 Vic. c. 117), under which Irish paupers might be 

re=vad without reference to their period of residence. Two years 

later, the Guardians answered further criticismaby reiterating their 

conviction that; 

'the five years reaidenco Act does not apply to 

Irish paupers, and till the law is fairly 

settled they conceive that they would only 

be doing their duty to the ratepayers if 

they were to remove to Ireland all Irish poor 

resident in this Union who nay apply for 

relief, without any question as to the period 

of their residence is the Uuion'. 11 

The Guardians insisted that irreicovability was a question for 

the Magistrates to decide, but the Magistrates' Clark had already 

=de it clear that be disagreed with the Guardians' interpretation 

of tba law. Thar* was therefore no real possibility of securing the 

large scale removal of long resident Irishmen. Yet the Bradford 

Eoard persisted in ordering irremovable paupers to be passed. It 

did so partly to bluff some irremovable Irishnen into being passed, 

but largely to confuse the Irish and to frighten them from applying 

for relief. 

During the eleven years ended March 1858 between 1500 and 1600 

Individuals were passed to Irelaod, over 400 of then during the year 

1654-5. These figures cannot be related to the total number of Irish 

paupers, for whom only weekly returns are available, but the number 

of removals was large enough to act as an effective deterrent. Many 

Irishrsn would not wish to test the Union's contention that 

irranovability was ai myth. 
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Table 3. Irish Removals from the Bradford and Worth Biarlay Unions. ýYYYý'ý rýYI11YYYY IýýYYYYrýiYlr/ýýýýY M YýýYfIYYýYýY+lY1iYYiiýI. rýý1ýý1ýYYýýýýý 

1847 to IS7l. 12 

Year 
e=nad 0 
25 March. R 

1868 

1349 

1850 

1851 

1832 

1853 

1854 

1855 
(to 28th 
February) 

1856 

1857 

1858 

1859 

1860 

1861) Ist Dec. 
) 1860 

1862) to 
) Ist Dec. 

1863) 1862 

1867 

1868 

1869 

1870 

1871 

Bradford 

umber of Number of 
Trara Per sons 

* ooval mo`d 

178 

124 

54 

123 

127 

31 44 

91 123 

207 430 

Worth Disrley 

Number of Number of 
Order Persone 
Removal ROMVO; f 

i rýýý 

0 

38 ) 
) Approx. 

59 ) 356 

) 

80 

20 

00 

)let Jan. )lot Jim. 
)1867 )1867 

0 )to 00 )to 0 
)31st Dec. )31st Dec. 
)1869 )1869 

00 

00 

Th:: rc is no evidence of North Bierley having removed a single Irish 

paupers and after 1860 Bradford also passed very few Irish paupers. In 

1861 the North Bieriay Union contained lass than 750 Irish born 
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'inhabitants, -and Bradford Borough's Irish born population fall 

from 8,687 in 1851 to 6,023 in 1861. It rose again to 8,381 in 

r-1871, but then represented only 5.7% of the Borough's population, 

compared with 8.4% twenty years earlier. This trend, and the 

slightly - improved, economic position of the Irish community partly 

explain the discontinuance of Irish removals, but this aas also 

the result of growing legal and practical obstacles. 
13 

In August 1854 the Bradford Board of Guardians decided to apply 

for a mandamus to"compel the Magistrates to remove Irish paupers 

under the provisions of the 1845 Irish Removal Act, without 

reference to the 1846 Poor Removal Act. Counsel advised the 

Guardians that this was an unsuitable course and recoaasnded that 

they arrange a test case through the Poor-Law Board. The Poor Law 

Board was satisfied that the Irish were covered by the 1846 Act and 

refused to'co-operate .' This put an and to Bradford's resistance 

and; in March 1855 the Union Clark testified that the Guardians no 

longer attempted to pass those with a five years residence. 
14 

As time passed, a"growing number of paupers were able to claim 
a five years residence. Many more were rendered irremovable under 

Y the. 1861 Irremovable Poor Act, which reduced the period conferring 

Ä` 'irremovability_fron five'years to three. The impact of this Act 

canbe�inferred from evidence given six years earlier, when it was 

-'stated that ita. three years residence had then been in force, only 

68_0f'thi 140 paupers passed to Ireland during the previous six 

months would have been, re ovable. 
15 

By extending the qualifying area of residence from the parish 

to the Union the 1861"Act ended the injustice of a situation in which 

a long term resident' rendered himself removable by moving to another 

-to+rnship in. the $aai Union; a situation which the Bradford Board 

was occasionally known=to take advantage of. 
16 In the same year, 
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despite the protests of Bradford, North Bierley and other northern 

Unions, Parliament passed the Rauaval of Irish Paupers Act 

(24 + 25 Vic. c. 76). This charged the removing Union with the 

responsibility of conveying the pauper to his ultimate destination 

in Ireland. Bradford's Relieving Officers did accompany a handful 

of paupers to Ireland, but the inconvenience and expense were a 

serious deterrent. By the time the Union Chargeability Act of 1865 

cams into force. ` reducing the period required for irremovability 

to one year. Bradford had abandoned Irish removals. During the 

period 1867 to 1874 neither Bradford nor North Bierley passed any 

Irish paupers and only 36 were removed from the West Riding, 25 

of them from Leads. 17 

In one respect, removals within England and Wales virs facilitated 

during this period, for Acts of 1848 (11 + 12 Vic. c. 31) and 1849 

(12 + 13 Vic. c. 45) did away with most of the technical objections 

upon which appeals against removal orders wert often based. An 

Act of 1851 (14 + 15 Vic. c. 105) also *gabled mutually consenting 

Unions or townships to refer settlement disputes to the Poor Law 

Board for arbitration, thus avoiding expensive legal battles., 

Bradford and North Bierlee ignored this facility, but the sweeping 
18 

away of technical objections to removal orders resulted in a smaller 

proportion of appeals being allowed 'not äa the merits'. During 

the pro-divisionperiod, 36.3% of the removal orders quashed an 

appeal to the Quarter Sessions had been lost 'not on the merits'. 

-During=the post-division period only five of the 49 quashed orders 

relating to townships in the Bradford and North Bierley Unions were 

-, lost on this ground. Yet the chances of successfully defending 

an order remained poor., Before the Union's division, 74.6Z of the 

. '122 appeals lodged against orders for the removal of paupers from 

townships within the Bradford Union were successful. After division, 

,, ý _ 
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71.0% of the 69 appeals heard at the Quarter Sessions were 

successful. There were less technical objections but appeals 

could now be made on the new ground of irremovability. 19 

As Table 4 indicates, irremovability reduced the number of 

English removals, but within this reduced ambit the same complex 

influences continued to govern removal practices. The state of 

the labour market, the costs and complications of removal, and 

the functionings and malfunctionings of the non-resident relief 

system all influenced removal policy. 

Table 4. English Removals from the Bradford and North Marley 

Unions. 1840 to 1868.20 

Bradford 

Year Number of Number of 
ended Orders o Persons 
25th March. - Rauroval Removed 

1841 119 450 

1842 107 370 

1843.104 380 

1851 

1852 

a 
1833 

1854 

1855 

1856 

" 
1857 

1863 

i 

28 

28 

39 

46 

34 

59 

146 

86 

82 

98 

143 

149 

106 

North Marley 

Number of Number of 
Orders of Persons 
Removal Removed 

17 

17 

27 

127 . 23 

37 

59 

78 

43 

1868 17 33 16 

'Romoval was inextricably bound up With the non-resident relief 

'system. Irremovability curtailed this system but did not bring it to 
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as and. Neither Union's now-settled or non-resident relief 

ledgers have survived, but Table 5 gives some idea of the dissensions 

of non-resident relief. 

During the 1860s North Marley's non-settled and non-resident 

relief accounts virtually balanced each other out, and this veakened 

the Board of Guardians' comitssnt to the none-resident relief 

system. In 1864 the Board expressed its opposition to the abolition 

of the power of removal but in 1866 it reversed its position and in 

1870 petitioned for the abolition of the Law of Settlement, arguing 

that removal caused hardship and expense,, while non-resident relief 

vas inconvenient and liable to imposition. The Board's change of 

attitude was due to the progressive extension of irremovability, 

for in 1866 the Guardians resolved that: 

'under the present state of the law as to 

irremovability, which may soon be still 

further restricted, ... it would be well to 

discontinue to relieve paupers out of their 

Unions, or at least let the system die out 

by refusing to undertake any new Cases '. 
22 

The Board did not, howvtr, act on this resolution, which would 

have exchanged the irritations of non-resident relief for the 

frustrations and expanse of reno'al. In 1871 Worth gierley was still 

receiving payments from 22 other Unions and paying non-resident relief 

to fifteen, a situation not very different from the one existing 

during the late 1850s. More than ever, the non-resident relief system 

was a local one. Twenty-two of the 28 different Unions with which 

North Eierley exchanged accounts were situated in the West Riding and 

only one, Kendal, lay outside Yorkshire or Lancashire. 

North Biarley persisted vith the non-resident relief system because 

there seemed no better alternative, but it was regarded as an 
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administrative nuisance. In Bradford, on the other hand, nos-- 

residant relief was considered to be a financial necessity. As 

Table S reveals, Bradford received substantially more for relief 

administered to its non-settled paupers than it paid for the relief 

of its non-resident poor. The difference was potentially much 

greater, for the sums received on account of non-settled paupers 

represented only half of the Union's total non-settled relief 

expenditure. The abolition of removal would be acceptable to the 

Bradford Board only if the non-resident relief system was protected 

or if national rating was introduced. 

In opposing the President of the Poor Law Board's 1854 proposal 

for the abolition of removal, the Bradford Board called for 'some 

protection' for 'large manufacturing towns' and suggested that* 

while 'it would be expedient to adopt the principle of the irremovability 

of the poor ... their maintenance should be repaid by the parishes 

to which they may belong'. 23 On this occasion it suited the Bradford 

Board to emphasise the losses the Union would suffer if non-resident 

relief came to an and. During 1852 and 1853 non-settled relief was 

said to have averaged 11,753 a year while the Union paid an annual 

average of only 1319 for its non-resident poor. The implication was 

that the abandonment of non-resident relief would cost the Union over 

£1,400 a year. It was, however, a thoroughly misleading comparison. 

What mattered was not the amount of non-settled relief but the 

proportion of it that was recovered from the various parishes of 

settlement. Contrary to the suggestion made in the 1854 petition, 

noch of the relief paid to non-settled paupers could not be recovered. 

During the year ended March 1857 the Union's non-settled poor account 

totalled £1,986-18-4. Of this, only 1989-7-11 was recovered. E582-0-6 

ras disallowed by the alleged parishes of settleui t or was otherwise 

irrecoverable,, leaving outstanding arrears of £415-9-11, much of which 

vould'also prove to be irrecoverable. 24 

ý. 
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This high leakage rate had the unlikely effect of asking the 

Bradford Board sympathetic to the idaa of a national poor rata. In 

a memorial drain up in favour of national rating, the Bradford Board 

explained thatt 

'tnv-thirds of tha relief dispensed is to non- 

settled poor, a great proportion of whom are 

irremovable, and out of the relief to the 

removable poor not more than a moiety is 

repaid by the Unions and parishes to which 
25 they belong'. 

prom Bradford's point of vier, irremovability bad effectively established 

a national system of poor relief, but without the national poor rate 

which would make it equitable. Non-resident relief offered the prospect 

of alleviating the rate burden on manufacturing towns, but the Central 

Authority was hostile to non-resident relief and without the Commissioners' 

support the system could not fulfil its potential. A national poor rate 

might succeed in equalising the burden of relief where non-resident 

relief had failed. Nationally, this idea faced the overwhelming 

opposition, of those, like Matthew Baines, the President of the Poor Law 

Board, who felt that 'it would be fatal to the principle of local 

{ self-governusnt'. 
26 Bradford's Guardians had no Irish to destroy the 

rights of local self-goveramsnt, but with two-thirds of the Union's 

relief expenditure accounted for by the irremovable poor, with the 

Power of-removal subject to serious practical restrictions, and with 

the non-resident relief system functioning isxperfectly, the Union had 

little 
. to-. lose.. When national rating was rejected, the Bradford board 

-could only seek to prevent further erosion of the non-resident relief 

system. 

It vas a matter of making the best of a bad job, and the records 

of both Boards of. Guardians reveal a continued concern to tighten up 

the ' administration of non-resident relief. Many of the problems Vers 
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the same as those encountered during the earlier period and 

discussed in Chapter 6. They proved to be equally intractable. 

A comprehensive system of non-resident relief was only 

feasible if every relief applicant could be readily and confidently 

ascribed-to a specific parish of settlement. This could not easily 

be done. In 1851 the Bradford Union Clerk reported that since the 

Union's division there had been frequent disputes over settlements 

with North Bierley. The Poor Law Board's arbitration schema failed 

to solve the problem and in 1854 the Bradford Board called for 'a 

cheap and easy mode .... by which cases of disputed settlements can 

be speedily decided'. If a pauper's settlownt was uncertain or if 

his removability was in doubt, then the putative parish of settlement 

was unlikely to authorise non-resident relief. In these circumstances 

it was scarcely worth applying for an authority to relieve, and in 

1857 Bradford's Clerk explained that some of the sums listed as 

'disallowances' in the non-settled poor account had not really been 

disallowed at allq for they had never been claimed from any other 

Union. 27 

Some Unions, such as Manchestsr$ West Derby, Dolton, Halifax 

sad äeitizley decided, either temporarily or permanently, not to administer 

non-resident relief, or to administer it through an agency other than 

the local Poor Lev authority. Relief given to paupers belonging to 

t se jnious or to applicant. vbose rett1. ent or resovability val in 

doubt, vu almost certain to be irrecoverable. Otter losses were 

incurred through nismanageasnt. The velieving officers of both Bradford 

and North were blamed for administering relief to non-settled 

paupers without proper orders fron the parish of settlement and for 

continuing--relief after an order had expired. In 1857 the District 

'., Auditor reported that North Morley had suffered serious losses through 

the incautious'-'administration of non-settled relief. Uis report stated: 
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'that the Relieving Officers, with the approbation 

. of the Guardians, are continually in the habit of 

giving non-settled relief without any order from 

other Unions. The consequence is that such 

Unions refuse to repay the amount', 

over a three year period,, this practice was said to have cost the 

Union nearly £1,000.28 

In Bradford, in 1850, a comittss attributed the fact that over 

half of the 1636 owed by North Biarlay had been disallowed to the 

Relieving Officers' readiness to rely on verbal authorities instead 

of, on written orders. When written orders were obtained they often 

restricted the amount of relief and were valid for only a short 

period. When an order expired,, officers sometimes continued to 

administer relief without obtaining its renewal. Many of the 

disallowances in the non-settled accounts for 1856-7 concerned cases 

where relief payments had exceeded the amounts authorised by the 

parish of settlement. A substantial proportion of non-settled 

relief was administered without adequate authority and was therefore 

irrecoverable. In 1855 an investigating cossmittes discovered that 

there Vars. orders to relieve only 137 of the 277 cases charged to 

: 'Bradford's non-settled poor account. 
29 

In an attempt to plug soma of the gaps, both Boards of Guardians 

insisted on written, discretionary orders. in 1850 the Bradford 

Board resolved to 'decline to execute orders to relieve for short 

period., but`[were]. villing to relieve nos-settled paupers as they 

.: ' would their own poor upon receiving orders ... to such effect'. Later 

in 1850 a coamittea advised the Board to sea that this resolution was 

strictly enforced and, 'to give positive orders to the officers not 

to continue to. relieve any non-settled poor without iee®sdiately 

obtaining a, wrrittan-order from the parishes to which they belong'. 
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This policy culminated in a resolution of 1857, not tos 

'relieve paupers residing in the Bradford 

Union and belonging to other Unions (such 

paupers being removable) unless they have 

written orders from the proper officer of 

the several Unions to which the paupers belong, 

such orders in all cases to be entirely at the 

discretion of the Guardians of this Union 

both as to amount of relief to be given and 

as to the time for which it should be granted'. 

Within a fav weeks the North Marley Board had passed a siiilar 

resolution. 
30 

Subsequently. the two Boards of Guardians made a serious attaspt 

to abide by these resolutions, and in 1865 the Worth Marley board 

repeated its instruction 'that no authority fron other Unions to 

relieve be acted upon unless in accordance with the minute' of 

7 May.. 1837. Limited orders were sometimes accepted but usually on an 

: interim basis only. Insistence on discretionary authorities may have 

reduced the leakages but was not a panacea. Not all Unions were 

prepared to, issue discretionary authorities. In Bradford, following 

: 'the"application of the 1857 resolution, it was reported that 43 

Unions had issued suitable orders but that at least four had refused 

to do so 
31 

, The recovery of non-settled relief remained a problem. As in 

the past, Unions authorising non-resident relief commonly declined to 

repay medical and funeral bills. An Act of 1849 (12 + 13 Vic. c. 103) 

made'provision for the reimbursement of burial costs, but the 

,, provision'was only permissive. In the case of ordinary relief, Unions 

wars sometimes simply unwilling or unable to pay. In 1849 Otley was 

said to owe Bradford £200, but the Assistant Clark saw no prospect of 
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recovering the money. During the early 1850* Bradford spant over 

two years trying to extract debts from the impoverished Pateley 

Bridge Union before finally reaching a settlement. 
32 In the case 

of other Unions debts were simply written off. 

These defects in the non-resident relief systes could not be 

fully eradicated because there vas no cceipelling sanction that could 

be used against uncooperative authorities. If the alleged parish 

of settlement refused to authorise non-resident relief, or declined 

to issue a discretionary authority, or failed to repay the relief 

that had been administered on its behalf, the only credible sanction 

available to the parish or Union of residence was that of removal. 

Legal proceedings were occasionally initiated for the recovery of 

debts but legal action vas uncertain and expensive. The Union of 

residence could retaliate in kind, but this was a realistic option 

only for a Union with more non-resident than non-settled paupers. 

In 1858, when Skipton disallowed L1-12-6 from North Marley's non- 

settled account, the North Bierley Board warned that failure to pay 

vould result in Korth 8ierley refusing to relieve any more paupers 

on 8kipton's behalf. In 1860 the Guardians 'ordered unanimously 

that unless the township of Bramlay repay' Ann Harrison's medical 

. --and funeral bills, 'the Union will in future refuse to administer 

relief on behalf of the township of Braaley to any non-settled poor 

-,, 
belonging to that township in this Union'. The following year, when 

-Watherby countermanded an order to relieve a pauper resident in 

Calverley, the North Bierley Board warned that, 'unless an authority 

tolrelieve this'pauper were sent he would be removed and this Union 

would-discontinue to relieve for the Wetherby union in any case 
33 

North Diarley night persuade other Unions to administer non- 

resident relief in an acceptable manner by threatening to stop it 

altogether, butBradford was lass well placed. Any threat that Bradford 

carried out ras likely to damage its own interests more than those of 
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the offending Union. Yet Bradford could not allow the 

transgressions of other authorities to pass unchallenged. To 

have accepted unsatisfactory orders or to have ignored disallowances 

in the non-settled accounts would have been tantamount to accepting 

responsibility for the relief of removable non-settled paupers. It 

vould, have been an open invitation to further breaches in the non- 

resident relief system and would have caused its rapid collapse. A 

Union like Bradford, with more non-settled than non-resident paupers, 

vag in a very difficult position. Seeking to preserve and extend 

non-resident relief, the Board of Guardians could defend the systes 

only by threatening its termination. The only available sanction 

vas the threat of removal; it vas a threat vhich the Board vas 

regularly obliged to use. 

In 1852, when Bolton announced its intention of discontinuing 

non-resident relief, Bradford's Believing Officers wre is®sdiately 

. ordered to remove all Bolton's poor. In 1856 the *me action was 

taken in respect`of Ripon's paupers and two years later, when 

Balifax refused to authorise non-resident relief, the paupers concerned 

were again ordered to be removed. The same policy was applied to Unions 

refusing to issue discretionary orders. In 1857 the pradford Board 

resolveds 

'that the whole of the paupers now in receipt of 

relief from this Union having settlements in ,.. f 
Burnley, Ripon, Weardale and Pateley Bridge be 

renovsd forthwith, the Guardians of those Unions 

having refused to give discretionary orders'. 

Finally, resoval' vas used or threatened when relief repayments were not 

forthcoming: 
"In 

1844, when Balifax made large seals disallowances in 

Bradford's non-settled accounts, Halifax's paupers were ordered to be 

reuovod., In 1851 and 1833 the same order was issued in respect of 
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Pateley Bridge's paupers because of that union's failure to repay 

relief. 
4 

Bradford had no option but to resort to the threat of removal, 

but the Board did so as a last resort and in a spirit of defeat. 

Removing paupers was no way to preserve the non-resident relief 

system and as Chapter 6 has explained, removal was a most clumsy 

and unreliable weapon. One of its most irritating weaknesses was 

the continued propensity of removed paupers to find their way back 

to the township trog which they had been removed, so®etimss with 

the illegal assistance of Union officers. Bradford and North Bisrley 

succeusfull7 prosecuted several Poor Law officials for illegal 

rsnnvals, but the maximum fine under the Poor Removal Act of 1846 

vas only £5, and Bradford's pleas for this to be increased and for 

the cost of second removals to be charged to the parish of settlewent 

were -ignored. 
35 

The taking out or execution of a removal order sosetimes persuaded 

the Union of settlement to authorise non-resident relief, but it Was 

then too late. If'the Union of residence agreed to abandon a removal 

order or to take back a removed pauper, then every Union would wait 

until the removal-procedure was under way before authorising non-resident 

relief. "'Zn 1849 the Bradford Board considered: 

the cases of Martha Ackroyd belonging Allsrton and 

James Dean belonging Shipley, lately removed to 

those townships by order of justices from a town- 

ship"of this Union but who have since returned 

with orders to, relieve on behalf of [north 

Bierlay] and it` was determined to wake a 

general rule that where the township of the 

settlement' puts, the township in which the pauper 

is resident to"tba expense of removal ... this 

Board will, decline to administer relief on behalf 
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of the parish to which the removal has taken 

place, in respect of such paupers'. 

In 1858 the Guardians reiterated that, 'when a township in the Union 

has been put to the expense of taking out orders for a pauper's 

removal', it was the Board's policy 'not to become agents for the 

future relief of the pauper'. then Bradford was asked to relieve one 

* of Leicester's non-resident paupers, the Board resolved: 

'that inasmuch as the township of Bradford had 

been put to the expense of removing this pauper 

after ismple opportunity bad been afforded of 

the Guardians of the Leicester Union authorising 

relief on their account previous to the removal 

orders being obtained, this Board now declines 

to become agents in administering relief'. 
36 

In 1850 North Bierley adopted a similar policy and in 1858 this 

led to a refusal to administer relief to one of Bradford's non-resident 

paupers. 

'The Clerk read a letter from the Bradford anion 

requesting this Board to relieve on their account 

at discretion William Anderton belonging to 

Horton. -I. The Clerk reported this was a case in 

vhich, the township of Horton had caused the 

township of Shipley the expense of an order of 

rauoval. It vas resolved that under these 

1 circumstances-the Guardians decline to relieve 

William Anderton on their behalf'. 

Two years later. North Bierley treated a similar request from Wetherby 

. .. in the`same way, because 'that township declined to acknowledge the 

settlement without putting Calverley with Parsley to the cost of an 

order'of removal'. In 1861 Bramley received the same treatment, 
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because 'the-Overseers: ofygranley'.: iput=thestornship of. Shipley 

kto the expense of- reaavalJwhen,, the"settlement weal: so`clear'. 
37 

As the case of William Anderton reveals, Bradford did not 

always do`, as it"wöild be'done by. 'noth'"Doards"of Cuardians ipare 

occasionally known-, to wait ; until removal`orders bäd'been, takan, out- 

-. b. fore-authorising non-resident$relief: - On-theüi&occaü ions. other 

Onions=applied-Liasisame,: rules'asFthoseýadopted, by-Bradford and"North- 

{ äiarlsy:: Skipton, *Leeds endHolback all" declined to', administer 

" relief'on behalf, o-f: North-Bierley, because, removal- costs had been 

f'- ` -ý- incurred=befora`. non-resident ý raliaf was =`autbörised. 
P 

at 

t-- In mo=-caýea Bradford and , North IEier1iy'vere prepared to issue 
p 

:, discretionary. -authorities; . often'adding-a recowendation'`infavour 

of-a particular. eins: 7=Sometime9, the. order. vas`for"afixed amount 

and for4 aýlimited; period. t`>In. deciding on the advieability'and amount 

of; non-residsnt, `relief'tbe Boards-of Guardians preferred'tö, rely on 

, ---the adviea, of-thiLr`-ovn Rslieving" Officers. 'ý> It= vas, rare" for officers 

iiäetually, toladminister"relief-to non-resident~paupsrs, 
39. but, -they 

%l. '-sömetimes visited them in order to review their cases. North Bierley 

aliiö'rsqüired', 'periodic i reports - fr6i" thi: Unioxº pof 7 residence. When 

r"rBraslep. 'discontinued', these=report. North Bierlee cancelled. the non- 

'wT4esidsnt-relief örders-and 'resolved"It that the'pSiupers, vill be attended 

ct to on *Ypsrional applicatioo-to, the RelievLng-Officers"of the-tovuships 

to vhich, they°beloig! 
40--This 

vas the-sort'ef'doeLsic'nwhich'craited 

the' confusion-'over'responsibility for. vhich-the Lav of'Settlsaosat-vas 

'r`=z. Vnions vors not bound*, to, act'u agents for-administering-von- 

, ---resident relief, 'ind 3radfordroccasionally transmittedYrelisf-through 

=, r- the ' agency o! -a privat i Andividual: 41 
o' In Worth, ßierley's case, the 

Onion of residence was sanetivas dissatisfied with the amount of relief 

North Morley aas prepared to authorise. The fact that North Bierley 
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settlement was not in dispute, and on these oecasiops thi Nor 1 

Marley Board offered to admit the pauper to the Un4on Workho7u ý` K=`- 

vithout an order of removal. 
42 "t' 

Non-resident relief appears to have been almost ýxclusiwly {' ' 

outdoor relief. Unions nay have been unwilling to admit non-settl? ' 

paupers into their ova Workhouse because of the additional` 

complications of recovering the cost of indoor relief f the pari1b'; 1 

of settlement. When indoor relief was considered appropriat'& ta 

pauper was usually admitted to the Union of settlement's Workhoüäer. ý.. {ýý'' 

.; ý,, 
ý', r 

ýi 
rý 

ýý 

This might be on the advice of the Union of residence or at the 

insistence of the Union of settlement. In 1869 the North Biarlsy... 
`ý 

Board of Guardians complied with the request of the Settle s 

that an order be sent for the admission of John' Robinson and his 

wife into the North Bierley Union Workhouse. 
6Iu 

1862 the North 

Bierley Board decided that it could not aut2 rise outdoor relief for', ` 

Hannah Poster, resident in Cools, 'the pauper having had a bastard's 

child during widowhood ... and that an order of admission to our .'; 
Workhouse be sent' . 

d3 

T h* Union Chargeability Acct of 1865 (28 + 29 Via. c. 79 a. 6) 

made provision for removal between coasentins Unions without a removal 

order, a practice which vas already voll established. 
44 While this 

casts further doubt on the value of removal statistics, there can be 

no doubt that the legislative changes introduced between 1846 and 1865 

circumscribed the Impact of the Law of Settlevant. Boards of Guardians 

clung to tbeýnon-resident relief system and attempted to refine its 

administration, but Parliament and the Poor Law Commissioners pieced 

away at the povors of removal which sustained it. The issues remained 

much the sau, but their importance was diminished. 

,ý 1ý 

ýý 

,ý 

. ýv '4 
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CHAPTER 15. CONCLUSION 

The changes that took place in the treatment of Bradford's 

poor during the 1850s and 1860s were not the result of a radical 

change in attitude towards poverty. The lectures delivered by 

William Forster in October 1848 on the theme of 'Pauperism and its 

Proposed Remedies' marked the end of the process of rethinking 

which had been forced upon Bradford's middle classes by the social 

turmoil of the 1830s and 1840s. Forster joined the Bradford Observer 

in attacking the advocates of laissez-faire and those who preached 

that poverty was inevitable and should be suffered patiently, but 

his remedies were conventional. He supported an extension of the 

suffrage and urged that paupers be employed in a way that was 

profitable both to themselves and to the ratepayers. Forster advocated 

state education and assisted emigration but beyond this, as the 

. editor-of the Bradford Observer remarked, it was all 'a question of 

individual improvement and reformation'. 
1 The problem as Forster saw 

it was to ensure that virtue received its just reward; of making 

'self-help work. 

During the next twenty years, Bradford's relative prosperity 

discouraged a', further reappraisal of poverty. The questiot Which had 

troubled the editor of the Bradford Observer during the 1840s no longer 

demanded answers, for prosperity was an answer in itself. At the 

national level, powerful voices reaffirmed their support for the 

, principles of 1834. The last but one President of the_Poor Law Board, 

George Goschen, and his successor and first head of the Local Government 

Board, James Stansfeld, launched an attack on the lax administration of 

: ', outdoor relief and urged 'the application of an efficient Workhouse test 

to all able-bodied applicants for relief, whether male or female 2 

The'campaign against outdoor relief received the backing of the new 

Charity: Organisation Society and of the friendly society movement. 
3 It 
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took the 'Great Depression' and the revelations of Charles Booth and 

other social investigators to persuade society of the need to rethink 

its attitude to poverty. 

Yet a stagnant social philosophy did not make this a period of 

sterility in the treatment of the poor. On the contrary, it was a 

period of-crucial advance, one which saw Workhouses assume the character 

of state-hospitals. In its penultimate annual report, the Poor Law 

Board recorded that 'Workhouses, originally designed mainly as a test 

for the able-bodied, have, especially in the large towns, been of 

necessity gradually transformed into infirmaries for the sick'. 
4 

Medical pressure groups encouraged the Central Authority to accept the 

implications of this transformation. In introducing the Metropolitan 

Poor Act of 1867 (30 + 31 Vic. c. 6), the President of the Poor Law Board, 

Gathorne-Hardy, acknowledged that the sick poor were not suitable objects 

for a deterrent system of Workhouse management and were entitled to 

receive special treatment in separate institutions; treatment provided 

without reference to the principle of less eligibility. Social theory 

did not dictate social policy, which was determined above all by pragmatic 

itaperativess 

Bradford's experience throws light on the mechanics of change within 

an essentially unchanging ideological matrix. Before Bradford could 

achieve the, improvements in Workhouse facilities and in medical and 

educational services which characterised the 1850s and 1860s, two 

preconditions had to be met. First, the able-bodied debate had to be 

resolved or anaesthetised. Second, a new Union Workhouse had to be built. 

Both-these' preconditions were met early in the 1850x. They provided 

the basis for subsequent reforms and geared the administration to change. 

The decision to build a new Union Workhouse was crucial. It removed 

otherwise insurmountable practical obstacles to the provision of special 

facilities. for indoor paupers and, together with the cooling of the able- 

-, bodied debate, -, led to an improvement in the Boards of Guardians' 
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relationship with the Central Authority. In 1856, when the Poor 

Lav Inspector, Harry Farnall left the district, the Bradford Board 

recorded Lt.: 

'sense of the valuable services rendered by 

Mr. Farnall during the period be has had the 

superintendence of this district, of the 

kind and able manner with which he has at 

all times met the Guardians on the common 

interests in which they have been engaged 

and of their deep regret that circumstances 

should have arisen which have thus put an 

and to their official intercourse'. 

When Farnall's successors. John Menvaring and U. Corbett last the 

district the Guardians passed similar resolutions of appreciation and 

regret. The North Bierley Board followed suit. 
6 

She Guardians remained critical of the poor Law Board's authority 

but were able to come to terms with it. In 1860 the North Morley 

Board declined to campaign against a renewal of the Poor Law Board's 

powers, 'the Guardians being of opinion that the present system, though 

not as perfect ascould be wished, is far superior to the old system'. 

An sentiment persisted, but with the Workhouse question 

resolved there was no tangible, emotive issue to give it life.? In 

other�Unions such as Bolton, the Board of Guardians' decision to build 
_ fs 

a nev'Workhouse led to a similar, improved relationship. There was no 

such improvement in Sheffield or Rochdale, Where the Guardians declined 

to build a Workhouse and where the Workhouse question continued to sour 

tbe. Guardians' relationship with the Central Authority. ß 

Once-the hurdle of a new Workhouse bad been crossed, the Guardians 

tended to be far more receptive to proposals for further improvements. 

. According to Rhodes,, Boyson, in North last Lancashire, 'once the Guardians 

started' building they, became enthusiastic and their additional plans had 
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to be restricted by the Poor Law Board'. In 1870 the Poor Law Board 

coaifrsd that: 

'the extra= parsimony displayed by Boards 

of Guardians of the older school has in 

some of the larger Unions given way to a 

desire to conduct all the duties devolving 

upon the Guardians upon a somewhat grand 

and liberal scale. ... In many cases the 

Poor Law Board are now compelled to 

intervene in order to check the oulay which 

the Guardians would be willing to incur in 

the more ornamental part of the various 

structures which they propose to erect. ... 

As regards expenditure. it appears certain 

that considerably more liberality is now 

displayed than forraerly'. 9 

This more liberal climate also oved sousthiag to cbangss in the 

administrative and financial structure. In Bradford, the Union's division 

freed the Borough Guardians from the retrograde influence of the out- 

tovnships. Subsequently, Bradford was such the more progressive of the 

two, Unions, partly because North Bierley suffered from continued inter- 

towasbip friction. Bradford's improved economic position, its enlarged 

financial. resources and the series of financial measures culminating in 

the Uniön Chargeability Act of 1865, all increased the potential for 

reform.. 

The partial realisation of this potential was largely to the credit 

o! the" bureaucrats. It was the Poor Law Inspectors, the Education 

Inspectors, the Visiting Commissioners in Lunacy and the Vaccination 

Inspectors. wbo provided the administrative momentum. Their pressure led 

to cuoulative"improvements in the provision aride for particular groups 

of paupers, especially for Workhouse inmates. Their achievement, facilitates 
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by the Guardians' greater receptivity, was evidence of a bureaucracy 

at its most effective. Yet because it was a settled bureaucracy, 

which lacked the reforming zeal of the Poor Law Commission, the Poor 

Law Board's contribution has sometimes seemed unsubstantial. Maurice 

Bruce has written of the 'twenty years of comparative inactivity 

that ... followed the establishment of the Poor Law Board'. 10 
This is 

a view from the centre; it is not the impression left by a study of 

Poor Law adainistration at the local level. The reign of the Poor 

Law Board was less frenetic but in many respects more effective than 

that of the Poor Lau Coaissfon. Poor Law and other Inspectors worked 

in an undramatic, anonyxaous way, but the contribution of men like 

T. B. Browne, the Inspector of Schools, was real enough. The patient, 

persuasive Harry Farnall made more headway with the Bradford and North 

Bierley Boards than the abrasive Assistant Commissioner, Charles Mott, 

even though Parnall's meetings with the Guardians were less obviously 

eventful. 

The passage of the Matropolitan Poor Act in 1867 suggested a need - 

to reform the administrative structure established under the Poor Law 

Amendment Act. That structure had substantial achievem*nts to its 

credit. The improvements reSistered in Bradford during the 1850s and 

1860s had little to do with the relief policy advocated in the 1834 Poor 

Law Report, but they exploited the potential of the administrative 

revolution of 1834. The Workhouse facilities available in 1871 could not 

have been provided without some form of Union of townships and would not 

have been provided without the reform momentum generated within the New 

Poor Law's centralised administrative structure. The revolution in 

relief policy and practice anticipated by the authors of the 1834 Report 

did not materialise but the transition to the New Poor Law did involve 

the creation of an administrative framoworl: ultimately conducive to 

reform, albeit of a kind which challenged the principles of 1834. 
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Under the Poor Law Board, gradual, unspectacular change was 

built into the system. In Bradford, because Poor Law administration 

was no longer controversial, it almost literally ceased to occupy the 

front page. The Poor Law attracted only sporadic political interest 

and was eclipsed in financial importance by the Municipal Corporation. 

Only once after 1850 did the Bradford Union spend more than the 

Corporation. In 1870 the Town Council spent twice as much as the 

Bradford Board of Guardians. 11 

Yet the Poor Law continued to occupy a central place in the life 

of the community. on the first day of 1871 almost 2% of the Borough's 

population and rather more than 22 of North Bierley's residents were 

paupers. These statistics understate and oversimplify the relevance 

of the Poor Law, for the work of Charles Booth and Seebobu Rovntrse 

was to show that Poor Law statistics were 'totally incompetent as a 

measure of poverty', 
12 

grossly understating its extent. All Bradford's 

poor had a vested interest in the evolution of statutory as well as 

non-statutory provision, and so too did the umbers of self-help 

organisations, the managers and beneficiaries of charities, political 

and religious activists, educationalists, »eisbers of the sedical 

profession, Poor Law officials and ratepayers. Few could say that 

they were not affected, for the Poor Law did not operate in a vacuum 

but was embedded in the fabric of local society. 
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(1956-7)pp. 113-116, and 'The End of Hand-Loom Weaving', The Journal 

of the Bradford Textile Society, (1957-8) pp. 69-72. D. Bythell, 
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The Handloom Weavers (Cambridge, 1969), deals only with the 

cotton industry. (Since this was written, D. Dythell, The 

Sweated Trades (London, 1978) has appeared. The woollen and 

worsted handvorkars, however, receive only brief attention. 

See especially pp. 48-57). 

10. E. Sigsworth, BlackDDyke Mills, pp. 4,30,32,36-7; J. James, op. cit., 

p. 440. 

11. Factory Inspectors' Reports, P. P. 1851 XXIII (1304) p. 60; E. 

Sigsvorth, Black Dyke Mills, V. 62. The reason for the discrepancy 

between the two 1850 returns is not clear. The smaller total may 

relate to the Factory inspector's district. The pariah of Bradford 

consisted of the four Borough townships, together with Allerton, 

Clayton, Eccleshill, Haworth, Heaton, North Bierley, Shipley, 

Thornton and Wilsden. 

12. Assistant Handloom Weavers Commissioners' Reports, P. Y. 1840 

XXIII (43.11) p. 575; Table comparing the price of flour with 

wages paid to Aandloocn Weavers, B. C. L., Deed Box 17, Case 24, 

Item 6. The figures at the bead of the wage rate colues relate 

to the size and type of piece being woven. The real wage index 

is a composite derived from all four vage rates. 

13. 'D. J. Rove, 'The Chartist Convention and the Regions', Economic 

History Review, 2nd series, XXII (1969), p. 66; 8.0., 27 Jan. 1842-. 

P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) p. 563. 

14. Factory Returns, A. & P. 1836 XLV (24) p. 6; P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) 

p. 566. 

15. P. P. 1840 UXIII (43.11) p. 564. 

16., -Ibid., pp. 5291,558; Statistical Table of Combers and Randloom Weavers 

1851., B. C. L., Deed Box 17, Case 24, Item 5; J. Jaies, op. cit., 

p. 603. The Bradford district extended as far as Keighley. Thera 

were still a few bandlooms left in the 1870s; W. Cudworth, Round 

About Bradford (Bradford, 1876), pp. 108-9. 
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17. S. C. on the Poor Law Amendient Act, P. P. 1837-8 XVIIIPt. II (258) 

Evidence of Rev. C. S. Bull, Q. 6270; B. O., 4 Oct. 1838; 

P. P. 1840 =11 (43.11) pp. 543.564. 

18. J. Jaxes, op-cit., p. 608; Factory Returns, A. & P. 1836 XLV (138) 

pp. 50-1; A. & P. 1847 ELVI (294) p. 4; A. & P. 1850 XLII (745) p. 6; 

AA P. 1857 (Sess. 1) XIV (7) p. 8; A. & P. 1862 LV (23) p. 6; A. & P. 

1867-B LXIV (453) pp. 7-8; A. & P. 1871 LXII (440) pp. 6-70213. 

19, B. O., 11 Oct. 1838; E. Sigsvorth, Black Dyke Mills, p. 36. 

20. J. James, o . cit., p. 565 ff.; E. Sigsvorth, Black Dyke Mills, 

pp. 39-40. Combing machines were not installed at the Black Dyke 

Hills until 1852. 

21. J. Jamai, o . cit., p. 548; B. O. 9 16 Dec. 1847,18 May 1848; L. I., 20 

Nov. 1847; Statistical Table of Combers and Handloom Weavers. 1851 

Sigsvorth, Black Dyke Mills, p. 42, states that there were 5,600 

hand combers in the Bradford area in 1851, though the source of 

this information is unclear. At the other extreme, the Bradford 

Union Clerk estimated that there were between 10,000 and 12,000 

Irish corbers in Bradford in 1855; S. C. on Poor Removal, P. P. 

1854-5 XIII (308) Evidence of J. Darlington, Q. 1205. 

22. J. James, op. cit., p. 603; L. I., 17 Feb. 1855. The Factory Inspectors 

were satisfied that the Factory Acts were responsible for the 

tendency to employ more adult males. 

23. T. Baines, Yorkshire, Past and Present. Vol. II (London, c. 1873), 

p. 341; C. Richardson, 'Irish Settlement in Mid Nineteenth Century 

Bradford', Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic and Social Research, 

20 (1968), p. 53; S. C. on State of Large Towns and Populous Districts, 

P. P. 1845 XVIII (610) p. 335. 

24. See below, pp. 429-30. 

25. P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) p. 558. 

26, P. P., Decennial Census Returns. In September 1848 the Bradford Poor 

Law Union was divided. The new Bradford Union was made up of the 
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Borough townships, while the 16 out-townships formed the 

Borth Bierley Union. In 1869 Eccleshill vas added to the 

North Biarley Union. 

27. G. Dodd, op. cit., p. 69, quoted in R. Hartwell, omit., p. 177. 

Neither the type of wool used nor the production techniques 

provided a reliable guide to the distinction between woollen and 

worsted manufacture, though all wool for worsted yarn had to be 

combed; see R. Hartwell, op. cit., pp. 239-90. 

28. R. Hartwall, op. cit., pp. 288,291,327,353. 

29. Y. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) pp. 533-4,551. 

30. R. Hartwell, op. cit., pp. 297,339-47; S. Rayner, The History and 

Antiquities of Pudsey. Edited by W. Smith (London, 1887), p. 232. 

31. P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) p. 536; Census Returns, P. P. 1833 XXXVII 

(149) pp. 802-5; M. J. Mortimore, 'Landownership and Urban Growth 

in Bradford and its Environs in the West Riding Conurbation, 

1850-1950', Institute of British Geographers. Transactions, 46 (1969), 

pp. 110,112; W. Cudworth, Round About Bradford,, p. 256; W. Cudworth, 

IIistories of Ma nLngbma, Heaton, and Allerton (Bradford. 1896), 

pp. 174-7. 

32. Census Returns, P. P. 1872 LXVI Pt. II (676. I) p. 438; H. Hortimore, 

o`p. cit., p. 110. Two other ironworks, at Shelf and Bierley, were 

taken over by the Low Moor Company in 1824 and 1854 respectively. 

33. The preceding account is based largely on C. Dodsworth, 'The Low 

Moor ironworks, Bradford', Industrial Archaeology, 6 (1971), 

pp. 122-164. See also H. Long, 'The Bowling Ironworks', industrial 

Archaeology, S (1968), pp. 171-7; W. Cudvorth, Histories of Bolton 

and Bowling, Chs. II9 VIII, IX; W. Cudworth, Round About Bradford, 

pp. 150,174; R. C. on the Coal Industry, P. P. 1871 XVIII (435.11) 

p. 89. 

34, Census Returns, P. P. 1843 XRII (496) p. 386; P. P. 1852-3 LXXXVIII 

Pt. II (1691.1I) p. 732; P. P. 1863 LIII Pt. II (3221) p. 732; P. P. 1873 
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LXXI Pt. I`(872) p. 490; C. Richardson, op. cit., pp. 40,46; 

C. Richardson, 'The Irish in Victorian Bradford', Bradford 

Antigu, -. %LV (1971), p. 301. Richardson appears to equate 

the Superintendent Registrar's District of Bradford, which 

formed'-tbe basts. for the 1851 and 1861 returns, with the 

Borough of-Bradford and with the parish of Bradford. The 

Bradford Registration District was in fact coterminous with 

the Bradford and North Bierley Poor Law Unions, together with 

the township of Eccleshill. 

35. CO Richardson, 'Irish Settlement in ... Bradford', pp. 40-1,48-54; 

C. Richardson, ' 'The Irish in Victorian Bradford', pp. 301-13. 

This pattern vas repeated elsewhere. See, for example. J. M. Werly, 

'The Irish in'Man, chester, 1832-49', Irish Historical Studies, 

XVIII (1973), pp. 345-358, and T. Dillon, 'The Irish in Leeds, 1851- 

1861', ` Publications of the Thoresby Society, LIV (1973), pp. 1-28. 

-36. See below, "pp. 325-8. 

37*B. O., 21 Aug. ", 1845; R. C. on State of Large Towns and Populous 

Districts; P. P. 1845'XVIII (610) p. 315. Bradford's most celebrated 

=worsted manufacturer, Titus Salt, moved seven miles out of Bradford 

in 1844; ': Rev. R.. Balgarnie, Sir Titus Salt (London, 1877. 

Reprinted, 1970), 'p. 105. 

38., M. Mortimore, op. cit., p. 116; P. P. 1845 XVIII (610) pp. 340,316; 

June 1845. Graphic descriptions of housing conditions in 

the worst parts of-Bradford are to be found in the reports of the 

Woolcombers' and Sanitary Improvement Committees; B . o., June - 

August 1845. ',, 

39., J. James, The Hato iy and Topography of Bradford (London, 1841) , p. 4; 

P_. P.: 1845 XVIII (610) p. 340. 

40. P. P. . 1845, XVIII, (610) pp. 315,335,340; P. P. 1844 XVII (572) Appendix, 

410P . P. P. 1845 XVIII (610) pp. 315,314. 
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42. B. 0., 12 Oct. 1843; P. P. 1045 VIII (610) p. 315; 8.0., 1 Dec. 1842. 

. 
43. W. Cudvorth, Ilistorical Notes on the Bradford Corporation (Bradford, 

1881), pp. 18-19,88; S. C. on Health of Towns, P . P. 1840 XI (384) 

Evidence of J. Ellison, Q. 1618; P_. 1845 XVIII (610) p. 339. 

44. W. Cudworth, Historical Notes, pp. 66-7,97-103,114-7; B. O., 15 

Sept. 1836,7 Dec. 1843. The struggle for Incorporation and the 

early history of the Borough Council are traced in A. Elliott, 

'The Establishment of Municipal Government in Bradford 1837-57', 

(Ph. D. thesis. University of Bradford, 1976). 

45. J. Ja=es, Continuations and Additions to the History of Bradford 

and its Parish (London, 1866), p. 9; Eighth Report of Medical 

Officer of Privy Council. Appendix 2, P. P. 1866 BXBIII (3645) 

pp. 111,114; 8.0., 6 Sept. 1866. 

46. The Poor Law Report of 1834. Edited by S. C. and E. O. A. Checkland 

(London, 1974), pp. 338-40. 

ý. ý 
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Chapter 2. The Old Poor Law. 

1. See C. Oziey, Poor Relief in England and Wales. 1601 - 1834. 

(Newton Abbot, 1974), p. 43. 

2. 

3. 

2. B. O., 24 April 1834; Bradford Vestry and Township Book 

(1687-1824,11 May 1814; Bradford Parish Church Vestry Meetings 
V. (1824 - 1953), 13 March 1829,19 April 1833; Wyke Town's Book 

(1779 - 1838), B. C. L., Deed Box 17, Case 16; Shipley Town's Book 

(1688-- 1846); Thornton Vestry Minute Book (1822 - 1918). 

3. M. H. 12/14720. Resolution of Bowling Vestry meeting, 23 Sept. 

1834; 8.0., 26 Jan. 1837. 

4. A. & P. 1835 XLVII (444) pp. 237-8,2449 95,214,191; P. L. C., 2nd. 

Ann. (1836) App. E, pp. 455-6. The per capita figures are for 

-,. relief expenditure during the year ended Lady-Day 1831 on the 

(1824 - 1953), 13 March 1829,19 April 1833; Wyke Town's Book 

(1779 - 1838), B. C. L., Deed Box 17, Case 16; Shipley Town's Book 

(1688-- 1846); Thornton Vestry Minute Book (1822 - 1918). 

M. H. 12/14720. Resolution of Bowling Vestry meeting, 23 Sept. 

1834; 8.0., 26 Jan. 1837. 

population according to the 1831 census. They accord closely with 

the figures produced by A. Ure, Philosophy of Manufacturers (London, 

1°835), 'p. 477, 
_cited 

in M. E. Rose, 'The Nev Poor Law in an Industrial 

Area'. in R. H. Hartwell (cd. ), The Industrial Revolution (Oxford, 1970), 

p. 126. 

-5. P. L. C. Continuance Report, App. B No. 6 III9 P . P. 1840 XVII (227) 

p. 273; H. H. 32/63. A Power to P. L. C., 21 Oct. 1837. 

6. A& P. 1835 XLVII (444) pp. 237-8. 

7. B 0.,;. 7 April 1836. 

8. H. Pose, 'o . cit.,; pp. 123-4; A. & P. 1830-1 XI (219) p. 2. 

19. S. -Rayner, op. cit., p. 149; W. Cudworth, Round About Bradford, p. 478; 

Tong Town's-Accounts (1820 - 1864); Thornton Vestry Minute Book, 

14 June 1826. A committee was also sporadically appointed in Wyke; 

Wyk. Town's 'Boäk, 25 April 1787,12 April 1828. 

-, 
10. Bradford Vestry and Township Book , 16 Jan., 25 Feb., 3 April 1811, 

8 April 1812, -19 April 1813,11,20 May 1814. 

11" 'On three occasions the township decided against the appointment of 

an Assistant Overseer; Tong Town's Accounts, 27 Oct. 1824, 
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20 March, 12 April 1326,1 May 1835. 

12. W. Cudworth, Round About Bradford, p. 377; S. Rayner, op. cit., 

p. 289; S. C. on P, L. A. A., P. 7.1837-8 XVIII Pt. I (183) Evidence 

of A. Power, QQ. 3337-9. Power stated that there were 16 paid 

Assistant overseers prior to the formation of the Bradford Union. 

In the P. L. C., 3rd Ann. Ltep. (1837) App. B No. 2 p. 88, a figure of 

JS is quoted. I have been able to identify 13 townships which 

definitely, employed an Assistant Overseer at some time before 1837. 

13. 
, -Tong Toan's Accounts,, 25 June,, 9 July 1832,4 Sept. 1834; 8ý 0: ' 

8 Juan 1837.. -. 

14. No paid Overseer seems to have been appointed between 1821 and 

1.5. 

f 

1826., In 1824 a Vestry Clark was appointed to assist the Annual 

Overseers with the accounts; Bradford Vestry and Township Book. 

7 Hay 1824; Bradford Parish Church Vestry Meetings, 22 March 1826. ° 

M. E. Rose, 'Poor Lav Administration in the West Riding of Yorkshire. 

18201- 1855' (D. Phil. thesis. Oxon., 1965), p. 26; S. Jelly, 'The 

Select Vestry of Liverpool and the Administration of the Poor Law 

1821-1871', (M. A.. thesis,, University of Liverpool, 1971), pp. 32 3; 

-A. Redford, The History of Local Government in Manchester. Vol. -II 

(London, 
. 
1940), ' pp. 102-3. 

. 
16.1 H. U. x 12/14720.. Note by A.. Power, 11 April 1838; Bradford Parish 

Church Vestry Beatings, 4 April 1834, Mine., 10 Jan. 1845; B. O.;, 

11 July 1844, °, W. -Cudworth, ßietories of Bolton and Bowling, p. 18; 

S. C. on`P. L. A. A. ', P. P. 1837-3 XVIII Pt. I. (183) Evidence of A. Pover, 

Q, 3340; -W. 'Cudvorth, Histories of Manningham, Heaton, 
_ 
and AllertLnrt, 

p. 28; Maaningham'Accounts Book (18351837), p. 94; B. O. 9 8 

June 1837. 

17. Tong Tovn's'Accounta, *25 June, 9 July 1832. 

M. M. ä. °12/14722. C. Matt to P. L. C., 23 April 1842. 

19. B 0., 13 April lß37,7 April 1836; S. C. on P. L. A. A., P. P. 1837-8 

XVIII Pt. I (183) Evidence of A. Power, Q. 3507. 
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20. ' Bradford Vestry and Township Book':, 8,22 May 1816,11 March 1818; 

Bradford Pariah Church Vestry Meetings, 13,20 March 1829,9 July 

1830,4,18 April 1834; B. O., 20 March, 10,24 April 1834. 

21. ' Sir F. M. 'Eden, The State of the Poor. 'Vol. 'III (London, 1797), 

p. 811; B, 6,9 24 April 1834,7 April 1836. ' 

22. B. 6. *, 10 July 1834,9 April 183t5. ' In 1826 a meeting to appoint and 

fix the salary of a standing Overseer had to be adjourned from the 

overcrovded Vestry to the main body of the church. In'1834 similar 

meetings attracted roughly 300 people and in 1836 a meeting cný 

church rates was attended by 600; L. I., '20 April 1826; B. O., ' 10, 

24 April 1834,14 July 1836. Salaries ware to exert a similar 

fascination for the Board of Guardians. 

23. B. O., 20 March, 10 April 1834. A comparison of salaries is 

complicated by the differing arrangements for paying the overseer's 

Clerks. Elgey was appointed at £300, but had to pay his own Clerks. 

In 1826 a'standing overseer had been appointed at £1500 but the 

Overseer's accounts for 1826-8 record a salary of £145, with a 

Cashier Clerk at £104. In 1829 a new Assistant Overseer was elected 

at £100, With a Clark and Assistant at £60. It was probably this 

official who vas replaced in 1830, his successor receiving 180 a 

year. In 183! e, Elgey's predecessor was said to have been paid £100; 

Bradford Parish Church Vestry Meetings, 12 April 1826,14 May 1329, 

21 July 1830; Bradford Township. Overseers' Annual Reports (1826-1828), 

'. B. C. L., Deed Box 30, Case 21, B . O. 9 10 April 1834. 

24. Witness the frequency with which ratepayers in Wyke arranged for others 

to serve"on their behalf; Wyk. Town's Book. 

25.. H. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 47. 

26. See, for example, 
_M. 

Rose, 'The New P. L. in an industrial Area', p. 125; 

S. -Rally, op . cit., Ch. 2. 

270 Thornton Vestry Minute Book, Rules and regulations 1830,23 March 1831; 

Tong Town's Accounts, 1 Jan. 1820,13 May, ' 28 Oct. 1822. 



28. M. U. 32/63. A. Power to P. L. C.. 25 Nov. 1836. 

29. Ibid.; Ibid., 21 Oct. 1837; S. C. on P. L. A. A., P -Ps 1837-8 XVIII 

Pt. I (183) Evidence of A. Power, Q. 3507. 

30. Poor Returns, P . P. 1818 XIX (82) pp. 556-9; S. C. on P. L. A. A., P . P. 

1837-8 XVIII Pt.! (183) Evidence of A. Power, QQ. 3330,3334-5. 

Thornton failed to produce a return for the 1813-15 period. 

'31. The Poor Lav Cosnissioners experienced a smiler difficulty. 

boa. 

They could not decide whether the Bradford Union inherited six 

or seven Workhouses; P. L. C., 3rd Ann. Rep. (1837) App. B No. 2 p. 88; 

P. L. C. 5th Ann. Rep. (1839) p. 17. 

'32. 'Abstracts of Overseers' Returns, 1777, Bouse of Commons Sessional 

Papers of-the 18th Century. Vol. 31.1775-1780 (3265) (Edited by 

S. Lambert, 1975), p. 215; W. Cddvorth, Eistories of Bolton and 

Bowling, p. 198; J. Parker, Illustrated Rambles from Bipparholme to 

Tom-(Bradford, 1904), pp. 174,222; Idle Workhouse Book (1789 - 1797); 

Poor Returns, "P. P. 1803-4 XIII; F. P. 1818 XIX (82) pp. 556-9; 

? nningham Accounts 'Book (1668 - 1789), 1 April 1768; 1772; P. L. C., 

3rd Ann. Rep. (183,7): APP. B No. 2 p. 88. Tor a time during the 1760s 

, 
Wyke also shared a-Workhouse with North Bierley and Bowling. A new 

Workhouse was-built in North Biarley in 1819-20; W. Cudworth, Round 

.. 
About Bradford, pp. 76-7; J. Parker, o . cit., p. 222; M. U. 12/14721. 

J. Wagstaff. to: P. L. C., 1 Jan. 1839. 

33. -Calverley Overseers' Account Book (1774 - 1799); Calverley Overseers' 

and Surveyors' Account Book (1800 - 1837); Idle Workhouse Book; S. C. 

on'P. L. A. 1837-3 VIII Pt. I (183) Evidence of A. Power, Q. 3511. 

Power reported that, in both Lancashire and the West Riding, 'a 

practice has been very generally adopted ... of several parishes 

joining"in. the occupation of a Workhouse, or of renting from some 

single parish. the privilege of sending paupers to its Workhouse'; 

M. K.. 32/63., 'A., Power to P. L. C., 25 Nov. 1836. 
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34. N. Scruten. 'Pen and Pencil Picturea of Old Bradford (Bradford, 

1884), p. 112; Anon, 'The Old Bradford Workhouse', Bradford 

Antiquary, VIII (New Series VI) (1940), pp. 231-2. 

35. S. 'Rayner, o . cit., p. 147; Poor Returns, P. P. 1818 XIX (82) 

pp. 556-9. 

3S. See If. Rose,. 'The New P. L. in an industrial Area', p. 125. 

37.. 'Sir F. Eden, o p-c=., Vol. III p. 811; Bradford Vestry and Township 

Bam, 8 Jan. 1805,25 Feb. 1811; 22 Geo. III c. 83 s. 29. 

33. ' Bradford Parish Church Vestry Y. aetin2s, 14 May 1829. Between 1825 

and 1828'ths Workhouse Master was paid a fixed salary of E50. 

39, - Ibid.; 
. '- 

II_0. , 23 Nov. 1837; X. H. 12/14720. A. Power to P. L. C. ,4 

Dac. 
_1837. 

40. - Calverley Overseers' Account Book; Poor Returns, P. P. 1803-4 XIII; 

Bradford Courier and West Riding Advertiser, 4 Aug. 1825; Bradford 

. To'. aship Overseers' Annual-Reports 

-, 41. , Bradford Pariah Church Vestry Meetings, 2 Aug. 1826; B. O. 0 7 April 

1836; Tong Town's Accounts, 4 Sept. 1834. For similar task work 

in the West Riding generally, see M. Rosa, 'P. L. Administration in 

the, Tj. Riding' pp. 30-1. 

42.: ' Ton Town's Accounts, '4 Sept. 1834; Bradford Township Overseers' 

: Annual Reports= B. O., 7 April 1836; Mannin ham Accounts Book 

(1835 - 1837). 

43. 
. 

Bradford Township. Overseers' Annual Reports; B. O. 07 April 1836, 

13 April 1837; P, L. C., 2nd Ann. Reo. (1836) App. 8 pp. 455-6; Shipley 

'Town's Book; 2fanningham Accounts Book (1835-1837); Tong Town's 

Ac`s, - 4' Sept. 1834. 

44. " The Royal Commission of 1832-4 bypassed all the townships in the 

future Bradford Union. 

459, Bradford and Uuddersfiold Courier and West Riding Advertiser, 18 May 

1826; L_. 6 Play 1826. For relief in aid in the West Riding; 

'Rosa 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', pp. 4O 4; H. Rose, 
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'The New P. L. in-an Industrial Area', pp. 130-1. 

46. M. Rose,. 'The New P. L. in an Industrial Area, p. 131. 

47. -P. L. C. ', 4th Ann. Rep. (1837-8) App. D p. 31; P. L. C., Continuance 

1 Report, App. B. No. 6 III. P. P. 1840 XVII (227) p. 273. For such 

of the year ended Lady-Day 1838 relief administration was still 

in the hands of the township authorities, and Union Medical 

Officers were not appointed until the following parochial year. 

48. P. L. C., Continuance Report, App. B No. 6 III, P. P. 1840 XVII (227) 

p. 273. Tor North Bierley, B. 0.31 July 1845; M. B. 12/14725. 

H. Warburton to P. L. C., 7 May 1846; ibid., E. Wilson to A. 

Austin, 2 July 1846. For Horton, M. H. 12/14725, J. Wagstaff to 

P. L. C. 9.7 Feb. 1846. For Bradford, Bradford Vestry and Township 

Book, 5 Sept. '1796; -- Bradford Township. Overseers' Annual Reports; 

B_, 7 April 1836; Bradford Parish Church Vestry Meeting, 12 

., June"1835; B. O., 16 April, 18 June 1835,4 Jan. 1838. For Tong, 

Tong Town1s', Accounts, 1 May 1835; P. L. C., 4th Ann. Rep. (1837 -8) 

App. D. p. 31. 

49. See Chapter 5(iv). 

S0. B_,. 17April. 1834,7 April 1836,13 April 1837; Bradford Parish 

. Church Vestry Meetings, 12 June 1835; Tong Town's Accounts, 1 March 

1821; Tong Mss. B. C. L., Press C, Box 14, Miscellaneous Papers. 

51. Bradford Township. Overseers' Annual Reports; BB.. O., 7 April 1836, 

13 April 1837. 'During'the year ended Lady-Day 1838 Bradford township 

was said to have spent X21-9-0 on medical relief; P. L. C., 4th Ann. Rep. 

(1837-8)'App.. Dýp. 31. 

52, `.,. Manningham Accounts Book (1835-1837), pp. 8,101; Bradford Township 

Overseers' Annual Reports; S. Rayner, op. cit., p. 150; Calverley 

cum Farsley. Apprentice Book (1793-1810); B, 0,97 April 1836,13 April 

1837; Calverley Overseers' and Surveyors' Account Book; W ký e Town's 

Book; ; Shipley Town's Book. The statutory penalty for refusing an 

apprentice was £10, but the Overseers appear to have been prepared to 
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compromise and accept smaller payments. 

53. S. and B. Webb, English Poor Law History Part 1Th Old Poor 

Law (London, `1927. Reprinted 1963), p. 361 n. 2; L . M.. 27 March, 

17 April 1819. -In 1822 Skipton also established a Vagrant Office 

on the Leeds' model; L. M., 20 April 1822, 

54. ' Bradford Vestry and Township Book, 17 March 1819; Bradford Parish 
"w 

Church Vestrq'Meetings, 3 Jan., 29 June 1827; Bradford and 

Huddersfield Courier and West Riding Advertiser, 28 June 1827. 

55. See below, p. 248. 

56. S. and B. Webb, op. cit, pp. 396,406-8; B, 0@$10# 24 April 1834, 

16 April 1835; M., 19 April 1834; `S. C. on P. L. A. A., P p. 1837-8 
, 
j,. 

XVII Pt. II'1(258) Evidence of Rev. G. S. Bull, QQ. 6213,6266. In 

1833 Bradford's Vestry decided to publish lists of paupers; 

Bradford Parish Church Vestry Meetings, 19 April 1833. 

57. P . Pe 1812 V (556) pp. 211-2; P P. 1825 IV (334) p. 253; A. & P. 

'183o-1 XI (83) pp. 245-6; A. & P. 1835 XLVII (444) pp. 237-B; 

1 P. L. C.; 2nd Ann. Rep. (1836) App. E pp. 455-6; ! '. L. C., 3rd Ann. Rep. 

(1837) App. D "p. 231. Where townships omitted to submit a return, 

estimates-have'been used. 

607. 
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Chapter 3. The Reception of the New Poor Law. 

I. S. E. Finer, The Life and Tunes of Sir Edwin Chadwick (London, 1952. 

Reprinted 1970), p. 72 n. l, tellingly points out that the 1834 

Report mentioned counties South of the Trent 343 times, those North 

of the Trent only 18 times. The Commissioners' selectivity is 

further exposed by M. Blaug, 'The Myth of the Old Poor Law and 

the Making of the New, Journal of Economic History, XXIII (1963)p 

especially pp. 157-9,177. 

2. In the words of S. and B. Webb,, English Poor Law History. Part 11 t 

The Last Hundred Years. Vol. I (London, 1929. Reprinted 1963), 

p. lOQ, the Act 'contained nothing that can be called a scheme for 

the relief of destitution, or even any explicit plan of reform'. 

3. B_. 0.. s 11 Aug. '. 1836. 

4. B. 0,931 Dec. 1835; L. M., 4 Feb. 1837. The Leeds' papers were widely 

read iu Bradford. 

: 5. L. M., 4 Feb. 1837,17 May 1834; B_0., 22 May 1834. 

6. L. M., 31 May 1834; B. O., 7 April 1836. 

7. B_0., 7 April 1836; 24 April 1834; L . M., 4 Feb. 1837. 

8. B. 09911 Aug. 1836; L. M.;. 4 Nov. 1837. 

9. B. O., 30 Nov. 1837; L. M., 4 Nov. 1837. 

10. --B. 0.924,31 Dec. 1835. The paper had already earned the contempt of 

Richard Oastler, see A Letter to Those Sleek, Pious, Holy and Devout 

Dissenters, ... The Shareholders in the Bradford Observer (Bradford, 

1834). B. C. L., Tracts. 

11. ' L. I., 26 April; - 24 May, 26 July 1834. 

12.1 ' L. T. ,5 July 1834,4 Feb. 1837v 

13. L_ T.,. 4 Feb. 1837. 

14. The New Poor Law Shawn to be Unconstitutional, Anti-Monarchical, ... 

in a Petition to the House of Lords, from the Reverend George S. Bull 

(London, 1838), pp. 4-7. B. C. L., Federer Collection; 2pposition to 

Introduction of the Poor La's Amendment Bill into Bradford (1837). 

A 

ý. ý., ". 
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- B. C. L., Balne Collection; N. S., 17 Nov. 1838. The distinction 

between General and Particular Orders is discussed in S. and B. 

Webb. -EnRlish Poor Law Policy (London, 1910. Reprinted 1963), 

pp. 21-2. 

15. The Poor Law Act. Public Meeting at Bradford, Yorkshire. Monday, 

March 6,1837 (Bradford, 1837), p. 4. B. C. L., J. Norton Dickens 

Collection., The expression was Bull's. 

16. -B 0.,. 2,9 March 1837; S. C. on P. L. A. A., P. Y. 1837-8 XVIIIPt. II 

-(258) Evidence of Rev. G. S. Bull, Q. 6228. The same arguments were 

used"against the-1839 Constabulary Farce Act (2 +3 Vic. c. 93), 

which was likened to the Amendment Act and regarded as an accessory 

to it; see B . O. 9 17,24 Sept. 1840; S. liner, op. cit., pp. 176-8. 

17. : Opposition to Introduction of the P. L. Amendment Bill; 8.0., 

14. Dec. 1837. 

18. "- N. S. 9'9 June-1838; G. S. Bull, To the People of Bradford, including 

the Unrepresented'(Bradford, 1834), p. 2. 

19.3.0., '-14Dec. 'l837,7 May. 1835; The New P. L. shewn to be 

Unconstitutional, p. 13; The P. L. Act. Public Meeting at Bradford, 

pp. 10-11. ' 

20. " B. O., 14'Dec. 1837; Opposition to Introduction of the P. L. Amendment 

Bill; The New P. L. shewa to be Unconstitutional, p. 9; The P. L. Act. 

Public Meeting at Bradford, p. 11; B. O. 9 2 Feb. 1837,7 June 1838. 

21. L T., 20 May_1837; 
_The 

P. L. Act. Public Meeting at Bradford, pp. 3,8; 

'Opposition-to Introduction of the P. L. Amendment Bill. Several local 

Anglican clergymen, including the Reverends J. Boddington, W. Horgan, 

J., Yawcett, E. Rallrand Page appeared on the platform at Anti-Poor 

Law meetings. - The Reverend Joshua Fawcett later served as Chairman 

of the Bradford and North Bierley Boards of Cuardians. 

22. See above,, pp: 41-2; below pp. 271,275. 

23. The New Y. L. sheen to be Unconst; tutiional, p. 13. 

24. ,. S. C. on the P. L. A. A., "-P P. 1837-8 RVIII Pt. II (258) Evidence of Rev. 
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G. 3. Bull, Q. 6274; B. O., 4 Aug. 1836. 

25. B_O., 2 Yab. 1837; S. C. on the P. L. A. A., P . P. 1837-8 XVIII Pt. II 

(258) Evidence of Rev. C. S. Bull, QQ. 6271-3. A possibly incomplete 

official return stated that 39 families, comprising 176 individuals, 

were transferred to the area of the Bradford Union under the 

migration scheme, all of them in 1836 and most of them from East 

Anglia to Bradford township; A. & P. 1843 XLV (254). 

26. B 019,4 Dec. 1834,, 26 May 1836. Bussey believed that the Poor Law 

Cocinissioners wanted to send children to Australia; B. 0., 7 June 1838. 

27., 4+5 Wn. Iv c. 76 s. 62. 

28. The Substance of s Lecture upon the Nev Poor Law-Act, falsely called 

'The Amendment', delivered by the Reverend G. S. Bull ... December 29th, 

1834, p. 9. -B. C. L., Yederer Collection; C. S. Bull, To the People of 

, 
Bradford, °p. 3= C. S. Bull, The Poor Law Act. To the Inhabitants of 

Bradford and the Neighbourhood (Bradford, 1834), pp. 2-3. B. C. L., 

Deed Box 13, ' Case '48. 

29. For Power's experiences as a Factory Commissioner!.; C. Driver, 

Tory Radical. -The Life of Richard Oastler (New York, 1946), p. 228 ff; 

J. T. Ward, 'Bradford-and Factory Reform', Journal of the Bradford 

Textile Society, (1960-1), p. 47. 

30. B. 0., 12: Jan., -16,23 Feb., 30 March, 6 April 1837; L`I., 14 Jan., 

:8 April 1837; LL T., 14 Jan., 8 April 1837; Mins., 17 Feb., 1,8,15,22 

_,, March 1837; M. H. 32/63. A. Power to P. L. C., 12 Jan. 1837. Bccleshili, 

which formed part of the Carlton Incorporation, was attached to the 

Union for Registration purposes only. At one time it was intended 

that the Union should contain 17 townships; M. H. 32/63. A. Power to 

P. L. C.. 25 Nov. 1836. Discussion on the shape of the Union appears 

to have been minisal. 

31. B. 0., 26 Jan. 1837; The Poor Law Act. To the People of the 20 Tovashipss 

vhich the-Poor Law Commissioners propose to form into the Bradford Union 

(Bradford, 1837). B. C. L., Tracts. The Bradford observer stated that the 
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meeting took place on the 20th January, but this appears to 

have been incorrect. 

32. B_ 0., 2,9 Feb., 2,9 March 1837; L . T., 4,11 geb., 4 March 1837; 

L Z., 25 Feb., 4 Harch 1837, 

33.8B. O., 9,16 March 1837; L. T., 4 March, 8,22 April 1837; L I., 11 

March 1837; N. C. Edsall, The anti-Poor Law movement. 1834-44 

(Manchester, 1971), pp. 71-3. There was some confusion in the press 

over the date of the delegates' conference. 

. 34. For Power's failure to convince Huddersfield of the harmlessness 

of a Board of Guardians elected to operate the Registration Act, 

see C. Driver, off., pp. 335-7. 

H35. E 0., 16 Feb. 1837. The election is discussed more fully in 

Chapter 4(1). 

-360 TheePP. L. Act. To the People of the 20 Townships, p. 4; L. M., 11 Feb. 

1837= B . O., 16 Feb. 1837; L_T., 1S Feb. 1837. 

37. N. Edsall, opt cit., pp. 79-80. The Radical Leads Times thought that 

the boycott was unwise. It predicted, quit a wrongly, that the Tories 

would be victorious; L_ T., 11 Fab. 1837. 

38. H. E. 32/63. A. Power to Y. L. C., 21 Oct. 1837. See also, ibid., A. 

Power to P. L. C., 31 Jan., 10 May 1837. 

39. .B0., 12 Jan., 23 March 1837; Lr T. 8 14 Jan. 1837. The same report 

appears in the LeedsIntelligeý. 25 March 1837. The Leeds' 

papers frequently duplicated the Bradford Observer's reports on 

'Poor Law affairs. 

40. ' i. 0.9 27 April, 2S )ay, 1 June 1837. 

41. ' MMInss., 9 Oct. 1837; P. L. C.. 4th Ani p. (1837-8) App. A No. 7. 

42. ' P. L. C.,, 4th Ann. Rep. (1837-8) App. A No. 8; M. H. 12/14720. A. Power to 

= P. L. {C., 30 Oct.. 1837; B. 0., 2 Nov. 1837. in a letter to the Leads 

Mercuryt Thompson explained that, while he still objected to certain 

aspects of-the Amendment Act and was prepared to petition for its 

alteration,. he felt that it was his duty to uphold the law; L . M., 

'.. .: 
11 Nov. 1837. This was also the position of another ex-officio 
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Guardian-B. C. Lister M. P.; B. A., 2 Nov. 1837, 

43, B. O., 2Nov. 1837. 

44. H. 11.12/14720. A. Power to P. L. C., 30 Oct. 18371 8.0., 2 Nov. 1837. 

45. B . O.. 2 tlov. _1837; H. H. 12/14720. A. Power to P. L. C., 30 Oct. 1837. 

4b. M. H. 12/14720. A. Power to P. L. C., 30,31 Oct., 5 Nov. 1837. E. C. 

Lister refused to support Power's allegation of neglect by the 

Constables; P. L. C., 4th Ann. Rep. (1837-8) App. A No. 8, E. C. Lister 

to Lord J. Russell, 10 Nov. 1837. 

" 47. M. H. 12/14720. A. Power to P. L. C., 5,13 Nov. 1837; ibid., J. Wagstaff 

to A. -Power, 10 Nov. 1837. 

48. 'B 
. O. 6 2: Nov. -1837; L. T., 4 Nov. 1837; M. F. 12/14720. J. Wagstaff to 

A. Power, 10-Nov. 1837. The Leeds Times' report was clearly based on 

that of"the Bradford Observer. 

. 
49.: The preceding account is based on 'Papers relative to the Bradford 

Union', 
-in 

P. L. C., 4th Ann. Rep. (1837-8) App. A No. 8, many of the 

originals of which appear in the Union correspondence, category M. A. 

12/14720. `Also, *B 0., 23 Nov. 1837; Eins., 20 Nov. 1837; M. H. 12/14720. 

J. ' Wagstaff to P. L. C., 20 Nov. 1837. The six policemen did not 

actually return to London until 23rd November. 

50. ',, 'L. 1., '25 Nov. 1837; Bradford Poor Law Union. Letter Book (1837-1839), 

: J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 23 Nov. 1837. 

- 51. `, M. H. 12/14720. "P. L. C. to 3. of Ge., 25 Nov. 1837; ibid., A. Power to 

ibid., P. L. C. to H. Leah, 11 Dec. 1837. 

52. -;,. M. H. '12/14720. A. 'Power to P. L. C., 21 Nov., 2 Dec. 1837; B-0.0 30 Nov. 

1837; -Nina.;. 27- Nov. 1837; P. L. C., 4th Ann. Rep. (1837-8) App. A No. 8 

Power, put, the nurber of Special Constables at 160, the Bradford 

observer at- a minim= of 250; M. E. 12/14720. A. Power to P. L. C., 

2; Dec. 1837; -, B. 0.,. 7 Dec. 1837. 

53.;. H. H. ý12/14720., A. Power to P. L. C., 4,16 Dec. 1837; B. O. 0 7 Dec. 1837; 

L Z., 9 Dec. 1837; ins.. 4 Dec. 1837. 

54. ý, 'M. H. 32/63. `A. Power to P. L. C., 1 Dec. 1837; LT,, 16 Dec. 1837. 
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55. L.?., 6 Jan.,. 14 April 1833; L Z.. 13 Jan.. 12 May 18381 N. 3., 

14,28 Apri1,12 May 1838. 

56. U. S., 9 June, -17,24 Nov. 1838; B. 0., 7 June, 15,22 Nov. 1838; L. I., 

9 June 1838; "41.11.32/64. A. Power - to " P. L. C., 10 June 1838. 

57. rins., 20 Nov., 22 Dec. 1837,12,26 Jan., 2 Feb., 9 March 18381 

Bradford P. L. -Union. Letter Book, Notice to Overseers of 

Manningham, 22 Feb. 1838t ibid., J. Wagstaff to A. Power, 24 Feb., 

24 March 1838; L. T., 3 March 1838. 

58.., See H. E. Rose, 'The Anti-Poor Law Movement in the North of England', 

Northern Eistory, 1 (1966), p. 87. 

59. '"3_ 0., 21,28 Dec. 1837,4,25 Jan., 1,15 Feb., 7 June 1833. 

-60:; -Mins., 2 March 1838; The New P. L. sbevn to be Unconstitutional, p. 15; 

ä. N S., 2 June 1838. 

61. 
- M. Rose, 'The Anti-Poor Law Movement', p. 87. 

62. Ibid., pp. 70,. 86-8; N. Edsall, op. cit., p. 167 ff. 

63. -:, See N. -Edsa11, op. cit., pp. 86,89,141; C. Driver, op. cit., Chs. 25-9; 

H. M. Docton, 'Chartism in Devsbury (Dewsbury, 1968), Sections 1-3. 

64. , 'B_ 0., S April 1838; Bradford P. L. Union. Letter Book, J. Wagstaff to 

, 
A. Power,, 24 March 1838; M. R. 12/14720. Note by A. Power, 2 May 1838. 

Power testified that Bradford's five ex-officio Guardians were 

cooperating-_fully; S. C. on P. L. A. A., P. P. 1837-8 XVIII Pt. I (167) 

(183)'Evidence of A. Power (27 Feb., 2 March 1838), QQ. 2978,3505-6. 

In Huddersfield the Magistrates actively opposed the New Poor Law 

until after the 1838 election; C. Driver, op . ciit_., Chs. 26-7. 

65. See, for example, C. Driver, o . cit., pp'. 334-5; J. T. Ward, The Factory 

Movement 1830-1855 (London, 1962), p. 172 ff; J. C. Gill, Parson Bull 

of Byarlsy (London, 1963), p. 126. 

66. -For the Tory-Anglican dominance of Bradford's factory reform movement, 

see J. Ward, 'Bradford and Factory Reform', p. 52. 

67. see especially, 'J. C. Gill, The Ten Hours Parson (London, 1959) 

-especially pp. 166,190; 'C. Drivar, o . cit., p. 335. 
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68. -L. T., 4, March 1837. 

69. The following account is based on D. G. Wright, 'Politics and Opinion 
t I' 

ati6-if4 

in Itinetecnth Cantury, Eradford. '1832-1880', (Ph. D. thesis. University 

of. Leeds, 1966),. Ch. 2; D. C. trright, 'A Radical Borough : Parliamentary 

Politicc in. Eradford 1832-41'., Northern History,. IV (1969), pp. 132- 

166;. A. J. Feacock, 'Eradford-Chartism. 1839-1840 (York, 1969), 

tasiim; -C. Driver,. op. cit., pp. 266-7; J. Ward, The factory Movement,, 

Pp. 117-9. 
.. ", 

r, 

70.. The P. L. Act. Public Maating'at"Aradford, p. 10; The Substance of a 

Lecture upon-the New P. L. Lct,, pp. 6-7; C. S. Bull, The P. L. Act. To 

''the Inhabitants"of Bradford, p. 1; Richard, Oastler on the New Poor 

Law Act. A Letter'to the Editor. of the Arpus and Demagogue, 8th 

Auftust 1834, p. 3.. B. C. L., Federer Collection. 

71. C. S. Bull,. The P. L. Act. To the Inhabitante of Bradford, p. l; 

The New P. L. shewn to be 'unconstitutional, pp. 13-14. 

72. B-. 0., 
, 
15. Jan.. 1835; 4, -24" Dec. 1834. 

. 
73. L T., 

-6 
May,, -26 Aug. '1837. " 

74.. B. 0., 16 Feb. 1837; L . T. 0 6 Nay 1837. Sevaral months, earlier, the 

visiting, Radical J. -Bell had argued that universal suffrage was the. 

only way out against the tyranny of the Neu Poor. Law; B 0., 4 Aug. 1836. 

75. ß_0.3 July 1837. "ý .. 

76. =" L. T., '26'Aug. 2 Dec. 1837; A. Peacock, op. cit., p. 13.8.0., 7,21 Sept. 

1837. 

77. L . T.,, 9 Sept. -I837. Fcr the-, full correspcndence; L . Ti,, 12,26. Aug., 

2,9,16,23,30 Sept. "1837. 

78. LT;, 12-Aug. 1837,27 Jan. 1833; L. I., 16 Dec. 1837. 

. 79. L T., 20 May 1837;, B. 0., 13 May 1837; S. C. on P. L. A. A., P P. 1837-8 

XVIII Pt. I1 (258) Evidence of Rev. C. S. Bull, QQ. 6256,6257-8. 

80. "Bull . had been alienatedly Oastler's increasingly violent speeches; 

J. Ward,. 'Bradfordand Factory"Reform' p. 49. 

81.. S. C. on P. L. A. A., Rep. 1837-8 XVIII Pt. It. (262) Evidence of Rev. G. S. 
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Bull, Q. 6720; B . O. 9 14 Dec. 1837; L . T. 9 16 Dec. 1837; L. I, 16 Decq 

1837; _ S., 13 Jan. 1833. 

82. D. Wright, 'Politics and Opinion', p. 165. 

83. B 0., 26 Jan. 1837,25 Jan. 1838; Mine., 30 Oct., 4 Dec. 1837; 

Tong Town's Accounts, 29 Nov. 1837; L. T., 2 Dec. 1837; Bradford P. L. 

Union. Letter Book, J. Wagstaff to A. Pourer, 1,6 Jan. 1838. 

84. Bradford Y. L. Union. Letter Book,, J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 27 Jan. 1838; 

B_. 0., 18, Jsm., 1 Feb., 20,27 Sept. 1838. 

85. N. Edsail, op. cit., pp. 105; 150-3,157-60. 

86. For a striking example, see belov,. pp. 171-3. 

, 
87. H. H. 12/14721. ?., Beaumont to, P. L. C., 11 April 1639; H. O. 73/55. 

J. Shav-Lefevre to S. U. Phillipps, 25 April, 4 May 1839; M. 11.12/14721. 

J. E11La to P. L. C., 29 May 1839; ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 22 Feb. 1840. 

88. Chartism obliged Bull to stud his paroonage door; J. Gl, 11, The Ten 

Roure Parson, p. 176. Bussey returned from America in the mid-fifties 

and worked as a publican in Horeforth. 'His career deserves further 

attention. The fullest treatment is by A. J., Peacock, o . cit. 

89. N. S., 30,11arch 1839.4 April 1840; ß. O., 4 April 1839; 
, 
LL.. T., 6 April 

1839; L. I., "6 April 1839,28 March 1840. These elections are discussed 

Clore fully in Chapter 4(1). 

90. 
. 
D. Wrisht, 'A Radical Borough', rp. 146-7; D. Wright,, 'Politics and 

opinion,., 

91. 'B. O., 10 March 1842,4 March 1841,7 
. 
July 1842; L_I., 29 Jan. 1842, 

6 March 1841,16 April, 9 July 1842. The Chartist tir. Ibbstson (Janes 

or Tborias) and the Tory Squire Auty both attended the July comiaittee 

meeting. The 1842 election is discussed in Chapter 4(1). 

92. - J. T. Ward, 'Squire'Auty (1812-1870)', Bradford Antiquary, XLII (1964), 

p. 107. I have, been unable to locate. the original source in the 

Yerrend Hes. 

93. -See beloa., p. 185. 

94. N. H. 12/14726. J. Jennings to P. L. C., 20 June 1848. 

} 
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Chapter 4. The Local Administration. 

(i) Tb. Board of Guardians 

1. Bor example, Bolton, Northampton and Gateshead; R. Boyson, 'ms 

History of Poor Law Administration in North last Lancashire 1834- 

1871', (M. A. thesis. University of Manchester, 1960), p. 14; A. 

s. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

%. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Brundage, 'The Landed Interest and the Now Poor Law sA reappraisal, 

of the Revolution in Govern=ant', English Historical Review, 

LXXXVIt (1972), pp. 33-4,42-3; P. W. Rog. rs, 'Local Politics and 

Administration in the Borough of Gatashead (circa 1835-circa 1856)', 

(Ph. D. thesis, University of London, 1971), p. 130. 

Henry Leab, North Bierley. 1837-41; John Farrar, Pudsey, 1842; 

Joshua Favicett, Worth Biarlsy, 1844-6; Samuel Cowling, Idle, 1847-8. 

In 1843 an ex-officio Guardian, Joshua Pollard* was Chairman. All 

were Anglicans and all but Leah were Tories. 

In 1841 the Union Clerk was made responsible for the conduct of the 

elections. The Guardians were to appoint assistants, with preference 

being given to paid officers of the Union; P. L. C., 7th Ann. 8ep. 

(1841) App. A 00.5. 

See above, p. 70. 

M. H. 32/63. A. Power to P. L. C., 21 Oct. 1837; M. H. 12/14904. (Doncaster 

Union Correspondence). B. Senior to P. L. C., 27 July 1841; M. N. 12/14722. 

C. Mott to P. L. C., 23 April 1842; H. H. 12/14726. Note by A. Austin, 

10 July 1848; M. E. 32/11. C. Clements, report for March quarter 1843. 

M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Ridina', pp. 142-3. 

M. H. 32/63. A. Pover to P. L. C., 21 Oct. 1837; 3.0.9 18 Nov. 1847; 

M. U. 12/14726. Note by A. Austia, 10 July 1848. 

R. öoyson, o . cit., pp-1-3; P. J. Dunkl. y, 'The New Poor Lap and County 

Durhaa*', (M. A. thesis. University of Durhaa, 1971), p. 127. 

M. R. 12/14720. J. Butler to P. L. C., 1 Oct* 1834. 

H. Rose. 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 143, App. to Ch. 3V. 
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11. W. Cud; orth, Histories of Manningham, Reston, and Allerton, p. 155; 

Anon, Industries of Yorkshire (London, c. 1888), p. 213. 

12. W. Cudvortb, Ratbles Round Horton (Bradford, 1686), p. 183; 

H. U. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 4 April 1842. 

13. Green vas the unlikely subject of a uniquely uninformative biography 

by the reverend R. Ray, The Reward of Piety (Londons 1861). This. 

traced Green's conversion from Godless darkness to Methodism, ending 

Euith his elevation to the statue of an 'afflicted and dying Saint'. 

14. B. 4., 11 June 1846,19 Aug. 1947. 

15. X. R. 12/14723. J. Farrar to P. L. C., 16 Nov. 1843. 

16. Tha Rolden - Il ingworth Lottere (Bradford, 1927), pp. 26-7. The 

brothers were Adward and William,, not Simeon. 

17. M. H. 12/14722. C. ). att to P. L. C., 23 April 1842. Between 1837 and 1848 

the sixteen out-townships ware represented by 112 different individuals. 

Forty two are known to have served as Overseers during the period up to 

1848, including eight as Assistant Overseers. Twenty three of these 

forty two served as Overseers under the Old Poor Law, five of then as 

Assistant Overseers. In addition, 15 of the 112 are knoten to have 

served as Highway Surveyors, 14 as Churchwardens and 11 as Constables. 

These figures may seriously understate the number of Guardians who 

filled these offices. 

18. Sea, for ex=pla, C. C. Midwinter, 'Social Administration in Lancashire, 

1830-1860; Poor Law, Public Health and Police', (Ph. D. thesis. 

University of York, 1966), p. 58; C. 3ose, 'Y. L. Administration in the 

W. Riding', p. 180. 

`, 19. Tong Valuation Books (1838-1839). S. C. L., Tong Mcs., Box 14. In 1838 

seventy two individuals were qualified on the basis of a £20 rating. 

Others may have qualified by virtue of property elsewhere in the Union. 

20, Tha dominant landowner, Colonel John Pliuthc Tempest of Tong Ball. was 

an ear-officio Guardian. Mother substantial landotimer, William Terry, 

served as Guardian for Bowling. 
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21. H. H. 12/14726. J. ßiinavortb to P. L. C., 17 June 1847; ibid., 

J. Pirth at al. to P. L. C., 17 June 1847= ibid., )soorial fron 

Tong, received 22 July 1847. The live lucky Guardians were Jonas 

Wilkinson, Isaac Wood, John Hasaond, Samuel Cowling and Thosas 

Mackleyi B-0-9 19 Sept. 1839,17 March, 29 Sept. 1842,2 Tab. 1843, 

6 June 1844. The Bradford Observer ascribed Mackley's teapot to a 

502 reduction in the rates. It was certainly not a reward for 

regular attendance; in three years Hackley attended only 33 out of 

155 meetings. 

22. M. Rose. 'P. L. Administration in the X. Biding'l, pp. 238-9. Sea also 

E. Boyson, off.. pp. 6,11-121 E. Midvinter, o p. cit. g, p. S7i l. R+opra, 

op-cit., pp. 225 6; D. praser, Urban Politics in Victorian Boland 

(Leicester, 1976), p. 70. 

23. L . I., 7 April 1838; B . O, # 14 March 1839; H. H. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff 

to P. L. C., 20 May 1842, 

24.2 . 0.9 6 May 18471 Hins., 16 April 1847; H. A. 12/14721. J. Wagstaff 

to P. L. C., 22 TO., 5 March 1841. 

25. M. Rost, 'P. L. Adainistration in the W. Riding', pp. 137-8: R. Boyson, 

op. cit., pp. 6,12. Both Rosa and Boyson point to the political 

dimension in urban elections. 

26. Tor Wade-and the Operative Conservative Society= W. Paul, A History 

of the Origin and Progress of-Operative Conservative Socistiss 
rr rýrýr 

(2nd edition. Leeds, 1839), pp. 30-1; L . 1-t 26 Jan. 1839,23 April 1842, 

24 Jan. 1846,24 July 1847,22 Jan., 22 April, 21 Oct. 1848,20 Jan. 1849; 

19.0. p 21 Feb. 1850. For Ackroyd; L. I., 6 Oct. 1838,2 Nov. 1839. 
. r_r 

27. L -I.. 3 July 18411 L T., 17 Tob. 18381 3 . 0.9 13 Dec. 1842,12 Jan. 1843. 

Driver and Rotres were nominated by the Complete Suffrage Onion 

and Hamaoond by the Chartists. The agreement between them broke down 

and Rowutree was replaced by the Chartist John Arran. Driver later cams 

under attack for having voted for the Charter at the conference. 

28.0., 9 leb. 1837. 

.% 
.. 'Ä° 

, 
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29. Ste election notice between pp. 97 and 98. 

30.3 . 0.9 9 Feb. 1837. Heaton and t failed to produce correct returns. 

31.3_0., 16 ? ab. 18371 L_T., 18 Feb. 18371 M. B. 12/16720. Election 

return. received 20 Feb. 1837. 

32. K. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 136, overlooks 

the impact of the boycott. 

33.15-0-s 9,16 Fab. 1837,5 April 1838,4 April 1839,26 March 1840. 

34. M. E. 12/14720. Bradford Board of Guardians to P. L. C., 1 March 1837. 

35. Electoral malpractices in Bradford pale beside those indulged in 

in Leeds; see D. Fraser, 'Poor Low Politics in Leeds, 1833-1855', 

Publications of the Thoresby Society, LIII (1970), pp. 4S-8= 

D. Braser, 'The Poor Law as a Political Institution', in D. Praaer (cd. ), 

The New Poor tau in the Nineteenth Centur7º (London, 1976), pp. 113-4. 

See also, K. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Ridins', pp. 134-6. 

36. M. H. 12/14720, B. Rycroft et el. to P. L. C., 20 Feb. 1837. The 

election protests appear in the corraspoodeace for Yebruary 1837 in 

M. B. 12/14720. Sae also, Mins., 17 Tab. 1837; B 0., 23 Feb. 1837. 

37. There was a similar decline in electoral interest in Leeds= D. Prassr, 

'P. L. Politics in Leeds's pp. 34-40. 

38. Bradford Reform Society. Minute Book (1835-1841), 22 March 1837. 

B. C. L., Deed Box IV, Case 1,; R . O. 9 5 April, 29 March 1838; 1 . 9.9 

7 April 1838. 

39. See D. Wright, 'Politics and Opinion' 

40. Bradford Op*ratives' Conservative Society. Minute Book (1837-11! 39_) ý rý. +. rýoýr" ý  nrrrriý. ` ýr ýr  ..  ýwr"rrrr ý 

169-20 March 1839. D. C. L., Deed Box IV, Case 1; 1 . 0.128 March, 4 

April 1839. 

41. L . Tv 4 April 19401 L Z., 28 March 1840; S_ 0., 2 April 1840; LM., 

4 April 1840; M. B. 12/14721. T. 11111 and J. Turner to P. L. C., 6 April 

1840; Mine. ', 3,10 April 1840; M. K. 12/14725. J. Wood to P. L. C., 16 

May 1846. In 1841 there were allegations of election rigging in Idle; 

M. B. 12/14721. S. Cowling to P. L. C. * 5 April 1841; ibid., J. Bagstaff 

j 
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to P. L. C., 12 April 1841. 

42. ß Q., 18 larch 1841; Mins., 26 March 1841; Bradford United Rofors 

Club. Minute Book (1841 184 ), 11,28 Feb. 1842. H. C. L., Dodd 

Box IV$ Case 1. 

43. Se. above, pp. 80-I. 

44.. N. S. , 27 Jan. v 23 June 1838. 

45. Minn., 1 April 1842. 

46. Bradford United Reform Club. Minute Book, 7 Feb. 1843. 

47. B o., 7 March 1844; L. T., 0 April 1844. 

48. B_0., 21 March 1844; Mina., 29 March 1844. 

49. B. O.. 3 April 1845; Mina. 11 April 1845. 

50, Br 0.0 2 April 1846,23 March 18481 Hins., 17 April 1846; L. T., 8 

April 1848, 

51. M. Rosa. 'P. L. Administration in the W. 8iding', p. 153, makes a 

similar point. 

52. B -O. # 6 April 1843. 

53. For examples; B . O.. 11 May 1843,10 June 1847. 

54. M. U. 12/14726. A. Auetin to C. Nicholls, 29 Dec. 1847. See also ibid., 

A. Austin to P. L. B. * 28 June 1848. 

55. R. Eodgkinson, The Origins of the National Health Service. The Medical 

Services of the New Poor Lav 1834-1871 (London, 1967), p. 437, 

mistakenly states that Visiting Cowmittees were not instituted in 

Bradford until 1857. 

56. n. 0., 8 Juno 1843,23 Oct. 1845,10 Sept. 1846,11 Feb., 3 June 1847, 

20 Jan., 7 Sept., 1848; M. B. 12/14726. J. Wagataff to P. L. C., 13 Nov.. 

1847. Long sittings and the consequent need to divide into relief 

committees were common during depressions in manufacturing areas; see 

M. Rose, tP. L. Administration in the W. Aiding', pp. 155-7. w 
57. For examples; 1-0.9 15 Sept. 1842,16 Jan. 1845,22 July, 11 Nov. 1847= 

M. R. 12/14722. T. Macklsy to F. L. C., 2 Sept. 1842.1 

58.3-0-s 15 Dec. 1842,27 Aug. 1846,23 Dec. 1847. Sea also, B . o., 9,23 
I 

Sept. 1847. 
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59. a 0., 15 Aug. 1844,9 March 1848,29 Aptii, 6 May, 19 Aug., 9 

Sept. 1847. 

60. See below, p. 245. 

61. M. H. 12/14722. C. Mott to P. L. C., 24 Sept. 1542; ibid., Mote by Mott 

dated 4 April but received 15 Sept. 1842. Ackroyd would only just 

have taken his seat on the Board in April. 

62. W. Cudworth, Round About Bradfords p. 406. 

63. s 0.. 11 Jan. 1644. 

64. Based on the lists made out by the Clerk in the Minute Books. Late 

arrivals probably vent unrecorded; 3-0#1,9 April 1846. 

65. M. Rose, "P. L. Administration is the V. Riding', pp. I48-50; R. Doyson, 

op. cit., p. 4; E. MtMnter, off., p. 66; P. Dunkley, op. cit., 

p. 130. Midwinter's findings, which are based on limited evidence, 

sometimes contradict Boyson's. 

66. R. Doyson, o . cit., p. 4. See also F. Rogers, o . cit. I pp. 245-8= 

D. Frasers, Urban Politics, p. 71. 

67. M ins.. 26 Nov. 1847. Only on six occasions did tbroo Msgistrotos sttwd 

the same meeting. On each occasion an important decision vas due to be 

Buda. 

68. M. Rose. 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', pp. 144 "7. Ia Durham, 

too, the interest of the ex--officios tended to wane quickly; P. Dunklay, 

o . cit., p. 128. 

69. z . o., 6 April 1843,1ß, z5 May 1945. For clata. of Magisterial dooinarca, 

see A. Brundage, op. cit. , Brundage's Northamptonshire does not seem to 

have been typical even of rural Engiand, see P. J. Dunkley, 'The Landed 

Interest and the New Poor Law $A Critical votes, Rngtish Historical 

Re vi_, LX MII (1973), pp. 836-41; A. Digby, 'The Rural Poor Law', 

in D. Praser (cd. ), o . cit., pp. 152-3. 

70. When no one was elected for a particular township and the retiring 

Guardian was entitled to act for another year, he has been taken into 

consideration only if be actually continued to attend the Doard. In 
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1848 William Bytes was elected for Bradford tonnsbip but refused 

to accept the office and has been disregarded. Trog 1841 the 

candidates' occupations were recorded in the Board of Guardians' 

Minute Book. 

71. As in the occupational graphs, Guardians who continued to serve 

when no one was nominated have been included and William alles 

excluded because of his refusal to accept the office. 

6 
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Chapter 4 (11) . The Itolievins Officers. 
" r. 

1. The Poor Law Report of 1834 (1974 *d. ) q pp. 181-90,401-6,452-6. 

2. According to Eric Midwinter, 'their functions were the making or 

breaking of the schams, ... they were the key-figures of the 

whole system'; R. C. Midwinter, 'State Intervention at the Local 

Level : The'New Poor Lax in Lancashire', Historical Journal, X (1967), 

p. 109. See also, N. lose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', 

p. 193. 

3. P. L. C., 4th Ann. R*p. (1837-8) App. A No. 7; Y. L. C., 8th Ann. Rsp. 

(1842) App. A No. 8; P. L. C., 14th Ann. Rsp. (1847-8) App. A No. 1. 

4.3 . 0.9 11 Aug. 1842; Mia.. (Co ittee), 3 Oct. 1842. 

5. M. H. 12/14722. C. Mott to P. L. C., 24 Upt. 18421 a. 0., 29 Dec. 1842, 

19 Jan., 2 March 1843. 

6.130., 3 May 1838,29 Dec. 1842,3 Dec. 1846; M. H. 32/11. C. Clemsnts 

to P. L. C., 26 lab. 1843; Hins. (Committee). 3 Oct. 1842. 

7. H. B. 12/14904 (Doncaster Union Correspondence). B. Senior to P. L. C., 

27 July 1841; B . O., 2 March 1843. Bor the 1847-8 petitions, thirteen 

in all. "ee the Union correspondence for June. July. December 1847, 

May 1848p in X. R. 12/14726. 

8. Hins., 17 Juno, 2 Sept. 1842,21 April 1843,19 April 1844,7 March 

18451 M. H. 12/14722. T. MoncIct to P. L. C., 26 Aug. 1842; ibid., 

A. Haldenby to P. L. C., s Sept. 1842. 

9. This was common. Reporting on the Basiord Union in Nottinghaashire, 

Edward Senior wrote that 'the Guardians still consider thseaselves 

representatives of their several parishes rather than a con board'; 

N. H. 12/9230. B. Senior to P. L. C., 23 Sept. 1840, quoted in M. Caplan, 

'The Administration of the Poor Law in the Unions of Southwsil and 

Baefords 1836-71', (Ph. D. thesis. university of Nottingham, 1967), 

p. 252. 

10. H. H. 12/14721. J. Nagstaff to P. L. C., 19 Aug. 1841; i_bid. 9 B. Senior 

to P. L. C., 21 Ang. 1841. 
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U. f. ii. 12/14722. S. Cowling to P. L. C., 13 Sept. 1842; Mine. (Coseittse), 

11 Oct. 1842; B_C&, 20 June 1844. 

12. B 0., 29 Sept. 1842,10 Aug., 16 Nov. 1843; N. U. 12/14723. W. 

&epworth to Y. L. C., 8 June 1843; ibid., Note by C. Clements, 11 June 

1843. For further discussion of Mactley's activities, see below, 

pp. 207-8. 

13. N. H. 32/11. C. Clements to P. L. C., 26 Feb. 1843; Hins. (Coemittee), 

11,17,24 Oct. 1842. 

14. See A. toyson, op. cit., pp. 144,146,148-50. Boards of Guardians often 

dealt with relief applications on a township basis, dividing into 

district relief cozmnittees composed of the relevant Guardians; E. 

Midwinter, 'State Intervention at the Local Level', p. 108; F. Rogers, 

op. cit., pp. 303-4. The Overseers sometimes retained initial control of 

relief distribution; P. Dunkley, 'The New P. L. and County Durham', 

pp. 136-7. 

15. S. C. on P. L. A. 4 P P. 1837-8 XVIII Pt. I (183) Evidence of A. Poser, 

Q. 3327. Power's judgement was made on the basis of the 1831 Census 

figures, when the Union's population was under 95,000. The Chairman 

of the Gasford Union in Nottinghamshire felt that three Believing 

Officers were insufficient for a Union with a population of over 

50,000; the Assistant Commissioner overruled him. Sae M. Caplan, 'The 

Poor Lavia Nottinghamshire, 1836-71', Thoroton Society Transactions, 

L XIV (1970), p. 89. 

16. As Jennings himself pointed out; M. H. 12/14726. J. Jennings to P. L. C., 

20 June 1848. 

17, B_0., 2 Dec., 25 14ov. 1847. 

18. Figures based on weekly returns in the Bradford Observer. 

19. Mini., 26 Feb. 1841; B. O., 29 Dec. 1842. 

20. BB. 0., 11 Aug. 1842; M. U. 12/14726. S. Troughton and J. Bower to P. L. B., 

22 May 1848. 

21. M. B. 12/14722. C. Mott to P. L. C., 24 Sept. 1842; H. H. 12/14725. J. 
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Clayton to P. L. C., 2 Oct. 1846; M. H. 12/14726. T. Clough to P. L. C., 

11 May 1847. Bradford's Believing Officers were not unique in having 

other jobs; R. Boyson, op. cit., pp. 140-1; P. Rogers, op. ciit., p. 187. 

22. M. U. 12/14722. U1ote by C. Hott, dated 4 April 1842 but received 

15 Sept. 1842. A seventh permutation vas adopted in May 1848, to 

take effect fron the and of the quarter, but appears not to have 

been enforced. 

23. Mina., 13,27 Sept., 22 Nov. 1839. 

24. Sea M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 160; R. Boyson, 

op. cit., p. 135. 

25. M_., 27 Jan. 1843; M. U. 12/14723. R. Baldenby to P. L. C., 30 Jan., 

7,18 March 1843; ß 0., 23 Beb. 1843. Discussion of the new relief 

district coincided with Sykes' enforced resignation, re-election and 

subsequent dismissal. The Board of Guardians took advantage of this to 

reduce his salary and that of his successor to f80. 

26. H. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. H., 5,24 June 1848; i bid., J. Jennings 

to P. L. B., 20 June 18481 ibid., C. Laycock to P. L. B., 20 June 1848; ibid., 

E. iiilner and D. Knowles to F. L. D., 7 June 1848. The cocnplAnts 

dragged on after the Unions division, see M. U. 12114727. G. Laycock 

to P. L. ß., 29 Jan., 26 Feb. 1849; ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 9 Feb., 

14 Harcti 1849; ibid., J. Jennings to P. L. B., 12 March 18(19. 

27.8r 0., 24 June 1847. 

28. Salaries in Bradford seen to have compared favourably with those in the 

West Riding generally, vtlere they averaged from £60 to £80; If. Rose, 

'P. I.. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 192. In Lancashire, salaries 

averaged leas than £100; E. Midwinter. 'Social Administration in 

Lancashire', p. 80 

29. M. H. 12/14721. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 19 Aug. 1841; ibid., E. Senior to 

P. L. C., 21 Aug. 1841. 

30. M. A. 12/14721. J. Ellis to P. L. C., 20 Jan. 1839. For Jennings and the 

disallowance; Mine., 29 Jan. 1847; 3.0, ", 16 July, 6 Lug"" 10,17 Dec. 
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1846,4,25 Feb., 26 Aug. 1847; M. H. 12/14725. J. 'Nanxaring to 

P. L. C., 11 June 1846; ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 23 June, 13 

July 1846; M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 1 Feb. 1847; 

ibid., J. )4anxariug to P. L. C., 11 July 1847. For the assaults; 

Bam., 27 Jan. 1848; L 1., 22 Jaa., 19 Feb. 1848. Jams Illis was 

also assaulted; Hins., 27 March 1840. 

31. See'B. Midwinter, 'Social Administration in Lancashire', p. 80. 

32. B-0.0,23 Nov. 1837,1 June 1843. 

33. B 0., 23 Nov. 1837,18 March 1841,20 Oct. 1842,23 Oct. 1845. 

34. L I., 25 Nov., 2 Dec. 1837; H. N. 12/14726. P. Driver to Y. L. C., 4 

Dec. 1847; ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 15 Jan. 1848. 

35. See M. Roeaq 'P. L. Administration in the W. Biding', P-192#. ; B. 

Midwinter, 'Social Administration in Lancashire' pp. 78-9/ 120; P. 

Dunkley, 'The New P. L. and County Durbaed, p. 133. 

36. M. H. 12/14725. H. Warburton to P. L. C., 10 Aug. 1846; D. O., 24 Dec. 

1846,20,27 14ay, 25 Nov. 1847,18 May 1848; L. X., 22 July 1848. 

37. M. Caplan. 'The P. L. in Nottinghamshire; p. 89. 
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Chapter 4(111). The Overseers and tho Poor state. 

1. The Poor Lay Report of 1834 (1974 ed. ). p. 494; 4+ 5 Wa. IV c. 76 

ss. 34-6. Only one Union took advantage of this provision= M. E. Rose, 

'Settlement, Rezoval and the Nov Poor Law'3 in D. Fraser (ed. ), 

op. cit., footnote 3, p. 206. 

2.8. Boyson, op. cit, pp. 135-6; E. Midwinter, 'Social Ad-In istration 

in Lancashire', p. 61; M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', 

pp. 343-5. 

3. 'Urgent necessity' may have been loosely interpreted. In 1842 Pudsey's 

Assistant Overseer testified that paupers called at his house every 

morning and that ha often Sava relief to the casual poorO which the 

Relieving Officer later repaid; Minn. (Committea), 17 Oct. 1842. 

4. In 1041, with some misgivings and subsequent ragrot, the Poor Law 

Commission agreed to make the Relieving Officers' salaries a district 

instead of a Union charge, bringing them into line with the Assistant 

Overseers. 

S. See abovQ, p. 120. 

6. M. M. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 4 April 1842; ibid.. C. Mott to 

P. L. C., 23 April 1842. 

7. If. Rose, 'P. L. Adainistratioa in the W. Riding', p. 345. 

8. This scams to have bean universal. See, for example, ibid., pp. 340-2= 

P. Dunkloy, 'Thee New P. L. and County Durham', p. 196. 

9. H. H. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 14 July 1842. 

10. B . O. 9 25 Nov. 1847; H. U. 12/14724. J. Ellis to P. L. C., 26 Sept. 1844. 

11. M. U. 12/14722. U. Haldenby to P. L. C., 16 July 1842. 

12. Ibid., C. Hanson to P. L. C., 23 April 1842. Pickles' appointment was 

one of those rejected by the Poor Law Coasission. 

13. B -0-s 5 Feb. 1846. Another Assistant Overseer, John Pickles, may 

have been the subject of bastardy proceedings= West Riding Quart 

SsssionsOrder Book (1838-1841). Bradford Sessions, 1 July 1840. 

14. H. N. 12/14724. Note by C. Clements, 28 March 1844; x., 23 $. pt. 1847. 

ýý 
... .` ý` 
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For the Overseers' failure to use the Rata Receipt Check Books: 

M` , 23 Fab., 9 Aug., 1844,10 Jan., 18 July 1845; M. H. 12/14726. 

J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 14 Aug. 1847. For the Auditor's difficulties; 

ibid., J. Manvaring to P. L. C., 2: Aug. 1847. 

15. B . O. 9 9 Dec. 1847; M. 11.12/14726. T. Barker to P. L. B., 10 Aug. 1848. 

16. M. R. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 26 Sept. 1842. 

17. M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 346. 

18. N. U. 12/14721. H. Leah to P. L. C., 8 March 1841. 

19. Vor complaints of Shipley's obsolete valuation; M. H. 12/14722. T. 

Butterworth to P. L. C., 1 March 1842. For the national and regional 

picture; 14. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Aiding', p. 347. 

20. M. U. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 25 May. 1847; M. H. 12/14721. 

Note by W. Lumley, 23 Jan. 1841. 

21. N. H. 12/14721. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 14 Jan. 1841; B. 000 3 Nov. 1842; 

N. H. 12/14723. S. Hutton to P. L. C., 13 June 1843. Idle's valuation 

became an election issue, see above, 0.108. For similar problems 

slsa4aero see, for example, T. D. Jones, 'PQor Law and Public Health 

Administration in the Area of Merthyr Tyyi1 Union. 1834-1894', (M. A. 

thesis. University of Wales, 1961), p. 40. 

22. W. Riding Quarter Sessions Order Books (1843-1846) (1846-1850), Leeds 

Sessions, 21 Oct. 1846; Bradford Sessions, 28 June 1848; B_., 11 

March 1847. Tar problems in assessing the liability of machinery at 

thu Bowling Iron Works, see also E. O., 7 Aug. 1845. Problems of this 

kind are discussed more fully in M. Rosa, 'P. L. Administration in 

the V. Riding', pp. 348-54. 

23. Sea, for example, Minx., 25 Oct. 1644. 

24. H. U. 12/14723. A. Hutchinson to P. L. C., 15 April 1643; Hins. (Committee), 

17 Oct. 1842. 

25. Hins., 9,23 Feb., 1 March 1844; M. H. 12/14724. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 

29 March 1844; ibid., R. Sutcliffe to P. L. C., 28 May 1844; Lbid., 

Note by C. Clements, 2 April 1844; L bids, S. Lobley and W. Buggan to 
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P. L. C., 31 May 1844. In 1846 another township, Clayton, was said 

to be suffering from a rate inadequate to meet the calls; B. O., 

1 Oct. 1846. 

26. Returns appearing in the correspondence for January 1851, in 

11.11.12/14728 (Bradford Union) and M. H. 12/14769 (North Bierley 

Union). Similar returns for rates laid between 1849 and 1851 produce 

almost identical results; A. & P. 1852 XLV (2) pp. 321-2. 

27. B. O., 22 June 1848. 

28. M. H. 12/14726. T. Myers to P. L. B., 31 July 1848; B. O. 9 13,27 Jan., 

22 June 1848,9 Jan. 1840,13 April 1843,20 May 1847. 

29. See, for example, B. O. 9 19 Dec. 1839,20,27 May 1847. 

30. Mins., 26 Nov., 3 Dec. 1847. For the impact of the $mall Tenements 

Rating Act, see below, pp. 405-9. 

31. Mins. (Committee), 17 Oct. 1842; B. O., 25 Nov. 1847; M. H. 12/14724. 

R. Sutcliffe to P. L. C., 28 May 1844. 

32. B. O., 12 Jan. 1843. 

33. B. O., 15 July 1841,6 Jan. 1842,24 Dec. 1846,27 Jan. 1848,25 Nov. 

1847; Mins. (Committee), 24 Oct. 1842. There had been the same 

problems under the Old Poor Law. In 1826-7 rate leakages in Bradford 

township amounted to 10.3% of the rate, in 1827-8 to 8.0%. Bradford 

Township. Overseers' Annual Reports (1826-1828). Rate leakages were 

at least as high in some other West Riding townships; M. Rose, 

'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding 'q pp. 355-63. 

34. N. H. 12/14723. A. Hutchinson to P. L. C., 15 April 1843; H. H. 12/14724. 

R. Sutcliffe to P. L. C., 28 May 1844; M. H. 12/14721. J. Butler to P. L. C., 

31 July 1839. The township was Hunsworth. For this episode see also 

below, pp. 412-4. 

35. M. H. 12/14726. J. Binns to P. L. B., 1 March 1848. 

36. Ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 13 March 1847; Hins., 21 July 1848. 

37. B. O., 4 Nov. 1847. 

38. N. H. 12/14726. S. Crabtree to P. L. B., 19 Feb. 1848; ibid., T. Lister 
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and J. Lister to F. L. L., 18 Feb. 1849. Crabtree had argued a 

sinilar case a year earlier; ibid., S. Crabtree to P, L. C., 

18 Jan. 1847. 

39. Br., 17 Feb. I848. 

40. This, distinct, source of dissatisfaction is discussed below, 

pp. 325-8,348-50. 

41. Tile'problem of chronic arrears and the use of threat`s and court 

action against the üverseers unre jidespread. See, for exarple, 

P. ßunk1ey, 'The New P. L. and County Durham', pp. 196-8; L. Midwinter, 

'Social Administration in Lancashire', pp. 61-2; P. Rogers, op. cit., 

p. 402; S. I. Richardson, 'A History of the Edmonton Poor Law Union. 

1837-1854', Edronton Ifundred historical Society. Occasional Papers, 

. 3ev Series, 12 (196R), ' p. 16. 

42.1844 Poor Law Arendrent Act (7 +8 Vic. c. lO1 9.61). 

43. This lack of enthusiasm was `cor. non in the West Riding; It. Rose, 

'P. L. Administration in the IV. Riding', p. 341. 

44. ? 1.11.12/14722. S. taycock to P. L. C.; 2') June, 19 Sept. 1842; 

M. U. 12/14724. S. Laycock to P. L. C., 1 March 1844; M. 1I. 12/ 14725 

S. Laycock to P. L. C., '28 March 1846; ä3. O., 20 Jan. 1848; Mins., 

28 April, 2,9,30 June, 7,21,28 July, 8 Sept. 1848. 
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Chapter 5. The Relief. of . the Poor. 

(i) The Able-Bodied Debate. 

1. The Poor Law Report of 1834 (1974 ed. ), pp. 82,115. 

2. Ibid., pp. 335,375. 

3. M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', V. 184. See also, 

E. Midwinter, 'Social Administration in Lancashire', p. 117. 

4. A. & P. 1847-8 LIII (642) p. 13; ß. O., 24 Feb. 1848,18 Nov., 2 Dec. 

1847, 

5. N. H. 32/63. A. Power to P. L. C., 21 Oct. 1837. 

6. P. L. C., 4th Ann. Rep. (1837-3) App. A No. 7. 

7.4 +5 Wm. IV c. 76 ss. 23,25. 

8. For these Unions, see R. Boyson, op. cit., p. 271; E. Midwinter, 'Social 

Administration in Lancashire', p. 106; N. Edsall, op. cit., pp. 223-4. 

9. B. O., 7 Dec. 1837. 

10. M. H. 12/14720. Note by C. "Mott, 5 Jan. 1839. 

11. M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 237. 

12. See below, p. 253 ff. 

13. L. I., 13 Oct. 1838; A. & P. 1843 XLV (144) p. 26; Nins., 1S May 1838, 

14 June 1339. 

14. See above, pp. 118-23. 

15. See below, p. 184. Fewl. ast Riding Boards drew up fixed scales of relief; 

see It. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 194. 

16. S. C. on P. L. A. A., P. P. 1837-3 XVIII Pt. I (183) Evidence of A. Power, 

Q. 3515; M. H. 12/14904 (Doncaster Union Correspondence). E. Senior to 

P. L. C., 27 July 1841; M. ii. 12/14722. C. Mott to P. L. C., 24 Sept. 1842; 

Mins. (Committee), ä, 17 Oct. 1842; tins., 4,18 May, 10,17 Aug. 1838, 

28 May 1841. 

17. B. O. 0 17 Feb., 19 2'. ay 1842. 

18. M. P. 12/14720. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 5 May 1838; B. 0., 23 May 1839; 

Mina., 7 Sept., 15 June 1838; Mins. (Co^rnitteeý 11,17 Oct. 1842; 

a. ti. 12/14722. C. Hott to P. L. C., 24 Sept. 1842; Bß. 0., 29 Sept. 1842. 
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The Bolton Board of Guardians also paid relief direct to the 

landlords; R. Boyson, o p. cit., pp. 197-8. 

19. : i. U. 12/14722. C. Hott to P. L. C., 24 Sept. 1842; Hins., 3 Jan. 

1840; Hi__SComcni tee), 31 Oct. 1842; B_ 0., 19,26 May 1842. 

Et ployaent on the roads by the township Surveyors was also fairly 

coon practice in Lancashire; see R. Boyson, op. cit., pp. 202,208, 

229. See also, P. Dunkley, 'The Now P. L. and County Durham's pp. 237-8. 

20. Mina.,, 20 May 1842. 

21. See above, pp. 41-2,52; below, pp. 271,275. 

22.8; 0., 26 May 1842. 

23. N ins., 20 Hap 1842; E. 0., 26 May 1842. 

24. H. B. 12/14722. Note by C. Mott, n. d., on back of H. Baldenby to P. L. C., 

20 Aug. 1842; ibid., C. Mott to P. L. C., 24 Sept. 1842. 

25. M. U. 12/14722. P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 4 Oct. 1842; M. H. 12/14723. 

C. Clements to P. L. C. 15 Jan. 1843. 

26. P. L. C., 9th Ann. Rap (1843) p. 2. 

27. P. LC., 8th Ann. Rep. (1842) App. A No. 11. 

28. B . O. * 29 Sept., 6 Oct. 1842. 

29. Minx., 2 June 1843. The petition also appears in M. H. 12/14723. H. 

Haldenby to P. L. C., 7 June 1843. 

30.3 0. p 25 May 1843. 

31. 'The bane of all pauper legislation has been the legislating for 

extreme cases. Every exception, every violation of the general rule 

to neat a real case of unusual hardship, lets in a whole class of 

fraudulent cases by which that rule must in time be destroyed 's 

The Poor Law Report of 1834 (1974 cd. ), pp. 376-7. 

32, M. B. 12/14723. P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 5 July 1843. 

33. Mina. (Co=ittee)', 3,11,17,24,31 Oct. 1842; L 0., 29 Dec. 1842, 

34. M. H. 12/14723. P. DrLvar, T. Markley at A. to P. L. C., 23 Jun* 1843. 

35. Mins., 21 July 1843, 

36. B. 0., 10 Aug. 1843. 

37. Mine.. 4 Aug. 1843. 
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38. M. E. 12/14723. H. Haldenby to P. L. C., 20 July, 10 Aug. 1843= 3 . 0.0 

18 Dsc. 1845=-M. ü. 12/14725. W. Barlow to P. L. C., 13 Dec. 1845; 

ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 26 Nov., 15 Dec. 1846= ice., Note 

by A. Austin, 28 Dec. 1846. 

39. For these cases; ins., 7 April, 19 May, 28 July 1843; B_ 0., 5 Oct. 

1843; 15 Jan. 1846. 

40.3 . 0.9 2 Feb. 1843, 

41. B_ 0., 2 March 1843. 

42. B . O. 9 2 Feb., 2 March 1843. 

43. Mine., 27 Jan., 10 Feb. 1843= B 0., 2,16 Fab. 1843. 

44. Mias., 17 Feb. 1843; 11.0., 2 March 1843. 

45. M. E. 12/14723. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 25 Tab. 1843; B 0., 16,23 

March 1843. 

r, 

46. H. H. 12/14723. H. Haldenby to P. L. C., 18 March 1643; Mine., 7 April 

1843; M. H. 12/14723. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 25 April 1843, draft 

reply 23 May 1843. 

47. K. N. 12/14723. C. Clements to Y. L. C., 6 Oct. 1843. 

48. Iw bid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., received 30 Oct. 1843. 

49. Ibid., P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 9 Nov. 1843. 

50. Hins., 10 Nov. 18431 H. N. 12/14723. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 11 

Nov. 1843, draft reply 16 Nov. 1843. 

51. N. N. 12/14724. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 8 May, 26 June, 18441 ibid., 

C. Clements to C. C. Levis, 27 May 1844. 

52. See N. Edsall, op. cit., pp. 242-50. Tor obstruction elsewhere; P. 

Dunklsy, 'The Nev Y. L. and County Durham', pp. 236-8. 

33. K. R. 12/14724., J. Wagstaff to Y. L. C., 26 June 1844. For evidence of 

employment by the townships in 1843; Nina., 10 Feb-, i6,23 June, 24 Nov., 

1 Dec. 1843; 8.0_, 31 Aug. 1843. Able-bodied applicants wrs still 

being referred to the Surveyors in the iaid-18608; see below, p. 440. 

, 
54. M. H. 12/14724. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 27 July, 3,29 June 1844. 

55. Ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 3 June, 21 Sept. 1844, 

,' q= 

t 
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56. Ibid.. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 14 Dec. 1844. 

57. X. R. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 30 Oct. 1446, draft 

raply 5 Nov. 1846; B. O., 12 Nov. 1846. 

58. Miins., 6 Nov. 1846; M. N. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 9 Nov. 

1846, draft reply 23 Nov. 1846, Par the petition; Mine., 11 Dec. 

1846; N. H. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 13 Dee. 1846. 

59. H. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 13 Dec. 1847. 

60. See, for example, B. Doyson, off., pp. 201-2= ?. Jonas, op. cit., 

pp. 47-8. 

61. H. R. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 13 Dec. 1847, draft reply 

28 Dec. 1847; Mine., 7 Jan. 1848. 

62. Mine., 14 April 1848. The alleged threat to 'the peace of the 

country' was a reference to physical force Chartiss. in May 1848 

the West Riding magistrates urged the Boma Secretary to relax the 

restrictions on outdoor relief; M. B. 12/14726.8. W. Wickham at al. 

to Sir C. Crey$ 19 May 1848. 

63. Mires., 28 April 1848= M. R. 12/14726. Bradford Board of Guardians to 

the Earl of Aarevood, 12 May 1848. 

64. B. O., 18 Feb. 1847. 

65. D_ O.. 14 Jan. $ 9,23 Dec. 1847= M. H. 12/14726. C. Morris to P. L. B., 

14 Oct. 1848; 3 . 0.0 31 Aug. 1648; L. I., 16 Sept. 1848. It is not 

cimr exactly how many sites were in operation during the sunwr of 

1848. 

66. D 0., 14,21 Jan., 20,27 Hay 1847; 1 June 18481 Mins., 13 Jan. 1847. 

67. See H. lose, 'P. L. Administration in tba W. Riding', p. 196. 

68. H. H. 12/14726. T. Myers to P. L. B., 31 July 1848. 

69. See, for example, R. Boyson, o . cit., pp. 190,193-4= P. Dunkley, 

'The New P. L. and County Durham; pp. 142-5. 

70. MI_s., 29 Oct. 1832; M. H. 32/7. Statenent of Number of Arsons receiving 

Relief for Quarter ending September 1848. 

71. B 0., 5,20 Feb, 1845= Mi_., 31 Jan. 1845. 
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72. B. O., 20 Map, 28 Oct., 9,30 Dec. I847. 

73. Z . O. 9 16 Dec. 1847. for the street sweeping schere; `, 26 Nov., 

10 Dec. 1847; M. B. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 26 Nov., 13 

Dec. 1847. 

74. 'Considerable difficulty exists with respect to the choice of 

employment for able-bodied man sat to work by the Guardians, not 

only under the Outdoor Labour Order, but also within Workhouses'; 

P. L. C., 9th Ann. Rep. (1843) p. 2. 

75. ß 0., 19 March 1846; M. A. 12/14726. J. Bitton to Sir C. Croy. 

20 July 1843, 

76. Batwaan 1837 and 1848 the Board of Guardians' Minutes record less 

than twenty cases in which it was intended to give assistance to 

emigrating families. 

77. B-0.9 16 Dec. 1847,6 Jan. 16491 Ming., 14 Jan. 1848. 

78. M. R. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. D.. 15 Jan. 1848, draft reply 

20 Jan. 1848; 8_0., 17,24 Feb. 1848. 

79. M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. a., 4 March 1848; B_0., 16 March 

1848. 

84. In February 1848 it was reported that about thirty families had left- 

for Australia, possibly assisted by the ami`ration committee: B. O., 

3 Feb. 1848. 

81. Thu lead cane from Faralsy Tyas in the Huddarsfiald Union, but the 

most ambitious scheme was operated by the Sheffield Board of Guardians, 

and ran for over twenty years; See J. Salt, 'Isuc Ironside and the , 
Hollow Meadows Para Experiment19 Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic and 

Social Research, 12 (1960 pp. 45-51. 

82.3 . 0.9 6 July 1843,28 Oct. 1847,23 May, 3 Aug. 1848. 

83. _, 2 June 1348; B_ 0., 8 June 1848; K. ä. 12/14726 J. Wagstaff to 

P. L. B., 3 June 1848, draft reply 13 June 1848. 

84, B. O., 8,15,22,29 June 1848, A far larger sum was subscribed to tho 

public relisf coscdittsa for isnsdiate distribution, pp. 2a2-5. 

*,, 

. 4- 
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85. B . O., 6,13,20 July, 3,10,17,24 Aug. 18481 Miss., 14 July 1848= 

M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagataff to P. L. B., 24 July 1848. Vor the 

committee's efforts after the Union's division, see below p. 433. 

86. For vhich, sae below, pp. 282-5. 

87. Returns appearing in the Bradford Observer between November 1847 

and March 1848. 

88. A. & P. 1849 XLVII (586) p. 15; E 0., 31 Aug. 1848. Yet in December 

1847, vben there were favor sale able-bodied paupers, there were 

over 600 men at the test. 

89. B . O. 9 13 April, 11 May 1848, H. B. 12/14724. H. Raldanby to P. L. C.. 

30 Dec. 1843. 

90. H. R. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C. 915 Dec. 1846. 

91. Based on annual poor rate returns in appendices to Poor Law Comaission 

and Poor Lav Board Annual Reports. 
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Cb3Dter 5(j). Outdoor Relief. The Non-Able Bodied Poor. 

1. A. & P. 1849 XLVII (566) p. 15. 

2. Early in 1849 the Bradford Board defended its decision to discontinue 

ra: ief to a 75 year old voolcosber because coobing work was available 

for hin. Old age was not a passport to the non able-bodied category; 

8_ O.. 1 Feb. 1849. 

3. A. & P. 1849 XLVII (586) p. 15. 

4. I:. U. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B. ' 29 Jau. 1848. 

S: Hins., 31 Oct. 1845. 

6.2ha Poor Lay Raport of 1834 (1974 ed. ), pp. 114-5. 

7. A, fact caramanted on by H. W. Flinn, 'Medical Services under the Nev 

Poor Law', in D. Fraser (ed. ), op. cit., pp. 47-9. 

8. See above, pp. 33-9. 

9. B. 0. -, 31 May, 21 June 1838. 

10. B: 0., 12 March 1840. 

11. li. U. 12/14721. C. Beckett to P. L. C., 10 April 1841. 

. 12. P. L. C., 8th Ann. Rap. (1842) App. A U. S. 

13. In 1846. the Conissioners refused to sanction the appointment of 

William BrumfLt as Medical Officer for Calverley because, though 

duly qualified, Bromfit lived outside the district and another 

qualified doctor lived inside it; M. B. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 

., F. 23 April, '4 May 1846. 

14.. 8.0. ", 23 March 1843. For Greenwood's case; M. R. 12/14726. J. Schield 

to P. L. B., 25 Feb. 1848; ibid., J. McMichan to P. L. B., 26 Feb. 1848; 

"-ibid., J., Wagstaff to P. L. B., 6 March 1848. For the case of North 

Bierlay; M. H. 12/14725. J. whitteron to P. L. C., 13,20 March 1846; 

ibid., J. Fawcett to A. Austin, 8 July 1846; ibid., E. Wilson to 

A. ' Auis tin, 2 July 1846; ibid., B. Warburton to P. L. C., 7 May 1846; 

ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 20 Feb., 3,6,23 April, 23 May 1846. 

1S. M. Flinn, . cit., p. 55. Sea also, R. Rodgkinson, op. cit., p. 106 ff. 
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In Lacds, two Medical Officers acted for a population of over 

88,000; M. Rosa, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Siding', p. 220. 

16. Hins., 4 Jan., 5 April 1839,19 March 1641,18 March 1842. 

Staasfiold probably acted for two districts for only part of the 

Tear; B. 0., 5 Jan. 1843. 

17. H. H. 12/14723. J. Popplaton to B. Chadwick, 15 Tab. 1843. 

18. For examples; H. B. 12/14725. H. Warburton to P. L. C., 7 May 1846; 

M. U. 12/14726. W. Yield to P. L. B., 6 March 1848. 

19. _0., 9 March 1843; H. B. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 12 June 

1845. 

20. H. U. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B.. 27 Jun. 1848. 

21. For evidence of generally low salaries, see R. Eodgkinson, op. cit.. 

p. 79 ff. Salaries in the West Riding ranged from about E20 to £40; 

M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 220. For the 

acceptance of Poor Law appointments 49 a means of establishing a 

practice, see M. Flinn, o . cit., p. 50. 

22. Based on returns in H. R. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 27 June 

1848. During these five years 'ordinary' cases accounted for well 

over 90% of all cases attended. 

23. M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 4 March 1848; B_0., 24 Feb. 

1848; X. H. 12/14726. A. Austin to P. L. $., 27 Dec. 1848; ibid., 

Petition to P. L. n., received 10 March 1848. 

24.3.0.9 24 Feb. 16,2 March 1848. 

25. K. H. 12/14722. J. Poppleton to P. L. C., 4 Sept. 1842. Tor an 

authoritative attack on the rocs of the Relieving Officers, see S. C. 

on radical Poor 8. alief, P. P. 1844 IX (531) Evidence of A. W. RmseY, 

Q. 9137. Roney represented the Provincial Medical and Surgical 

Association. Sen also, M. Blinn, op. cit., p. 49. 

26. Wins., 10 Jan. 1845. 

= 27. z . o., 9 Match 1843. 

28. H. A. 12/14726. A. Austin to Y. L. C., 19 Nov. 1847. 
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29. 8.0., 24 Nov. 1842. 

30. M. N. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 21 Aug. 1847; P. L. C. 

Continuance Report, App. B No. 6 III, P. P. 1840 M1 (227) pp. 

273-4; H. H. 12/14723. Note by C. Clements, 11 June 1843. 

31. M. H. 12/14723. W. Hepworth to P. L. C., 23 May, 8 June 1843. 

Hepworth's predecessor also accused Mackley of unfair practices; 

3.0., 11 Aug. 1842. 

32. M. H. 12/14724. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 17 June 1844; ibid., Note 

by C. Clements, 8 July 1844. 

33. Based on annual poor rate returns in apprendices to Poor Law 

Commission and Poor Law Board Annual Reports. Except for the years 

ended March 1839 and 1840, the returns of total relief expenditure 

excluded medical relief. The returns have been adjusted to include 

medical relief. 

34. R. Hodgkinson, op. cit., p. 194; S. C. on Medical Poor Relief, P. P. 

1844 IX (531) Evidence of H. Rumsey, QQ. 9109,9101. For charitable 

pro&i3ion in Bradford, as* Chapter 5(iv). 

35. B. J. Lambert, 'A Victorian National Health Service : State 

Vaccination, 1855-71', Historical Journal, V (1962), p. l. 

36. This point is developed in M. Flinn, op. cit., pp. 51-3. 

37. B. O. 9 22 Jan. 1835,18 Aug. 1836,14 Sept. 1837. Between 1825 and 

1836 over 2,600 children were vaccinated at the Infirmary; B. O., 

12 May 1836. 

1 38. Based on annual poor date returns in appendices to Poor Law Cosmnission. 

and Poor Law Board Annual Reports, and on annual vaccination returns 

filed in the M. H. 12 Correspondence. 

39. See M. H. 12/14721. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 15 May 1841. 

40. Hins., 12,26 May 1848; 8.0., 18 May 1848. 

41. See M. Rosa, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 221. 

42. B. O., 22,29 Oct. 1840,25 Feb. 1841; Mins., 6,13 Nov. 1840,19 
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Feb. 1841; M. H. 12/14721. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 8 Feb. 1841. 

tradford's was a particularly bad example of the Boards of 

Guardians' predilection for low fees; see R. Hodgkinsoa, op. cit., 

pp. 127-8. 

43. See, for exasrple, W. McCord, 'Tha Poor Law and PhilanthroPy', in 

D. Fraser (ad. ), op. cit., pp. 102-3. 

44. Mins., 4 June 1841. 

45. N. HcCord, op. cit., p. 100. 

46.3.0., 26 Oct. 1837,4 Aug. 1842. 

47. ? tins., 22,29 July 1842; 8.0., 28 July, 4 Aug. 1842; F. Duke, 

'Pauper Education', in D. Fraser (ed. ), op. cit., p. 67; P L. B. 8th 

Ann. Rep. (1855) pp. 11-12. 
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Chapter 5(111). Indoor Relief. 

1. B_ 0., 30'Dec. 1841; A. & P. 1843 XLV (144) p. 26; A. & P. 1847-8 LIII 

(456) pp. 22-3. The returns for 1839 to 1841 excluded so©e of the 

Union's non-settled paupers. 

-2. "- Sae H. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the V. Riding', p. 231. 

3. B. 0 10 Aug: 1843; A. 8 P. 1849 YLVII (536) p. 15. 

4. A. & P. 1846 2X1CYI (279) p. 11. 

S. B. O., 4 Tab. 1847. This mirrored the Central Authority's own 

approach. ' Ia 1843 the Assistant Commissioner Charles Clements stated 

that, 'they never recomsend that the aged should be sent to the 

Workhouse except vhen they have no friends to care for then'; 

H. H. 12/15289 (Patoley Bridge Union Correspondence). Vote by C. 

Clements, January 1843; quoted in M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in 

the W. a Riding' , p. 183 n. 25. 

6. -- M. B. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 27 March 1847. 

7. 
. 

P. D rnk1ey, 'The New P. L. and County Durham's p. 178. 

8. 
� 

S. and B. Webb, English P. L. History. Part II s The Last Hundred 

, Years. "Vol. 1 (1963 ed. ), p. 135. 

9. ' See S. Finer, op. cit., pp. 69-70,85. 

10. S. and 3. Webb, English P. L. History. Part II t The Last Hundred 

Years. Vol. 1 (1963-ed. ), especially pp. 137-40. 

11..,. Ibid., pp. 158-9. 

12. Mins.,. 2 March 1838,6 Nov. 1840; Bradford Poor Law Union Lodger 

(1838-1840). For the continued use of Workhouses as township Poor- 

houses, sea. 
x., 

-Boyson, o p. cit., p. 259. 

13. N.. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 236. 

14. M. U. 12/14721. Note by J. Ravens, 20 Nov. 1840; Mims. * 20 April 1838; 

B 0.,: 25 June 1840. For Idle, sea below, p. 479. 

15; Mine., 28 
, 
Sept. ,5 Oct. , 23 Nov. s 14 Dec. 1838; NJ. 12/14720. J. 

Wagstaff to P. L. C., 20 Dec. 18381 N. H. 12/14721. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 

9 may 1839. 
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16. P. L. C., 5th Ann. Rep. (1639) App. D, p. 118; P. L. C., 6th Ann. &p. 

(1340) App. E. p. 689; B_ 0., 20 Feb. 1340; M. H. 12/14721. Farm 

received 22 Feb. 1841; ibid., Note by J. Ravane, 20 Nov. 1840. 

17. Mins., 7 Hay, 17 Sept. 1841; N. H. 12/14722. U. Ilaldeuby to P. L. C., 

3 Aug. 1842; H. H. 12/14723. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 19 Nov. 1645. 

18. M. B. 12/14724. P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 23 Feb. 1044; Mine., 1 March 

1844; 8.0. , 24 June, 18 Nov. 1847. 

19. It. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding'� p. 246. 

20. Hins., 8 June 1838,19 Aug. 1842; M. M. 12/14722. H. Haldanby to P. L. C., 

20 Aug. 1842; Hins. (Co raittee), 11 Oct. 1842. 

21. M. H. 12/14723. P. Driver et al. to P. L. C., 23 June 1843; U. 0.0 17 Aug., 

21 Sapt. 1843. 

22. Mins., 22 Dec. 1843; B . O. 9 20 Feb. 1845. 

23. MMini., 10 Aug. 1833; M. U. 12/14722. U. Raldenby to P. L. C., 20 Aug. 1842, 

note on back by C. }ott, draft reply 15 Sept. 18421 Mans.. 16 Sept. 

1842. For similar practices alsevbare, notably in Blackburn; R. Hoyson. 

op. cit., pp. 324-8. 

24. For appreaticaship after 1848, see below, p. 503 if. 

25. R. C. on Children's Etrployment, P. P. 1842 XV (380) Evideneo of J. Ellison, 

p. 43; H. U. 12/14726. A. Austin to P. L. B., 4,11 June 1848. 

26. P. L. C., 11th Ann. Eqp. (1845) App. A No. 3. In 1845 the Order was slightly 

modified; P. L. C., 12th Ann. Aep. (1846) App. A fo. 3. 

27. Y. L. C., 11th Ann4R p. (lß45) pell. 

28. P. L. C., 4th Ann. Rep. (1837-8) App. B No. 3 p. 140; 8_0., 13 April 1848. 

-29. Charity Cotmissioners' 17th Report, P. P. 1826-7 X (426) pp. 722-3,725, 

733; Digest of Charities, A. & P. 1828 XXI (389) pp. 282-3. 

30. ' z . o. 9 6 Feb. 18459 8 Oct. 1846,28 Jan. 1841; Reports from Assistant 

Handlooi Weavers' Cormis3ioner3, P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) pp. 546,568. 

31. Z. Baines, The Social$ Educational, aReligious State of the 

Manufacturing Districts (London, 1843), p. 39; Census. Schools., F; Y" 

1852-3 XC (1692) P. clxxtvii. For testimony on high attendance levels 
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and for evidence of children being kept away from Sunday School 

for want of clothing; see P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) pp. 543-4,569; 

S. C. on Factory Act, P. P. 1840 X (504) Evidence of J. Garnett. 

Q. 9085. 

33. P. P. 1840 3III (43. II) pp. 544,569. 

33. Census. Schools, P. P. 1852-3 XC (1692) pp. clviii, clxxxvii; detailed 

tables, pp. 38-9. The Bradford Registration District was coterminous 

with the pre-1848 Bradford Union, plus the small township of 

Eccleshill. The Assistant Commissioner who reported on Bradford for 

the Newcastle Commission was convinced that the 1851 figures represented 

an overestimate; P. Y. 1861 XXI Pt. II (2794.11) pp. 179-80. 

34. Both G. W. Penn, 'The Development of Education in an Industrial Town 

(Bradford)', University of Leeds Institute of Education. Researches 

and Studies, 5 (1952), p. 38, and D. Wright, 'Politics and Opinion', 

p. 73, state that the reported proportions of the Borough's 

inhabitants under instruction, -1 in 10.83 in 1851 and 1 in 10.65 

in 1858-9, -relate only to children. In fact these proportions relate 

to the entire population. 

35. Minutes of Committee of Council on Education, A. & P. 1845 XXXV (622) 

p. 128; Handloom Weavers' Commission, P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) p. 548; 

Factory Inspectors' Reports, P. P. 1843 XMI (429) p. 41; Report on 

Establishment of Schools, P. P. 1843 D VII (500) p. 5. 

36. H. R. Hodgson, The Society of Friends in Bradford (Bradford, 1926), 

p. 53; G. Fenn, op. cit., p. 34; B_0. ß 1 Sept. 1836; Mina. of Comm. 

of Council on Education, A. & P. 1845 XXXV (622) p. 225. G. Fenn, op cit., 

p. 33, refers to the foundation of a Quaker day school for the poor in 

1816. 

37. G. Fenn, o . cit., p. 34. 

38. Reverend U. Scoresby, Records of the Bradford Parochial Schools from 

the Year 1840 to 1846. Appendix. (Bradford, 1848). 

I 

39. Census. Religious Worship, A. & P. 1852-3 LXBXIX (1690) pp. ccliii, 
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ccncit Census. Schools. P. P. 1852-3 XC (1692) pp. clviii, clxxxviif 

detailed tables, p. 181. The Latter Day Saints have been excluded, 

hence the total number of church sittings does not tally with the 

total for the given denominations. 

40. Report on Educational Provisions of Factories Act, A. & Pe 1639 

XLII (42) pp. 46,49. 

41. Factory Inspectors' Reports, P. P. 1845 fly (639) p. 40. 

42. Factory Inspectors' Reports, Pr P. 1843 XXVII (503) p. 25 P. P. 1847 

$V (779) pp. 23-4. Table 31 relates to the Factory Iuspeetor's 

44. 

district, which was dominated by the West Riding but embraced parts 

of ten of ar Counties. 362 of the 9,316 factory children attending 

School in 1843. worked in silk mills. Table 511 relates to a sub- 

division of the Inspector's district, under the superintendence of 

Robert Baker. 

Pactory Inspectors' Reports, P. P. 1847 XV (779) p. 22. 

Factoryx, Inspactors' Reports, P. P. 1851 XXIII (1304) V. 53; Report on 

Educationäl Provisions of Factories Act, A. & P. 1839 XLII (42) 

pp. 49,58-9,60. 

45. , Factory'Inspectors' Reports, P. P. 1843 XxVIi (429) p. 41; ibid., 
.......... 

(503) pp. 24,26. 

46. Report. -on Educational Provisions of Factories Act, Ate. 1839 XLII 

(42) p. 59; Report on Establieh ent of Schools, P. P. 1843 XVII (500) 

pp. 13-14. 

47. Factory', -- Inspectors', Reports, P. P. 1847 XV (779) pp. 22-3; P 1850 

- XXIII (1141) ; p. 48, 

48. Mins. of Coui. F. of Council on Education, A. & P. 1046 XXXII (741) p. 326; 

-A. &-P. I` 1847-St ' (998) pp. 112-3. 

49., ßandloom Weavers' Cosenission, P. P. 1840 XXIII (43.11) p. 570. 

50. ' MMlna.; 20 Sept., 20 Dec. 1839,6 Nov. 1040,23 July 1841,17,, 24 June 

x1842; B 0.26 *Jan., 1843; F1. f. 12/14725 J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 19 Nov. 

1845..,. 

.IKr 



51. Braun's views are briefly discussed in 7. Duke, op. cit., 

pp. 79-80,84. 

52. Hins. of Comm. of Council on ßducation. Schools of Parochial 

645. 

Onions. App. A. A. & P. 1849 XLII (IIII) pp. 159,196-7. 

53. Betures of Pauper Lunatics, A. & P. 1844 XL (172) pp. 20-1.42-3; 

A. & P. 1845 wviu (333) pp. 22-3; A. & Pe 1846 xJA I (551) pp. 22-3; 

M. H. 12/14726. Return dated 30 Jan. 1847; ibid., J. Wagstaff to PA-ß., 

29 Jan. 1848. 

54. M. B. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 22 May 1846. 

55.3 . 0.9 23 Oct. 1845; M. U. 12/14725. P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 23 Oct. 1845. 

56. M. B. 12/14725. f. Austin to P. L. C., 27 Aug. 1846; ibid., J. Wagstaff 

to P. L. C., 22 Aug. 1846; Mine.. 18 June 1847. For the retention of 

dangerous cases in the Workhouse after 1848, see below, p. 496. 

57. M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 27 June 1848. Yet for the case 

of a patient being sent to the Workhouse to undergo surgery; ! ins., 

10 Feb. 1843. 

58, B . O., 23 Oct. 1845; K. H. 32/7. A. Austin to Y. L. C., fors recaiwd 23 

June 1846; M. g. 12/14726. A. Austin to P. L. C., 17 April 1847; 1_; 06o 

6 April,. 21 Sept. -18431, Mina. ,6 Nov. 1840. 

S9. B 0., 10 Dec. 1846; Bradford Parish Church Vestry Meetings, 14 May 1829. 

60. B. O., 31 Dec. -'1840. 

61. Mins., 5-Nov. 1841; BO., 22 Dec. 1842. 

62. B_., 6,13 Dec., 1838,12 May 1842,29 April 18471 Mine., 11 Dec. 1846, 

II 

B 0., 28 Oct. 1841,1 May 1845; W. Cudworth, Round About Bradford, 

.. K. B. 12/14726. J. Vagstaff to P. L. C., 1 May 18471 8.0., 29 July 1847. 

63. Bea, for asample, P. Dunkley, 'The Nev P. L. and County Durham', pp. 176-7. 

64. There were also church rate battles in Pudsey, North Marley and WLlsdent 

pp. 479-84. 
"3 

65. - 2! 
_n$., 

15 July 1842; S 0., 14,21 July 1842. Statements by the Vicar 

suggest that he vas appointed as Chaplain in July, but his appointssnt 

Ls. rocordsd in the-Minutes for 16 Dec. 1842. 
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66. Mins., 28 April 1843; B. O., 11 May 1843. 

67. M. H. 12/14723. A. Hagar to P. L. C., 20 May 1843 and enclosures. 

68. Mins., 19 May 1843. 

69. M. H. 12/14723. Rev. W. Scoreaby to P. L. C., 25 May 1843 and enclosures; 

ibid., P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 30 May 1843; B. O., 8 June 1843. Cowling 

laid part of the blame on the Clerk, a Liberal Dissenter; K. H. 12/14723 

S. Cowling to P. L. C., 5 June 1843. 

70. M. H. 12/14723. H. Haldenby to P. L. C., 10 June 1843. 

71. Mins., 13,20 Aug., 29 Oct., 3,10 Dec. 1847; B. O., 2 Dec. 1847; 

M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 1 Sept., 1 Oct., 2 Nov. 1847. 

72. B. O., 10,17 Dec. 1846. 

73. M. H. 12/14721. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 20 Feb. 1841. 

74. M. H. 12/14724. P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 20 June 1844; ibid., J. Bilton 

to P. L. C., 20 July 1844. 

75. For this view, see B. O., 12 Sept. 1844. 

76. B. O., 12,19 Sept. 1844; M. H. 12/14724. J. Wagstaff to Y. L. C., 7 Sept. 

1844; 8.0., 12 Nov. 1846; M. H. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 22 Dec. 

1846; 8.0., 18 Feb., 25 March, 22 April 1847,25 May 1848; A. & P; 

1849 BLVII (586) p. 15. 

77. M. B. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 5 Feb. 1848; B. 0., 19 Sept. 1844, 

12 Nov. 1846; M. B. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 22 Dec. 1846. 

There were two returns for the week ended 19th December 1846, one 

recording 55 vagrants and the other 159. Probably the former return 

recorded the number of different individuals relieved, while the latter 

added together the number of vagrants relieved each night. 

78. M. H. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 7 Nov. 1846. 

79. 8.0., 18 Feb. 1847. 

80. B. O., 25 March 1847; Mins., 26 March 1847, 

81. M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 17 April 1847. 

82. See R. Boyson, op. cit., p. 416. See also, M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration 

in the W. Riding', p. 308. 
r 
ý_ 
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83. Minn.. 16 April 1847. 

84.8.0., 22 April, 3 June, 8 July 1847; Mina., 2 July 1847= M. H. 12/ 

14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 28 May, 3 July 1847. 

85. Hint.,, 24,31 Oct., 14 Nov. 1845,4 June, 23 July 1847; B. O. ' 30 

Oct., 11 Dec. 1845,13 May 1847; H. R. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to 

P. L. C., 19 Nov. 1845; M. M. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 8 May, 

4 June, 23 July 1847. 

86. Hins., 30 July 1847; H. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 2 Aug. 

1847; 3.0. p 19 Aug. 1847. 

87. Hins., 24 Sept. 1847; B . O. 10 23 ikpt. 1847; M. B. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff 

to P. L. C., 16 Oct. 1847; 8.0., 21 Oct. 1847. 

88. Mlas., 10 Dec. 1847; B . O.. 16 Dec. 1847. 

89. ' Minn., 26 Nov., 24 Dec. 1847; M. B. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 

26 Nov., 1647; ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 27 Dec. 18471 B. O., 

30 Dec. 1847,25 May 1848. 

90. B_ 0., 23 Oct. 1845; M. H.. 12/14725. P. L. C. to J. Wagstaff, 23 Oct. 1845. 

91.3.0., 30 Oct. 1845; M___ni., 24 Oct. 1845; B-0-oll Dec. 1845. 

92. H. H. 12/14725. A. Austin to P. L. C., 13 Dec. 1845; 13 Jut. 1846; H. H. 32/7. 

Poren received 23 June 1846; B. O., 16,30 July 1846; Hins., 24 July 1846. 

93. M. H. 12/14726. A. Austin to P. L. C., 17 April 1847; ibid., P. L. C. to 

J. Wagstaff, 8 May 1847. 

. 94. B . O.,, 26 Aug. 1847. It was a notorious fact that the worst abuses 

occurred in the old, inadequate parish Poorhouses. See, for example, 

M. Rose,, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', pp. 247-9t R. Boyson, 

op. cit., p. 262 ff. 

95. B. O., 2 Sept.. 1847; Minn., 27 Aug. 1847. 

96., M. H. 12/14726. A. Austio to P. L. C., 3 Sept. 1847; E 0., 18,25 Nov. 1847; 

Mins., 19 Nov.. 1847. 

97. BB 0., 10 Yeb., '31 Aug. 1848; M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 

21 Feb. 1848. 

98. E 0., 25 Hab. 1847,10 Feb. 1848,26 Aug. 1847. 
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99. B_ 0., 26 Aug. 1847. 

100.8; 0., 14 May, 30 July 1846,26 Aug. 1847. 

101. B . O. 1,2 Sept., 26 Aug. 1847. 

102. M. U. 12/14725. A. Austin to P. L. C., 13 Dec. 1845; B. O. 0 30 Oct. 1845, 

30 July 1846. 

103. B. O., 2 Sept., 26 Aug. 1847. 

104. B. O., 26 Aug. 1847. 

105. T. Jones, op. cit.,, pp. 131-2. 

106. See M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Aiding', pp. 120,142, 

160-1,249; R. Boyson, op. cit., pp. 13-14,395,416,424; A. Radiord, 

op. cit., p. 128. 

107.8.0., 18 Feb. 1847. 
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Chapter 5(1v). Other Sources of Relief. 

1. The Poor Lx-., r Report of 1834 (1974 ed. ). pp. 334,392,377. 

2. H. McCord. op. cit., p. 101. 

3. ibid., p. 97. In his introduction to The New Poor Law in the 

Nineteenth Century. p. ll, Derek Fraser reiterates that 'the relief 

of poverty was channelled more through unofficial than official 

agencies'. 

4. D. Oven, English Philanthropy 1660-1960 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

1965), pp. 277-8,. 444. 

5. P. Searby, 'The Relief of the Poor in Coventry, 1830-1863', 

historical Journal, 33[ (1977), especially pp. 356-61; R. Smith, 'The 

Relief of Urban Poverty outside the Poor Law, 1800-1850 sA Study 

of Nottingham',, Midland Ristory, II (1974) , p. 224. 

6.1 N. McCord, o. cit., p. 90, suggests a similar division of philanthropic 

activity into 'organised societies, extraordinary charitably exertions 

to meet some temporary need, and the private charity extended by 

individual en and women'. 

7. 'Reports from Assistant flandloom Weavers' Commissioners, P. P. 
P. 

1840 

XXIII (43.1I). pp"538,568. 

8. Ibid., pp. 564,565,538-9. 

9. Ibiid.. pp. 568,539. 

10. P, B. J. R. Cosden, Self-Help. Voluntary Associations in the Nineteenth 

Centu (London, 1973), p. 43; 3 . 0.0 8 April 1847; R. C. on State of 

Large Tows and Populous Districts, Y. P. 1845 2VIII (610) Evidence 

of W. Clough, Q. 58. P. Cosdan, o . cit., p. 46, states that the better 

paid working nen were " attracted first. 

11. s. 0., 23 May, 9 Nov. 1837,23 April 1840,30 Dec. 1841,27 March 1845, 

16 April 1846. -The expenditure figures exclude relief to travellers 

(! 213 in 1840), and"payments out of the Widows' and Orphans' Fund 

(unknown). 

. 
12.: D. 0.. 3 June 1841; W. Riding Quarter Sessions Order koksý(18338.1846). 
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1 -13. B. O. , 14 Feb. " 1839,27 March 1845. 

'14. B 0., 20'0ct. 1842,7 Aug. 1845. 

15. J: Jamss,. Te HistoEX and Topography of Bradford, p. 272 

16. Reports from Assistant Handloom Weavers' Commissioners, P . P. 1840 

=: XxlxI (43.11) p. 565., The Assistant Coaeaissio:. er H. Chapman offered 

similar testimony; ibid., p. 538. 

17. NN. B., 22 Aug`. 1840. - For further evidence of charity among the poor, 

see B. Harrison, 'Philanthropy and the Victorians', Victorian Studies, 

IX (1966), pp. 368-9; N. McCord, op. cit., pp. 108-9. 

18:: 8. dgson, pp. 48-50; 8.0., 8 April 1847,25 May 1848. 

-19:. ,- 
B3.0. , AS 'Jan. ;'1 Feb. 1838.13 Feb. 1840,7 Dec. 1843,13 Jan. 1848. 

20. _ 14 Sept. 1837,14 Oct. 1841,29 March 1838. For later efforts 

by. 't°. e ladies 'of Cleckheaton; L . T. 9 4 Jan. 1845,8 Jan. 1848. 

... ̀' . 21. ' B_0. , 6'ý Jan. ', 3 Feb;; 1842; LL.. I., 12 Dec. 1846. 

22. Bý. O., 27, Jan. ' 1842; L I., 9 Jan. 1847; 1.0., 2 Dec. 1847,20 Jan. 

1848,, 28, May, 1840,24 Feb. 1842,25 May 1837. 

23. See, for'example, N. aRose, P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', 

pp. 258-60Z. A. Boyson, °op cit., pp. 443-4; M. McCord, op. cit., pp. 91-4; 

::. '. P. Searby, �o pp. 358-60; R. A. Church, Economic and Social Chance 

in axMidland Täwn. Victorian Nottingham 1815-1900 (London, 1966), 

'spp. 106-7,115,117,119; -A. T. Patterson, Radical Leicester. A Eistory 

:. öf Leicester. 1780-1850 (Leicester, 1954), p. 350; R. Newton, Victorian 

. '. --, Exeter 1837-1914, --(Leicester, 1968), p. 89. 

24. L M.; 22 Jan.. 1820, `8 April, 20 May 1826; Bradford Courier and West 

RidingAdvertiser;. ', 
F1 

Dec. 1825,19 Jan. 1826; L . T. 9 20 April 1826; 

S. Rayner, ,o pcitt., pp. 147,149; 3.0.9 1 Feb. 1838. 

25 . 0.6 25 May, 1, June 1837. 

26. '*B 0.. ''1.8, is June 1837. 

27. E-M. °"Rose, ' IP. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 258. Outside, as 

swell as 'inside "the West Riding, relief coi ittees generally appear 

tory have paid.,, relief in kind and to have provided a task of work. 



28. B . O., 27 July 1837. 

29. B -O-, 11 Jan., 1,15,22 Feb., 1 March 1838,9 Jan. 1840- 

30. B. 0., 1 June 1837,19 Dec. 1839; Minutes of Relief Co®ittee 

(1839-1841),. 17 Dec. 1839. D. C. L., Dead Box 4, Case 3, Item 1. 

Sir P. Eden, o . cit., Vo1. I, p. 358, believed that 'to leave the 

poor to voluntary charity ... would necessarily take the burthen 

from the shoulders of the hard-hearted, and unfeeling ... and 

throw it entirely on the considerate and benevolent'; quoted in 

651. 

D. Oven, op. cit., p. 100. See also, ibid., p. 436. 

31. For the use of Poor Lav machinery by relief comaittees, see N. McCord, 

op. cit., p. 101. For Bolton; R. Bopson, op. cit., p. 396. See also, 

D. Oven, op. cit., p. 139. 

- 320, Mina., 20 Dec. '1839; Hine. of Relief Couittee, 20,23 Dec. 1839. 

33. Mina. of Relief Coarmittea, 30,28 Dec. 1839,25,15 Jan., 28 Yeb. 1840. 

34. B. 0., -2 Jan. 1840,29 Dec. 1842; M. D. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 

.. 2 Feb. 1842. 

35. Ming'* of Relief Cor ittee, 8 Jan. 7,14,21 Tob. 1840. 

36. bid., 23,24,27,28,30 IIec. 1839. 

37. Ibid.. 3,4 Jnn.,, 7 Feb. 1840; ß_ 0., 30 Jan. '1840. For Bull's advocacy 

of employment for women; B . O.. 19 Dec. 1839. 

38.: Mini. of -Relief Co=i_ ttee :4 Jan. 1840. 

39. Ibid., 22*Jan., printed form dated 27 Jan., 14,21,28 Feb., 23 

March, Auditor's account 11 Sept. 1840. 

40. B_0., 15 April 1841; Mina, of Relief Committee, 25,26 Jan., 1 Peb. 1841. 

41.8.0., 27, Jan., 10 rob.,, 10 Nov., 15.22 Dec. 1842,12 Jan., 9,30 March, 

4 May 1843. 

42: B. 0110.18 June 1846; Factory Inspector's Reports, P. P. 1846 70 (721) p. 16. 

43. = 3.0., 26,5,12,19 March, 23 April 1846. 

44.. 3 . 009 17 Dec. 1846. 

45. B 0., 18 June 1846. 

46: ' ; B� 0. , 19 Xarch, ' 23 April 1846. 



47. B. O.. 30,23 April, 7 May 1846. 

46. B. O., 2,16 April, 17 Dec. 1846. 

49. B_. 0., 17,24 Dec. 1846. 
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50. B . O., 31 Dac. 1846,11 March, 8 April 1847. 

51. Factory Inspectors' Reports, P. Y. 1847 XV (828) p. 18; 1 . 0.9 

20,27 Xay 1847. 

52. B. O., 3,24 June 1847. 

53. Factory Inspectors' Reports. P. P. 1847-8 XlVI (900) pp. 29,31. 

. 54. B. 0., 16,23 Dec. 1847,6,20 Jan. 1848. 

55. B . O., 6 Jan., 22 June 1848. 

56. B 0., 11 Map, 3,10 Feb. 1848. 

57. B,., _0.9 16 March, 10 Feb., 20 April 1848. 

58. See above, pp. 187-8. 

59. B. O., 25 )say, 8,15,22,29 June 1848. 

60. Reports from Assistant Eandloom Weavers' Commissioners, P P. 1840 

652. 

. XXIII (43.11) p. 537. 

61. D. Oven, op. cit., p. 192. 

62. Eighteen of these charities were recorded by the Charity Coo+oiseiont: rst 

P. F. 1826-7 X'(426) pp. 722-33; A. & P. 1828 Ma (389) pp. 282-3; 

P . P. 1843XVII (434) pp. 666-9; P . P. 1843 XVIII (436) p. 304. 

639 P P. 1826-7. X: (426) pp. 726,730-1. 

64. H. Rost, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 257. 

65. ' 'The Black Abbey Dole'_, Harp, April 1914; cutting in A. C. L.; 

-PP. 1826-7 X (426) pp. 724-5. 

66. Benefactions Boards in Idle and Calverley Parish Churches; Elizabeth 

16'adsvorth's'Charity, B. C. L., Dead Box 10, Case 14, Item 12; Mary Am 

Jovett's Charity Book (1814-1924), Bradford Cathedral Records. 

67. Hary Ann Jovett's Charity Book; Isaac Bovcoeke's Charity. Minute 

and Account Book' (1785-1865)o 21 Dec. 1835. Leeds City Archives; 

J. Parker, Eistory Of the Sager Charity (Bradford, 1891), p. 27; 

Poor's Lands Charity. Account Book (1839-1885), 1 Jan. 1848. Bradford 

Cathedral Records. 



68. P. Searby, OP-cit.. Pp. 356-7. 

69. E. Parsons, 'The ... Ristc)! Z of Leeds, 'Halifax, Huddersfield, 

Eradford ... and the Manufacturing District of Yorkshire, Vo1. II 

(Leads, 1534), p. 168; J. Jamea, The Uistory äd Topography of 

Bradford, p. 19. 

70. W. Cudvorth, The Bradford Infirmary (Bradford, 1880). pp. 5,12-14; 

8.0., 12 June 1834,29 March 1618,2 April, 7 May 1840,9 Tab., 

113 May 1843. 
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71. B. O., 18 May 1843,15 Oct. 1840. 

72. V. Cudworth, The Bradford Infirmary, pp. 7-8,14,20; U. 0.8 7 Mayo, 

4 June 1840,19 Nov. 1849,17 Feb. 1843. 

73. B . O., 17 Feb. 1348,13 Dec. 1838,20 lob., 15 May 1845. 

74. B . O., 12 June 1834; PP P. 1844 IX (531) Evidence of l. W. Rumsey, 

Q. 9109, p. 926. 

T5. B . O., 16 April 1835,18 Jan., 10 May 1838. 

76. The Thirty-Fourth Annual Report of the Bradford Infir ery and 

Dispensary. 1859. 

77. Based on The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Annual Reports of the Bradford 

Infirmary and Dispensary. 1838-1840; W. Cudworth, The Bradford Infirmary, 

p. 14; S. C. on Medical Poor Relief, P. P. 1844 IX (331) p. 926; B_0., 

12 May 1836,4. May 1837,7 Juno 1838,7 May 1840,3 June 1841,13, 

19 May-1842l 9 May 1844,15 May 1845,21 May 1846,6 May 1847. For 

,; 
the year 1843-4, only the total number of patients is known; the 

division between in, out and home patients is based on the pattern 

for 1842-3 and 1844-5. 

7$.. For the Union cases; M. B. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. D., 27 Juno 1848. 

For the Infirmary cases, see footnote 77. 

79. Frön 1847, the returns for the Inf iraary and Dispensary cover the 

calendar-instead of the parochial year. During the year ended 31st 

December 1847 the Infirmary and Dispensary treated 3,731 out and hone 

patients. -, ' During the Year ended 25th March 1848 the Union treated 

T 
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4,761 outdoor cases. 

80. Br O., 17 April 1834; M. H. 12/14723. J. Poppleton to E. Chadwick, 

15 Psb. 1843. 

81. B . O., 1,8 May 1845; M. H. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 2 Feb. 

1842; C. Dodsvorth, o . cit., p. 142; Factory Inspectors' imports. 

P P. 1847-8 X%VI (957) pp. 32,40; S. C. on Medical Poor Belief, P. P. 

1844 U (531) Evidence of B. W. 8umsoy, QQ. 9078,9088. 

82. B 0., 24 Nov. -1836. Injured colliers were sooetines provided for by 

their employers; B . O.. 22 May 1845. 

83. H. Hodgson, p. 50. 

84. W. CunniRghsa, 'The Bradford Guide (Bradford, 1868), p. 51; I. Parsons, 
7 ' 

o . cit., Vol. Ii, p. 168; 8.0., 3,10 Fab., 1842,19 Jan. 1843,2 Dec. 

1847,20', Jan. 1848. 
85. According, to David Owen, op. cit., p. 4, 'it was well along in the 

century .. before substantial amounts cans to philanthropy fron 

industrial entrepreneurs'. 

1`, _ 
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Chapter-6. settlement and Removal. 

1.. The`best recent account of the Law of Settlement after 1834 is 

M. E. Rose, 'Settlement, Removal and the New Poor Law', in D. 

-Fraser (ed. ), o . cit., pp. 25-44. The fullest modern account appears 

in S. and E. iWebb, English P. L. History. Part 1i The Old Poor Law, 

Ch. 5, ` and Part' 11. The Last Hundred Years. Voll pp. 419-35. 

,. 
2. M. B. Rose, The English Poor Law 1760-1930 (Newton Abbott:, 1971) , 

p. 191; J. S. - Taylor, 'The Impact of Pauper Settlement 1691-1834', 

'Past and Present, 73 (1976), pp. 53-4. (Since this was written, 

H. Caplan, ý'The, New Poor Law and the Struggle for Union Chargeability', 

International Review-of Social History, XXIII (1978), p. 268, has 

reiterated the conventional view that 'the New Poor Lww made only 

. ;, trifling changes`in the lave of settlement and of removal'. ) 

3: + 
--J. Taylor, 'op. cit p. 54. 

4.. ' P_L. C. ', 9th, Ann. R*p. (1643) pp. 22,28. 

5, -'- The Poor Law Report of 1834 (1974 ed. ), p. 475. 

6:, Under 
. an Act of 1848. (11 + 12 Vic. c. 31), notice of appeal against 

a removal - order. had- to- be lodged within 21 days of the notice of 

chargeability having been sent by the removing parish. 

7. Sao abovos'pp. 14-15 

8. ° B. O.; 29 Dac., 1842.. 

9. H. Rosa. 'P. L. Adäinistration in the W. Biding', p. 280. 

10. Answers to--some of the queries proposed by the Anti-Corn Law League. 1843. 

'C. L. 9'Dood Box-30o Case 32. 

11 Mina. (Committee), 3 Oct. 1842; P. L. C., 13th Ann_Ptap, (1847) App. A No. 8 

Appendix vi; A. b P_"ý 1847-8 LIII (466) pp. 22-3; B 0., 13 July 1848; 

mu. -12/14726. 'A. Bairstov to P. L. B., 4 July 1848. 

12. -Bradford Poor, Law Union. -Lodger (1838-184), Account for quarter 

'ended 25, Sept. 1838; 'Answers 
.... by the Anti-Corn Law League. 1843; 

N. H. 
, 
12/14722.. -Wagstaff to P. L. C., 2 Feb, 1842; B 0., 9 Jan. 1845. 
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13. Sea footnote 12, plus 8.0. , 12 Tab. 1846. In 1841 Bradford township 

coutainad 26.8% of tha Union's population and Bradford Borough 51.7X. 

-14. ß_ O., 20 March 1845,22,29 Jan. 1846. 

15. E_ O., 24 Lpril 1834. 

16.2iins., 2 Uay, 1 Aug., 31 Oct. 1845,16 Jan., 4 Sept. 1846. 

17. This did not apply to the Irish or Scots, for whoa no appeal was 

possible unless the pauper brought an action himself. Under the 

1645 Irish Removal Act (8 f9 Vic. c. 117) the Poor Law Commissioners 

could, at the mitigation of an Irish Board of Guardianst appeal 

against a warrant of seunval. 

18. E. O., 19 Dec. 1842. For similar complaints by other Unions, see 

P. L. C., 9th Ann. ýep. (1843) pp. 23-4. 

: -19. B O. 9 29 Dec. 1842; M. U. 12/14722. P. L. C. to A. Hutchinson, 28 June 

1842; tf. B. 12/14723. H. Haldanby to P. L. C., 19 June 1843; H. A. 12/ 

14725. J. Wagstaff to Sir J. Graham, 23 April 1845. 

20. W. Riding Quartar Sessions 0rdar Books (1838-1541) (1841-1843)ß 

A. P_, 1846 XXXVI (209) p. 2; H. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 

20 April 1847, Of 18 orders of removal obtained by Bradford township 

betvaen October 1844 and March 1846, four were the subject of appeals, 

all succsisful; Eradford Township. 1siscellan ous Papers (1831-1874)p 

Bradford Town Hall, Finance Department. 

21. V. Riding Quartar Sessions Order 1ootis. The discrepancy in numbers 

arises from having. excluded the four cases in which the removal order 

wasconfirmied as to some members of a family and discharged as to 

others. 

22, W. Riding- Quartar Sessions Order Zook (1843-1846), Wakefield Sessions, 

3 Jan. 1844. This was a case in which the pauper had already been 

removed before the appeal was heard. 

23. See M. foss, _'r. L. Administration in the W. Riding', pp. 276-7; M. Rosa, 

Ssttlment, Removal and the New P. L. ' , p. 34. 

24. -, 
' M. Rosa, ' Sattlemaat, : azoval and ter; P. L., pp. 34-5. 
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25. H. I. 12/14721. Note- by J. Ravens, 11 April 18401 ibid., J. Wagstaff 

to P. L. C. 2 ay 1840; L0., 3 Pay 1838. 

26. This vas - suggested to the neighbouring Halifax Union; Bradford P. L. 

Vaion. Letter Bcok (1837--1839), 16 July 1838. 

. "'270 B. 0., 22 Jan. 1846. 

28. For the same problem elsewhere, see H. Rose, 'P. L. Administration 

in the W. ridintt, -p. 278; P. Dunkley, 'The Nev P. L. and County 

Durham', V. 201*, In. 1846 the Clerk to the Stockport Union testified 

that, `very frequently the paupors would get back again faster 

than the removal officer who was sent with them'; quoted in R. 

Pashley, Pauperism and Poor Lava (London, 1852), p. 321. 

29. H. ß. 12/14723. R. Raldenby to P. L. C., 19 June 1043; 1t. U. 12/14721. 

J. Elgey to P. L. C., 16 May 1840. 

30. R. Pashley, 'o . c£t., p. 322; P. L. C., 14th Aan. jeR. (1847-8) p. 5; 

2S. R. 12/14726. -J. Manvarinf: to P. L. C., 18 Jan. 1847. 

"31. II. H. 12/15160. (Reighley Union Correspondence). C. Spencer to P. L. C., 

30 Sept:, 11 Nov. -1847; ibid., J. Lister to P. L. C., 8 Oct. 1847; 

ibid. ", J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 14,27 Oct. 1847; Hind. 8 Oct. 1847; 

II. O., 14 Oct. 1847. 

" -32. B. O. I. 29 Sept. 1842; M. I. 12/14722. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 6,26 Sept., 

29 Aug. 1842; ibid.,, Sir J. Walsham to P. L. C., 17 Sept. 1842; M. B. 12/ 

11780 (turyy St. ' Ldmuads 'Incorporation Correspondence). J. Cambridge 

to P. L. C., -. 25 July 184: -; t. 009 6 Oct. 1842. 

33. ° P. L. C. 7th Ann. Rep. 
-(1841) 

App. A 21o. 2, p. 368; H. U. 12/14722. P. L. C. to 

J. ZJegstaff, .-9 Fob. 1842. The Poor Law Comaicsion's 1835 to 1837 

tdgration schame, sumed fron this conviction. 

34. - Mme: , passim. Instructions which were conditional on the pauper's 

sett1enent being ascertained, or on the pariah of settlement refusing 

to authorise non-resident relief, or which surre only to be carried 

out if necessary,; expedient or advisable, have been excluded. 91,. 72 

of -all instructions, were unconditional. 
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35. A. & P. 1846 XXIVI (209) pp. 2,27-30; Bradford Township. Niscallanaous 

Papers (1831-1874); H. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C.. 20 

April 1847. 

36. A. & P. 1646 1XXYI (209) pp. 2,27-30. The Union estimate assumes 

that thrsequarters of all removals were made from the $orou=b 

townships. This assumption is based on the pattern revealed in 

the instructions issued by the Board of Guardians. 

37. M. H. 12/14726. 'J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 22 June 1847; S. C. on Poor 

Removal, P Y. 1854-5 YIII (308) App. No. 3 p. 311. 

38. A. & P. 1844 XL (241) pp. 24-5; Answers ... by the Anti-Corn 

League. 1843. 

'39., M. Bose, 'Battlement, Removal and the Nov P. L. ', p. 44. 

40. AA P. 1846 XflVI (209) pp. 27-30. 

'41. A. -Redford, Labour Migration in England 1800-1850 (2nd ad. Manchester, 

1964), especially pp. 124-5,127. 

420' 2bid., p. 89; J. Taylor, op+. cit., p. 57; H. U. 12/14721. H. Leah to P. L-C-s 

2 May 1839. 

43. -M. lose, 'Settlement, Removal and the Now P. L. ', pp. 39-40. 

-. 44. Quoted in ibid.: ' p. 37. 

45. P. L. C, 7th Ann. Rep. (1841) p. 332; E. O., 12 May 1842. Par the use 

of the pover, of'removal as a deterrent, sea M. Rose, 'Settlement, 

Removal and the Now P. L. ', pp. 37-8; D. Ashforth, 'The Urban Poor Law', 

in D. Tracer (ad. ), op. cit., pp. 145-6. 

46., --Kinns.; 14 June 1839. In Bradford, the Union of settlement usually 

fixed the amount of relief, subject to Bradford's approval. This was 

the reverse of'the practice in North East Lancashire, where 'it was 

customary for. the Unioa of residence to fix the amount received'; 

`,: R. 
r 
Boyson, o cit. . "p. 398. 

M. H. 12/14721. R. ', Lash to P. L. C., 2 May 1839; N. H. 12/14722. R. Dakar 

to P. L. C. ; 
, 
19 Jan. 1842; B. 0., 5 March 1846. 

48.. M. H. -, 12/14725. -J. Wagstaff to Sir J. Grabas, 23 April 1845. Seven 
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Unions were said to have 'intimated to this Board their intention 

of refusing relief to non-resident poor'; Mins., 3 Oct. 1845. 

Blackburn's decision led to conflict with neighbouring Onions, 

particularly Bolton; R. Boyson, op. cit., pp. 397-8. 

49. B 0., 25 April 1844,24 April 1845,2 March 1843,14 Aug. 1845. 

50.3.0., 13 March 1845. 

51. P. Dunkley, 'The New P. L. and County Durham', p. 260. For e: a*ples 

of low non-resident relief levels; Mins., 16,23 May 1845; I . Q., 

19 June 1845. 

52. Mires., 7 Jun*, 23 Aug. 1839. 

53. K. B. 12/14724. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 16 Dec. 1844; 1.0., 24 July 

1845; Mini., 18 July, 26 Dec. 1845. 

54. P. L. C., '13th Ann-Rap . (1847) App. A No. 5i pp. 103-4. 

55. P. L C., 7th Ann. Bap. (1841) App. A No. 2 p. 368. 

56. M. B. 12/14721. 'J. Ellis to P. L. C., 13 Feb. 1840 B. O., 27 Aug. 1846. 

57. B. O., 23 Feb., 2 March 1843; M. H. 12/14723. B. Halden:: y to P. L. C., 

19 June 1843. 

58. B. O., 6 Nov. 1845; MNns., 22 May 1840; B. O. 23 lob. 1843,27 Aug. 1646. 

59. H. H. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 12 Aug. 1843; Mine. (Committee), 

31 Oct. 1842; s 0., 23 Yob. 1843. 

60. P. L. C., 11th Ann. Rap. (1845) App A No. 2 p. 43. 

`61. N. H. 12/14725., J., Wagstaff to P. L. C., 12 Aug. 1845. The location 

of five of the 68 Unions and of 16 of the 111 parishes is uncertain. 

Those, predominantly Southern, Unions subject to the Outdoor Relief 

Prohibitory*Order, could not pay non-resident relief except in certain 

cases. Leads', -'non-resident account revealed a pattern similar to 

that in Bradford; rN. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 281. 

62. M. L 32/11.: C. Cleaents to P. L. C., 28 Feb. 1844. 

63. 
-For-referances-to 

this practice; Mine., 3 Jan. 1845; 1.0., 29 Dsc. 1842. 

2 March 1843,9 'Jane, 6 March 1845; M. N. 32/11. C. Clements to P. L. C , 
26 Feb. `1843; M. B. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to Y. L. C., 4 Jan'. 1 Feb., 

3 March 1845. 
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`.. 64. M. H. 12/14976 (Halifax Union Correspondence). C. Barstow to 

Bradford Board of Guardians, 27 Feb. 1845, enclosed with C. 

Barstow to P. L. C., 28 Feb. 1845; M. H. 12/15159(Teighley Union 

Correspondence). C. Spencer to P. L. C., 27 Feb. 1845. 

,. >°'65. See, for example, Mins., 27 May, 30 Sept. 1842,10 Jan., 18 April 

1845. 

66. For Böothroyd; B. O., 13 March 1845. For Milner; B_0., 20 Feb., 

6 March 1845; M. H. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 17 Feb., 

3 March 1845; M. H. 12/14976 (Halifax Union Correspondence). C. 

Barstow to P. L. C., 28 Feb. 1845. 

67. P. L. C., 9th Ann. Rep. (1843) p. 24; P. L. C., 11th Ann. Rep. (1845) App. A 

No. 2 p. 44; M. H. -12/15159 (Keighley Union Correspondence). P. L. C. to 

G. Spencer, 12 April 1845. Bradford received a similar letter; 

B. O., 24 April 1845. 

68. B_0., 21 Dec. 1843; 8 Feb. 1844; M. H. 12/14723. J. Wagstaff to Y. L. C., 

23 Dec. 1843; M. H. 12/14724. H. Haldenby to P. L. C., 8 Jan. 1844, 

draft reply 22 Jan. 1844. For a similar case; B_0., 10,17,24 Nov., 

29 Dec. 1842. 

169. M. H. 12/14722. J. Poppleton to P. L. C., 4 Sept. 1842; ibid., C. Mott 

to P. L. C., 26 Sept. 1842; ibid., Notes by Sir E. Head, 6,15 Sept. 1842. 

70. P. L. C., 13th Ann. Rep. (1847) p. 20, App. A No. 5; P. L. B., 1st. Ann. Rep. 

(1848) p. 10; P. L. B., 2nd Ann. Rep. (1849) App. No. 3. 

71. B. O., 17 April, 1845; M. H. 12/14725. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 12 Aug. 1845. 

72. N. E. 12/14721.. J. Elgey to P. L. C., 16 May 1840. For Bradford's 

petitions in favour of a National Poor Rate; MMns. 9 20,27 Feb. 1846, 

5,12 Nov., 1847;, B. 0., 26 Feb., 5 March, 6 Aug. 1846,7 Jan. 1847, 

3 Aug. 1848. ' For Leicester; A. T. Patterson, op-cit., pp. 350-1. Tor 

Sheffield; M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 300. 

.v. See also below, p. 578. 

73. This is more fully, explained in Chapter 4(111),, pp. 151-3. 

r 744. P. L. C., 14th Ann. Rep. (1847-8) App. A No. 8; P. L. B., 1st Ann. Rap. 



(1848) pp. 9-10, App. A No. 11. 

75. B. O., 26 Aug. 1847.3 Aug. 1848. It is not clear whether this 

breakdown took account of the fact that not all relief to the 
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irremovable poor was a Union charge. 

76. M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 13 May 1848. 

77. Ibid., S. Troughton and J. Boyer to P. L. E., 22 May 1848. Tor similar 

complaints by rural townships in other West (tiding Unions and in 

Lancashire, see N. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', 

p. 298; R. Boyson, ö. ccit., p. 400. 

78. The Assistant Comissioner was satisfied that this was a major 

consideration; M. E. 12/14726. A. Austin to C. Nicholls, 29 Dec. 1847. 

79. M. H. 12/14726. A. Terrely to P. L. E., 24 Jan. 1848; ibid., J. 

Wagstaff to P. L. H., 29 Jan. 1848. 

80. M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', pp. 294-5,299. 

81. D_0., 22,29 July 1847; Mine.. 16,23 July, 31 Dec. 1847; B. C. on 

Poor Removal, P . P. 1854 XVII (396) App. No. 8 p. 595; P. P. 1834-5 

XIII (308) App. No. 3 p. 311. 

82. M. S. 12/14726. P. L. C. Dublin to Viscount Ebrington, 12 Yeb. 1848 

and enclosures; ibid., J. Wagstaff to P. L. D., 26 Feb. 1848. Tor 

the continuation of the practice, see below, p. 568 ff. 



Chapter 7. Dastard y. 

1. The Poor Law Report of 1834 (1974 ad. ), p. 273. 

2. Ibid., p. 261. 

3. Ibid. 

4. The relevant aspects of Malthus' thesis are discussed in J. R. 
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Poynter, Society and pauperism (London, 1969), especially pp. 143-7, 

150-3. The Malthusian inspiration is referred to in V. R. Q. Henriques# 

'Bastardy and the Nov Poor Lav', Past and Present, 37 (1967) 

pp. 109-112. 

S. See U. Henriques, o . cit., p. 114. For Northern opposition, see 

M. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', pp. 54-5,328-91 

ý. Boysacs, op. cit., pp. 128-9. 

6.3; 4,27 July, 2 TO. 1837,7 June 1838. 

7.3_0., 22 May 1834,20 April 1837. 

8. Sea e`., 20,27 April, 11 May 1837. 

9. B. O., 3 May 1838. 

10. M. Soss, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Ridin8', p. 330; H. O., 20 April, 

11 May 1837; W. Riding Quartar Sessions Order look (1838-1841)ß Leads 

Sessions 17 Oct. 1838. 

11. W. Riding Quarter 8as&Ions Order Books (1835-18381 (1838 1841) . 
12. Bradford Tovasbip. Overseers' Annual Isport" (1826-1828); 8.0., 7 

April 1836,13 April 1837,23,30 May 1839. 

13. The Poor Law Raport of 1834 (1974 ad. ). p. 272. For Leads; H. Rosa, 

'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding', p. 326. U. Henriques, op -citeq 

pp. 119-20, believes that the Commissioners probably exaggerated the 

financial ineffectiveness of affiliation orders in indemnifying the 

parish. 

14.8.. P. P. 1844 XIX (31) pp. 4-5. 

15. Ibid.; Y. L. C., 6tb Ann. lop. (184) App. A 11o. 5. 

16. M. H. 12/14724. R. Sutcliffe to Y. L. C.. 28 May 1844; LII. 12/14723. 

J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 1 April 1843. 
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17. Min. *, 6.13 May 18421 B 0., 29 Dec. 1842. 

18. M. H. 12/14724. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 11 June 1844= M. H. 12/14721. 

J. Vagstaff to P. L. C., 12 Dec. 1840. The 1834 Amendment Act ended 

the father's liability to imprisonment for failure to comply with 

a maintenance order. 

19. I. B. 12/14724. R. Sutcliffe to P. L. C., 28 May 18441 B. O., 26 Sept. 

1844. For "xampiss of compromises; Hl ins.. 4 Feb. 1842,21 July 1843. 

20.3.0., 20 March 1834, Tor Barnsley; M. lose, 'P. L. Adainistration 

in the W. Aiding', p. 325. 

21.3 . 0.9 18 June 1846. 

22, N. H. 12/14733. J. Darlington to P. L. E., 9 March 18601 1.0., 30 

April 1863. 

23. P. L. C. 5th Ann. 
RRapp. 

(1839) App. A No. 6. 

24. Bradford P. L. Union Ledger (1839-1840) 

23. This say explain the apparent decline in activity in 1847-8. For 

examples of court cases during this period; B . O.. 24 June, 30 Sept., 

28 Oct., 11 Nov., 16 Dec. 1847,3 Fab. 1848. 

26. Mina., 24 April, 17 July 1846; M. U. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. D., 

10 July 1848. 

27.8.0.9 28 Oct. 1847. For relatives of asylum insatas being called 

upon for contributions Mine.. 26 Oct. 1838,26 Aug. 1842,19 Jan. 

... 

1844,20 Nov. 1846. 
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Chapter S. The Formulation of Policy. 

1. Sae, for example, K. Rose, 'P. L. Administration in the W. Riding'; 

lt. Hoyson, op. cit.; B. Midviater, 'Social Administration in 

Lancashire'. 

2. Sea especially, B. lfidvintar, 'State intervention at the Local 

Ltvel`. 

3. B. O.. 10 Aug. 1843. 

4. B_0., 19 Nov. 1846,1 April 1847. 

5. See above, pp. 151-3,325-8. 

6. Tension between Bradford and the out-townships was not confined to 

the Board of Guardians. It was also evident in the struggle over 

church rates and is the campaign for an Improvement Act. Be* A. 

Elliott, op. cit., pp. 62-3,135-6,139,152; D. Wright, 'Politics 

and Opinion', pp. 339-60. 

7. Sea above, p. 85. 

8. J. James, T= Historyýopography of Bradford, p. 18; 3-Harrison, 

Drink and the Victorians. Täa Teapersnce Question in England 1815-1872 

(London, 1971), p. 104; A., 27 March, 15 May 1834,2 July 1835. 

9.3.0., 11 Aug. 1836,28 May 1835. 
10. Bam. , -11 Aug. 1836. 

11. H. O., 1 June 1837. 

12. This can be traced in the Bradford Observer, 9 Feb., 1 June 1837, 

1,22 Feb., 13 Sept. 1838,19 Sept. 1839. 

13.3 . 00,30 April 1840; L. I., 24 March 1838; D`., 29 March 1838. The 

Leads Intslli encer subsequently reported that the story W&9 untrue; 

L. I., 21 April 1838. 

14.3.0., 15,22 Feb. 1838,17 April 1845. 

15.1.0., 6 Feb. 1845,1 June 1837. 

16. See, for example, 3 . 0.9 7,14 Dec. 1837,22 Feb. 1838,14 Feb. 1839. 

17. D. 0., 25 May, 17 Feb. 1848. 

18.3.0., 23 July 1840; L. Z., 26 Dec. 1846,9 June 1838. 
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19.8.0., 27 Aug. 1840,19 Dec. 1839. 

20. B. O. 9 2 Jan. 1840,1 Feb. 1438. 

21.8.0., 24 Dec. 1840,15 April 1841. 

22. B 0., 30 July 1840,12 May 1842. 

23.8.0., 2,9 Sept. 1841,11 July 1844. The argument was pursued in 

3.. 0., 16 Sept. 1841,10 March, 12,19 May, 16 June, 29 Dec. 1842, 

21 March 1844. 

24. BB.. 0., S June 1845. 

25. B. 0., 25 May 1848. Two days earlier Bradford had staged its largest 

ever Chartist meeting. 

26. Mina., 28 May 1847; M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. C., 5 June 1847. 

27. M. S. 12/14726. B. Troughton and J. Halliday to P. L. C., 14 June. 1847; 

ibid., J. Hainsworth to Y. L. C., 17 June 1847; ibid., J. Firth et al. 

to P. L. C., 17 June 1847; ibid., J. Terror to P. L. C., 18 June 1847; 

ibid., Petition from Tong township, received 22 July 1847. 

28. M. H. 12/14726. J. Willey (Eunsvorth) to P. L. C., received 11 Dec. 1847; 

ibid., T. Lister (Idle) to P. L. C., 1 Dec. 1847; ibid., R. Womrsley 

(Pudsey) to P. L. C., 16 Dec. 1847; ibid., A. Procter (Shipley) to 

Y. L. C., 10 Dec. 1847. 

29. M. R. 12/14726. A. Austin to C. Nicholls, 29 Dec. 1847; ibid., Note by 

C. Buller, 31 Dec. 1847; ibid., J. Walker to P. L. B., received 22 May 

1848; ibid., S. Barraclougb to P. L. B., received 22 May 1848; ibid., 

J. Bowser to P. L. B., received 22 May 1848; ibid., S. Troughton and 

J. Bower to P. L. B., 22 May 1848; ibid., S. Allison and H. Berry-to 

P. L. B., 25 May 1848; ibid., A. Austin to P. L. B., 28 June 1848° ibid., 

! tote by C. Buller, received 11 July 1848; Austin's margin commute, 

10 July 1848. 

30. For Manchester; A. Redford, The History of Local Government in 

Manchester. Vol.!!, p. 128. The Atcham Union in Shropshire formed a 

ring around Shrevsbury, where its Board meetings veers held. Shrewsbury 

had refused to dissolve its Incorporation; V. J. Walsh, 'Old and New 
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Poor Lava in Sbropsbiso, 1820 - 1870', Midland Bis_ý_tory, 
It (1974) pp. 232-3. 
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Chapter 9. The Bradford and North Biarlay Boards of Guardians. 

1. B . O., 16 Dec. 1847. 

2. B. O. 9 25 April 1870; LL. T., 30 April 1870; W. Cudvorth, Histories of 

Nanning Heaton, and Allerton, pp. 57-8,94; Anon, Industries 

of Yorkshire, p. 219; Eighth Kaport of Medical Officer of Privy 

Council, P. P. 1866 7XZIII (3645) App. Wo. 2 p. 107. 

3. W. Cudvorth, Rambles Round Horton, p. 36; 3__. 0., 26 Jan. 1860; Bradford 

East and West. List of Ratepayers signing petition for a Charter of 

Incorporation. 1845., E. C. L., Dead Box 2, Case 14. Item 2; S. Raynar, 

o . cit., pp. 121-3; W. Cudworth, Historical Notes, pp. 213-4. For 

Ackroyd and Townand, sea above, pp. 90,92. 

4. Bam., 21 March 1861; W. Cudworth, historical Notes, pp. 171-3; J. 

Parker, History of the Horton Charities (Bradford, 1891), pp. 39,45-7; 

H. Hird, Bradford Remeabrancer(Bradford, 1972), pp. 143-53. 

5. Mine., 12 Feb., 19 March 1862; M. H. 12/14735. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 

4,28 March 1862; W. Cudworth, Histories of Bolton and Bowling, p. 347; 

Abstract of Title of Jauas Moore, B. C. L., Dead Sox 10, Case 26, Item 1. 

6. M. R. 12/14735. W. Irayshaw to P. L. B., 2 Aug. 1861 
. 
W. Cudworth, 

Historical Notes, p. 200. For Brown, see above, p. 90. 

7. W. Cudcwrth, Round About Bradford, pp. 379,230,285; W. Watson, Idletborp 

(Bradford, 1951), pp. 337,141; R. H. Pavicett, 'The Story of Niliden t 

Part III'0 Bradford Antiquary, 2LIII (1967), pp. 189,196. 

8. J. Parker, Illustrated History of Wibsey, Loa Moor, Oakanshav, Wike, 

Norwood Creen, Judy 3rLg, Eoyýll, Coley and Shelf. Vol. 2 (Bradford, 

1902), p. 32; W. Cudworth, Histories of Bolton and Bowling, pp. 212,232; 

N. D. Mins., 16 July 1868. The Board responded in a similar way when 

the ex-officio Guardian Charles Hardy died, despite Hardy's awful 

attendance record; N. D. Mins., 11 April 1867. 

9. S. Rayner, op. cit., p. 122; M. H. 12/14768. J. Craven to P. L. 9., 11 Nov, 

1848; M. H. 12/14770. J. Morris to P. L. B., 28 July 1856. 

10. W. Cudvorth, Histories of Dolton and Dowling, pp. 40-1,79,83-4; 
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V. Cudworth, Histories of Xanninghsa, Heaton, and Allerton, p. 147; 

V. Cudworth, Round About Bradford, p. 359; V. Hobsou, et. a1., 

The History of Bolton (Bradford, 1969), no pagination. Balms is 

the subject of an article by J. T. Ward, 'Matthew Bales, (1813-1884): 

factory Reforasr' , Bradford Antiquary, 70. (19601 pp. 217-28. 

11. J. Parker, Illustrated History of Vibsey ... and Shelf. Vol. 2, pp. 32; 

39; J. Parker, Illustrated Rambles from Afpperholme to Tons, p. 218; 

8. Rayner, o_pcit., pp. 153-4,171,173,207,219,286-90; Walker's 

Pudsey Almanac for 1839; The Pudsey Almanac for 1871; ibid., 1872; 

L. I., 29 March 1862,18 April 1863; B. 0., 29 March 1866,26 March 

1869,1 April 1870; H. H. 12/14768. R. Wosnrsley and W. Procter to 

P. L. B., 23 Sept. 1848; W. Cudworth, Histories of Nanninghax, Beaton, 

and Allerton, pp. 299,255. 

12. Bradford Review, 2 April 1863. 

13. D. Wright, 'Politics and Opinion', pp. 471,563. 

14. For an allegation along these lines; N. H. 12/14736. B. Barker to P. L. D., 

19 Sept. 1865. The Company's coal agent, William Wilkinson, was 

elected 16 times in a rar, 1652-1867. 

15. The years 1850 and 1868 bay, been disregarded since the number of 

contests in these years is not known. 

16. This say sometimes have been intentional, for if no one was elected the 

sitting Guardian could act for another year. On at least one occasion 

the cause was na=lect; N. B. Hins., 1 July 1869. 

17. Despite a reported change in procedure in 1847, nominees alight still 

be unirare of the fact of their nomination; B_ 0., 27 April 1854,24 

April, I May 1862,7 April 1864. Nominees who resigned before the poll 

or refused to serve if elected have been excluded from consideration. 

When party political interest was strong, a small number of candidates 

night indicate fierce concern. Tor most of this period, however, this 

did not apply. 

18. B. O., 24 Jan. 1856. 
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19. N. B. ns., 26 April 1876. 

20. B. O., 7 June 18491 H. S. 12/14729. Rev. J. L. Trost to K. Baines, 

31 Dec. 1851; E. P. Bannock, 'Tinance and Politics in Urban Local 

Government in England, 1835 - 1900', Historical Journal, VI (1963), 

p. 217. In 1864 a correspondent of the Bradford Observer stated that 

the Property Owners' Protection Society had dons all it could to 

prevent extravagance by the Board of Guardians and Town Council, 

but was hampered by limited support; E. O., 21 July 1864. Sea also, 

A. Elliott, op. cit., p. 276. 

21. B_0., 22 Sept. 1864,14 June 1866; S. Rayner. op. cit., p. 152. During 

the aid-1860a the Bradford Observer devoted more space to the Local 

Boards of ßsalth than to the Boards of Guardians. 

22. B_., 17 April 1836. 

23.3.0., 22 March 1849; L. T., 31 March 1849. 

24. Tor its survival; E. 0.. 21 Tab. 1850,23 Jan., 19 July 18551 L. 1., 

2 Aug. 1851,22 Jan. 1853,28 Oct. 1854,21 July 1855. 

25. D. Wright, 'Politics and Opinion', pp. 338-9,749,856-8,876-8; A. Elliott, 

op. cit., pp. 295,300. 

26. Mins., 19 April, 3,17 May 1850; 30 April$ 3 Sept. 1862; B . O., 25 April 

2 May 1850,10 April 1862; Bradford Review, 12 April 1862; K. H. 12/ 

14727. E. Auty to P. L. B., 4 May 1850; ibid., W. Hudson to P. L. B., 

20 June 1850. 

27. L T., 25 April 1857; Bradford Review, 2 April 1859. 

2$. Bradford Raviev, 2 April 1863. 

29. Hine., 3 Sept. 1862. There was no contest in Bowling. 

30. In both these townships the size of the electorate aas affected by 

the operation of the Small Tens*ents Rating Acts of 1850 (13 + 14 

Vic. c. 99) and 1851 (14 + 15 Vic. c. 47) and by the 1867 taform Act 

(30 + 31 Vic. c. 102). The. general point, however, regains valid. 

31. D. Wright, 'Politics and Opinion', pp. 359,749, $56-3,876-8. 

32. L_T., 8,1 April 1871; 1_ 0., 21 April 1871. 

33. B. O., 14,15 April 1871. 
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34.3.0.. 24 April 1862; L. 1.. 14 April 1U9 M. N. 12/14774. W. Lancaster 

to P. L. E., 20 May 18651 V. Cuda#ortb, Round About Bradford, V. 379. 

For complaints of electoral malpractice; R. B. Ming., 8 t4ay 1851; 

M. H. 12/14768. J. Craven to Y. L. E., received 7 Nov. 1848; ibid., 

J. Corrie to P. L. B., 10 Nov. 1848; ibid., J. Craven to P. L. B., 11 

Nov. 1848; M. N. 12/14770. It. Sutcliffe to P. L. B., 21 April 1854; 

ibid., J. Butler to P. L. B., 28 April 1856; M. B. 12/14771. J. Farrar 

at al. to T. L. B., 17 April 1857. 

35. E. O., 12 April 1853,23 April 1857,8 Oct. 1869; N. E., 4 Jan. 

18491 K. E. 12/14771. Rar. J. tavcatt to J. Manvaring, 16 Aug. 1858. 

36. Tor this campaita; ä. 0., 12#19.29,31 Oct. 1868; M. H. 12/14771. 

?. Audsley to P. L. B., received 18 Dec. 1858; M. U. 12/14776. ?. Watson 

and T. Parker to P. L. B., 12 Oct. 1868; ibid., A. Caunt to Y. L. B., 

22 Oct. 1868; ibid., C. Aired at al. to P. L. B., 5 Dec. 1868. Tor 

the link betveen the campaign and the siting of the usw 'Workhouse, 

sea balov, p. 479. 

37. N. H. 12/14769. H. Tarnall to T. L. s. s 13 March 1852. 

38. The figure for North Marley excludes the years 1854-7 for which 

the Minute Book is not extant. 

39.8.0 5 April 1849. 

40. Hins., 6 May 1857. 

41. Kin'., 25 April, 2 May 1831,22 April 1853,28 April 1866. 

42. M. N. 12/14770. Rav. J. laveett to P. L. E., 26 Sept. 1836, 

43. B . O., 27 Jun. 1830; Hins., 15 April 1863; N. H. 12/14728. E. Sentlsy 

to P. L. D., 8 tab. 1851; 1.0., 22 May 9 27 Nov. 1862. 

44.1.0. v 16 Aug. 1855. 
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Chapter 10. Administrative and Financial Develop snte. 

1. H. H. 12/14722. C. $ott to P. L. C.. 24 Sept. 1842. 

2. Tha 1871 fL*uze includes the recently added to nship of Eccleshill, 

population 5,622. 

3. Sae, ) vev+er, H. H. 12/14730. J. Jennings and J. Booth to P. L. E., 

7 Teb. 1853; E. O.. 27 Oct. 1653. Tor a brief period in 1853-4 there 

were just two Ialieving Officers and & Pay Clark. A third Relieving 

Officer vas appointed is July 1854. 

4. A_& P. 1849 XLVII (586) p. 1.5; A. P. 1876 I. XIII (214) p. 58; A. 3 P. 

1857 (Sess. 2) mm7CII Pt. 1 (Supplement) (77) (5) (II) at seq. These 

returns relate to the Ist January and 1st July. The total number of 

outdoor paupers in the two Unions may have exceeded 5.000 during 

other parts of particular yearsp and certainly did so during the 

depressions of 1354-5 and 1857-8. The incidence of pauperism is 

discussed in Chapter It. 

S. M. B. 12/14731. J. Darlington to P. L. E., 3 Aug. 1e54; )ins., 12 Sept. 

1855; Visiting and building Com. Mins., 6 July 1864. 

6. M. N. 12/14730. J. Darlington to P. L. B., S Pab. 1853; Nins., 11 Oct.. 8 

Nov. 1830,14 Nov. 1831,16 April, 5 Nov. 18520 5 Aug. 1837,1 Dec. 
1858,23 tab. 1859,8 March 1871. 

7. H_ias., 14 Nov. 18511 3. o., 23 Aug. 1871. 

a. !. B. ftus.. 11 April 1867. 

9. Mins., 14 Nov. 1851,30 Jan., 15 Oct. 1856; Visiting and Building 

Co" "., 23 Jan., 10 Oct. 1856. 
10. Visiting and Building Cmwe. Hins., 23 Jan., 8 Teb., 19 Sept., 28 Nov. 

1856,23 Jan., 20 lib., 22 Sipt. 1837. 

11. Flus- (Com. p 11 Juns, 19 July 18671 M. R. 12/14727. E. Webster to 

P. L. a., 4 Sept. 1849, 

12. X. n Mina. * 26 Dec. 1861,30 March. 4 May,, 1 Jun. 1856.8 Dec. 1864; 

N. H. 12/14770. P. L. D. to J. Notriss 18 May 1854; ibid.. H. tasnall 

to P. L. $., 8 May 1854. 
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13. Mins., 18 Oct. 1854,20 Sept. 1856,29 Nov. 1863,18,25 Nov. 1868, 

21 July 1869; Finance and General Purposes Cosaa. Hins., 11 March 1862; 

L8 ., 28 March 1867; B. 0., 27 July 1871. 

14. MMIns., 18 May 1849, f3 Juno 1860; H. H. 12/14734. J. Darlington to 

P. L. Q., 21 Nov.. 24 Dec. 1859. 

15. B0., 17 March 18591 Mins., 3 Aug. 1859,7 Oct. 1868. Tor the 

Relieving Officers acceezpanying paupers to Ireland; His., 4 Dec. 

1861,12,19 Nov, 1862,24 Aug. 1864,5 April 1865. 

16. This ras to Colo*, in Lancashire; Mins., 1 Aug. 1860. 

17. N. H. 12/14729. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 26 June 1852, enclosing J. 

Jennings to Bradford board of Guardians, 25 June 1852; 8.0., 8 March 

1849; Speech cad* on the occasion of the presentation of a gold watch 

and guard to Kr. J. Jenning" (a. d. 1849)., n. C. L., Dead Box 10, 

Cu. 4, It on 6. 

18. L. I., 24 Jan., 28 tab. 1852; a_., 31 Jan. 1856; L. 2., 14 Aug. 1852; 

8.0., 4 Oct. 1833; H. S. 12/14735. J. Darlington to P. L. E., 17 Aug. 

1860; Hins., 26,29 Jan. 1870; N. H. 12/14738. J. Darlington to Y. L. B., 

7 tab. 1870. 

19. Hins., 16 lab., 9 March 1870,27 Jan. 1864; x. s. Mine., 12 Sept., 10 

Oct. 1867, He 30 Jan., 22 Oct., 3 Dec. 1868; B. 0., 5 Dec. 1868; 

K. B. 12/14777. Emeets, Vatson and Bast to C. Coscben, 16 Dec. 1870. 

Crabtree claimed that the Cuardians had verbally assured him of an 

allowance. 

20. In 1871 the Pay Clark received a basic salary of 1120 plus 120 and 21% 

of the amount collected in bis capacity as collector of recoverable 

relief. 

21. Mine., 24,31 March 1854,23 Dec. 1857,14 April 1858; L. 1.0.0 16,30 

March, 6 April 1854; N. H. /14734. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 26 April 

1858; N. B. 12/14737. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 15 lab. 1867; N. B Mins., 

28 March 1850; N. B. 12/14768. J. Morris to P. L. D., 19 Oct. 1850. 

22. N. H. 12/14769. S. Crabtree to P. L. L. 5 Hay 1851; H. H. 12/14730. J. 
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Janninas and J. Booth to P. L. D., 31 Msy 1853. 

23. )or Crabtree; N. B. Miss., 27 March, 10,17 April, 23 Oct., 20 

Nov. 1851; K. H. 12/14769. J. Norris to P. L. B., 27 Xarcb, 3,10, 

17 April, 20 Way. 1851; ibid., S. Crabtree to P. L. B., 5 May 1851. 

For Jennings and Eooth; Mina., 27 May, 17,24 Jane 1853; B. O., 23 

June 1853; K. H. 12/16720. H. Farnall to P. L. E., 29 May 1853; ibid., 
r J. Jennings and J. Booth to P. L. 3.. 31 May 1853 ibid.. P. L. B. to 

J. Darlington, 16 June 1853. For Wilson; tins., 26 Dec. 1833,2 Jan., 

27 Feb., 12.19 March 1856; 3.0.. 28 Feb. 1856; M. B. 12/14732. J. 

Darlington to P. L. L, 29 Jan. 1856; ibid., P. L. B. to J. Darlington, 

19 Feb. 1856. 

24. M. H. 12/14769. J. )orris to P. L. B., 3 April 1851. 

23.3.0., 11 April 1861. For axles of such eulogies; Hins., 30 May 

1851,24 ? Say 1854,15 Aug. 1860; E. 0., 12,26 July 1860,11 April 

16610 16 Oct. 1862; W. 15., 30 Oct. 1862. 

26. Tor Duckitt; Hins.. 13 April, 4 May 1849; N. D. Ttins., 19 April 1849; 

U. 011.26 April 1849; H. H. 12/14727. T. Barker to P. L. B., 7 May 1849. 

ror Hartley; Mint., 12 June, 17,22 July, 16 Oct., 6.13 Nov. 1867; 

Miss. (Coen. ), 11 Juaa, 19 July 1867; B. O., 26 April 1869. 

27. ? tins., 15,17.19,30 Nov.,, 14 Dec. 1869,26,29 Jan. 18701 LO-, 15 Nov. 

1869,8 April 1870: K. B. 12/14738. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 31 Dec. 1839. 

28.8.0., 1.6.15 Jan. 19631 Mine.. 31 Dec. 1862; M. M. 12/14735. J. Darlington 

to P. L. B.. 10 Tab. 18631 B. O. t 13 Dec. 1853. 

29. B. O.. 2 Dec. 1869. Tor complaints of inqus sts failing to call madical 

evidence; M. H. 12/14734. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 31 Jan. 1859; ß. 0., 

5 i. b. 1863. 

90. N. U. 12/14729. J. Wood to P. L. B., 5 June 1852; ibid., J. Darlington 

to T. L. B., 26 June 1852= &0., 4 Oct., 6 Dec. 1855. For complaints 

levelled against Jennings during the earlier period, see above, p. 133. 

31. This figure excludes officers reappointed is 1848 and the two Pay 

Clash appointed during this period. Aoos Bairstow's reappointment in 1834, 

after three, years absence, has been treated as a fresh appointmant. 
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32. Booth vas the son of Matthew Booth, forssrly the Idle Workhouse 

Master. 

33. M. H. 12/14777. X. Lancaster to P. L. L. 22 April 1870; M. H. 12/14769. 

J. Morris to ?. L. 1., 19 Jan. 1852. 

34.1_ P. 1859 3ZIY (225) pp. 6,23; A. & P. 1866 LXI (125) pp. 5,18; 

1. & P. 1867 LX (207) p. 3. 

33. Sea above, p. 147. 

36. E_ 0., 6 Feb. 1862; Mine. (Coate. ), 20 March 1868= Mins., 25 March 1868. 

37. £104 of this increase was due to the incorporation of election tees 

into the Clark's salary. 

38. Mine. (Coe. ), 3 June 1866. 

39.1 . 009 8 Sept. 1864= AA P. 1834 LV (81) pp. 34,46; A. & P. 1872 LI 

(426) p. 15. 

40.3rd Ann. xap. (1850) App No. 7 p. 74. 

41. E. C. on Operation of Ssall Teerats Rating Act, I. P. 1859 (Sess. 2) 

VII (56) App. A, p. 137; 8.0., 23 Sept. 1858,15 larch 1849; Bradford 

Township. Miscellaneous Papers (1831-1874); B. O., 6 Feb. 1862. 

42.3.0., 3 April 1855,21 Jan. 1858,9 April 1868,15 April 1869,4 June 

1970. The contrast with the financial plight of Unions in the 

Lancashire Cotton salt was striking; see, for example, W. 0. Handerson. 

The Lancashire Cotton Tamina. 1861-1865 (2nd ad. Manchester. 1969). 

pp. 53-6. 

43. _ T. 1854 LV (484) p. 31. ? (anninghaa may have undertaken a partial 

valuation; Wins., 31 May 1850,8 lug. 1851. 

44.1 s. ß 20 Sept. 1850, L. 2., 23 Tab. 1834; 1.0., 26 Tab.. 24 Dec. 1857, 

11 Feb. 1858= W. Riding Quarter Sessions Order book (1850-1833), 

Bradford Sessions, 2 July 1851; Pontefract Sessions, 5 April 1832; 

Bradford Bassions, 29 June 1852; ibid. (1858-1861), Wakefield Sessions, 

4 Jan. 18591 ibid. (1846-1830). Waksfiid Sessions, 3 Jan. 1849; 

ibid. (183 01853), Bradford Sessions, 3 July 1850. 

45. f. & P. 1854 LV (484) p. 31. The two townships were Clackhsaton and 
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WLlsdaa. Allarten may also have been rsvalusd; K. B. 12/14773. 

N. Lancaster to P. L. I., 15 AprLt 1863. 

46. A point stressed by the North Marley Board and acknovldaad by the 

Poor Law Board; I. B. Ni s., 26 Dec. 1861,20,27 Feb. 1862; P. L. E., 

15th Arm. Zap. (1162-3) App. Xo. 4 p. 33. 

47. Annual poor rats returns La appendices to Poor Law Board's Annual 

Essorts. 

4E. A. & P. 1866 LXI (495) p. 10; 1_. 1367 LX (501) p. 11; A. & P. 1867-8 

LX (478) p. 101 1_$ P. 1870 LVIII (322) p. 15; A. & P. 1871 LIZ (443) 

p. 15; A. & P. 1872 LI (426) p. 15; W. Iiding Quarter Sessions Order 

k (1866-1870). Wakefield sessions. 6 April 1868. 

49. A. & P. 1854 LVI (509) pp. 31,42; A. & P. 1861 LIV (491) p. 239; 

Al 1560 LVIII (601) p. 13. 

50. N. a=.,, 16 Oct. 1631,19 March 1863,10 March 1866,9 Feb. 1865. 

51.3.. aboyag pp. 1S0-1. 

52. M. N. 12/14768. J. Mallinson to Y. L. D., 27 Oct. 18481 ibid., S. Allison 

to P. L. E., 13 Nov. 18481 ibid., H. Eowr to P. L. E., 20 Nov. 1848. 

Twenty years later Tont still cherished the hope of appointing its 

own Assistant Orsrsaart K. S. 12/14774. Churchwardens and Overseers 

of Ton= to t. t. s.. 29 May 1866. 

53. K R. 12/14774. V. Lancaster to P. L. n., 13 April 1866; M . S. MLus., 

13 Jan. 1870. 

54. M. B. 12/14768. T. Barkar to T. L. 3.. 23 May 1850; K. S. 12/14769. J. 

Morris to P. L. 3.. 13 Jan. 1833. 

55. M. H. 12/14768. J. ? lallinsoa to P. L. E.. 27 Oct. 1848; N. H. 12/14773. 

J. Butler to P. L. B., 28 May 1862= ibid., F. Straatan to P. L. B., 

13 Drc. 1864. Bunsvorth's officers did not have a monopoly on 

illiteracy. Saswl Atkinson served as Guardian and Annual Overseer 

for Shipley, though he could not write his nana. 

56. K. B. 12/14738. J. Darlington to P. L. D., 1 Oct. 1870. The Bradford 

Property Owners' protection Society had raised this issue five years 
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"arliers M. B. 12/14736. H. Barher to P. L. E., 10 March 1865. go* 

also, !. O., 10 March 1870. 

57. _., 6 Jan., 16 Aug. * 6,20 Dec. 1834,15 April, 6,13 May, 1 July, 

20 May 1863. 
58. Eased on expenditure statistics in annual poor rata returns in 

appendices to Poor Lav Cosmission and Poor Law Board Annual Reports, 

and an statistics of rateable value in A. & P. 1844 XL (63) p. 210; 

A$ P. 1852 XLV (539) p. 117; A. & P. 1854 LV (81) pp. 34,46; A. $ P. 

1861 LIV (491) p. 239; Al P. 1866 LZI (495) p. 10; A. & P. 1872, LZ 

(426) p. 15. Also, P. L. E., lot Ann. Z. p. (1848) App.! No. 7 p. 62; 

A. a P. 1868-9 LZZZ (421) p. 17. 

59. For examples of such protests; L. I., 13,27 March 18521 H. 0., 6 Aug. 

1857,10,24 March 1850,18 Dec. 1862. 

60. Miss. (Corn. ), 19 June 18661 Hins., 15 March, 12 April 1850, a. 0., 

21 March 1850. 

61. For Tordoff; N. D. ! tins., 20 Jun., 15 Aug,, 24 Oct. 1850,2,16 Jan., 

27 tab., 13 Marcb, 17 April, 22 May 1851; N. N. 12/14768. T. Barkar to 

P. L. B., 7 Juaa, 26 Sept. 1850; ibid., J. Morris to P. L. B., 9,21 Aug., 

24 Oct., 11 Dec. 1850; N. B. 12/14769. J. Morris to P. L. I., 27 Feb. 

1851. For Jowtt; 3.0., 3 Dec. 1861; W. E. Nino., 28 Nov., 12,19,26 

Dec. 1861,30 Jan. 6,20 Tab. 18621 N. B. 12/14772. W. Lancaster to 

P. L. 3., 13 Doc. 18611 N. H. 12/14773. V. Laucastsr to P. L. II., 31 Jan. 

18625 ibid., J. Ksnvaring to P. L. L., 21 low. 1862. For Craven; W-3. 

)ins., 28 Sept., 26 Oct. 1865,25 Oct. 18661 H. H. 12/14774. V. 

Lance ter to Y. L. D., 28 Sept., 3,27 Oct. 1865; ibid., WJ11Ls to 

Y. L. D., 27 Dec. 1865,4,15 Jan. 1866. 

62. N. II s., 17 Jan., 25 April, 9 May, 6 June, 29 Aug., 26 Sept., 10 Oct. 

1867,16 Jan. 1868; K. B. 12/14723. 'A Ratepayer' to P. L. E., 20,21 

May 1864; ibid., J. aowiss to P. L. D., 2 Aug. 1864; ibid., W. Lancaster 

to P. L. D., 23 Aug. 1864; K. B. 12/14775. J. movies to P. L. E., 18 June 

1867; ibid., P. L. E. to J. movies, 16 Aug. 1867; ibid., C. Curry to 
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P. L. S., 10 Sept. 1867; ibid., V. Lancaster to P. L. D.. S, 26 Sept. 

1867; ibid.. W. s11i" to P. L. E.. 27 Dec. 1867; ibid., P. L. E. to 

W. Lancuter, 3 Jan. 1968. 

63. B. 0., 8,22 July 1852; H. D. Kies., 1 July 1852; M. H. 12/14769. J. 

Harris to T. L. D., 1,15 01 July 1852; ibid., P. L. 3. to J. Lister, 4 

Aug. 1852; M. N. 12/14770. R. Sutcliffe to T. L. D., 4,21 April 1854; 

ibid., T. Audslay to T. L. D., 21 April 1854; ibid., T. Watson and 

C. DLbb to ?. L. D., 3 May 1834. Sutcliffe and Audslsy were prejudiced 

as a result of their defeat in the Guardians election. 

64. N. B. 3 March, 14,28 April, 4 Aug., i Sept., 13,27 Oct. 1864. 

63. N. B. , 20 June, 4 July 1850. 

66. For the Mica Clark, sea especially; D. 0., 12,19 Tab. 1857; f. E. 12/14771. 

W. Lancaster to P. L. D., 20 April. 30 May,, 4 June 1857; ibid., R. Cane 

to P. L. a., 26 May 1837. Tor Slav; K. H. 12/14773. J. Manvaring to 

T. L. D., 21 Nov. 1862. 

67. M. H. 12/14735. W. Dray. bav to P. L. D., 2 Aug. 1861; K. R. 12/14734. J. 

Darlington to P. L. D., 19 Nov. 1858. 

68. K. R. 12/14735. W. Drayshav to P. L. D., 2 Aug. 1861. 

69. Mina., 23 Tob., 8 April 18571 D. O., 12 lob., 12 March 1857,21 

March 18611 N. H. 12/14733. J. Darlington to P. L. E., 26 lab., 6 May 

1857= ibid., J. 3aith to P. L. E., 21 March 1857; ibid., T. Crowther 

to P. L. E., 18 June 18371 M. N. 12/14771. V. Lancaster to P. L. I., 

2 April, 30 May 1837. 

70. Eased on returns in municipal Corporation of the Borough of Bradford* 

'Tsar. Eootis(1832-1871), and on annual poor rate returns in appendices 

to Poor Law Board Annual Reports. 
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Chapter 11. Outdoor Relief. 

S 
1. S. C. on Poor Umoval,, P. P. 184-5 XIII (308) Zvidanca of A. Austin, 

Q. 2933; 8. Tarnall, QQ. 3123,3127,3252. 

2. These and other sbortcouings are discussed in X. I. Rose, The Relief 

of Poverty, 1834-1914 (London, 1972), pp. 14-15. 

3. Al . P. 1876 ; LXIII (214), p. 58; ä. 0., 22 March 1835; K. H. 12/14776. 

Return of nuaber of paupers, 2 March 1868; A. & P. 1860 LVIII (383) 

(L. I) pp. 48-9= Al . P. 1871 LIZ (140) (1) pp. 42-3. 

4. In In=land and Vales the lean of the number of paupers relieved on 

I July 1859 and 1 January 1860 reprosonted 4.3Z of the population. 

In Bradford and North Morley the comparable proportions were 2.1% 

and 2.21 respectively. For 1869/70 the national figure was 4.62; 

in Bradford it vas 1.61 and in North Marley 2.2x. National figures 

fror X. Rosa, ? ha Relief of Powrtp, App. A. p. 53. 

5. Based on series of half-yearly returns comsncing with A. & P. 1857 

(aass. 2) 1=1 Pt. i (Supplement) (77) (3) pp. 46-7, (E.! ) pp. 56-7. 

6. Ibid. 

7. k3H. 32/7. Return of paupers raliavad, third weak of quarter ended 

December 1848; N. H. 12/14728. J. Darlin=ton to P. L. n., 3 March 1851. 

S. s_ 0., 6 June 1850. 
9. B o., 15 Aug. 1850. 

10.3_0., 19 Oct., 9,16 Nov. 1854,30 Aug. 1855. 

11.3.009 20 Nov., 4,11 Dec. 1856,12,19 Ieb. 1857. 

12.1 . 00,, 18 Sept. 1856. f new Workhouse was not built at Leeds until 1860. 

13.3.0., 27 April 1854,17 April 1856,9 Nov. 1854,15 Jan. 1863. 

14. M. H. 12/14734. J. Darlington to P. L. ä., 7 Jan. 1858; B. O., 28 July 

1870. The North Marley Board appears to have ; bared the fear that man 

would accept the offer of the Workhouse too readily; N. EMins., 17 

Jan. 1867. 

15. Kins. (Coe. ), 12 Dec. 1865. Vor P. L. B. pre"urs; R. B. Mins.. 14; April 

18599 17 Jan. 1861. 
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16.8.0., 5 July 18551 Yins. (Co=. ), 12 Dec. 1865. 

17.3.0., 2 Nov. 1848; X. B. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to Y. L. D., 27 Oct. 1848. 

18. M. H. 12/14726. C. Norris to ?. L. n., 14 Oct. 18481 ibid., J. Wagstaff 

to Z. L. 3., 27 Oct. 1848. Tor a further complaint by the Superintendent; 

M. B. 12/14727. C. Morris to P. L. E., received 14 March 1849. 

19. Sea above, pp. 188-9. 

20. E. O., 23 Nov. 1848. 

21. Mins., 17 Oct. 1151; N. ß. 12/14729. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 26 June 1852. 

22. Y. L. E.. Sth Ann. ltap. (1852) App. No. 1. 

23. M. H. 12/14729. J. Darlington to Y. L. E., 2 Oct. 1852; M. N. 12/14769. 

Nmrial fror X. Marley Board of Guardians to Y. L. E., 23 Sept. 1852. 

24. K_., 26 Sept., 24 Oct., 3012,19 Nov. 1851; M U. 12/14729. J. Booth, 

J. Smith and J. Jennings to P. L. B., 19 Oct. 1852; !! ins., 29 Oct. 1852. 

u. E1 0., 4,18 Nov. 1852. 

26. srovrn replaced Joshua Pollard, who as unabla to attend. 

27. Y. L. B., 5th dnn. tep. (1852) App. No. 3 

28. mid., App. No. 4. 

29. Ses M. E. Ross, 'The Allowance System under the New Poor Lay', Economic 

History Revier. 2nd series, XIX (1966), pp. 607-620; B. Eoyson, o p=., 

C'bs. 9,11-13. 

30. P. L. B., 22nd Ann. ltep. (1869-70) pa vLLL; A. & P. 1872 LZ (387) pp. 36-7. 

31. A_ P. 1849 ILVIT (586) p. 1S. 

32. N. H. 12/14775.1. Cana to P. L. B., 15 April 1867. 

33. R. H=., 12 Jan., 23 Feb. 18541 K. H. 12/14770. J. Morris to P. L. B., 

12 Jan., 16 Dec. 1854= M. N. 12/14771. V. Lancaster to P. L. D., 23 Oct. 

1857. 

34. N. R. 12/14770. J. Norris to P. L. B., 1 Dec. 1855; N. H. 12/14771. W. 

Lancaster to P. L. s., 3 Narcb, 30 May 1857. 

35. N. R. 12/14771. W. Lancaster to T. L. B., 3 Nov. 1857= P. L. B., 10th Ann. Rap. 

(1857-8) pp. 13-14, App. Ho. L Tor the sanctioning of exception3; 

B. Boysoo, o p. cit., tb. 13. 
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36. N. E. Hins., 6 May 1833. 

37. Tor these three uses; N. H. 12/14773. W. Lancaster to P. L. E., 6 March 

1863; K. H. 12/14774. W. Lancaster to Y. L. D., 18 Aug. 1865; N. H. 12/ 

14769. J. Horris to Y. L. D., 23 Dec. 1853. 

38. A. 3 P. 1852-3 TV (513) p. 20. The following account is based on 

material dra ii fron the Bradford Board of Guardians Minute, 

Visiting and Finance Cow dttee Minute look (1851-1836), Visiting and 

Building Cosittee Minute Book (1835-1860), Finance and General 

Purposes Coinittse Minute Book (1835-1860), Bradford Observer, 

Leeds Intelligencer. and N. H. 12 correspondence. 

39. For vbich, see H. H. 12/14730. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 19 Nov. 1853. 

40. B_. 0., 2,9 Feb., 9 March 1834; Nina., I Nov. 1854. 

41. For rare deimaads for greater discretionary authority after 1852; Minn., 

29 Jun. 1860; B. 0., 21 March 1861. 
42. Mot 9 Nov. 1848. 

43. Finance and General Purposes Cosa Kins. p 7 Jan. 1861; MLns. 9 Jan. 1861. 

44. Kiaa, 3 Feb. 1868; K. H. 12/14737. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 27 Feb. 

1868; Nins., 26 Sept. 1866,6 Nov. 1867,13 Jan. 1869,1 Oct. 1862. 

43. Finance and Central Purposes Comm. Kins., 21 Dec. 1857,8,15 Feb. 1838; 

H. R. 12/14734. Note by J. Nsnwaring , 19 Jan. 18589 Mina. (Coins. ), 

29 Nay 1867; H. H. 12/14732. Bradford Test Labourers to P. L. B., 4,10 

Feb. 18551 ibid., J. Darlington to P. L. B., 9 Fab. 1855; Mini., 10 March 

1838; 23 Tab. 1870. 

46. Mine., 12 May 1854,25 Nov., 239 30 Dec. 1857; S. C. on Poor Removal, 

7-P. 1854-5 XIII (308) Evidence of J. Darlington, Q. 1298; D. O., 10, 

31 Dec. 1837. 

47. B-06* 23 Aug. 1871; A. & P. 1868-9 LIII (337) (C. I) p. 25; A. & P. 1870 

LVIII (280) (C) p. 25) A`1 P. 1871 LU (140) (C), p. 25, (C. I) p. 25; 

B-00.20 July 1871,26 March 1863. 

48.3 . 0.9 11 April 1861. The North Diarley Board also prided itself on 

'its liberality to the poor'; LBS =s., 10 Nov. 1853. 
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49. s. o.. 31 Oct. 1830. 

50. H. B. 12/14772. W. Lancaster to Y. L. E., 27 April 1860. This fiev was 

shared by the Bradford Board; K. B. 12/14735. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 

27 April 1860. 

31. B. O., S Sopt. 1850. 

52. Tor the 1843 proposals and their rejections so* Mins., 13 Oct., 24 

Nov.. Be 13 Dec. 1848,9 Feb. 1849; E. O., 19 Oct., 23 Nov., 14,21 

Dec. 1848,13 Feb. 1849; Correspondence in X . R. 12/14726 and 14727 

for the period October 1848 to February 1849. Tor the 1851 division; 

Hins., 7,21 Feb. 1851. 

53. K. U. 12/14728. J. WL1cockrto P. L. s., 28 Jan. 18511 Ming., 6,20 Feb. 

1852; `19.0., 16 Oct. 1851,26 Tab., 11 rasch 1852= L. B. 12/14729. 

J. Darlington to Y. L. E., 24 Jan. 1832 and subsequent correspondence 

for January and February 1852. 

34. Sae, for example. M. U. 12/14733. J. Darlin=ton to P. L. D.. 31 Dec. 

1836,24 Jan. 13571 ibid., J. Charlsswrth to P. L. B., It 22 Jaa. 1857; 

Ibid., A. Salats to P. L. D., 10,19,23 Jan., 16 Fib. 1857. 

SS. This Ligure excludes Workbouss Modicil Off icor., than* vho declined 

to accept the post to which they had been appointed, and temporary 

appoLntee$. Officers transferred to a aev district have been treated 

as new eppointnanta. 

56. Those who declined to accept their posts have been secluded; Workhouse 

Medical Officers included. 

57. This involved the creation of a nev district, since Clayton had 

previously formed part of the Thornton district. 

58. N. D. 7 Oct. 1838; 
,!. 0.. 28 Jana 1860,20 March 1851. 

59. B. o.. 17 May 1849. 

60. H. H. 12/14768. J. Maebill to P. L. f.. 2 Dec. 1848; ibid., J. Habbletbvaite 

to P. L. B., 33 Nov. 1848; A. 1 P. 1856 BLIX (434) p. 71. 

61. P. L. D., 8th Ann. 1s1. (1853) App. No. 1. A further, codified Orler was 

lb-. 

iasuwd is 18571 P. L_a., 
_10tb 

Ann. 8ap. (1837-8) App. No. 1. 
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62. ? '. ins., 20 Feb. 1856. 

63. B. B. Lewis's appointasnt as Workhouse Medical Officer was permanent, 

but his appointment as District Medical Officer for Horton West was 

annual, because he lived outside the district. 

64. Minn., 11 Aug* 1858; Tinance and General Purposes Comv. Mins., 14 

March 19591 Mins., 19 Tab. 1862. 

65. P. L. 3., 18th Ann. Rap. (1865-6) App. No. 1. 

66. N. E. 12/14774. V. Lancaster to P. L. f., 16 March 1866. 

67. Practices varied locally, sea 8. ßodgkinson, op. cit., p. 275 ff. 

During the cholera epidemics of 1854 and 1866 Bradford's Medical 

Officers were autborisod to attend cases without an order from the 

Relieving Officer; dins., 20 Sept. 1854,27 July, 14 Aug. 1866. 

67a. _., 1 Aug. 1860. 

68. It vas not always clear when a medical case was to be considered as 

a new case, entitling the officer to a second fee. For the Poor Law 

board's opinion; N. H. 12/14734. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 18 Oct-1858. 

69. This contravened Articles 198 and 199 of the 1847 General Consolidated 

Order. Two of Bradford's Medical Officers resigned because they could 

not devote sufficient time to the post. 

70. Nina., 19 July 1154. For Mackley's comeittal and acquittal; B. O., 11, 

25 July 1861. Only one of North Bierley's Medical Officers was forced 

to resign, - for n gligence; M. E. Mias., 10,24 Aug., 19 Oct., 16 Nov. 

1871. 

71. )(ins., 30 April 1956. 

72. Kies., 7 March 1851. 

73. K. H. 12/14731. Vaccination returns, dated 15 Oct. 1853; 11 Nov. 1854- 

74.3.0., 6 Aug. 1863. 

75. Kins., 4 Sept. 1861. 

76. Finance and Cenral purposes Coi. Wins. , 23 Aug. 1863. 

77. R. Lssbsrt, o . cit., pp. 10-11. 

78. E_ 0.. 24 June 1369: Kins., 16 June 1669,20 July 1870. For legal action 
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by the North Bierley Board; N. B . NIns., 9 . arch, 13 July 1871. 

79. P. L. B., 8th £nn. Eep. (1835) pp. 11-12. 

80. Mins., 17 May, 5 July 1850; B. O.. 23 May, 11 July 1850. 

81. P. L. B.. 9tb Ann. Rap. (1856) App. No. 1. 

82. }tins., 1 Feb. 1860. 

83.8.0. E 23 July 1857; Finance and General Purposes Coiim. Mins., 10 May 1858. 

84.3.0., 23 July 1857. 

85. A_. 1854 LV (335) pp. 32-3; A. & P. 1856 XLIX (437) p. 14; A. & P. 

1860 LVIII (232) pp. 28-9; A. & P. 1870 LVIII (33) pp. 24-5. It is not 

clear whether some of those listed as being in work also appear as 

attending or not attending day schools. The 'total' column spay 

therefore be suspect and%kth it the percentage attendance rates. 

86. These returns. and a further one in A. & P. 1857 (Ssss. 2) Xliii (313) 

p. 8, provide the only evidence of action by the North Marley Board 

under the 1835 Act. The Board's Minute Book for the period June 1854 

to Harch 1858 is hissing. 

87. B. 0.8 22 Nov. 1855,3 April 1856,16 April 1863. 

88. P . P. 1861 XXI Pt. II (2794.11) p. 202. 

ý. 

I ---- ý-- 
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Chapter 12. Indoor Relief. 

1. S. C. on Poor Zaaoval, P. P. 1854-5 XIII (308) Evidence of B. Tarnall, 

Q. 3252; 3.0., 27 by. 1856. 

Z. Based on *arias of half-yearly returns commencing with A. & P. 1857 

(Sett. 2) Zi iI Pt. I (Supplumnit) (77) (ä) pp. 46-7, (8. I) pp. 56-7. 

3. S. C. on Poor tsaova1, P_ P. 1854-5 XIII (308) Evidence of H. Farnall, 

QQ. 3261-2. 

4. The Poor Law Report of 1834 (1974 "d. ), p. 429. 

s. S. o.. 11 April 1850,28 Jun. 1849. 
6. N. H. 12/14768. Dr. Turner and Mr. M11ne to P. L. B., received 8 May 

1850; X. a., 11 March 1852; M. R. 12/14770. R. Yarnall to P. L. B , 
20 May 1834; 3.0., 25 May 1854,8 July 1852. 

7. Tarnall's address on 'The Question of a Union Workhouse' was 

subsequently printed and circulated; N. H. 12/14770. H. Yarnell to 

P. L. 3.. 20 May Isst. 

S. M. N. 12/14777. Note by l. 3. Cane, 19 Aug. 1870; M. B. 12/14770. J. Garth 

to P L. D., 1 Aug. 1856; iibbi_d., J. Carth to Y. L. D., received 21 Aug. 

1856. It was claimed that the road proposed in 1870 would shorten 

the distance from prost townships by nearly two piles= K. B. 12/14777. 

J. Lancaster to Y. L. D., 16 Aug. 1870. 

9. Tor the ratapayars' successive refusals to authorise the salat H. H. 

12/14771. T. Audslay to P. L. B., received 18 Dec. 1858; H. B. 12/14772. 

J. Stead to P. L. Q., 29 April 18601 ibid., J. Garth to Y. L. B., 23 Aug. 

1861. In 1861 the Poor Law Board appears to have consented to repairs, 

but in 1863 the Workhouse vas reported to be in a dilapidated condition; 

K. B. 12/14772. N. Jovett to P. L. B., 2 Oct. 1861; M. B. 12/14773. B. Dland 

and C. Bateson to P. L. B.. 8 July 1863. 

10. n. 0., 19,29 Oct. 1868. ! or this campaign, sae above, p. 382. 

11. Sea abotsl p. 452: 

12. Barad on returns Ln 8.0.. 4 Oct. 1849; A. 8 P. 1870 LVIII (468) pp. 24, 

47; A. l P. 1872 LI (391) pp. 28-9; A. & P. 1867-8 LX (445) pp. 28-9. 
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13.1.0., 27 Dec. 1870. 

14. N. E s., 11 March 18521 H. H. 12/14770. H. Tarnall to P. L. D., 20 

Mil 1834; X. E.. 1 Nov. 1860,11 Dec. 1862; H. B. 12/14773. 

J. Marsvaria= to P. L. s.. 26 Aug. 1862. 

15. Visiting and Building Comma. Wins., 24 Oct. 1856; 1.0.918 March 

1858,21 April 18641 Naas. (Co. ), 29 Jan. 1868; N. H. 12/14738. 

I. Cans to P. L. a., 18 March 1871. 

16. s 0., 21 Jan. 1869. 

17. K. B. 12/14737. J. Darlington to T. L. 3.. 22 March 1867: A_. 

1572 LI (391) pp. 28-9. 

18. LU 12/14729. J. Bosch to Bradford Board of Guardians, 1 D. c. 1852, 

aaclo"d in J. Dar1La=too to T. L. E., a Dec. 18521 Mlns. (Com. ), 

11 March 1868. 
19. X. 8.12/14737. Lport of cosittss of Guardians on the cost of 

in: aiacananca, 19 Jan. 1869, sacaiwd 29 Jan. 1869; Mins. (Comm. ), 

11 March 18681 K. R. 12/14737. J. Leeson to P. L. 3., 31 March 1869. 

20, X. E. 12/14737. J. L. scn to P. L. E., 31 )(arch 1869. 

21. Ibid. j 3. o., 21 Jan. 1869. 

22. H. ö. 12/14737. J. IA. sou to P. L. E., 31 March 18691 N. B. 12/14736. 

J. Daslingtoa to P. L. D.. 7 Sept. 1865; P. L. E.. 22nd Ann. Eep((1869-70) App. 

No. 8 pp. 58-9. 

23. Kins. 9 4 Aug. 1866. 

26. In North Diarley a paid assistant appointed in 1856 had acted as a 

nurse, but by 1858 vas apparently no lonsar e ployad. 

23. ä. DHins., 7 by. 1867. 

26. AA-& P. 1871 LIZ (140) (3.1) pp. 38-9; A. & P. 1872 LI (391) pp. 28--9. 

27. Ibid. 

28. H. H. 12/14734. J. Mauvaring to P. L. B.. 13 April 1859. 

29. P. L. B., 18th Ann. ltap. (1865-6) App. No. 2 pp. 24-S; Mina., 21 Aus., 25 

8apt. 1867,10 Ju A, 21 Oct. 18681 Hing. (Comm. ), 14 Aug. 1867,14 

Oct. 18681 H. B. 12/14737. J. Darlington to P. L. n., 11 Oct. 1867,27 
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Aug., 9 Nov. 1868. The Bradford Board told the Poor Lsor Board 

that Mary Wood could not writs but outtted to tell it that she 

could not read. Article 165 of the General Consolidated Order 

of 1847 dsaand. d that nurses be able to read written directions. 

30. P. L. B., 18th Ann. Rep. (1865-6) p. 16, App. Vo. 16. 

31. This previous occupations of three nurses are not known. 

32. Mina. (Comm. ), 30 July 1866; K. B. 12/14776. P. L. B. to W. Lancaster, 

10 Nay 18691 ibid., W. Lancaster to P. L. B., 7,31 May 1869. 

33. Mini., 7 May 1852; Visiting and Finance Com. Wns., 4 May 1852; 

M. N. 12/14729. J. Wilcock to P. L. 3., 10 May 1852. 

34. Mina. (Coms. ) 18 Sept. 1867.23 Sept. 1868,26 April 1871; Mina., 

24 May 18711 N. H. 12/14738. Report by Dr. Clsaton, received 18 May 

18715 ibid., J. Darlington to P. L. B., 7,9 July 1871. 

35. Mine. (Coast. ), 6 Nov. 1867. For cases of dismissal on this ground, 

sea Mine. (Coma. ), 23 ? arch 1870. 

36. Based on the annual returns in the M. B. 12 correspondence for the 

Years 1849-59 (in Bradford) and for the years 1850-8 and 1860-1 (in 

%ortb Marley). For tim period 1859-1871 the annual returns are to 

be found in larlisnnntary Accounts and Papers,, the series beginning 

with A. & P. 1859 XXIV (208) (B) pp. 80-1g (E. I) pp. 66-7. 

37. Visiting and Building Coss. Kins.. 199 27 Sept. 1864; K. S. 12/14736. 

T. Martin to P. L. S., 9 Sept. 1864; ibid., J. Darlington to P. L. 3., 

10 Oct. 1864; ibid., Report by Mr. Campbell, received 14 March 1865; 

M. ä. 12/14773. J. Miavaring to P. L. a., 26 Aug. 1862; ibid., Raport by 

We Campbell, received 8 Nov. 1862. 

38. Mins., 18 Peb. 1857. 

39. ins., 23 J. 1862= N. N. 12/14775. W. Lancaster to P. L. 3., 3 Doc-1866. 

40. N. H. 12/14772. Report by Dr. Nairn, received 12 Oct. 1861. 

41. mid., W. Lancaster to P. L. D., 16 Nov. 1861; H. H. 12/14773. Report 

by Mr. Campbell, received 8 Nov. 1862. 

42. M. H. 12/14773. X. Lancaster to P. L. B., 14 Nov., 30 Dec. 1862; ibid., 
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W. Spring lice to l. L. J., 7 Aug. 1863, enclosing Report by 

Mr. Cubsll. 

43. Zbid; V. Lancaster to P. L. 3., 18 Sept. 1863; N. B. s., 25 Aug. 

1363. 

4t. H. H. 12/14773. laport by Kr. Casksllq r. c. Lved 21 Sept. 1864. The 

North Blarlay Board had patitioosd against the 1862 Act; ibid., V. 

Lancaster to ?. L. 3. ß 24 Jul? 1862. 

45. N. s,., 10 Nov. 18641 X. B. 12/14774. Report by Mr. Campbell, 

received 16 March 1865; ibid., V. Lancaster to P. L. n., 1 April 1865, 

13 April 1966, enclosing copy of now by V. Corbett, 9 April 1866; 

ibid.. Report by Zlessrs. Forster and Wilkes, received 9 March 1866. 

46. H. H. 12/14735. Report by Dr. äairn., received 12 Oct. 1861. 

47. lid., Report by Mr. Campbell, received 14 Nov. 1862; K. H. 12/14736. 

T. Martin to P. L. D., 9 Sept., 1564, enclosing Report by Mr. Caskall. 

48. M. N. 12/14736. J. DartLngton to P. L. D., 10 Oct. 18641 Visiting and 

luildint Cogs. Hiai., 19,21,27 Sept. 1864. 

49. N. Y. 12/14736. Report by Mr. Caspbsll, received 14 March 1865; ibid., 

J. Darlington to P. L. 1.. 29 April, 11 July 1865. 

50. Ibid., Report by Meisrs. Torstar and Wilkes, received 9 March 1866 

Minn. (Cos. ), 2 May 1866; N. g. 12/14736. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 

8 fay. 16 Jaaa 18661 K. B. 12/14737. Report by Mr. Campbell, received 

7 Aug. 1aä7. 

S1. K. H. 12/16737. J. Darliaaton to T. L. n., 26 Jan. 18671 Hins. (Cots. ), 

1 Oct. 18679 3_. 0., 24 Oct., 7 Noe.. 12 Dec. 1867. 

52. M. H. 12/14776. Report by Dr. Xairna, racaiwd 28 Sept* 18681 N. E. Mins., 

29 3m., 13 July 1$71. 

53. K. B. 12114773. Hs*o* by 1. Cans, 19 Mal 1867. 

34. K. S. 12/1473$. I. C. to P. L. 3.. r"caLved 30 May 1870; X. R. 12/14736. 

R. Came to P. L. 8., 29 Nov. 1866. 

53. K. N. 12/14734. tots by J. Nsavasing, 26 May 1859; !! ins., 19 Jan. 1870. 

56. N. ß. 12/14734. J. Rovºtrsa to T. L. B., 24 Feb. 1859,27 Dec. 1858. 
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37. )(ins., 31 Huch, 28 April, 3 May 1854 D_O., 10 May 18351 M. R. 12/ 

14732. J. Darlington to P. L. D., 28 April 1955. 

58. Milks., 2,7 March 1866. Tor "L filar cases= Mins., 28 March, 4 April 

1166 (Sasnel Spencer); 11_,. 0., 1 Nov. 1855 ('Michael Tynan); Nina., 

23 Aprill 14 May 1862 (Lphrain Winterbus). 

39. B_., 17 Aug. 1871; W. D. Mins., 11,25 June 1863. 

60. T. L. C.. 11th Ann. I. p. (1845) App. A Ho. 3. 

61. MIAs., 15 Dec. 1858,24 Aug. 1859; Visiting and Building Co®. Mins., 

30 Aug. 1859; 1.0., 21 Jan. 1964. 

62. Ming., 11 April 1851,31 Oct. 1835; Visiting and Building Comi. Mins., 

16,23 K&,., 14 Dec. 1855; 8.0., 10 Jan. 1956. 

63. )lins., 7 Sept. 18599 25 Oct. 1865; B. O., 9 July 1870. 

64. Mini., 8 Nov. 1854,20,27 May 1857. 

65.3.01* 14 Jan., 21 April 1864; Visiting and auildins Coss. Hins., 

12 Oct. 18641 `, 15 Nov. 1865. 

66. ? tine., 2,16 Aug. 1865. 

67. Nies., 8 Nov. 1865,18 march 1868; wins. (Cor. ), 17 March 1868; ä. 0., 

24 Oct. 1867; K. B. 12/14737. A. Lambert to P. L. E., 15,27 Nov., 18 

Dec. 1867,21 Tab. 18681 ibid., H. Darnall to P. L. D., 9 Dec. 1867. 

68.3_. 0., 14 Jan., 14 April 1871. 

69. D 0. ' 13,14 Jan. 1871. 

70. K. E. 12/14738. H. Lasbert to P. L. D., 6,9 Feb., 3 June 18711 D 0., 

14 Jan., 4 May 18711 . '. Hin.., 29 Jun., 27 July 1871. 

71.31sport of Committee of Council on Education, A. & P. 1862 XLII (3007) 

App. 10.4 p. 468. 

72. _., p. 467; M. H. 12/14773. Report by T. Browne, 13 March 1862, 

enclosed in J. Manwaring to P. L. D., 26 Aug. 1862. 

73. Kautet of Cos. of Council am Education. *. port" on Union Schools., 

A_. 1850 MIX (1236) pp. 136-7. 

76. MiSS. of Can. of Council on Education, A. & P. 1852-3 L1RIX (1687) 

p. 157; X. EMins., 11 March 1852. 

73. Al P. 1852-3 LTITX (1687) p. 158; A. $ P. 1854 LI (1841) p. 142; 

I ------- 
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VLsitinj and Tiaanca Com. Mias., 22 Jun. 18531 A. & P. 1854-5 

XLII (1954) p. 119; A. a P. 1856 XLVII (2079) p. 123; 1.0., 18 Oct. 1855, 

13 March 1856; A. $ P. 1857 (Sass. 2) MII (2238) p. 169. 

76. AA P. 1854 LI (1841) pp. 113-4,142= AA P. 1854-5 XLII (1954) p. 119; 

A_. 1856 XLVII (2079) p. 123; AA P. 1557 (Sess. 2) m! II (2238) 

p. 169; _. 1857-8 XLV (2386) p. 180. 

77. N. S. 12/14772. loan dated 11 Jan. 1860 regarding T. Browse's 1859 

ezaalnatiou; ibid., Report by T. Erovae, 11 Oct. 1859, enclosed in 

J. Manºarin8 to T. L. D., 26 Jan. 1860; ibid., Fora dated 7 July 1860 

retarding To Brown's 1860 examination; ibid., Yors dated 22 Oct. 

1861 regarding T. Irovne's 1861 examination; M. N. 12/14773. Report 

by T. Browns, 13 March 1862, enclosed in J. Msnvarint to P. L. E., 

26 Aug. 1862; ibid., bport by T. Browne, 11 Feb. 1863, enclosed in 

J. lsanvarint to T. L. E., 2 July 1863. 

78. A o& 1857-8 XLV (2386) p. 180; X. U. 12/14734. Report by T. Browne, 

7 Dec. 1858, enclosed in J. Darlington to P. L. D., 10 Dec. 1858. 

79. lased on series of returns in appendices to Poor Law Board and Local 

Conarnssnt Board Annual Reports, beginning with P. L. E., 6th Ann. Rep. 

(1853) App. xo. 34 p. 166. 

80. P- Po 1861 a1 ? toll (2794.11) p. 234; N. N. 12/14735. Report by T. 

Drowns, 12 ? ab. 1863, enclosed in J. Manvarins to Y. L. E., 18 Aug. ., ̀ 
1863; 1.0o, 23 June 1864; M. N. 12/14738. R. Cane to P. L. E., received 

30 May 1870. 

51. See 7. Dukes op. cIt p. 75. 
$2. N. E. 12/14770, B. Parnell to P. L. 3.. 20 May 1854. 

$3. a_ 0.. 22 March 1849. 

84.3.0.9 4 Har 1854. 
83. Mims. of Co, saof council on Education. Exports on Elssentary Schools., 

A. A P. 1831 XLIV (1338) pp. 1319 1241 P. P. 1861 7ZI Pt. II (2794.11) 

p. 190. 

$6. laetory inspectors' Reports, P. P. 1832-3 XL (1642) p. 461 Miss. of Cow. 
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of Council on Education. Reports on 8lemsatary Schools.. A. & P. 

1851 XLIT (1358) p. 126= A. & T. 1852 XL (1490) p. 120; Factory 

Impactors' Tiports, T. T. 1852-3 XL (1SL0) pp. 53-S. 

87. Tactory Inspectors' Reports, T. T. 1852-3 XL (1580) pp. 54-5; P. T. 

1861 mx (2854) pp. 22,20. 

U. Factory Inspectors' Reports', P. P. 1861 XXII (2854) p. 18. 

89. T. P. 1861 MCI Pt. II (2794. II) pp. 179.192-3. 

90. Ibid. p pp. 179-80. 

91. Ihid., p. 187; Mini. of Cos. of Council on Education. Reports on 

Z1ssentary Schools, A. & P. 1852 XL (1480) pp. 197-8; Tactory 

Inspactorü' Reports, P. T. 1852-3 XL (1642) p. 45; P. T. 1861 XXI 

Pt. II (2794.!! ) pp. 182,220. 

92. P. P. 
_1861 

aI Pt. I1 (2794.11) p. 234. 

93.2bia., pp. 230-1.239. 

94.3.0., 4,25 Jan. 18491 P. L. S., 2nd Ann. Rsp. (1849) App Jo. 17 p. 133. 

95. K. H. 12/14727. J. Wagstaff to P. L. A.. 30 Dec. 1848; M. I. Mins., 2 

June 1853. 

96. Hine.,, 20 April. 30 Nov. 1849; M. N. 12/14727. J. Wagstaff to P. L. E., 

23 Nov.. S Dec. 18491 !. O,, 6 Dec. 1849. 

97. Kins., 6 TO. 18521 K. S. 12/14730. It. Tarnall to P. L. E., 25 April 

1853; S. C. on poor Rswya1. T. T. 1854-5 XIII (308) Evidence of 

J. Darlington, Q. 1249. 

98. See above, p. 249. 

99. S. C. oa Poor I*aov*l, T. P. 1834-5 ZIII (308) Evidence of J. Darlington, 

Q. 1249. 

100.3.. above, p. 249. 

101. Reports on Vagrancy by Poor Law Inspector., P*P, 1866 lilt/ (3698) 

pp. 142-3,156; N. B. 12/14737. A. Tarnall to P. L. 3.. 17 Sept. 1868. 

102. P_ P. 1866 ki. v (3698) pp. 142-3,156; H. H. 12/14776. R. Caaa to P. L. D., 

7 March 1868; 3.0., 26 Jan. 1871= N. H. 12/14737. J. Darlington to 

P. L. f., 16 June 1868. 
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103. K. B. 12/14736. U. Corbett to P. L. s., 27 Dec. 1863. 

104. l. L. E., Ist Mnn. Lp. (1848) App. A No. 7. 

los. _, 1 TO. 1863. 

106. A_$ P. 1864 LII (406) p. 56; t_t. 1866 XXIV (3698) pp. 136-7,1569 

x. , 15 Aug. 1867,9 Isb. 1871. 
107. T_ P. 1366 kiy (3698) pp. 132-3,142-3; i., 5 Dec. 1866; Mins. 

Coos. ), 23 March 19669 M. B. 12/14736. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 13 

Dec. 1866; a. O., 1 Nov. 1866; L. I., 21 S. pt. 18501 B. O., 19 Nov. 1858. 

108. =, 20 lab. 1667. Tor calls for a uniform system by North Dierley; 

M. H. 12/14775. V. Lancaster to Y. L. E.. 7 Dec. 1866. By Bradford; 

K. H. 12/14736. J. Darlington to Y. L. B.. 13 Dec. 1866; M. U. 12/14737. 

J. Darlington to P. L. E., 22 Yeb. 1867.16 Jans. 27 Aug. 1868; 

3.0.9 4 June 1868. 

109.1-0-s 6 Jan. 1871,7 Jan. 1869. 

110. K. B. 32/54. J. Manv*Ying to P. L. s., 11 April 1858; Min$;, 16 Oct. 1861; 

Nina. (Co. ), mes21 Nov. 1866. 

III* In Bradford, Cbristnas dinner was provided by the Mayor. In North 

Zisrlsy, until 1959 the Guardians paid for a special dinner themselves; 

for the aast three years there was no special dinner, and fro* 1863 

one was provided at tba expense of the Union. 

112. B. 0,28 July 1870. 

113. Ibid.; N. H. 12/14736. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 7 Sept. 1865. 

114.1_ 0., 1 Dec. 1864,8 Jan. 1863. 

115. A. & . 1861 LV (490) pp. 209-10; Hins.. 9 June 1869. 

116. Wins., 29 Aug. 1855,2 July 1852; N. B. Hins., 27 June 1861,5 July 1866; 

Visiting and Building Coua. Mins., 2 Nov. 1858; N. B. Mins., 6 Jun* 1867. 

117. Wins., 17 Dec. 18361 MLns. (Copra. ), 21 Nov. 1866; 2t. B. Mins., 2 May 1861. 

118. ? ha lorty-YLrat Annual ltaport of the Bradford Infirmary and Diapanaary 

1366 , Notice to visitors; Visiting and Building Cosý. Hins., 9 Nov. 1838; 

M. DMihs., 17 7. b. 1959. ! or ezasplss of sbscondsrs being prosacutsd; 

X. s nß. 917 Oct. 1861,9,23 July 1863. 

.; 
j 
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119.3 . 0.9 8 July 1832. The phrase vat that of the Chairman of the 

North Bierley Board. 

120. A. & P. 1863 LII (477) p. 11; N. D. 29 Dec. 1864. 
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121. H. S. 12/14734. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 10 July 18581 Min.., 24 Tab. 

1865; M. S. 12/14730. R. ratnall to P. L. D., 8 Aug. 1853; 1 9.0.912 May 

1864,9 Nasch 1871. 

122. M. R. 12/14772. J. Manvaring to P. L. 3.. 26 Jan. 1860. 

123. B. O.. 20 Oct. 1859. 

124. Hins. (Com. ) 17 March 1869. Tho Chaplain admitted that attendance 

at divine service bad fallen off now that it was no longer, as in the 

past. 'aomsvhat compulsory'. 

125, B. O.. 5 Jan. 1854. 

126.8.0., 28 Dec. 1848; 70.3-Ming-9 I. July, 21 Oct, 1838; M. A. 12/14771. 

W. Lancaster -to P. L. S., 5 July 1838 ; B. O., 31 March 1870. 

127. S. C. on Poor Removal, P. P. 1854-5 XIII (308) App. No. 6, p. 341 

123. AA P. 1854 LV (361) pp. 96-7; AA P. 1861 LV (73) pp. 26-7; N. V. 12/ 

14736. U. Corbett to Y. L. E., 26 Nov. 1864,6 June 1865; ibid., H. 

Cana to P. L. D., 29 Nov. 1866; K. H. 12/14737. H. Cana to P. L. b., 15 

April 1867; M. H. 12/14739. H. Cana to P. L. 1., 27 Oct. 1871; M. H. 12/ 

14776. R. Cana to P. L. s., 17 Dec. 1868,30 Sept. 1869; M. 11.12/14777. 

H. Caaa to P. L. n., 7 May, 24 Nov. 1870,18 March 1871; M. H. 12/14778. 

E. Cana to P. L. s., 22 Oct. 1871. 

129. P. L. B., 12th Ann. I. p. (18$9-60) App. 11o. 1 

130. Yins., 1,13 Nov. 1854; L0., 2,9 Nov. 1854; M. H. 12/14734. J. Darlinston 

to Y. L. D., $ Dec. 1859. 

131. Mine., 1 Feb. 1860; 3.0., 12,19,26 Jan., 2,9,16,23 Feb. 1860; M. B. 12/ 

14735. Thomas Canon Harrison to P. L. ä.. 6 Jan., b Beb. 1860; ibid., 

J. Darlington to P. L. ä., 21 Jan. 1860. 

132. Mina., 1,15,22,29 lab. 1860. 

133. S. C. on Relief of Poor, P. P. 1861 IX (474) Evidence of Rev. J. Morris, 

Q. 8900; ins., I May 1861. 
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134. Kin.., 27 Dec. 1865,3,24 Jan., 24 Oct., 28 Nov. 1866= Mine- (5! M-)-) 

22 Jan. 1866. 

135. Mins. (Com. ) , 16 May 16661 Mine., 23 May, 6 Jun. 1866,30 March, 13 

April, 25 May. 1,22 June 1870. 

136. Kinn., 20 May, 22 July, 19 Aug. 18689 Mins. (Cow. ), 9 Jun., 19 Aug. 

1868,22 Jan. 1866. 

137. N. B . Mins., 31 May 1860. 

138. Mia.., 26 Dec. 1851. 

139. mins., 16 Sept. 1856. 

140. Tor evidence of this= H. H. 12/14729. J. Beach to Bradford Board of 

Guardians, 1 Dec. 1852, enclosed is J. Darlington to P. L. B., 8 Dec. 1852. 

141. The figures for the period 1858-1871 are based on the series of half- 

yearly returns beginning with A. & P. 1857 (Sess. 2) XXXII Pt. I 

(Suppleaent) (77) (D) pp. 46-7, (s. I) pp. 56-7. The figures for the 

earlier period are dran fron a variety of sources, notably D 0., 

4,25 Jan., 6 Dec. 1849,30 Dec. 1852,8,15,29 Dec. 1853,23 Nov. 

1854,25 Jan. 1855,11,18 Sept. 1856; M. H. 12/14727 J. Wagstaff to 

P. L. B., 30 Dec. 1848, P. L. D., 2nd Ann. Bep. (1849) App. No. 17 p. 133; 

S. C. on Poor Radaval, P. P. 1854-5 EIII (308) Evidence of J. Darlington, 

Q. 1249, App. lo. 5 p. 334. 
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Chapter 13. Other Sources of Belief. 

1.3.009 10 Dec. 1857. 

2. Bee above, p. 451. 

3. See correspondence in 1.0., 26 March 1863,1 Dec. 1864. 

4. aw 0., 12 Jan. 1865,4 Jan. 1866,2,16 Jan. 1868,8 Jan. 1869. 

5. D 0.. 9 Dec. 1869,4 Jan., 22 Feb., 1,15 March, 12 April 1855. 

6.3 . 00,26 Jan., 9 March 1854. 

7.3 . 0.1,26 Jan., 9 Feb., 9 March 1854. Ons employer, John Rawson, 

did speak against assisted . 2Lgration on the ground that extra 

bands night soon be needed; D_ 0., 9 Feb. 1854. 

8. 3 . 0.9 23 Nov. 1848. 

9. Mins., 22 leb. 1854. 

10.3.0., 9 Feb., 9 March 1854,1 March 1855 9 

11. Tor the work of te Woolcombsra' Aid Committee; B. O., 30 March, 

6 July, 14 Sept. 1854,1 March 18551 Woolcoubers' Add Coamittee 

Corruspondoncs. B. C. L., Dead Box 16, Case 35, Item 1; W. Cudvvorth, 

'Thomas Thornton Empsall s in Memoriam'. Bradford Antiquary. I (1900) 

p. 3. Eapsall vas the founder and President of the Bradford Historical 

and Antiquarian Society. 

12. B. O., 8,22 Mil; 19 Jun., 24 July 1838,5 March, 9 April 1857; Hoolcosbers' 

Euigratioa Society Report. 
1 

B. C. L., Deed Box 166 Case 35, Itea 2; 3_0.9 

10 Dec. 1857,27 May 1858. 

13.3.. 0., 17 Dec. 1857. 

14. BB-O., 31,17 Dec. 1857. 

15,3 0., 17 Dec. 1857,10 June 1858- 

16. B. 019 18,25 Feb., 11 March, 3,10 June 1838- 

17.3 . 0,9 12 Dec. 1867,22 June 1865. 

18.3 . 01927 Aug. 1857,5 Feb. 1869,21 Feb. 1850; W. Cudvorth, The Bradford 

Infirm, p. 20; 3.0., 10 Feb. 1859,7 Feb. 1860,7 Feb. 1861. 

19. W. Cudvortb, The Bradford Infirmary, pp. 23-8; 3.0., 5 Feb. 1863,9 Feb. 

1865,7 Fob. 1867,3 Feb., 11 Sept. 1869,22 Feb., 20 July 1871. 
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20. B. 0., 3 Jan. 1850. 

21. Annual Reports of the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary (1855-1872); 

1.. 0., 9 lab. 1865,8 lab. 1866. The casualty cases were those 

treated without a recommendation. Casualty figures are not available 

for 1864 or 1865, and from 1866 these cases were referred to as 

'minor casualties'. This change in nomenclature may explain the 

considerable drop in the number of casualty cases. 

22.3.0., 4 Feb. 1864,9 Feb. 1865; The Forty-Fifth Annual Repo 

the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary (1870); The Forty-Fourth Ann. 

Rep. of the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary (1869). 

23. The Thirty-First Ann, Pep. of the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary 

(1836); Annual Reports of the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary 

(1869 to 1872). 

24. The Bradford Eye and Bar Hospital. Report for 1865; 8.0.9 18 

June 1857,18 June 1863,14 Dec. 1865; W. Cunningham, op. cit., pp. 48-9. 

25. Annual Reports of the Bradford Eye and Bar Infirmary (1858 to 1863); 

Annual Reports of the Bradford Me and Ear Hospital (1864 to 1871). 

26.3.0., 2 March 1865; W. Cunningham, op. cit., p. 49; The TortyLThird 

Ann. Rsp. of the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary (1868); B 0., 11 

leb. 1864; The Bradford Eye and Bar Infirmary. Report for 18631 Annual 

Reports of the Bradford Bye and Ear Hospital (1864 to 1866); The 

Bradford Bye and Bar Infirsary. Report for 1862. 

27. B 0., 3,31 Oct. 1861.31 Jan. 1867,4 June 1868; The Bradford Association 

for Improving the Social Condition of the Blind. Kaport for 1865; W. 

Cunningham, p. cit., pp. 50-1. 

28. The Bradford Tradesmen's Benevolent Institution. Rules (1837). 

29. Ibid.; B 0., 27 Aug., 28 May 1857,30 May 1867. At least two of the 

Institution's pensioners were paupers at the time of their election; 

3 . 0.9 22 Oct. 1857,10 lab. 1859. 

30. B 0., 27 Aug. 1857,24 May 1871. 

31. Annual IIaports of Bradford Tradesmen's benevolent Institution (1861 to 
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1871); 8.0., 15 April 1869,21 June 1870,12 Sept., 14 Feb. 1867, 

13 Aug. 1870,12 June 1869. 

32. B. O., 13 Aug. 1870; Rav. R. Balgaoda, op. cit., pp. 165-6. 

33. B. O., 23 April 1857,25 March 1858,12 May 1859,9 May 1861,10 

July 1862,16 April 1863; P. P. 1861 XXI Pt. II (2794 II) p. 186; J. 

James, The History of Bradford ... Additions and Continuationr, 

p. 217; ß_0., 29 Dec. 1870. 

34.8.0., 10 1(ay, 7,14 June 1860,13 June 1861,10 Dec. 1863,8 Dec. 1664, 

28 Dec. 1865,18 Dec. 1869,21 Dec. 1870. 

35. Horton Lane Chapel Yearbooks (1864 to 1867,1869) 

36. B. O., 25 Feb. 1858,12 Oct. 1869. T. Baines, o . cit., p. 321, also 

records that the Society's relief expenditure was about f100\a year. 

37. For evidence of relief work; 3.0., 22 March 1855,3 April 1856. - 

For the number of visits undertaken; 8.0., 5 March 1868,9 March 1871. 

38. Rev. R. Balgaaie, o p. cit., pp. 143-4. In 1865 the managers of the 

Bradford Infirmary sought to impress on nillowners the institution's 

utility for accident cases; 8.0., 9 Feb. 1865. 

39. Rev. W. Scoresby, Records of the Bradford Parochial Schools, Appendices 

V and VI; 8 0., 31 Tu,.., 
. /B6?, 3o 

týe 
1868,19,26 Dec. 1850,2\ Jan. 

1851; Ming. 

40. Report presen - at the Annual Meeting of the Bradford Ladies Charity. 

1871; 8.0., 12 Nov. 1857,30 Sept. 1858. 

41. For the Charity Organisation Society and its precursors; D. Owen, op. cit., 

especially pp. 113,138-43,167, Ch. VIII. 

42. B. O., 31 Oct. 1861,18 Dec. 1862. 

43. B. O. 9 20 Oct. 1859,1 Nov. 1860,31 Oct. 1861,18 Dec. 1862, \30 June 

1864,28 Feb. 1867. 

44. William Wilson's Charity. B. C. L. Deed Box 10, Case 14, Item', 15` J. 

Parker, Illustrated Rambles from Hipperholme to Ton , p. 290; 
ý. 

C. 

Cradock, A History of the Ancient Parish of Birstall, Yorkshire' 

(London, 1933), p. 121. Appleyard's bequest may also have benefited\ 
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Bradford; see An Account of Money distributed to the Poor by, the 

Churchwardens. Poor's Land Charity (1839-1888). 

45. P. Gosden, op. cit., pp. 43-4. 

46. B. C. on Friendly and Benefit Building Societies, P. P. 1874 XXIII 

Pt. II (c996) pp. 201,204-6. 

47. Ibid., pp. 206-7,204.5. 

48. See Chapter 5(iv). 

49. During the early 1860. Bradford raised £21,500 for the Lancashire 

cotton operatives; during the late 1860s it was second only to 

Lancaster in contributions to the Royal Albert Asylum at Lancaster. 

Predictably, Titus Salt gave 5000 guineas; B. O., 22 June 1865, 

3 Feb. 1870. 

50. E. Sigsworth, Black Dyke Mills, p. 226. 

51. See, for example, N. McCord, op-cit., p. 90. 

52. B. O., 28 May, 12 Nov. 1857. 

53. Annual Reports of the Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary (1874 to 1875). 

54. W. Cudworth, The Bradford Infirmary, pp. 17-19. 

55. See above, pp. 294-5. 

56. P. P. 1874 XXIII Pt. I (c 961) p., c lxxxix. 

57. See above, pp. 205-10. 

58. See above, pp. 291-2. 

59. Mina., 9 June 1869; B. O., 8 Feb. 1866; Annual Reports of the Bradford 

Bradford Infirmary and Dispensary (1867 to 1869); Annual Reports of 

the Bradford Eye and Ear Hospital (1865 to 1868). 

11 
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Chapter 14. Settlement and Removal. 

1. These legislative changes are further discussed in Chapters 6 and 10. 

2. 
---M. 13.; -32/13. U. Corbett to P. L. B.. 31 March 1864. 

3. Based on series of returns in appendices to Poor Law Board's Annual 

Reports and in Accounts and Papers, beginning with P. L. ä., 9th Ann. Rep. 

(1856) App. No. 20 p. 82 to P. L. s., 14th Ann. R. p. (1861-2) App. No. 24 

p. 155; and A. & P. 1861 LIII (324) (C) pp. 50-1, (C. I) pp. 50-1. to 

5. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

A. & P. 1865 XLVIII (442) (C) pp. 48-9, (C. I) pp. 48-9. 

Bradford Towaihip. Miscellaneous Papers (1831-1874). Uturn of cost 

of removal orders etc., 24 June 1863; S. C. on Poor Remval, P. P. 

1854-5 IIII (308) Svidsnce of J. Darlington. QQ. U21,1223-4. 

Bradford township. Miscellaneous Papers (1831-1 774), Expenses on 

removals 1848-50,12 June 1850. 

H. R. 12/14727. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 9 July 1849. 

S. C. on Poor Removal, P. Y. 1854-5 XIII (308) Evidence of J. Darlington, 

QQ. 1193-4,1294-6; Bradford Township. miscellaneous Papers (1831-1874), 

Raturu of cost of removal orders etc., 24 June 1863. Tor further 

evidence of the Guardians' faith in the deterrent value of Irish 

removals, see Finance and General Purposes Conn. Mins. 11 March 1861.. 

Hine., 1 Nov. 1854; B . O., 22 March 1855,18 March 1858,17 March 

1859,5 April 1860,14 March 1861,13 March 1862. 

M. H. 12/14729. J. Matinley to P. L. B., 17 Feb. 1852; ibid., J. Darlington 

to P. L. B., I March 1852; ibid., Rev. W. 'Sl-ack to P. L. B., 15 April, 15 

May 1852. 
3 . 0.9 9 March 1854. 

H. H. 12/14729. J. Darlington to Bradford Board of Guardians, 28 May 

1852; H. D. 12/14731. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 10 July 1854. 

S. C. on Poor Aamoval, PP. 1854-5 XIII (308) Zvidsncs of H. Darnall, 

Q. 3087; ibid., App. No. 3; B . O., 3 June 1858; AA P. 1854 LV (87) p. 14; 

ibid., (489) p. 14; A. & P. 1856 XLIX (436) pp. 15,29; A: iP. 1857-8 
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LXIX Pt. 1 (506) p. 13; A. & P. 1860 LVIII (512) pp. 33-4; A. & F. 

1863 LII (98) pp. 45-6; A. & P. 1865 ILVIII(12), p. 15; A. & P. 

1867-8 LX (477) p. 15; A. & P. 1871 LIX (8); A. 1 P. 1875 LXIV (467) 

p. 3. 

13. Census, P. P. 1863 LIII Pt. II (3221) p. 732; P! P. 1873 LM Pt. I 

(872) p. 490; C. Richardson, 'The Irish in Victorian Bradford', 

pp. 301,312; C. Richardson, 'Irish Settieoant in Mid-3Nineteentb 

Century Bradford', p. 46. In Leads there was a similar decline in 

the number of Irish removals and a perceptible improvement in 

the condition of the Irish, sea T. Dillon, op. cit., passim:. 

14. Hi nß. �16 Aug. 1654; B. O.. - 10,17 Aug. 1854; M. H. 12114731. J. 

Darlington to P. L. B., 24 Nov. 1854; S. C. on Poor RA val, P . P. 

1854-5 XIII (308) Evidence of J. Darlington, gq. 1176,1178. 

15. S. C. on Poor Rmnoval, P. P. 1654-S 1111 (303) Evidence of J. 

Darlington, Q. 1233. 

16. I bid., QQ. 1230-2; 8: 0., 6 Dec. 1855. 

17. A -i P. 1871 LIX (8) p. 28; A. & P. 1873 LXIV (467) p. 3. 

18. Only one case appears to have been submittad to the Poor Law Board= 

H. D. 12/14732. H. Uudson and J. Darlingtoa to P. L. B., received 

7 Oct. 1856. 

19. W. Riding Quarter Sessions Order Books (1848 to 1871). 

20. A. &' P. 1846 XXXVI (209) p. 2; S. C. on poor i azaoval, P. P. 1854-5 XIII 

(308) App. No. 5; A. & P. 1854 LV (87), p. 14; ibid., (489) p. 14; 

Ate. 1856 XLIX (436) p. 15; AA P. 1857-8 XLIX Pt. I(306)' . p. 15; 

A. & P. 1863 XLVII (12) V. 15; A P. 1867-8 LX (477) pp"13,23. The 

returns for the years 1841.3 relate to the norough townships and are 

therefore comparable with the later returns. The return for 1867-8 

includes removals undertaken by mutual consent, without a removal 

order, under the 1865 Union Chargeability Act (28 + 29 Vice c. 79 e. 6). 

21. Based on payments recorded in the Bradford and North Bimrisy Union 

Hinute Books. Non-resident relief appears to bava boon almost 

{ 

ý.. 
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exclusively outdoor zeltet and the payments have therefore been 

compared with outdoor relief expenditure. 

22. N. B Hins., 24 Nov. 1864, It 15 Feb. 1566; M. U. 12/14777. W, Lancaster 

to P. L. B., 30 May 1870; N. B., 13 March 1866, 

23. Mins., 10 March 1854. 

24. B_0., 23 : arch 1854; Hins., 25 Fab., 8 April 1857. 

25. M. H. 12/14726. J. Wagstaff to P. L. B., 10 Uovambar 1848. 

26. Quoted in H. Rose, 'Settla®ent, rtemaval and the New P. L. ', p. 43. 

The achiavemut evaa of Union Chargeability was lard won, sea M. 

Caplan, 'The Nev P. L. and the Struggle for Union Chargeability', 

passim. % 
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1854; M. H. 12/14733. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 20 Oct. 1857. 

28. H. H. 12/14771. Report by S. 3rewin, 13 Aug. 1857. 
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2 Feb. 18541 M. H. 12/14730. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 19 Jan., 21 May 

1853; ibid., H. Vivian to P. L. B., 31 Jan., 7 March 1853. 

33. N. H. Mina., 7 Oct. 1858,1 Nov. 1860,8 Aug. 1861. 

34. B 0;, 16 Sept. 1852; Mine., 29 Oct. 1856,17 Feb. 1858; B . O. 0 18 Feb. 

1858; ins., 19 Aug. 1857; B . 0-s 19 July 1049; Mina., 4 March 1851, 

9 Sept. 1853. 

33. For examples of successful prosecutions; D d., 18,25 Oct., 1 Nov. 1849, 

11 July, It 8 Aug., 5 Dec. 1850,13 Jan. 1859; H. U. 12/14727. H. Hudson 

to P. L. D., 13 July 1850. For appeals for legal changos; Mins. " 24 Feb. 

1854; M. fl. 12/14728. J. Darlington to P. L. B., 8 Jan., 21 July 1851; 
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38. N. B. Hins., 29 Nov. 1860,17 Aug. 1865,3,17 Sept. 1863. 
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41. Minins., 13 July 1859,29 April 1868. 

42. N. B. M ne., 12 July 1860,7,21 Feb. 1861. 

43. N. B. Mina., 17 June 186,9,15 May 1862. 

44. See, for example, M. R. 12/14770. J. Butler to P. L. B., 17 May 1856; 

ibid., J. Wadman to P. L. B., 31 May 1856; ibid., B. Whitby to P. L. B., 
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Chapter 15. Conclusion. 

1. B_ O., 2 Nov. 1848. For Forstara lectures, ass also B. 0. # 12,19,26 

Oct., 9 Nov. 1648. 

2. L. G. R., Ist Ann. Rap. (1871-2) App. 1lo. 20 p. 67. 

3. For the view of the friendly societies, sea especially R. C. on 

Friendly and Banaiit Building Societies,, P P. 1874 DIY Pt. I 

(c 961) p. cirivº. 

4. P. L. B., 22nd Mn. Rap. (1869-70) p x. 

5. For a relevant discussion of the bistoricil controversy surrounding 

the relationship between social theory and practice, saa D. Frasar, 

The Evolution of the British Welfare State (London, 1973), Ch. 5. 

6. M inn., 23 Dec. 1856,30 Sept. 1863,13 Aug. 1866; 8.0., B Jan. 1857; 

w. B. H ns., 16 Aug. 1866. 

7. ? 
_. 

0., 1 March 1860. The old Tory-Radical, Squire Auty, still wanted 

to see the 'caotralising system' destroyed, but he accepted that 

'the Nay Poor Law as at present administered is nothing litre the 

Nov Poor Law which was intended in the first instance to be forced 

on the people of this country'; B . O., 16 Feb. 1860. 

8. For Bolton and Rochdale; R. Boyson, op. cit., pp. 114,117-21,270,284. 

For Sheffield; D. Fraser, Urban Politics, pp. 78-84; D. Fraser, 

'The P. L. as a Political Institution', pp. 119-22. 

9. R. Boyson, op. cit., p. 276; P. L. B., 22nd An p. (1869-70) pp, xv 

xvi. 

10. M. Bruce, Thug of the Welfare State (4th ed. London, 1968), 

p. 117. 

11. Sea Chapter 10, Graph 1, between pp. 417 and 418. 

12. M. Roes, The Relief of Poverty, p. 16. 
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